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Preface

The 14th Water Management and Hydraulic Engineering (WMHE) conference
follows 39 years of tradition in organizing similar conferences focused on new
technologies, practices and strategies in water resources and water management,
and also in related disciplines such as environmental engineering, geotechnics and
others. The main goal of the conference is to share transboundary and
interdisciplinary knowledge and experience between scientists and experts from
Central Europe, from older and new EU member states as well as from South-East
European candidate countries.
In 1976 the first conference of this type was organized as a bilateral activity between
the faculties of Gdańsk University (Poland) and Zagreb University (Croatia). Since
1998, the Slovak University of Technology, the Ss. Cyril and Methodius University
in Skopje (Macedonia) and the BOKU University of Natural Resources and Applied
Life Sciences, Vienna (Austria), have joined this biannual conference series. In
2013 the WMHE conference was organized by the Slovak University of
Technology. At this event, Brno University of Technology (BUT), Faculty of Civil
Engineering (FCE), Czech Republic, joined the group and was honoured to become
the organiser of the 14th conference to be held in Brno on 8 - 10 September 2015.
Countries such as France, Germany and Russia will attend this event as new
participants.
The conference was announced on the Internet via the creation of a dedicated web
site http://wmhe.fce.vutbr.cz.
The following thematic topics have been chosen:
1. Hydraulics and hydromechanics
2. Hydrology and river basin management
3. Sanitary and environmental engineering
4. Sustainable water use, water resources, flood risks
5. Geotechnical engineering, groundwater hydraulics, erosion control
6. Hydraulic structures, monitoring
During the conference the presentation of papers will be organized in
corresponding thematic sessions.
Special thanks should go to Prof. Petr Štěpánek, the Rector of Brno University of
Technology, and to Prof. Rostislav Drochytka, the Dean of the Faculty of Civil
Engineering, for their support which has greatly aided the preparation of the
conference on the Faculty grounds.
The members of the Organizing Committee are also grateful to all members of the
staff of the Institute of Water Structures (BUT, FCE) for their efforts in preparing
the conference and technical visits. Finally, special acknowledgements are extended
to the reviewers of submitted papers for their aid in producing the Conference
Proceedings.
In Brno, September 2015

Editors
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240 Years Dresden Gauge –
1000 Years Floods of the Elbe (Labe) River
R. Pohl
(Institute of Hydraulic Engineering and Applied Hydromechanics, Technische Universitaet Dresden,
D-01062 Dresden, Germany, reinhard.pohl@tu-dresden.de.)

Abstract
The statistical evaluation of flood records requires long and reliable data series to
extrapolate the peak discharges and related recurrence intervals as well as possible
trends. As the distribution functions for the hydraulic design are usually fitted to the
discharge values historic stage-discharge-relations must be found to convert the
measured stage values to discharges. Using the historic flow cross sections water
profile calculations with 1D and 2D models have been carried out to specify stagedischarge-curves for each period in the past. The recalculated values allowed an
update of the flood statistics with surprising results.
This paper reconsiders the use of historical hydrologic data in urban areas which
have changed due to changing river beds, cross sections and flood plain areas. The
resulting development of the vulnerability and resilience in the Elbe valley at Dresden will be considered and compared with the situation at other places in the
world.

Keywords
historical flood records, stage-discharge-curve, peak discharge, recurrence
period, flood resilience

1.

INTRODUCTION

For the Elbe (Labe, Albis) River at Dresden descriptive historic flood information has been handed down for more than 1000 years. Quantitative information
are available (with gaps) since 1501 [Pötzsch 1784]. For 240 years the Dresden
gauge at the Augustus-Bridge has been in operation. Referring to this data the
history of the water course, the flow regime and the morphology was investigated
to review the stage discharge relation. One motive for this investigation was the
discrepancy with a lower discharge at a higher stage in 2002 compared with 1845.

2.

FLOOD RECORDS AND MEASUREMENTS

In the second half of the 18th century the systematic gauging of the Elbe water
level was started in Dresden and other towns on the river. 1775 C. G. Pötzsch
fixed an iron staff gauge at the Augustus-Bridge (today German Elbe-km 55.600,
catchment area 53096 km², mean discharge 324 m³/s). The regular reading of the
water level begun on 1st January 1776. The gauge datum was the „lower navigable
9

water level“. At that time the depth was measured in Dresden ells (= 0.5752 m)
and Dresden inches (= 0.0236 m). Starting with the beginning hydrologic year
1901 the values have been published in the hydrographic yearbook and in 1930 a
water level recorder was set into operation. Until December 1st 1935 the gauge
datum was at 105.657 m asl and from this day at 102.657 m asl. After the readjustment to the new land surveying system DHHN 12 (Deutsches Haupthöhennetz
1912) the datum was at 102.73 m asl without changing the position. Since 1st February 2004 the reference system has been changed over to DHHN 92 (Deutsches
Haupthöhennetz 1992). The datum of the Dresden gauge is now 102.68 m asl.
Denmark
Baltic Sea
North Sea
Hamburg
Berlin

Netherlands
Elbe
Belgium

Dresden
Poland
Labe
Prague
Czech Republic
Brno
Slowakia
Austria

Usti
Luxembourg

Germany

France

Munich

Switzerland

Fig. 1 Elbe/Labe, watershed.

2.1

Sources of historical data.

Precise records of water stages are to be found at many European rivers only
after the middle of the 18th century. The information from the time before is often
diffuse or consists only of the description of the damages. Due to the less developed measuring techniques and calculation methods the discharge data are almost
always missing. And due to the exceptional character of extreme flood events
which happened only once in one’s lifetime the chroniclers sometime overstated.
The handed down water level data can be inexact and often it does not fit into the
present reference system.
Reliable stage data can be derived from flood marks at historical buildings.
Here it must be ensured that the marks are in their original place. This is guaranteed best when they are engraved in a natural stone building front or column. One
of the oldest marks of this kind at the upper Elbe river from 1501 A.D. is to be
found in the town of Meissen (Elbe-Lane, opposite the former monastery of the
Order of St. Francis) 25 km downstream of the Dresden gauge.
Regarding historical flood information we can distinguish written, pictorial
and material sources. The first group includes e.g. handwritings, gauge books, old
projects, navigation documents, chronicles, damage reports, inspection reports, tax
lists and parish registers. Photographs, technical drawings, inundation and river
10

maps, levee maps, painted or photographed views of cities, water mills, banks,
bridges as well as landscapes belong to the pictorial witnesses of the past. The 3rd
group includes flood marks, inscriptions, epigraphs, sediments, findings of washed
away objects and things which can be dated by Carbon-14-analysis, dendrochronology or pollen analysis.

2.2

Extraordinary Floods

One of the three most severe floods in Dresden was the winter flood on 31st
March 1845. Fig. 3 (top) shows the large inundation area in the city of Dresden
and the downstream rural area which is nowadays a part of the city. Sudden thawing of a 1.50 m thick ice cover on 27th March caused an ice break-up with ice jam
upstream the Bridge (today Augustus bridge). On 29th March a large part of the
historic city of Dresden was inundated. Many people had to be rescued through
the windows by means of boats. Major damages occurred. Also the only Elbe
bridge at that time was damaged and the middle pier with the crucifix got broken.
118

Influenced by ice jam?

Bridge

stage [m asl]
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Fig. 2 Recalculated profiles with the bed morphology of 1845 for several
discharges with n = 0,035 s/m1/3 from Elbe-km 50,25 to 60,64. Reference level
for the cross sections = navigable water level 2°3“ below gauge datum (s. a.
Siglow 2007)
The highest water level of the Elbe within living memory was measured on
17th August 2002 during a summer flood. Although the water level was higher
than in 1845 less area of the city was inundated (Fig. 3 mid). This is due to changes of the cross section and to the rise of the ground elevation in the city. Just 5
days before the city centre was inundated by the tributaries from the near Ore
Mountains (Erzgebirge) which cross the urban area flowing towards the Elbe
river. Due to the smaller watersheds they have a short concentration time to peak
of only few hours.
11

3.

MODIFICATION OF STAGE-DISCHARGE CURVES

The official hindcast of the 1845 peak water level at the Dresden gauge was 10
ells and 16 inches. A first estimation by the author concerning the related discharge yielded little less than 4000 m³/s [Pohl 2007] with assumed cross sections
derived from the handed down information. To improve the accuracy of the calculation in a second step the historical Elbe river map from 1850/55 (scale 1:12000)
was used to establish a historical digital terrain model for 1845 and other years.
Herein not only the cross sections but also the water stages and inundation areas
during the 1845 flood as well as a longitudinal profile with descriptions of landmarks and the gauge datum with the navigable water level (2 ells 3 inches below
gauge datum 104.44 m asl) have been drawn. Additional required further quantities were measured in the map.

Fig. 3 : Inundation maps for the Elbe in Dresden.- top: 1845, mid: 2002
(www.dresden.de), bottom: own hydronumerical Calculation with a DTM for

1845 (s.a. Kirsch, Pohl 2011)
Comparing the historical and the today’s map it is obvious that the width of the
Elbe until the middle of the 19th century was about twice compared to the today’s
width. This is due to the river training for better navigability beginning in the
second half of that century. However the deepening due to erosion was less than
expected and amounts only between 0 and 60 cm. [Faulhaber 2000] found, that
12

upstream from Elbe-km 121 the lowering of the water level elevation was on average 25 cm from the end of the 19th century to the mid of the 20th century. Also in
the period before the bed erosion seems to have been relatively moderately.
The water level calculation with different channel roughness values (Fig. 4)
yields spreading stage-discharge-curves. It can be derived from Fig. 2 that the
water level measured 1845 (red star mark) corresponds to a discharge of almost
4000 m³/s, at the gauge downstream the bridge.
Due to the new stage-discharge-relations the flow rates greater than 3000 m³/s
were overestimated in the past and have to be reduced and values below 2000 m³/s
have to be increased moderately. The bridge afflux beyond 2000 m³/s at the old
bridge until their reconstruction (1906-1910) rebuilt bridge is indicated in Fig. 2.
The above mentioned water-level-profile calculations were carried out for definite points in time with its respective morphologic situations such as 1845, 1890,
1940, 2002, 2006. Strictly speaking for every year an individual stage-dischargerelation would be required to yield discharge values from the handed down stage
records. In the present study the flow rates were interpolated by using a weighted
mean between the years above. Before 1845 the flow cross sections were assumed
to be not affected by human activities and therefore approximately constant for the
time being. This is why the stage-discharge-curve of 1845 was also applied for the
floods before.

4.

FLOOD ANALYSIS, FLOOD STATISTICS, TRENDS

Studies like the present one are made to improve the understanding of hydraulic processes in the past on the one hand and on the other hand to improve the
flood forecast for the future. For the second issue an annual updating of the flood
statistics is required.
Due to the existing statistics the 2002 flood had a recurrence interval of some
150 years and the 2013 peak flow is in the range of 60 years using best fitted repartition functions. Other investigations with a partial annual series from 1936 to
1995 predicted a recurrence period of 200 years for only 3600 m³/s [Nestmann &
Büchele 2002] which seems to be an underestimation of the discharge and the
probability as well.
With the corrected discharge values a new statistical evaluation has been done
by means of the program HQ-EX (DHI-WASY). It becomes visible that the 2002
flood with a peak discharge of Q = 4581 m³/s was less frequent than originally
assumed. Instead of 150 years the return period is some 500 years now (depending
on the selected distribution function - Fig. 5). The 2002 (and round about the
1890) flood become a “centennial flood”.
When yielding so different values the question about trends arises. From Fig. 6
a decreasing trend can be derived. But it is also obvious that due to several human
activities at the river and in the watershed the statistical universe (basic population) might have changed. Especially flood protection measures like construction
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of dams in the 20th century could be an explanation for the generally decreasing
trend.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the Stage-Discharge-Relations at the Dresden
Gauge with Dispersion due to Roughness Estimations.

Fig. 5 Annual Peak Discharges and related Return Periods at the Dresden
Gauge. Plotting Positions and best fitted Distribution Functions. Upper
Curves: existing Statistics. Lower Curves: modified Values without Plotting
Positions
14

On the other hand due to the revised series the peak discharge of 2002 was the
biggest value at all, that means an all-time record from the mathematical point of
view. This value strongly influences the trend of partial series (Fig. 6).
Insofar it is also very difficult to answer the question about a trend due to the
climate change. Although the trends during the last few decades are increasing, it
can be seen in Fig. 6 that all partial series of a 5 decade period after 1800 produce
increasing trends whereas the series over 3 decades yield 2 increasing, 3 decreasing and 2 almost constant trend lines. These differences are only caused by the
mathematics despite using the same flow data.

Fig. 6 Linear Trends of partial Series of annual Peak Discharges 30 Years
(black line) 50 Years (orange line)

5.

CHANGING FLOODS, CHANGING CITIES, CHANGING
RESILIENCE

As long as the mankind can remember, people have built their settlements near
rivers. Thus they could take advantage concerning water supply, hydropower
generation, fertile soils, agricultural irrigation, transport of goods and navigation
respectively. But settling near the river has also one main disadvantage: the hazard
of inundation.

15

Although this cannot be proved for the Saxon Elbe with statistical significance
an increasing of flood peaks or a decreasing of the return periods can’t be excluded for the future. In the recent years, several research fields were established,
which include the adaptation of societies to changing requirements due to natural
events. This is also indicated by scientific events, to discuss these issues like "Urban Flood" (Paris 2009), "Resilient Cities" (Bonn 2010) or "UFRIM" (urban flood
risk management Graz 2011). Central issues consider the development of vulnerability of communities due to natural disasters (vulnerability) and the resistance
against these challenges (resilience).
A first estimation of corresponding values indicates mainly positive developments in the sample areas, also in very densely populated areas in South-East Asia
[Jongman et al. 2015]. The upper part of Fig. 8 shows the qualitative history and
trend of characteristic numbers related to flood resilience for the city of Dresden
[Pohl 2011]. For Dresden the percentage of the inundated area is declining because the growth of the city stretches also on the higher terrain. Although the
hazard potential in the possibly flooded area is increasing the hazard normalized
with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in this area is decreasing. This is an estimation for Dresden but could be proved for Sion in Switzerland [Popp-Walser
2013], where the risk could be reduced considerably in the case of the 3rd Rhone
correction (1850 – 2050). The period of only 20 years in the work by [Jongman et
al. 2015] seems to be too short to prove a decreasing risk for large cities in developing countries too. For an exploding population, in a Megacity with comparable
low GDP near a large river and only a few meters above sea level the trends of the
absolute and normalized hazard potential might run like the dotted lines in the
lower chart of Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 The Elbe River in Dresden, left: City and River during History;
right: Situation in the City Centre. Top 1845 before River training Measures,
bottom 2006.
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Vulnerability and Resilience of communities against floods have changed during the centuries. Very often also the river banks and river beds in urban areas
were reshaped in the past so that stage-discharge curves were and are valid only
for certain periods. It has been shown above that these changes have to be considered when evaluating flood statistics.

Fig. 8 Qualitative description of the estimated consequences of extreme
floods with schematic map of the inundated area of the city.
Further research on the base of large data sets is needed to find out which tendency flood resilience will have at different places in the world in future. First
steps were initiated to verify these presumed curves in Fig. 8.

17

6.

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, OUTLOOK

The above considerations show that a check of the stage-discharge-curves of
the past should be done by means of water level profile calculations with historical
data if the availability of geographic and stage data allows it. The result is a stagedischarge-relation being valid for a certain period in time. After converting the
peak stages to peak discharges a probability distribution function can be fitted to
the values in order to extrapolate the new recurrence periods. The example of the
Dresden gauge shows that as a result of this investigation the design floods can
change.
The above investigations assume steady hydrologic conditions. At the Dresden
gauge no significant long term tendency towards increasing peak discharges could
be shown clearly. If such trends due to climate change or other causes should
become evident the recurrence periods and the degree of protection will have to be
adjusted.
Densely populated urban areas at rivers are often exposed to flood risk. In
many cases they can be inundated from both sides: by the main river with the
large catchment area which hydrograph can be forecasted for more than one day
due to upstream gauging and on the other hand by the city-crossing streams from
smaller watersheds which have a so short concentration time to peak that makes a
reliable flood forecast impossible in most cases.
Flood analyses have shown that structural measures of flood protection are
limited applicable, especially in urban areas, and that an absolute protection is not
feasible.
To evaluate the flood resilience of communities the development of the hazard
potential as an absolute value or normalized with the economic potential might be
used.
For the case study area it seems that the general vulnerability has been decreasing as it could be found by means of characteristic indices. Also the relative values
of inundation and hazard seem to become smaller. In other parts of the world
(especially with a huge growth of population in coastal and fluvial areas) other
tendencies than in Fig. 8 might to be expected and are worth to be investigated.
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Abstract
The underground elements of flood protection structures such as levees or
floodwalls may represent significant interventions into the groundwater regime if
not treated. Seepage progressing during a flood from a river to an adjacent aquifer
can endanger flood protection elements and may result in the internal erosion of
the soils of the foundation. The increased piezometric head and water pressures at
the area protected against flooding can harm the subsurface parts of buildings such
as cellars, underground garages and also sewer mains. The paper deals with
groundwater flow issues related to the flood protection of urban areas. Hydraulic
modelling and risk mapping techniques used for the assessment of the impact of
groundwater on flood protection facilities and on structures in protected areas are
applied. Additionally, the effect of subsurface parts of floodwalls and levees on the
groundwater regime in adjacent areas is discussed.

Keywords
Seepage, groundwater, reliability, limit state

1.

INTRODUCTION

Changes in groundwater (GW) flow regime during floods and also due to
flood-protection structures are affected by various factors. Excessive seepage may
endanger both flood protection elements and structures in protected urbanized
areas. Factors related to natural characteristics mostly include the vagueness of
descriptions of the geomorphology and topology of the area of interest, the quality
of the interpretation of the geological composition, hydrogeological conditions,
etc. Anthropological factors usually comprise poor understanding of the historical
development of towns and cities at river zones, the generation of anthropogenic
geological layers, river training including flood protection structures, the drainage
of ground water into the sewage system and others. These factors might influence
the change in groundwater regime during floods and should be taken into account
when modelling the effects of designed flood protection measures (FPM).
During periods when flooding is absent, channels and rivers usually drain
adjacent aquifers. With the increasing water level in streams during flood events,
the direction of groundwater flow changes. During a flood groundwater usually
flows from the river and is accompanied by rising water level (piezometric head)
in the aquifer in the protected area. The adjacent aquifer is then subject to GW
flow from upper terraces, and also from the river. The rate of the flow depends on
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the permeability of aquifer materials, the saturation rate of the soil, and the flow
regime (confined, free flow). In Fig.1 a scheme of groundwater flow during
flooding is shown for a river without (A) and with (B) flood protection measures
[Levee Handbook 2013], [Říha 2010].
During the design and operation it is necessary to deal with the reliability of
levees and floodwalls. It is the goal of design and assessment to involve all the
important uncertainties in the solution. In current practice this is carried out using
traditionally recommended safety factors published in the technical standards and
guidelines. Another more comprehensive approach is the limit state method using
partial reliability factors or fully probabilistic reliability assessment. In the paper
the two latter procedures are described in the context of the initiation phase of
internal erosion. Both methods are demonstrated in case studies of flood
protection schemes of at the village of Troubky and the city of Prague.
A

B

Impermeable topsoil

Permeable aquifer

Fig. 1 Scheme of groundwater flow during flood
A) no flood protection measures, B) with flood protection measures
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2.

FLOOD PROTECTION STRUCTURES

Structural flood protection measures are built mainly in urbanized areas and
their vicinity. Their primary function is to protect adjacent areas against surface
flooding and to avoid losses in the case of more frequent floods (usually with the
return period N ≤ 100 years). Common structures are flood levees and floodwalls
frequently combined with mobile elements designed according to aesthetic
considerations or at places where roads cross the area.
During periods when flooding is absent streams usually drain adjacent
aquifers. To avoid unexpected damming of natural groundwater flow it is
important to consider the effects of the subsurface parts of flood protection
measures. Such measures must not cause a significant rise in the ground water
table behind the flood protection line and must not interrupt the natural drainage
function of rivers. Such a requirement usually excludes slurry walls with their
foundations in impermeable base soils. An important problem can arise in the case
of the failure of any flood protection element. This can be caused due to structural
instability or loss of filtration stability (internal erosion). Groundwater acts in this
case as a surface load and also as a body load corresponding to the water pressure
and hydraulic gradient in sub-base. The structural stability of buildings can be
influenced by non-uniform increases in the water pressure below their
foundations. Structures should be designed with respect to these types of loading
and in combination with adequate measures (drainage, relief wells, etc.).
The basic characteristics of groundwater flow (seepage velocity, hydraulic
gradient, water pressure) which represent load on the flood protection structures
and their sub-base are usually obtained using groundwater flow modelling
techniques (see below).

3.

GROUNDWATER FLOW ISSUES

The objective of GW regime assessment is to avoid or reduce its negative
impacts in the protected area behind flood protection structures. There are several
aspects to consider when designing a flood protection measure. The relevant
issues are as follows:
•
Flood protection measures and their subsurface parts affect the
groundwater regime during both flood events and periods without
flooding. Designed measures should provide protection against the
negative impact of GW during the flood and assure the safety of FPM,
but on the other hand they must not cause significant changes to the
natural regime of groundwater flow in the protected area in a flood-free
period. Therefore, subsurface elements of FPM should not obstruct
natural GW flow by completely penetrating slurry walls.
•
GW pressure is one of the loads influencing the stability of FPMs and
their foundations:
water pressure on subsurface parts of structures (e.g. uplift
pressure),
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-

•

4.

uplift pressure on less permeable topsoil layers behind FPMs,
pressure gradients which can cause internal instability in levees
and the subsoil of FPMs due to internal erosion.
Considerable leakage into the protected area may occur in the case of
permeable floodplain aquifers. If the water table rises up to the level of
the terrain, it can cause:
the instability of subsurface parts of houses due to increased water
pressure,
leakage into subsurface parts of buildings (cellars, subsurface
garages, etc.),
waterlogging of the surface in the protected land area.

SOLUTION OF GROUNDWATER FLOW PROBLEMS

When designing a FPM one should take into account the above-mentioned
issues (Chapter 3). The procedure is as follows:
1. First, the conceptual design of FPM layout and the definition of basic
design parameters (design flood, freeboard, etc.) are carried out.
2. Second, it is necessary to assess the groundwater regime and discuss all of
the issues mentioned above. This step is usually carried out using GW
models and spatial mapping and enables the specification of:
•
loads to the FPM from GW,
•
the susceptibility of soils to internal erosion, in order to assess relevant
criteria,
•
measures assuring the required safety of the FPM (structural and
filtration stability),
•
the amount of leakage to the protected area,
•
the extent of waterlogging in the area behind the FPM,
•
the impact of subsurface parts of the FPM on the groundwater regime.
3. The final design of the FPM, the specification of land acquisition, the
amount of pumping needed, etc. is based on the results of groundwater
flow modelling.
In the following text we restrict our focus to item 2).

4.1

Groundwater flow modelling

For the quantification of GW flow parameters a wide variety of mathematical
seepage flow models are used. These are one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional
(2D) horizontal and vertical and also three-dimensional (3D) steady or transient
flow models. The mentioned models are sufficiently described in the available
literature [Bear, Verruijt 1987].
The most frequent are 2D horizontal steady or unsteady state models used for
the assessment of the impact of subsurface elements of FPM (e.g. slurry walls) on
the natural groundwater table during a flood-free spell. Transient flow models are
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applied when studying the progression of the flood wave to the aquifer. The
results are expressed in terms of the piezometric head h(x,y,t) and its maximum
value hMAX(x,y) reached during the time interval - duration of the flood. The time
dependent piezometric head h(x,y,t) in the permeable aquifer has to be taken from
the results of mathematical modelling of groundwater flow. The Dupuit
assumptions are taken into account for the calculations. The governing equation is
as follows:
∂  ∂h  ∂  ∂h 
∂h
T⋅
+
T⋅
−S
−Q = 0
∂x  ∂x  ∂y  ∂y 
∂t

(1)

where T(x,y) is isotropic aquifer transmisivity, S(x,y) is the storage coefficient,
h(x,y,t) is the piezometric head and Q is the point source/sink.
The boundary conditions are:
h (t ) = h (t ) ,
(2)
where h is the known water level in the river during a flood. At the boundary with
the prescribed flux it holds:
k⋅

∂h
∂h
nx + k ⋅ n y = q
∂x
∂y

(3)

where nx, ny are cosines related to the outer normal vector to the boundary with
prescribed flux q (per unit width of the boundary).
The initial condition expresses the known piezometric head h0 over the flow
domain at the beginning of the flood (t = 0) taken from the calibrated steady state
model:
h(x, y, 0) = h0 (x, y)

(4)

The maximum piezometric head hMAX at the given point of the domain was
taken from the results of the above described simulations:
hMAX (x, y)= max h(x, y, t)

4.2

(5)

Groundwater flow mapping

The modelling results in the case of 2D horizontal models are efficiently
analysed, manipulated and displayed via GIS mapping techniques. The following
maps are relevant in the case of GW flow in the flood protection context:
•
maps of the terrain level (digital model of terrain - DMT),
•
maps of the results of present state modelling - calibration scenarios,
•
maps of groundwater levels for selected scenarios,
•
maps of differences between the present state and the state influenced
by subsurface elements of FPM,
•
maps of the maximum water table (piezometric level) during flooding,
•
maps of differences between the maximum ground water level and the
terrain (Fig. 2),
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•
•

maps of waterlogged areas,
maps displaying reliability factors (see below), etc.

As the first six mentioned map types are generated by standard GIS
techniques, their processing is not described in more details.

5.

RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT

For the reliability assessment it is desirable to classify the internal erosion
process into 4 stages - initiation, continuation, progression and failure [Fell, Fry
2007]. For the reliability assessment and following risk analysis of the structure an
event tree can be set up (Fig. 2). In the paper reliability assessment is only focused
on the initiation phase, which is assumed to be the most important phase in dam
safety assessment. Two possible approaches are mentioned, namely the
application of the limit state method and the probabilistic assessment of internal
erosion initiation due to rupture of the topsoil layer at the back side of a flood
protection measure. This section focuses on “reliability maps” and the procedure
for the assessment of the initiation of internal erosion (Fig. 2) [Čejda, Říha 2011].
In a situation corresponding to Fig. 3 the flood levee is founded on the relatively
impermeable topsoil layer (fluvial loams) overlaying a highly permeable gravelsand aquifer. The maximum piezometric head hMAX in the aquifer behind the FPM
has been determined by a transient 2D horizontal GW flow model. The levels of
the terrain and base of the topsoil have been interpreted from land and geological
survey data. The reliability assessment using limit state method and fully
probabilistic assessment is described in more details in the following chapters
together with examples of their application at case studies.

Fig. 2 Event tree for reliability assessment of levee failure due to internal
erosion [Čejda, Říha 2011]
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Fig. 3 Scheme for condition (6)

5.1

Limit state method

The following limit state condition may be used for safety assessment at the
given location specified by the co-ordinates (x, y):

γsit γn γfv γW (hMAX - KB) ≤ γfg.γS (KT - KB),

(6)

where γsit is the performance factor, γn is the importance factor, γfv is the load
reliability factor (according to the method of determining hMAX and KB), γW is the
unit weight of water, hMAX(x,y) is the maximum piezometric head h(x,y,t), KB(x,y)
is the level of the top stratum base, γfg is the resistance factor covering uncertainty
in KB and the soil’s saturated unit weight γS, and KT(x,y) is the terrain level (Fig.
4). The values of particular reliability coefficients depend on the type of structure,
the numerical method used, the description of geological conditions, etc.
For spatial processing the “reliability parameter” RP(x, y) is proposed:

RP =

γ fg γ S ( K T − K B )

γ sit γ n γ fv γ W (hMAX - K B )

(7)

RP(x, y) expresses the reserve/deficit towards condition (1). When spatially
processed, the areas with RP(x, y) ≥ 1 represent reliable conditions while the
values RP(x, y) < 1 indicate areas susceptible to topsoil layer rupture and to the
initiation of an internal erosion process. An example of a map showing the
reliability parameter RP over the area of Olympia shopping centre close the city of
Brno is in Fig. 4. In the areas where condition (6) is not satisfied (RP < 1) the
rupture of the topsoil layer may be expected. According to Fig. 2, the continuation
phase of internal erosion is assessed, e.g. using the condition related to the mean
hydraulic gradient along the potential seepage path:

γ sit γ n γ fa i ≤ γ stf γ fp iK

(8)

where i is the mean hydraulic gradient along the seepage path, iK is the critical
mean hydraulic gradient, γfa is the load reliability factor, γstf is the factor related to
the given failure mode and γfp is the soil resistance factor. The factors mentioned
can be found e.g. in [Istomina 1957], [DIN 19712].
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Fig. 4. Reliability map (flood protection of Olympia shopping centre)
An analysis with the application of the procedure mentioned was carried out at
the flood protection design of the village of Troubky, where “reliable zones” were
marked out in the area surrounded by a ring-system of flood levees (Fig. 5). It can
be seen that in most of the protected area condition (6) is not satisfied (RP < 1).

Fig. 5 Map with RP parameter - no relief wells
To decrease water pressure in the aquifer and to satisfy condition (6), namely
in the area behind the levees, a system of relief wells and drainage ditches was
proposed (Fig. 6). The effect of such measures on the reliability parameter RP can
be seen from Fig. 7, where in most of the protected area condition (1) is already
satisfied and only a small portion of the centre of Troubky is susceptible to topsoil
layer uplift failure. These zones are rather far from the levee line and if rupture
occurs it will definitely not lead to the continuation of internal erosion.
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Fig. 6 Layout of relief wells

Fig. 7 Map with RP parameter - set of wells was applied

5.2

Probabilistic assessment of initiation phase of internal erosion

Another more sophisticated method is the probabilistic evaluation of the
“dangerous” zones where the initiation phase of internal erosion can occur. This
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technique was applied during optimisation of the flood protection system in
several parts of the city of Prague: Zbraslav, Chuchle and Radotin.
The joint probability pJI of failure initiation at a given point (x, y) is then
defined as follows:
pJI (x, y) = pW . pI (x, y)

(9)

where pW is the probability of a corresponding flood wave and pI is the conditional
probability of exceeding the limit state of the topsoil layer (Fig. 2). With this
approach the relatively small probability pW of an extreme flood event is included
in the assessment. The partial reliability pRI of the flood protection in terms of the
initiation of internal erosion is as follows:
pRI = 1 - pW . pI

(10)

Estimation of the flood wave probability pW is quite complicated and the
relevant techniques still have not been proven worldwide. For our purpose the
peak flood discharge exceedance probability is used as an approximation of pW:

pW = 1 − e −1 / N

(11)

where N is the peak flood discharge return period.
The initiation phase of internal erosion at a given point with co-ordinates (x, y)
in the area behind the levees starts when the following condition (analogical with
condition (6)) is satisfied:

γW [hMAX (x, y, Θ) - KB(x, y, Θ)] > γS (x, y, Θ)[KT(x, y, Θ) - KB(x, y, Θ)] (12)
where Θ is the parameter of randomness. Other variables in the formula (12)
correspond to those explained above. γZ, hMAX, KB and KT are assumed as uncertain
(random) variables and are subject to statistical modelling.
The probability pI(x,y) of not satisfying the limit state condition (12) at a given
point in the area behind the levee can be calculated from the formula:

p I = P[ γ w (hMAX − K B ) > γ S ( K T − K B )] = m ,
n

(13)

where m is the number of simulations for which condition (12) was satisfied and n
is the total number of simulations (in our case n = 105). The stochastic modelling
method consisted in the following steps:
•
The probability density function of random variables (γS, hMAX, KB, KT,
k, SP) was assumed as uniform. The minimum and maximum values of
individual variables were derived from the laboratory tests (γS),
hydrogeological surveying and site tests (k, SP, KB), and a digital terrain
model (KT).
•
Random sampling in terms of the Monte Carlo method was used for
statistical simulations of the sets of input variables for model (1)
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•
•
•

Deterministic groundwater flow simulation was carried out using
models (1) to (4). For each simulation the value of hMAX was determined
over the whole flow domain using the relation (5).
Evaluating condition (12) for each simulation step, the probability pI
was assessed using frequency analysis (13).
The probability pJI of failure initiation was determined from eq. (8)
assuming two flood scenarios with return periods of N = 100 and 500
years and corresponding probabilities pW100 ≈ 0.01 and pW500 ≈ 0.002.

Spatial analysis was carried out using GIS techniques. The final “probability
map” for the area of Chuchle (district of Prague) is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Probability map - Prague, Chuchle
In this context, an acceptable probability has to be chosen as a political
decision by the representatives of the local authorities. As an example Tab. 1 is
attached, which can be a base for the assignment of such a probability threshold.
The marked value pJI = 5. 10-6 has been chosen in our study.
Tab. 1 Threshold acceptable probability of failure
Expenses necessary
for reliability increase

Low consequences

Medium
consequences

High
consequences

High
Medium
Low

1 .10-3
1 .10-4
1 .10-5

5 .10-4
1 .10-5
5 .10-6

1 .10-4
5 .10-6
1 .10-6
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the groundwater flow issues related to the flood protection of
urban areas are addressed. For the hydraulic calculations of GW flow 2D
horizontal mathematical model was used. The spatial interpretation of the results
and data processing was carried out using GIS analysis and mapping techniques.
Two methods of the analysis of flood protection schemes are mentioned. The
safety assessment is related to the initiation phase of internal erosion which
consists in the evaluation of the limit state condition of rupture of the topsoil layer
overlying the highly permeable aquifer. The first method is based on the
evaluation of the limit state condition (6), where uncertainties in geometric,
hydraulic and geotechnical parameters are expressed via reliability factors. The
second method uses stochastic modelling, where all uncertain variables entering
the assessment are regarded as random variables with a uniform probability
density function. The uncertainty was expressed via the probability of the
initiation phase of internal erosion. The probability was determined using Monte
Carlo, seepage flow simulations and frequency analysis of the results. The
techniques described were applied at the flood protection schemes of the Olympia
shopping centre in Brno, the village of Troubky and the city of Prague.
The limit state method, employing reliability factors to express uncertainties in
input data and modelling procedures, is strongly recommended by the authors.
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Abstract
Hydropower potential studies usually include estimation of hydropower resources
and creating propositions for hydropower development on study area. The current
paper describes authors’ study, dedicated to development of methodological
approaches and software designed for solving problems stated above. Process
automation is achieved by using geographic information systems (GIS) and
additional programs (Python language was used).
Hydropower potential estimation is the key element for understanding future
prospects of hydropower development within the study area. The latest large-scale
hydropower potential studies of Russian territories were held in 1940-1980. In
those times, such researches were carried out almost without any automation, so
calculation process was time-consuming. As a result, only hydropower potential of
large and several medium-sized rivers was estimated; hydropower potential
assessments of small rivers were conducted only using approximate approach.
Nowadays, implementation of technologies and software products, such as
geographic information systems, contributes to development of methodologies,
which can be used to automate business-processes in different scientific disciplines,
including processes of hydropower potential estimation and prospective
hydropower plants siting. In comparison with former studies, GIS allow to reduce
labour work significantly and to perform analysis of large study areas and large
number of streams (including small rivers) in relatively short time using up-to-date
topographical, hydrological and hydrographical information.
Authors have developed and tested methodological approach and GIS-tools for
automated hydropower potential estimation. Re-estimation of hydropower potential
was fulfilled by the authors for the most part of Russia. The data for more than
10 000 river’s was compared to the results of prior studies (data, such as river
basin area, annual river flow, hydropower potential). The gross hydropower
capacity of rivers and gross hydropower potential were estimated as 350 GW and
3.07·103 TWh respectively.
The next step in hydropower potential studies is prospective hydropower plants
siting. Authors developed methodological approach and GIS-tools to automate this
process. The GIS-tools provide comparison of site alternatives based on their
32

hydropower parameters; transport, infrastructure, electricity network proximity;
topographic situation and other factors affecting site suitability. Algorithm of
automation and results of the search siting are presented.

Keywords
Geographic information systems, Hydropower plants siting, Hydropower
potential.

1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Relevance of the research

Large-scale studies of Russian rivers hydropower potential are currently
conducted in order to identify locations of prospective small hydropower plants
[RusHydro web-site], [Shestopalov 2012].
Previous large-scale studies of hydropower potential of large and mediumsized rivers in Russia were conducted in 1940-1980. These studies were held by
Grigoriev S.V. [Grigoriev et.al. 1946], Voznesensky A.N. [Voznesensky et.al
1967], Feldman B.N. [Feldman et.al. 1985].
Due to insufficient amount of annual rivers flow data (especially in the eastern
regions of the country) and poor precision of topographic data, assessment of
hydropower potential in these studies was approximate and it was performed only
for large and medium-sized rivers [Voznesenskiy et.al. 1967].
In addition, due to complexity of these researches and a large amount of rivers
studied (for example, 4702 rivers in study [Voznesensky et.al. 1967]), estimations
of hydropower potential performed in 1940-1980 have required a lot of time and
labor.
Usage of modern computer technologies, such as geographic information
systems (GIS), allows building tools which provide partial automation of
hydropower potential calculations. However, analyzing of recent researches and
developing methodology of automated hydropower potential calculations was
needed to build these tools.
Present paper describes approaches of automated hydropower calculations,
based on ESRI ArcGIS Desktop and modules for interactive data processing (GIS
server ESRI technologies), developed and implemented by the authors.
Comparisons of catchment areas, flow rates and gross hydropower potential
values obtained in this research and the results of past years studies are given.
Presented approaches allow partially automated calculation of Russian rivers
hydropower potential using updated hydrological data and relevant digital terrain
models.

1.2

Analysis of other GIS-based studies of hydropower potential

Estimation of hydropower potential using GIS was lately performed for a set
of countries (USA, France, Italy, Norway, Canada, Scotland and others) –
examples are shown in [Punys et.al. 2011], [Douglas et.al. 2004], [Feizizadeh et.al
2012], [Dante et al 2010], [Ballance et.al. 2000]. Brief review of these researches
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was described in [Punys et.al. 2011]. Also, paper [Punys et.al. 2011] overviews
some GIS-based tools for hydropower assessments.
The main difference between the GIS-based tools described in
[Punys et.al. 2011] is in the initial data which was used for hydropower
assessment. The key initial data that is necessary for hydropower potential
calculations includes hydrographic data, terrain data and hydrological data (in
particular, mean annual flow rates). The studies mentioned in [Punys et.al. 2011]
use GIS-layers for hydrographic data, digital elevation models (DEM) as terrain
data and annual river runoff or annual river runoff module (l/s, km2) values for
flow rates calculation.
Paper [Douglas et.al. 2004] describes methodology of calculating gross,
available and economic potential of the United States of America. National
Hydrography Dataset (synthetic rivers network for territory of the entire country)
was used as hydrographic data, SRTM was used as DEM and runoff data was
derived from precipitation data.

1.3

Purpose of the research

The main purpose of this study was to develop and implement methodology
and GIS-based tools to automate the calculation of the hydropower potential of
rivers and stream reaches.
Based on the analysis of previous studies authors have performed the
following tasks:
1. Methodology of partially automated hydropower calculation was proposed
and requirements for initial data (terrain, hydrographic and hydrological) for
calculation were described;
2. Terrain, hydrographic and hydrologic data was gathered and systemized;
3. ArcGIS Desktop based tools for calculating hydropower potential were
developed;
4. Several Esri GIS-server technologies based applications were developed for
automating calculations, for verification and presenting of the results;
5. Proposed approaches were implemented on a set of hydrological units in
Russia, the results for a selected hydrological unit (Ket river watershed, basin
of upper Ob) are presented in the paper;
6. Results of calculations (watershed areas, flow rates, gross potential values)
were compared to the results of prior studies.

2.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1

Proposed approach for dividing territory into calculating zones

Hydropower potential estimations are usually performed for large areas, so
there is a need in organizing data using hierarchical structures. Territory of
Russian Federation is divided into hydrological units based on rivers’ watersheds.
In present research basin-landscape approach was used for calculating of
hydropower potential.
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The advantage of this approach is that boundaries of hydrological units are
coincident with natural watersheds, which is necessary for delineating catchments
inside the study area.
Currently classification of water use zoning in Russia includes 4 levels of
classification of hydrological units: regions, basins, sub-basins and the so called
water management areas (Figure 1). Water management area is selected as the
smallest area for calculation of hydropower potential.

Fig. 1 Example of Russian water use zoning map (zones with identifiers)

2.2

Categories of hydropower potential

According to [Voznesensky et.al. 1967] there are 3 categories of hydropower
potential:
Gross hydropower potential is the full theoretical sum of water flow energy.
Gross hydropower potential of a river can be calculated by summing potentials
of its stream reaches:
n

n

i =1

i =1

P = ∑ Ni * t = ∑[g *

(Q1i + Q 2i )
* H i ]* t
2

(1)

Where P is gross hydropower potential [kWh], Ni – gross capacity of a stream
reach [kW], i is number of stream reach, g is the acceleration of gravity, Q1i is
flow rate in beginning point of stream reach, Q2i is flow rate in ending point of
stream reach, H is elevation difference on stream reach, t = 8760 hours is the
number of hours per year.
In this study the same approach as in [Voznesensky et.al. 1967] was used:
streams are divided by the sections (stream reaches) between the tributaries where
the flow rate significantly increases.
Technical hydropower potential is a part of theoretical hydropower potential
that can be technically used.
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In most cases estimation of technical potential is based on analysis of
empirical data of the studied rivers [Voznesensky et.al. 1967]. According to
[Feldman et.al. 1985], rivers in Russia may be classified by annual mean power
(N), which can be obtained from annual mean flow rate of stream reach:
•
N < 2 MW – first group (Theoretical usage coefficient is set as 0,17);
•
2 MW < N < 100 MW – second group (Ki = 0,35);
•
N > 100 MW – third group.
Theoretical usage coefficient for the third group in the current study was set to
0,4; 0,5; 0,6 for rivers with the slope of less than 1,0 m / 1,0 km; 1,0-2,5 m / 1 km;
over 2,5 / 1,0 km respectively.
Economical hydropower potential is a part of technical hydropower potential
that is feasible for usage. This study doesn’t cover economical potential
estimation. Traditionally estimation of economical potential is a complex work
due to the necessity of analyzing many factors affecting the feasibility studies of
HPP sites [Voznesensky et.al. 1967], [Feldman et.al. 1985], [International
Hydropower Association, 2010].
In many studies researchers also estimate available hydropower potential,
which is the gross hydropower potential for all the river sections (stream reaches)
that are not situated in excluded areas [Douglas et.al. 2004]. Usually the stream
reaches, where flooding territories is prohibited or where the potential is already
used are excluded.
In the current study the following territories are excluded: ecologically
protected areas; reservoir territories; territories that are classified as improper for
creating HPPs due to geotechnical conditions.

2.3

Initial Data for gross hydropower potential calculation

In the current study authors used the following data to calculate gross
hydropower potential:
1. Russian water register database.
Russian water register is a systemized information catalog of water objects,
situated in Russia. The register holds information about the river basin areas,
lengths, identifiers of water management areas and etc.
2. Terrain data
The study uses digital elevation models (DEM) as the terrain data. Authors
used the following DEMs in the current study: SRTM; DEM based on digital
maps (scale 1:100000).
3. River’s flow rate.
For estimating hydropower potential using (1) a river flow rates at every
tributary inflow site are needed. Two possibilities of flow rate calculation were
taken into account:
•
•
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Usage of 1976’s annual river runoff module (q, l/s, km2) map.
Creating an up-to-date annual river runoff module (q, l/s, km2) map.

2.4

Algorithm for theoretical hydropower potential calculation

Algorithm implemented for gross hydropower potential calculation is as
follows (Figure 2).

Fig. 2 Algorithm for gross hydropower potential calculating
1. Synthetic river creation. The latest studies of hydropower potential
estimation deal with synthetic rivers, which are mathematical models of river flow
networks, calculated from the terrain data using a set of algorithms. ArcHydro
Toolset for ArcGIS Desktop was used and extended for the needs of this study.
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Comparison of synthetic rivers and rivers obtained from digital maps showed
that the tributary’s sites match well, but the source of real rivers and synthetic
rivers don’t match. This is due to the fact, that finding a source of a real river
always needs a complex study. At the same time source of a synthetic river
placement (as well as synthetic rivers network density) depends on a set of
thresholds in the algorithm [Djokic 2008].
2. In present study the partially automated algorithm for synthetic rivers
naming was created to have the possibility for verifying current study results with
the results obtained in previous researches. GIS-based application was created to
match synthetic stream reaches with GIS-layers containing rivers. When all stream
reaches which belong to the same river are selected, the name of this river is
automatically assigned to them. Besides this, length and watershed area taken
from Russian water register database are assigned to synthetic rivers.
3. For synthetic rivers’ named stream reaches gross hydropower potential
can be obtained using formula (1), where:
H i = H 2 i - H 1i

(2)

DEM is used to obtain beginning and ending point elevations of stream reach.
Q1i = q1i * F1i

(3)

Q 2 i = q 2 i * F2 i

(4)

Where Q is annual flow rate, q is the average annual river runoff module inside a
watershed area [l/(s.km2)], F is watershed for a selected site at a river [km2].
Runoff module in beginning and ending point of stream reach is a mean value
of runoff module raster cells inside respective catchment area.

2.5 Approbation of proposed methodology for calculating the
hydropower potential using GIS-technologies
For approbation of proposed methodology water management area with
hydrologic unit code (HUC) 13.01.06.001 was chosen. This water management
area belongs to Upper Ob basin and presents river Ket’s watershed. This water
management area was chosen because there is a possibility for comparing
obtained in current study values of gross hydropower potential for river Ket with
results obtained in the previous study [Voznesensky et.al 1967, p.89]. Also, flow
rates and watershed areas for several Ket’s tributaries are known.
Approbation of proposed methodology included following steps:
1.
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Creating synthetic river network (Figure 3)

Fig. 3 Synthetic river network created for water management area
13.01.06.001
2. Naming of synthetic rivers according to digital map GIS-layer for “real”
rivers. Real values of lengths and watershed areas were assigned to synthetic
rivers using data from Russian water register database (Figure 5)

Fig. 4 Naming of synthetic rivers
3.
Automated calculation of hydropower potential for all created synthetic
rivers was performed.
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Calculation results are presented on Figure 7. Process of calculation is rapid:
81 stream reaches were processed in 1,5 minutes (the study area is over 90 000
km2).

Fig. 5 Hydropower calculation results for water management area
13.01.06.001
Automated creation of graphs presenting longitudinal profile of rivers, increase
of flow rate over the river and increase of hydropower potential over the river can
be done using the GIS-based application, developed by the authors.
4. There were no excluded zones (ecologically protected areas or territories
improper for creating HPPs due to geotechnical conditions) and existing reservoirs
inside the study area, used for approbation. Hence, available potential is equal to
gross hydropower potential of the rivers.
5. For each stream reach, theoretical usage coefficient was calculated
automatically and technical hydropower potential was obtained.
6. Verification of obtained results was performed including:
•
Verification of watershed areas.
•
Obtained results were compared with Russian water register data
(Table 1).
•
Verification of flow rates in pour points.
•
Verification of obtained based on up-to-date runoff module flow rate
values was performed. These values were compared with relevant
gauge stations data and collected from prior studies data (Table 2).
•
Verification of gross hydropower potential.
Gross hydropower potential of river Ket obtained in this study was compared
with [Voznesensky et.al 1967]. Calculation of hydropower potential in
[Voznesensky et.al 1967] was made only for river trunk (river itself); tributaries
were not included in calculations. Comparison of the results is shown in Table 3.
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Tab 1. Verification of watershed areas
River
name
Orlovka
Churbiga
Kelma
Sochur
Yelovaya
Ket

Obtained
watershed area
[km2]
8804
2647
1347
5079
6067
87591

Watershed area according to Russian
water register database [km2]

Discrepancy,
%

9010
2790
1390
4820
6230
94200

2,3
5,1
3,1
5,1
4,0
7,0

Tab 2. Verification of flow rates in pour points
River
name

Obtained
flow rate,
[m3/s]

Orlovka
Ket

62,0
572,5

Flow rate
according to
relevant gauge
stations data,
[m3/s]
63,5
560

Flow rate according
to [Voznesensky et.al
1967], 1967 year.,
[m3/s]

Discrepancy of
obtained and
relevant flow
rates, %

531

2,3
2,1

Tab 3. Comparison of gross hydropower potential obtained in current
study and in study [Voznesensky et.al 1967]
River
name
Ket

Gross hydropower
potential obtained in
current study, GWh
2490

Gross hydropower potential
obtained in [Voznesensky
et.al 1967], GWh
2129

Discrepancy,
%
14,5

Discrepancy in gross hydropower potential obtained in the present study and in
[Voznesensky et.al 1967] is due to updating of hydrological data and using DEM
that can cause some discrepancies in obtaining watershed areas as compared with
traditional methods of delineating watersheds.
Also, the methodology used in the current study allows to automatically
calculate the hydropower potential for a river itself and for the basin (the gross
hydropower potential of a river and its tributaries are summed). Total Ket’s river
basin hydropower potential was estimated as 3387 GWh.

3.
3.1

RESULTS
Applying proposed methodology for estimating hydropower
potential of rivers in Russia

Authors created synthetic rivers networks for entire territory of Russia and
hydropower potential calculations were performed. Density of synthetic rivers
networks corresponds to second-third order tributaries. Russian rivers gross
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hydropower capacity and gross hydropower potential were estimated as 350 GW
and 3.07·103 TWh respectively.
Obtained results subsequently will be used for purposes of small hydropower
plants siting. Generalized algorithm of this process is provided in Section 2.2.

3.2

Generalized algorithm for automated search of feasible small
hydropower plants sites

This section includes only brief introduction to the methodology of economical
hydropower potential estimation developed by the authors. The detailed
methodology description will be presented after the verification of results of
automated sites search.
The algorithm of entire process of prospective hydropower plants siting is
shown on Figure 6.

Fig.6 Generalized algorithm of entire process of prospective hydropower
plants siting
To identify locations for prospective sites, first, stream reaches with low values
of technical hydropower potential should be excluded.
After that, every remaining stream reach should be split into sites, and basic
technical characteristics (installed capacity, discharge and head) of sites should be
calculated.
Algorithm for small hydropower plants siting provides the way to identify
suitable locations for dam HPPs and diversion HPPs. In case of dam HPP siting, at
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every site a list of HPP variants with different installed capacity should be
analyzed. For each variant, the HPP head might be obtained using equation:
H=

N
8Q

(5)

Where H is HPP head, N is installed capacity [kW], Q is HPP discharge.
In case of diversion HPP, a penstock should be drawn from every site to every
site inside the current stream reach. Elevation difference between inlet and outlet
of penstock is the head of HPP, so, the installed capacity can be calculated using
(6).
After obtaining basic HPP technical characteristics, a list of criteria can be
used to exclude sites not matching the criteria:
•
If obtained value of HPP head and discharge does not match the range
of head and discharge values for HPP equipment, this site should be
excluded.
•
Proximity to infrastructure, transport and power grid objects affects site
suitability. If site is located too far from settlements, roads, power grid,
etc., this site should be excluded.
•
Specific costs for 1 kW of installed capacity is the next criteria.
•
For dam HPP, reservoir can be delineated. Using spatial intersection of
reservoir GIS-layer and layers such as agricultural lands, roads, forests
and other flooded objects, reservoir creating costs can be calculated,
having statistics of reservoir costs for relative sites. If these costs
exceed 30% of entire HPP investments, this site should be excluded.
•
Remaining sites after all culling stages should be analyzed to identify
the most promising sites. On this step, economic calculations should be
performed. Rough estimations of costs of construction for each site can
be obtained having the estimation of volumes of dam, length of
diversion scheme, costs of units and other equipment. These estimations
at the prefeasibility stage of the study are fulfilled only for the purpose
of searching feasible sites according to preferable topographical and
hydrological conditions. Geotechnical conditions should also be taken
into account, but at this stage authors only exclude territories with
unsuitable geotechnical conditions for hydropower development. After
that, all the sites are treated as equal according to geotechnical
conditions. According to obtained technical-and-economic indexes,
sites can be filtered to find most feasible ones. The final selection of
sites can be performed based on multi-criteria analysis to identify the
most promising sites.
Figures showing the results of the main steps are shown on Fig.7 (example of
dam small hydropower plants siting).
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Fig. 7 Results of the main steps of small hydropower plants siting

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Authors have developed and tested methodological approach and GIS-tools for
automated hydropower potential estimation. Created GIS-based tools and
applications were used for calculation and re-assessment of the hydropower
potential in Russia. Verification of obtained results proved their reliability.
Currently verification performed for about 300 pour points and 100 gauge stations.
Assessment of hydropower potential can be performed not only for water
management areas, but also for administrative regions. Process of calculating
hydropower potential is largely automated, so this allows calculating hydropower
potential on large areas in a relatively short time. The proposed methodology
allowed to execute automated hydropower potential estimation for the territory of
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Russia. Russian rivers gross hydropower capacity and gross hydropower potential
were estimated as 350 GW and 3.07·103 TWh respectively.
Generalized algorithm for identifying prospective hydropower sites is
presented in the paper. Figures presenting the results of main steps of the
algorithm are shown. Detailed algorithm with criteria used for each factor while
comparing the sites will be presented in additional paper, after methodology of
feasible sites search is verified and the results are compared with the previous
studies.
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Abstract
The paper presents the results of examination of some basic hydraulic parameters
such as shear velocity, shear stresses, Froude number, Reynolds number and flow
resistance coefficient within the region of the braided middle gravel bar formation
in the mountainous river. Hydrodynamics survey was done in the river channel just
immediately after the spring flood when the bar formation has started. The number
of observations was done which describe the braided process of the middle braided
bar development. The study was undertaken in the Skawa River in Polish
Carpathians.

Keywords
braided river, hydrodynamics, shear stresses, water velocity

1.

INTRODUCTION

Different types of channel braiding can be observed. The first type consists of
'multiple-channel ‘watercourses’ separated by bare channel beds. In this type of
pattern, the flow can be frequently diverted from one channel bed into other
channels, as a function of local sediment deposition. This type of braiding is
frequently observed, for instance, downstream of valley glaciers. The second
major type of braiding consists of more stable multiple-channel pattern, even
under high flow conditions, but with the sub-channels being separated by well
defined vegetated islands. The third type can be defined as multi-thalweg rather
than multiple channel, with the 'braids' being separated by submerged bars under
peak flow conditions.
(Selby 1985). Alternating bars form in straight channel segments within
curves of meandering thawleg. Point bars develop in areas of relatively low stream
power at the inside of channel meander. Braid bars, mostly diamond-shaped, are
often associated with coarse material. They are aligned to the flow and are called
longitudinal bars. Braiding processes are highly dynamic, with rapid interactions
between channel configuration, flow, and sediment transport (Fig.1). As specified
before, braided rivers are associated with high-energy environments, high
sediment loads, and unstable channel banks.
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Fig. 1. Schematic model of secondary circulation, sediment sorting and
downstream bar fining mechanism in a simple, idealized braided reach –
modified after Robert (2003).
Under low water conditions such braids form middle gravel bars and
developed as sort of islands sticking out of water (Robert 2003). In braided
channels, three types of bars are commonly recognized: alternating bars, point
bars and braid bars.
Although most braided rivers appear to adopt a braided pattern at all stages,
the platform characteristics of braided channels can change radically with
discharge (Bristow and Best 1993, Rowinski and Radecki-Pawlik 2015). The
number of bars exposed may vary significantly with flow stage, and complex
sequences of erosion and deposition may take place as the stage varies. Bar
growth and channel erosion occur more or less simultaneously, and most exposed
bars are the result of complex multiple erosional and depositional events
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(Southard et al. 1984). Relatively few extensive field studies of channel
morphology, flow, and sediment transport processes have been conducted on
braided rivers (Bridge 1993). Also little is known about the hydraulic conditions
within the region of braided bars. The purpose of the current paper is to identify
differences in hydraulic conditions in the areas where the already-developed
braided gravel bar is situated in a mountainous gravel river. Such conditions are
responsible for braiding.

2.
2.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Research catchment

The investigated Skawa River is situated in Polish Carpathians within the
region called Beskidy (Fig. 2). The Skawa River catchment lies in the Carpathian
flysch, where the streambed consists mainly of sandstone and mudstone bed-load
pebbles and cobbles, which form a framework, where the interstices are filled by a
matrix of finer sediment. The Skawa cuts through an alluvial bed, mainly
consisting of Quaternary and Holocene river gravels, sands and mudstones Strong
bank erosion is evident, especially along the left bank at the tested reach. Many
gravel river bed-forms were noticed within the investigated Skawa reach, such as
point and middle bars (Radecki-Pawlik et al. 2004, 2005). These free bed-forms
migrate downstream, but occasionally fixed bars occur, which are swept away
during huge floods but tend to arise and recover in places where they were
previously found. Mostly, gravel bed-forms grow behind and in front of obstacles
and are durable only during over-bank floods, particularly those situated at
riverbanks. Some basic physical characteristics of the streams investigated are
presented in Tab. 1.
Table 1. Physical characteristics of investigated site
Variables
Precipitation [mm]
Catchment Area [km2]
River length [km]
Channel gradient
Max. Stream width [m]
Max. Stream depth [m]
Mean annual discharge [m3 s-1]
Max annual discharge [m3 s-1]
Two years flood Q50% [m3 s-1]
Ten years flood Q10% [m3 s-1]
D90 [mm]
D50 [mm]
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The Skawa River
850
835
31,0
0.002
67.0
2.3
12.7
242.0
223.50
473.20
46
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Fig. 2. General sketch of the research catchment area of the Skawa River

2.2

Methods

For the purpose of the study, a 100 meter-long research reach was selected
within the Skawa River channel near Zembrzyce municipality. Identification and
field measurements of bed-forms were carried out during early spring 2003 just
after a year annual flood. The study was based on a hydraulic field survey of water
velocity close to the streambed to calculate shear velocities, stresses and other
hydraulic characteristics (Fig. 5). A well-developed streambed features was
recognized in the form of braided bar. Research cross-sections were established
within the region of the identified bar, and measuring points were chosen there.
Wading velocity measurements were performed at all of chosen points (Fig. 3,
Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Investigated braided bar with measuring points on the Skawica
River
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Fig. 4. Investigated braided bar.

Fig. 5. Field work during field campaign on the investigated braided bar
on the Skawica River.
Water velocity measurements were based on Jarrett’s (1990) findings
regarding the taking of velocity profiles in mountain stream cross-sections.
Gordon et al. (1992) and Bergeron & Abraham’s (1992) methods were then
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applied to the field data, and shear velocity V values were calculated from the
*

velocity profiles obtained near-to-river-bed. Finally, shear stress τ values were
-2

-3

calculated from: τ = V2 ρ [N m ], where: ρ - water density [kg m ] and V
*

*

-

-1

shear velocity [m s ]. Shear stress value (V*) was obtained just directly from the
equation v = f (D) (Gordon et al. 1992): V* = a / 5,75 where: a - slope coefficient
v = f (D), according to the general line equation: v = aD + b, where: D – log
water depth above the stream bed [m], b – free coefficient. To calculate the flow
resistance coefficient (f), the conclusions drawn by Ven Te Chow (1967) and
Przedwojski et al. (1995) were applied. Flow resistance coefficient was obtained
from: f = 8 g J R / Vmean 2 = 8 (V*/ Vmean)2 , were: R – hydraulic radius [m], J –
slope [-], Vmean – mean velocity [m s-1]. The detailed methods used to obtain values
for all of the above-mentioned parameters using classic hydraulics equations are
shown in Radecki-Pawlik (2014).

2.3

Results, discussion and final conclusions

For reasons of clarity, all results obtained are presented in a table manner.
Table 2 shows all hydraulics parameters measured and calculated above the
research points within the regions of the investigated bar (Fig. 3). Measurements
were taken just after the flood so the pattern of the falling flood along the bar was
easily visible and analyzed. The braided formation has just formed thus the
analysis of the investigated hydraulics parameters is relevant to its formation.
Generally bars which growth near the center of a wide and shallow channel
lead to a concentration of flow in the narrower flanking channels, which leads to
more active erosion of bed and banks and thus to the formation of an “island”
(mid-channel bar). The feedback process is then repeated elsewhere along the
channel, which leads eventually to the formation of a braided pattern. The
observations on the Skawa river were done immediately just after the large flood
when the water discharge was almost close to the bankfull, and the activity of flow
forming the braided bar were visible even under lower water stage conditions
since water was coming back in to the main channel of the Skawa river but still
was covering the braided bar surface following flow patterns as it was under
highest discharges when the braided bar has developed. Here in the particular
example of the Skawa braided middle bar water approaching point 11 – the distal
part of the bar - (Fig. 3) the Froude number is Fr<1 (equal 0.725) and a flow here
is subcritical (Chow 1959). Then is flowing over a bar is dividing into two
streams/or branches or main braids. The flow is changing its character from
subcritical to supercritical (point 10, Fr=1.050). The thalweg of one of the main
braids is moving towards the right bank of the structure, also it was observed that
the roughness has changed here.
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Table 2. Hydraulics parameters for investigated points
Measuring point

Variable
V*[ms-1]
τ0[Nm-2]
hmax [cm]
Vśr [ms-1]
Fr [-]
Re [-]
f [-]
Measuring point

Variable
V*[ms-1]
τ0[Nm-2]
hmax [cm]
Vśr [ms-1]
Fr [-]
Re [-]
f [-]
Measuring point

Variable
V*[ms-1]
τ0[Nm-2]
hmax [cm]
Vśr [ms-1]
Fr [-]
Re [-]
f [-]
Measuring point

Variable
V*[ms-1]
τ0[Nm-2]
hmax [cm]
Vśr [ms-1]
Fr [-]
Re [-]
f [-]
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1
2
3
A
b
c
a
b
C
A
b
c
0.034 0.030 0.032 0.082 0.093 0.091 0.064 0.005 0.009
1.140 0.877 0.997 6.650 8.638 8.286 0.039 0.030 0.073
19
1.171
0.736
1 948 248.7
0.0060

6
0.667
0.756
350 437.8
0.0092

14
0.08
0.005
98 073.6
0.0126

4
5
6
A
b
c
A
b
c
a
b
C
0.011 0.015 0.019 0.035 0.033 0.033 0.022 0.023 0.022
0.112 0.233 0.374 1.222 1.118 1.068 0.505 0.539 0.482
9
1.188
1.599
936 252.2
0.0072

11
1.692
2.653
1 629 772.3
0.0062

7
0.722
0.759
442 556.9
0.0086

7
8
9
A
b
c
A
B
c
A
B
c
0.031 0.030 0.032 0.011 0.015 0.016 0.018 0.021 0.022
0.938 0.934 0.980 0.126 0.229 0.261 0.317 0.425 0.498
11
1.261
1.474
1 214 623.5
0.0067

12
0.636
0.344
668 301.2
0.0078

10
11
a
b
C
A
b
c
0.017 0.018 0.020 0.007 0.007 0.006
0.283 0.320 0.417 0.046 0.054 0.031
9
0.963
1.050
758 931.7
0.0076

7
0.725
0.765
444 395.8
0.0086

6
0.428
0.311
712 084.1
0.0077

In points 1, 7, 5 and 4 water flow is supercritical and in point 5 water has the
largest shear stress value equal to 1.20 N m-2 .The intensive linear erosion was
noticed here caused by the secondary circulation which has place here under
bigger stages (Fig.1). In the proximal part of the structure water again is dividing
into two main channels (braids) firstly slowing widening its main braid a little in
point 8 (here also shear stresses are not as big as earlier in point) to reach the
biggest value of Fr in point 7 (flow is supercritical here) and shear stresses are e
reaching nearly 1 N m-2. That way water separates along the middle bar into
branches or braids and the small channels are form splitting (when the next
flooding will have place) the structure into smaller parts. The different situation
has in the two points at the edge of the proximal part of the structure. In point 2
the highest shear stresses values were noticed since the structure here is very steep
and avalanching like channels were observed. Here the finest particles were
removed and flowing water is slowly demolishing that part of the bar. Here the
mail braid has its own channel-like stream and here also is going the main
direction of the flow under flooding condition. On the other side of the bar,
however, point 3, the different situation was noticed. Shear stresses here are
smallest (less then 0.03) Fr = 0.005 and the deposition process of fine particles has
started here in the shadow of the left bank of the bar. It is here was the finer taken
out of the matrix of coarser gravel upstream of the structure is deposited.
The following conclusions could be drawn from the analysis above:
•
when the braided bar is formed the huge difference in hydraulics
parameters is noticed along the body of the structure,
•
the braided bar is dividing slowly into many smaller bars which are
separated by channel-like braids from where the fine particles are
removed faster,
•
since mall particles are removed from braided channels of the structure
under flooding conditions gravel sitting here is easer entrained thus
more easily braids are formed,
•
along the braided bar some places of low shear stresses were noticed
where fine particles are deposited. In such shadows flow is subcritical
with FR <<1,
•
at the proximal part of the bar where water is flowing along the main
braid the lee side of the structure is very steep with many avalanches
with no fines and it is here where the braid is slowly disappearing in to
the main channel of the river under flooding conditions.
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Abstract
The paper is focused on wind driven waves occurring inside inland water bodies.
The wave parameters are usually considered during the design of dikes and
stabilization measures around the water reservoir backwater zone adhering to the
valid Czech standard specification 75 0255 (Calculation of wave effects on
waterworks, 1987). Two main parameters are represented by wave period and
characteristic wave height. These ones represent the basic input into the subsequent
computations of hydrodynamic events occurring on the point of interaction between
water table and shore for purposes of the proper altitudinal stabilization setup. The
computational methods for the wave parameters estimation were verified on Nove
Mlyny water reservoir (Czech Republic). The investigated methods include CSN 75
0255 and foreign practices developed in the conditions of sea.

Keywords
Offshore waves, shoreline stabilization, wave height, wave parameters, wave
period.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The primary research of wind-water interactions and wave mechanics had been
accomplished in coastal areas along the shores of world oceans and seas because a
basic understanding of coastal meteorology is an important component in coastal
and offshore design and planning. Consequently the similar principles of water
wave mechanics started to be considered in conditions of inland water bodies.
The problem of wind-driven was investigated worldwide by many specialists
as published by [PHILLIPS and MILES 1957], [HSU 1988] in the sea conditions
and [LUKÁČ 1972, 1980], [RESIO and VINCENT 1977], [KRATOCHVIL
1987], [ŠLEZINGR 2004, 2007, 2010], [OZEREN and WREN 2009] in the
conditions of water reservoirs.
In the Czech Republic, the wave parameters and characteristics are usually
considered during the design of dikes and stabilization measures around the water
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reservoir backwater zone according to the valid Czech standard specification CSN
75 0255 Calculation of wave effects on waterworks (1987).
The simplest method describing water surface is called the first order theory
(linear wave theory) – the original regular wave theory. The wave motion is
represented by sinusoidal advancing wave (simple linear wave). Sinusoidal
character means that the wave is steadily repeated in the form of constant smooth
shape. The crests of particular waves have the same height, constant celerity and
they collaterally proceed in the same mutual distance in perpendicular direction to
the wave front without change of their shape. The theory was presented by English
mathematician George Biddell Airy in 1845. The theory is simple and it is
possible to relatively exactly determine number of wave characteristics with its
aid. However the higher order theories were developed [CHEN et al. 2014]. They
have been frequently used for modelling waves along sea coastlines [HSIEH et al.
2015], [JANNO and ŠELETSKI 2015].
The energy transferred to the water surface by wind generates a range of wave
heights and periods that increase as the waves travel across the available fetch
length (well describable by irregular wave theory). The process of wave
generation by wind can be explained by combining the resonance model
developed by Phillips in 1957 and the shear flow model developed by Miles in
1957 (see details in [CERC 1973–1984], [USACE 2002–2011]). Today, the
irregular wave approach leads to derivation of wave characteristics of wave
spectra – spectral analysis [KUMAR 2014].
Due to the complexity of the physical phenomena, most methods for wave
prediction are based on semi-empirical relations. The methods have been modified
as wind and wave data were accumulated over time, resulting in better predictions.

2.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Actual observed waves do not look as simple as the sinusoidal profile. With
their irregular shapes, they appear as a confused and constantly changing water
surface, since waves are continually being overtaken and crossed by others. As a
result, waves are short-crested. The fact is particularly true for waves growing
under the influence of the wind in conditions of deep water.
The irregular wave theory was used for purposes of the research. An irregular
wave train is constructed by linear superposition of a number of linear wave
components. Wave train analysis is based on statistical processing of observed
data. The data are represented by record of water table motion in a given point.
The individual wave is identified by local maxima (wave crest) and local minima
(wave trough) of water table fluctuation.
The adopted engineering procedure is the zero-crossing technique, where a
wave is defined when the surface elevation crosses the zero-line or the mean water
level (MWL) upward and continues until the next crossing point. This is the zeroupcrossing method. When a wave is defined by the downward crossing of the
zero-line by the surface elevation, the method is the zero-downcrossing. The zero56

crossing wave height is the difference in water surface elevation of the highest
crest and lowest trough between successive zero-crossings. The definition of wave
height depends on the choice of trough occurring before or after the crest. Here, a
wave will be identified as an event between two successive zero-upcrossings and
wave periods and heights are defined accordingly [USACE 2008]. There can be
differences between the definitions of wave parameters obtained by the zero upand down-crossing methods for description of irregular water surface. Both
methods usually yield statistically similar mean values of wave parameters. There
seems to be some preference for the zero-downcrossing method (therefore used
for the research). The downcrossing method may be preferred due to the definition
of wave height used in this method (the vertical distance from a wave trough to
the following crest). It has been suggested that this definition of wave height may
be better suited for extreme waves [IAHR 1986].
A measured wave record never repeats itself exactly, due to the random
appearance of the water surface. But if the water surface state is “stationary”, the
statistical properties of the distribution of periods and heights will be similar from
one record to another. The most appropriate parameters to describe the water
surface from a wave record are therefore statistical [WMO 1998].
Determination of wave statistics involves the actual processing of wave
information using the principles of statistical theory. A highly desirable goal is to
produce some statistical estimates from the analysed time-series data to describe
an irregular water surface state in a simple parametric form. For engineering, it is
necessary to have a few simple parameters that in some sense tell us how severe
the water surface is and a way to estimate or predict what the statistical
characteristics of a wave record might be had it been measured and saved.
Fortunately, millions of wave records have been observed and a
theoretical/empirical basis has evolved to describe the behaviour of the statistics
of individual records [USACE 2008].
For parameterization, there are many short-term candidate parameters which
may be used to define statistics of irregular water surface. Two of the most
important parameters are characteristic height H and characteristic period T.
Characteristic (significant) wave height (H13%) represents the mean height of one
third of the highest waves in wave train, i.e. the wave with the height coming up to
the 13% probability of occurrence. Period is the time during two consequent wave
crests pass through a given point. The characteristic period could be designated as
mean period T̅ , or average zerocrossing period. The terms are applied worldwide
in wave estimation and related calculations (also in CSN 75 0255).
Data collection was accomplished in fetch limited deep water conditions in
water reservoir Nove Mlyny – Dolni near Sakvice municipality. The data are
represented by wave train record with simultaneous logging of wind speed and
direction by means of anemometer. The record of water surface motion was
realized with the aid of continuous fluid level sensor on the base of resistance
anchored to the bottom.
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3.

RESULTS

The periods and heights of irregular waves are not constant with time,
changing from wave to wave. Wave-by-wave analysis determines wave properties
by finding statistical quantities (i.e., heights and periods) of the individual wave
components present in the wave record. It is recommended the wave records must
be of sufficient length to contain several hundred waves for the calculated
statistics to be reliable. Continual data collection was realized during the time of 3
hours. The data set contained 145 000 records of elevation of water surface (about
13 records per second with time stamp).
Wave train analysis is essentially a manual process of identifying the heights
and periods of the individual wave components followed by a simple counting of
zero-crossings and wave crests in the wave record. The process begins by
dissecting the entire record into a series of subsets for which individual wave
heights and periods are then noted for every zero down-crossing or up-crossing,
depending on the method selected. In the interest of reducing manual effort, it is
customary to define wave height as the vertical distance between the highest and
lowest points, while wave period is defined as the horizontal distance between two
successive zero-crossing points [USACE 2008]. In this analysis, all local maxima
and minima not crossing the zero-line were discarded (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Segment of water surface record and zero-crossing technique in
detail
Approximately 12 000 waves were extracted by means of zero-crossing
method in total. The value of height H and period T was calculated for each wave.
Necessary to note the following results are related to the 4 179 waves originated
by wind from SE direction and 4 wind speed categories from 1.9 to 2.9 m·s–1.
Values of wind speed refer to the 10 m reference level above water surface (u10).
Conversion was worked out through the following equation, where uz means
velocity at the elevation z (i.e. elevation of anemometer):

 10 
u10 = u z  
 z 

1
7

(1)

Detailed wind calculations and graphical solution available in [PELIKÁN and
MARKOVÁ 2013]. Final values of wave parameters result from combination of
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factor of fetch and wind. Fetch (F) is the length along the wind of a given speed
and direction affects the water surface in reservoir. Experiment was realized in the
fetch-limited conditions – wind blew sufficiently for a long time, thus the waving
developed along the whole fetch. It stands to reason that lot of combinations may
arise – irregular horizontal projection of reservoir, fluctuations of wind speed and
direction, etc. If one wants to analyse and compare data gained from various factor
combinations, dimensionless parameterization should be introduced. Wave heights
were converted into the dimensionless parameter g·H·u10–2 and wave periods
converted into the parameter g·T·u10–1. Analogous parameterization with little
differences is usually used worldwide [USACE 2008], CSN 75 0255.
Subsequently, the obtained datasets of wave heights were statistically
processed with emphasis on the verification of the hypothesis that various wind
speed originates waves with various parameters (whether, if the wave parameters
are directly dependent on wind).
It seems suitable method how to solve this task could be single-factor ANOVA
(analysis of variance, analysis of simple sorting). Before performing the analysis,
let's see whether the assumptions are met. These would be preferable to try e.g. on
a pilot sample (at which we really only verify assumptions). However, usually the
other data are not available, therefore the assumptions have to be verified on
observed data. The first presumption is the normality of dependent variable
(height and period) in all groups (4 wind speed categories). Right skewed
distributions of observed data dimensionless parameters are depicted in Fig. 2 by
means of categorized histograms.

Fig. 2 Categorized histograms of dimensionless variables with ShapiroWilk test of normality
The normality of data was tested via Shapiro-Wilk test. The hypothesis of
normality of wave heights and periods was rejected in all cases except the wave
period originated by wind speed of 1.9 m·s–1. The values from the Shapiro-Wilk
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test show that assumption of normality was violated. Additionally, the number of
cases in each group is different. Instead ANOVA analysis, a nonparametric
equivalent Kruskal-Wallis test was used. The test is based on the order and it is
not expected that the data come from a normal distribution, but it is assumed that
data follow the continuous distribution. The overall result of the test approved
statistically significant difference of wave heights and period caused by various
wind speed (Tab. 1).
Tab. 1 Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA (Statistica 12)
Depend.:
gH/u102

Multiple Comparisons z' values
Independent (grouping) variable: u10
Kruskal-Wallis test: ( 3, N= 4179) =798.2925 p =0.000
1.9 (R:3443.2)

1.9
2.2
2.6
2.9
Depend.:
gT/u10

1.9
2.2
2.6
2.9

18.38027
17.58022
27.64433

2.2 (R:2193.6)
18.38027

2.6 (R:2092.1)
17.58022
1.92977

2.9 (R:1453.1)
27.64433
16.39014
11.08168

1.92977
16.39014
11.08168
Multiple Comparisons z' values
Independent (grouping) variable: u10
Kruskal-Wallis test: ( 3, N= 4179) =431.0235 p =0.000
1.9 (R:2932.8)
2.2 (R:2248.9)
2.6 (R:2033.9)
2.9 (R:1564.4)
10.05789
11.69613
19.00766
10.05789
4.09023
15.15185
11.69613
4.09023
8.14149
19.00766
15.15185
8.14149

Multiple comparisons of average rank show us the differences among
particular variables. We can see that statistically significant difference were
approved among all variables except the case of wave heights between data sets
related to the wind speed 2.2 and 2.6 m·s–1 (Tab. 1). The results could be
represented in a graphical form – boxplots demonstrate the median, lower and
upper quartiles and ranges (Fig. 3).
The observed values of characteristic wave height H13% and mean period T̅ in
real dimensions are scheduled in Tab. 2. Furthermore, the hindcast (retroactive
modelling) of the characteristic wave parameters was accomplished with the aid of
4 models. The first one is derived from the Czech standard specification CSN 75
0255 Calculation of wave effects on waterworks. Other methods were developed
in USA by USACE and ASABE in conditions of sea and large inland water
bodies.
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Fig. 3 Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA: boxplots of dimensionless variables
Tab. 2 Hindcast of wave parameters H13%, T̅
Observed
–

CSN
1878

u10
[m·s–1]

1.9
2.2
2.6
2.9

0.045
0.037
0.046
0.046

0.052
0.061
0.074
0.084

u10
[m·s–1]

1.9
2.2
2.6
2.9

0.817
0.743
0.827
0.825

4.033
4.332
4.694
4.943

F [m]

CEM
1878

SPM
1926

ASABE
1926

0.036
0.043
0.052
0.058

0.034
0.042
0.052
0.060

0.031
0.039
0.050
0.059

0.806
0.852
0.908
0.946

0.893
0.954
1.028
1.079

0.801
0.874
0.965
1.028

H13% [m]

T̅ [s]

The input data for the computational models of characteristic wave height and
periods are represented by measured average wind speed and direction related to
the fetch length. However the data were collected during the same experiment, the
input data of wind and fetch may differ in models (1 828 vs. 1 926 m). The fact is
caused by different methodology of wind and fetch determination in the models
that was fully respected (detailed practice and formulas available in [PELIKÁN,
2013]).
Although it may seem the American models provides better estimates of wave
parameters in all cases, the deviations from measured data are practically
negligible in connection with water reservoir extent. The Czech model provides
probably overestimated results, especially in the case of period.
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4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The application of wave models is necessary for solution of coastal
engineering studies and long-term prognostic tasks. The characteristic wave height
represent the main input for consequent calculations – for example wave breaking,
wave setup and run-up on the structures and reservoir banks. The knowledge of
this wave parameter allows the determination of active part of shore due to the
waving, proper altitudinal emplacement of shore-stabilization constructions and
altitudinal dimensions of dikes due to the water table.
The important decision lies in the formulation of the protection degree of
shoreline – setting up of the design wave height and design wind speed
respectively. The dams and levees are protected from the waves with 1%
probability of occurrence and the backwater zone is usually protected from
characteristic wave with 13% probability of occurrence due to high expenses spent
on stabilization measures (CSN 75 0255). The protective measures are determined
right by the wave run-up height with same probability of occurrence. However the
inputs into the calculations of wave run-up are represented mainly by wave
parameters in deep water – characteristic wave height and period. Thus,
calculation of the parameters in deep water is the first step in a process of
determination of proper altitudinal design of protective measures in a given
reservoir. Any degree of protection could be determined thanks to known
statistical distribution (and estimation of statistical parameters) with the aid of
presented models.
Knowledge of the characteristic wave height is essential for the design of
coastal projects because it is the major factor that determines the geometry of
beaches, the planning and design shore protection measures and hydraulic
structures. Estimates of wave conditions form the basis of almost all coastal
engineering studies.
The presented relationships are well applicable in combination with regular
wave theory (Airy waves) leading to accurate estimates of wave parameters and
characteristics on open water areas and inland water bodies.
The verification of models with real data is quite complex procedure involving
data collection and statistical processing with emphasis on exploratory data
analysis due to the special attributes (skewness, uncommon distribution). The
overall results indicate the model used by USACE is applicable for wave
estimations in inland water bodies as well however originally developed for sea
conditions.
The characteristic wave height and period in deep water conditions represents
basic input into the subsequent computations of hydrodynamic events occurring
on the point of interaction between water table and shore, i.e. solution of
engineering tasks generally in the field of coastline water management in
transitional and shallow water conditions. For example, it is possible to compute
proper altitude emplacement of particular design components of bank stabilization
measures. The knowledge of probability distributions of some design parameters
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allows us to compute waves with any level of probable exceeding. Thus, the
models could be useful for calculations when designing the dam crest and its
fortification where the probability of wave run-up occurrence is considered 1%.
The objectives of the research and given hypothesis were reached by means of
statistical methods. The results approved statistically significant difference of
wave heights and period caused by various wind speed. The gains of the research
consist in verifying foreign state of the art computational methods and
implementing new piece of knowledge into conditions of water reservoirs in the
Czech Republic.
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Abstract
The article provides an analysis of hydraulic physical and mathematical (CFD)
model investigations of the artificial slalom channels designed for the Rio de
Janeiro 2016 Olympic Games. The main aim of the physical model investigations
was to evaluate these channel designs from a hydraulic point of view - to validate
technical performance objectives and to determine the optimal positioning for
hydraulic features within the channels, with respect to design criteria which are:
optimal water depth at prescribed flows, optimal current velocities, optimal Gamesready hydraulic configurations, safety criteria compliance, suitability for various
Legacy uses (per IOC intent).

Keywords
Hydraulics, open channel flow, physical and mathematical modelling, water
sport facilities, Olympic Games

1.

INTRODUCTION

What makes canoeing so attractive to so many people? Perhaps it’s a feeling of
freedom and adventure that takes us back to a time when someone first sat in a
hollowed-out log and floated down a previously unexplored stretch of river.
Canoeing is an activity that can be enjoyed by people of all ages and physical
abilities. From foaming whitewater to meandering rivers to flat water lakes, it
affords opportunities for both excitement and relaxation. It’s an outdoor aquatic
sport that fully interacts with its surrounding environment and, in this sense, an
ideal way of better understanding and respecting nature.
What does the term “artificial canoe slalom course” mean? It is an attempt to
re-create the natural hydraulic phenomena found in open river basins in an
artificial, purpose-built river basin. These artificial courses can often be
constructed within a short period of time, as opposed to their natural counterparts
built over millions of years, and be operated with unnaturally predictable and
controlled conditions.
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Relative to the success of other individual sport disciplines included in the
Summer Olympic Games program, Canoe Slalom has always enjoyed one of the
highest ratings among international TV viewers (third highest of all sports during
the Sydney 2000 Games, POLLERT, J. 2001, with similar popularity during
Athens 2004, Beijing 2008 and London 2012). The excitement of the sport has
proven particularly attractive to youth and with participation and interest levels on
the rise, new focus now turns to Rio de Janeiro and the 2016 Olympic Games.

Fig. 1 Map of Rio 2016 sport zones

Fig. 2 Basic description of whitewater
courses

All Rio 2016 competition venues will be spread across four zones that were
selected in accordance with development guidelines for the Olympic Games.
Canoe Slalom will be held in Deodoro Sport Complex, which will be the second
largest concentration of competition venues during the Rio 2016 Games. A sport
legacy will remain after the Games in the form of the Deodoro X-Park, which will
include the Olympic Whitewater Stadium and BMX Centre, along with a
500,000 m2 of public recreation area, the second largest in Rio. Deodoro's nine
venues will host 11 Olympic sports and four Paralympic sports in 2016.

2.

WHITEWATER CANOEING – THE SCIENCE BEHIND
THE SPORT

We could certainly wonder about the reasons for building artificial courses of
this type for sport. Why do we invest huge funds in something that is available
naturally for free? There are a few reasons and they could be summarized as
follows: Create more spectacular sites for racing and training for canoe slalom,
promote whitewater sport, increase the popular appeal of canoe slalom, protection
of the environment: the creation of new facilities for water sport parks would
eliminate the current tendency to hold slalom races in existing wildlife parks,
create a focal point for civic pride and the legacy after top sport events like
Olympic Games.
In terms of technical aspects, the specialist design team responsible for an
Olympic canoe slalom course must observe the following considerations from
early in the process: International canoe slalom rules of ICF (International Canoe
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Federation), IOC requirements (International Olympic Committee) for
organization of Olympic Games.
A majority of whitewater canoe slalom courses (the first one was built in
Augsburg, Germany, for the Olympic Games in 1972) were traditionally copies of
watercourses with a prevailing linear channel. This changed with the course for
Sydney 2000 when the team of designers attempted opted for a more circular
shape, addressing a desire to let viewers observe more of the course from the start
to the finish.

3.

OPEN CHANNEL FLOW AND WHITEWATER
COURSES

Artificial whitewater canoe courses are typical examples of open channel flow,
CHANSON, H. 2004. The main driving force is fluid weight and gravity forces
driving the flow downhill.
Artificial canoe courses should meet several criteria – high velocities, big
waves, etc. for top athletes, but also appropriate and safe for recreational users.
From this point of view, well designed courses must include a number of different
hydraulic features which make up a course’s “whitewater”. The course would be
expected to contain the following hydraulic features which should remain
consistent, not surging or changing shape with time, and they should be similar in
form to the surface features found on natural rivers: Chutes. From a hydraulic
point of view, the flow is supercritical and refers to the term “streaming flow”.
Stoppers, or Holes. The proper hydraulic term for these is "hydraulic jump".
Stoppers may be at right angles or diagonal to the flow. Haystacks. The hydraulic
term would be "standing waves". Eddies, or reverse flow. This can occur when the
flow is constricted through a narrow section and then expands as a jet in the centre
of the stream. Turbulence. This would be on a small scale (i.e. less than the
canoe's length) and would consist of small eddies and local, random variations in
water velocity. Surface waves. These would be similar to wind waves and travel
along or across the stream, usually being small. Other important characteristics are
consistency or steadiness, i.e. no surging or changing of hydraulic features with
time.
Analysis shows important facts and reciprocal functions between
Froude number Fr, bottom slope i0, and water level slope if :
•
Bottom slope i0 is possible to define:
Steep : yn < yc
Critical : yn = yc
Mild : yn > yc
Horizontal : i0 = 0
Adverse : i0 < 0
•
Decisive depth for various flow is given by:
1: y > yn
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-

2 : yn < y < yc
3 : y < yc

Fig. 3 Examples of the typical slopes and deepness
Slalom courses can be described by using a Froude number as the best
characterization of the courses of different type and difficulty
=
This describes the streaming in the course as a whole. It is thus defined by the
mean value of depth, width, cross section, hydraulic radius and mean longitudinal
slope i0 = H/l (where H is the difference between upper and lower elevation and l
is the course length). The mean velocity of a turbulent flow can be expressed in
the well known Manning formula, STREETER, V.L., WYLIE, E.B., BEDFORD,
K.W. 1998.
1 / /
=
The dependence of characteristic Froude number on the roughness coefficient
is shown on Fig.4 with mean longitudinal slopes i0 = 0.01 and i0 = 0.015,
discharges Q = 10 m3/s and 20 m3/s and usual mean width Bs = 10 m were taken
into account (these values correspond to the common ranges of longitudinal
slopes, discharges and to the width of slalom courses). From Fig. 4 it is evident
that the roughness is very important factor, having a strong influence on the course
difficulty, BÉMOVÁ I., POLLERT, J. 1996.
Generally, the following ranges of characteristic Froude numbers are
recommended for preliminary evaluation of any course design
Novices
1.3 < Frch < 1.7
Elite athletes
1.7 < Frch < 2.4
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4.

PHYSICAL
HYDRAULIC
WHITEWATER COURSES

MODELLING

AND

Many designers and engineers who have been involved with the development
of artificial slalom courses believe that using hydraulic models to inform the
design is particularly effective. The method of design by calculation alone can be
challenging unless simple geometrical cross-sections are adopted.
The basic relevant parameters needed for any dimensional analysis may be
grouped into the following classifications, STREETER, V.L. 1964:
a. Fluid properties and physical constants. These consist of the density of
water ρ (kg/m3), the dynamic viscosity of water µ (N s/m2), the
acceleration of gravity g (m/s2), etc.
b. Channel (or flow) geometry. These may consist of the characteristic
length(s) l (m).
c. Flow properties. These consist of the velocity(ies) v (m/s) and the
pressure difference(s) p (Pa).
In free-surface flows (e.g. rivers and wave motion), gravity effects are
predominant. Model prototype similarity is performed usually with a Froude
similitude
=

.

=

The most economical strategy for modelling of slalom course is:
1. To choose a geometric-scale ratio such as to keep the model dimensions
small,
2. To ensure that the model Reynolds number is large enough to make the
flow turbulent at the smallest test flows.
Based on previous experiences and considering the available space of the
hydraulic laboratory at the Czech technical university, the scale for physical model
of the Rio 2016 Olympic course was 1:13 and used the dynamical similitude (two
phenomena are dynamically similar if the dimensionless form of each physical
variable has the same value at corresponding points).
Open channel structures, such as artificial slalom courses, generally have
gravity forces and inertial forces that far outweigh viscous and turbulent shear
forces. Thus, geometric similitude and equivalency of Froude number for the
model number and prototype produce a good approximation to dynamic
similitude. Although the accuracy of Froude scale models is well established, their
interpretation can be difficult. The main problem is that since all water levels,
including heights of standing waves and other surface disturbances are reduced by
the linear scale factor, this very fact makes observation difficult. A further
difficulty arises in that the water surfaces of the full-size channel will have much
more "whitewater" than the model. In fact, the model has very little "whitewater",
whereas the full size channel will be very impressive with large areas of
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whitewater. This is because the white colour is produced by entrained air in the
water surface and the amount of air entrained depends to a great extent on the
absolute water velocity. Therefore, there will be many regions in the model where
the water surface looks smooth and black, that in full-size will appear white and
turbulent. The model study for some whitewater courses with relatively small
number of obstacles showed that in part with higher bottom slopes (1% and
higher) would resolution high velocities and shallow depths. Tentatively, it was
decided that large/higher number of obstacles would be needed on the flat
concrete floor (low roughness) to control flow depths and velocities, and produce
desirable current and eddy patterns.

Fig. 4 Relationship between friction factor and characteristic Froude
number (artificial slalom courses)

5.

PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF
RIO´S COURSES

Basic geometry - the length of an artificial slalom course should conform to
the standards of International Canoe Federation (ICF) from 200 – 400 m, the
width of 10 m or more is suggested for putting gates allowing manoeuvring
among them, minimum depth of about 0.6 m is needed, since canoeists would
have difficulty in paddling in shallower water; depth of 0.6 m of water is also so
that paddlers can successfully perform an Eskimo roll; however, depths great
enough should be minimized to reduce costs or necessary flow rate Q. The second
group of parameters, which apparently influence the quality and difficulty of the
course, includes the discharge through the course and the bottom slope. Both of
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these are often limited; the discharge - by insufficient capacity of upstream
reservoir or by low discharge in the river during the season; the bottom slope - by
configuration of the ground.
There are three ways of forming hydraulic features in whitewater courses:
1. Permanent blocks, with rounded edges for safety, to constrict and divert
the water flow. These should not be undercut, and their upstream
surfaces should be sloped to allow the current to push boats to the
surface.
2. Moveable blocks, temporarily secured in position so that the flow
patterns within the course can be changed from time to time and for
different standards of paddling skills. Rapids created by high velocity
water falling into slow-moving water areas. They have no obstacles in
them to obstruct boats or swimmers.
Two independent physical models were constructed at a scale of 1:13 for the
Rio 2016 Olympic Competition and Training courses. The overall concept and
design for the courses is the work of the USA based company Whitewater Parks
International (WPI), who also designed the Canoe Slalom courses for London in
2012 Olympic Games. The UK engineering firm Cundall, who worked with WPI
on the London 2012 facility, also assisted them with the Rio 2016 project. WPI
commissioned Czech Technical University in Prague to conduct hydraulic
experiments connected with these courses, including the construction and testing
of these physical models. Each model was constructed and investigated separately.
The main aim of all investigations concentrated on finding an optimal position and
size of obstacles in each section and pool with respect to functionality of hydraulic
features and safety (e.g. minimum water depth 0.6 m). Other criteria were:
velocities in a usable range; no fluctuating water (stable stream flow and depth);
creating different characteristics in each section and pool to address different uses
(whitewater slalom, rafting, rodeo and others). In each section, investigated
separately and in connection to each other, we tested at least 5 different scenarios
from which an optimal configuration was chosen.
Tab. 1 Parameters of the full sized and modelled courses
Scale 1:13
Length (m)
Flow rate
Max slope (%)
Head (m)

Competition
course
Reality

Training
course
Reality

Competition
course
Model

Training
course
model

250
12,0 (m3/s)
2
4,5

200
10,5 (m3/s)
1
2,0

19,23
19,69 (l/s)
2
0,35

16,15
17,23 (l/s)
1
0,15
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Fig. 5 Placement of models in the
laboratory; Arrangement of Rio 2016
courses in Deodoro 1 – feeding lake, 2 –
pumping stations and boat lifts, 3 –
competition course; 4 - training course

Basic construction material for the each model was used:
•
Water protected plywood with additional surface improvements with
plastic folia extruded polystyrene for construction of banks and
obstacles steel plates for channel bottom and quick changes of obstacle
positions,
•
Magnets – each obstacle for modelling flow in the courses was
equipped with Nd magnets (size D = 5 mm) in the bottom. The system
of mountable obstacles was recommended by WPI and was scaled 1:13.
The system is like brick-box “LEGO” and thus very flexible in
affecting formation of all types of hydraulic features for whitewater
canoeing.
The experiments concentrated on velocities, creation of key hydraulic features
in different sections of the courses (whitewater experience of investigators was
particularly useful here), depths, directions of flow, and everything else that could
be influenced by the configurations of obstacles. Each measured point in the
model was characterized as follows:
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Fig. 6 Schematization of measurements with respect to recorded points
Discharge in the model was measured by magnetic-induction flowmeter
KROHNE DN 200. Point velocities were recorded by micro propeller Greisinger
Electronic GmbH, GMH 3350 (accuracy 0,01 m/s; frequency of measurement 1 s;
range 0,05 – 5 m/s. Depths were measured using ultrasonic sensor Pepperl-Fuchs
and thus flow was not influenced. Five different configurations of obstacles were
tested in each section, from which an optimal configuration was recommended.
During model construction, special attention was paid to control of model bottom
roughness established by steel plates. Roughness of steel plates was measured in
Carl Zeiss Metrology Centre Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, CTU in Prague.
After scale recalculation roughness corresponded to Manning friction coefficient n
= 0.011 – 0.012 (fair-face concrete). For mathematical modelling ANSYS –
FLUENT CFD modelling was used.
The basic ground plan and placement of the courses in Deodoro Complex was
designed by Whitewater Parks International, which while addressing all the
technical requirements of IOC and ICF, also aimed to reduce construction and
operating costs by +/- 30%, compared with earlier iterations. Both competition
and training courses are fed from a storage lake by a single pumping station. Each
course in the model includes a start pool, 11 whitewater sections or pools, and a
feeding lake (reservoir The competition course was divided into 11 sections. The
following example of an investigation is section “4 – asymmetric”. This section
could be characterized from a hydraulic point of view as a fast meandering flow
created by a combination of bigger obstacles adjacent to the bank walls and
smaller submerged obstacles closer to the main current. System of the obstacles
create strong stoppers (hydraulic jumps) and high waves perpendicular to the
linear profile. Near the end of the section is area of fast flowing water with high
turbulence and eddies. Near the banks are strong reverse flows with sharp
boundaries between the main downstream flow and reverse flow. Maximum
velocities here reach 3.9 m/s and on average 1m depth is found nearly everywhere,
while not lower than 0.9m.
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Fig. 7 Construction configuration of start pool – outlet from pumping
station without water; Physical and mathematical modelling of flow in start
pool
The main aim of the training course is to provide basic training, as well as a
warm up area for the athletes during Olympic Games. Post-Games use (following
IOC and ICF recommendations) will include basic instruction and training of
novices and young athletes. For these purposes, the whitewater difficulty is only
Grade II-III. The results from the physical modelling showed could be possible to
decrease channel flow to 9.5 m3/s yet retain a similar sport difficulty and character
of whitewater. This can lead to decreased pumping demands and reduced
operating costs.
The training course was also divided into several sections: starting pool, 5
sections and finish pool (feeding lake). Section 3 – “wave section” was established
by a series of submerged bottom obstacles which form stable waves in the middle
of the channel. Such waves are useable for basic training of canoeists. The end of
this section has obstacles adjacent to both banks, causing strong flow leading into
the next section. Maximum velocities here are 1.5 m/s and depth is sufficient.
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Fig. 8 Asymmetric section No. 4 without and with water, map of obstacle
distribution (each colour represents a different size obstacle); mathematical
modelling of flow
Where future users of the training course are concerned, the model showed
areas of high velocities near the feeding lake. The 1.5 m/s velocities might be
excessive for navigation by novices, so additional submerged obstacles were
placed in the model channel to further restrict flow. This decreased velocities to
lower than 1 m/s.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Physical and mathematical modelling of the competition and training courses
for canoe slalom events in the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro was carried
out within 5 weeks. The models in linear 1:13 scale fully addressed the main
objectives: prepare a map of obstacles distribution and establish suitable
whitewater characteristics according to IOC and ICF requirements. A moveable
obstacle system will allow creation of all necessary hydraulic features, critical for
good quality competition and safe recreation. The model demonstrated hydraulic
features which can be stable while minimizing water level surging or other
inconsistencies. Hydraulic model investigation results also support future
collaboration between course designers, the IOC, the ICF and host organizers of
the Games in attempting to minimize construction and operation costs (see Table
2– comparison with previous Olympic facilities) and the risks associated with
future projects:
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Tab. 2 Possible savings in construction of Olympic Games white water
facilities

Discharge
Head
Length
Width

Sydney
2000

London
2012

Rio
2016

Savings
Sydney/Rio

14 m3/s
5.5 m
320 m
12 m

15 m3/s
5.5 m
300 m
10 m

12 m3/s
4.5 m
280 m
9.5 m

15 %
18 %
13 %
21 %
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Abstract
This paper examines the application of a method for calculating fluvial erosion on
river banks. In the investigated area the determination of potential erosion rates
are essential to estimating the initiated river widening processes and their effect on
navigation. A mini-jet device was employed, for in situ measuring of the erodibility
of river bank sediments with respect to shear stresses induced through the jet-flow
on the bank surface. The obtained data was then used to calculate the parameters
of a commonly used excess shear stress equation to compute bank erosion rates, the
critical shear stress and the erodibility coefficient, for a variety of Danube
sediments. The actual shear stresses on the river banks were calculated according
to the method of Kean & Smith (2006a). The method accounts for the effects of
eddies in the lee of small scale topographic features in reducing the shear stress
acting on the bank surface. This implies an accurate representation of the bank
topography as well as its mathematically defined simplification. The law of the wall
and the boundary layer theory are the bases for the calculation of the ‘skin drag,’
which is the part of the total shear stress responsible for fluvial erosion and is
therefore used in the excess shear stress equation for determining erosion rates.
Based on a natural discharge hydrograph potential erosion rates were calculated.
While sands reached rates up to 6.5 cm/h, the critical shear stress of some sandy
silts (higher than 12 N/m²) where never exceeded. Furthermore, relations between
erodibility parameters as well as dependencies of the erodibility on the grain size
distribution were found.

Keywords
Fluvial erosion, skin drag, form drag, mini jet test, river restoration

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the wide-ranging scientific field of quantifying erosion rates, fluvial erosion
of fine sediments still gives rise to many questions. Since fine-grained sediment is
influenced by cohesive forces a simple approach based on the balance of
gravitational and drag forces only leads to underestimation of the critical shear
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stress for mobilization. In addition, the processes determining the rate of erosion
above this threshold are different from those of coarse grains. To finally predict
actual erosion rates at surfaces that are exposed to fluvial forces, one must be able
to calculate the actual shear stress acting on the surface. A simple depth-slope
approach for estimating the fluvial shear stress is misleading when topographic
features are present, especially along river banks.
In this paper we concentrate on fluvial erosion along riverbanks. Inspired by
the physically based model from Darby et al. [2010] we combine a method for
calculating the fluvial shear stress with a method for measuring soil erodibility to
finally estimate potential erosion rates of cohesive sediment layers. The acting
forces are calculated using a model presented by Kean & Smith (2006) like in
Darby et al. [2010], while the resisting parameters are derived from tests with the
mini jet test apparatus [Simon & Thomas 2010]. This way we were able to directly
calculate the erodibility coefficient of the tested sediment, while Darby et al.
(2010) used the cohesive strength meter and therefore had to rely on literature
values for the erodibility coefficient provided by Hanson and Simon (2001). For
calculating the potential erosion rates of the sediment, the excess shear stress
equation served as theoretical basis.

2.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The study site was located on a reach of the Danube River near Hainburg
(fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Location of the study site and the test areas
The Danube’s mean annual discharge in this area is 1930 m³/s and the oneyear flood reaches 5300 m³/s.
At the five bank sections several sediments were tested using the Mini Jet
device. In addition, their grain size distributions were determined. Hand-shoveled
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pits at the bank face allowed determining the layering of the river bank and
assigning erodibility parameters to layers that were not tested (e.g. layers that were
too thin to produce an appropriate scour for test evaluation).
For the determination of the actual shear stress using the concept of Kean &
Smith [2006] the riverbank topography has been recorded via photogrammetric
survey. The necessary flow velocities adjacent to the bank were derived from
simulations made by Liedermann et al. [2013] using the model RSim3d [Tritthart,
2005].

2.1

Measuring sediment erodibility parameters

The deployed Mini Jet test Apparatus is a smaller version of the original Jet
tester by Hanson & Cook [2004]. Its advantages are mainly in its size making it
more portable, nonetheless its results are comparable to the original one [AlMadhhachi, et al. 2013].
Theoretical base of the test is the calculation of the erosion rate (εr, m s-1) by
the use of the excess shear stress equation (equation 1, [Smerdon & Beasly, 1961;
Temple & Hanson, 1994]).

ε r = k d (τ − τ c ) a

(1)

where τ [Pa] describes the exerted boundary shear stress, τc [Pa] denotes the
critical shear stress or erosion threshold, and kd represents the progress of the
erosion that is called the erodibility coefficient [m s-1 Pa-1]. The coefficient a is
usually assumed to be 1 [Hanson, 1990; Hanson and Cook, 1997].
During the jet test procedure a submerged circular water jet impinges on the
sediment surface. The jet obtains its energy from an overflow tank which delivers
constant pressure to the jet. The resulting scour increases in depth until the critical
shear stress between the diverted jet and the sediment surface is reached.
Based on the findings of Beltaos and Rajaratnum [1974], Poreh and Cermak
[1959] and Hanson [1990] the shear stress along the surface could be calculated
via equation 2 and 3.

τ 0 = C f ρU 2
τ 0 = C f ρ (CdU 0

H < Hp

d0 2
)
H

H > Hp

(2)
(3)

where τ0 is maximum stress on the surface, Cf is the coefficient of friction
(0.00416), ρ is the fluid density, U0 is velocity at the jet nozzle, Cd is diffusion
constant (6.3), d0 is nozzle diameter, H is scour depth, and Hp is length of the jets
potential core. In order to obtain the erosion parameters, the data points from the
test are fitted to the time-scour depth function from Hanson (1997) based on the
work of Stein et al. [1993] investigating free overfalls (equation 4).
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where tm is the measured time, Tr = Je/(kd τc) is the dimensionless time, J*=J/Je is
the dimensionless scour depth, J is the scour depth, Ji is the initial scour depth,
and the equilibrium depth Je is reached only after a long time past the duration of
the test (Blaisdell encountered continued scouring near pipe outlets even after 14
months). Blaisdell et al. [1981] approximated Je by describing the evolution of
scour depth by a logarithmic hyperbolic function in equation 5.

( f − f 0 ) 2 − x 2 = A2

(5)

The parameter f0 is linked to the equilibrium depth via equation 8. By iteratively
varying A and f0 an optimal value for Je can be obtained via a least square fitting
of the data points presented through equation 6 and 7.

f = log

U t
U t
J
J
− log 0 , x = log 0 , f 0 = log e
d0
d0
d0
d0

(6,7,8)

where t is time. Hanson and Cook [1997] presented two methods to determine the
critical shear stress and the erodibility coefficient. Method 1 varies kd and τc in
equation 4 to obtain a best fit to the data points, however this leads to multiple
answers. In Method 2 τc is calculated with the Blaisdell solution involving
equation 5 to 8 and fitting the data points to the function of equation 4 only by
varying kd. Both Methods are used in this Study and are referred to as “iterative”
for Method 1 and “Blaisdell” for Method 2.

2.2

Calculating actual shear stresses

In order to determine the effect of topographic roughness elements on the flow
along the river bank, Kean & Smith [2009] adopted the model of Smith &
McLean (1977) concerning spatially averaged flow over a wavy surface.
partitioning the total shear stress on a boundary τT into a “skin friction” τSF and
“drag” τD part:

τ T = τ SF + τ D

(9)

While the drag part acts on the topographic elements, the skin friction is
responsible for fluvial erosion and thus of interest in this paper. They found, that
the shape of a topographic element could be described mathematically through a
Gaussian curve. The influence of Gaussian shaped features on the flow was
investigated by Hopson [1999]. For determining the drag coefficient CD, using the
parameters of a Gaussian curve he derived:


σ
C D = 1.79 exp − 0.77
HG
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(10)

where σ is the standard daviation and HG the hight of a gaussian shaped feature.
The drag related shear stress is given by:

1
2

τ D = ρC D

HG

λ

2
u ref

(11)

where λ is the distance between two features and uref is the reference velocity.The
flow field in the lee of a Gaussian shaped feature can be separated into a turbulent
internal boundary layer, a wake region which is modeled by using Schlichting’s
far field wake solution [Schlichting, 1979], and a logarithmic outer boundary
layer. The intersection of the velocity profiles of these three layers at the layer
boundaries give the velocity profile u as a function of z. The reference velocity uref
then is the average velocity in the area A of a topographic feature that would arise
in the absence of the feature and can be calculated by:
2
u ref
=

1 2
u ( x, z )dA
A ∫A

(12)

For closing the solution either the total shear stress or a velocity in the outer
region has to be known. While on river beds τT could be derived from the depth
slope product, on river banks a flow velocity is more appropriate. In our study this
velocity is calculated via a numerical model RSim3d [Liedermann et al., 2013;
Tritthart, 2005]. By expressing the spatial averaged skin friction stress in the
internal boundary layer (IBL) as 〈τIBL〉=ρ〈u*IBL〉2, where u* is shear velocity, the
total shear stress is written as

(

τ T = ρ α 0 u*IBL

2

)+ 12 ρC

H
D

λ

2
u ref

(13)

In these calculations the ratio α0 = u*SF/〈u*IBL〉 is taken to be one, the logarithmic
velocity profile of the outer region is defined as

u=

 z
ln
κ  z 0t

u*T





(14)

and the spatial averaged skin friction based shear velocity is

u* IBL = α1ub

(15)

The coefficient α1 depends on the shape of the topographic features and the height
of the flow region boundaries.
Due to the natural variety of topographic features and the computational
complications that arise from this heterogeneity, Kean & Smith [2006b] developed
a statistical method to identify a regular sequence of one characteristic Gaussian
shaped feature, characterized by the height Hreg, the standard deviation σreg and the
wavelength λreg, which represents the irregular sequence found in the field.
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The parameters of this characteristic topographic element can be calculated by:

H reg = exp(µ H + 1.2νH ) = H 88

(16)

σ reg = exp(µσ + 1.2νσ ) = σ 88

(17)

λreg = 6H 88

(18)

H88 and σ88 are the 88th percentile of the normal distributed topographic feature
parameters shown in figure 2 and can be calculated via the mean value µ and the
standard deviation υ of the the size distribution. The river bank topography in the
area of investigation was recorded using terrestrial photogrammetry. From the
obtained point clouds with a resolution of about 0.5 cm, horizontal cross sections
along the bank in regular, vertical intervals of 0.25 m were extracted. Large-scale
shapes with much bigger wavelengths than the investigated topographic features,
like the channel curvature, were removed. Gaussian curves were fitted to the
remaining graphs and their parameters were noted. After a statistical analysis of
the data the representative Gaussian shaped feature was defined using equations
16 to 17.

2.3

Predicting erosion rates

The potential erosion rates of sediment layers were calculated for two
riverbank sections which were exposed to a natural hydrograph of the Danube
River from 2009. Based on the three-dimensional hydrodynamic-numerical model
established by Liedermann et al. [2013] discharge-flow velocity curves were
created for the two investigated riverbank sections. The points were placed in a
distance of 10 m and 10.4 m from the bank, which – according to the model of
Kean & Smith [2006a] – is in the outer sub layer of the flow velocity distribution.
The hydrograph was then converted into a flow velocity time series for each bank
section. Subsequently, the skin friction along both banks was estimated for the
year 2009 using the equations of section 2.2. Finally, the erosion rates were
calculated via equation 1.

3.

RESULTS

The parameters computed from the results of the mini jet tests are listed in
Table 1. The results show that with increasing grain size, kd increases while τc
decreases. This decrease of erodibility is probably related to the higher clay
content in fine-grained sediment. The Blaisdell method was shown to generally
produce smaller critical shear stresses than the iterative method. The highest
values of kd are reached by sediment number 0312-1, a low cohesive sand with
198.26 cm/sPa calculated with method 1 and 475.45 cm/sPa with method 2 and a
τc of 0.8 Pa and 2.13 Pa respectively. Silty sediments show values of kd down to
1.02 cm/sPa and τc up to 82 Pa computed by Method 2, and similar results in
method 1.
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Tab. 1 Results of the jet tests (in indicates the number of measured scour
depths during one test)
Test

in*

pressure
head [m]

2611-1

15

0312-1

8

0312-2

Blaisdell

iterative

Soil parameters

τc
[Pa]

k
kd
τ [Pa] d
Texture
[cm/sPa]
[cm/sPa] c

sand
[%]

silt
[%]

clay
[%]

1.27

1.14

7.41

3.64

23.74

S

72.6

26.9 0.5

0.63

0.80

198.26

2.13

475.45

S

96.8

2.6

0.6

15

0.58

0.34

53.34

2.01

187.95

S

96.8

2.6

0.6

1411-8

8

2.185

11.78

4.71

20.03

27.30

S

77.0

21.6 1.4

0312-3

12

3.59

28.59

1.01

37.21

11.15

S

80.1

18.4 1.5

2611-2

23

1.20

0.68

24.50

4.18

16.03

S

70.1

28.2 1.7

1411-7

7

1.13

8.10

3.34

12.84

11.90

S

75.0

23.0 2.0

1111-5

11

0.99

0.50

8.69

3.61

16.83

uS

52.8

42.9 4.3

1411-6

8

1.13

5.29

2.59

13.33

19.87

SU

49.6

45.8 4.6

0312-4

5

6.62

61.86

0.16

82.13

1.02

SU

43.3

51.8 4.9

1111-1

10

2.535

17.85

0.87

15.13

2.80

SU

45.9

46.5 7.6

1411-9

9

4.505

21.87

1.67

29.30

9.23

SU

n.a.

n.a.

2711-3

9

2.39

11.26

1.29

22.06

12.71

sU

21.9

72.9 5.2

2711-4

13

4.22

4.65

0.48

19.54

1.55

sU

27.1

66.5 6.4

2711-5

15

4.65

0.42

1.82

7.76

4.50

sU

28.8

64.7 6.5

1111-3

5

3.52

37.66

0.47

46.55

6.61

sU

30.8

60.3 8.9

n.a.

Across the studied bank section sites 3272 Gaussian shaped features were
analyzed. Based on the 88th percentiles off all features a representative feature
with an Hrep of 55.5 cm a σrep of 116.2 cm and a λrep of 332.9 cm was defined.
Figure 2 shows the parameter deviation of the located topographic elements. The
combination of the computed topographic parameters and the hydrograph based
flow velocities allowed producing time-series of total- and skin friction shear
stresses for the year of 2009 (Figure 3.a). In figure 3,b the computed potential
erosion rates for two sediments are presented. The non-continuous behavior of
shear stresses in figure 3,a is caused by the fact that the investigated sediments are
not submerged for some periods in a year. Sediment no. 11 represents a highly
erodible sand, while sediment no. 14 consists of a more cohesive sandy silt. The
highest skin friction based shear stresses occurred during a summer flood with 9.6
Pa while the total shear stress reached 25.9 Pa. These shear stresses lead to erosion
rates up to 0.3 m/h in the sand. In the sandy silt, the erosion rate is – with 0.03 m/h
– an order of magnitude smaller. According to the calculations, the sandy silt was
subject to erosion only during the summer flood. Besides these two examples,
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Table 1 presents seven sediments whose critical shear stresses were not exceeded
at all and thus should not have been subject to fluvial erosion.

Fig. 2 Deviations of Gaussian shaped features

Fig. 3 Shear stresses (a) and erosion rates (b) in the tested area

4.

DISCUSSION

Caution has to be taken when trying to estimate bank retreat rates from fluvial
erosion rates, as performed by Darby et al. [2010]. It is recommended to
additionally account for effects like oversteepening and subsequent mass failure,
as well as the role of slump material in temporarily protecting the bank from
undercutting. One may account for these effects by fully coupling fluvial erosion
and mass failure, as it was implemented in the bank erosion module of the
computer model CONCEPTS [Langendoen and Simon, 2008].
The studied bank section consisted of several layers with alternating
erodibility, producing cantilevers as well as step-like bank geometries. Hence, for
calculating retreat rates of the investigated bank sections, interactions between
sediment layers through mass failure and interactions via the flow field are
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important to be considered. Less erodible sediment layers may protrude into the
channel (by forming cantilevers and/or steps) and reduce the shear stresses along
the adjacent sediment layers (e.g. below the cantilever). Three-dimensional effects
of topographic elements on the flow velocity distribution may be significant for
the investigated bank, given features of small vertical extent.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

A distinction between form and skin drag is essential in predicting erosion
rates of surfaces with small scaled topographic features. Neglection leads to
substantial overestimation of erosion rates and their impact. The mini jet test
apparatus proved to be a practical device for estimating the erodibility parameters.

6.
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Abstract
The paper deal with application of FLOW-3D software for the simulation of flow in
open channel. The simulated results were compared with values measured on
laboratory model of channel bend. Simulation was carried out for several turbulent
models. The verification of the model was based on simulation of three different
flow scenarios. The verified model was applied for simulation of natural channel
flow.

Keywords
CFD, open channel flow, Flow-3D, turbulent model

1. INTRODUCTION
Most rivers of open channels without any regulation or human intervention
have the tendency to develop winding course of their channel. This cross-sectional
pattern of the flow governs processes of erosion and sedimentation and therefore
reshaping of the meander.
Presently available CFD tools involve numerous uncertainties. The paper deals
with computational problems of an open channel flow. The results physical
modelling of the river bend were used in order to get accurate description of the
modelled area. This also offered data on the hydraulic phenomena.
Due to centrifugal forces in the natural winding channels the transversal flow
is developed. It is important to notice that the transversal flow is developing from
the start of the bend and after the end of the bend is progressively fading. It is
generally assumed that the streamwise velocities are the highest in the outer half
of the bend. This process has important consequences for the morphology of the
river bed in the bends.
Application of the 3D CFD model in natural open channel flow evaluation is
assumed to be helping tool for design of proposed specific measure to retain
floating flood debris. In the first step the validation of CFD model was done based
on the data measured in laboratory [Výbora 1980].

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
For the simulation of the turbulent flow of water, a wide variety of approaches
is available. Different techniques incorporate different extent of parameterizations
incorporated. Numerical techniques usually rely on the equations of Navier-Stokes
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(direct methods) or Reynolds (statistical approach). These equations form the
basis of the model. The models are described in numerous publications.
[Wilcox 1992, Flowscience 2010]
The software tool Flow-3D for three dimensional computations was used in the
study. The geometry of the modelled area was set up according to physical model
[Výbora 1980] in the scale 1:1. The solution was done with application of three
different turbulent models in order to assess their sufficiency for the solved task.

2.1

Turbulence model

As long as the flow cannot be considered as laminar in the bend, the correct
definition of turbulent models is essential. The numerical model was set up in
FLOW-3D, which offers five turbulent models. These are the one-equation
turbulence transport model, the Prandtl mixing length model, the two-equation
model (k-ε), RNG model and a large eddy simulation model (LES).
For the simulation of the channel flow three models were applied:
• two equation k-ε model consists of two transport equations for the turbulent
kinetic energy and its dissipation described in detail for example in
[Kolmogorov 1942, Wilcox 1992],
• RNG model applies statistical approach to solution of equations for turbulent
kinetic energy and its dissipation rate. The RNG model explicitly derives the
equation constants that are empirically defined in the standard k-ε model
[Yakhot et al. 1992],
• LES allows direct compute of turbulent flow structures that can be resolved
by the computational grid and only approximate those features that are too
small to be resolved by using a subgrid-scale model [Smagorinsky 1963].
Further description of governing equations of the turbulent models used within the
software tool FLOW-3D can be found in [Flowscience 2010].

2.2

Boundary condition

The river bed and banks are treated as solid walls with the predefined
roughness. As long as the physical model was constructed with uniform roughness
the roughness coefficient was specified as uniform as well.
The boundary conditions in streamwise direction were defined with steady
hydraulic parameter. At the outflow boundary a standard convective outflow
boundary condition was applied.
The boundary at the side of free surface was treated as a horizontal,
impermeable rigid lid at upper boundary of the model domain. As long as the
gradient of the water surface was small enough, such a type of boundary is
applicable (see chap. 3.1).

2.3

Initial conditions

Initial conditions was defined as state at time t = 0 with reasonable accuracy
(e.g. horizontal water level). This is due to that the effect of inaccuracy in initial
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condition is reduced with time progresses. The initial conditions for the purposes
of solved model were defined at a global scale.

3. PARAMETER STUDY
The study was done in laboratory on trapezoidal profile of the channel with
bottom width of 0.40 meters and slope of the banks 1:2. Channel was composed of
three parts:
• straight inlet reach with length 6.85 m;
• channel bend with radius 3.00 meters and internal angle of 90 degrees;
• straight outlet reach with length 4.60 m.
The slope of the channel was 0.1% (see Fig. 1). The physical model of the
channel bed and walls was made of wooden boards with very smooth varnished
surface.

Fig. 1 Model situation
Laboratory measurements were performed on the above described model with
two different surface roughness and three different flow rates. The roughness of
the varnished boards representing the channel surface was according Maning n =
0.0093. Afterwards, sand grains with diameter d = 1.0 mm were glued to the
surface, which modified surface roughness to n = 0.0129. Uniform steady flow
regime was simulated on the model for all modelled scenarios In selected
measured profiles (MP), which were marked as MP 12, MP 16, MP 20, the
hydraulic parameters (water depth h and point velocities in verticals v) were
measured.
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3.1

Pre-processing

The representation of the modelled channel bend for the numerical simulation
was created as 3D model with geometry of laboratory model. First, wireframe was
created using Autodesk Autocad. Created wireframe was imported into the
program Blender, where the final 3D model of the channel was created (Fig. 2) in
stereolithographic format *.stl.
The next step was import of 3D model to FLOW-3D. The applied
computational grid consisted of cubic elements with resolution 0.0075 to 0.01 m.
In case of lower flow rate the computational mesh was generated with smaller
elements with resolution of 0.0075 m.
Computational grid consisted of 3 blocks that described inflow, curve and
outflow. The number of cells in all blocks was about 3.8 million.
Boundary conditions in Flow-3D was set for 3 blocks as follows (Fig .2):
• The bottom of the computational grid for all blocks was defined by
embedded 3D model, which created a solid surface (wall);
• The upper part of the computational grid for all blocks has been set to
“symmetry” [Flowscience 2011];
• Inflow and outflow in the model was set up to hold the whole time
calculation constant level corresponding to the uniform steady flow
for a given geometry, the inclination, surface roughness and
discharge.
The initial condition of simulation has been set a horizontal surface at depths
predicted at the outflow of the model.
PRESSURE
OUTFLOW

PRESSURE
SYMMETRY

INFLOW

BORDERED BY 3D MODEL

Fig. 2 Boundary condition of model (red lines are boundary of blocks)
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3.2

Simulation

Numerical simulations were performed for the roughness n = 0.0093 for three
different discharges in the program FLOW-3D. For each flow scenario with lower
roughness three mentioned different turbulent models were applied. All computed
scenarios of numerical simulation are shown in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1 Scenarios of numerical simulation
Scenario

Discharge Q [l/s]

Applied turbulent model

11A
11B
11C
21A
21B
21C
31A
31B
31C

5.0
5.0
5.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
37.0
37.0
37.0

Two equation k-ε model
RNG model
LES model
Two equation k-ε model
RNG model
LES model
Two equation k-ε model
RNG model
LES model

The simulation time for each scenario was chosen 200 s in order to get state of
steady flow. Computer time for one simulation was approximately 3 days (CPU
with 6 cores, 32 GB RAM).

3.3

Results

The comparison of measured and computed velocity field in selected cross
section profiles was done for each flow scenario and for each turbulent model
(Fig. 4 and 5). Longitudinal, transversal and depth-averaged velocity vectors were
compared to measured ones. Longitudinal and transversal velocity was computed
from angle of cross section and velocity vectors vx, vy and vz. Velocity vz was very
small in comparsion with velocities vx, vy. Depth-averaged velocities were
computed by FLOW-3D. For physical model velocity measuring the anemometer
and Prandtl probe was used [Výbora 1980]. The accuracy of used devices depends
on the calibration, however the comparison of obtained values by each device
showed good accordance.
Accuracy of the used turbulent model was derived by comparison of the
measured and calculated values. Two equation k-ε and RNG turbulent models
fitted better the results of physical modelling. The average difference of measured
and calculated values of averaged depth velocity was up to 15.0%.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of velocity field in profile MP12, Q = 5 l/s
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Fig. 4 Comparison of velocity field in profile MP16, Q = 5 l/s
The comparison of total discharges used at laboratory model and these
obtained from numerical model is shown in table 2. The difference between
measured and calculated values is about 10% for the lower discharges. With
increasing discharge the differences between measured and calculated values rises
up to 23 % (fig. 3 and 4).
Calculated water depths in selected profiles differed with the measured values
by less than 4%. The difference increased close to concave bank of the channel
bend. For lower discharges the measured values did not describe the slope of the
water level in the bend (see fig.5).
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Tab. 2 Comparison of discharge rate in measured profiles
Variant

Q from laboratory model [m3/s]

Q from numerical model [m3/s]

Diff. [%]

11A
11B
11C
21A
21B
21C
31A
31B
31C

5.00E-03
5.00E-03
5.00E-03
1.50E-02
1.50E-02
1.50E-02
3.70E-02
3.70E-02
3.70E-02

4.52E-03
4.43E-03
4.59E-03
1.33E-02
1.27E-02
1.32E-02
2.84E-02
2.97E-02
2.87E-02

9.58
11.43
8.13
11.60
15.47
12.18
23.24
19.77
22.51

0.11
0.105
0.1
0.095

Depth h [m]

0.09
0.085
0.08
0.075

MP16
MP16 k-epsilon model

0.07

MP16 RNG model

0.065

MP16 LES model

0.06
-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0
Length x [m]

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Fig. 5 Comparison of water depth in profile MP16, Q = 37 l/s

4. CONCLUSIONS
From the laboratory measurements the velocity fields and water levels were
available for the measured profiles. The numerical simulations provided water
levels, water depth and velocity vectors in specified profiles in the channel. The
results obtained from numerical simulations and laboratory measurements were
compared in order to assess the applicability of different turbulent models for the
tasks of 3D simulation of open channel flow.
With specified boundary conditions similar resulting hydraulic parameters of
the numerical solution and laboratory measurements were obtained. For this
reason, the boundary conditions were used in the form of known pressures.
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Differences were found in the flow rates of the order of 10-20 %. Water depths in
the numerical simulations at the same conditions (slope, geometry, surface,
roughness) were on about 4 %.
The accuracy of the CFD model and selected turbulent model was done by
comparing the resulting values of three different turbulent models with results of
laboratory research. The resulting average difference was 15 %. This value
corresponds to average computed value of velocity in MP20 compared to the
physical model. Regarding the depth h or surface level some values specified in
physical research are arguable. However the lowest value of difference between
calculated and measured value were obtained for water level 4.2 %. In this case
the correlation between physical and mathematical research is acceptable also
when taking into the consideration the precision ± 1 mm in measurement of the
water level with applied equipment.
Considering the comparison of the simulations with different turbulence
models and physical model measurements, the k-ɛ and RNG turbulence model
appeared to be more accurate than the LES model for the task of open winding
channel flow. The significant influence has the definition of computational grid
and boundary conditions.
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Abstract
The article summarises results of research aimed at determination of hydrodynamic
load using numerical simulations and their verification on physical model. The
practical application was performed on a simple rectangular bridge with adjacent
sidewalks. Hydrodynamic load on the bridge deck was separated into three actions.
Those are the drag force, lift force, and bedding moment at the centre of gravity of
the bridge deck. Hydrodynamic load was expressed via dimensionless resistance
coefficients that correspond to combination of the flow properties and determined
(measured and calculated) forces. Results of the research show quite good
agreement in case of mean value of drag and lift force. In case of bedding moment
the agreement was found in absolute value of the moment but not in direction.

Keywords
hydrodynamic load, bridge, drag force, lift force, bedding moment, resistance
coefficients.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Total action on the bridge deck is represented by a series of loads caused by
self weight and by external factors. Those were usually considered as loads caused
by traffic, wind, and snow. The experiences from recent floods and especially
application of new enhanced standards for bridge proposals made the question of
hydrodynamic loads on the bridge deck caused by flooding topical. This is related
particularly to the existing bridges situated on small and regional roads and
railways where the application of new demands for higher freeboard between the
design water level the bridge deck leads to high investments into both the existing
bridge construction and connected ways. There are locations where designers have
to take the possibility of flooding into account. Mainly in case of bridges that have
already been seriously damaged or destroyed by flood and have to be quickly
reconstructed there is a current deal to consider relatively cheap alternative of
modification of the deck bearing to sustain finite hydrodynamic load. Proposal of
flood resistant bridge includes also an adjustment of the embankment construction
and slopes by meaning of protection against erosion (both surface and internal)
and in relevant cases also protection against impact from floating objects and
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clogging of the bridge cross-section. However, this article is focused on
determination of hydrodynamic load on bridge deck only.
According to [Boor et al. 1963] the hydrodynamic load is caused by both shear
stress along the obstacle surface and by the change of the normal stress (i.e.
pressure) along it. For practical purposes the hydrodynamic load is expressed as
force acting on the bridge deck. This force is proportional to dynamic pressure of
the flow [Boor et al. 1963]. In case of bridge deck the effect of submergence also
plays role [Picek et al. 2006]. Hydraulic aspects of bridge flooding focused on the
bridge cross-section capacity and flow patterns are introduced and closely
discussed in [Picek et al. 2004], [Picek 2006] and [Picek and Havlík 2008].

2.

METHODS

For purposes of this study the hydrodynamic force is described by three
components expressed with respect to the centre of gravity of the bridge deck.
Those are horizontal force FD (hereinafter the drag force), vertical force FL
(hereinafter the lift force) and the bedding moment M, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Scheme of hydrodynamic load with marked convention
The magnitude of each force component is dependent on flow conditions
(mainly the depth, density of fluid and velocity), projection of the bridge deck
dimensions into the direction of flow and the shape and friction of the bridge deck
which is expressed by load coefficients, see [Kerenyi et al. 2009] and [Guo et
al. 2010]. Each load coefficient corresponds to specific component of the
hydrodynamic force, i.e. drag coefficient corresponds to drag force, lift coefficient
corresponds to lift force, and moment coefficient corresponds to bedding moment.
Flow conditions upstream of the bridge are described by two dimensionless
characteristics. Those are Froude’s number Fr and relative submergence of the
bridge deck h*.
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Fr =
h* =

v

,

(1)

hu − hb
,
s

(2)

ghu

where Fr is Froude’s number upstream of the bridge, h* is relative flooding of the
bridge deck, hu is water depth upstream of the bridge deck, hb is height of the
lower face of the bridge deck above the channel bottom, s is thickness of the
bridge deck, v is mean velocity upstream of the bridge.
Components of the hydrodynamic force are expressed as [Kerenyi et al. 2009]:

FD = C D

1
1
ρ w v 2 bs for h* ≥ 1 and FD = C D ρ w v 2 b(hu − hb ) for h* < 1 ,
2
2

(3)

FL = C L

1
ρ w v 2 bL ,
2

(4)

M = CM

1
ρ w v 2bL2 ,
2

(5)

where FD is drag force, FL is lift force, M is bedding moment, CD is drag
coefficient, CL is lift coefficient, CM is moment coefficient, ρw is water density
considered as 998,2 kg.m-3, v is mean flow velocity upstream of the bridge, hu is
water depth upstream of the bridge, hb is distance e between channel bottom and
lower face of the bridge deck, s is thickness of the bridge deck, b is length of the
bridge, L is width of the bridge deck, h* is relative flooding of the bridge deck, see
equation (5).
The hydrodynamic load was determined using both numerical simulations and
measurement on physical model. The comparison of calculated and measured
hydrodynamic loads was performed through values of dimensionless load
coefficients.

3.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Practical application was made on a simple rectangular shape of the bridge
deck with connected sidewalks which is shown in Fig. 2. The bridge deck is
considered as prefabricated and interlocked so the bridge act together with
sidewalks as one piece. Relative dimensions of the bridge are summarized within
the Tab. 1. Presented shape is typical for smaller bridges on regional ways.
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Fig. 2 Cross-section of examined bridge deck
Tab. 1 Proposed relative dimensions of the bridge deck
L/s
11,909

c/s
4,818

a/s
0,455

b/s
4,545

Within this study a small bridge of thickness s = 0.55 m and L = 6.55 m was
assumed (food bridge capable to sustain passage of medium weight vehicle). A
subcritical flow with a Froude number Fr = 0.22 was simulated together with three
levels of submergence h* = {0.5, 1.0, 2.0}. These conditions were chosen as
typical for possible flood event combined with representative range of relative
submergence h*.
Numerical simulations were performed with the ANSYS Fluent software. A
2D model of real fluid flow was used together with standard k-ε model of
turbulence and standard wall function. The water level was traced using the
volume of fluid method. All model parameters were set up accoring to
recommendations in ser manual [Fluent Inc. 2006]. Closer description of the
model is available in [Spano, Stara 2010]. View on basic computational domain is
shown in Fig. 3. The hydrodynamic load was calculated by integration of pressure
field along the bridge deck while shear force was neglected since the bridge
surface is considered as smooth.
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Fig. 3 Computational domain used for numerical simulations
Physical model was built in the testing flume at the Laboratory of hydraulic
research. The hydrodynamic load was measured directly by four pressure sensors.
Resulting force is considered as time averaged value. The view on the physical
model is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 View on physical model of the bridge

4.

RESULTS
Results of simulation and measurements are shown in Fig. 5, 6 and 7.
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Fig. 5 Drag coefficients as a function of relative submergence

Fig. 6 Lift coefficients as a function of relative submergence
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Fig. 6 Moment coefficients as a function of relative submergence
Results in Fig. 5 show a good agreement between measured and calculated
values of drag coefficient CD. Some difference can be seen at submergence level
h* = 2.0 where the difference in drag coefficient between measured and calculated
values is about 0.1. A good agreement can be also seen if compared with values
published by [Boor et al. 1963] for similar shape of obstacle who recommends
values of CD around 1.0. Based on measurements performed on physical model it
can be concluded that the highest drag force should be expected at any level of
submergence.
A very good agreement between measured and calculated values of the lift
coefficient CL can be seen in Fig. 6. Here, the lift force represents a supplement to
the hydrostatic buoyancy force. The flowing water causes decrease of the
buoyancy and therefore the value of lift coefficient is negative. Also it can be seen
that the maximum lift force can be expected if the submergence level is h* = 1.0
As shown in Fig. 6 the results reached in case of the moment coefficient CM
are significantly differend if compare measured and calculated values. Measured
moments have opposite direction than calculated. However, the absolute value of
the coefficient is similar. Also it can be concluded that the highest moments
should be expeceted at submergence level h* = 1.0.

5.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Presented results show a good agreement of both drag and lift coefficient but
quite a poor agreement of moment coefficient. The highest hydrodynamic load on
a bridge should be expected at submergence level h* = 1.0. Measurements on
physical model showed that there is also quite strong effect of fluctuation which
should be also considered during design process. For example in case of bedding
moments both positeve and negative values were indicated.
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Numerical simulations seem to be a good tool for calculation of hydrodynamic
load. However, further research has to be performed to be able to set the model
parameters and boundary conditions properly. Also the effect of fluctuations
should to be involved here.
Further research should be also aimed to different shapes of the bridge decks
and also to special parts of a bridge like change of flow around piers and railing.
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Abstract
Water supply systems are complex systems where often appears non stationary flow
regime known as water hammer. The water hammer characteristics in water supply
systems depend on several factors, including water consumption, network density,
length of the pipes, material of the pipes and others. This paper deals with
modelling the water hammer and hydraulic analysis of the water supply system. The
case study is gravitational water supply system with zoned network supplied with
the valve before the tank in lower zone.
The presented mathematical model enables to simulate different pipes material,
such as asbestos cement, cast iron, PVC, PE pipes and steel pipes. The hydraulic
analysis of the obtained results will be presented graphically and recommendations
will be proposed.

Keywords
Water supply system, mathematical model, water hammer, pipe material

1.

INTRODUCTION

Water supply systems are complex systems that can be composed of objects
which are capturing the water, objects that are used for improvement of water
quality, water intakes that may be gravity or pump, objects for changing the
pressure, valves, reservoirs and home plumbing. Such complexity of the water
supply systems leads to water flow under pressure where the speed and pressure
change over time –unsteady flow of water.
In practice more applicable are number of new ecological materials on the base
of polyethylene for producing pipes for water supply. The pipes on the basis of
polyethylene are more widely used in water supply systems during the
performance of new or reconstruction of the existing systems. Therefore, often in
practice when reconstruction or during the design of new water supply systems, a
combination of two or more materials of pipes is used, one of which is a base
material of polyethylene while the other material may be of asbestos cement,
ductile iron, steel, etc.
In this paper subject of analysis is the influence of the pipe material on the
characteristics of the water hammer in the water networks.
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2.

BASIC EQUATIONS FOR WATER HAMMER

According Wylie (1993), the water hammer is defined as the hydraulic
variable occurrence of flow, which causes an increase of overpressure in a
pipeline system. The water hammer can be generated by certain operational
measures such as: opening or closing of the valve, turning the pumps on or off,
abrupt cracking of the pipe etc.
Starting points in the mathematical description of the water hammer are the
basic laws in the mechanics of fluids:
•
Law of maintaining the amount of movement and
•
Law of maintaining weight.
Satisfying these basic principles for conservation/maintenance comes to the
dynamic equation and the equation of continuity.
The final form of the dynamic equation for unsteady flow in closed systems
under pressure:
∂V
∂V
∂П
λ
+V
+g
+
VV =0
∂t
∂x
∂x
2D

(1)

And the final form of the equation of continuity gets the following form:
V

∂П ∂П
a 2 ∂V
+
− V sin α +
=0
∂x
∂t
g ∂x

(2)

Where а is the speed of propagation of the pressure wave and it is determined
by the ratio of compression of the fluid and the module of elasticity of the pipe.

3.

METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR SOLVING
BASIC EQUATIONS OF WATER HAMMER

With the method of characteristics the basic partial differential equations
which are not integrable in closed form, are transformed into ordinary differential
equations which have a solution in a closed form. The basic equations, the
equation of continuity and the dynamic equation can be designated with L1 and L2:
∂П ∂V
∂V
λ
+
+V
+
VV =0
∂x
∂t
∂x 2 D

(3)

∂П
∂П a 2 ∂V
+V
+
− g sinα = 0
∂t
∂x
g ∂x

(4)

L1 = g

L2 =

These linear equations can be combined as follows:
L = L1 + χL2

(5)

From the previous equation it can be concluded that it’s about two families of
curves that are practically straight lines, where the speed of propagation is
constant and many times faster than the basic flow, so the system of two partial
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differential equations are transformed into system of ordinary four differential
equations which are marked with a C+ and C– and determine straight lines:
dП a dV
λ

+
+
V V − V sin α = 0 
dt
g dt
2D
 +
C
dx

=V +a

dt

(6)

dП a dV
λ

+
+
V V + V sin α = 0 
dt
g dt
2D
 −
C
dx

=V −a

dt

(7)

−

3.1

Numerical model

Figure 1 shows discretization of the physical system in a numerical network
with computing steps ∆x and ∆t where the solutions are obtained at the
intersection of the positive and negative lines of characteristics.

Figure 1. Numerical network for the method of characteristics.
According the given numerical network, equations (6) and (7) can be written
as follows:
d
dt


a 
a VV
 П ± V  + λ
m V sin α = 0
g 
D 2g


(8)

After integration, equation of positive characteristic are written:
П P − П A a VP − V A
λa
+
+
V A V A − V A sin α = 0
∆t
∆t
g
2 gD

(9)
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If it is known that the hydraulic analysis is important to determine the change
in the flow and height position of the hydrodynamic line in any section along the
pipe and at a specified interval, additional approximating is introduced that the
cross-section of the pipe throughout its length is constant and if is known that the
average speed can be determined by the equation V=Q/A, the previous equations
knowing the numerical network can be written in the following final form:
(10)

CM = Пin+1 − BQin+1 + MQin+1 Qin+1

(11)

B=

For:

3.2

CP = Пin−1 + BQin−1 − MQin−1 Qin−1

a
gA

M=

and

λ∆x
2gDA2

Boundary conditions

The conditions of the flow that govern within the boundary of the system
under pressure – the water supply system are defined as boundary conditions.
Their definition is of crucial importance for getting the solution at the points in the
system. Follow-on are the most common cases of boundary conditions
encountered in the water supply systems.
•
Connection of more pipes in a junction
Pressure: П n + 1 =
Flow: − Q1n,+N1 =

•

CP1 / B1 + CM 2 / B2 + CM 3 / B3 + CM 4 / B4
1 / B1 + 1 / B2 + 1 / B3 + 1 / B4

П n + 1 CP1
П n + 1 CM 2
П n + 1 CM 3
−
; Q 2n,1+ 1 =
−
; Q3n,1+ 1 =
−
;
B1
B1
B2
B2
B3
B3

Reservoir at the end of pipeline

n +1
Pressure: П1 = П R

•

(П

n +1
1

)

− CM
B
Valve at the end of the pipeline

n +1
Flow: Q1 =

Pressure:

П1n + 1 = CP − BQNn + 1

Flow:

QNn +1 = −B ⋅ C1 +

•

(B ⋅ C1 )2 + 2C1 (CP − Z Z )

Valve at the middle of the pipeline

n +1
n +1
n +1
n +1
Pressure: П1,N = CP1 − B1Q1,N ; П2,1 = CM2 − B2Q2,1

CP1 − B1Qn +1 − CM2 − B2Qn +1 − C1Qn +1 Qn +1 = 0
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Flow: Q

n +1

=

− (B1 + B2 ) +

(B1 + B2 )2 + 4C1 (CP1 − CM2 )
2C1

4. DEFINITION THE IMPACT OF
MATERIAL IN WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM

THE

PIPE

In order to determine the influence of the pipe material to the characteristics of
the water hammer an accrual scheme of zoned gravity water supply system is used
with branch water system, where the water from the source of water - piping first
is distributed in the upper altitude zone while the excess of water i.e. the needs of
water for the lower zone are filling the reservoir for the lower zone. According to
the previous one can conclude that for the upper zone there is no reservoir space,
and it can be said that the projected reservoir except for leveling the supply
amount of water with the needs of water for the lower zone, represents an
interrupted chamber, figure 2.

Figure 2. Calculation scheme for determining the influence of the material
at the characteristics of the water hammer
In the reservoir for the lower zone hydro-mechanical equipment is provided for
proper functioning of the entire water supply system. Namely, in front of the
reservoir a pressure regulator is mounted which maintains the inlet pressure in the
reservoir (Pressure sustaining valve) in order not to reduce the pressure of the
water supply network of the upper zone i.e not to cause drop of the hydro-dynamic
line to the reservoir height. After the pressure regulator a float valve is set that
regulates the level in the reservoir. The float valve in this calculation scheme
practically is the initiator to cause unsteady flow, namely at the time when the
reservoir will reach its maximum elevation, the float valve currently closes and
vice versa, at the time when the level in the reservoir descends to a certain limit,
the float valve sharply opens. It should be mentioned that the regulator pressure is
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continuously in function and does not allow drop of the hydro-dynamic line for
the upper zone.
The choice of such a calculation scheme is made to analyze the phenomenon
of the water hammer in a complex system with a gravity pipe and cover at the end
of the primary pipeline. This calculation scheme is practically equivalent to the
model of a simple system - reservoir and pipeline which at the end has cover.
In order to determine the impact of the pipe material on the characteristics of
the water hammer two scenarios are made:
One of the operational criteria of the new plant in Popolzhani is that it should
run only when all the needs of water for water supply are covered for the
settlements and potable water for the Thermal plant Oslomej. During the hydraulic
analysis in stationary and non-stationary regimes of flowing the following
alternative scenarios are made:
I.
First scenario: The plugs on the branches of the secondary network at a
distance of 200 m, and all pipes from water supply of the same material - ductile
pipes.
II. Second scenario. The plugs of the branches of the secondary network are
at distance of 200 m, while the primary pipeline is provided by ductile pipes and
the pipes of the secondary network of polyethylene HDPE.

5.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

In addition to figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 are shown the analysis of the water supply
system from the mathematical model during abrupt closure of the float valve in
case of maximum and minimum water consumption. The system is composed of
two materials, the main pipeline is derived from steel, while the branches are
derived from polyethylene pipes (HDPE).

а)

b)

Figure 3. Impact of material characteristics on the pipes of the water
hammer qmax / h (a) and qmin / h (b) in the nodal point T-2
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а)

b)

Figure 4. Impact of material characteristics on the pipes of the water
hammer qmax / h (a) and qmin / h (b) in the nodal point J1

а)

b)

Figure 5. Impact of material characteristics on the pipes of the water
hammer qmax / h (a) and qmin / h (b) in the nodal point J13

а)

b)

Figure 6. Influence of material characteristics on the pipes of the water
hammer qmax / h (a) and qmin / h (b) the nodal point P 13
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6.

CONCLUSION

From previous graphics schemes it is notable that the choice of the pipe
material has an impact on the pressure increase in the pipeline as well as in the
branches of the water supply network. That is, if analyzed what impact has the
pipe material, a comprehensive conclusion as follows can be given: if the speed of
propagation of the wave of pressure has less value then the increasing of the
pressure is lower, i.e. how much the pipe material is resilient that better the water
hammer amortizes in the water supply network.
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Abstract
3D numerical model analyses the impact of the breakwater culvert on the exchange
between the sea waters of the marina and the open sea of the northern and southern
Adriatic. The breakwater in the model analysis was treated as a vertical impervious
barrier. In the analysis the hypothetical layout configuration of the marina
(position inputs and width of the entrance to the marina, proportion of the length
and width of the marina) varied. Sea currents in the model domain was generated
by using non-stationary boundary conditions in the form of time series of sea levels
based on seven constituents of the tidal signal. Wind-driven forcing is not taken into
analysis.
The research results show that the breakwater culvert in the analysed conditions
reduces the e-folding time for exchange between the sea waters of the marina and
the open sea average to 88%. The construction of breakwater culvert increases
exchange between the sea waters when three breakwater culverts are positioned in
the marina with an entrance in the side breakwater.

Keywords
breakwater culvert, marina, numerical analysis, sea exchange

1

INTRODUCTION

The primary role of marinas, harbors and ports is the protection of vessels of
the unwanted effects caused by sea waves. The functionality of a marina / harbor /
port in a wider context, is gained by applying a marine construction (protective
structures) which reduces the intensity of waves in the protected waters [USEPAS,
1993]. Regardless of the manner of performance of protective structures
(pontoons, breakwaters, partially submerged breakwaters, etc.), the desired
reduction of the intensity of waves is achieved by an embankment construction
with the final length and depth. With this intervention the intensity of the currents
in the port basin is decreases, and it hinders the natural environmental conditions
[USACE, 2002]. In order to avoid or minimize unwanted effects of construction
grips on the aquatic biocenosis in the "newer" project, for example, is a realisation
of the breakwater in the form of construction of the pilots with the partially
immerged vertical screen to the appropriate depth (examples in Umag and
Dubrovnik - Gruz) [Goda, 2000; Carevic at all, 2011]. Those solutions are
acceptable in terms of mild wave climate and the great depths at which it is
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necessary to use breakwaters. On the other hand, Croatia has the largest number of
marinas, harbor and small craft harbours protected by the rubble mound
breakwaters or gravitational breakwaters that continuously interrupt
communication over the entire depth of the external seawater with the sea port
basin.
The problem of the decreased circulation of the seawater in port aquatoria results
with the design practices and performance of pipe culverts through the body of the
rubble mound and gravitational breakwaters. The purpose of the performance of
pipe culverts is forcing changes between the ports protected waters and the "open"
sea waters. However, according to our knowledge, any fundamental research on
the contribution of pipe culverts in the exchange sea has not yet been carried out.
This paper presents the results of a numerical simulation of circulation sea and
flow of tracer solution, particularly with the aim of quantifying the contribution of
pipe culverts in the exchange of "old" sea waters of the marina with the "external"
sea waters. As a comparative parameter for determining the quality of the decision
of pipe culverts, so-called "e-folding" time has been used. Cucco and Umgiesser
[2006] in their work extensively described how to determine the approach with the
"e-folding" time. The concentration tracer (non-reactive) solution for the entire
area protected port basin is initially set, followed by the zero concentration value
for the rest of the spatial model domains Due to the sea changes, a dilution of the
initial concentration through the convective dispersion mechanism takes place,
together with the falling of the mean concentrations tracer solutions in the area of
the port basin.
The adoption of this methodology allows the detection of areas with longer
residence time, so-called "dead zones" (areas of increased concentrations of tracer
solution). Areas with longer residence time, so-called dead zones" (areas of
increased concentrations of tracer solution) have been obtained by running the
numerical simulations in the protected area of the marina. The analysis of the
results of each numerical simulations gives us the "e-folding" time representing
the time required for tracer solution concentration to drop to 37% of its initial
value.

2

NUMERICAL MODEL

The used numerical model MIKE 3 (www.dhigroup.com) simulated threedimensional flow of Newtonian fluid through a system of momentum equations
and continuity equation for mass. The used mathematical formulation of the
equation of continuity and momentum equation is based on the Reynolds
averaging Navier-Stokes equations. The analysed liquid in the model is assumed
to be incompressible with the accepting of assumptions about the distribution of
hydrostatic pressure in the vertical water column. In the analysis of convectivedispersive contaminant transport processes, dispersion coefficients are divided
into horizontal and vertical components, and are proportional to the kinematic
coefficient of turbulent viscosity. As a part of the model simulation the standard k112

ε turbulence model has been used. The numerical model is based on the method of
finite differences.

1.1

Model spatial domain

The spatial step ∆x = ∆y = 10 m horizontally and ∆z = 1 m in vertical direction
has been used for the spatial discretization. The minimum depth of the sea in the
marina is 2 m. Furthermore, the slope of the bottom of the port basin is variable
and is 1:10 of the distance of 100 m away from the coast, then the 1:15 and 1:20
of the distance to the open sea. Breakwater culverts are defined as opening width
of 10 m, with the bottom elevation at a depth of 1.5 m (15 m2).
A total of 48 of numerical experiments were completed which simulated
hypothetical marinas located in the area of the northern Adriatic (Umag position)
and the southern Adriatic (Dubrovnik position). The following features were taken
into consideration (Figure 1):
- Two widths of entrance to the port B (30 and 50 m);
- Two positions of the entrance to the marina (in the direction of the
direction of alongshore currents and perpendicular to it);
- Three length L and port width D ratio (L/D=1; 2; 3);
- Marinas without and with breakwater culverts.

Fig. 1 Schematic demonstration of the marina with varied features in
different experiments

1.2

Initial and boundary conditions

Generating flow was achieved by the time series of sea surface level
differences along transects of the open borders. Hourly dynamics of sea levels,
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based on seven basic constituents of tidal signal, has been used, [Janekovic et al.,
2003; and Janekovic Kuzmic 2005 Janekovic and Sikiric-Dutour, 2007]. Time
period simulations of sea levels are from 01/08/2014 to 06/08/2014 (total 120
hours).
Tab 1. Demonstration of implemented experiments with analysed
characteristics of marinas

3

NUMERICAL MODEL RESULTS

The results of the numerical simulations in this paper are presented as the
fields of vertically averaged concentration tracer solution, the currents fields for
the two time-frames, the graphical demonstration of lowering the concentration of
tracer solution, and the tabular presentation of e-folding time required for the
dilution of the initial solution to 1/e = 36,8%.
Figure 2 shows the fields of the vertically averaged concentration of the tracer
solution for marina in northern Adriatic in which the ratio of length to width ratio
is L/D = 2, and the entrance to the marina is 50 m wide and located on the front
breakwater.
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The results of the simulations with and without the usage of pipe culverts are
shown. The initial tracer solution concentration in the protected waters of the
marina was 100 (the dimensionless value of tracer solution concentrations).

Fig. 2 Fields of vertically averaged concentration tracer solution for
northern Adriatic marina (left: marina without pipe culverts, right: marina
with pipe culverts); entrance to the marina is on the frontal breakwater

Fig. 3 Fields of vertically averaged concentration tracer solution for
southern Adriatic marina (left: marina without pipe culverts, right: marina
with pipe culverts); entrance to the marina is on the frontal breakwater
Figure 3 shows the fields of vertically averaged concentration for the same
layout variation of the marina located in the southern Adriatic.
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Fig. 4 Fields of vertically averaged concentration tracer solution for
northern Adriatic marina (left: marina without pipe culverts, right: marina
with pipe culverts); entrance to the marina is on the side breakwater

Fig. 5 Fields of vertically averaged concentration tracer solution for
southern Adriatic marina (left: marina without pipe culverts, right: marina
with pipe culverts); entrance to the marina is on the side breakwater
In order to compare the results of simulations, figures 4 and 5 shows the fields
with the averaged concentration for the marine of the northern and southern
Adriatic with entrance set on the side of the breakwater, with and without the
usage of pipe culverts. All simulated situations are presented after 24, 72 and 120
hours from the initial moment.
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Figures 6 illustrate a comparison of current fields in two different moments for
the northern and southern Adriatic marina with the front positioned entrance.
Shown fields are related to the currents in the east-west and west-east direction.
The intensity of the currents between the northern and southern Adriatic are
clearly different for the two current fields (in the east-west and west-east), as a
result of the extensive tidal fluctuations between the northern and southern
Adriatic.

Fig. 6 Comparison of current fields for two different moments for
northern and southern Adriatic marina with front positioned entrance

Fig. 7 Time series of mean values of concentration tracer solution for
protected marine waters
A comparison of vertically averaged cincentration tracer solution for the
analysed variant of the marina with its lenght and width ratio L/D = 2 is shown in
the graph in Figure 7. The shown values are valid for the marina with and without
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pipe culverts. The x-axis presents the simulation time of five days (120 hours),
whereas the average value of the concentration of the tracer solution (Cav) for the
whole area of the protected marine waters is shown on the y-axis. The left side of
the picture shows the results of the simulations without using pipe culverts, while
the righ side shows the results with included pipe culverts in the breakwater.
The graphs shows a decrease of averaged concentration solution for the marine
with side and frontal entrance which is 50 m wide. On the northern Adriatic, due
to more prominent tidal oscillations, the process of dilution of the initial
concentration was markedly faster.
After 120 hours the average value of the concentration on the northern Adriatic
is 42.9 for the side position of the entrance, and 41.0 for the front entrance to the
marina. On the southern Adriatic concentration values after 120 hours are much
higher, and for the side position of the entrance to the marina is 72.5 and 79.7 for
the frontal position. The value of the solution concentration using pipe culverts for
the northern Adriatic is 10.3 for side position of entrance and 9.5 for the front
entrance to the marina. For the southern Adriatic the mean value for side entrance
is 43.6, and for the frontal entrance 32.5.
The results of the carried numerical 3D simulations in Table 2 show the values
of the concentration of the tracer solution for all varied positions and entrance
sizes to the marina aquatoria, 120 hours after the initial moment when the
concentration level was 100.
Tab 2. The results of 3D numerical simulations for all analysed situations
Northern Adriatic marina
Southern Adriatic marina
Variant
without pipe
with pipe
without pipe
with pipe
of
culverts
culverts
culverts
culverts
marina
L/D=1,
B=30 m
L/D=1,
B=50 m
L/D=2,
B=30 m
L/D=2,
B=50 m
L/D=3,
B=30 m
L/D=3,
B=50 m

frontal
entrance

side
entrance

frontal
entrance

side
entrance

frontal
entrance

side
entrance

frontal
entrance

side
entrance

57.3

33.8

1.4

1.7

83.4

62.4

11.7

29.9

19.8

16.7

0.2

0.8

62.7

42.2

2.4

26.2

75.1

60.0

11.6

12.8

89.2

85.9

34.4

46.3

41.0

42.9

9.5

10.3

79.7

72.5

32.5

43.6

75.8

66.5

22.4

27.0

79.1

77.5

42.0

59.0

54.0

61.4

18.0

25.5

76.0

74.5

39.9

54.5

Table 3 shows e-folding time for all simulated variants of northern and
southern marina.
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Tab 3. E-folding times (hours) for all analysed situations
Northern Adriatic marina
Southern Adriatic marina
Variant
without pipe
with pipe
without pipe
with pipe
of
culverts
culverts
culverts
culverts
marina

frontal
entrance

side
entrance

frontal
entrance

side
entrance

frontal
entrance

side
entrance

frontal
entrance

side
entrance

L/D=1,
B=30 m

209

112

32

36

407

176

66

104

L/D=1,
B=50 m

80

74

3

31

223

125

3

99

248

194

60

66

450

297

110

164

129

136

54

61

260

206

108

148

297

256

84

95

467

330

128

218

196

205

72

89

470

281

125

185

L/D=2,
B=30 m
L/D=2,
B=50 m
L/D=3,
B=30 m
L/D=3,
B=50 m

4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

By the performed numerical simulations of the analysed 3D geometric size, the
position of the entrance to the protected waters of the marina with impermeable
vertical breakwaters, and the position and the number of the built pipe culverts in
the body of the breakwater, a series of results that quantify the contribution of the
size and position of the marina on the exchange between the sea waters of the
marina and the open sea have been obtained. The results of the analysis without
using the pipe culverts shows that the geometric relationship of the length and
width of the marina 1:1 has the strongest contribution to the sea exchange between
the marina and external, open sea waters. The analysis of the results of the
position of the entrance to the marina shows that the optimum position of the
entrance to the exchange between the internal and the open sea waters is on the
side breakwater, and when the entrance to the marina is placed perpendicular to
the direction of alongshore currents. In the mentioned position the decrease in the
concentration of the solution tracer 120 hours after the initial moment is an
average of 53% for the northern Adriatic marina, and of 30% for the southern
Adriatic marina.
The analysis of the results obtained by using the pipe culverts indicates a
significantly decrease in the concentration of tracer solution. Thus, the average
value of the concentration after 120 hours in the marina with the frontal entrance
is 18.8 % (66.1 % without culverts), while in the marina with the side position of
the entrance the concentration is 28.1 % (58.0 % without culverts). In the analysis
of the results the fact that the frontal entrance to the marina used four positions of
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pipe culverts, and in case of a side entrance just three of them, should be taken in
account.
The analyses indicate that the least favourable situation for the sea exchange is
if marina’s relationship between length and width is 3:1, thus making the situation
in the northern Adriatic more favourable in comparison to the southern Adriatic,
due to the influence of the tidal signal.
The results of the simulations can be used as guidelines for future research that
would in their analyses include the influence of wind contribution to the time of
initial dilution of the concentration of tracer solution in the marina.

5
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Abstract
Submitted article is aimed on the several aspects of dynamic water behaviour using
the three-dimensional numerical model CFD supported by physical research. The
calibration of the model is important procedure to obtain the results close to real
conditions. In terms of CFD modelling, one of the most important calibration
parameters, except the roughness, is the turbulence model. Submitted article shows
the result differences between several turbulence models and physical model
measurements.

Keywords
Fluid Dynamics, three dimensional mathematical model CFD, lateral spillway

1. INTRODUCTION
By the damming of a continual stream of free surface flow by the obstacle
reaching from bottom to defined level an overflow effect will occur. The flow on
the upper side of such an obstacle is backwatering and its water level will justify
at the level corresponding to condition when volume discharge overflowing
through the obstacle is equal to the inflowing discharge [Mäsiar, et al., 1986].
Overflow is a physical phenomenon of water overflowing the spillway. If the
spillway is placed on the parallel to channel centreline, it is a lateral spillway. The
lateral spillway is constructed on the bank of channel and is removing the part of
discharge from the channel (Dvořák, 2012). The overflowing edge should be
placed as parallel or sharp angled to channel streamline. Lateral spillway should
be used as flood protecting object as well as to transform the flood wave passing
the object [Mays, 1999].
The flow near the lateral spillway is complicated with large flow deformation
in all the three dimensions. The discharge along the spillway is decreasing from
the value Q1 at the beginning to the value of Q2 at the end of the spillway.
Generally should be the downstream discharge defined as Q2 = Q1 - Qb where Qb
is defined as discharge overflowing trough the lateral spillway (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: The lateral spillway scheme

2. PHYSICAL MODELLING
Lateral spillway physical research was performed in hydraulic laboratory of
Department of hydraulics at Faculty of Civil Engineering, Slovak University of
Technology in Bratislava under the supervision of prof. Mäsiar, DrSc. and realized
by Ing. Miškay, CSc. The overall concept of the research were set on the basis of
previous works analyzes in the field of water dynamics near the lateral spillway
(Fig. 2).
The goal of experimental research was the performance of 225 experiment
divided in two series of lateral spillway with sharp crested overflow (series I.) and
broad crested overflow (series II). Both series had experiments with systematically
changed geometric parameters (Tab. 1).
Tab 1 Main parameters description of physical model

The overall dynamics were monitored and post processed in:
•
Measuring the water level y1 and y2 in two cross section placed (3 ÷ 5)h
above and under the lateral spillway location
•
Determination of the cross sectional velocity v1 and v2 depended on
known discharge and measured velocity in cross section placed (3 ÷ 5)h
above and under the lateral spillway location
Detail analyzes were done for experiment 177 of series I, which was submitted
except standard measuring also to measuring of velocity field for selected cross
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sections. By photogrammetric methods were also generated the streamlines near
the lateral spillway.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
The project primary method for obtaining the results is the three dimensional
mathematical CFD model supported by physical research performed in hydraulic
laboratory of Department of hydraulics at Faculty of Civil Engineering, Slovak
University of Technology in Bratislava.
All knowledge of fluid dynamics is summarized in fluid mechanics. Classical
fluid mechanics is subdivided into statics, kinematics and dynamics of fluids.
Modern Applied fluid mechanics is built on three pillars:
•
Theoretical fluid mechanics and thermodynamics
•
Experimental Fluid Mechanics
•
Computer fluid dynamics CFD and numerical mathematics
The geometry was created in CAD ("Computer added engineering")
application on the basis of hydraulic collapsible canal with rectangular cross
section (Tab. 1) in full three dimensional space in SI units. The geometry format
used for program was stereolitographic (*.stl).
The computational mesh for simulations series is structured mesh with
characteristically element resolution of 0.01 m in orthogonal coordinates. For
numerical stability of the simulations and good convergence the element
resolution ratio in X-Y direction was 1.99964, X-Z direction 1.00008 and Y-Z
direction 1.99961. Total number of active and passive cells was 1 931 700 where
active number of cells was 1 407 274.
Unlike the physical model where the discharge was set at the inlet of canal, the
boundary conditions for CFD model were different. Discharge as boundary
condition was replaced by specified velocity for the better simulations unification.
The verifying series boundary conditions were set according the physical
model experiments. Simulations were set as specified velocity of 0.280 m.s-1 and
water elevation of 0.089 m.

Fig. 2 Basic setup of the model
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The general CFD model numeric setup was set as steady flow analyses of two
fluids with sharp interface. The fluid was set as water with temperature of 20
degrees in incompressible mode and with dynamic behaviour of viscous flow
defined by turbulence model (Chapter 4.)

4. TURBULENCE
A considerable attention is devoted to the correct turbulence simulation. If the
simulated problem is not that of the laminar flow, the selection of an appropriate
turbulent model is very important . Every turbulence model has been developed
for different needs and there is no universal model, which would be sufficient for
all aspects of three-dimensional modelling using CFD (Huber, 2010).
For the purposes of modelling turbulence in incompressible fluid flow with
low velocities and free surface the two equation models are the mostly used. They
belong to a group known as RANS models ("Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations"). The most used and one of the most robust models is k-ε model. The
k-ε model is a solution of two equations semi-empirical simulation method based
on the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation “k” and specific energy per unit time
“ε” (Ansys, 2009).
In this equations are the velocities and density averaged through the time.
Another well-known turbulence model suitable for the simulation of hydraulic
problems is the RNG model. In principle, it is a modification of the standard
model of k-ε, described in detail above, but using statistical theory known as
renormalization group ("renormalization group theory"). Renormalization method
of statistical physics is utilized primarily in the area of quantum physics,
cosmology, and fluid dynamics. The method was developed to remove
divergences arising from solutions in theoretical physics complex problems. In
mathematics point of view is the method criticized by many, but in the
experimental testing is very accurate and efficient. Introduction the
Renormalization group calculation to turbulence modelling resulted in:
•
efficiency and stability in simulations of a sudden increase in voltage
flowing liquids
•
well describes the creation of vortices
•
RNG model incorporates analytical formulation for the determination
of Prandtl numbers, while the standard k-ε model contains only a
constant, user-specified value
•
standard k-ε model is developed primarily for high flow Reynolds
number, but the RNG model has an analytical formulation to determine
the effective viscosity of the flow-to-use and low Reynolds number
(Flowscience, 2011).
For the purpose of such a simulation can be used the model with spatial filter
known as a simulation of large eddies (LES - Large Eddy Simulation). Concept
LES is based on the fact that the swirl motion of large scales is calculated and
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swirling motion of small scales is modelled. The bid eddies are the main carriers
of turbulent energy.
With regarding to genesis of turbulent models development and their purposes,
two main groups should be considered as potential for such a project. First group
are RANS ("Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations") turbulent models and
the second one are models with space filter. From these groups were chosen k-ε,
RNG and LES models. All three turbulent models were tested on validating series
A, simulation A1.
The accuracy comparison of each turbulent model was compared to
experiment of physical research (experiment 177, series I) in two ways:
•
Comparison of cross sectional parameters
•
Comparison of velocity field
The comparison of cross sectional parameters Q1, Q2, Qb, v1, v2, y1, y2, h1, h2 is
arranged in Tab 2.
The velocity field comparison for identical cross section profiles with physical
model was performed for each turbulent model as well. Both vx and vy velocity
vectors were compared to measured ones. For physical model velocity measuring
the micro wing was used. This method was used for both velocity vectors but such
a method is accurate just for longitudinal velocity vector because of micro wing
calibration. Here, at the cross velocity vector had just an informative character.
At the both aspects of turbulent model accuracy comparison the best fitted
turbulent model to physical model is RNG model overall. The total average
deviation of monitored hydraulic parameters is 9.4%.
Tab 2 Cross sectional parameters comparison
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Fig. 3 Velocity field comparison for various turbulent models - selection

5. QUANTIFICATION OF RNG K-Ɛ MODEL ACCURACY
The goal of the model verification procedure was to quantify the mathematical
model accuracy, compare it to the physical research and decide if the CFD
modelling is an accurate enough to be used as relevant scientific method.
Basically it is a process of accuracy quantification and representativeness of
mathematical model compared to real world from possible utilization perspective
[Molnár, 2010].
Main verifying were A series simulations A1 and A2. Because the back control
with physical model was impossible, some of the mathematical model parameters
had to be adapted to physical model.
The verification of A1 and A2 simulations were monitored in four categories:
•
The profile parameters comparison (discharge m3.s-1)
•
Comparison of velocity fields
•
Visual comparison
•
Convergence quality
The profile parameters comparison was made for two profiles which location
was identical for mathematical and physical model. The localization of profiles
was (3 ÷ 5)h above (upstream) and under (downstream) the lateral spillway. Other
profiles (baffles) were set for mathematical model to avoid the volume error as
well as comparison to boundary condition discharge output in result file.
Depending on discharge Q1, Q2 in profiles above the lateral spillway
(upstream) and under the spillway (downstream) the Qb was specified according to
Q1 = Q2 - Qb.
Velocity fields were post processed and compared in priority locations near the
lateral spillway identically to physical model experiment 177, series I.
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Fig. 4 Compared velocity fields
Visual comparison was made with photogrammetric method and streamline
visualization generated by CFD software.
Even if quality convergence is not the guarantee of relevant results compared
to real world or physical model it is an important indicator of stability and
numerical setting correctness. The simulations were set as steady state simulation
with maximum 1% variation threshold of total mass, average mean kinetic energy,
average mean turbulent energy and average mean turbulent dissipation.
The simulation A1 was compared with experiment 177, series I of physical
research of sharp crested lateral spillway as follows:
Most markedly deviation is velocity v2 value. The deviation of discharge Q2 is
just a result of calculation depended on v2 in profile 0.700. In this case is the
relevance of physical model not so clear because the v2 measurements in physical
research show itself as problematic overall (Tab 4).
Tab 3: Model verification
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Tab 4: Experiments with same settings in physical model, series I with
large v2 deviations

Another difference compared to physical model was the specification of depths
h1 and h2 of lateral spillway (Fig. 5). In the mathematical simulation post
processing, the depths were extracted from result file directly but in the physical
model the depths were calculated according to h = y – s, which is not
representative value compared to reality because after the upstream edge of lateral
spillway (beginning of overflow edge) a critical depth will occur according to
(1)

Fig. 5 Water level above lateral spillway edge
Simulated states also approved the water level rising postulate above the lateral
spillway edge which is correct.
Comparison of velocity fields was carried out in terms of profile location of
physical model measurements (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Velocity field comparison of CFD model, series A, simulation A1
and physical model series I, experiment 177 - selection
For visual comparison the streamlines were used to get overview about
discharge distribution and vortices. The photogrammetric method was used to
obtain the streamlines in physical model. The mathematical model is able to
generate streamlines automatically (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Visual comparison trough the streamlines (plan view) - red are
simulated and white made by photogrammetric method in lab
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6. CONCLUSION
The comparison of accuracy and relevancy of CFD model was done for two
different models with average deviation of 11.3 %. This deviation includes also
the biggest deviation compared to physical model v2 and h1 which should be
considered as wrong specified in physical research. Most lowest deviation are
values of water level which were simulated with average deviation of 3.1 %. In
this case the correlation between physical and mathematical research is well also
when taking into the consideration the possibilities of used equipment to measure
the water level with precision ± 1 mm. E contra the velocity measuring shows that
the used method is affected by large number of factors which should be taken into
consideration.
Based on the comparison of the simulations with different turbulence models
and physical model measurements, the k-ɛ RNG turbulence model was shown as
the most accurate turbulence model for tasks such as lateral spillway flow
analyses.
From the CFD code accuracy point of view there should be also considered
other calculating methods where the average CFD deviation is adequate.
In the context of hydraulic parameters post processing on physical model
experiments it should be noted that from all 255 measured experiments, almost
25 % had to be excluded with deviation over 31 % [Miškay, 1976].
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Abstract
At the time of its design and during its life cycle an irrigation system must fulfill the
purpose for which it was designed and must also comply with the requirements of
its users. Users' needs may change over time; they may change over the course of
the irrigation season, and the equipment they require may also vary. These changes
may alter the conditions of the irrigation system's operations. These changes also
call for an assessment or analysis of already designed irrigation systems especially,
under different conditions of its operation, i.e. for example, the various demands.
Over the years many tools and programs have been developed for the purpose of
hydraulic analyses of pressurized water distribution networks. Among the best
known and most widely used EPANET can be included, not only because of its
graphical user interface (GUI) version, but also because its functions can be used
in a variety of programming environments such as Visual Basic, Matlab, C++, etc.
In order to briefly describe the many possible operating conditions, we need some
tools, the design, development and testing of which is the main task of this paper.
Such an analysis has many applications in the design and operation of irrigation
networks.

Keywords
Irrigation networks, Epanet, R-package, simulation model, demand-driven
analysis, pressure-driven analysis

1.

INTRODUCTION

A hydraulic assessment of an irrigation network is particularly important when
optimizing its operation, as well as in the context of a proposal for this
modernization and reconstruction. In the case of a pressurized water distribution
system, pressure fluctuations in the system have a negative impact on the proper
functioning of irrigation details, such as traveling gun sprinklers, pivot sprinklers
or micro-sprinklers. Such a hydraulic analysis is particularly important for the
verification of the optimal pressure conditions during the operation of the system,
which in the case of irrigation systems, significantly varies over in time. Hydraulic
models are used to simulate network performance under diverse management
alternatives and water demand scenarios [Rodríguez Díaz et al. 2009]. Thus, the
integration of these hydraulic models in a decision support system (DSS) allows
the evaluation of actions and the introduction of different factors in the simulation
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process to assess unforeseen events [Le Bars & Le Grusse 2008]. [Lamaddalena
1997] and [Lamaddalena and Pereira, 1998] have proved that even in cases where
the flows in a network comply with the original dimensioning flows, states may
occur during operations with very low pressures in the system, for example, due to
inappropriate irrigation detail placements during operations. Therefore, it is
evident that it is necessary to address the performance analysis of an irrigation
system, because of the significant spatial variability of flow situations [Calejo et
al. 2005]. This variability is particularly important, because the node demands are
relatively large (for example, in comparison with demands in drinking water
distribution systems). In view of these facts, several models have been developed
to improve the analysis and functionality of irrigation systems while one is
accomplishing their design or for purposes of their operation and management
[Lamaddalena and Sagardoy, 2000]. They are very helpful in irrigation network
management for detecting critical points or identifying malfunctions. The
disadvantage of these simulation models is that they cannot be easily adapted to
situations where the behavior of the network is significantly affected by pressure
conditions. In order to perform an analysis of irrigation networks, [Lamaddalena
and Pereira 2007] developed the FLUCS model. It is necessary to link the data
acquisition system with the analysis tool. Hence, another dimension of the
integration is based on the use of GIS not only as a common framework and
reference point but also as the primary display paradigm. This integration
effectively transforms the system into a spatial decision support system (SDSS)
[Ochola & Kerkides 2004]. SIMIS is an FAO conceptual DSS used in irrigation
districts for planning, maintenance and administrative tasks [Mateos et al. 2002].
Nowadays irrigation managers require several tools to assess the performance
of irrigation networks, such as hydraulic models, geographic information systems
(GIS) or decision support systems (DSS) which are available but used as
independent elements. The objective of this work is to provide a new tool to assess
the performance of distribution networks and the quality of the service provided.
The results can be spatially identified and managed in an incorporated
visualization. The aim was to provide a complex overview of a hydraulic
evaluation of water distribution systems in irrigation, mainly from the point of
view of its variable operation.

2.
2.1

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Generator

For the purpose of this work, a generator of the demand situations was created,
because as has already been emphasized, an irrigation system can be characterized
by significantly variable demand situations. It is not possible to assess and
properly evaluate a system by taking only a single demand situation into
consideration. The authors have created a tool for generating realistic demand
situations, the task of which is to place the selected irrigation detail (user-defined
types of sprinklers and eventually groups of sprinklers) in various places in an
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irrigation network according to pre-set rules. This is done alternatively, as the
placement of the sprinkler changes, which reflects the actual operation of an
irrigation system. Such alternative placements of irrigators leads to a high amount
of demands and hydraulic situations, which have to be assessed and evaluated by
the simulation model. In general, we can conclude that during an operation,
hydraulic situations in which there is a demand concentrated on some parts of the
network (irrigators are close to each other in some places) are usually more
problematic with regard to ensuring there is necessary pressure in hydrants. The
number of irrigators in a group, together with a minimal number of free hydrants
between the groups (hydrants without a demand), is the main input parameter for
the proposed generator to create demand situations. Because of this strategy, prior
to calculating the demand situation of the irrigation system, a realistic deployment
of groups of sprinklers is established together with the time schedule of the
operational status. This plan also considers various facts, such as the requirements
from the operator of the network and pump station and the agricultural
requirements (water requirements of crops, etc.).

2.2

Evaluation of the demand scenarios from the generator

The EPANET computer model was used for the hydraulic analysis. Its GUI
version served for the development of the hydraulic model of the network studied.
Furthermore, its Toolkit version (basically a DLL file) was incorporated in the R
program interface, thus allowing the creation of various demand scenarios by the
generator. The calculation of the pressures follows and then the demands in the
demand scenarios generated by the Generator. An older irrigation system, “Trhove
Myto II” (Figure 1) was used the case study. This system is located in southern
Slovakia. It is approaching the end of its useful life and is suitable for
demonstrating reconstruction design procedures. It was originally designed as a
branched network with two main branches. A hydraulic model was created for the
purpose of the system analysis; it contains 188 pipes and 189 nodes. As with most
of the systems designed in the former Czechoslovakia, the pipe material is a
combination of asbestos cement and cast iron pipes.
Two alternatives were generated, i.e., one with four and another with five
sprinklers in a group. Considering the arrangement of the proposed system and
taking into account its technical parameters there was, a total of 28 groups with
four sprinklers and 23 groups with five sprinklers. These represent potential
placements the irrigators; not all of these groups work at the same time. A scheme
of simultaneously working groups was created by the generator. In the case of a
group of 4-sprinklers 23 simultaneously operating groups an 18 in the case of a 5sprinklers, working at the same time in group. The number of groups depended on
the maximum delivery rate of the pump station.
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Fig. 1 Situation of the "Trhove Myto II" irrigation network
The number of irrigators in a group, together with a minimal number of free
hydrants between the groups (hydrants without a demand), are the main input
parameters in the proposed generator to create demand situations. In this paper the
authors investigated the operation of the system when the system is fully loaded,
e.g., the total number of irrigators was considered for a situation when the
maximum possible flow is taken from the pumping station. The combination
(without any repetition) of these values represents the amount of possible
hydraulic situations (placement of the possible irrigators). A total of 98280
possible situations was enumerated by the generator for the group of 4 irrigators;
in case of 5 irrigators in a group, the total number was 33649 situations. This
value represents the total number of hydraulic situations which were evaluated.
Furthermore, the generator allows two alternative demands – pressure analysis.
In the first case the demand driven-analysis (DDA) is a demand from the node
constant and does not depend on pressure (7.5 l.s-1). In the second case a pressuredriven analysis (PDA), was accomplished; at first it was necessary to determine
the parameters of the irrigator used according to its pressure/flow curve, which is
usually provided by the manufacturer. The "emitter coefficient" and "emitter
exponent" parameters serve in EPANET for a definition of this function. It is
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defined as the dependence between the pressure and the pressure in the node using
the following form:

Q = C ⋅ Py

(1)

Where Q is the flow through a sprinkler (demand); C is the emitter coefficient; P
is the pressure in the sprinkler; and y is the emitter exponent.

2.3

Evaluation of the operation's variability

The evaluation of the operation generator was focused on two main areas. The
first was the mean pressures for both alternatives (DDA, PDA). The second
evaluation represents the probability of satisfying the required demands in the
nodes in the PDA. Due to the significant amount of the output data, it was decided
that these data would be aggregated into the results by each group to the mean
pressure in a group for the demand situation. Box plot graphs were chosen for the
data visualization. They offer a simple possibility for the evaluation and also
provide a better overview of the large amounts of given data.

3.

RESULTS

The results can be seen in the first figure, (Fig. 2) represents a histogram for
the frequency of the pressure in a demand situation for both the DDA and PDA. In
the next figures (Fig. 3, 4, 5 and 6) the values for the DDA and PDA for each
evaluated alternative separately are presented. The horizontal axis in these figures
represents the individual demand group. The vertical axis shows the mean
pressure head in the demand group. As we can see, the minimum pressures in the
PDA (Fig. 4 and 6) are at least 10-15 meters higher than in the case of the DDA
(Fig. 3 and 5). It can also be noted that the dispersion of the values in the PDA is
smaller than in the case of the demand-driven analysis. This can be logically
inferred from the fact of using the fixed demand, which is greater — this demand
does not exist in a real situation, because of the insufficient pressure in the
network, which limits this value.
For all the cases, we can briefly identify the groups with the largest variances
of the values, for example in Fig. 3 it is group 13. These figures illustrate the
degree to which these groups are affected by changes in the demand situations in
other parts of the network. This information can in both cases help us to identify a
potentially problematic group; this was subsequently addressed in a more detailed
further analysis. Eventually, it is possible to propose for this part of an irrigation
system another way to operate the irrigation or sprinklers or chose other irrigators
which need different pressures at the inlet to the machine. Better pressure is
characteristic of the PDA, which is a consequence of a reduction in demand in the
node in the case of the lower pressure.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of two types of analysis using histograms.

Fig. 3 Demand-driven analysis, Boxplots of mean pressures in a group
(4 hydrants in a group)
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Fig. 4 Pressure-driven analysis, Boxplots of mean pressures in a group
(4 hydrants in a group)

Fig. 5 Demand-driven analysis, Boxplots of mean pressures in a group
(5 hydrants in a group)
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Fig. 6 Pressure-driven analysis, Boxplots of mean pressures in a group
(5 hydrants in a group)
By these means we can obtain a tool for identification of the hydrant groups, in
which the most commonly insufficient demand appears; respectively, it is also
possible to identify a possible critical group for which the required nodal demand
is not achieved, which is important information with regard to irrigation
requirements. A further evaluation has aimed at an analysis of demands at the
hydrants during the PDA. The aim was to analyze at what level the demand in the
demand nodes is influenced by the pressure, which could be evaluated in this type
of analysis. Logically, the DDA does not offer this type of assessment. The mean
deficits of the demand in the nodes were calculated according to the following
formula:
n

Qc =

Where

∑ (Q
i =1

ci

− Qp )

Qp

(2)

Qc is the average deviation from the required demand at the node; Qci is

the nodal demand calculated by the simulation model; Qp is the required (design)
flow through the sprinkler.
The obtained values of the deficit in the amount of the water supplied, which is
based on the previous equation, is interpreted in Fig. 7. The figure shows the
relative average deficit in the demand nodes in the form of a boxplot, when
running all the demand situations as in the case of the PDA. Thanks to this, they
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can provide a better understanding of the pressure behavior as well as the
performance of the whole network within the demand situation.

The average deviation from the demand in take
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Fig. 7 The average deviation from the demand intake during the pressuredriven analysis

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of the R - environment for statistical computing for a water
distribution system can be justified by taking into account the variability of an
operation characterized by an amount of data from a number of operational and
demand situations (pressures, flow rates, etc.) which have to be evaluated or,
respectively, visualized by statistical methods. With the aim of providing a
complex tool for evaluating and analysis of irrigation network. The result would
be the creation of a package for such an analysis, which would provide a better
overall picture of the system as well as the quantity of water supplied. The final
tool will be composed in the R environment and will be produced as a package
(library) in the language of R. The GUI version can still serve for the formation of
the actual hydraulic model, and its DLL library can serve to detect the actual
pressure or demands in hydrants for a potentially large number of demand
situations (variable spread sprinklers) generated by the afore mentioned generator.
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Abstract
City of Gdańsk is located in a coastal region where changing climatic conditions
increase the frequency of extreme weather events. Developing urbanization affects
the hydrology of natural basins by simplification of the drainage system and
reduction of infiltration and base flow. Consequently greater runoff rates flow into
storm water collection systems, reservoirs and surrounding water bodies. Not only
infrastructures of urban areas but also citizens are exposed to the effects of heavier
rainfalls or sudden snowmelts, resulting in flash floods, damages of hydro-technical
systems, as well as environmental risks. Development of integrated solutions
including precipitation, stream flow and reservoirs storage monitoring and
management can reduce flood risk and help to protect the public health. In years
2011-2013 Department of Hydraulic Engineering (Faculty of Civil and
Environmental Engineering of Gdańsk University of Technology) in collaboration
with The Provincial Fund For Environmental Protection and Water Management in
Gdańsk and Gdańskie Melioracje Sp. z o.o undertook the implementation of storm
water monitoring system in the Strzyża River basin in Gdańsk. The results of
measurements allowed performing the HEC-HMS hydrological model for one of the
most flood prone areas of Gdańsk. Research on the development of the technical
and non-technical methods of flood control, numerical modeling for build-up area
inundation prediction, expansion of the existing rainfall-runoff and storage
monitoring system, integrated water quantity and quality analysis are continued in
frame of ongoing research project (2015-2017). The aims, objectives and
preliminary results of the project will be discussed in the proposed paper on
WMHE 2015 International Symposium in Brno.

Keywords
flash floods, urbanized basin, stormwater management, surface runoff,
numerical modeling

1.

INTRODUCTION

Urbanized regions of Gdańsk very often suffer from flash floods as a result of
high precipitation. This type of spatial flood is caused mainly by creeks and
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streams overflowing during torrential rains and storms. In the urbanized
catchment, with many impervious areas, a large volume of surface runoff gets into
drainage network in a very short time. The velocity of water is high so streams rise
quickly and more rapidly with higher peak discharge, than those in undeveloped
areas [BARBOSA A.E., et.al.., 2013]. In the last decades the natural cover of the
Strzyża Creek basin has been replaced with impermeable surfaces such as huge
parking lots, residential and industrial areas, shopping centers and driveways. An
intensive expansion of the urban infrastructure in the direction of the surrounding
moraine hills can be observed in south and east districts of Gdańsk. All those
transformation caused not only reduction of the temporary surface storage,
limitation of the infiltration and base flow, but also completely changed natural
drainage patterns. Land use modifications strongly affected primary hydrological
cycle that resulted with higher flood risk in Gdańsk according to Strzyża Creek
conveyance and reservoirs capacity [SZYDŁOWSKI M. and ZIMA P., 2011]. In
light of the growing threat of flood preventive integrated solutions, developed with
the collaboration of the representatives of engineering, environmental science and
city authorities should be taken.

1.1

The Strzyża Creek catchment characteristics

The Strzyża Creek is one of the most important storm and snowmelt water
receivers in Gdańsk. It starts in the upland region of Gdańsk’s moraine hills, flows
through the green suburbs and then crosses the strongly developed areas of the
city (Fig.1). The stream finally supplies the Dead Vistula and consequently the
Baltic Sea. The denivelation of the Strzyża Creek basin is significant and reaches
60 meters with highest hills rising up to 170 m ASL. The total catchment area is
about 35 km2 and the total length of the stream is 13 km. The most important
tributaries of the watercourse are Królewski Creek, Matarnicki Creek and Jasień
Creek The river flows in a combined natural and artificial channel with slope
varying form 0.5% to 5%. The value of Manning’s roughness coefficient in wellmaintained concrete channel is 0.013, while in a streambed with vegetated banks
0.06 [CHOW, V.T., 1959]. Along the stream flow there are eight reservoirs
varying in size of a surface area from 0.3 to 2.7 hectares, of a total capacity of
approx. 80 thousand m3.
In the upper basin the natural streambed is carved in clay- rich glacial
sediments with sand and gravel. On the hills of the western part of the catchment
forest management is conducted. The upper section of the watercourse lies in the
Nature Reserve Forests in the Strzyża Valley where sediment transport and strong
erosion of the riverbed take place.
In the lower catchment, bottom of the stream lies on alluvial sediments, sand,
gravels and silts [HYDROPROJEKT 1994]. After leaving the reserve, brook flows
in artificial channel through reservoirs: Nowiec II, Górne Młyny, Ogrodowa,
Srebrzysko. The lower catchment is covered with dense urban, residential and
industrial areas.
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Fig. 1 The Hydrographic map of Gdańsk with Strzyża Creek and its
tributaries (Gdańskie Melioracje)

1.2

Rainfall- runoff hydrological model

In 2010 as a result of heavy rainfall the very intense outflow was observed in
the Strzyża Creek basin. The entire recorded event lasted from 27 to 29 September
with total amount of rainfall ranging from 90.2 up to 150.4 mm. As a consequence
the dam of Nowiec II reservoir collapsed causing serious flood risk in the Gdańsk
district Matemblewo. Rainfall- runoff hydrological model for upper Strzyża Creek
catchment was obtained in a framework of the project “Hydrological analysis of
stormwater runoff from the Strzyża Creek catchment upstream the reservoir
Nowiec II in Gdańsk” financed by the Gdańskie Melioracje. The aim of the study
was to determine the runoff from the upper part of the Strzyża Creek basin during
the real intensive rainfall.
The hydrological model of the Strzyża Creek catchment was developed using
the HEC-HMS software and based on several groups of parameters [SCHILLING
W., 1991]. The basin features like sub-basins division, geometry, slope,
Manning’s coefficient, land cover and soil type constituted the first group and was
estimated on the basis of topographic map on scale 1:10 000, aerial photos of the
basin as well as hydrographic map. The second group was information about the
Strzyża Creek and its tributaries, like channel geometry, slope, length etc., and
was calculated according to technical documentation provided by Gdańskie
Melioracje. The last group of required information was synthetic and observed
hyetographs being the input data used for modelling process.
The runoff volume was computed with the SCS Curve Number Loss Model.
The direct runoff was simulated using SCS Unit Hydrograph Model. For the
channel flow the Muskingum Model was used [SZYDŁOWSKI M. and ZIMA P.,
2011].
However due to lack of any extreme flow measurements in the Strzyża Creek
basin it was not possible to verify the hydrological model until year 2013.
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2.

THE STORM WATER MONITORING SYSTEM IN
THE STRZYŻA CREEK BASIN IN GDAŃSK

In last decades the Strzyża Creek catchment was strongly transformed that
caused a significant acceleration of surface runoff and increase of discharge in the
channel. The change of hydrological cycle of the basin resulted with rising flood
risk in the city due to limits of stream conveyance and reservoirs capacity.
Moreover during heavy storms in 2001 and 2010 great catastrophes of the Strzyża
Creek reservoirs dams took place.
In years 2011-2013 Department of Hydraulic Engineering, Faculty of Civil and
Environmental Engineering of Gdańsk University of Technology, in collaboration
with The Provincial Fund For Environmental Protection and Water Management
in Gdańsk and Gdańskie Melioracje Sp. z o.o started the implementation of storm
water monitoring system in the Strzyża Creek basin in Gdańsk [SZYDŁOWSKI
M., 2011].
The objective of the project was to develop the water stage and precipitation
monitoring network in discussed basin. All gauges were connected to a single data
acquisition system. Starting from 2013 records can be view and download easily
via a web interface http://anywhere.hydranet.pl/. Till that time, observed stages
can be converted into discharges and compared with those resulting from
numerical simulations. Consequently previously prepared hydrological model of
upper Strzyża Creek basin has been supplemented by the lower part of the
catchment (Fig. 2). The verified model in the future can be used as a prognostic
tool for flood prone areas of Gdańsk.

Fig. 2 The structure of the HEC-HMS hydrological model of the entire
Strzyża Creek basin
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2.1

Monitoring network- stage 1

Localization of the monitoring gauges was based on complex analysis of the
Strzyża Creek catchment area and hydrographic network of the region (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Digital terrain model (DTM) of the Strzyża Creek catchment area with
hydrographic network, roads marked with white color (source: Geographical
Information System (GIS) city of Gdańsk, http://www.gis.Gdańsk.pl)
Installation of the elements of the system was a compromise between the needs
associated with the diagnosis of spatial parameters of the catchment and the
possibility of purchasing measuring equipment. The on-site investigation and
verification of data on land cover, basin shape and drainage network were done for
entire area of the Strzyża Creek catchment and its tributaries like the Królewski
Creek, Jaśkowy Creek and Matarnicki Creek. New stations included water stage
monitoring in open channels, the hydrostatic pressure and flow in the storm sewer
collector and precipitation gauges. Additionally measurement stations owned by
Gdańskie Melioracje and Gdańsk University of Technology have been added to
the system. The localization of the measurement points and cross-sections for the
monitoring system are presented in Fig. 4.
The historical and current precipitation values and water stages at chosen
cross-section of the Strzyża Creek channel can be view by the web interface
http://anywhere.hydranet.pl/ (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4 Location of measuring gauges in the Strzyża Creek catchment

Fig. 5 Exemplary cross-section, water stage marked with blue color,
precipitation marked with yellow color, date 25.06.2013
(http://anywhere.hydranet.pl/)

2.2

Monitoring network- stage 2

According to limited found the first stage of monitoring network did not
include the reservoirs control stations. Thus in 2015-2017 authors are going to
continue research on the development of the technical and non-technical methods
of flood control including storage monitoring system. What is more the integrated
water quantity and quality analysis [MIKOS-STUDNICKA P. and
SZYDŁOWSKI M., 2015] is also the purpose of ongoing research project
“Stormwater and snowmelt runoff storage control and flash flood hazard
forecasting in the urbanized coastal basin”. The project duration is planned for 2
years. Collected data will be used to the Strzyża Creek rainfall-runoff hydrological
model assessment and calibration. Optimization of short and long-term operation
of single and multi-reservoir systems could also be achieved. Furthermore for
assumed catchment simulation of outflow based on actual measurements of
precipitation and analysis of potential flood risks will be able. New water level
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gauges will be placed on 8 reservoirs and help to estimate their level-elevationarea functions. The example of water level station installed over the reservoir is
shown in Fig. 5.
Additionally hydrodynamic model of interaction between surface runoff and
storm sewer system will be constructed. The model will be based on the twodimensional equations. As a result, it will be possible to simulate the drainage
system overload including local flooding from the storm sewers.
Finally the meteorological data on the amount of precipitation will be used as
input information to developed model of hydrological forecast. As a result it will
become achievable to predict extreme stormwater outflows from all subcatchments and undertake some preventive actions to secure the city and its
inhabitants.

Fig. 5 Water level gauge on Wileńska reservoir in the Królewski Creek
catchment

3. RESULTS OF HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING
The developed hydrological model of the Strzyża Creek catchment is being
verified at the moment of studies. Only by comparing the measurements from the
monitoring system with simulations carried out with model it can be proved that
prepared numerical solution can be reliable tool in avoiding and predicting floods
over the urbanized areas of the city of Gdańsk. However the urban basin has very
complex nature and can react differently to identical precipitation. The reason
among others can be antecedent moisture conditions of the catchment or failure of
stormwater drainage systems. Therefore, checking the numerical model should be
carried out very carefully considering not only parameters of the model but also
external influences.
As an example of the verification process, stormwater outflow from the
Królewski Creek catchment analysis can be presented.
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The run-off from the Królewski Creek catchment was computed using HECHMS software and compared with the flow observed in analyzed cross-section,
where the measuring weir is located in the stream channel (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Cross- section chosen for stormwater outflow analysis in the Królewski
Creek catchment
For the identification procedure there have been chosen seven heavy and
torrential rainfall events observed and recorded by the monitoring system in years
2013- 2014. Cumulative curves of precipitation were introduced to the model as
an input data. After running the simulation seven outflow hydrographs have been
calculated. To make the comparison of the flows possible, the discharge curve for
the cross- section had been established. Stage-discharge function was developed
by field measurements of water velocity at a wide range of stages and resulted in
measuring overflow characteristic curve. In the next step, observed water stages
resulting from particular rainfall events were recalculated into discharges. The
exemplary comparison of the simulated outflow from the catchment and the real
outflow observed in the analyzed cross section is shown in Fig. 7. Presented
outflow was computed for the rainfall event that occurred on 01 March 2014.
Calculations were preceded on the basis of two rainfall gauges measurements. The
total observed amount of rainfall registered by the weather station of Gdańsk
University of Technology was 11.8 mm while the rainfall amount registered by
precipitation gauge Ogrodowa was 10.29 mm.
As it can be observed the results of modeling were not satisfactory and do not
corresponded with field observations in the cross-section. The total volume of the
simulated outflow was 10 422 m3 for gauge Ogrodowa and 7 812 m3 for gauge
Gdańsk University of Technology since the observed outflow volume equaled
1 391 m3. As far as hydrological model simulations are driven by different
parameter the senility analysis should improve correlation between model output
and observation.
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Fig. 7 Stormwater outflow from the Królewski Creek catchment; green line
corresponds to observed discharge, brown line corresponds to HEC-HMS
computed discharge and Gdańsk University of Technology precipitation
gauge, red line corresponds to HEC-HMS computed discharge and
Ogrodowa precipitation gauge
In order to hydrological model calibration the percentage of the impervious
area of the Królewski Creek catchment was reconsidered and estimated with
detailed topographic maps and field investigations. The results are presented in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Stormwater outflow from the Królewski Creek catchment after model
calibration; green line corresponds to observed discharge, brown line
corresponds to HEC-HMS computed discharge and Gdańsk University of
Technology precipitation gauge, red line corresponds to HEC-HMS
computed discharge and Ogrodowa precipitation gauge
The manual calibration improved the accuracy of the numerical model. The
total volume of the simulated outflow was 4 342 m3 for gauge Ogrodowa and
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2 866 m3 for gauge Gdańsk University of Technology. Also the results were better
proposed model still could not be used as a reliable prognostic tool for Króleski
Creek basin. Authors believe that the fact of the matter is not inappropriate model
construction or parameters failure but the difference between expected and real
surface drainage patterns resulted from complex surface development.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Full information about flood risk and hazard should consist of time of the wave
arrival to characteristic cross sections of the analyzed basin, extreme water levels
and its range on inundated areas, duration of flooding and water depth and
velocity. Thanks to storage control flood peak delays or advances with flood wave
travel times can be achieved to reduce damage at the most flood prone areas. That
is why integrated solutions including precipitation, stream flow and reservoirs
storage monitoring and management should be undertaken to reduce flood risk
and to help to protect the public health and property in Gdańsk.
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Abstract
The revision of the Water Act No. 254/2001 Coll. Implemented by the act No.
150/2010 Coll. has implied a need for review of the methodology of minimum
residual flow (MRF) setting. MRF is defined as a stream flow, which still allows for
general surface water use and for ecological functions of the watercourse. The
water authorities are responsible for setting the value of MRF according to the
local conditions, type of water use and with consideration of measures identified in
River Basin Management Plans to achieve the environmental goal of affected
surface water body. The paper describes a proposal of reviewed methodology for
MRF setting in conditions of the Czech Republic.

Keywords
Hydrology, minimum residual flows, methodology, ecology, e-flows, czech
legislation

1. INTRODUCTION
Based on the amendment to Act no. 254/2001 Coll. pursuant to the wording of
Act no. 150/2010 Coll., the Ministry of Environment has been charged with the
task of drafting a Government regulation on the method and criteria for
determining the minimum residual discharge values. During the course of 2011
and 2012, the TGM Water Management Research Institute received a subsidy in
this connection toward elaborating the methodology for determining the minimum
residual discharge (MRD) and the methodology of measuring its values. The paper
outlines the proposed MRD measuring methodology which serves as a basis for
the Ministry of Environment drawing up the Government regulation proper.
Pursuant to Section 36 of the Water Management Act, the minimum residual
discharge shall be understood as the flow rate of surface waters barely adequate
for a general water management and for supporting the environment-shaping
functions of the watercourse. The amendment to the Water Management Act
makes it mandatory for the water management authorities to establish the values
of the minimum residual discharge, bearing in mind the conditions prevailing at
the watercourse under scrutiny, the character of water management, and the
measures conducive to attaining the objectives of water protection adopted in the
catchment management plan. The requirements spelled out by law had to be taken
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account of in the draft methodology specification. The novel concept issues from
the hitherto valid methodology guidance document of the Ministry of
Environment concerned with the principles of determining the values of the
minimum residual discharge for water streams dating from 1998 [MEnviro, 1998].
Out of consideration to a better implementation of the requirements imposed on
aquatic ecosystems and on ecosystems dependent on the aquatic environment, the
specification of the original guidance document has been modified by adopting a
regional approach to determining the MRD value; the MRD value is variable
during the year and its determination ought to take both the character of water
management and also the objective of water protection associated with the body of
water under scrutiny.
The value of the minimum residual discharge exerts a considerable influence
on the ecological as well as chemical state of the body of water affected by the
water management procedures adopted, inasmuch as it ensures the survival of
aquatic and water-dependent ecosystems during periods of drought and provides
for an adequate dilution of effluents. In this context, the term of ecological
(environmental) discharge or ecological (environmental) flow can be encountered
in literature. As a rule the value of ecological discharge is determined based on
information about the specifics of the locality under consideration which include,
e.g., the structure of the ecosystem (the prevalent, protected species of organisms
and plants), the hydromorphology of the stream leg under scrutiny, the occurrence
of habitats, etc. For determining the value of ecological discharge there is a
number of expert methods available which however, in any case, require that the
specific locality be scrutinized professionally; frequently, these methods are time
consuming and cost intensive. This is why these methods cannot be recommended
for routine determinations of the MRD values by the water management authority
so as to cover all the management procedures being approved. When deriving the
new methodology of determining the minimum residual discharge, efforts were
made to accommodate the ecological discharge concept to the maximum possible
extent while, at the same time, elaborating a methodology that would find
practical application; hence the approaches to MRD determination actually
adopted had to be distinguished depending on the potential impact of the various
types of water management.

2. DATA AND METHODS
The data available for the purpose of drafting the MRD methodology included
the statistical characteristics of the discharge values obtained at 185 hydrometric
stations from all over the Czech Republic during the 1981–2010 period, which
were acquired from the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute [Czech abbreviation,
ČHMÚ]. The characteristics examined included the value of long-term annual
mean flow, the p-percent and M-days discharges, the variation coefficient and the
asymmetry of the daily discharge series, the mean flow rate values in different
months of the year, and the values of the probability field of the mean monthly
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discharges. The mean surface area of the catchments covered by selected
hydrometric stations constitutes 222 km2.
The Czech Hydrometeorological Institute determines the M-days discharges
from observation values corresponding to natural or to more or less impacted
hydrological conditions. In the case of the impacted modem the institute has been
providing the M-days discharges from 2013 onwards, either impacted or corrected
for impact, obtained by subtracting the effects of documented management; thus
they represent the mode which corresponds to the „natural“ hydrological routine.
Even though the recommendation for computing the MRD has been to source
precisely these values of hydrological characteristics that have been corrected for
impact, it has been found expedient to adopt a pragmatic solution, so that the sole
hydrological characteristics that will be used in the finalized Government
regulation will be those deriving from the observed, i.e., often impacted
discharges.

2.1

The proposed partitioning of the Czech Republic by regions

The necessity of taking the natural conditions of flow into account when
preparing to regionalize the CR was based primarily on taking into consideration
of the key processes that take part in determining the over-all discharge from a
catchment. Regions had to be delimited where for most of the year, the values of
total discharge conform to a well-balanced character so that no marked reduction
in the water availability of the stream takes place during summertime or at the
outset of the fall period. These are mainly those regions of which the total
discharge is being subsidized for most of the year from the groundwater reserves,
or regions having their total discharge constituted mostly of surface flow resulting
from heavy rainfall/precipitation. On the other hand, regions had to be delimited
which might become potentially vulnerable by drought; those have their total
discharge rather unbalanced during the course of the year. For the proposed
partitioning, the parameter K99 was selected giving the ratio of the mean daily
discharge having a 99 % probability of being exceeded during the reference period
to the value of the long-term mean discharge Qa. The higher the value of this
parameter, the more balanced i.e., the more stable discharges can be expected to
occur during the course of the year.
The values of the parameter K99 as established at the tested hydrometric
stations were plotted in the hydrogeological districts map. Based on the
relationships concerning the values of the parameter K99, the hydrogeological
conditions, and the elevation above sea level the partitioning of the CR territory
was proposed to consist of four types of regions or ‘districts’. A class of its own is
represented by the regions of Cretaceous sediments which represent the drainage
bases and where the basic discharge, i.e., the runoff depleting the groundwater
reserves, constitutes a substantial part of the total runoff. This includes the righthand tributaries of Labe River, Upper Metuje, Loučná, the upper reaches of
Svitava and Třebůvka Rivers, Říčka Brook. In these regions the value of the
parameter K99 usually is greater than 0.18. The second class comprises
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mountainous areas which also have a relatively high hydraulicity. Here the wellbalanced character of runoff is given mainly by the high level of precipitation. In
these regions the value of the parameter K99 usually is greater than 0.15. Classified
in this class are above all the areas of Krkonoše (Giant Mountains) and Jizerské
Mountains, of Šumava, Jeseníky Mountains, the hilltop areas of Krušné Hory (Ore
Mountains), and also a part of the catchment of Tichá Orlice River which also has
a similarly uniform character. The third class comprises regions formed
predominantly of crystalline structures such as are encountered in the foothill
areas of the borderland mountain ranges and in the area of the BohemianMoravian Highlands. These regions exhibit discharge excess lines rather similar to
those of Class 2 regions. Owing to their height above sea level which is lower than
that of the Class 2 regions the springtime thaw sets in at an earlier date here.
Precipitation is lower than in Class 2 regions, too. In these regions the value of the
parameter K99 will as a rule vary within the limits of 0.1 and 0.15. Classified in
Class 4 are regions exhibiting discharge routines which are markedly unbalanced
during the course of the year, with values of the parameter K99 lower than 0.1. The
map of the regions is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 – Partitioning of the CR to four categories depending on the K99
value

2.2

Proposed method of MRD determination

In order that the proposed method of determining the MRD should adequately
respect the needs of the aquatic and water-dependent ecosystems, the first step
taken was conducing an analysis of existing studies focused on the MRD
determination using the expert method referred to as „Instream Flow Incremental
Methodology“ [IFIM, Bovee, et al. 1998] and the modeling instrument „Physical
Habitat Simulation Software“ [PHABSIM, Milhous, et al., 1989] under the
conditions of the Czech Republic. This is a method of MRD determination making
use of the results of a reconnaissance of the watercourse section under scrutiny
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from the standpoints of its hydraulic parameters, the character of its habitat, and
the animal and plant species occurring thereon. The method incorporates a
simulation of the weighted usable surface area of the habitat under different
discharge conditions. Further on, the results of this simulation modeling are put to
use when discussing the choices for a compromise level of the MRD that would
allow the existing ecosystems to be preserved, while at the same time allowing for
a reasonable degree of water management [Balvín, Mrkvičková, 2011]. It usually
takes 1.5 to 2 years to derive the MRD value by applying the IFIM method, also
requiring a repetitive collection of biological data from the watercourse section
that would be influenced by the proposed water management procedures. The data
search covered 15 localities in the CR, yielding the conclusion that the resultant
compromise level of the MRD varied at the level of a discharge having a
probability of being exceeded in 330 days of the year in most cases.
Tab. 1 The ratio of the M-days discharge value having a given exceedance
time to the mean long-term discharge value—averages for pilot hydrometric
stations classified by regions.
Region
1
2
3
4

Q210d
0.72
0.57
0.54
0.44

Q240d
0.65
0.50
0.46
0.35

M-days Q/ Qa [-]
Q270d
Q300d
Q330d
0.59
0.53
0.46
0.43
0.37
0.31
0.39
0.33
0.26
0.28
0.22
0.15

Q355d
0.38
0.24
0.18
0.08

Q364d
0.29
0.17
0.11
0.04

The studies conducted on the basis of the IFIM method were elaborated for the
most part for localities classified as belonging to Class 2 and 3 regions. For these
regions it holds that the value of Q330d is approximately 26–31 % of Qa (cf. Table
1). It also transpires from the Table that for Region 1 the value corresponding to
the streamflow of 30 % of Qa is a M-days discharge with an exceedance reached
in 364 days of the year, while for stations classified as located in Region 4 this
would be a discharge with an approximately 300-day to 270-day flow exceedance
in the year. For the draft specification of the method of MRD determination, an
orientational requirement has also been considered that the MRD value should
amount to approximately 20–30 % of Qa. This is a requirement which is in line
with the conclusions drawn in the document „Environmental Flows as a tool to
achieve the WFD Objectives – discussion paper“ [EC, 2012]. According to the
recommendation suggested in the said document, an ecological discharge within
the range of 25–50% of Qa should be maintained in order to ensure a healthy
ecological situation; thus the proposed level of 20–30 % represents the lower limit
of the range specified. The computation of the MRD also derived from the value
of the discharge having an exceedance probability of 330 days in a year.
The original methodology guidance document concerned with MRD
determination, dating from 1998, operates with the fact that the flow conditions
become more uniform as the size of the watercourse becomes bigger, and it
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recommends that MRD determination for the higher-hydraulicity watercourses
should implement the discharge values having higher exceedance probabilities. A
similar approach has also been adopted e.g., in the water management act of
Switzerland (FASC, 1991) where the value of the minimum residual discharge
(„residual water flow“) grows higher as an exponential function of the 347-days
exceedance probability discharge in a year, the exponent being less than 1. In
order that the proposed new MRD determination methodology would also adhere
to the principle described above, the first thing done was conducting an evaluation
of the dependence of the ratio of the 330-days exceedance discharge in a year to
the long-term mean discharge Qa as a function of the volume of flow Q330d. For
the purpose of deriving a relationship that would be well-suited for determining
the MRD values for the various regions, a plot of the function values of the
proposed MRD/ Q330d ratio against the values of Q330d was separately produced for
each of the regions. It has nevertheless been decided that the degree of reduction
of the MRD value as a function of the control flow Q330d will be the same for the
whole of the CR territory, while the parameter defining the multiple in the
equation will be different. The effect of the proposed value of the exponent
occurring in the equation upon the resultant MRD value was compared with the
effect of the MRD concept deriving from the original methodology guidance
document dating from 1998. Eventually, the exponent of the equation was
modified to the value of 0.85. This mitigates the level of reduction of the MRD
value as a function of Q330d. Again, the resultant equations to be used for
determining the MRD values for the different regions were derived from the
requirement of attaining MZP/Qa ratios at the level of approximately 25 %. The
resultant equations are listed in Table 2.
Tab. 2 Proposed computational method for determining the MRD values
for the different categories, for two seasons in the year
Category
1
2
3
4

Main season
May - January 0.65 x Q330d 0.85
May - January 0.8 x Q330d 0.85
May - January 0.85 x Q330d0.85
May - January 0.9 x Q330d 0.85

Springtime season
February - April
0.85 x Q330d 0.85
February - April
Q330d 0.85
February - April
Q330d 0.85
February - April
Q330d 0.85

It was a part of the assignment handed down by the Ministry of Environment
that the MRD value be split between at least two periods, so as to more closely
approximate the flow distribution during the course of the year. This would ensure
that, as opposed to the original methodology guidance document, the MRD value
would not remain constant throughout the year but would be ‘improved’ during
springtime. The resultant split was that the so-called main season was defined to
be May through January, and the springtime season extending from February
through to April.
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To adopt an optimal treatment of the MRD values for Q330 < 1 m3.s−1, the
formula used to cover these cases was additionally modified, assuming the form:
coefficient x (Q330d0.85)1.09.

2.3

Proposed implementation of the seasonal concept of the MRD

To implement seasonality in the MRD concept, it has been necessary first to
perform an analysis of the effect of diverse types of water management upon the
over-all hydrological routine, inasmuch as the differentiation of the MRD
depending on season makes sense mainly in the case of such water management
procedures which could induce a principial change to the hydrological routine.
Such interventions that affect the flow rates of the watercourse to an extent that,
regarded from the standpoint of the long-term averages, would induce a
hydraulicity reduction of less than 20 % of the Qa, have been evaluated as water
management procedures producing no significant impact on changing the over-all
hydrological routine of the watercourse under scrutiny. Changes of this kind may
be, for example, water withdrawals and transferences not exceeding the limit of 20
% of Qa in volume. To safeguard the water protection aspect with water
management procedures of this kind, measures have to be adopted that such
measures be constrained, or even suspended during periods of low flow, so as not
to endanger the survival of the aquatic ecosystems. Basically, the natural
variability of flow along the watercourse section under consideration will be
preserved as long as the MRD requirement is respected.

3. RESULTS
The results are presented in this chapter, and the proposed values of minimum
residual discharge are compared with the currently applicable values. The analysis
was performed using some 200 catchments on Czech Republic territory, having
average flow rates of up to 20 m3.s-1. Most of the profiles however have an
average flow rate of up to 2 m3.s-1. Once the proposal was made, the catchments
under scrutiny were subjected to a sensitivity analysis aiming to assess whether
the proposed MRD values are realistic for the various months of the year and
whether these values can actually be reached in the months of reduced water
availability. For the purpose of this assessment, the deficit volumes (under a
threshold level) with a constant and a variable limiting value have been computed.
These deficit volumes were compared with those deficit volumes computed based
on assigning a constant limiting value of the applicable MRD. The assessment was
contingent upon the condition that each individual event should be of a duration of
at least 5 days, with at least two days elapsing in-between successive events.
Figure 2a renders the proposed MRD values for the summer (red) and winter
(blue) seasons, alongside the currently applicable (orange) MRD values,
subdivided into categories. The scale for the Q330 values is on the x-axis and that
for the MRD values is on the y-axis. All the catchments that have been taken into
consideration are shown in this plot. On the other hand, Fig. 2b renders
information only on those catchments of which the Q330 values are less than or
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equal to 2 m3.s-1, in order to make the plotted results more synoptic. This graph
presents a summarization for all the categories. It can be observed that all the
proposed values lie below the Q330 value and that, in the case of low flow rates,
the differences are miniscule and the question arises whether they are measurable
at all. However, this problem occurs with all watercourses experiencing low flow
rates (of the order of dozens of liters/s).
a)
b)

Fig. 2 Comparison of the currently applicable MRD values (in orange
color) with the proposed values for the summer (red) and winter (blue)
seasons
Figure 3 depicts the ratios of MRD values for summertime (red) and
wintertime (blue) to the Q50% values. It can be seen in the graph that these ratios
vary around 35% for the summer season (38.6% for Category 1, 38.6% for
Category 2, 35.7% for Category 3, and 32.8% for Category 4), and 41% for the
winter season (48.3% for Category 1, 42% for Category 2, 51.1% for Category 3,
and 36.5% for Category 4). Then these ratios for the main season are represented
in Fig. 4 showing their incidence and spread over Czech Republic territory. The
higher values encountered during the secondary season are to no detriment to this,
owing to the fact that water is abundant during this period so there will be no
problem meeting these values.
In Fig. 5 the changes of the MRD values proposed for the two seasons,
referenced to the current value, are represented by a boxplot type graph where the
rectangle signifies the 25 and 75% quantils, the line in the middle of the box
represents the median, and the lines issuing from the box correspond to 5 and
95%.
Then these changes for the main season are represented in Fig. 6 showing their
distribution over Czech Republic territory. It can be observed that on the average,
the changes pertaining to the main season (in red) vary from -25% per cent for
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Category 1 to ca. 20% for Category 2. For the secondary season these changes are
ca. 20% higher.

Fig. 3 Ratio of the MRD value to the flow Q50% – main season shown in
red, secondary season shown in blue

Fig. 4 Dislocation of the MRD to flow Q50% ratio in terms of surface area
coverage (main season)

4.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Inasmuch as this is a novel approach to the task of determining the minimum
residual discharges, and owing to the circumstance that the specification of the
proposed methodology serves as supporting documentation for drafting the CR
Government regulation, this new approach has provoked a broadly based
discussion. The original methodology guidance document of the MEnviro
possessed certain degrees of freedom as it had the form of a recommendation and
the computed values were indicative only. Thus the resultant residual discharges
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could be both lower and higher. It has to be noted that the original methodology
guidance document already contained the recommendation that the residual
discharge be split by seasons during the course of the year, also underlining the
links to biology, especially to fish and zoobenthos.

Fig. 5 Changes in the MRD value (proposed/currently applicable value) –
main season shown in red, secondary season shown in blue

Fig. 6 Distribution of the changes in the MRD value (proposed/currently
applicable value) in terms of surface area coverage - (main season)
Owing to the fact that the Government regulation now is being drafted in its
articled wording, the possibilities of setting analogous criteria in the form of a
recommendation are very limited. For the authors of the draft this meant that they
had to thoroughly verify the approach adopted and to interlink the values of the mdays discharges with the biological components present in the watercourse at the
very outset of preparations of the draft. The justifiability of this approach has
unequivocally been also strengthened by the pressures issuing from the EU, where
it will be necessary to explain to the European Commission the relationship
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between the ecological discharge as defined within the framework of EU
documents [CIC GD31 E-flows] and the residual discharge as defined in Section
36 of the Water Management Act.
In most cases, the adopted approach brings about a strengthening of the
requirements imposed on the MEnviro as against the indicative values which
correspond to the requirements spelled out in the original methodology guidance
document dating from 1998. The more stringent regulations apply primarily to
Region 4 watercourses having fluctuating conditions of flow, which is the type
that prevails, in terms of surface area coverage, on the CR territory.
An intra-sectoral round of consultations is currently underway at the CR
Ministry of Environment, and the novel approach is being presented to watershed
administrators, water management authorities, but also to associations
representing the operators of small-sized hydro power stations as well as to
naturalist protectors and guardians.
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Abstract
The movement of the flood wave along the river bed is a complex process, not only
because of this that the flow varies in time, but because the watercourse hydraulic
and geometric characteristics of the river bed is very variable. Propagation of
water waves is the process that defines the characteristics of flood waves on a
downstream section of the river flow on the basis of known flood waves in the
upstream section. The main problem with the forecasts of flood wave output is in
the mathematical description of the transformation input flood wave. The wave
propagation can be illustrated by the space and time functions of discharge and
depth. Flood routing is the determination of flow conditions in a river, given its
initial state, the stream morphology and an inflow hydrograph. Flood-routing
procedures may be classified as either hydrological or hydraulic. Hydrological
methods use the principle of continuity and a relationship between discharge and
the temporary storage of excess volumes of water during the flood period.
Hydraulic methods of routing involve the numerical solutions of either the
convective diffusion equations or the one–dimensional Saint–Venant equations of
gradually varied unsteady flow in open channels. An example of a simple
hydrological flood-routing technique used in natural channels is the Muskingum
flood-routing method. In this paper for predicting output flood wave on the section
of the Drava River (in the lower reaches) two methods are applied: Muskingum
methods and a modified Kalinin-Milyukov method. The Muskingum method belongs
to the class of hydrologic routing methods. Hydrologic routing models involve only
storage and flow rates of floodwater and aim to capture the wave dynamics through
their parameters. The Kalinin and Milyukov method is especially appealing for flow
routing, because both model parameters, the number of linear reservoirs in the
series and the time constant (or storage coefficient of the linear storage-outflow
relationship of each reservoir in the cascade) are related to the channel’s
characteristics and hydraulic conditions.

Keywords
Flood wave, propagation, Muskingum method, Kalinin–Milyukov method, Drava River

1.

INTRODUCTION

Water wave propagation along the river course is the process that defines the
characteristics of the flood wave in the downstream of a profile section of river
flow on the basis of the known water wave on the upstream profile and shares.
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Thus, the term model flood waves propagation, involves the procedures and
methods used in hydrology for the calculation "advancement" water wave along
the course, or through the accumulation of calculate in terms of the time of its
occurrence and form of flood wave. In natural watercourses and channels, as well
as reservoirs, while passing flood waves, a certain amount of water is temporarily
retained, which results in the deformation of the water wave. The area in which
water reserves have the effect of retention which affects the shape of the flood
wave that travels downstream. The degree of accumulation of water depends on
hydraulics and topographical characteristics of the shares. The effect of this
holding at a certain section of the river is a function of the size of volume of space
where the water reserves. The greater the volume of the space between the input
and output profile river stocks are higher and differences in the form of input and
output hydrograph. This impact is reflected in the fact that the peak flow of the
wave decreases and at the same time prolongs the time base [Hrelja, 2007].
The wave propagation can be illustrated by the space and time functions of
discharge and depth. Flood routing is the determination of flow conditions in a
river, given its initial state, the stream morphology and an inflow hydrograph.
Many methods have been sought for predict the characteristic features of the
movement of a flood wave along a river in order to determine the actions
necessary for protecting life and property from the effect of flooding and improve
the management of water related systems along natural or manmade watercourses
[Balaž et al. 2010].

1.1

Study area

For prediction of output flood wave the area of the lower course of the river
Drava was selected. The area is part of a basin in Croatia. Two water level
gauging stations that measure flow rates which are selected are: Donji Miholjac
(upstream river km 77 + 000) and Belišće (downstream river km 55 + 450)
(Fig. 1). Distance between the two profiles is 21.55 km.
The maximum flow measured at the gauging station in Donji Miholjac is
2 020 m3/s. The most frequent floods in this area occur in late spring and early
summer. They come as a result of melting snow in the Alps and at the same time
as the appearance of large amounts of rainfall in the observed area. Fig. 2 shows
the recorded wave of high water at the stations Donji Miholjac and Belišće. It is
evident that the downstream station peak water wave decreased. It clearly means
that the water wave transformed on the observed section.

2.

METHODS

In this paper for predicting output flood wave on the section of the Drava
River (in the lower reaches) two methods are applied: Muskingum method and a
modified Kalinin-Milyukov method.
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Fig. 1: Selected water gauging stations on the Drava River

Fig. 2: Transformation water wave on analysed section

2.1

Muskingum method

The Muskingum method belongs to the class of hydrologic routing methods.
Hydrologic routing models involve only storage and flow rates of floodwater and
aim to capture the wave dynamics through their parameters [Koussis et al. 2012].
The key parameters in Muskingum routing are K (travel time) and X (weighting
coefficient). The value of X depends on the shape of the wedge storage which is
modelled, and the value of X ranges from 0 for reservoir-type storage to 0.5 for a
full wedge. In natural streams, X is between 0 and 0.3 with a main value near 0.2.
K is the time required for an incremental flood wave to traverse its reach, and it
may be estimated as the observed time of travel of peak flow through the reach.
Equation for calculating the propagation:
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Oi = C0 I1 + C1 I i −1 + C2Oi −1 ,

(1)

where

C0 =

0.5∆t − KX
,
K (1 − X ) + 0.5∆t

(2)

C1 =

KX + 0.5∆t
,
K (1 − X ) + 0.5∆t

(3)

C2 =

K (1 − X ) − 0.5∆t

K (1 − X ) + 0.5∆t

.

(4)

The coefficients C0, C1 and C2 are computed from K, X and t, input values.
The sum of these coefficients will always equal 1.0:

C0 + C1 + C2 = 1.0 .

(5)

Limits of parameter values are:

∆t ≥ 2 KX .
2.2

(6)

Modified Kalinin-Milyukov method (MKM)

Kalinin and Milyukov’s (1957) flow routing method assumes that a river
section, with no lateral inflow, can be conceptualized as a series of characteristic
reaches where the outflow (QO) is a linear function of water stored within the
reach [Szilagy 2006].

Fig. 3: Characteristic shares
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The Kalinin and Milyukov method is especially appealing for flow routing,
because both model parameters, the number of linear reservoirs in the series and
the time constant (or storage coefficient of the linear storage-outflow relationship
of each reservoir in the cascade) are related to the channel’s characteristics and
hydraulic conditions.
Calculation of propagation of input hydrograph (QI) along the sector of the
river to the output profile QO (output hydrograph) are made successively by
characteristic shares [Prohaska et al. 2002]. Characteristic shares is part of the
river course with length there is an unambiguous link between the water level in
the middle of the characteristic length of the section (L / 2) and the flow at the exit
of the characteristic section. Schematic diagram of the basic assumptions of the
method is shown in Fig. 3.
The symbols in the figure mark:
QI - input hydrograph on the observed river section
QO – output hydrograph on the observed river section
QI' – input hydrograph on the i-th characteristic share
QO' – output hydrograph on the i-th characteristic share
L – length of the characteristic shares
Ls – lenght of the observed river section
I – ordinal number of the characteristic shares
N – the total number of the characteristic shares
Important assumption:

QO i −1 = QI 1

(7)

The equation for calculating the propagation along a characteristic shares:

QO ' ( t ) = QI ' ( t − 1) C1 + ( QI ' ( t ) − QI ' ( t − 1) ) C2 + QO ' ( t − 1) C3 ,

(8)

where:



∆t  
C1 =  1 − exp  −
,
 τ ( Q )  

I




(9)


 τ ( QI )  
 τ ( QI ) 
∆t  
C2 = 1 − 
  = 1 − 
 1 − exp  −
 C1 ,
 ∆t  
 ∆t 
 τ ( QI )  

(10)


∆t 
,
C3 = exp  −
 τ ( Q ) 
I 

Model parameters:
τ(QI) – function of the propagation time,
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(11)

n – number of the characteristic shares.

3.

RESULTS

3.1

Muskingum method

The value of the parameter K was obtained by calculation shown in Table 1.
For different values of the parameter X calculated consecutive increase in the
volume and at the same time the weighted increase rate.

∆t 

( QI ( j ) + QI ( j −1) ) − ( QO ( j ) + QO ( j −1) ) 
2
K=
X ( QI ( j ) − QI ( j −1) ) + (1 − X ) ( QO ( j ) − QO ( j −1) )

(12)

Dependence of the numerator and denominator of the equation 12 is
represented by a loop (Fig. 4). Booms are closed loop maximum value for
X = 0.20. and K = 7000/1000 = 7
Tab 1: Calculation of the parameter K
T
(hours
)

QI

QO

(m3/s)

(m3/s)

Summary
volume
increase

0

1193

1133

12050

12

1193

1133

24

1193

36

Summary the weighted increase flow
X=0.15

X=0.20

X=0.10

12050

2284

2290

2278

1133

12593

2284

2290

2278

1307

1274

13685

2420.95

2425.6

2416.3

48

1422

1415

14749

2695

2697

2693

60

1524

1512

15785

2929.85

2930.8

2928.9

72

1627

1609

17031

3125.5

3127

3124

84

1762

1694

17929

3315.9

3320.2

3311.6

96

1805

1779

18405

3487.1

3491.8

3482.4

108

1848

1734

19176

3534

3541

3527

120

1891

1524

19404

3330.15

3354.2

3306.1

132

1851

1524

18924

3152.1

3186.8

3117.4

144

1811

1524

17903

3140.1

3170.8

3109.4

156

1678

1507

16341

3099.7

3122.6

3076.8
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1545

1490

14548

3030.9

3042.2

3019.6

180

1382

1524

12523

3000.95

2996.6

3005.3
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T
(hours
)

QI

QO

(m3/s)

(m3/s)

Summary
volume
increase

192

1219

1559

204

1122

216

Summary the weighted increase flow
X=0.15

X=0.20

X=0.10

11086

3010.7

2986.6

3034.8

1401

10159

2867.15

2836.2

2898.1

1012

1244

9430

2568.35

2542.8

2593.9

228

955

1128

8977

2311.25

2291

2331.5

240

898

1013

8693

2097.8

2083.4

2112.2

252

882

974

8578

1955.95

1945.6

1966.3

264

866

936

8444

1885.7

1877.6

1893.8

276

849

910

8292

1826.35

1819.8

1832.9

288

832

884

4108

1777.05

1771.4

1782.7

Fig. 4: Determining parameter K.
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For adopted value of K = 7 hours; X = 0.2, and ∆t = 12 hours , on the basis of
equation (1), (2), (3) and (4) was performed calculation of transformations of the
input hydrograph QI. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

3.2

Modified Kalinin-Milyukov method (MKM)

On the section of the Drava River , from Donji Miholjac to Belišće, total
length L = 22 km, modified Kalinin Milyukov method define 15 characteristic
shares. Calculation of function the propagation time τ flood waves on the
considered section is shown in Tab. 2, and the transformation of flood wave in
Fig. 5.
Tab. 2: Calculation of the function of the propagation time flood wave on
the analysed section
QAV

Σ∆W/∆t

800

138

1000
1200
1400

4.

QAVi

∆ Σ∆W/∆t

τ×∆t

τ

Τ(Q)
Charact
. share

section
900

605

6.05

3.025

0.202

1100

551

5.51

2.755

0.184

1300

456

4.56

2.28

0.152

1500

308

3.08

1.54

0.103

1700

107

1.07

0.535

0.036

743
1294
1750

1600

2058

1800
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CONCLUSIONS

Results of calculating forecasting flood wave on the analysed section of the
Drava River showed that achieved very good matching phrase of actual and
calculated hydrograph at the output by using both methods of propagation modified Kalinin-Milyukov (MKM) and Muskingum methods. This means that
the parameters of the methods well-defined and that they can be applied to
analysed section; for any other river, or share it is necessary to redefine the
parameters.
Flood routing is important in the design of flood protection measures in order
to estimate how the proposed measures will affect the behaviour of flood waves in
rivers so that adequate protection and economic solutions can be found.
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Fig. 5: The transformation of water wave on the section of the Drava River
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Abstract
Considering hydrological and environmental processes, small catchment areas are
very vulnerable. Their size, shape and land use characteristics as well as
topographical features have strong influence on hydrological regime. This paper
deals with these problems on one smaller catchment area in Croatia: KarašicaVučica catchment, part of the Danube water basin. The total catchment area is
234.000 ha, the hilly part has 70.000 ha and the lowland part has 164.000 ha which
is basically agricultural area. The altitude is between 85 and 953 m a.s.l. The
watercourse network consists of natural rivers and artificial canals as part of
surface drainage system. In the last hundred years, drainage system has been
developing for flood protection. The natural watercourses have maximum
discharges in spring and winter time and minimum in vegetation period. This
hydrological regime is very unsuitable for irrigation implementation which
becomes necessity for stable agricultural production. The annual precipitation in
the period between 1981 and 2014 is 797 mm, without significant change, but its
distribution has been changing. The mean annual air temperature in the same
period is 11,25mm but it shows more significant change of +0.31 oC/10 years.
Analysis of catchment water balance and its change in the last thirty years will be
presented, together with pressures on it. River discharges, ground water
fluctuation, precipitation and meteorological data will be analysed for the period
between 1980 and 2013. In this period few extreme droughts have occurred, in
2000 and 2003, causing damages in agriculture and the environment as well. The
climate and anthropogenic influences on the water balance of the small catchment
area are present and this paper will show how significant they are.

Keywords
Hydrological regime, climate change, land use

1.

INTRODUCTION

Small catchments are very vulnerable from hydrological point of view. Their
size is main characteristic which generate its hydrological features and water
balance in general. Large catchments have well definable relationship between the
actual discharge in the closing profile and the precipitation total for a given
antecedent period. Gradually it became evident that models conceived in this way
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are unable to describe the reality of runoff formation from small catchments
(Tesar et al.,2002).
Their topographical characteristics, vegetation cover, shape and slope of the
catchment and density of watercourse network have a strong influence on
hydrological and geochemical processes. Especially in mountainous region, water
balance is strongly influenced by land use, climatic, and topographic conditions.
As a result, soil moisture and water balance patterns are very patchy, leading to
large spatial variations in evapotranspiration and stream discharge (Ruch and
Harum, 2002). Human activities in the forms of settlements, infrastuctures and
hydraulic structures have also significant impacts in a small scale (Moldan, 1994),
and as a climate change driving forces in a large scale.
In the catchment area of Karašica and Vučica rivers all these characteristics
can be recognized. It has been situated in Danube River basin, part of the Drava
River catchment area (Fig. 1). Fig. 1 also presents meteorological and
hydrological stations and groundwater observation wells.

Fig. 1 Study area
It is small catchment with two different parts. The bigger part is typical
lowland with altitude between 85 and 125 m a.s.l. The lowest point is at the mouth
of Vučica River to the Drava River. The most of the terrain is higher than
maximum water level of the Drava River, so the area is not endangered by high
Drava River water levels. The vegetation cover mostly consists of agricultural
land, pastures and forests. Hilly part of the catchment is situated on the southern
part, with the altitudes between 125 and 953 m a.s.l. Hilly part is covered by
forest, orchards and vineyards and takes about one third of the total area. There are
many smaller brooks that during high water periods convey a significant discharge
to the lower part and cause floods. The main flood protection system consists of
three big canals constructed in order to convey water directly to the Drava River
and reduce flood peaks in lower part of the catchment. The whole catchment area
has very dense network of natural and artificial watercourses constructed in last
150 years. Its main purpose was, and still it is, flood protection and land drainage
(Tadić, 2002). Frequent prevalence of extreme hydrological events is also
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characteristics of small catchments without possibilities of high water retention or
drought mitigation.

2.

METHODS AND DATA

In this chapter, land use and changes which occurred between 1980 and 2012
will be analysed as well as temperature and precipitation from meteorological
stations on catchment area. Data series from five stations were observed.
Hydrological analysis was based on discharges and water levels data for Karašica
and Vučica River. Extreme events such as drought and floods were calculated
from above mentioned data series. Drought indices will be compared with
groundwater levels for three different stations. Besides levels, short inside will be
given in some groundwater quality parameters.

2.1

Land use change

Changes in land use on catchment area were analysed based on Corine Land
Cover which is digital database of changes in land cover and land use for Republic
of Croatia in period from year 1980 to 2012. This database is consistent and
homogenized with the data of land cover for the entire European Union (Croatian
Environment Agency). There are five different covers, for years 1980, 1990, 2000,
2006 and 2012. For Karašica-Vučica catchment, the biggest change appeared
between 1980 and 1990 when 6673 ha were altered in its purpose. Most common
changes were from deciduous forest, unirrigated arable land and predominantly
agricultural land with larger areas of natural vegetation to transition area of forest,
unirrigated arable land and complex of cultivated plots. Between 1990 and 2000,
4554 ha were altered from deciduous forest to transition area of forest and the vice
versa. Smaller parts of land cover, 1078 and 1161 ha, for period 2000-2006 and
2006-2012 respectively, went through similar changes. Land use for year 2006 is
shown on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Land use for year 2006 on catchment area
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It is evident from Fig. 2 that the biggest part of catchment area is covered with
forest and agriculture land. Even though agriculture is considered significant
source of water pollutions, available data shows that there is no significant
pollution on catchment area. Several groundwater samples were analysed from
five different locations (Fig. 1) in period from 2006 to 2012. The highest
concentration of nitrates, which are anthropogenic contaminant from agricultural
activities, is 3.5 mgN/l (Fig. 3). Some of the most common heavy metals which
can be found in groundwater are lead and mercury. Obtained concentrations of
mercury are less than 0.3 µgHg/l for entire period, and only four samples showed
concentrations of lead greater than maximum permissible concentration.

Fig. 3 Concentrations of nitrates and lead for five locations

2.2

Meteorological and hydrological features

Precipitation data series are available for five meteorological stations (Fig. 1)
for the period between 1981 and 2014. Annual precipitation analysis did not show
any significant change, but its fluctuations have been increasing which is evident
from Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Mean annual precipitation for five meteorological stations
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The mean annual air temperature in the same period is 11.25 mm but it shows
more significant change of +0.31 oC/10 years (Fig 5).

Fig. 5 The mean annual air temperature in the period between 1981 and
2014

Fig. 6 Distribution of SPI for analysed area for different periods (a) 19811990; b) 1991-2000; c) 2001-2010; d) 2011-2015)
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Fig. 7 SPI values for station Donji Miholjac
Drought was analysed based on standardized precipitation index (SPI). The
SPI is based on normalised gamma distribution of precipitation and presents a
number of standard deviations with regard to an average value. The basic
advantage of this method lies in the fact that it necessitates only a set of
precipitation for a longer period of time (30 or more years), and that it can be used
for various time scales, the most frequent ones being 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 months.
Thus the same index can be used for the evaluation of precipitation deficit in
various water resources (groundwater, open watercourses, soil moisture)
depending on the purpose for which the drought analysis is made (McKee, 1995,
Tadić et al., 2015). The computer program "spi_ si_6" (National Drought
Mitigation Centre, USA) was used for calculating monthly indices of standardised
precipitation. Obtained results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig 7. Occurrence of
drought was more expressed in periods 1981-1990 and 2011-2014. For
meteorological station Donji Miholjac, based on SPI-1, 28 months are categorized
as very or extremely dry and 22 as very or extremely wet. The dries months
occurred in period between 2011 and 2013 and in year 2003.
Besides, another extreme hydrological event, flood occurs also frequently.
These floods are convectional storm floods characterised by short duration on
relatively small catchments (Tadić et al., 2002). Croatian flood protection system
consists of three stages of warning. Each of them is related to specific water level.
Fig. 8 presents annual frequency of flood episodes on the Karašica River (station
Kapelna, 1981-2013) and Vučica River (station Beničanci, 1975-2013).
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Fig. 8 Frequency of flood events on the for the a) Karašica and b) Vučica
rivers
Hydrological characteristics of Karašica and Vučica rivers are presented in
Figure 9 and Figure 10. It is important to notice extreme fluctuations of daily
discharges which is significant characteristic of small catchments in general.

Fig. 9 Characteristic water levels of Karašica River (station Belišće) of the
period between 1988 and 2014
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Fig. 10 Daily discharges of Vučica River (station Beničanci) of the period
between 1987 and 2012

2.3

Groundwater

In the Pannonian Valley Problem of ground water depletion was recognized
few decades ago. The scientists 25 years ago pointed out that intensive water
abstraction, drainage systems and disturbance of the water balance caused by
increasing of evapotranspiration in some parts of the Danube River Basin (Drava,
Tisza, Sava river catchments) can have extreme impacts on groundwater recharge.
The problem of depletion of shallow groundwater table was recognized in the
Karašica and Vučica catchment area (Tadić, 1997).
Occurrence of drought has a negative impact on groundwater also. This impact
is evident by decreasing of groundwater recharge, levels and discharge on time
scale of months to years (Mishra at al, 2010).
Impact of drought on groundwater of catchment area is assessed by testing
correlation between SPI indices and groundwater levels for three locations
(Orehova, 2014).
Obtained coefficients of correlation are shown in Tab 1. Low, mean and high
groundwater levels are tested with SPI indices calculated on basis of 1, 12, 24, 36
and 48 months. For two locations highest correlation is observed for SPI-12 and
for third location SPI-36 is significantly correlated with low groundwater levels
(0.768). For medium and high levels SPI-24 showed the highest correlation (0.762
and 0.730 respectively) for third location.
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Tab 1. Coefficient of correlation of the SPI indices and groundwater levels
Stati
on

Peri
od

P-59

1980
2012

GWL
GWTl
ow

GWLave

GWLs

r

t.dev.

SPI-1

SPI12

SPI24

SPI36

SPI48

90.959

0.789

0.156

0.599

0.500

0.473

0.413

91.218

0.760

0.239

0.607

0.481

0.463

0.411

91.526

0.768

0.325

0.566

0.430

0.407

0.369

86.221

0.357

0.039

0.612

0.764

0.768

0.745

86.275

0.391

0.054

0.652

0.762

0.746

0.722

86.331

0.417

0.068

0.634

0.730

0.718

0.691

94.960

1.109

0.065

0.605

0.423

0.459

0.507

95.218

1.145

0.115

0.623

0.409

0.461

0.501

95.487

1.185

0.166

0.621

0.385

0.450

0.481

GWT
mean

GWTh
igh

GWTl
P-57

1980
2012

ow

GWT
mean

GWTh
igh

GWTl
DP18

1988
2012

ow

GWT
mean

GWTh
igh

The existence of connection between groundwater levels and SPI indices for
longer time scale is confirmed with results of this analysis. This is in concordance
with literature and statement that SPI of longer time scales are tied to stream
flows, reservoir and groundwater levels (Orehova, 2014).

3.

CONCLUSIONS

Small catchments are vulnerable areas where climate change has significant
impact on all catchment’s components. Analysis of data series of precipitation and
temperature for catchment area Karašica-Vučica led to two different conclusions.
Mean annual temperatures are increasing for all stations on catchment area.
Increase is between 0.15 and 0.45 oC/10 years. However, observing mean annual
precipitation, no significant trend can be detected, except for increased
fluctuations in the last 15 years. Due to those fluctuations, extreme hydrological
events such as droughts and floods are frequent in catchment area.
Occurrence of drought has a negative impact on entire hydrological system,
including groundwater. This impact was demonstrated by correlating SPI indices
and groundwater levels. Significant correlation coefficients were obtained with
SPI of longer time scales and groundwater levels.
Fluctuations in precipitations cause fluctuations in stream flows which have
impact on biodiversity and on water use for irrigation because of its instability.
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Abstract
The purpose of the analysis presented in the paper was to examine the
influence of the synthetic hyetograph pattern on characteristics of runoff
hydrograph from urban catchment. The storm water outflow simulations
were made with the use of rainfall-runoff model implemented for use
as EPA SWMM5 package. The model was built on basis of real catchment
of area 6.7 km2, which was located in the city of Poznan, Poland. The
model consisted of 82 conduits with the total length of 14 km. On basis of
the regional IDF Curves, the Euler rainfall hyetographs of II type were
developed for the frequencies of the rainfall recommended by PN-EN 752
for typical catchment development (i.e. 2 years, 5 years and 10 years).
The simulations were made for five rainfall durations: 15 min, 30 min,
45 min, 60 min and 90 min. For different rainfall durations and
frequencies of the rainfall the simulations were made for three locations of
rainfall peak: at 0,3 of the rainfall duration (according to ATV118) and
two neighbouring locations: at 0,2 and 0,4 of the rainfall duration. The
outflow hydrographs at the outlet of main sewer for each simulation were
compared. The following characteristics of outflow hydrograph were
compared: maximum flow (peak), time to peak and maximum flow depth.
Obtained conclusions can be useful for design of storm sewers.
Keywords
Rainfall-runoff model, runoff hydrograph, SWMM5, synthetic hyetograph,
urban catchment

1.

SYNTHETIC STORM HYETOGRAPH

The correct design of an efficient and economic drainage system basis on
the knowledge of drainage system hydrograph. The estimation of inflows at all
drainage inlets is then required. In Poland for any specific frequency the
customary rainfall-duration formula is used (i.e. IMGW formula). This formula
gives an information only about the average rainfall intensity during a specific
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rainfall duration, but the temporal changes of the rainfall intensity during this
duration period is unknown. The usual situation is when the rainfall intensity is
changing during a specific rainfall duration. In most cases in Poland there are no
reliable records of intense rains that can be used in hydrodynamic modelling of
sewer design. The synthetic storm hyetograph presenting the temporal variation
of rainfall intensity (or rainfall depth) during a specific rainfall duration of sewer
design is an option that can be used in hydrodynamic modelling of storm sewer
system.
According to available literature reviews two types of synthetic storm pattern
for runoff study are used: the block rainfall intensity (the same intensity during
whole rainfall duration, used e.g. in construction of IDF curves)
and an intermediate type (the rainfall intensity is changing during rainfall
durtation, the peak occurs inside the borders of the interval). Using a block rainfall
intensity can result in a lower values of runoff peak [Sieker et al. 1980], thus the
intermediate type of synthetic storm pattern should be used in hydrodynamic
modelling in sewer design.
The purpose of the presented research was to examine the influence
of the rainfall peak location in the synthetic hyetograph (represented by time
to peak for rainfall hyetograph tpr) on characteristics of runoff hydrograph from
urban catchment, i.e. maximum flow depth, peak flow and time to peak flow.
The Euler rainfall hyetographs of II type were chosen for presented research
due to the several reasons. First,this type of rainfall hyetograph is reccommnended
by ATV-A 118, which has a rich experience in rainfall- runoff modelling. Second,
the method of developing synthetic storm pattern presented in ATV is the most
recent method among others like recommended by the SCS [US SCS 1964] and
DVWK [DVWK 1984]. The final argument for selection ATV method is that the
climatic and geographic conditions in Germany and Poland are similar.

2.

EULER HYETOGRAPH AND ITS MODIFICATION
FOR PURPOSE OF AN ANALYSIS

The construction method of Euler II type hyetograph according to ATV-A 118
is based on the following procedure. On the basis of IDF curves, the rainfall
depths for the consecutive rainfall intervals are calculated. The beginning
of rainfall peak is located at the 0,3 of the rainfall duration. The next lower
intervals are joined on to the left of the rainfall peak until the point in time t = 0
is reached. Further rainfall intervals of lower rainfall depth are attached on
the right side of peak period until the end of considered rainfall duration.
In Figure 1 a synthetic storm pattern of Euler II type for rainfall duration td=15
min and frequency c= 5 years is shown. This storm pattern was developed from
IDF curve which was evaluated using recommended in Poland formula
of Bogdanowicz and Stachy [Bogdanowicz, Stachy 1998].
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Fig. 1 A synthetic hyetograph of Euler II type for Poznan city based on
Bogdanowicz-Stachy formula; c= 5 years
Computer simulations were performed for three synthetic hyetographs with
different peak locations characterized by the ratio of time to peak tpr to rainfall
duration td:

r=

t pr
td

(1)

The locations of rainfall peak were assumed for Euler type hyetograph as a
basic on t bas
=0,3td (r= 0,3), t pr = t bas
(r=0,2) and t pr = t bas
(r=0,4).
pr
pr − 0,1t d
pr + 0,1t d
It means decrease and increase of t bas
by 10%, respecitvely.
pr
The rainfall peak location was examined for different rainfall durations (td= 15;
30; 45; 60; 90 min) and rainfal frequencies (c= 2; 5; 10 years).
The maximum rainfall duration was determined by the concentration timethe time needed for water to flow from the farthest point in the catchment
to the considered cross section. For the concerned experimental catchment this
time was evaluated as about 60 min.
Considered rainfall frequencies were recommended by the PN-EN-752
for typical kinds of land development.
The rainfall time step recommended by ATV is 5 minutes. The time step
in this research was assumed as ∆t= 1 min in order to enable precisely location
a peak of the hyetograph. For larger time step recommended by ATV-A118
and short rain durations the rainfall peak location would not have changed
in the considered hyetograph. For example for rainfall duration of 15 min and time
step of 5 min for time to peak tpr equal to 0,2 td and 0,3 td the rainfall peak would
occur in first five minutes period, so the research purpose would not be achieved.
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3.

THE EXPERIMENTAL URBAN CATCHMENT AND
ITS MODEL

An experimental catchment is located in Poznan, Poland. Its surface is 6.7 km2
and is mainly covered by dwelling houses built in the second half of the last
century.
Evaluated separately for each subcatchment an average percentage
of impervious surface was assessed as about 30%. A slope of the catchment was
computed as an average slope of the terrain determined along its main collector.
The runoff from the surface is directed to storm sewer system. Model of the
catchment consisted of 55 subcatchments. Only larger conduits with diameter of
500 mm and above were taken into consideration in the model. Therefore number
of sewer streches was limited to 82.
The computation of storm sewers roughness based on depth and flowrate
measurements[Skotnicki, Sowiński 2008]. The evaluated roughness was n=0,018.
In order to ensure flow with a free surface in each storm sewer a slight
modification of existing conduits was required. It was realized by enlarging
the diameters of certain conduits by 1 or 2 normalized sizes.

4.

TRANSFORMATION OF RAINFALL INTO RUNOFF
FROM EXPERIMENTAL CATCHMENT

The transformation of rainfall into runoff was peformed applying package
SWMM5 to the model of catchment described above. As a result of simulations
an outflow hydrographs were computed which were later used for evaluation such
characteristics as:
•
Maximum depth: hmax [m];
•
Maximum flow (peak flow): Qmax [dm3/s];
•
Time to peak flow: tp [min].
Exceeding full flow conditions causes pressurized flow. To avoid this situation
the maximum depth and maximum flow in the main sewer were considered. Time
to peak flow was examined due to overlapping the peak flow rates in further
sewerage conduits. This overlapping depends on specific storm sewer systemtime to peak flow in individual main sewers may be at the same range which may
cause exceeding full flow conditions in the main sewer.

5.

THE RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

To examine the influence of the rainfall peak location on maximum depth hmax
the following terms were defined:
evaluated in main sewer outlet
•
A difference between depths h bas
max
for Euler II type synthetic hyetograph (r=0,3) assumed as a basic and its
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modified variants h rmax (for r=0,2 and 0,4) for given rainfall duration td
and frequency c:
[m]
∆h rmax = h rmax − h bas
max
•

(2)

A relative difference defined as a ratio of ∆h rmax with respect
to the peak flow evaluated for basic (Euler II type) wariant of sythetic
hyetograph h bas
:
max

δh rmax =

∆h rmax
⋅ 100 [%]
h bas
max

(3)

Similar investigation of the influence of rainfall peak location on Qmax and tp
was based on following terms:
•
For peak flow Qmax :
[dm3/s]
∆Q rmax = Q rmax − Q bas
max

δQ rmax =
•

∆Q rmax
⋅ 100 [%]
Q bas
max

(4)
(5)

For time to peak flow tp:
[min]
∆t rp = t rp − t bas
p

δt rp =

∆t rp
t bas
p

⋅ 100 [%]

(6)
(7)

In order to analyze the influence of rainfall peak location on maximum depth
hmax Figure 2 was made. It presents three pencils of curves, each consisted of three
individual curves. They show the relation between maximum depth hmax
and rainfall duration td for three different rainfall frequencies c (the lowest,
the middle and the highest pencil respectively for c=2, 5 and 10 years) and three
variants of synthetic hyetograph (according to equation 1: r= 0,2; 0,3 and 0,4)
represented by individual curve from each pencil.
The middle situated curves in each pencil on Figure 2 represents values
approximated for basic variants of synthetic hyetographs (for r= 0,3), the lower
and upper curves represent modified variants evaluated respectively for r= 0,2
and 0,4.
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Fig. 2 Maximum depths for different rainfall durations td, rainfall
frequencies c and r values
According to the equation (2) and (3) the differences between maximum
depths determined for lower values of time to peak tpr (for r= 0,2) had negative
values. It means that the maximum depths were lower than for basic variant
(r=0,3). Respectively mentioned above differences between maximum depths for
upper values of tpr (for r=0,4) had a positive values, which means that they were
greater than for basic variant. The variability of differences δh rmax is presented
in Table 1.

Tab 1. Variability of differences δh rmax and δQ rmax
Rainfall
duration td
[min]
15÷45

60÷90

Rainfall
frequency c
[years]
2
5
10
2
5
10

r=0,2

δh

r
max

[%]

-(1,6÷5,0)
-(1,3÷3,9)
-(1,1÷4,0)
-(5,5÷5,8)
-(4,1÷4,9)
-(4,2÷4,9)

δQ

r=0,4
r
[%]
max

-(2,1÷9,3)
-(2,6÷7,7)
-(2,8÷7,9)
-(9,7÷10,9)
-(7,8÷9,1)
-(7,8÷9,2)

δh

r
max

[%]

0,8÷3,6
0,6÷3,4
1,1÷3,5
3,2÷4,1
2,6÷3,8
2,8÷3,4

δQ rmax [%]
1,5÷6,4
1,2÷6,5
1,4÷6,9
7,1÷8,3
5,8÷7,2
5,2÷5,8

The analyze of the influence of rainfall peak location on maximum flow Qmax
based on Figure 3, which construction was similar to Figure 2. The variability of
differences between δQ rmax is presented also in Table 1.
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Fig. 3 Maximum flows for different rainfall durations td, rainfall
frequencies c and r values

Fig. 4 Times to peak and regression lines for rainfall frequencies c=10
years and different rainfall durations td and r values
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Fig. 5 Times to peak and regression lines for rainfall frequencies c=5 years
and different rainfall durations td and r values

Fig. 6 Times to peak and regression lines for rainfall frequencies c=2 years
and different rainfall durations td and r values
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To analyze the influence of rainfall peak location on time to peak tp Figures 4,5
and 6 were made. On each Figure the middle situated curve represents values
approximated for basic variants of synthetic hyetographs (for r= 0,3), the lower
and upper curve represent modified variants evaluated respectively for r= 0,2
and 0,4. Due to irregular location of points outlining curves a regression analysis
was applied to generate the regression line. They were described by polynomial
of the third degree with the coefficient of determination R2 higher than 0,998.
The variability of differences ∆t rp and δt rp is presented in Table 2. According
to the equations (6) and (7) the differences between times to peak flow determined
for lower values of time to peak tpr (for r=0,2) had negative values, which means
that the maximum flows occurred earlier than for basic variant (r= 0,3).
Respectively mentioned above differences between times to peak flow for upper
values of tpr (for r=0,4) had a positive values, which means that the maximum flow
occurred later.
Tab 2. Variability of differences ∆t rp and δt rp
Rainfall
frequency c
[years]
2
5
10

6.

r=0,2
r
p

r=0,4
r
p

r
p

∆t [min]

δt [%]

∆t [min]

δt rp [%]

0÷(-6)
0÷(-6)
0÷(-7)

0÷(-14)
0÷(-14,3)
0÷(-16,7)

0÷9
0÷7
0÷9

0÷20,9
0÷16,7
0÷21,4

CONCLUSIONS

A decrease of time to peak of synthetic hyetograph by 10% of rainfall duration
in comparison with Euler type hyetograph (for r=0,2) results in:
•
decrease of maximum depth in the range δh rmax = -(1,1÷5,0)%
for td=(15÷45)min and δh rmax = -(4,1÷5,8) for td= (60÷90)min;
•

decrease

of

peak

flow

in

the

range

δQ rmax = -(2,1÷9,3)%

for td=(15÷45)min and δQ rmax = -(7,8÷10,9)% for td= (60÷90)min;
•

decrease of time to
by δt rp =0÷(-16,7)÷%.

peak

flow

of

outflow

hydrograph

An increase of time to peak of synthetic hyetograph by 10% of rainfall
duration in comparison with Euler type hyetograph (for r=0,4) results in:
•
increase of maximum depth in the range δh rmax = (0,6÷3,6)%
for td=(15÷45)min and δh rmax = (2,6÷4,1) for td= (60÷90)min;
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•

increase

of

peak

flow

for td=(15÷45)min and δQ
•

increase of time
by δt rp =0÷21,4%.

to

in

r
=
max

the

range

δQ rmax =

(1,2÷6,9)%

(5,2÷8,3)% for td= (60÷90)min;

peak

flow

of

outflow

hydrograph

Changes of flow Qmax and depth hmax characteristics, as an effect of changing
rainfall peak location in synthetic hyetograph, can result in overloading in storm
sewers. According to European regulations (e.g. ATV A118, PN-EN 752),
designers should check on the model a behavior of the system in a case of its
overloading in order to evaluate consequences of potential overflows.
An influence of third considered characteristic- time to peak outflow- can be
important in case of well-developed network, when flows from individual
conduits can overlap in main sewer. Similar to mentioned above situation, flows
overlapping can result in main sewer overflow.
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Abstract
Understanding the interactions of ecological condition in water reservoir system
and how they vary over time and space is necessary for evaluation, modeling and
predicting various types of productivity for a given water body. Therefore repetitive
surveying of inland water areas has become more essential to evaluate reservoir
sedimentation, river degradation, water flow or water quality monitoring.
Traditional techniques of observation are generally expensive and non effective.
They also do not offer a comprehensive coverage, especially nowadays, when the
requirements for environmental field studies become more and more demanding.
AUVs represent the newest trend in hydrographic survey which makes the research
of water environment more accessible to scientific study. This contribution present
first results of using an AUV, in Central Europe, to collect high-resolution spatial
data and water quality parameters which have been obtained in 2014 at location
Water Dam Veľké Kozmálovce.
Keywords
AUV, EcoMapper, bathymetry, water quality, water reservoir

1.

INTRODUCTION

Erosion, transport and deposition of bottom sediments in water bodies
represent a significant impact on river system and its environment. As a result of
erosion, within the terms of the Slovak Republic, is every year created nearly 40
million cubic meters of sediments. This causes a gradually clogging of water dams
and the related reduction of surface and groundwater quality. Between the most
intensive erosion-sedimentation processes affected water dams (WD) in Slovakia
belongs WD Veľké Kozmálovce. Since the start of operations in 1990, enormous
sedimentation of bottom sediments is monitored in WD Veľké Kozmálovce. The
result is relatively fast and permanent loss of the disposal volume of the reservoir
(Sočuvka & Velísková, 2014). The reservoir sedimentation has a significant
negative impact on water quality and hydraulic continuity between surface and
underground water. On this basis, the site has been identified as potentially
suitable for monitoring spatial and qualitative changes in the short as well as in the
long term. Recent developments in research and development of AUVs equipment
allows us to obtain detailed data information on the state of the water
environment. AUVs now represent one of the most modern and complex ways of
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hydrographic survey. The aim of this paper is to provide introductory information
on AUVs, describe their basic functions, create overview of their applications and
the creation of bathymetric model of the bottom of the reservoir in the area WD
Veľké Kozmálovce.

2.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF AUV VEHICLE

AUVs represent devices which are currently used in a wide range of
hydrographic research, marine geoscience, military, commercial, and policy
sectors. In general, they have shape of a torpedo and originally they were
developed for military purposes. The first AUV was developed at the Applied
Physics Laboratory at the University of Washington as early as 1957 by Stan
Murphy and Bob Francois. Vehicle was used to study diffusion, acoustic
transmission, and submarine wakes (Vijay, 2011). During the eighties of last
century AUVs have been applied also for the water exploration and hydrographic
survey. As one of the most significant instrument is considered IFREMER
L'Epaulard, which has been built by ECA in association with the French
oceanology research institute in the eighties of last century. IFREMER L'Epaulard
was used for oceanographic survey with a depth range up to 6000 m. In the
following years research and development of new AUV devices allows their use in
inland conditions and also increases the area of the measurement about biological
and geochemical parameters. Currently there are about 10 companies which
develop and sell AUVs on the international market, including company like
Kongsberg Maritime, Yellow Spring Instrument, Bluefin Robotics, International
Submarine Engineering or Hafmynd.

3.

YSI ECOMAPPER

Ecomapper represents a device, which is capable to move on the surface and
subsurface water level independently and perform data logging. This device is
ideal for coastal and shallow water applications such as hydrographic surveys and
spatial environmental monitoring. Survey mission can be performed in water with
depth more than one meter and EcoMapper is fully capable of subsurface
operations down to 100 m. EcoMapper has been development by YSI Company
(USA) and it’s designed for a quick and easy collection of bathymetry, sonar and
water quality data.

Fig.1. YSI EcoMapper side view (YSI, 2009)
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EcoMapper device consists of a hardware part (Fig.1) and software program
Vector Maps, which is designed for mission planning and for partial analysis of
measured data (Fig.2). Physically, the vehicle can be divided in 3 distinct parts.
The bow section contains water quality sensors that interact with the aquatic
environment and Dopler Velocity Log (DVL) for navigation under water. The
middle section includes on-board computer, the electronic components, batteries
and weights for balance of vehicle. The tail section contains a propulsion system
and GPS antennas for navigation on water surface. The physical design allows an
easy deployment from shore by one person. All external components on the
vehicle can be easily replaced. The external replaceable components include the
water quality sensor, handle and balance assembly, vehicle antennae, control
planes, propeller and cowling (YSI, 2009).
Tab.1. System Technical Specifications of AUV EcoMapper (YSI, 2012)
Dimensions

Diameter: 14.73cm, Length: 160.8cm

Weight (air)
Depth
Endurance
Speed Range
Communication

Weight: 20.41kg
1 - 100 meters
8 hours at speeds of 4.5 km/h;
2 – 6 km/h
Data: wireless 802.11g Ethernet
2.4 GHz radio link when on the surface
Surface: GPS
Subsurface: Bottom tracking or DVL
Intel ATOM processor with Windows XP;
80 GB drive for data collection
VectorMap: Mission planning
Sonar Mosaic: Processing of sonar records
UVC: Underwater Vehicle Control,
500kHz SBES within 5°, accuracy 0.003m

Navigation
Onboard
Electronics
Software

Depth Sonar
Doppler
Velocity Log
Water Quality
Sensors

10-beam DVL for navigation, bathymetry
and current profiling
Conductivity, Temperature, Dissolved
Oxygen, Turbidity, pH/ORP, Chlorophyll,
Blue-green Algae, Rhodamine Dye, Salinity

During the measurement (mission) Ecomapper collects every second
predetermined parameters, which are automatically associated with Geographic
Coordinates (latitude, longitude). Water quality measurements include
information’s such as water temperature, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, pH,
chlorophyll, salinity, etc. Measuring of the depth of the bottom (bathymetry) is
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carried out by integrated single beam echo-sounder. Device uses a frequency of
500 kHz, a range of measurement from 1 to 100 m depth, and measurement
accuracy ± 0.003 m.

3.1

Mission planning

The EcoMapper follows a predefined mission plan created by the user. This
mission plan is created in the graphical user environment of Vector Map Software.
Mission planning starts by downloading available geo-referenced charts, maps or
satellite images into the Vector Maps planning software and then clicking position
of way points for vehicle navigation (Fig.2.). Mission planning includes set points
for each leg to a way point, speed, depth or undulate for data collection.
Additionally, operators can click and drag any way points to edit a mission. This
simple but powerful tool lets you program the vehicle and sensor parameters for
each leg or for a complete survey.

Fig.2. Mission planning in software program VectorMap
The programme output is an ASCII mission file that is uploaded to the
EcoMapper via a wireless interface prior to mission start. Once the vehicle has
started its mission, it operates independently and uses GPS waypoints and DVL
navigation to complete its programmed course. Throughout the course, the vehicle
constantly steers toward the line drawn in the mission planning software
(VectorMap), essentially following a more accurate course of coordinates instead
of transversing waypoint-to-waypoint. Upon completing its mission, the vehicle
uses Windows® Remote Desktop to relay the collected data via WiFi connection,
facilitated by the Communications Box, to the user’s computer (YSI, 2012).

4.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY AREA

Water Dam Veľké Kozmálovce is located in the Hron River basin, which is
characteristic by 284 km river system with mainly short tributaries. The
catchment of the area has an elongated shape due to the narrow valleys with high
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mountains on both sides of the river. The mean slope of the river varies from
about 7.6 ‰ in the upper part to 0.9 ‰ in the lowlands. The Hron River drains
11.2% of Slovakia. From the geological point of view the catchment area of the
river Hron is formed by rocks of the Neogene - Quaternary pools, NeogeneQuaternary volcanics, Mesozoic and Crystalline. Geographically, the selected area
is the north-eastern part of the Danube Lowland, which is bordered from the north
by Štiavnicke Vrchy Mountains. The location of the river within the territory of
Slovakia is shown in Figure 3.

Fig.3 Locations of the Water Dam Veľké Kozmálovce
The climatic conditions of the Hron River basin correspond to the Europeancontinental climatic region of the mild zone, with oceanic air masses transforming
into continental ones. The selected location is geomorphologically part of Hron
basin, which represent comparatively monotonous flat land splitted by locally
deeper erosion furrows and distributary channels of Hron river. Groundwater
around the selected area is formed by quaternary alluvial deposits of floodplain
river, which are characteristic by a high degree of saturation. Quaternary
sediments mainly consist of sandy gravel, which are covered by a layer of flood
clay loam. Surface water regime is influenced by rivers flowing through the
territory and is in hydraulic continuity with ground water. Ground water level is
free, respectively very slightly tense with a depth of 2 - 4 meters below the
ground. The average ground water level on the basis of engineering-geological
survey is on the elevation of 171.8 m asl. WD Veľké Kozmálovce is designed for
short term balance of the flow on Hron River and for irrigation withdrawals to
channel Perec. However the main purpose of WD is to provide cooling water for
nuclear power plant in Mochovce, which has a strategic importance in the energy
field.

5.

DATA COLLECTION AND DATA PROCESSING

Hydrographic survey of the WD Veľké Kozmálovce took place in October,
2014. The aim of the survey was create, respectively update 2D topography of the
reservoir. For data collection has been utilized previously described AUV
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EcoMapper, which gather data about depth and water quality in one second
intervals.

Fig. 4 Bathymetry of WD Veľké Kozmálovce and curve of the bottom in
selected profiles
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Fig. 5 Comparison of colmatage of WD Veľké Kozmálovce between years
1990 - 2014
Simultaneously, these data were automatically supplemented to geo-referenced
data, which combine qualitative parameters and depth to the exact position in the
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coordinate system of the World Geodetic System 1984. The total number of
collected data is 14499 for each measured parameter. As the previous
measurements and the results of measurements on VD Veľké Kozmálovce were
presented in a coordinate system S-JTSK, the first step in the processing of
measured data was the conversion of measured data. To the data conversion
program was used Univcol 3.6 (Universal Column Calculator), which is oriented
to work with geo data, which have specified coordinates. In addition to
mathematical operations with columns, allows sorting data shows basic statistics
for the columns, calculates the coordinate systems, filters data, calculates the
correlation between the columns and formats output (Marušiak, 2014).
Simultaneously to the coordinate system conversion, the depth data conversion
was performed. The depth figure was subtracted from the actual water level H
level, which had value of 174.9 m during the measurement. Followed by
importing and processing measured points in the software Surfer 9 (Golden
Software), where were generated with cell dimensions of 2 x 2 meter (Fig.4). To
display the relief of the bottom was also used software ArcMap 10.1.

6.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on the current status of the bottom bathymetry the current status of
clogging the reservoir was evaluated. Subsequently, comparison of reservoir
clogging over the years was created, respectively updated. Figure 5 shows one
profile on the 73.68 river kilometer and comparison of clogging between years
1990-2014. According to project documentation of WD, storage capacity has been
considered before starting acceptance run in 1990 on 3 230 155 m3. Based on
operating instructions of WD Veľké Kozmálovce and newest bathymetry storage
capacity is only 1 989 450 m3. It entails a reduction of reservoir storage about
38,41 %. It therefore follows that role of bathymetry and recent sedimentation in
water reservoir management is very important. Innovation and development of
new hydrographic equipments increased the range of their potential applications
and effectiveness of their use. Their application allows us to obtain these
informations more efficiently, faster and with relatively high precision.
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Abstract
Onsite wastewater systems (OWTS) are practically not used at all in Croatia. All old
sewerage systems, new ones and planned ones are classical. The fact is that some countries
use OWTS very intensively, improve them in terms of safety and technical efficiency and
prove their advantages in use in many situations. The question is why such systems do not
pass in Croatia although 40% of Croatian population lives in villages and settlements up to
2,000 inhabitants.
When treated wastewater is discharged underground, limitations in use of OWTS are
primarily related to soils permeability, groundwater table and terrain slope. Likewise
family home lots are often too small for the implementation of some basic OWTS
technologies. On the other hand the utility companies in Croatia are not organizationally
and technically competent to manage such systems, and resist implementation. Among
citizens and some professional circles OWTS are inferior in every way and cannot meet
sanitary and environmental standards.
The national agency for water management has not made the necessary steps in the
professional and legal regulations, so the basic requirements for the wider application are
not satisfied.
The paper studies the objective and subjective reasons why OWTS systems are not used. It
analyzes briefly the situation in the world and then in Croatia. The reasons for lack of
OWTS implementation are searched at local and national level through traditional and new
urban solutions, soil type and hydro-geological realities, the attitude of the profession and
policy, traditional heritage, cultural habits. The paper also draws attention to the fact that
uncontrolled implementation of OWTS by the enthusiastic citizens can result in dangerous
sanitary and environmental impacts.

Keywords
onsite wastewater treatment systems, implementation, Croatia

1.

INTRODUCTION

What are Onsite Wastewater Treatment systems (OWTS)? There are several
definitions, out of which three are mentioned herein. The first one is:
Onsite/decentralized wastewater treatment systems, commonly called septic
systems, treat sewage from homes and businesses that are not connected to a
centralized wastewater treatment plant (EPA, 2000); the second (Boulder County,
Colorado, 2014): “Onsite wastewater treatment system,” or "OWTS," and, where
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the context so indicates, the term "system" means an absorption system of any size
or flow or a system or facility for treating, neutralizing, stabilizing, or dispersing
sewage generated in the vicinity, which system is not a part of or connected to a
sewage treatment work, and third (Boulder County, Colorado, 2014): Onsite
wastewater treatment system (OWTS) is a broad term referring to any system for
collection, storage, treatment, neutralization, or stabilization of sewage that occurs
on the property.
The most important starting points in the definition is that these are systems
not connected to a centralized wastewater treatment plant (WWTP), located at or
close to the source of wastewater, most frequently on private property, consisting
of the septic tank and the absorption unit, and treating sewage from households
and business premises (not from industry).
In developed countries the largest number of OWTS, or decentralized systems
was built in USA. Onsite wastewater treatment systems collect, treat, and release
about 15.14 million cubic meters of treated effluent per day from an estimated 26
million homes, businesses, and recreational facilities nationwide (U.S. Census
Bureau, 1999). These systems, that serve fewer than 20 people, include treatment
units for both individual buildings and small clusters of buildings connected to a
common treatment system (EPA, 2000).
By 2001, it was estimated that more than 1 million OWTS were installed in
Australia, with the greatest distribution in New South Wales (300,000), followed
by Victoria (250,000) and Queensland (250,000) (Gunday, et.al. 2015).
In Europe, OWTS are not used in such great numbers, but are realized through
sewerage plans for all settlements under 2,000 PE that have not been included in
priority construction programs in EU member countries.
In Germany, 1.8 million plants (up to 50 PE) are installed, despite the fact that
96% of households are connected to public sewer systems and slightly less than
4% of the population treat their wastewater in small scale sewage facilities (Baltic
Sea Region Programme, 2011).
The basic unit of OWTS is one household. Around the house there is enough
space to accommodate OWTS consisting of a treatment unit and the absorption
unit. Treated wastewater is often used within the household as well as sludge from
the treatment process.
Connecting of several households, larger residential buildings and minor
settlements unavoidably imposes the need of construction of sewerage network
with specific plants, and the sewerage systems begin to look like conventional
public sewerage systems; however, these systems show their decentralized nature,
first of all due to their size and maintaining of other properties of OWTS, such as
reuse of treated wastewater and nutrients from sludge. Final capacities of
OWTS/decentralized systems are not strictly defined. Sometimes they are divided
into larger and smaller, individual and cluster or joint ones. In EU there are
guidelines for systems up to 50 PE (EN 12566-3, 2006) and in USA OWTS
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include systems with inflow less than 2000 gallons per day (7600 l/day) (EPA,
2000).
According to the IWA Specialist Group for Small Water and Wastewater
Systems the limit for small systems was arbitrarily set to less than 100,000 L/day.
Depending on per capita water use within the house this is equivalent to
wastewater produced by about 500-1000 persons. A decentralized system can of
course consist of many individual onsite systems or a series of larger clusters or
one decentralized system. The most important thing is not how large the system is,
but whether it meets the prerequisite of the fundamental definition, i.e. that it is
not connected to a centralized sewerage system, and even more important that
treated wastewater and nutrients from sludge are used at their source.
Decentralized sewerage systems often use unconventional systems for transport of
wastewater (vacuum and pressure sewerage, small profile gravity sewerage),
treatment of wastewater and discharging of treated wastewater. Likewise, readymade package WWTPs are often used as well. Where OWTS are used in the
framework of strategic approach, and not only as one of technical solutions of
sewerage, usually other operations are carried out as well, as drainage of rain
water and separation of gray and black wastewater, or even separation of urine
from feces.

2.

CENTRALIZED VS DECENTRALIZED SYSTEMS

There is a long tradition of dispute which system is cheaper, centralized or
decentralized? If we believe the authors (ORTH, 2007; HO, 2004) the costs of
construction, operation and maintenance are approximately the same, provided
that centralized systems do not involve a lot of re-pumping and deep excavation.
A certain approach or strategy of using of decentralized systems may be conceived
on their other advantages such as higher ecological sustainability due to recycling
of water and nutrients, and higher level of social sensitivity. This means that
decentralized systems are not only a supplement to centralized systems in the
areas where their use would be economically unfeasible, but that it is a matter of
approach which takes into account a larger number of relevant standpoints.
Table 1 gives the comparison of environmental impacts of centralized and
OWTS, demonstrating that OWTS show better properties due to the use of treated
wastewater and nutrients which are returned into soil. Controlling the use of toxic
agents allows obtaining of sludge and treated wastewater free of toxic substances,
while in centralized systems avoiding of toxic substances from industry is hardly
possible. It should be kept in mind that many centralized systems suffer from
considerable infiltration of ground water and rainfall which cause adverse
influence on operation of WWTP and costs of pumping. Higher sustainability of
decentralized sewage systems is supported by the fact that such solutions are
frequently connected with more efficient drainage of rain water and use of gray
waters from households.
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Table 1 Comparison between environmental impacts of centralized and
onsite systems (HO, 2004)
Centralized systems
Safe disposal of treated wastewater is
primary objective. Removal of nutrients
and other pollutants have been increasingly
required, to prevent eutrophication of
receiving water bodies. Reuse of treated
wastewater will require an additional
piping and pumping system.
Wastewater may be contaminated with
industrial wastewater discharged to sewerrage system.
Ingress of stormwater into sewerage
system is common, resulting in combined
sewerage overflow.

Onsite systems
Onsite reuse of treated wastewater is
usually an objective of onsite systems.
Nutrients are recycled back onto land.

Contamination with toxic substances can
be minimized by householder. Treated
wastewater and sludge can be applied
onto land onsite.
Stormwater can be permeated to groundwater.

Likewise, social aspects should not be omitted from the analysis for selecting
of the system of public sewerage. Table 2 shows the comparison of social aspects
for centralized and decentralized systems which is valid in Australia and other
countries having similar legal solutions and sources of financing regarding
sewerage. The need is stressed for central management of decentralized systems,
as otherwise the desired effects might be lost, with adverse impact on ground
water and health risks.
The project of the sustainable city strives towards the optimum organization of
space and functions in traffic, management of air pollution, energy for heating and
cooling, forming of structures and properties, and social aspects of personal
security and general welfare of the community. The idea is that towns should
consist of more densely populated urban villages separated by free open space,
interconnected by quick public transport (Newman et al., 1999). In the urban
village all places are accessible by maximum 15 minute walk. This limits the size
of the settlement to 5,000-10,000 inhabitants. Such settlement is serviced by
OWTS at lower population density either with one decentralized system, or more
decentralized systems at greater population density. Treated wastewater is used
within the settlement and on areas between urban villages, as well as the nutrients
from sludge, all in dependence on population density. Water supply and rainwater
drainage are based on local sources (use of rainwater), avoiding of channeling and
recharging of the aquifer.
In this concept of the sustainable city decentralized sewage reaches its full
sense, showing that it is not only the matter of which solution is less expensive
regarding construction, operation and maintenance.
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Table 2 Comparison of social aspects of centralized and onsite systems
(HO, 2004)
Centralized system
Taken for granted as the standard of
wastewater management. Well established
government policy, regulatory framework,
government agencies or corporation
responsible for its management.

Considerable investment by governments,
and requirement to connect to recoup
investment costs.
Community expectation for water reuse in
arid regions may force governments to
consider decentralized systems.

3.

Decentralized system
Fragmented management of septic tanks.
Local government responsible for
approval of installation.
Householders are responsible for
management with poor environmental
outcome.
Rapid development of onsite and
decentralized system technology meeting
same standard of performance as
centralized system, but still with unsatisfactory management.
Centralized management is essential.
Investment by householder, and
expectation to forego investment when
sewerage reaches property.
Environmental sustainability features of
onsite and decentralized systems may
make communities consider installing
them.

SITUATION IN REPUBLIC OF CROATIA

In Croatia there is a number of installed smaller package WWTPs operating on
the principle of activated sludge, SBR process or rotating biological contactors.
Most of them are related to service facilities in remote locations out of towns
(hotels, gas stations, tourist camps, small industrial plants), and only a negligible
number serve households. The OWTS concept has not been incorporated in any of
the sewerage projects for a settlement as a whole.
In the Republic of Croatia about 40% of population live in settlements smaller
than 2000 inhabitants. There are about 2500 settlements of up to 100 inhabitants
and about 1800 settlements with 100 to 500 inhabitants (Croatian Bureau of
Statistics, 2011). One could conclude on the basis of the above data that Croatia is
an ideal country for application of OWTS and decentralized sewerage systems in
general.
It must be mentioned that houses in small rural settlements are situated on the
average on small individual plots and properties, condensed in historic centers and
dispersed in the periphery, which often renders full application of OWTS
impossible. A large part of the country is the karst area, and there are areas with
frequently high ground water tables, where aquifer pollution is highly probable if
conventional methods of subsurface infiltration are applied.
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Table 3 Number of settlements according to size from 1-2000 (Croatian
Bureau of Statistics, 2011)
Number of
inhabitants
Total in CRO
up to 100
101-200
201-500
501-1,000
1,001-1500
1501-2,000
Total

Settlements

Population

6,759
2,489
1,337
1,561
719
218
113

4,437,460
108,186
194,230
496,824
505,860
253,192
194,253
1,752,545

Share (%)
Settlements
Population
100.0
100.0
36.82
2.44
19.78
4.38
23.10
11.20
10.64
11.40
3.08
5.71
1.67
4.38
95.09
39.51

The social and economic picture of the Croatian village is considerably poorer
than the EU average, and the average age of the population is high, with constant
depopulation. In such social environments, which frequently do not have the
solution of wastewater management in a sanitarily acceptable way, it is hard to
introduce technologies that require more intensive participation of the population
and a high level of ecological consciousness, Some households still use old
solutions of joint collecting of wastewater from domestic animals and the people,
a great number use so-called “black pits” which are in fact primitive septic tanks
without bottoms, and some of them which are closer to urban centers are
connected to centralized sewage systems.
On the other hand, through realization of the Implementation Plan for Water
Utility Directives (Gov. R.C., 2010) as the commitments taken over from preaccession negotiations with EU, projects are in progress in which a large number
of small settlements is connected to agglomerations with centralized sewerage
systems. This is the choice of the national agency for water protection, with strong
pressure of local communities to be included in agglomerations larger than 10,000
PE in the first wave of priority investments. Huge sewerage systems were
constructed, with a large number of re-pumping stations, long pressure pipelines
and unreasonably high unit costs of construction for small rural settlements.
According to everything that has been done so far, in Croatia the question is
not centralized or decentralized public sewerage systems but is there any room left
for decentralized systems? What could look like a decentralized system are the
subsystems of centralized systems. Analyzing of alternative solutions of public
sewerage, only economic criteria are evaluated, related to the scope of
agglomeration, where often the data are produced that speak in favor of a
centralized sewerage system.
As regards the criteria of reuse of treated wastewater, nothing has been done so
far, but there are possibilities to do this on centralized systems with MBR
technology which still remain to be constructed in Istria (2 WWTP with total
120.000 PE). Even for these plants there is only a declaration of intention to use
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treated water in agriculture, although nothing has been done regarding technical
prerequisites and contracts with possibly interested users.

3.1

Science-profession

In Croatia, science is trying to follow developments in the world of OWTS,
and the students of hydro-engineering in civil engineering colleges are taught
about the subject. Scientific papers are published, courses and workshops are
organized. The Faculty of civil engineering, University of Zagreb, has developed a
program package primarily meant for finding of optimum solution of public
sewerage for one or more minor settlements (Vouk, 2009). On the basis of the data
on the number and type of users, topographic, hydrogeological and other data the
program will, through a sequence of simulations, determine the optimum
configuration of the public sewerage system for a number of technical and
technological solutions of collecting, transport, treatment and releasing of
wastewater, through multicriteria analysis procedures.
The professional community, in its major part, does not possess adequate
knowledge in this sector, and generally takes a negative attitude towards such
solutions. The reason may be that such solutions are simple and based most
frequently on onsite preparatory works for installation of ready-made equipment,
and such projects are not so lucrative as those for centralized systems. It is
interesting that multicriteria analysis is often misused in selecting of optimum
sewerage systems to prove that centralized systems are a better choice that the
decentralized ones.

3.2

Legislation and government administration

The European Council Directive 91/271/EEC concerning urban wastewater
treatment states that “Treated wastewater shall be reused whenever appropriate”.
The problem is that the term ‘appropriateness’ remains legally undefined and left
to each country to define it independently.
In application of decentralized sewerage and OWTS, very often the classic
recipient of treated wastewater is not close at hand, and treated water is released
into the ground by means of various infiltration units. Releasing into soil, and
further into ground water is restricted in legislation. The Regulations on Limit
Values of Wastewater Emissions (Croatian Legislative, 2015) in the first article
state that the Regulations “prescribe the limit values of emissions in wastewater
prior to release into sewerage facilities or recipients, and exceptionally permitted
release into ground water”. The last amendment to the same Regulation of 2015
announces passing of the following documents within one year:
criteria for elaboration of analyses of impact on the status of water related
to exceptional indirect release of wastewater into ground water, and
criteria for indirect release into ground water (limit values of emissions,
degree of treatment, etc.).
So far it is not known whether these criteria are going to be on the existing
restrictive line, or will be adjusted to the practice of the countries that exercise
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releasing of treated wastewater into the soil. This of course does not mean that any
release should be permitted without limitations.
There are no documents on the national and local level that would regulate
OWTS from the legal and technical standpoint. Also, there is no extension service
to help the users by qualified advice, nor registered contractors capable of
constructing OWTS in accordance with the rules of profession.

3.3

Users

The authors believe that final users feel uneasy and reject decentralized
systems for various reasons:
• they are not educated enough to know what it is all about,
• they are familiar with the conventional centralized system which does not
require almost any personal engagement in use.
• some of them are secretly afraid of potential health problems,
• general climate in the society from political and professional standpoints
is not ready for alternative solutions.
In the present trend of rapid growth of coverage by public sewerage systems,
authorities in local communities do not want, for instance, a constructed wetland
in their settlement, because they believe, due to its simplicity, that it cannot
compete with activated sludge process requiring a large number of concrete tanks
and a lot of various electromechanical equipment.
According to various sources, some house owners (mostly owners of weekend
cottages) build their own OWTS. Although these are mainly educated people, they
often, due to the lack of professional assistance, threaten their own health, and also
the environment, in particular ground water.

4.

CONCLUSION

Sustainability of decentralized systems should be considered in the context of
sustainable management of urban water supply, wastewater treatment, solving of
rainwater drainage, and planning of settlements, making the cities more
sustainable in other sectors as well (power, transport, food, construction,
biodiversity).
Environmental considerations indicate that small (onsite and decentralized)
systems are more conducive to achieving environmental sustainability. These
include water reuse, recycling of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) contained in
the wastewater, separating domestic wastewater from stormwater runoff, and
excluding industrial wastewater thus preventing contamination of domestic
wastewater (and the sludge) designed for reuse.
There is economy of scale to be realized with centralized systems. This is
particularly true with the cost of treatment. The investment, operation and
maintenance costs of centralized systems are, however, largely tied to the
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sewerage system. There can therefore be diseconomy of scale if pumping is
required to move wastewater through the sewerage system, and if ingress of
stormwater or ground water is excessive when we try to collect and transport
wastewater from a large urban area (hence long distances).
The Republic of Croatia, due to a large number of small rural settlements, is
suitable for application of OWTS. Unfortunately, for several reasons they are not
applied, while at the same time huge central systems are built, with many
connected small settlements through a large number of repumping stations and
long pressure pipelines.
OWTS certainly bring some risks if used without predetermined criteria.
Drawbacks and risks are elaborated in the experience of the countries that use
them and that have undertaken all necessary legal and technical measures in the
field of planning, construction, operation and maintenance of the systems in order
to make them environmentally effective and safe from the sanitary point of view.
In this respect, the Republic of Croatia is lagging in all relevant fields. There is no
political will, existing legislative solutions are very restrictive regarding releasing
of treated water into the soil, reuse of treated wastewater and sludge generated in
the treatment process. The profession shows no affinity to OWTS, municipal
utilities are not ready from the staff, technical and organizational point of view,
and the local population and administration is skeptical and uneducated.
With all pros and cons regarding the use of OWTS in Croatia, the fact remains
that there is a large number of cases where they may be utilized, especially if
modern solutions are applied that guarantee high efficient treatment (at tertiary
level) and high sanitary safety.
It may be expected that in future the use of OWTS will become more
intensive, mainly at the level of conscious individuals and local communities, but
some decisive steps have already been taken which will never give OWTS the
chance they deserve.
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Abstract
At this article are presented membrane separate processes – microfiltration,
ultrafiltration, nanofiltration in water treatment and materials and modules used in
application of various membrane technologies. Theoretical part is completed with
results from pilot plant experiments realised in water treatment plant Klenovec,
where was compared present technology of water treatment and microfiltration
with ceramic membranes. Over the last years water quality has deteriorated in
water-supply reservoir Klenovec and this technology was tested for the purposes of
modernization of the inefficient technology in water treatment plant. The results
obtained from pilot plant experiments in WTP Klenovec supported theory, that this
process with high efficiency of treatment surface water is suitable for this kind
quality of water to obtain water for drinking purposes.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Membrane separation processes are increasingly being used not only for water
treatment of sea water during last years, but in the treatment of underground,
surface and waste water as well. In consideration with a classic treatment (such as
coagulation and classic filtration) the reason of increasing popularity of use of
membrane processes in a treatment of drinking water is mainly in a perfect water
quality of a treated water that is being achieved by using membrane technologies.
Alike achieving a good water quality the other aspects of using membrane
processes are beneficial such as decreasing the sludge production, reduction in
energy consumption, making possible the easy expansibility by modular system.
Moreover, for being realised these processes do not demand a large built up area.
Membrane processes solve a lot of requirements connected to tighter
specifications for a various ineligible substances. These substances are presented
in water which makes them a reasonable issue in obtaining a quality drinking
water. The biggest advantage of these processes represents their ability to remove
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completely the pathogenic organisms resistible to the disinfection based on using
chlorine. Membrane technologies are very efficient also in combination with
a proper pre-treatment of water in removal of presented natural organic matter
(NOM) whose presence is responsible for an ineligible colouring of the water, the
stink and taste of the water. These substances mainly act as the pre-cursors for
formation of the disinfection by-products.

1.1

Membrane processes

A thin, semipermeable membranes in water separation into two separate flows
caused by the action of pressure are used in membrane processes.
Microfiltration (MF), Ultrafiltration (UF), Nanofiltration (NF) and Reverse
Osmosis (RO) are among the membrane processes based on separation of particles
of a certain size from water by using the impact of pressure difference. A typical
feature common for all these methods is a semipermeable membrane (0.05 – 2.0
mm), which catches/holds or passes required components. Towards the classic
mechanical filtration, these processes are able to separate the particles of the size
of micrones above all. The macromolecules and particles up to the size of the ions
may be separated eventually by these processes.

1.2

Membranes

Membrane has to be as so much thin as possible, because of its resistance to
pass-by of the components would be as low as possible. The membrane has to
resist the effect of big pressure differences. Therefore it is being usually
manufactured as a thin layer on a porous solid base making a low resistance
against the passing-by component – so called asymmetry membrane or the
membrane may consist of more than a one layer – a composite membrane formed
by a combination of several inorganic and organic layers in order to improve its
mechanic attributes.
The requirements given to a membrane are these:
1. high selectivity,
2. high permeability,
3. long lifetime.
Selectivity influences the separation efficiency, the regeneration of membrane
and purity of the product. The selectivity is inversely proportional to the
dimension of membrane area. It is the most important factor in assessment of
membrane quality, since an insufficient selectivity requires a multistage
equipment which is usually less economically profitable than a conventional
separation processes.
Permeability has an impact on the velocity of filtration process and also it
affects the dimension of membrane area necessary for a proper separation and
therefore it increases the capital costs to the process.
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Lifetime of the membrane depends on its stability to the mechanical, thermal
and chemical impacts and has an impact on maintainance costs or on eventual
membrane exchange.
Membranes are being manufactured from a modified natural polymers
(acetate, acetylbutyrate and a nitrate of cellulose), from synthetic polymers
(polyamides, polyethylene, polypropylene) and from other various materials
(ceramic, metal membranes).
There is a disadvantage in using these materials:
- a natural affinity to the organic substances,
- sensibility towards the strong oxidizers,
- sensibility towards the formation of microbial biofilms.
These factors are decreasing the lifetime of polymeric membranes and it is
necessary to perform the membrane exchange after some time.
The ceramic membranes whose pores are regular (equidistant), with a good
thermal and mechanical properties are perspective. These membranes are
manufactured by laying a ceramic layer containing pores of a diameter of 0.05 μm
on the bearing stratum consisting of SiC or Al2O3 with pores of a diameter of 8-10
μm.
In consideration to polymeric membranes, the advantage in using the ceramic
membranes rests in:
- almost no (or minimal at least) affinity towards the organic substances
- the endurance towards the aggressive chemical substances (strong
oxidizers, strong acid solutions)
- a short time of washing (by compressed air or power water)
Based on the factors that are mentioned above, the opinion on the lifetime of
ceramic membranes is much longer than it is in case of polymeric. Therefore the
operation costs are decreasing in the process of water treatment.

1.3

Membrane modules

In a membrane technology, the membranes are used in a form of membrane
modules, so called structural elements containing a proper arrangement of the
membranes for a certain process. The requirements on the module are: a large
surface of the membrane on the unit volume of the module, a cheap production, an
easy access during the treatment and an easy exchange of the membrane.
In terms of shape and arrangement the modules are:
a) tubular
d) plate-and-frame
b) capillary
e) spiral wound
c) with a hollow fibres
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1.4

Comparison of the membrane processes

Microfiltration
In contrary to the classic filtration, when the smaller particles that are being
removed from water are about the dimension of micrometres, the particles of the
size of 104 to 102 nm of an order are being retained when using the microfiltration.
The pressure requirement on microfiltration is up to 2 bars. This process is being
used in removal of particularly suspended substances, bacteria, algae and protosoa
such as Gardia and Cryptosporidium from the water. Most frequent is the
application of microfiltration in a treatment of drinking water. Microfiltration
membrane modules are usually plate-and-frame or with a hollow fibres made from
polymers and tubular or capillary, unless the material which are they made from is
ceramic. Microfiltration can be carried out in two ways, the dead-end-filtration
(DEF) and cross-flow-filtration (CFF). The DEF method represents a parallel to
the classic filtration while the filtration mixture is flowing upright towards the
membrane and the filtrate is passing through the membrane. But other much more
method of filtration is getting more popular currently – the much more effective
method of filtration with a cross-arrangement of the permeate and retentate flow
(cross flow filtration) Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Mode of flow onto the membrane

Ultrafiltration
Macromolecules may be separated by using the Ultrafiltration (molecular
weight range 2-200 kDa). So as the particles of 0.002 μm diameter about and
bigger particles of a diameter about 102 up to 100 nm, such are viruses, proteins,
polysaccharides or colloid particles may be separated. A required difference in
pressure in front of the membrane and behind the membrane is just a bit higher
than the difference at MF. But still we deal with the units of several bars.
Ultrafiltration modules are similar to the microfiltration, mostly used are the
spiral-wound membrane modules.
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Nanofiltration
Organic substances of low molecular weight are separated by this type of
membrane process. The size of separated substances is rather being mentioned in
units of molecular weight than in size units. Nanofiltration is capable to separate
the substances up to 20 kDa approx., which corresponds to the molecules of
pesticides and herbicides. The pressures are higher than as it is for Ultrafiltration
and they ranged in a tenths of bars. Most frequent are the applications of water
softening and pesticides removing from the water. Only the spiral-wound modules
are used and the hollow fibres are rare. But the material they are made from is
always the same, the polymeric material.
Tab. 1 Comparison of membrane processes
pore size
applied pressure [bar]
membrane thickness
[µm]
Transmembrane
pressure [bar]
membrane material

2.

Microfiltration
0,1-10 µm
0,2-2
10-150
<4

Ultrafiltration
Nanofiltration
1-100 nm
< 2 nm
1-5
5 - 20
150
carrier layer about 150 µm,
active layer about 1 µm
1-10
10-25

polymer, ceramic polymer, ceramic

polyamide

MATERIAL AND METHODS

At the WTP Klenovec, the pilot-plant tests for membrane filtration
examination were carried out by using the microfiltration unit AMAYA 5 with
a performance of 5 m3/hod. Microfiltration unit consists of two main parts:
coagulation / flocculation part and membrane module with equipment for
backwash.
Coagulation and floculation run in two stages. At the first stage, the coagulant
is dosing into a static mixer, which led the mixture to the second stage from. The
second stage represents the tubular floculator. In the membrane module, there is
placed one ceramic element with a membrane surface of 25 m2, pores size of
0.1 µm, and consisting of 2000 tubules with a diameter of 2.5 mm.
At first, the reverse washing (physical washing) is carried out by filtered water
from the reverse washing reservoir at the pressure of 5 bars. Then the aeration
follows at the pressure of 2 bars. The time needed for a washing and aeration is
very short, just 20 seconds. Sludge is led into the reservoir of waste water. We
performed membrane washing each 2 hours in the beginning of the tests and each
4 hours later over the tests.
The equipment itself performs the chemical washing (CEB) automatically
within the above mentioned time intervals. The CEB can be oxidative or acidic.
Sulphur acid concentrate is used in ACID CEB which was performed once a day.
Sodium hypochlorite is used in OXID CEB, once a day in the beginning and 3
times a day in the later period of experiments. This interval we prolonged in order
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to avoid the increase in transmembrane pressure – TMP and therefore it would not
had been necessary to perform the oxidative washing so often.
Basic parameters of microfiltration during pilot plant experiments are
illustrated in Table 2.
Tab. 2 Basic parameters of microfiltration during pilot plant experiments
Source of water

surface water from water reservoir Klenovec

Flow

2,5; 3,6 and 4,0 m3/hod

Filtration cycle

2 hours and 4 hours

ACID CEB

once a day

OXID CEB

at the beginning once a day, later three times per
a week
PIX 113, PAX XL 19

Applied coagulant

3.

RESULTS AND DUSCUSSION

The aim of the performed tests was the evaluation of the possibility of using
the microfiltration technology on ceramic membranes with preliminary
coagulation in one-step water treatment process at the WTP Klenovec during the
seasons when the water is tolerably pure in terms of physical-chemical properties
of the water. But a relatively high activation (biological) is typical for the water
over that season as well. In Figure 2 is shown the progress of activation and
insoluble substances (expressed by a number of particles) in a raw after at the
influx to the WTP Klenovec during the whole testing period.

Fig. 2 Number of living organisms and insoluble substances particles in
a raw water at the influx to WTP Klenovec during a testing period.
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There was no activation, after using the microfiltration with a ferric sulphate
PIX113 as a coagulant or polyaluminium chloride PAX-XL19. This is illustrated
in Figure 3 regarding the different performances of the equipment.
The results of water after the treatment testing show that the water met the
criteria of Government Regulation no. 496/2010 Coll. of the Slovak Republic
(Figures 3, 4) whether that the coagulant (on the basis of iron or aluminium) was
used or not within the tests. In case we did not use the coagulant, plugging of the
pores was more quick and by that the transmembrane pressure was increasing –
TMP. Thereby the general consequence in a filtration process shortening and
therefore the need for more frequent membrane washing occured as well.
Applying this into the operation would mean a moderate increasing of the
operational costs.

Fig. 3 Number of living organisms before and after microfiltration with
preliminary coagulation

Fig. 4 Fe content (in the left) and Al content (in the right) in raw water
and water after microfiltration
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In Figure 4 there is shown the plot describing the coagulant Fe PIX 113 traces
which was dosing during the first four days and AL PAX-XL19 which was dosing
during the next 8 days. After dosing of coagulant Fe PIX the values for Fe ranged
between 0.47-1.59 mg/l, in case of coagulant Al PAL-XL19 the values of Al
ranged between 0.02-0.294 mg/l and were close to 0 after the filtration.
Figure 5 (left) shows the values of turbidity in raw water (ranged between
2.14-3.89 NTU) and values of turbidity after dosing of coagulant Fe PIX and after
microfiltration (ranged between 0.09-0.16 NTU). In case of second experiment
with coagulant Al PAL-XL19, the values of turbidity in raw water ranged between
2.36-5.16 NTU, after dosing of coagulant and after microfiltration values were
between 0.08-0.19 NTU (Figure 5 right).

Fig. 5 Turbidity progress in a raw water and in filtrate during the
microfiltration tests
Limit value for CODMn of a treated water originating from a surface reservoirs
is 3.0 mg/l at the outflow from the WTP. CODMn ranged between 2.3-3.6 mg/l
during the tests at the WTP Klenovec and was 1.5 mg/l after the treatment.

Fig. 6 CODMn progress in a raw water and in filtrate during the
microfiltration tests
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

All obtained results from pilot-plant tests at the WTP Klenovec confirm the
possibility of ceramic microfiltration membrane to treat surface water excellently
and to make it a drinking water. Several factors refer this technology is
a prospective treating technology and for obtaining a drinking water of high
quality. These processes are among the low-pressure membrane processes and are
highly chemically endurable. In every WTP using where these processes were
installed, the processes are designed of ceramic microfiltration elements. The
oldest WTP with microfiltration is in Kyoto and it comes from 1998.

5.
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Abstract
Each wastewater treatment plant (WWTP), whether it treats sanitary or
industrial wastewater, generates certain quantities of sewage sludge, primarily
through the settling process in primary and secondary sedimentation tanks.
Generated sludge needs to be adequately treated at WWTP and disposed of in the
environment in accordance with certain regulations and laws. In most EU
countries, the problem of adequate disposal of sewage sludge has not been solved,
nor is determined by the rules, instructions or guidelines. Due to the different
technological possibilities of wastewater and sludge treatment as well as sludge
disposal and possible negative social and environmental impacts, scientific and
professional community of each country should achieve a consensus at the national
level on which solutions are acceptable and at what level.
Among the solutions that seem reasonable recycling of sewage sludge and its byproducts reaches the top recommendation. Determining the optimum way of sludge
disposal is important not only in terms of meeting the regulations, but the aspect of
selecting optimal concept of wastewater treatment, including the selection of
optimum technology for sludge treatment. Within the framework of sustainable
development, recycling of sludge almost completely closes the cycle of wastewater
treatment in which only negligible amounts of waste products that need to be
disposed in the environment are generated. In most EU countries, significant
amounts of stabilized and dehydrated sludge are incinerated. Current proposal of
sewage sludge management strategy in Croatia is also oriented towards the
construction of four to five sludge incineration plants. In the process of sewage
sludge incineration special form of ash is generated – incinerated sewage sludge
ash (ISSA), which is three to five times less in volume compared to stabilized and
dehydrated sludge. ISSA also need to be disposed of in accordance with certain
legislation. In this paper special emphasis is given on the possibility of recycling
the ISSA in concrete industry. Up to date results on a worldwide basis will be
described in the paper.

Keywords
sludge, wastewater, treatment plant, sludge disposal, ISSA, concrete

1.

INTRODUCTION

Treatment of wastewater and management of byproducts generated in the
process is an important problem at the global level, in particular in the past 20-30
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years. The same problem is becoming increasingly important in Croatia as well,
with regard to the fact that the commitments towards EU have resulted in
intensive designing and construction of a great number of wastewater treatment
plants (WWTP) larger than 10,000 PE.
Construction of WWTP represents a favorable effect on the environment, but
simultaneously it causes new problems related to generating of considerable
quantities of sludge which must be adequately managed. In the wastewater
treatment procedure, certain quantities of sludge are generated as a byproduct of
any technology applied (mainly through separation of sludge from primary and
secondary sedimentation tanks). Generated primary and biological sludge must be
adequately processed within the plant perimeter and disposed into the environment
in accordance with legislation and regulations. In Croatia, sludge is still disposed
on landfills or in other inadequate or forbidden ways. For example, according to
available data from existing WWTP in Croatia unit production of sludge is about
50 to 55 g DM/PE·day.
The sludge is of complex texture, a mixture of organic and non-organic
substances dispersed in water and contains also pathogenic microorganisms,
parasites, viruses and numerous potentially hazardous elements and compounds
(heavy metals, etc.).
According to European guidelines for final disposal of sewage sludge,
conventional disposal of sludge on landfills is not permissible. Designs and
construction of WWTP without solved final sludge management cannot be
regarded complete. The price of water services related to wastewater treatment
should not be based only on costs arising within the WWTP perimeter, but should
include all costs, including sludge management. The costs of sludge processing
and management in most WWTP planned to be built in Croatia by 2018 will
amount to about 50% of total operating costs [Nowak et al., 2003], and in certain
conditions, with transport and disposal at larger distances they may be even
higher. Some study analyses indicate that at WWTP of larger capacities the sludge
incineration process might be the acceptable concept related to terminal sludge
management. Incineration of sludge generates ash, which has a considerably
smaller mass and volume in comparison with stabilized and dehydrated sludge.
However, if the sludge incineration concept is accepted, 4 or 5 regional
incinerators would generate considerable quantities of ash which has to be
disposed at the final stage. In accordance with principles of sustainable
development, at present there is a growing tendency of recycling of various
materials. In this context, the possibility is emphasized of reusing of ash, first of
all in construction industry, in particular in production of concrete and concrete
elements, production of bricks and for soil improvement [Al Sayed et al., 1995;
Anderson and Skerratt, 1999; Monzo et al., 2003; Weng et al., 2003; Cheeseman
and Virdi, 2005; Merino et al., 2005; Chiou et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2007; Dunster,
2007; Garces et al., 2008; Jamshidi et al., 2011; Kosior-Kazberuk, 2011; Yusuf et
al., 2012; Donatello and Cheeseman, 2013; Al-Sharif and Attom, 2013; Husillos
Rodriguez et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013; Agrawal et al., 2014; Baeza-Brotons et
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al., 2014]. In the framework of sustainable development, recycling of sludge
completes the wastewater treatment cycle, generating negligible quantities of
waste matter to be disposed into the environment.
The paper reviews various possibilities of reuse of ash resulting from
incineration of sewage sludge. Particular importance is attributed to the use of ash
in concrete industry. Some of the results of investigations at the global level are
given and compared with results obtained in Croatia.

2.

GENERATING OF SLUDGE AT WWTP

In the process of wastewater treatment at WWTP, waste substances are
removed from water, and treated water is released into the environment without
disturbing the natural balance in recipients (surface and ground water bodies). In
the treatment process, as a byproduct of any technology applied, certain quantities
of sludge are generated (mainly through sludge separation from primary and
secondary sedimentation tanks). Along with mechanical pretreatment (coarse and
fine grid, aerated sand-fat trap), three basic stages of treatment are applied:
•
I stage – sedimentation or micro-filtration, with removal of total
dispersed matter (min. 50%) and minor part of organic pollution (min. 20%)
•
II stage – biological treatment with removal of organic pollution
•
III stage – biological and chemical treatment with removal of N and P.

3.

SLUDGE TREATMENT AT WWTP

The method of sludge treatment should be determined in dependence of the
way of final sludge disposal. There is no universal method of terminal sludge
disposal, and in relation to relevant factors (properties of wastewater, treatment
stage and technology, properties and quantity of sludge, WWTP capacity, legal
requirements, local conditions, construction and maintenance costs, etc.) it is
necessary to determine for each plant the way how the sludge will be finally
disposed. The choice of the optimum technological solution of sludge treatment in
WWTP should be the result of detailed analysis of different solutions and their
multicriteria ranking, respecting the economic, technical-technological and social
criteria, as well as the sustainability criterion.
Sludge treatment at WWTP usually follows three basic phases: thickening,
stabilization and dewatering. If necessary, other phases may be applied:
homogenization, conditioning, drying, incineration, disinfection. In many
European countries considerable quantities of stabilized and dehydrated sludge are
incinerated. Sludge incineration generates ash whose volume is three to five times
smaller than fresh sludge, which is reflected in reduction of costs of its final
disposal, with additional possibility of ash recycling.
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4.

INCINERATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE

Stabilized and dehydrated sludge containing 18 – 35% of dry matter is usually
dried prior to incineration, first of all in order to increase its energetic efficiency.
Sludge containing 75 – 95% of DM is then introduced in incineration furnaces,
producing ash (ISSA), finely granulated waste material.

Fig. 1 Sewage sludge incineration system using a fluidised bed furnace
[Donatello and Cheeseman, 2013]
Calorific value of sludge is close to that of brown coal, but it should be kept in
mind that this refers to the calorific value of the organic component of sludge,
while the non-organic part has no calorific value whatsoever. Therefore it is
usually necessary to bring sludge at least to the level of 28 – 33% DM to enable
auto-thermal combustion without adding of external fuel to maintain the process
[Donatello and Cheeseman, 2013]. In stabilized and dehydrated condition the
calorific value of sludge is within the range 12 – 20 MJ/kg. Various types of
furnaces are used for incineration of stabilized and dehydrated sludge. The most
frequently used type is fluidized bed furnaces. Ash generated in sludge
incineration is separated from exhaust fumes in filter bags or by electrostatic
sedimentation before fume treatment [Yusuf et al., 2012]. In incineration of
sewage sludge, in addition to generation of ash that may be used for various
purposes, the process also includes complete thermal destruction of organic, as
well as the major part of non-organic pollutants [Al-Sharif and Attom, 2013].

5.

POSSIBILITIES OF SLUDGE REUSE

Successful management of sewage sludge is a challenge for all utilities
involved in sewerage and wastewater treatment and waste management. Terminal
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disposal of sewage sludge is a costly and environmentally sensitive process which
is the actual challenge for almost all developed countries of the world. It is
important to keep in mind that various possibilities of sludge reuse are limited by
treatment technologies, and consequently by resulting properties of processed
sludge. According to results of worldwide practice, there are several possible ways
of reuse of sludge and byproducts of its processing (e.g. ash), as follows:
1. Use in agriculture
2. Extraction of phosphorus
3. Use in civil engineering
a.
For soil improvement
b.
In road construction
c.
In brick industry
d.
In concrete industry.
This paper particularly stresses the basic aspects related to the possibility of the
use of ash, produced by incineration of sewage sludge, in concrete industry.

5.1

Use of sludge/ash in concrete industry

There are three basic principles of using of waste material in cement industry:
as raw material for formation of clinker, as alternative fuel in the production
process, or as alternative material replacing a part of Portland cement. The
fundamental chemical elements present in Portland cement are Ca, Si, Al and Fe.
These elements are also present a great deal in ash generated by incineration of
sludge [Donatello and Cheeseman, 2013]. The largest potential reuse of sludge/ash
in concrete industry refers to the possibility of use as replacement of a part of
original raw materials in concrete. Ash may be used in concrete as pozzolanic
active material, partly replacing cement, or as inert filler replacing sand and/or
fine aggregate. A number of authors [Monzo et al., 1997; Donatello and
Cheeseman, 2013; Monzo et al., 2003; Pan et al., 2003; Cyr et al., 2007; Jamshidi
et al., 2011; Garces et al., 2008] reported that partial replacement of Portland
cement by ISSA influenced the workability and development of strength of
cement mortars and/or concrete.
In cases of replacement of a part of cement by ash in cement pastes and
concrete, longer setting times have been recorded [Lin et al., 2009; Donatello and
Cheeseman, 2013; Cyr et al., 2007] reduced setting time and increased total
porosity [Yusuf et al., 2012], reduced workability [Monzo et al., 2003; Donatello
and Cheeseman, 2013], and increased water demand [Monzo et al., 2003;
Donatello and Cheeseman, 2013]. Monzo et al. (2003) concluded that the decrease
of workability of mortars with addition of ash is non-linear, and that lower
workability with higher portion of ash is less significant. These defects may be
partly compensated by means of alternative chemical additives such as plasticizers
and super-plasticizers [Monzo et al. 2003], finer ash particles [Pan et al., 2003],
and even by adding flying ash [Paya et al., 2002]. As regards the strength of
resulting concretes, two important trends may be noted: increasing of the portion
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of ash to replace cement, concrete strength is decreased, and with finer ash
particles the concrete strength increases. Comparing of results by different
authors, significant differences of absolute values may be noticed.
Hereafter, the paper presents some of the results of investigations carried out
on cement mortars with adding of certain portions of ash (5 – 30% as replacement
for cement) obtained by incineration of ash from WWTP Karlovac, and
comparison of these results with the results of worldwide investigations.
5.1.1
Setting time and workability
Analysis of the results reveals a general trend of delay of initial and final
setting time with increase of the v/c ratio, but also with increasing of temperature
of sludge incineration. The longest setting times were those of mixtures containing
10 and 20% of ash. The results prove increased water demand and reduced
workability with increasing of the portion of ash in cement mortar.

Fig. 2 FTS for ISSA-cement mortars [Monzo et al., 2003]
5.1.1 Mechanical properties
To determine the mechanical properties of cement mortar, standard samples
4x4x16 cm were used. The samples were prepared by mechanical mixing, and
after 1, 7 and 28 day curing, respectively, used for compressive and flexural
strength tests. In researches done so far, the general trend may be noticed of
reduction of compressive and flexural strength with increased proportion of ash. It
is important to note that adverse effect of adding ISSA to cement mortars becomes
less important in later phases of hydration (influence in reduction of 28-day
strengths is considerably less in relation to strengths after 7 days) [Cyr et al.,
2007].
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Fig. 3 Flexural strength as a function of curing age for cement mortars
containing ISSA form Karlovac WWTP

Fig. 4 Compressive strength as a function of curing age for cement
mortars containing ISSA form Karlovac WWTP
As regards both compressive and flexural strength, there is a notable trend of
strength increase with longer curing time, which is in favor of the mentioned
remark about pozzolanic activity of ISSA. Early strengths have proven
particularly sensitive to adding of ISSA.
It is also important to note that all analyzed samples for values of late
compressive strengths (28 days) have met the strength requirements according to
the class of cement used (CEM IL/B-M(S-V) 42.5N) of minimum 42.5 MPa.

5.2

Possible problems with use of sludge/ash in concrete industry

Problems encountered in use of sludge/ash in concrete industry may be divided
into several groups:
- sociological impact reflected through negative perception of plants for
thermal processing of sludge, as well as inadequate information of the public
about sanitary and ecological acceptability of final products containing ash
- readiness of the market to accept ash as ingredient in products of concrete
industry
- environmental impact of incineration (modern technological solutions make
it possible to maintain emission of harmful fumes during incineration below
legally permissible limits), but also in the use of products containing ash (tests of
heavy metals leaching from concrete samples on global level show that excessive
leaching does not occur)
- lack of universal regulations and guidelines.
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6.

CONCLUSION

Judging according present global trends, it may be expected that in near future
reuse of sewage sludge will gain more importance in Croatia as well, both as
regards scientific research and the aspect of final application.
Solutions that seem acceptable include reuse of sludge and its byproducts for
various purposes, i.e. all solutions giving optimum multicriteria results. According
to the principles of sustainable development, reuse of sludge almost completely
closes the wastewater treatment cycle, generating negligible quantities of waste
that has to be disposed in the environment,
Results of investigations carried out on cement mortars show that samples in
which cement is partly replaced by incinerated sewage sludge ash have
mechanical properties similar to those of reference samples. Workability of
cement mortars with ash content is considerably reduced with higher proportions
of ash content, but the possibility of overcoming such adverse effects should be
sought in application of additives (plasticizers and super-plasticizers).
The process of incineration of sewage sludge and the use of resulting ash in
concrete industry naturally requires a high degree of control and application of
environment protection measures in all parts.
Looking upon technical requirements, management of incinerated sewage
sludge ash and its use in production of construction materials seems practical and
justified.
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Abstract
In recent years the impact of physical processes within an urban water system to a
global climate change has gained an increasing attention. As a measure of this
impact a greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are primarily considered. Totality of all
greenhouse gas contributions (without the influence of water vapour) is expressed
as the CO2 equivalent. This express the potential impact on global warming of
various greenhouse gases as an equivalent value of CO2 emissions. GHG emissions
are taken into account as a by-product of the electricity production that is
consumed in the process of water abstraction, water conditioning, water
distribution and wastewater treatment. Also, GHG emissions in urban water system
are sometimes associated with GHG emissions caused by the end user. The
resulting emissions are considered in terms of the energy used in the mentioned
processes while the emissions as a result of the process itself (for example, the
formation of various gases in the purification process) are usually not taken into
account. Procedures for quantifying the contributing emissions have been
developed over the last years for sewerage systems and wastewater treatment
processes, while the same are lacking for water supply systems. This paper deals
with determining a unit value of greenhouse gas emissions in the form of CO2e for
14 water supply systems in the Republic of Croatia.

Keywords
Greenhouse gas emissions, CO2 equivalent, water supply systems

1.

INTRODUCTION

The processes of water abstraction, conveyance and treatment can be very
energy demanding depending on the used technological process. Since electrical
energy is normally used, all of these activities thus result in greenhouse gas
emissions coming from burning of coal, natural gas or petroleum for electricity
production.
Nowadays the energy demand for water related processes is even increasing
due to more stringent water quality requirements. In the United States water and
wastewater systems account for approximately 3-4 percent of energy use annually
[EPA, 2015].
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The water industry in UK contributes 0.8 per cent of annual UK greenhouse
gas emissions while the emissions resulting from heating water by the end user
increases this figure to 5.5 per cent [Environment Agency, 2008].
Some studies indicate that in the US approximately 5 per cent of all
greenhouse gas emissions are related to the processes in urban waste water
systems, while in the UK about 6 per cent is related to the same processes
[Rothausen and Conway, 2011].
Totality of all greenhouse gas contributions (without the influence of water
vapour) is expressed as the CO2 equivalent. Different greenhouse gases (GHGs)
have a different atmospheric lifetime and heat-trapping potential thus the concept
of a Global Warming Potential (GWP) has been developed to compare the ability
of different GHGs to trap heat in the atmosphere relative to CO2 over a specified
time horizon. The GHG emissions are calculated in order to show of how much
CO2 would be required to produce a similar warming effect.
GWP is defined as the ratio of the time-integrated radiative forcing from the
instantaneous release of 1 kg of a trace substance relative to that of 1 kg of a
reference gas [IPCC, 1990]. It is calculated for a specified period mostly for 100
years [Solomon et al., 2007].
GWPs are based on the heat-absorbing ability of each gas relative to that of
carbon dioxide (CO2) as well as the decay rate of each gas (the amount removed
from the atmosphere over a given number of years).
This express the potential impact on global warming of various greenhouse
gases as an equivalent value of CO2 emissions. Thus CO2e is the multiplication of
the mass of each greenhouse gas and global warming potential (GWP).
The annual volume of CO2e which is associated with the processes of
abstraction, preparation and distribution of water in the US is between 70 and 85
million tonnes of CO2e (70 and 85 [Mt CO2e]) while for the United Kingdom data
indicate 41 [Mt CO2e]. If the processes at the location of end users are taken into
account then the amount of emissions rises up to 290 [Mt CO2e] [Rothausen and
Conway, 2011].
On average about 27 per cent CO2e emissions of the urban water system
originate from the treatment and the distribution of drinking water, about 5 per
cent emissions are the result of administrative and transport needs of water
utilities, while the rest of the emissions are realized through the wastewater
treatment and pumping (about 40 per cent), and the disposal of the sludge (about
28 per cent) [SWOCFR, 2011]. About 70 per cent of all generated emissions is the
result of the use of electricity in these processes.

2.

METHODOLOGY

There are numerous choices in methodologies for GHG accounting and energy
assessment and it can be challenging for a utility or a country to understand which
of these may be most applicable [Water Research Foundation, 2013].
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In most of the studies the calculation of the emission amount is based on the
life cycle methodology and as main characteristic the lack of a uniform
methodology is underlined.
Studies differ in spatial coverage analysis with some taking into account the
end-user, while others do not account it within the scope of the urban water
system. Nevertheless it is usually stated that 70 - 90 per cent of the total energy
consumption associated with drinking water, and therefore with CO2 emissions, is
related to the end-user water heating.
This paper determines a unit value of greenhouse gas emissions in the form of
CO2e for 14 water supply systems in Croatia. The amount of the emitted
greenhouse gases in the form of CO2e [kg] is calculated regarding to the amount
of electrical energy [kWh] used to perform the abstraction, preparation and the
distribution of water to the end user, also taking into account the electrical energy
consumed by utility alone (buildings, offices, warehouses and etc.), and the total
amount of oil products (gasoline and diesel fuel) used for administrative needs of
the company and the maintenance the water supply system.
For these processes, considering the amount of the used energy, the emission
values are calculated through conversion coefficients which represent a value of
CO2e emissions in kg per unit of used electrical energy.
Conversion coefficients vary both from country to country and on an annual
basis within the same country. The above is a result of changes in the share of
energy sources used by electric power stations and the increase of the proportion
of electrical energy obtained from renewable sources.
Thus, CO2 emissions related to electricity production depends on the energy
mix that is used in the production process.
Tab 1. CO2e conversion coefficients
ENERGY SOURCE
Electrical Energy
Gasoline Fuel
Diesel Fuel
Natural Gas

CONVERSION COEFFICIENT
k1 = 0.445 [kg CO2e/kWh]
k2 = 2.214 [kg CO2e/l]
k3 = 2.601 [kg CO2e/l]
k4 = 0.184 [kg CO2e/kWh]

Since there are no relevant researches related to Croatia, for the purpose of
emissions calculation the conversion coefficients published by the UK Department
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) from 2013 were used. The
same department in cooperation with Water UK continuously monitors and
publishes relevant information regarding greenhouse gas emissions in the UK
water sector since 2006.
Also, similar values of emissions per unit of consumed electrical energy can be
found in data published by the US Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), while
studies in Japan indicate much lower value [Shimizu, 2012].
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Conversion coefficients are the average annual values representing the total
direct emissions per used unit of electrical energy or fuel. These direct emissions
are emissions created at the place of the electricity production (power plant). The
conversion coefficients used in this paper are given in Table 1.
In order to take into the account the size of the water supply system the
emissions of greenhouse gases is considered as the emissions per cubic meter of
the abstracted, treated and transported water.
The unit amount of the emission is obtained according to the expression:

GHG =

Etot
⋅ k1 +
Qa

G

∑ Qai ⋅ ki

(1)

i

where Etot [kWh] is the total annual consumption of electricity for the system
or company, Qa [m3] the total annual amount of water abstracted / introduced into
and distributed in the system and Gi [l] the total annual consumption of certain
types of fuel for the system or company needs.
The impact of natural gas consumption is not taken into account since data
regarding gas consumption were not available.

3.

WATER UTILITY GHG PRODUCTION INDEX

In order to compare between different systems and to evaluate relative
environment performance a GHG production index is defined. This index can
provide a comparison between systems that are different in size or have different
operating characteristics.
From an environmental point of view the target value of the unit amount of the
emission certainly aims towards zero. This can be achieved solely by using
electricity obtained from renewable resources where GHG emissions are absent
and do not come as a by-product of electricity production. In this case, there are
still GHG emissions that are inherent consequences of the processes inside the
system itself (fuel usage for the maintenance, etc.).
Since this target value is not realistically achievable for Croatian water utilities
and there are no GHG reporting requirements or emissions limitations at the level
of the urban water system, the emission index is defined regarding to the possibly
achievable minimum value of unit emissions for the drinking water treatment and
distribution that can be found in the relevant literature.
The value of 0.17 [kg CO2e/m3] was chosen. This value corresponds to the
values of emissions in Scotland and Canada while the average for the UK is 0.36
[kg CO2e/m3] for the year 2012. It should be noted that for some countries, like
Norway, GHG emissions related to the water sector are not an issue since almost
all electricity production is realized from renewable resources (hydropower). This
however is not applicable for Croatia since electricity production from renewable
resources accounts for approximately 50 %.
Therefore, the index of CO2e production, kGHG, is defined as:
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kGHG =

0.17
GHG

(2)

Thus target unit emission values are equal to or less than 0.17 [kg CO2e/m3]
and for them, the index value is equal to the number one. For greater unit
emissions values greenhouse gases index production will have a value less than
one.

4.

DATA COLLECTION

For the purpose of data gathering a survey questionnaire was made and
distributed to utility companies in digital form. The questionnaire is formed such
that only numerical values are entered for the years 2011 and 2012.
The questionnaire was designed so that certain information is requested a few
times in slightly modified form in order to determine the consistency and
reliability of the collected data. Data were also collected from the databases of
official agencies and organizations.
The required data included information regarding to the annual volume of
abstracted and treated water, the consumption of electric energy for pumping
stations (at the water intake, treatment plant and distribution network), the
consumption of electric energy for the rest of the system and the company itself as
well as the overall fuel consumption by fuel type.

5.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

In total, relevant data were collected for 14 water utilities for which the unit
amount of the emission and introduced CO2e production index were calculated in
Table 2.
For some water utilities data regarding fuel consumption were not available
and for one utility only data for the year 2012 were available.
As it can be seen there is no significant relationship between the size of the
system or distributed water volume and GHG emissions. Some small systems have
very high or very low emission values while larger systems tend to have similar
values. This indicates that the energy consumption and the associated GHG
emission depends on the raw water quality and drinkable water quality demands,
water losses and some inherent properties of the supply system such as topological
characteristics, etc.
GHG emissions can present a significant indicator for evaluating the
performance of the system, especially in terms of environmental impact and it can
measure its progress towards sustainability. Thus water utilities should assess and
publish their carbon footprint related to water supply on a regular basis (yearly)
and develop a strategy for GHG emission reduction.
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Tab 2. GHG emissions for 14 water utilities in Croatia
Water
Supply
System

6.

Volume of distributed water
3

3

The overall electric energy
consumption

The overall fuel
consumption

GHG production index
kGHG

Unit amount of the GHG
emission
3

3

[1]

[1]

2011

2012

[m ]
2011

[m ]
2012

[kWh]

[kWh]

[l]

[l]

2011

2012

2011

2012

1

3,230,466

3,433,390

2,473,015

2,563,035

184,386

195,115

0.478

0.469

0.36

0.36

2

7,062,444

6,583,000

1,431,854

1,511,648

582,449

602,873

0.289

0.323

0.59

0.53
0.57

[kg CO2e/m ] [kg CO2e/m ]
2011
2012

3

-

998,620

-

609,517

-

10,070

-

0.296

-

4

3,069,325

3,003,399

2,986,719

3,235,504

133,633

143,415

0.538

0.594

0.32

0.29

5

717,000

764,300

340,798

360,135

90,115

121,916

0.514

0.594

0.33

0.29

6

873,824

892,636

710,350

696,942

213,841

205,717

0.952

0.903

0.18

0.19

7

957,000

1,015,000

67,732

80,655

67,732

80,655

0.202

0.227

0.84

0.75

8

570,206

546,809

323,358

355,420

223,281

234,562

1.196

1.323

0.14

0.13

9

14,397,989

14,154,773

11,400,000

11,458,000

59,800

50,500

0.362

0.369

0.47

0.46

10

881,869

979,212

384,423

387,423

-

-

0.194

0.176

0.88

0.97
0.66

11

965,595

970,829

441,488

510,986

6,497

9,197

0.220

0.257

0.77

12

23,299,500

22,729,100

16,247,497

14,821,132

83,362

84,135

0.319

0.299

0.53

0.57

13

8,355,407

8,010,583

3,812,362

3,399,960

87,334

55,356

0.228

0.206

0.74

0.83

14

3,303,839

3,246,250

3,080,934

3,043,362

-

-

0.415

0.417

0.41

0.41
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Abstract
Stormwater management continues to evolve as a result of increased regulatory
requirements and a desire to create sustainable solutions that attempt to bring
urban water cycle closer to the natural hydrologic cycle. There is also the intention
for increasing the use of stormwater for various purposes and improving energy
efficiency in the urban water cycle. Such management approaches are known as
Low Impact Development (LID), Green Infrastructure (Blue-Green Infrastructure),
or Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS). This attempts are reflected in the
efforts addressing both water quality and quantity thus creating processes such as
infiltration and bioretention as well as treating urban stormwater runoff apart from
centralized wastewater treatment plant. Such actions often differ from conventional
stormwater management that is primarily oriented to be in the service of
stormwater runoff quantity thus reducing the possibility of storm floods. In order to
choose between these different management approaches it is necessary to be able to
compare them. This paper analyses the application of different stormwater
drainage scenarios. One comprising of conventional drainage infrastructure and
other that includes a use of sustainable drainage infrastructure on one small
urbanized area and one undeveloped urban area in the city of Zagreb in Croatia.

Keywords
energy efficiency, low impact development, stormwater management

1.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional sewage systems are usually designed in a way to convey water
as quickly as possible while low impact development (LID) infrastructure
typically store surface water aiming to infiltrate it into the ground.
Water and wastewater facilities frequently represent the largest and most
energy-intensive burden for water utilities, representing up to 35% of municipal
energy use (Bueno et. al., 2014).
Different approach in stormwater management can help in reducing the overall
energy consumption in the urban water cycle. Through stormwater harvesting a
reduction in potable water use can provide an energy reduction for acquiring and
treating drinking water. Also reducing stormwater quantity entering the sewage
system and improving stormwater runoff quality a reduction in energy used for
pumping and wastewater treatment can be achieved, (Pérez-Navarro et al., 2014).
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This article compares and evaluates two stormwater management scenarios for
energy saving in one developed (urbanized) area in the city of Zagreb. First
scenario considers the improvement of the existing sewage system by using new,
additional conventional sewage structures, while in the second scenario the
improvement case is based on retrofitting the existing sewage system with LID
structures.

2.

INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The improvement of the existing sewage system, in both cases, is designed in a
way to meet next criteria:
•
the same initial construction costs;
•
reduction of stormwater runoff peaks entering the existing sewage
system;
•
reduction of annual volume of wastewater leaving analysed area and
entering the existing sewage system;
•
enhancement of the social and ecosystem benefits;
•
improvement of the stormwater runoff quality.
The same initial construction costs are taken into account in order to make a
fair comparison. The reduction of stormwater runoff peaks will reduce the
frequency of combined wastewater overflowing events, reduce the ability of
flooding in downstream areas and reduce the required pipe diameters.
The reduction of annual volume of wastewater leaving analysed area will
reduce the energy needed for pumping and wastewater treatment and will result in
lower water treatment costs at the WWTP. This will also have a positive effect on
the equivalent CO2 emissions produced by consumed electricity.
Environment and social criteria are also taken into account as a contribution to
the quality of urban environment as well as the social acceptance of different types
of infrastructure.
The flood protection benefits resulting from an improved sewage conditions
are also analysed. For the analysed area the possibility of flooding occurs in the
case of heavy precipitation accompanied with high water level of the Sava River
causing high groundwater table and saturated soil. In this case the excess of
precipitation is retained on the surface due to less infiltration capacity and sewer
inability to absorb the excess water.
Therefore, rainfall events with a return period of 20 years have been chosen for
the flooding analysis since the preliminary analysis showed that events with lower
return periods will not cause the occurrence of water on the terrain surface due to
the additional detention storage provided by sewage network.
The hydrologic and hydraulic analysis for each scenario was performed using
EPA's (Environmental Protection Agency) Storm Water Management Model
(SWMM) software since it has the possibility to model the performance of
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specific types of low impact development controls. Dynamic wave rainfall-runoff
routing simulation was used for a single-event with a 5-year return period and 20year return period needed for the flooding examination.
Horton's infiltration model was selected and soil characteristics are defined
according to the experience from similar analysis and data from the literature
values. For some of the parameters a sensitivity analysis was performed in order to
obtain relevant values. Surface permeability was assessed based on detail digital
area images.
The initial analysis showed that the time of concentration for the surfaces that
generate most of the runoff was 35 minutes. For this rainfall duration a constant
rainfall value (hyetograph) of 54 [mm/h] was used for 5-year design storm and 72
[mm/h] for 20-year design storm. The values were obtained from the intensityduration-frequency curves for Zagreb.

2.1

Conventional drainage scenario

The analysed developed area is located on the left bank and directly by the
Sava River and it is one of the newly built parts of the city located southwest of
the city center, Figure 1. The area of the analysis covers a total area of 115.000
[m2] (11.5 [ha]).

Fig. 1 Conventional drainage scenario solution
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Existing sewage system in the analysed area is a combined sewer system
designed to remove rainfall from the urban area as quickly as possible. It consists
of a conventional pipe network with pipe diameters ranging from 400 to 1200
[mm], with two connections to the main combined sewage pipe (D = 3000 [mm])
located north of the area, Figure 1.
The main combined sewage pipe transports the combined wastewater to the
WWTP solely by gravity; there are no pumping stations located between the
analysed area and the WWTP. Prior to the WWTP a combined sewer overflow is
located which allows the wastewater to overflow directly into the Sava River if the
hydraulic load is too large for the WWTP. Total length of sewage network is
2.690 [m].
Taking into consideration the previously determined goals, an improvement of
the existing system is made by adding two storage tanks (detention structures)
whose total volume is 300 [m3] (50 [m3] and 250 [m3]).
Stormwater storage tanks are located at the point where sewer network exits
the study area. They reduce runoff peaks and provide a temporary accumulation of
sediment thus have a limiting potential for water quality control.
Proposed conventional solution does not provide rainwater reuse.
For the existing drainage conditions (without detention structures) maximum
runoff occurring for 5-year design storm is 695 [l/s]. By using stormwater
detention structure a peak runoff from a subcatchment is reduced to 450 [l/s],
Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Runoff hydrographs for the existing drainage conditions and the
conventional drainage scenario
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For each subcatchment a runoff coefficient is obtained from SWMM model
resulting with an average runoff coefficient of the analyzed area in the value of
0.59 [1]. Since there is an average of 1.060 [mm] of rainfall per year, runoff
volume from the area of analysis per year is approximately 71 930 [m3].
With the existing drainage condition some local flooding occurs in parts where
the drainage network has a minimum diameters and is close to the terrain surface.
Flooding occurs since there is no possibility of quick soil infiltration and the sewer
network capacity does not meet the need for the excess of rainfall volume that
occurs. Potential areas affected by flooding were estimated with a SWMM
hydraulic model, Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Local flooding occurs after fully meeting the sewer system capacity
Maximum runoff occurring for 20-year design storm is 1225 [l/s]. In total,
12180 [m2] are affected by surface flooding with an average height of 17 [mm].
In the case with a conventional development with two stormwater detention
structures a maximum runoff of 1150 [l/s] is realized. This lower value realizes
due to a partial attenuation of the runoff at the bottom of the stormwater detention
structure. When the water in the detention structure reaches the weir height the
rest of the runoff overflows through weir. In this way overflow increases the
downstream flow and the drainage system acts as a system without detention
structures, thus as in the existing drainage conditions.
This conventional development with a detention structures has a very small
effect on the flooding if the return period of rainfall is much greater than the
detention structure design period. There are no major changes compared to the
existing conditions; about 15 households would be affected on the same flooding
area with an average of 17 [mm] of rain water height.
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2.2

Conventional drainage scenario

In this scenario the existing conventional drainage network is improved with
LID structures in a way to achieve previously defined goals, thus bioretention
areas, water butts, sokaways and one green roof were used.
Since a high portion of the analysed area is covered with standard pavement,
construction of bioretention areas will allow higher infiltration of the rainwater
into the ground. Bioretention areas are placed next to parking areas and pedestrian
pathways, and apart from reducing the annual runoff they also provide additional
benefits to the local ecosystem.
Total area of 220 [m2] of bioretention areas were chosen for this scenario, and
around 100 trees would be planted as an integral part of this structure providing
carbon dioxide reduction and other environmental benefits.
In general it is estimated that by fixing carbon during photosynthesis and
storing excess carbon as biomass a tree annually reduce carbon dioxide by 10 [kg
CO2e/year/tree]. Also an average annual quantity of carbon dioxide reduced in
green roofs per square meter is 0.068 [kg CO2e/year/m²], (Bueno et. al., 2015).
Total of 65 rain barrels (water butts) are placed next to existing buildings in
order to collect rainwater. This water can be useful in providing a part of the water
needed for irrigation of the nearby gardens.
Rainwater draining form the existing roofs will be collected by water butts and
the excess water will overflow into soakways, allowing the rainwater to infiltrate
into the ground more effectively, Figure 4.

Fig. 4 LID drainage scenario solution
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Hydraulic effects of LID structures and flooding areas were examined using
SWMM model. Water quality and the production of pollutant loads associated
with stormwater runoff were not analyzed due to insufficient data.
5-year design storm results with a maximum runoff peak of 485 [l/s] which
represents a decrease of 30 [%] respectively, regarding the existing sewer
network. However, this runoff value is 7 [%] higher than the runoff peak achieved
with the conventional drainage scenario.
An average runoff coefficient for the LID scenario model provided by SWMM
mode is 0.50 and it is smaller than the one for the conventional scenario. Since
there is an average of 1060 [mm] of rainfall per year estimated runoff volume per
year is 61.250 [m3].
In the case of flooding the excess of the precipitation is retained on the surface
due to small retention capacity of the water butts and zero infiltration capability of
the soakaways and bioretention areas (due to the saturated soil). It was determined
that about the same surface area is covered by flood as in the case with
conventional drainage scenario. This is due to the LID scenario design that is
primarily focused on improving the downstream effects than the reduction of the
flooding effects in the analyzed area. Approximately the same 15 households
together with some parking areas would be flooded by 17 [mm] of water.
Two types of LID structures would have a noticeable effect on the ecosystem:
bioretention areas and the green roof. Green roofs provide multiple ecological,
social and aesthetical benefits such as air quality improvement, habitat provision
for various species, reduction of greenhouse emissions, noise reduction etc.
Since around 100 trees would be planted, carbon dioxide reduction gained
from the planting of additional trees and green roof implementation was calculated
as 1013 [kg CO2e/year] resulting in a significant positive effect on the local
ecosystem.

3.

RESULTS

The period of 20 years was chosen for the analysis in order to determine long
scale effects (total costs of different scenarios, environmental impacts etc.) of
proposed solutions. Longer periods would result in very unreliable results of the
analysis, due to many uncertainties (discount rate, change in weather patterns
etc.).
The results obtained from conventional and LID scenario are evaluated in
regards to economic, environmental and social criteria. All these criteria are used
in a multi-criteria evaluation (weighted sum model) for which following weights
were used:
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Criteria
Net cost of stormwater management
Peak outflow reduction
Net energy consumed by stormwater management
Net emissions of stormwater management
Global evaluation of ecosystem services
Social acceptance

Weight
35 %
20 %
20 %
5%
10 %
10 %

Net cost of stormwater management includes cost of stormwater management
minus benefits achieved by water reuse and flood protection. Net energy
consumed by stormwater management takes into account total energy used for
construction, maintenance and treatment minus energy saved by water volume
reduction and water reuse. Net emissions are total CO₂ equivalent emissions
obtained by adding the emissions from infrastructure construction and
maintenance, runoff treatment and conveyance minus emissions avoided due to
water reuse and water volume reduction.
Global evaluation of ecosystem services and social acceptance have been
defined as qualitative decision criteria whose values range from very low to high.
Ecosystem services include different possibilities for enhancements of quality of
life such as aesthetics, landscape benefits, recreational use, regulation of urban
microclimates, reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, etc. Qualitative evaluation
is rated with linear distribution as: none (numerical value equal to 0), very low
(25), low (50), medium (75) or high (numerical value equal to 100).
According to the ecosystem services provided by the structures used in
scenarios global evaluation of ecosystem services were rated as very low for
conventional scenario and medium for LID scenario.
Social acceptance presents an equally valued qualitative criteria which should
show how residents accept the implementation of stormwater management
structures.
For both scenarios cost of construction and maintenance, used energy and CO2
emissions together with achieved benefits were calculated, Table 1.
Tab 1. Quantitative criteria calculation for the period of the analysis
Net cost of stormwater
management (€)
Year
0
5
10
15
20
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Net energy consumption
(kWh)

Net CO2 emissions
(kg CO2)

Conventional
solution
scenario

LID
solution
scenario

Conventional
solution
scenario

LID
solution
scenario

Conventional
solution
scenario

LID
solution
scenario

81.000,00
112.496,76
136.596,02
155.035,19
169.143,63

80.275,00
114.146,12
140.062,09
159.891,28
175.063,27

254.787,00
313.168,56
371.550,12
429.931,68
488.313,24

76.014,00
124.614,58
173.215,15
221.815,73
270.416,31

80.706,00
94.523,05
108.340,10
122.157,16
135.974,21

23.657,80
26,087.92
29,733.12
32,770.72
35,808.42

Relative scenarios comparison is given in Figure 5, for which maximum and
minimum values were chosen in a way to give the better scenario a score of 100
and the worse scenario a score which is a ratio of better and worse criteria values.

Fig. 5 Relative criteria results for two drainage scenarios
The overall result was calculated as a weighted sum for which conventional
scenario was rated with 66 % in total and LID scenario with 90 %, Figure 6.

Fig. 6 Scenario evaluation - the overall result

4.

CONCLUSION

For the same initial investment (or almost the same) each scenario yields
different benefits during the period of analysis.
Total net costs of stormwater management during the analysis period are very
similar for both scenarios, although at the end of the period of analysis they are
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slightly higher for the LID scenario due to higher costs of maintenance of LID
infrastructure.
Cumulative energy consumption is much higher in the conventional scenario;
at the end of the period of analysis it is almost twice the value achieved in the LID
scenario. Over half of the energy consumed in the conventional scenario is
attributed to the construction of detention facilities. It accounts for 52 [%] of the
net energy consumed by stormwater management during the period of analysis,
and is the main cause for such a high difference in energy consumption of
analysed scenarios.
Net CO2e emission values of both scenarios follow different patterns.
Conventional scenario has higher initial values of CO2e emissions, caused by the
construction of detention facilities and emissions generated by infrastructure
maintenance and water treatment energy use. LID scenario has lower initial
emissions and very slow growth trend. This positive ecological effect is caused by
the vegetation which is an integral part of some of the chosen LID infrastructure
(bioretention areas and green roof).
Designed improvement using conventional infrastructure was able to provide a
fairly significant reduction in stormwater runoff peaks. This was made possible
due to structural detention facilities. Reduction of annual volume of wastewater
entering the system was not achieved since a conventional structures capable of
reducing the runoff volume (by infiltration or evapotranspiration) were not used.
LID structures were able to fulfill this goal to a certain degree due to the ability of
the infrastructure to increase stormwater soil infiltration as well as to provide
some water reuse.
Conventional scenario proved to be a cheaper alternative than the LID, but
only slightly. Its maintenance costs proved to be drastically lower than the ones in
the LID scenario, but the benefits achieved from reduction in wastewater
treatment costs due to lower energy use and water reuse managed to balance out
the high maintenance costs.
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Abstract
The paper deals with auditing the technical condition of the Water Supply Systems
(WSS) and its elements. Ageing of the water infrastructure is a worldwide problem.
It is estimated that upgrading water mains in the United States would cost US $ 77
billion over 20 years. In the Czech Republic, for example, the estimated need of
rehabilitating the water systems totals $0.9 billion/year but the actually invested
amount is less than a half. The knowledge of the technical condition of the WSS is a
key point in predicting the performance of the WSS and in optimising maintenance
and rehabilitation of the WSS in the future.
The paper presents the methodology of determining the operating and technical
indicators (TI) for a preliminary assessment of the elements of WSS such as
pumping stations, water tanks, transmission mains, water distribution networks and
pipe sections. The necessary data and system of TI evaluation using the multiobjective optimisation and FMEA method are defined. The proposed methodology
allows the selection and ranking of WSS critical elements for more detailed
analyses and suggestions of the type of renewal, including the estimated financial
costs. The results and experience from the implementation of this methodology in
real transmission mains, water tanks, pumping stations and distribution networks
including the TEA Water web tool will be presented in this paper, too.

Keywords
Water supply system, technical audit, ageing of infrastructure

1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable condition of the water infrastructure focus primarily on continuous
planned rehabilitation. It should be the interest of every water mains owner to
know the technical condition of the system owned by him. The information may
then be used in decision-making on investment projects and in planning water
mains renewal. Knowing the technical condition is crucial in predicting the
performance of the WSS and optimising its maintenance and renewal.
In the Czech Republic (CR) there are over 5,000 owners (26 of which owning
61 % of the water supply assets value) and more than 2,000 operators (50 of which
supply 90 % of billed water) of the water infrastructure. There is also a large
number of small owners and operators who may face restricted possibilities in
terms of renewal – in particular planning and available funds. As indicated by a
questionnaire survey (Tuhovčák, Tauš 2013) even larger companies are sometimes
not familiar with the technical condition of the infrastructure. The Czech law
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imposes a duty to develop and implement the water supply and sewerage system
renewal financial plan; however, this is only a plan of funds allocated for the
renewal and determined based on the assets deterioration percentage. Furthermore,
the law does not define the procedure for defining the deterioration percentage and
leaves this determination method up to the WSS owner.
The common practice is to use only practical experience to assess the WSS
condition as there is no standardised evaluation scale to measure the technical
condition of the water mains (Al-Barqawi, Zayed 2006). Efficient assessment of
the technical condition calls for the engagement of a large number of specialists,
reliable databases, substantial period of time and equipment. Therefore it is
advisable to make fast efficient assessment of the technical condition first and then
take a decision whether it is necessary to make another, more detailed assessment
(Rahman, Zayed 2009). The proposed methodology presented in this paper should
serve as a tool for such a preliminary audit of the technical condition.

2. PROPOSED TECHNICAL AUDIT METHODOLOGY
2.1

Description of the methodology

The proposed uniform concept of the methodology dealing with preliminary
assessment of the technical condition of the on WSS elements is based on the
FMEA method. The FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) is a method
analysing reliability which allows for the identification of defects with major
impacts on the function of the system and its elements. To assess the WSS using
this method, sets of Technical Indicators are identified for the specific sections
or structures of the water supply system in question. Necessary input data,
physical dimensions and the method of determining the resulting point score on a
scale of 1 – 5 are set for each of the defined TI. Determined values of the relevant
technical indicators are then used to classify the assessed sections or structures in
the WSS into specific categories based on the weighted average method:
•
A (very good) – optimal condition of the relevant part of the WSS, no
immediate measures are needed
•
B (good) – good technical condition of the relevant structure, no
immediate measures are needed;
•
C (average) – average condition of the relevant structure or the audited
part where certain measures may be needed in the near future;
•
D (critical) – critical condition of the structure. Potential planned
measures should be taken to deal with the situation;
•
E (poor) – undesirable condition calling for an immediate solution
based on the operator’s options resulting in the improvement of the
technical condition of the audited section or structure.
Compared to the FMEA method, this approach was extended by another level Factors. The technical indicators are currently not assessed directly but to ensure
their more precise assessment use is made of the specific indicator factors. The
assessment of each element based on the determined technical indicators is carried
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out on the basis of the tabulated limits of the relevant factors. A table is defined
for each factor setting the limits of the individual categories. Aggregation is
performed sequentially from the lowest level using the weighted sum method. The
assessment of the individual WSS sections and structures is performed in the
following three steps:
•
1st step: Scoring of the technical indicator factors by the evaluator;
•
2nd step: Calculation of the assessment (1 - 5) of the individual
technical indicators;
•
3rd step: Determination of the assessment category (A - E) of the
relevant WSS section or structure.
If the technical condition of the individual basic defined sections or structures
of the public WSS are taken into account, it is a semi-quantitative multi-criteria
approach. The proposed methodology for assessing the individual TI and
determining the category for the assessed sections (structures) is based on the
weighted sum method.
As part of the proposed methodology a total of 7 basic sections and structures
of the public water supply system have been defined. For each assessment of each
of these sections (structures) separate modules with sets of technical indicators
have been designed. The modules are the following:
•
Module TEAR: water intake structures;
•
Module TEAT: water treatment plants;
•
Module TEAM: water transmission mains;
•
Module TEAA: water tanks;
•
Module TEAP: pumping stations;
•
Module TEAN: water distribution networks;
•
Module TEAS: water mains.

2.2

TEAR MODULE– water resources

To assess the technical condition of water resources, the TEAR module is
developed while taking into account both the surface water resources and
groundwater resources. The structure of the assessing technical indicators is
designed with regard to the structural condition of the civil structures, condition
and composition of technical equipment, method of operation, including the water
resource protection. Naturally, the individual TIs take into account the binding
standards and legislative requirements.
From the structural point of view we have included indicators such as the
condition of the civil structures (e.g. concrete), water tightness of the structure,
and condition of the ventilation equipment. Some of these indicators monitor
mainly protection of the raw water intake structures against contamination caused
by surface water and air.
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In technical terms, the water abstraction pipe condition is primarily assessed. If
the pipe is laid in the underground environment, attention is paid to the degree of
perforation, clogging, ingrowing roots, etc.
A part of the technical indicators related to the operation compares the water
yield with water demand both in physical as well as legal terms (permitted
extraction). It also monitors drought threats.
The last but not least important part is concerned with the functionality and the
presence of water protection as such.

2.3

TEAT MODULE – water treatment plants

Water treatment plants can be assessed by means of the TEAT module. With
respect to the water treatment plants the authors of the methodology realise that it
is hard to generalise the entire audit since there are many types of water treatment
plants as well as technological elements used.
The proposed set of assessment indicators is based on the water treatment plant
function, i.e. production of drinking water in the required quantity and quality.
When assessing the technical condition of the water treatment plant this facility
may not be viewed simply in structural and technical terms but it is absolutely
necessary and much more important to assess it in technological terms. It is
obvious that the resulting product - drinking water - must meet the prescribed
indicator values but the production process efficiency may differ.
The indicators and factors related to the structural condition of water treatment
plants are designed similarly to the water intake structures. The assessment of
these indicators focuses on the condition of the tank and wall surfaces (concrete
and masonry structures), the condition of windows and doors, ventilation and
thermal insulation, etc.
Technically speaking, it is recommended that the proposed assessment
indicators should be used to monitor the individual pipelines (e.g. progress of
corrosion), functionality of closing and control elements as well as the age of
pumps and other machinery. What is difficult is to determine the service life of
these components. In general, the described methodology considers a limit service
life works of 10-15 years for the machinery.
In the technological part of the assessment we focus mainly on the efficiency
of drinking water production, the technical condition is then evaluated both in
terms of the water treatment plant as a whole, and specificallly for the crucial
process units. These indicators include the treatment plant performance usability
examining the ratio between the actual average treatment plant output and the
projected output. The favourable ratio is considered at 90-100%. If the plant
capacity is not fully utilised or if the plant is overloaded in hydraulic terms, the
efficiency of technological processes is adversely impacted (design flow rate
values, surface load and retention time are not followed). An indicator monitoring
internal water consumption is used to follow the volume of water used to operate
the process units (flushing water, sludge extraction, rinsing, etc.). A good situation
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in terms of internal water consumption is in the range of 3-5%, a value above 10%
is considered unsatisfactory.
In addition to quantitative indicators, qualitative indicators have also been
proposed to monitor compliance with the requirements for drinking water quality
and the number of exceeded limit values, as well as the standard of the
measurement and monitoring equipment at the plant and the degree of automation.
As regards the indicators assigned to the individual technological stages,
removal efficiency is evaluated along with the retention time in the clarifiers,
filtration rate and net unit production.
With respect to the efficiency, it is quite difficult to give an assessment verdict
and some of the decisions must be left to be made by each individual assessor.
However, the proposed methodology generally recommends to consider as a very
good condition if the efficiency of removing suspended solids during
sedimentation is over 80%. Similarly, with respect to filtration it is recommended
as a very good efficiency if the turbidity values in the effluent reach 1.0 NTU.

2.4

TEAN MODULE – water distribution networks

The TEAN module is designed to assess the technical condition of the
individual pressure zones and metering districts. The currently proposed indicator
structure is shown in table 1.
Tab 1. Proposed technical indicators of the TEAN module
TEAN – technical indicators
Average pipe material age
Burst rate
Water losses
Pressure conditions
Impacts on water quality
Valve vaults
Valves in the network

The indicator of pipe material average age is divided into two factors that are
not evaluated at the same time. The age determination by calculation calls for a
detailed database of the pipe material and age of the individual water mains. If
such a detailed database of the age of water mains made of various pipe materials
is not available, the assessment uses the second factor - expert estimate.
The burst rate assessment is one of the basic indicators assessing the technical
condition. If database exists with separate records of burst water mains, valves and
service pipes, it is advisable to evaluate each of this group of bursts separately.
To assess water losses, the developed module uses the most common
indicators applied in the CR: the percentage of non-revenue water, unit leakage of
non-revenue water, minimum night water demand, economic water loss index.
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For the assessment of the pressure conditions we recommend to make the
assessment in terms of the maximum hydrostatic pressure, mean hydrodynamic
pressure and hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations during the day in the assessed
water supply network.
Assessment of the direct influence of the water supply network on the quality
of water is very difficult. For the purposes of assessing the technical condition we
recommend the use of derived parameters: influence of the pipe material, quality
of conveyed water, pipe incrustation, water retention time in the mains.
The assessment of the valve vaults and the valves in the network is designed to
be made by means of visual inspections and assessment of the average age.

3. CASE STUDIES
The presented methodology was tested in actual water-related structures
operated in the CR. For most of the modules the methodology requires both visual
inspections as well as data from the operations and the dispatching. The
methodology was tested in cooperation with selected water utilities. As an
example, the assessment results of selected structures in water treatment plans and
water mains are presented.

3.1

TEAT MODULE

The TEAT module and, in particular, the proposed set of TI have so far been
tested mainly in separation structures, i.e. sedimentation and filtration stages at
three real water treatment plants. The findings from the ongoing testing are still
being used to modify the technological indicators, factors and the scoring scale.
One of the treatment plants where the technical condition assessment using the
proposed methodology was tested was built in 1959 with a designed outflow of
200 l.s-1. The sources of raw water were both ground and surface water sources bored wells in combination with a water tank. During its operation, the water
treatment plant has been extended several times, technological elements have been
added, the building has been reconstructed and the control room upgraded.
Raw water is mainly characterised by increased iron and manganese
concentrations if water is extracted from boreholes, sometimes it is characterised
by aggressiveness and ammonia content. Water coming from surface resources is
mainly characterised by increased content of organic matter and microbial growth
in the spring and autumn. Suitable mixing results in mixed raw water which is
treated by ozone oxidation followed by two-stage filtration and final treatment on
filters with granulated activated carbon. Water is disinfected with chlorine gas.
The designed daily capacity of the water treatment plant is 210 l.s-1 and the
actual average daily output is 160 l.s-1. At this plant, a total of 13 TI were
assessed, with 3 being given 5 points - unsatisfactory condition, 3 indicators
scoring 3 points – average conditions and the others scoring 1 point - very good
condition. One of these indicators is the indicator of internal consumption, which
was assesses as slightly over 10%.
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Tab 2. Selected indicators of the technical condition of the water
treatment plant
Total assessment

B

Usability of the plant output given its design values
Internal water consumption
Filtration efficiency determined by reduced water turbidity
Automated operation of the specific separation structures

2
3
1
1

During the assessment of the indicators in tab. 2, it was determined that the
average output was 76% of the design output, internal water consumption at the
plant amounted to 10.2%, the turbidity value at the outlet of the second filtration
stage did not exceed 0.3 NTU for a period longer than 10 minutes and the
separation structures were fully automated in performing the technological tasks.

3.2

TEAN MODULE

The tested pressure zone (PZ) supplies water mainly to real estates built in the
1980s. The dominant pipe material is gray cast iron, which accounts for close to
80% of the total length of the pipeline in the zone. The total length of pipes in the
PZ is 16.06 km. The average age of the cast iron pipes is 40 years. The occurrence
of bursts in the PZ is up 10 bursts per year (mains only). The network operator
states that no significant increase in the number of bursts has been recorded in
recent years. The size of the water mains ranges from DN80 to DN400. The
largest pipe clearance is that of the supply main which leads directly from the
water tank.
Most technical indicators are included in the first two categories. The worst
assessed technical indicator was TI4 – Pressure conditions - two of the three
factors received three points. Based on the score, the pressure zone is categorised
as “B - good condition“. The resulting assessment of the individual technical
indicators for the tested pressure zone is shown in table 2.
Tab 3. Resulting assessment of the pressure zone
Total assessment

B

Average pipe material age
Burst rate
Water losses
Pressure conditions
Impacts on water quality
Valve vaults
Valves in the network

1
2
1
4
3
1
3
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4. TEA WATER SOFTWARE TOOL
The web application TEA Water (Technical and Energy Audit) is an interface
which enables WSS audits using a uniform methodology for the assessment of the
technical condition. The software tool is available at http://tea.fce.vutbr.cz, at the
time of this paper it is, however, still intended for development and testing only. It
is expected that the application will be released for commercial use at near future.
The working environment of the application is accessible from any Internet
browser. This indicates minimum hardware and software requirements. However,
the user needs Internet connection to be able to use the application. After starting
up the application the user must first sign up and then log in with a user account
and password. In the next step, the user creates a new project and fills in project
details. This enables new structures to be created in the active project in the
specific modules, make assessments and review the assessment results. Current
working design of the application without the graphical interface is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Interface of TEA Water software tool (techn. and energetical audit)

5.

CONCLUSION

The presented methodology is the outcome of the efforts made to design a
simple yet effective methodology for auditing the technical condition of public
water supply systems. The proposed methodology is designed to categorise the
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technical condition assessment concerning the basic parts of the public water
supply system. The outcomes of this methodology can serve as a basis for
comparative analysis, repairs planning, renewal planning, repairs funding planning
required by the act on water supply and sewerage systems, as a basis for further
detailed structural and technological surveys etc. The proposed methodology is
able to interpret the technical condition of the individual parts or structures,
present critical points through various technical indicators and perform
comparative analyses of the considered water infrastructure. The disadvantage
may be the apparent difficulty in obtaining and processing input data and certain
subjectivity in assessing the individual factors.
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Abstract
Very often water supply systems are used not only for water supply but also for
energy production. This paper deals with hydrodynamic analysis of a small
hydropower plant constructed on the main pipeline of the regional water supply
system "Studenchica" The water supply system "Studenchica" is located in
northwest part of the Republic of Macedonia. It provides technological water for
TE Oslomej and drinking water for cities Kichevo, Prilep, Makedonski Brod,
Krushevo and many villages in the region. Knowing that the main pipeline has been
designed and constructed on hydrodynamic conditions, then the operational regime
at the closing valve must be limited. To obtain the desired closing time a water
hummer model has been applied for the entire system and to check whether
nowhere in the system the maximum allowed pressure has not been exceeded.
Abstract should summarize the most important points of the paper.

Keywords
Small hydropower plant, closing valve, mathematical model, water hammer

1.

INTRODUCTION

The regional water supply system "Studenchica" is used to provide potable
water for the Thermal plant Oslomej in Kichevo and water supply of the cities:
Kichevo, Prilep, Makedonski Brod, Krushevo as many villages in the region,
Figure 1 [Pelivanoski, Taseski 2012].
The water supply system "Studenchica" was launched in 1980 with provided designed service period of 30 years and a maximum installed capacity of 1.500 l/s.
The water from the regional water supply system "Studenchica" covers from the
source "Studenchica" located at an elevation of 966.38 m above sea level and is
characterized by large fluctuations in its capacity of 490 to 5.495 l/s [Pelivanoski,
Taseski 2012].
With the General solution for the regional water supply system Studenchica
that is prepared in 1975, that does not plan construction of power plants on the
pipeline, it is probably because in that period the implementation of this kind of
power plants-on pipe was rarely present that one can say that there isn’t one at all
[Pelivanoski, Taseski 2012].
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the part of the Regional water supply
system Studenchica for which the mathematical model HTM is applied
According the project documentation Study for innovation of the regime of
using the regional water supply system "Studenchica" prepared by the Civil
Engineering Faculty where they analyze the current needs of water supply of the
settlements and the future needs of water supply by 2040, it can be concluded that
the capacity of the source in great part of the year is greater than the current and
future needs of water for water supply of settlements, Thermal plant Oslomej and
from the installed capacity of small hydro-plant Dobrenoec. Therefore with the
Study for optimal utilization of the hydropower potential of the regional water
supply system Studenchica by innovative water supply regime, which is made by
Aquawatt from Skopje, plans construction of a small hydro power plant near the
settlement Popolzhani with installed flow of 450 l/s. This plant is considered to
operate only on the excess water from the regional water supply system
Studenchica [Pelivanoski, Taseski 2012].
Regardless of the type of the turbine always when setting the hydromechanical equipment for these plants before the turbine usually a butterfly valve
is placed that in the stage of exploitation of the system may require closure. The
closing of the valve can cause a sharp increase in the pressure as close to the valve
and along the pipeline depending on the speed of propagation of the wave, i.e.
with the sudden closure of the valve a water hammer is caused [Pelivanoski,
Taseski 2012].
On the other hand, typical for the regional water supply system Studenchica is
that during the preparation of the General project the thickness of the pipe is
dimensioned for hydrodynamic pressure, and knowing that the pipeline is
currently at the end of its service period, it is possible with even a small increase
in the pressure, at a part or the entire pipeline significant damage of the same to
appear [Pelivanoski, Taseski 2012].
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Due to the foregoing, the regional water supply system Studenchica with built
small hydro-plant in Popolzhani, during a sharp opening and closing of the valve
before the plant is the subject of analysis in this paper [Pelivanoski, Taseski 2012].
The geometric characteristics of the pipeline and the high land elevations of
the nod points are shown in the following Table 1 [Taseski 2015], [Pelivanoski,
Taseski 2012].
Table 1. Geometric characteristics of the pipeline from the regional water
supply system Studenchica
Area
1
2
2
4
4
6
7
7
9
11
6
14
15
17
19
21
23
24
25
25
27
28

2.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
13
14
15
17
19
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Elevation
966
758
758
654
654
619
621
621
640
648
619
613
598
586
581
576
590
574
546
546
681
785

758
758
654
654
619
621
722
640
648
721
613
598
586
581
576
590
574
546
546
681
785
863

L
m
4,500
500
4,000
500
4,000
500
500
9,500
500
4,000
2,000
2,500
3,500
2,000
3,500
5,500
5,500
1,000
500
1,500
1,000
4,500

Material
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Diameter, mm
ОD
ID
1,016.0
323.9
1,016.0
711.2
1,016.0
457.2
508.0
355.6
355.6
355.6
914.4
914.4
914.4
914.4
914.4
914.4
914.4
863.6
244.5
863.6
863.6
863.6

992.0
307.9
992.0
691.2
992.0
441.2
492.0
343.6
343.6
343.6
890.4
889.0
889.0
889.0
889.0
889.0
890.4
839.6
224.5
839.6
841.6
847.6

Thick.
δ, mm
12.0
8.0
12.0
10.0
12.0
6.0
8.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
12.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
12.0
13.0
12.0
12.0
10.0
12.0
11.0
8.0

a
m/s
1,104
1,194
1,104
1,146
1,104
1,196
1,165
1,189
1,189
1,189
1,130
1,149
1,149
1,149
1,130
1,149
1,130
1,143
1,201
1,143
1,123
1,041

BASIC EQUATIONS FOR WATER HAMMER

According Wylie (1993), the water hammer is defined as the hydraulic
variable occurrence of flow, which causes an increase of overpressure in a
pipeline system. The water hammer can be generated by certain operational
measures such as: opening or closing of the valve, turning the pumps on or off,
abrupt cracking of the pipe etc [Popocska 2000], [Streeter, Wylie 1967],
[Betamino De Almeida 1992], [Zaruba 1993], [Parmakian 1995].
Starting points in the mathematical description of the water hammer are the
basic laws in the mechanics of fluids:
•
Law of maintaining the amount of movement and
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•
Law of maintaining weight.
Satisfying these basic principles for conservation/maintenance comes to the
dynamic equation and the equation of continuity.
The final form of the dynamic equation for unsteady flow in closed systems
under pressure:
λ
∂V
∂V
∂П
+V
+g
+
VV =0
2D
∂t
∂x
∂x

(1)

And the final form of the equation of continuity gets the following form:
V

∂П ∂П
a 2 ∂V
+
− V sin α +
=0
∂x
∂t
g ∂x

(2)

Where:
- V – velocity of fluid,
- П – piezometric head,
- sinα – angle of the pipe axis with horizontal,
- a – pressure wave celerity,
- g – acceleration due gravity,
- t – time,
- x – distance along the pipe axis,
- λ – friction factor.

3.

METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR SOLVING
BASIC EQUATIONS OF WATER HAMMER

With the method of characteristics the basic partial differential equations
which are not integrable in closed form, are transformed into ordinary differential
equations which have a solution in a closed form. The basic equations, the
equation of continuity and the dynamic equation can be designated with L1 and L2
[Kaveh Hariri Asli 2013], [Izquierdo, Inglesias 2004]:
∂П ∂V
∂V
λ
+
+V
+
VV =0
∂x
∂t
∂x 2 D

(3)

∂П
∂П a 2 ∂V
+V
+
− g sinα = 0
∂t
∂x
g ∂x

(4)

L1 = g

L2 =

These linear equations can be combined as follows:
L = L1 + χL2

(5)

From the previous equation it can be concluded that it’s about two families of
curves that are practically straight lines, where the speed of propagation is
constant and many times faster than the basic flow, so the system of two partial
differential equations are transformed into system of ordinary four differential
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equations which are marked with a C+ and C– and determine straight lines
[Streeter, Wylie 1967], [Izquierdo, Inglesias 2004]:
dП a dV
λ

+
+
V V − V sin α = 0 
dt
g dt
2D
 +
C
dx

=V +a

dt

(6)

dП a dV
λ

+
+
V V + V sin α = 0 
dt
g dt
2D
 −
C
dx

=V −a

dt

(7)

−

3.1

Numerical model

Figure 2 shows discretization of the physical system in a numerical network
with computing steps ∆x and ∆t where the solutions are obtained at the
intersection of the positive and negative lines of characteristics [Popocska 2000],
[Streeter, Wylie 1967], [Betamino De Almeida 1992], [Zaruba 1993], [Parmakian
1995].

Figure 2. Numerical network for the method of characteristics.
According the given numerical network, equations (6) and (7) can be written
as follows:
d
dt


a 
a VV
 П ± V  + λ
m V sin α = 0
g
D
2g



(8)

After integration, equation of positive characteristic are written:
П P − П A a VP − V A
λa
+
+
V A V A − V A sin α = 0
∆t
∆t
g
2 gD
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(9)

If it is known that the hydraulic analysis is important to determine the change
in the flow and height position of the hydrodynamic line in any section along the
pipe and at a specified interval, additional approximating is introduced that the
cross-section of the pipe throughout its length is constant and if is known that the
average speed can be determined by the equation V=Q/A, the previous equations
knowing the numerical network can be written in the following final form:
(10)

CM = Пin+1 − BQin+1 + MQin+1 Qin+1

(11)

B=

For:

3.2

CP = Пin−1 + BQin−1 − MQin−1 Qin−1

a
gA

M=

and

λ∆x
2gDA2

Boundary conditions

The conditions of the flow that govern within the boundary of the system
under pressure – the water supply system are defined as boundary conditions.
Their definition is of crucial importance for getting the solution at the points in the
system. Follow-on are the most common cases of boundary conditions
encountered in the water supply systems [Popocska 2000], [Kaveh Hariri Asli
2013], [Zaruba 1993], [Parmakian 1995], [Izquierdo, Inglesias 2004].
•
Connection of more pipes in a junction
Pressure: П n + 1 =
Flow: − Q1n,+N1 =

•

CP1 / B1 + CM 2 / B2 + CM 3 / B3 + CM 4 / B4
1 / B1 + 1 / B2 + 1 / B3 + 1 / B4

П n + 1 CP1
П n + 1 CM 2
П n + 1 CM 3
−
; Q 2n,1+ 1 =
−
; Q3n,1+ 1 =
−
B1
B1
B2
B2
B3
B3

(П

n +1
1

(14)

)

− CM
B
Valve at the end of the pipeline

n +1
Flow: Q1 =

Pressure:

П1n + 1 = CP − BQNn + 1

Flow:

QNn +1 = −B ⋅ C1 +

•

(13)

Reservoir at the end of pipeline

n +1
Pressure: П1 = П R

•

(12)

(B ⋅ C1 )2 + 2C1 (CP − Z Z )

(15)

(16)
(17)

Valve at the middle of the pipeline

n +1
n +1
n +1
n +1
Pressure: П1,N = CP1 − B1Q1,N ; П2,1 = CM2 − B2Q2,1

(18)

CP1 − B1Qn +1 − CM2 − B2Qn +1 − C1Qn +1 Qn +1 = 0

(19)
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Flow: Q

n +1

=

− (B1 + B2 ) +

(B1 + B2 )2 + 4C1 (CP1 − CM2 )
2C1

(20)

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL
MODEL TO DETERMINE THE TIME OF CLOSING THE
VALVE BY THE SMALL HYDRO-PLANT POPOLZHANI
As starting conditions for analysis of the water hammer that are used by the
HTM model are the hydraulic characteristics in a stationary regime that in this
case are made with the software package WaterGEMS. Given that it is about
realistic systems the model is previously calibrated with measured data from the
systems [Taseski 2015].
During the hydraulic analysis of the water supply systems, the process of
calibration consists in adjusting the results of the hydraulic simulation with the
actual measured values. According to the recommendation in the literature and
from previous experiences with modeling of such systems, during calibrating the
model should be calibrated - compared to the real system with two key
parameters, namely: with the measured water flow and the measured pressures
that occur during this flow, at the same time the flow and change of pressure
should be measured in at least three points. From the obtained measurements of
the flow and the pressure with hydraulic analysis, the real coefficient of the
friction of the pipeline is obtained and the same is compared with the ratio of the
friction in the model. The allowed deviations of measurements and calculations
with the model during calibration for this type of piping is recommended not to
exceed from 15% [Taseski 2015].
For the water supply system Studenchica the mathematical model HTM is
calibrated with a series of systematic measurements of flows and pressures
conducted on 09.11.2011. The values for the measured flows and pressures
suggest that they were made in circumstances where the capacity of the source
Studenchica is greater than the needs of water for the water supply. However, the
data from a series of measurements, as in this case, was enough to make the
calibration of the model [Taseski 2015].
One of the operational criteria of the new plant in Popolzhani is that it should
run only when all the needs of water for water supply are covered for the
settlements and potable water for the Thermal plant Oslomej. During the hydraulic
analysis in stationary and non-stationary regimes of flowing the following
alternative scenarios are made:
I.
Thermal plant Oslomej and Small hydro plant Dobrenoec are in
function.
II.
Small hydro plant Dobrenoec is in function and Thermal plant Oslomej
is not in function.
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III.

5.

Thermal plant Oslomej and Small hydro plant Dobrenoec are not in
function.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

In addition to the figures 3 and 4, that show the results of the analysis of the
characteristics of the hydraulic hammer in the regional water supply system
Studenchica during the abrupt closing of the valve in the intended Small hydro
plant Popolzhani.
From the presented results it may be noted that with the sharp closing of the
valve by the new projected Small hydro plant Popolzhani the pressure is sharply
increasing as near the plant and in the entire system which exceeds the projected
performances and operational criteria. The conclusion is that in the entire system
the pressure is greater than the maximum allowable pressure according the project.

а)

b)

Figure 3. Increasing of the pressure during abrupt closing of the valve in
the new Small hydro plant Popolzhani (а) and
in Small hydro plant Dobrenoec (b)

а)

b)

Figure 4. Increasing of pressure during abrupt closing of the valve in
Thermal plant Осломеј (а) and in PRC Barbaras (b)
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With the mathematical model HTM further analysis is made which determines
the time of closing the valve as it doesn’t allow increasing of the pressure over the
maximum permitted in the entire system. In this analysis it is assumed that the
closing of the valve is linearly in function of time. According this analysis the
total time required for the gradual closing of the valve is 180 s. Figures 5 and 6
show the results of this analysis.

а)

b)

Figure 5.Increasing of pressure during regular closing of the valve in the
new Small hydro power Popolzhani (а) and
in Small hydro plant Dobrenoec (b)

а)

b)

Figure 6. Increasing of pressure during regular closing of the valve in the
Thermal plant Oslomej (а) and in PRC Barbaras (b)

6.

CONCLUSION

From the performed analyzes the following can be found:
•
The characteristics of the water hammer that would occur near the valve
by Small hydro plant Popolzhani does not depend of the flowing
amounts of water in the pipeline.
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•
•
•
•
•

7.

Abrupt increase of the pressure above the allowable operating pressure
of the system occurs in all branches of the regional water supply system
Studenchica only during the abrupt closing of the valve.
During the valve opening in Small hydro plant Popolzhani occurs only
abrupt reduction of the pressure in the whole system.
When the Thermal plant Oslomej does not work, a sharp increase in
pressure compared only when Thermal plant Oslomej is operating
occurs at the point of connection of the Thermal plant Oslomej.
Also in a situation when Small hydro plant Dobrenoec is not in function
according to the analysis made by the mathematical model HTM, sharp
increase in pressure appears near Small hydro plant Dobrenoec.
From the previous conclusions it can be stated that when sudden closure
of the valve in Small hydro plant Popolzhani in all branches of the
Regional water supply system Studenchica it comes to pressure
increasing that is greater than the pressure for which the pipeline is
dimensioned. Therefore, as a measure that is recommended to eliminate
the pressure increasing, with the mathematical model HTM is the
determined time of closing the valve, which in this case is 180 s.
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Abstract
Green roofs have many advantages: improving the roof thermal insulation, noise
absorption, temperature and humidity control in cities (urban microclimate), fire
resistance and protection of roof structural surface layers against UV- radiation.
The most important green roof ability, which appears as a key feature in terms of
rainwater management in urban catchments is the ability of rainwater detention
and retention. To increase the retention capacity of green roofs are being used in
addition to the drainage layer and the storage layer, which in hydrological terms
significantly change the properties of these roofs.
Paper describes preliminary results of a scientific project VEGA 1/0691/13,
focused on experimental research of the hydrological function of green roofs in
urban areas with regard to the reduction and the detention of rainfall runoff, which
may be one of the crucial factors for sustainable urban development. Another
objective of the research is to test the filtration ability of green roofs, rainwater
runoff quality and possible use of green roofs as a supplementary source of service
water in urban areas. We assume that runoff water collected from green roofs can
be in some cases a valuable source of service water and can be used in many
private or commercial applications.

Keywords
Green roofs, water resource, water quality, runoff

1.

INTRODUCTION

Big expansion of sewer systems construction currently raises several
conceptual questions, which have not always simple or clear answer. They are
mainly basic conceptual issues of cities (sewer agglomerations) drainage strategy
[Krejčí et al., 2002].
Current trends in most cities in Slovak republic can be described that the trend
and the overall concept for the cities development is to keep the combined
sewerage network type in a wider urban centres, but in all developing outskirts
outside urban centres is the tendency to separate the waste water types. This
creates multiple sewerage systems in complex urbanized area.
Foul wastewater (dry weather flows) does not represent in terms of capacity of
the existing sewer network bigger problem. As in previous years there was a
decrease in production of foul wastewater, it is also the capacity of wastewater
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treatment plants (WWTP) generally satisfactory, problems occurs rather with
requirements for advanced treatment technology - nitrogen and phosphorus
removal.
However, the problem may be to change the ratio of the discharges of foul
sewage water relative to the discharges of surface runoff, i.e. change the mixing
ratio. There are however, two conflicting tendencies: on the one hand reduce the
volume of industrial waste waters from a collecting system (to exclude
problematic industries outside city centres) and on the other hand increase the
volume of sewage from households (new residential areas, office, shopping
centres, etc.). These volume changes may change the mixing ratio of combined
sewer overflows (CSO’s) and thus negatively affect the legislative possibility of
wastewater overflows in CSO’s.
As mentioned earlier, the problem of new urban outskirt areas is mainly water
from surface runoff. Sewer network operators in most cases do not agree with the
entry of surface runoff waters to the public combined sewer systems, as capacity
main collectors is in most cases exhausted. Surface runoff from large development
areas would require considerable and extensive reconstruction of sewer network
and increase of its capacity. So the question is how to deal with waste water from
surface runoff?
In principle, there are several ways of dealing with water from surface runoff.
In principle, there are according the Slovak legislation two possible ways:
1. The disposal of water in places of their origin (infiltration, evaporation)
2. Accumulation and subsequent controlled discharge into water bodies or
sewage systems
Accumulation and subsequent controlled discharge into water bodies or
sewage systems face very often very strict and excessive requirements of
authorities or sewer network operator. Regulation is generally limited to the
requirement that the amount of surface runoff water must not be higher than the
natural outflow of the catchment [7/2010 Coll.]. The solution of this situation is to
the infiltrate the maximal possible extent of rainwater, while it should be noted
that only lightly contaminated rainwater (e.g. from roofs, pedestrians sidewalks)
can be infiltrated into the ground (with appropriate filtration through soil layer).
More contaminated rainwater (e.g. from car parking lots, roads) can be infiltrated
only after removing the harmful substances (e.g. oil separators, etc., see [364/2004
Coll.], [269/2010 Coll.]).
If infiltration is impossible due to local conditions (e.g. soil with low
permeability) or if the infiltration restricted or prohibited for some reason (e.g.
water resource protection zones), consideration should be given to draining
rainwater into the local recipients. In this case there are also restrictions and
requirements regarding the removal of polluting substances [364/2004 Coll.].
Therefore, we believe that in the future mainly the methods of spatial
decentralized runoff retention and detention will be used.
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From this point of view, we consider to be very promising and important the
detention and retention decentralized methods using the green roof technology,
which is not very common and widespread in Slovakia yet. However, we consider
the green roof technology as very important tool for the surface runoff disposal
together with the local infiltration. Green roofs hydrological characteristics are
very close to the natural catchment, permitting evaporation of significant
rainwater volumes.

2.

GREEN ROOFS

Green roofs are already known for quite a while, but only in last decade come
this idea back to life, mainly due to the development of building materials and
technologies that permit the construction of such roofs on a new level of
excellence. Green roofs have many advantages: improving the roof thermal
insulation, noise absorption, temperature and humidity control in cities (urban
microclimate), fire resistance and protection of roof structural surface layers
against UV- radiation. The most important green roof ability, which appears as a
key feature in terms of rainwater management in urban catchments is the ability of
rainwater detention and retention.
To increase the retention capacity of green roofs are being used in addition to
the drainage layer and the storage layer, which in hydrological terms significantly
change the properties of these roofs. Green roofs retain a portion of rainwater that
would otherwise flow out from the roof into the sewer system; this can
significantly reduce the hydraulic load of sewer network.
Property that seems to be crucial in terms of rainwater management in urban
catchments is the ability of runoff regulation and reduction.
Retained rainwater evaporates slowly, resulting in cooling and humidification
of ambient air. It is also possible to accumulate the effluent water from the green
roof and subsequently use it as service water, for irrigation or for other purposes.
In addition to the impact on hydrology runoff (regulation and reduction) an
important is also the effect of green roofs on runoff water quality. Some
publications [Stausloff, S., 1998] pointed out on very high heavy metals removal
efficiency (Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb, 92-99 %), as well as a significant buffering capacity
with respect to acid rain [Teemusk et al., 2007].

3.

FIELD EXPERIMENTS

For these reasons the project VEGA 1-0691-13 started experimental research
aimed besides basic examining hydrological characteristics of green roofs also to
the possibility of using waste materials as substrate layer for green roofs plants.
Such suitable material can be the sewage sludge from municipal wastewater
treatment plants, but should not be excessively polluted (e.g. heavy metals). The
second option is to add filter materials directly into the roof structure, or their
inclusion in the outflow area. Therefore, another objective of the project is to
explore the possibility of using the filtration material - natural zeolite, whose
relatively large resources are located in east Slovakia. This material has excellent
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absorbent abilities and in combination with activated carbon filter could form an
effective system for runoff pollution reduction from green roofs. Such approach
might create additional sources of urban service water.
For further examination of the green roofs properties in terms of the runoff
quality, we construct within the research work on the above mentioned project the
experimental device, which consists of four boxes - green roof models,
representing different types of roofs. Models are located on the roof of the “A”
building of the Faculty of Civil Engineering in Bratislava in order to ensure model
exposure in realistic conditions. Models are placed in a 2% slope. The in the
bottom of the boxes are drilled holes to enable the outflow of the rainwater and
sampling collection. The green roof model was constructed as intensive green roof
type according rules and recommendations [EN 12056, 2001], [FLL, 2008],
[ÖNORM L 1131, 2010].
In the first year of the project the experimental roof was filled with organic soil
(humus layer), which is commonly used for the green roof construction. The
construction type of the experimental green roof was an intensive green roof with
a substrate layer with a 100 mm thickness. Half of the total experimental green
roof area was filled with the organic soil, slightly mixed with the sludge from a
wastewater treatment plant (from WWTP Bratislava - Petržalka). Surface of the
experimental green roofs is covered with vegetation - standard seed mixtures,
which are used in practice for the construction of green roofs (see Fig. 1). To
increase the storage capacity of a green roof model we added in the model a
storage layer consisting of a standard non-perforated drainage hard plastic foil,
used in practice for the green roofs construction. For the first two models we used
a drainage foil with 25 mm storage layer, in two models is used a storage layer 50
mm thickness.
The use of the common commercial organic soil proved to be a wrong choice;
the runoff from the experimental green roof was extremely polluted. There could
be two reasons for it: the first one is probably the high contents of pollution
substances in the organic soil itself, the second one is the ability of the organic soil
(humus layer) to keep the water and thus allow the extraction of large amounts of
pollution from the incorporated sludge.
Despite the zeolite filters used (attached on the outflow pipe form the
experimental green roof models) the runoff water quality was extremely poor. The
runoff water contained high amounts of organic matters, this is reflected in the
extremely high values of the BOD (over 1600 mg.l-1, similar situation was with
the COD indicator). A simple - visual comparison of the rainwater and the runoff
from the green roof model can be seen on Fig. 1.
Pollution extraction will probably decrease over time, but we were afraid, it
will stay very high for long time. Due to this reasons, in the second year we
changed the soil type, used for the green roof model construction to the soft sandy
soil with a small proportion of organic compounds (can be characterized as sandy,
sandy –loam soil, regosol from the west- Slovak region Záhorie).
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Fig. 1 Visual comparison of the rainwater (right) and the runoff from the
green roof model (model with sludge incorporation – two samples most left,
without the sludge – two samples in the middle)

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of chemical analyses from the year 2014 are listed in the Tab. 1. In this
table we present the concentrations of the rain water, as well as the concentrations
of the runoff water from the green roof model, which was based on “pure” soil
without sludge addition.
Tab. 1 Results of chemical analyses
Substance
Total organic carbon (TOC)
Absorbable organic halides (AOX)
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH)
Benzene
Organochlorinated pesticides
Silver (Ag)
Aluminum (Al)
Total alkalinity
Arsenic (As)
Barium (Ba)
Boron (B)
BOD5 with nitrification suppression
Calcium (Ca)
Cadmium (Cd)
The total substance at 105 ° C
Chlorides (Cl)
Cobalt (Co)
Chrome (Cr)
Copper (Cu)
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Unit
mg.l-1
µg/l
µg/l
µg/l
µg/l
mg.l-1
mg.l-1
mmol/l
mg.l-1
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l

Rain water
2.265
20
0.335
<0.1
<0.01
<0.0010
0.345
<0.20
<0.0010
0.0054
<0.030
1.2
1.155
<0.00030
84
0.3055
<0.0020
0.0012
0.0037

Green roof runoff
30.85
30
0.055
<0.1
<0.01
<0.0010
0.099
2.025
0.00498
0.013
<0.030
1.225
56.45
<0.00030
297
2.95
<0.0020
0.0064
0.0158

Substance
Nitrate nitrogen N-NO3
Nitrite nitrogen N-NO2
Fluoride
Iron (Fe)
Total phosphorus (P)
Phosphate phosphorus P-PO4
Mercury (Hg)
COD (test with permanganate)
total cyanide
Magnesium (Mg)
Manganese (Mn)
Molybdenum (Mo)
Organic nitrogen
Sodium (Na)
Ammonia nitrogen N-NH4
Suspended solids at 105 ° C
Nickel (Ni)
Lead (Pb)
Dissolved solids at 105° C
Antimony (Sb)
Selenium (Se)
Tin (Sn)
Sulphates
Free hydrogen sulphide (H2S)
Sulphides
Vanadium (V)
Turbidity
Zinc (Zn)
Conductivity at 20 ° C
Extractable non-polar substances (ENP- IR)

Unit
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
ZF
mg/l
mS/m
mg/l

Rain water
0.2875
0.0052
<0.024
0.1715
<0.40
0.035
<0.00010
1.125
<0.010
0.185
0.0062
<0.0040
<2.5
0.575
0.21
<10.0
<0.0050
<0.010
81
<0.0010
<0.0010
<0.010
2.0315
<0.020
<0.020
<0.0020
2.5
0.059
1.5
<0.05

Green roof runoff
8.8
0.065
0.312
0.056
0.84
0.615
<0.00010
22.1
<0.010
3.025
0.039
<0.0040
<2.5
7.25
3.175
<10.0
0.0053
<0.010
293.5
0.00198
<0.0010
<0.010
38.38
<0.020
<0.020
<0.0020
<1.0
0.0215
23.88
<0.05

Note: the sign “<” means, that the concentration was below the indicated detection
limit

5.

CONCLUSION

Use the classic commercial organic substrate layer (with as wee as without the
sludge addition) has proved out to be inappropriate for cases, where the water
from green roof surface runoff intended to be used as service water. The
substantial change of the green roof model (the vegetation layer change from
organic humus layer to the sandy – loam soil, regosol) has of course serious effect
on the results. The major change is that it has considerably increased the runoff
water quality (see Tab. 1) and conclusion is that the water from the experimental
green roof with the substrate layer used can be fully utilised as service water.
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On the other hand, the vegetation is not as lively and proliferous as with the
humus soil layer in the first year, so the vegetation cover is not so effective and
the evaporation is smaller. This can also be regarded as an advantage, as it is not
necessary to take very often part of the roof horticultural maintenance.
The second disadvantage is the relative high weight of the sandy soil, so the
green roof vegetation layer shall be thinner, or with use of the same layer
thickness there will be higher weight of the green roof construction.
Future research within the project framework will be focused on determination
of the sludge amount, which can be added to the soil without deterioration of the
runoff water quality, eventually with the use of improved zeolite filters. Also
runoff water quality from green roofs with other soil types could be examined (in
other locations buildings).
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Abstract
Some uncommon elements can sometimes be present in groundwater and surface
water. Metals belong to such elements. Increased concentrations of iron and
manganese can be expected in groundwater but higher concentrations of metals
such as nickel or arsenic are not typical of such water. Nevertheless, water sources
exceeding prescribed limits for drinking water in arsenic and nickel concentrations
can also be found. Because of the toxicity of these metals, we started to make a
research into the possibilities of removing these elements from water. Our research
is funded by a grant from the Brno University of Technology.
There is a number of ways to remove heavy metals from water. Sorption on
granular media based on iron oxides and hydroxides is currently the most used
option. Our experiment was carried out using sorption materials GEH, CFH 0818,
CFH 12 and Bayoxide, which are primarily designed to remove arsenic from water.
We prepared four columns of an inner diameter of 4.4 cm for the purpose of the
experiment. The thickness of the filtration media was 0.62 cm on average. Nickel,
iron and manganese pollution was simulated in a laboratory. The efficacy of metals
removal by four selected sorption materials was compared. During the experiment,
the flow rate was set to reach the required retention time of 2.5, 7 and 15 minutes.
We have found out that the nickel concentration was reduced according to
Regulation No. 252/2004 setting the limit value even after the shortest retention
time (2.5 mins). Longer retention time had no significant effect on nickel removal.
Our measurements also proved that all sorption materials have the ability to
remove iron and manganese from water. Bayoxide sorption material achieved the
best results in nickel, iron and manganese removal from water.

Keywords
Iron, manganese, metals removal, nickel, sorption materials

1.

INTRODUCTION

Groundwater and surface water sometimes contain substances that do not
occur frequently in such water. Such substances include some of the metals.
Increased iron and manganese content is expected in groundwater; however,
metals such as nickel and arsenic in high quantities are not typical of such water.
Still, there are sources where the occurrence of nickel, arsenic and other metals is
in concentrations exceeding the prescribed values for drinking water.
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Nickel can be found in minerals usually with sulphur, arsenic and potentially
with antimony. These are, for example, gersdorfite (NiAsS), pentlandite
[(Fe,Ni)9S8], nickeline (NiAs), millerite (NiS) and garnierite and pyrrhotite. It is
also included in some of the aluminosilicates (serpentine). Anthropogenic sources
of nickel include mainly wastewater from metal surface treatment where it is
predominantly complexly bound, and wastewater from colour metallurgy. It is
also used in ceramic and glass making industries and for some chemical syntheses
as a catalyser. Another potential sources are nickel-plated parts of equipment that
can in touch with water. [Pitter 2009]
Besides simple Ni2+ ions, water in alkaline environment contains also hydroxocomplexes [NiOH]+ - [Ni(OH)4]2-, then carbonato-complex [NiCO3(aq)]o and
sulphato-complex [NiSO4(aq)]o. Wastewater coming from galvanisation includes
nickel usually in the form of cyano-complexes [NiCN]+ - [Ni(CN)4]2- and
ammino-complexes [NiNH3]2+ - [Ni(NH3)6]2+.
Nickel solubility in water is restricted either by carbonate NiCO3(s) or
hydroxide Ni(OH)2(s). Sulphides are present, NiS(s) may also be considered.
Natural nickel background in groundwater is considered as concentrations that
are not above ca. 20 µg.l-1. Average nickel concentrations in public drinking water
systems in the CR are usually ca. 4.7 µg.l-1. Bottled mineral water in the CR
contain Ni concentrations usually ranging between 0.3 - 10 µg.l-1. In sea water, the
Ni concentrations reach between 0.1 - 2 µg.l-1. Flush water from metal surface
treatment reaches nickel concentrations of tens up to hundreds of mg.l-1. [Pitter
2009]
Nickel is not significantly toxic to human beings but it is one of the potential
carcinogens. Toxicity for some of the aquatic organisms is quite high and, for this
reason, the permissible concentrations in water supply courses is limited more
strictly than in drinking water.
For the quality of drinking water and the quality of table water and baby water
the limit value is set at 0.02 mg.l-1. For water intended for fish breeding it is
recommended that the Ni concentration should not exceed the value of 0.1 mg.l-1.
The same concentration is recommended for water used for irrigation purposes.
The general pollution standard of permissible surface water pollution for nickel is
0.04 mg.l-1. Industrial wastewater discharged into municipal sewerage systems is
subject to the concentration limit of 0.1 mg.l-1, when discharged into surface,
water from electro-technical operations have a permissible nickel concentration
set at 0.5 mg.l-1 and for water discharged from metal surface treatment it is 0.8
mg.l-1. [Pitter 2009]

2.

EXPERIMENTAL REMOVAL OF NICKEL FROM
WATER

Some drinking water natural resources contain nickel concentrations that
sometimes exceed several times the limit concentrations in drinking water as
defined by Regulation No. 252/2004 Sb. For this reason, we focused on removing
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Ni from water and during the experimental measurement we assessed the
efficiency of its removal from water during filtration using various sorption
materials. The measurement was carried out at the Faculty of Civil Engineering of
the BUT in the laboratory of the Institute of Municipal Water Management.
For the experiment we used four filtration materials primarily designed to
remove arsenic from water. These are materials CFH 0818, CFH 12, GEH and
Bayoxide E33. At the same time, iron and manganese removal efficiency was
examined during the filtration.

2.1

Sorption material description

Materials CFH 0818 and CFH 12 that are based on iron oxide hydroxide are
used to remove mainly As, Se, P, Ag, Ni, Pb, Mo, Si, V, Cu and other metals from
water. Sorbents have the shape of granules, whose properties are very similar and
they mainly differ in terms of granularity (tab.1). They are manufactured by
Lemura based in Finland. The distributor of the material in the CR is Kemwater
ProChemie s.r.o. based in Bakov nad Jizerou.
Tab 1. Granularity of filtration materials CFH [Kemira 2013]
CFH 0818

CFH 12

Dispersion

Presence

Dispersion

Presence

[mm]

[%]

[mm]

[%]

2 - 0,5

97,6

2 - 0,85

92,7

< 0,5

2,4

< 0,85

5,9

>2

0

>2

1,4

Fig. 1 Sorption material CFH 0818
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Fig. 2 Sorption material CFH 12
Sorption material GEH based on granulated iron hydroxide is suitable for
economical and efficient removal of arsenic and antimony from water. The
material was developed by Berlin University, Department of Water Quality. It is
manufactured by the German company GEH-Wasserchemie GmbH. It is imported
to the CR by Inform-Consult Aqua s.r.o. Příbram. The treatment technology
consists in the adsorption of the contaminant on granulated iron hydroxide (GEH
sorbent) in a reactor through which the treated water flow flows. The adsorption
capacity of the material depends on operating conditions. [Biela 2012, GEH 2013]

Fig. 3 Sorption material GEH
Bayoxide is a dry crystalline granulated sorbent based on iron oxide. It was
developed by Severn Trent in cooperation with Bayer AG and produced by
LANXESS Deutschland GmbH, Leverkusen in Germany. It is produced in two
variants, Bayoxide E33 and Bayoxide E33P. The difference is that Bayoxide E33
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is granulated whereas Bayoxide E33P is produced in the form of tablets. The
material was designed to remove arsenic and its advantage is the removal of AsIII
and AsV along with the removal of iron and manganese. The producer gives water
treatment capacity at the arsenic content of 11 – 5 000 µg.l-1 and iron content of 50
– 10 000 µg.l-1. [Biela 2012, Bayoxide 2013]

Fig. 4 Sorption material Bayoxide E33
Tab 2. Sorption materials properties overview [Pěkný 2013]
GEH
Fe(OH)3 + β Fe-OOH

Fe-O-OH

Bayoxide E33
Fe2O3 + α Fe-OOH

mm
g/cm

0,2 - 2

1-2

0,5 - 2

3

1,25

1,12

0,45

m2/g

250 - 300

120

120 - 200

Parameter
Chemical
composition

Unit

Particle size
Density
Specific surface

-

CFH

Working pH content
Porosity of the
grains

-

5,5 - 6,5

6,5 - 7,5

6,0 - 8,0

%

72 - 77

85

Colour

-

dark brown to black

72 - 80
brown to brownred

amber

Description

-

moist granular

dry granular

dry granular

2.2

Measuring procedure

Each sorption material was poured into a glass tube with an inner diameter of
4.4 cm, with a drainage layer at the bottom made of stones, diameter of 1 - 2 cm,
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followed a layer of glass beads, diameter of 4 mm and then a layer of beads,
diameter of 2 mm. This prevented from the escape of loose material from the
column during filtration. The height of the filtration medium was 62 cm on
average. The filtration columns were fixed to the wall next to each other.
The entire filtration system consisted of a vessel with raw water, pump, flow
meter, set of filtration columns and vessels for the filtrate. The filtration system
scheme for one column is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Diagram of the filtration system
Before starting the filtration, the filtration material was processed as instructed
by the producer. After that, the filters were flushed with tap water, in a reverse
direction from filtration, i.e. bottom up, where the flush water was discharges into
sewerage. During the flushing, the flow-rate through the column was selected so
as to avoid the filtration material in suspension being flushed out. The filter
flushing usually lasted until clear water started flowing out of the column.
Raw water with increased concentration of nickel, iron and manganese (tab. 3),
this was simulated in a laboratory by adding chemical concentrates of these metals
into drinking water from the Brno public water supply system. During the
measurement, the raw water was pumped via a flow meter with flow rate values
set in a way achieving the required retention time in the columns of 2.5 minutes, 7
and 15 minutes. Water filtered through the sorption materials had the following set
concentrations of iron, manganese and nickel (see tables 4 - 7).
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Tab 3. Analysis of raw water
t

pH

Turbidity

c Fe

c Mn

c Ni

[min]

-

[FNU]

[mg/l]

[mg/l]

[µg/l]

0

7,0

5,76

1,500

0,609

720,0

Tab 4. Analysis after filtration through the sorption material CFH 0818
t

Turbidity

c Fe

c Mn

c Ni

[min]

[FNU]

[mg/l]

[mg/l]

[µg/l]

2,5

1,43

0,111

0,052

2,0

7

0,66

0,116

0,034

2,0

15

0,41

0,021

0,037

5,0

Tab 5. Analysis after filtration through the sorption material CFH 12
t

Turbidity

c Fe

c Mn

c Ni

[min]

[FNU]

[mg/l]

[mg/l]

[µg/l]

2,5

2,54

0,400

0,057

4,0

7

1,45

0,363

0,056

5,0

15

1,21

0,332

0,044

4,0

Tab 6. Analysis after filtration through the sorption material GEH
t

Turbidity

c Fe

c Mn

c Ni

[min]

[FNU]

[mg/l]

[mg/l]

[µg/l]

2,5

1,63

0,153

0,155

10,0

7

0,70

0,142

0,153

9,0

15

0,67

0,133

0,150

9,0

Tab 7. Analysis after filtration through the sorption material Bayoxide
t

Turbidity

c Fe

c Mn

c Ni

[min]

[FNU]

[mg/l]

[mg/l]

[µg/l]

2,5

0,97

0,122

0,055

1,0

7

0,45

0,179

0,047

1,0

15

0,49

0,086

0,038

1,0
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3.

RESULTS EVALUATION

The analyses indicate that all sorption materials achieve excellent results in
nickel removal thanks to its concentrations in raw water. Even the shortest
retention time (2.5 min) ensures lower nickel concentration in raw water than the
highest limit value in drinking water as per Regulation No. 252/2004 Sb. If the
retention time was longer, there was no major increase in the nickel concentration
reduction (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Comparison of the efficiency of sorption materials with respect to Ni
removal from water
The best results of nickel removal from water was achieved by Bayoxide E33,
which managed to reduce Ni content during the shortest retention time and such
good results were achieved constantly throughout the measurement period. When
adsorbent CFH 0818 was used, Ni concentration increased if longer retention time
was used, but this might be caused by measurement inaccuracy. Given the velocity
of nickel removal from water, this is contact filtration with respect to all sorption
materials.
The measurement also detected that the applied filtration materials also
remove iron and manganese from water. Except CFH 12, other sorbents removed
iron below the limit concentration for drinking water of 0.2 mg.l-1. The most
efficient material for iron removal seems to be sorption material CFH 0818.
Manganese removal required a longer retention time than for nickel and iron to
ensure the drop below the limit concentration for drinking water (0.05 mg.l-1).
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With the increasing retention time, the manganese removal efficiency increased.
With the material GEH, the manganese concentration did not drop even after a
contact period of 15 minutes to reach the limit prescribed value, which was
probably cause by inaccurate measurement.

4.

CONCLUSION

Laboratory tests of nickel removal from water were carried out at the Institute
of Municipal Water Management as part of the specific university research
project. The results show that by using sorption materials CFH 0818, CFH 12,
GEH and Bayoxide E33 it is possible to reduce the nickel content from the overlimit value in just 2.5 minutes below a value set by the Regulation of the Ministry
of Health 252/2004 Sb. In total, the best results of nickel removal from water were
achieved by Bayoxide E33. It was also proved that the applied sorption materials
have an effect on iron and manganese removal from water.

5.
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Abstract
The paper describes the creation of a Digital Flood Plan (DFP) for an association
of 9 municipalities of the microregion of Valašsko-Horní Vsacko. The DFP is part
of a project implemented under the Operational Programme Environment aiming at
reducing flood risks and improving the system of flood services in the
municipalities of Valašsko-Horní Vsacko. The main objective of the DFP was a
direct connection with the newly created local warning system in the locality. The
DFP newly uses data available on the Internet within the developed flood
information system of the Czech Republic and enhances the awareness of all
citizens in these municipalities.

Keywords
Digital Flood Plan, system of flood services, flood information system for the
Czech Republic (POVIS)

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, increased attention has been paid in the Czech
Republic to flood protection also in relation to the transposition of the European
Directive on the assessment and management of flood risks [ES: Directive 2007],
[Dráb, Říha 2010]. Great attention is also paid to the so-called “flash floods“
caused by heavy rains entailing significant damage to property as well as human
casualties [Kocman et al. 2011]. The most severe damage occurs in montane and
sub-montane zones experiencing very fast onsets of floods mainly in small
streams. In relation to these frequent events, the Ministry of Environment (MoE)
provided grant schemes [MoE - POVIS 2009 – 2011] whose main objective was
to develop a Local Warning System (LWS) related to the development of the
Digital Flood Plan. The reason behind was to ensure early and good-quality
information to restrict flood risks caused by heavy rains. The MoE issued a
uniform methodology [MoE 2009 – 2015] for the development of the Digital flood
plans so that every DFP could be linked to a higher-level Flood Plan (FP) and the
flood information system.
In the past, the region of Valaššsko-Horní Vsacko was repeatedly affected by
flood events of local and regional importance. Therefore, the association of 9
municipalities in the microregion of Valašsko-Horní Vsacko took a decision on
the necessity to establish the Flood Warning System that can assess the potential
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flood onset in a qualified manner. At the same time, measures could be taken in
time to minimise potential flood damage. The project output had a form of the
Digital Flood Plan for the aforesaid region. However, the development of the
Digital Flood Plan was closely related to the development of the Local Warning
Systems and its tasks were implemented in cooperation with the DFP
development. The proposed Local Warning System and the Digital Flood Plan are
interconnected and can provide early warnings against the onset of flood risk
while enabling available on-time information to be received by all inhabitants of
the endangered region.

2.

PROCESS OF DEVELOPING THE DFP

The region of interest consists of a group of 9 municipalities in the
microregion of Valašsko-Horní Vsacko and these municipalities are situated in
two separate localities of the Vsetínská Bečva river basin. These are the following
two separate areas.
1. Area upstream Vsetín with the following municipalities: Halenkov, Hovězí,
Huslenky, Janová, Karolinka, Nový Hrozenkov, Velké Karlovice and
Zděchov with the total catchment area of 294 km2.
2. Area downstream Vsetín with the municipality of Bystřička with the total
catchment area of 85 km2.
The task of the project was to include the relevant data in the POVIS
environment and to develop a well-functioning DFP of the comprehensive area
formed using the DFPs of the individual municipalities. The DFP was elaborated
according to the methodology for the DFP development [MoE 2009 – 2015]
issued by the MoE meeting the conditions defined in [TNV 75 2931], i.e. it was
divided into the following areas:
1. Factual part containing the data necessary to protect property or
municipalities.
2. Organisational part containing lists of names, type of communication and
tasks for the individual entities engaged in the flood protection process.
3. Graphic part containing maps showing the flood plains, evacuation routes,
gauging stations and information points.
The DFP uses direct links to the geographical information system (GIS), which
results in a great benefit having the digital form of the flood plan and its graphic
attachments. The project precondition was also to develop a Local Warning
System including the establishment of new auxiliary gauging stations, category C
(rain gauges and level indicators) and determination of Degrees of Flood
Protection Activities (DFPA) in these stations. The auxiliary gauging stations are
operated by the municipalities and their DFPAs are defined in the Digital Flood
Plan.
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Fig. 1 General layout of the region in question

2.1

Supporting data for the DFP development

The DFP was based on the updated flood plans of the municipalities of Velké
Karlovice, Karolinka, Halenkov, Huslenky, Hovězí, Zděchov and Bystřička. The
municipality of Janová and the township of Nový Hrozenkov had no such plans in
place and so they had to be developed. The updates and the development of new
flood plans including surveys consisted of local surveys and terrain
reconnaissance. The project team examined the most important watercourses in
the project area. Based on the site visits and information provided by local
inhabitants, watercourses important in terms of flood risks were defined. These
were the following:
- The Janovský brook in the municipality of Janová, length - 320 m,
- The Hořanský brook in the municipality of Hovězí, length – 854 m,
- The Zděchovka – 1st section, in the municipality of Huslenky, length –
296m,
- The Zděchovka in the municipality of Zděchov, length – 137 m,
- The Kychová in the municipality of Huslenky, length – 341 m,
- The Brodská in the township of Nový Hrozenkov, length – 1445 m,
- The Miloňský brook, municipality of Velké Karlovice, length – 266 m.
Geodetic survey was conducted at the small watercourses used as the basis for
the hydraulic calculation of the water levels for the design discharges Q5 - Q20.
Based on these calculations localities with a potential flooding risk and localities
affecting run-off conditions were determined. Civil structures on the watercourses
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most endangered by flood and houses used by inhabitants for permanent or
recreational dwelling were mapped out. The information was then entered into the
DFP.
Furthermore, the validity of already declared Degrees of Flood Protection
Activities (DFPA) in category C was validated. The DFPAs in categories A and B
for this locality were taken over from available supporting data and from the
applicable flood protection plans.
The Degrees of Flood Protection Activities (DFPA) are in most cases related
to the guiding water level limits in the gauging stations in the water courses that
are specified in the flood protection plans.
The gauging stations are divided into three groups:
basic gauging stations category A,
additional gauging stations category B,
auxiliary gauging stations category C.
Gauging stations category A cover important water courses evenly. Water
gauging stations located here are automated (automatic data transfer) and operated
by the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI) or river basin authorities.
Results of these meterings are available to the public on the website of the CHMI
[CHMI].
Gauging stations category B complement gauging stations category A and they
are also fitted with automatic data transfer. They are usually operated by river
basin administrators with the data transfers available on the websites of these
administrators but they can also be operated by other entities, mostly
municipalities.
For the main streams in the study area, the Vsetínská Bečva and Bystřice
rivers, flood plain maps and risk maps have been developed as they had not been
elaborated yet for this locality and therefore they were not developed as the main
data for the DFP.
Map data to collect information and to print out graphic outputs come from the
ZABAGED vector data provided by the State Administration of Land Surveying
and Cadastre (ČÚZK). The data was provided to each municipality free of charge.
A map server was used to develop graphic attachments. The map design was
developed in the ArcGIS software based on which customised raster maps have
been generated.
Other information necessary for production of/implementation of the Digital
Flood Plan have been collected from public servers such as [DIBAVOD], [WMIP]
and [POVIS].

2.2

POVIS database data entering and preparation

Before the DFP development data was input into the POVIS database
providing integration of information from various data sources. POVIS creates
comprehensive information bases showing flood event progress, allows data
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coordination and updates and publishes data in the DFP. The POVIS data entering
was a compulsory part of the DFP and this was carried out for each municipality
separately. The data is entered into POVIS by means of a flood plan data Editor,
flood protection measure data Editor and flood plain data Editor. The data in
POVIS may be divided as follows:
- central data that the user has no access to, maintained centrally and the user
uses them in its DFP as a source of information concerning, for example,
gauging stations categories A and B,
- user data entered and updated by the user based on the access password.

Fig. 2 Development of the DFP in the POVIS system
The data Editor is accessible for public and a logged-in user may use the
central data storage to create or update flood plan by supporting data in a
coordinated manner. Each user has an immediate access to the data of the other
participants, the data are distributed to be accessible to everyone. Non-public data
is accessible inly to authorised users. Current data may be exported from POVIS
at any time in a relevant format into the DFP. The development of the Digital
Flood Plan in the POVIS system is shown in Fig. 2.
To access the flood plan Editor application and POVIS, access data was
provided by the system operator and given to the municipal council. The access
data consists of a user name and password and allows the access to public and
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non-public information stored in the application. It also enables to edit data in the
municipal flood plans.
The preparation of data entered in the POVIS database and then into the DFP
consisted of the creation of MS Excel spreadsheets used to assemble data to be
entered into the DFP via the flood plan Editor application in the POVIS system.
The spreadsheet structure was created on the basis of a data model of the flood
plan Editor application. These spreadsheets were filled in by the author along with
the municipal authorities. For all relevant information, the localisation information
was added – i.e. coordinates of points representing its position. All the entered
localisation information was then validated in the graphic form of the flood plan
used by the graphic attachments to the DFP.

2.3

System description – Local Warning System (LWS)

The LWS was developed in parallel with the DFP and it is another important
element of flood protection. A part of the LWS related to the Digital flood plan
consisted of the establishment of auxiliary gauging stations category C. These
were purpose-established gauging stations used for the purposes of local flood
protection. The auxiliary gauging stations of the category C are proposed on the
basis of terrain reconnaissance in cooperation with the municipal councillors.
Their location depends on the position of the existing gauging stations category A
and B that should be adequately complemented by the newly proposed gauging
stations. In the project area and in its surroundings there were the following
gauging stations listed in Tab. 1.
Tab 1. Gauging profiles in the area of interest and in its surroundings
Name
Vsetín
Velké Karlovice
VD Karolinka
VD Bystřička

Administrator
Watercourse
Category
Vsetínská Bečva
A
CHMI
Vsetínská Bečva
B
CHMI
Stanovnice
B
Povodí Moravy, s.p.
Bystřice
B
Povodí Moravy,s.p.

Data transfer
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

To improve the flood service and preventive protection system in the project
area, the installation of 5 new level gauges and 12 new rain gauges was proposed.
The system of deploying new auxiliary gauging stations category C is shown in
Fig.3.
The LWS is designed as a two-stage, semi-automatic transfer of alert
information:
a) At the first stage, if the limit values are exceeded (rainfall, levels), alarm
text messages are immediately sent to appointed people
b) At the second stage, the relevant person in charge must assess received
information and take the necessary measures.
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The measuring system was launched after installing the specific instruments
and their registration via GSM/GPRS to the target central server.
The outcomes of the continuous measurements in the auxiliary gauging stations
are available in the DFP and on the selected server.

Fig. 3 The scheme of LWS location

2.4

Flood plan digitalisation and the DFP development

Based on the collected supporting data and data entering in the POVIS
database, the flood plan has been made public in the form of a web-based
application for the public. The texts and data available formats for websites in the
HTML form and printed outputs in the *.pdf format.
The DFP are posted on the websites of the municipalities and are accessible to
inhabitants with the Internet access. The DFPs have been also provided to all
municipalities on a portable disk in the off-line version in case the Internet is not
accessible during a flood event.
Based on a contractual relationship, the DFP is also stored on the central server
administered by AQUA PROCON, s.r.o on the website:
http://www.aqp-dpp.cz. The DFP as well as the POVIS data must be regularly
updated, at least once a year.
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Fig. 4 Presentation of the website with the DFP for the municipality of
Halenkov

3.

LAUNCHING OF THE DFP

Before finishing the project, the representatives of the municipalities and all
DFP users were made familiar with its contents and they were duly trained for its
use. Likewise, data entering and updating training in the POVIS system using the
flood plan data Editor took place.
The LWS was put into service in the following stages:
first, the individual instruments were installed and logged in the target
central server with process data collection starting,
second, critical values were set for the specific types of instruments and
their functionality was tested,
subsequently, a 1 year testing operation took place during which the limit
values were set according to the flood situation, i.e. extreme rainfalls occurring
in the region.

4.

CONCLUSON

The text part of the DFP was produced in accordance with [TNV 75 2931] and
[MoE 2009 – 2015]. Compared to classic publishing, the digital processing of the
text part enables a much larger scope of linking the contents via links both
between the text part and the map views and the central database in the POVIS
system. The graphical part follows the scope of the prescribed thematic maps.
The map server fully complies with the requirements for working with maps via
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remote connection (Internet), if installed locally it can also run via a portable
medium without the need for the Internet installation. The flood plan information
presentation in the digital form is most important as it enables the following:
- during a flood event, a well-arranged access to the necessary information
offering analytical tools for decision-making processes,
- visual overview of the recorded information,
- easier distribution of the information before a flood event when the public
can be informed via the Internet about the potential progress of the flood
event situation.
- after the flood event, comprehensive mapping of the flood damage.
The DFP must be regularly updated immediately after any data change,
however at least once a year in accordance with [Act No. 254/2001 Col]. The
most important issue is to update the databases of flood committees and
organisations, which is crucial in terms of emergency communication in flood
situations.
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Abstract
Nowadays we are witnesses of renewable energy becoming more popular in
Croatia. According to the Annual Energy Report in Croatia, in 2013 the total
electricity production in the Republic of Croatia amounted to 13 431.1 GWh, of
which 65.2 % was produced from renewable energy sources, including large hydro
power plants. In this, large hydro power plants had a share of 60.3 %, whereas
4.9 % of electricity was produced from other renewable sources, such as small
hydro power plants, wind energy, solar energy, biomass, biogas and photovoltaic
systems. Electricity produced from renewable energy sources had a share of
48.2 % in the gross electricity consumption in Croatia. In that, electricity produced
in large hydro power plants had a share of 44.6 %, whereas the electricity
produced from other renewable sources had a share of 3.6 %. As a member of
European Union and in the spirit of sustainable development, Croatia is obligated
to increase current total energy production achieved by renewable sources of
energy from today’s production of 4.9 % and reach the production of 20 % by the
year 2020. On the other hand, Croatia is famous as a Mediterranean country with
the length of the Adriatic coastline of 1777 km. If we include the additional 1246
islands it reaches the length of 6000 km. The average day amplitude of tides are not
remarkable: In Dubrovnik amplitude is 22 cm, in Rovinj it is 47 cm, and is
therefore not interesting from an energy viewpoint. According to some authors, the
Adriatic Sea belong to seas with energy potential below 5kW/m which is not
economically acceptable to use. In this paper, the analysis of wave parameters
across the Adriatic coastline was made on the base of a 10 years simulation.
According wave analysis energy potential is determined.

Keywords
Adriatic Sea, energy potential, renewable energy, renewable energy sources,
wave energy

1.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this paper is an analysis of the Adriatic sea energy. The analysis
is based on a model of generating waves designed in doctoral thesis Optimization
of the rubble mound protective structures in the terms of extreme wave climate of
the Adriatic Sea [Ocvirk 2010]. As a result, this model of generating waves at the
Adriatic Sea gives the significant wave height, which with wave period make the
basis for calculating the power of waves, subsequently the possible annual
production of electricity. Referring to the World wave energy resource map, the
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potential of the Adriatic sea waves is lower than 5 kW/m. In this paper the wave
potential on the Adriatic sea is precisely defined in 30 points along the Croatian
cost, with the final goal of defining the most interesting areas from the energetic
aspect for exploiting the wave energy on the Adriatic sea.

Fig. 1 World wave energy resource map (Resource:
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_power)

2.

SEA ENERGY

Sea waves are the typical example of accumulated solar energy transformed
into the energy of water masses. The main cause of phenomena of sea waves is
wind. Wind is caused by the differences in the atmospheric pressure and those
differences are caused by the temperature differences depending on solar energy.
The areas where permanent winds blow, areas of constantly generated sea waves,
are favourable for exploiting sea energy.
Wave energy is consisted of potential and kinetic energy. It can be calculated
when the wave parameters are known. Kinetic energy is most intensive just below
the sea surface. Its value reduces with the increment of depth. Total wave energy
E, for one wavelength and width of 1 m, is sum of kinetic energy Ek and potential
energy Ep:

E = Ek + E p =

ρgH 2 L
16

+

ρgH 2 L
16

=

ρgH 2 L

(1)

8

The potential part of energy and kinetic are defined by the same value.
Specific wave energy is total average wave energy per unit surface area:

Es =

E ρgH 2  J 
=
L
8  m 2 

(2)

In this equation ρ stands for the fluid density [kg/m3], g gravitational acceleration
[m/s2], H wave height [m], L wave length [m] [Pršić 2007].
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The value of total average wave energy per unit surface area perpendicular to
the direction of wave propagation decreases rapidly with increasing depth below
the surface. Some research show that at the depth of 20 m the value of energy is
just 20 % of the energy on the surface.

3.

OVERVIEW OF
CONVERTERS

TYPES

OF

WAVE

ENERGY

Wave energy plants are energy plants which capture and exploit the wave
energy, and than transform it into electricity. They are consisted of one or more
wave energy converters.
Wave energy converters are devices for extracting the energy of waves and
converting it into an energy suitable for transportation and use- electricity. In over
30 countries, there are over a hundred different concepts. The majority of them
belongs to one of 8 groups. (Fig. 2)
The main part of the plant converters can be divided into two groups based on
their position: off-shore environment converters and the near-shore environment
converters. Within the group of the offshore environment converters belong
attenuator, point absorber, oscillating wave surge converter, oscillating water
column, over-topping/terminator, bulge wave and rotating mass. The converters of
the second group are some types of oscillating water column and overtopping/terminator. Different types of converters vary from developer to
developer, but all the common systems include structure and prime mover,
foundations and moorings, power take off (PTO), control, installation, connection
and operation and maintenance.
Electrical connection between the generating device and the local grid network
goes through two stages. The first stage is to connect the device to an export cable,
bringing electricity to shore. The second stage includes voltage step-up to the
applicable level and connection to the distribution and transmission grid network.
The classification of wave energy plants based on location distinguishes wave
energy plants into the two group: offshore and near-shore.
There are many advantages to near-shore wave energy plants. Near-shore wave
energy plants encompass simplified building process as it is possible to use
classical construction machines and building from the mainland. It is easier to
maintain near-shore plants, as there is no need for divers or ships, there is easier
and faster control and fixing of broken parts of machines, and there is a possibility
of realization of multipurpose system because one structure can be a breakwater
and wave energy plant at the same time.
On the other hand, the disadvantages include the noise they produce, the
change in natural cost face, further disadvantages are related to wave
characteristics. It is a challenge to choose a suitable location, respecting the
mentioned disadvantages, that will realize the condition of economical exploiting
despite the fact that the waves of intensive energy potential are offshore.
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Efficiency of those turbines are because of the stochastical nature of wave quite
low (50 – 60 %).

Fig. 3 Basic types of converters [Aqua – Ret 2015]
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Advantages of offshore plants are firstly the possibility of exploiting the waves
of higher energy potential. Offshore plants resolve the problem of electricity
supply of offshore devices. A significant challenge is demonstrating the
survivability of a device to extreme loads and connection to the local grid
network. [Aqua – Ret]

4.

ANALYSES OF WAVE CLIMATE ON THE ADRIATIC
SEA

The analysis is based on the model of generating waves for short time wave
prognosis designed in the doctoral thesis Optimization of the rubble mound
protective structures in the terms of extreme wave climate of the Adriatic Sea
[Ocvirk 2010], that as a final result gives the distribution of significant wave
height Hs in the domain of the Adriatic sea. Because of the lack of data from
valographs, short time wave climate is prognosed using the wind data in the
numerical program for modelling wave generation MIKE 21/SW. Basic wind
information are the wind velocity, direction, duration and the length of fetch. The
wind data from prognostic model ALADIN, with grid resolution of 4 km and time
step of 3 h, are analysed for the 10 years long time period (01.01.1992 to
31.12.2001). Prognostic model ALADIN (Aire Limitée Adaption dinamique et
Development InterNational) is developed as a hydrostatic version and its base is a
simple equation [Ocvirk 2010]. This model is used by the State
hydrometerological Institute of Croatia. Used in the model are the wave field from
the prognostic model ALADIN in time period from 1.1.1992 to 31.12.2001. As
a situation is considered constantly wind blowing in one direction during since 3 h
with average velocity of more than 4.5 m/s. The numerical program MIKE 21/SW
can be used for making simulations of growth, decay and transformation of windgenerated waves and swell including the processes of wave generating with wind,
nonlinear wave interactions, refraction and shoaling, interaction of waves and
drift, tides, disipational processes caused by friction with seabed and wave breaks.
The model is based on a grid and spectral discretization made by method of finite
volumes. Grid discretization is designed as unstructural mesh made of nonoverlapping triangular cells. In frequent domain is used logarithmic distribution.
Distances between centres of gravity of the triangular cells are from 160 m to
9500 m.
Dominant winds at the Adriatic Sea are Bora (NE) and Sirocco (SE). Bora is a
strong wind caused by continental cold air. It is the strongest wind of the Adriatic
sea. It is more often during the winter. The main characteristic of the Bora is that it
blows in gusts. The strength of blows is usually two times more powerful than the
average velocity. The area where some of the strongest Bora winds occur is
Podvelebitski kanal and on the cost under the mountain Biokovo with the velocity
more than 50 m/s. Strong Bora (with a velocity of more than 17 m/s) normally
occurs along the Adriatic coast. The tendency of decreasing duration and
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frequency of it is from north to south. Whereas Bora wind blows from NE, for the
analysed area it does not have a big fetch, so it does not cause the high waves.
The Sirocco winds blow from the southeast. It is a relatively warm and wet
wind blowing from the constant direction. Its average and quite constant velocity
is 10 m/s, but often it reaches the velocity of 30 m/s. Its development is gradual
than that of the Boras. Highly developed Sirocco winds blow at the whole area of
the Adriatic Sea. It blows during the whole year, but the most during the spring
and autumn seasons. The average duration of the strong Sirocco is 10-12 hours.
The waves caused by the Sirocco winds have regular form and quite large height.
It is stronger and more often present on the cost exposed to the effect of the open
sea and the Southern coastline of the islands. It causes the larger waves on every
part of the Adriatic Sea: Northern, Middle and Southern Adriatic because of the
big fetch. It is more often on the Southern Adriatic. Negligible fetch on the
Northern Adriatic causes the wind from northwest-Maestral. It blows during the
warmer part of the year during the months of May to September. It is the result of
the global drift and daily circulation between the mainland and the sea. It starts to
blow in the forenoon, early in the afternoon it is the strongest, and during the
evening it calms. It is the wind of stable weather.
Calculation of wave power
The power of waves in deepwater area, area with the depth bigger than a half
of wave length, can be described by the following equation:

P=

ρgH 2
8

⋅ cg =

ρgH 2 gT ρg 2 H 2 T
 kW 
⋅
=
≈ 0,57H 2 T 

8
4π
32π
 m 

(3).

In this equation ρ stands for the fluid density [kg/m3], g gravitational acceleration
[m/s2], L wave length [m], Hs significant wave height [m], T wave period [s] and
cg velocity of the a group of waves [m/s].[ Dexawave]
Period can be read from the Groen-Dorrensteinovog diagram when the size of
effective fetch [km] and significant wave height Hs [m] are known. In GroenDorrenstein diagramm the relation between period and significant wave height is
not clearly determined for wave hights smaller than 0.6 m. From energy point of
view those waves are not interesting so they were ignored.
The area of the Adriatic sea that was analysed and determined as promising for
possible exploiting wave energy is the line parallel to the coastline on the distance
of 2 km. The line goes through 30 points, for which the average power for the 30
min long time interval during the period of 10 years (1992 - 2011) is calculated by
the described equation using the data of significant wave height from numerical
model and the rest of defined input information.

5.

RESULTS

Table 1 showes the results of the analysis presented as potential average
annual power and estimated potential production per 1 m for the time period from
1992 to 2001.
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Tab. 1 Potential average annual power and estimated potential production
per 1 m for the time period from 1992 to 2001.
[kW/m]
POINT
Savudrija
SavudrijaRovinj
Rovinj
RovinjMedulin
Medulin
MedulinSusak
Susak
Susak-Dugi
Otok_1
Susak-Dugi
Otok_2
Dugi Otok
Dugi OtokKornati
Kornati
KornatiRogoznica
Rogoznica
RogoznicaHvar_1

6.

[MWh]
POINT

[kW/m]

[MWh]

Paverage10g

W

Paverage10g

W

1,064

9,325

RogoznicaHvar_2

1,201

10,520

0,512

4,481

Hvar

1,395

12,221

0,936

8,198

Hvar-Korčula

1,537

13,460

0,940

8,233

Korčula

1,652

14,473

1,235

10,820

Korčula_Mljet_1

0,380

3,328

1,662

14,555

Korčula-Mljet_2

1,638

14,352

1,625

14,238

Mljet

1,512

13,246

1,560

13,665

Mljet-Cavtat

1,475

12,921

1,515

13,275

Cavtat

1,008

8,833

1,464

12,825

Cavtat-Prevlaka

0,977

8,557

1,457

12,761

Prevlaka

0,939

8,221

1,450

12,702

1,826

15,994

1,677

14,688

1,944

17,032

1,446

12,666

Lastovo zapad
Lastovo
jugozapad
Lastovo jug

2,042

17,887

1,198

10,491

Vis

1,966

17,222

CONCLUSION

The result of this paper is the distribution of wave energy potential, average
wave power per 1 m in the Adriatic Sea, in 30 points from Savudrija to Prevlaka, 2
km away from the cost based on data for 10 years long period (1992.-2001.).
Those results confirm the hypothesis known from the literature and enrich it with
calculated values.
Ten years average power [kW/m'] for Northern, Middle and Southern Adriatic
are compared, based on the results defined in 30 different points, and confered to
the point (42°18´41 N, 17°24´9 E) 50 km away from Mljet as the nearest island,
totally offshore, exposed to waves of maximum energy potential reachable on the
Adriatic sea. This assumption is based on the size of the fetch (Tab. 1).
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Fig. 6 Annual energy production

Fig. 6 Distribution of wave energy along the Adriatic Sea
Comparison of wave energy potential between the Northern, Middle and
Southern Adriatic shows that waves of Southern Adriatic have the highest wave
power. That was expected because the size of the fetch of the Southern Adriatic
enables development of higher waves. Getting more offshore, wave power
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increased, until the maximum average annual of 3,056 kW/m. Even the highest
value is lower than 5 kW/m. The results of the analysis lead to the conclusion that
Croatia is not one of the most favourable areas for wave energy exploiting,
however this idea should not be rejected. Technology of wave energy converters
has just recently started to develop and is already a quite popular topic. There are
many existing interesting projects taking place globally and as the popularity of
sea energy exploiting grows, there will be improved state of the art technologies,
new ideas and further developed concepts. With this, it is realistic to expect the
development of a wave energy converter suitable for seas of lower wave potential,
such as the Adriatic Sea.
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Abstract
Water quality modelling is currently very effective and important tool in context of
the task to ensure the required quality of water resources, respectively, to achieve
(maintain) good water status according the Water Framework Directive
(2000/60/EC). Mathematical models of water quality are an important tool for
integrated water management, planning and protection. Integral part of such
models is the modelling of fundamental physical processes affecting water quality advection and dispersion.
This paper documents results of measurements of the dispersion coefficient within
the scientific project APVV 0274-10. Measurements in this project have been
performed in various surface water bodies in Slovakia - lowland streams with low
turbulence (drainage, irrigation channels), as well as in mountain streams with a
high degree of turbulence. Within the field experiments both longitudinal, so as the
transverse dispersion coefficients were measured.

Keywords
Dispersion coefficient, case study, flow turbulence

1.

INTRODUCTION

Surface flows are often used as a transport medium for diverse pollution, e.g.
waste water or during ecological disasters can water transport different pollution
that threatens the biota in the stream or in the stream surrounding. Ability of
surface water to transport pollution is influenced by several factors, like
morphological conditions, the flow rate in the stream, current status of water
quality in the stream, etc. One important factor (characteristics) affecting transport
processes in streams is dispersion, which can be characterised by dispersion
coefficient. The significance of these coefficients increases with computer
technology use for solutions of water management problems. Simulation models
of dispersion in surface flows based on hydrodynamic principle cannot work
without these coefficients.
Simulation models can describe the pollution transport three-dimensionally,
what is very time consuming for the input data preparation, the calculation scheme
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and computational time. However, deep reservoirs with thermal stratification can
be simulated three-dimensionally only. Two-dimensional description of dispersion
and transport processes could be applied in the case of shallow reservoirs without
significant thermal stratification, eventually for detailed solutions of
contamination spreading in surface streams before reaching the total transverse
mixing of transported substances (the so-called mixing length). After this time it is
usually sufficient to apply a one-dimensional model of water quality.
As already mentioned in [Velísková et al. 2013], models simulating pollution
transport in surface flows based on hydrodynamic principles needed (among other
input data) the value of dispersion coefficient. The most accurate values of these
coefficients can be obtained by direct field measurements in specific conditions of
investigated stream. This is not always possible because of financial, material or
staffing reasons. Empirical relationship for the dispersion coefficient
determination, especially for longitudinal dispersion coefficient, with a wider
applicability was developed by several authors [Bansal, 1971, Elder, 1959, Fischer
1979, Jolánkai, 1992, Karcher, 2004, Kosorin, 1995, Říha et al., 2002 and
Swamee et al. 2000]. Any such relationship has its limitations, based on the
conditions during measurements, in this way the determined value of dispersion
coefficient should be regarded as approximate.
The aim of this paper is to describe methods of dispersion coefficient
determination in surface streams with different flow characteristics by field
measurements. Obtained values can be used for numerical modelling of various
alternatives of pollution spreading in streams with similar flow conditions.

2.

THEORETICAL BASIS

The pollution transport in surface streams is affected by advection-dispersion
processes occurring in it. Dispersion of the substances in the stream together with
the advection represents basic mechanism of dissolved particles movement in an
aqueous medium. These processes cause the reduction of the maximum pollution
concentration values in the flow. The main characteristics of dispersion process
are dispersion coefficients in the corresponding directions. Determination of the
dispersion coefficients is therefore a key task in solving of pollutants transport in
streams and in water quality modelling.
Models based on hydrodynamic approach describe and quantify the
phenomenon of dispersion in flowing water in the form of equations, based on the
elementary laws of fluid flow - conservation of mass and energy. Usage of these
models is universal, but their major limitation is the difficulty of input data
collection. Hydrodynamic dispersion models are based on the numerical solution
of one - or multi-dimensional form of advection - dispersion equation (ADR),
which is based on the above-mentioned laws of hydrodynamics. Most of the
previously assembled models are one-dimensional. Relating to their onedimensionality are these models relatively simple. Their disadvantage is the
inability to simulate dispersion processes in river section, which has not yet
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pollution spread across the width of the river. The length of this section varies
depending on the hydraulic parameters of the flow [Fischer et al., 1979, Říha et al.
2002 and Yotsukura et al, 1976]. Two-dimensional models do not have this
limitation. However, they are more complex and even more difficult to gain input
data. They are based on two-dimensional numerical solution of ADR in the form:

∂ (h c ) ∂ (h u c ) ∂ (h w c ) ∂ 
∂c  ∂ 
∂c 
+
+
+
=  h DL  +  h DT
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂x 
∂x  ∂y 
∂y 
+ influence of local sources, non-conservative pollution and dead zones (1)
where c is the concentration of the pollutant substance [kg.m-3]; DL is the
longitudinal dispersion coefficient and DT is the transverse dispersion coefficient
[m2.s-1], h is the depth [m], t is time [s], x, y are coordinates in the longitudinal and
transverse direction [m], u, w longitudinal and transverse components of velocity
[m.s-1].
The key characteristics in this equation, which determines the degree of
dispersion in the flow, are the dispersion coefficients. Determination of their
values suffers in practice from several limitations. The most accurate values are
obtained using field experiments, which directly include the conditions present at
the section of the river. It is not always possible to determine the values such way,
because of limited time or financial reasons. In addition to this option, there is a
way of determining these technical characteristics through empirical relationships
derived by different authors for different flow conditions, or based on tabular
values obtained from experimental research [Bansal, 1971, Elder, 1959, Fischer
1979, Karcher et al. 2004, Kosorin, 1995, Pekárová et al. 1998, Říha et al. 2002
and Swamee et al. 2000].
Finally, at the end of this theoretical introduction, it should be noted that the
dispersion coefficient values are often also referred to in its dimensionless form:

p=

D
h .u*

(2)

where p is the dimensionless dispersion coefficient, u * is the friction velocity
[m.s-1] and D is longitudinal or transverse dispersion coefficient [m2.s-1]. This
form is very useful especially when applied to different flow conditions.

3.

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

As mentioned before, measurements were performed in various surface water
bodies in Slovakia. In this paper we would like to present two typical cases of
stream types in Slovakia. The first one (further marked as “case A”) is typical
lowland stream (Malá Nitra stream), used for irrigation or drainage purposes,
where the water velocity and turbulence are very low. Opposite, in the second case
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(“case B”) we describe a typical mountain stream (Hron river) with a high degree
of turbulence.

3.1

Case study A, Malá Nitra stream

Field measurements were performed at approximately 400 m long section of
the stream Mala Nitra, close to the village Veľký Kýr. This stream is situated at
the southwest part of Slovakia; measurements were done in Veľký Kýr settlement
region (N+48° 10' 50.02", E+18° 9' 19.60"). Regime of the stream discharges is
affected by flow regulation by the weir located 15 km upstream in bifurcation
point with the Nitra River. Cross sections had originally trapezoidal shape with
bed width b = 4 m, height 2,5 m and slope 1:2, but discharge area along the stream
has been slightly changed by natural morphological processes during the years.
Longitudinal bed slope was 1.5 ‰. Measured discharge values during field
experiments were within the interval (0,138 - 0,553) m3.s-1.

3.2

Case study B, Hron river

The main stream flowing thru the town Brezno is the river Hron. This river has
a partially alpine runoff regime with maximum flows in April and minimal flows
in January. The average water temperature is quite low, only 6.2 ° C. In the Hron
(profile Brezno, river km. 243.200) is the average yearly flow of about 8 m3s-1.
Adjusted river bed has a trapezoid cross section shape with a bottom width of
16 - 20 m, slope of banks 1:2, banks and river bed are partially stabilized with
stone backfill. Over the years, the shape of cross section profile was partially
modified by natural morphological processes (including stone backfill). Depth of
flow ranged from 0.29 up to 0.52 m. The average cross- sectional velocity was
0.64 m.s-1, but the velocity reached locally values up to 1 m.s-1. This causes
difficulties during walk in the river, or during placement of the equipment and
tracer dosage. Measured flows during the field works ranged from 4.2 to 5.3 m3.s1
.
To determine the longitudinal dispersion coefficient the tracer with a known
quantity and concentration was dosed into the geometric centre of the stream
width at the beginning of measured section instantaneously. As a tracer was used
salt (NaCl) – its solution, which caused a change of flowing water conductivity.
To determine the coefficient of transverse dispersion, a slightly different
approach was used: a tracer was not dosed once - instantaneously, but continually
(by pump) with a known discharge and concentration of the tracer. In some
experiments we placed the tracer outlet at the beginning of measured section to the
centre of the measured cross-section width, in other cases we put it at surface
water levels near the right or left bank at the beginning of measured section. The
velocity distribution and discharge were measured in each cross-section for all
tracer experiments.
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Places of field
measurements

Fig. 1: Map of Slovakia, with the places of field measurements (case study A
and B)
Subsequently, the time courses of tracer concentration were monitored in each
measured cross-section of the stream. Measured cross-sections were distributed
evenly along the length of the examined section. Conductivity measurements were
completed with portable conductivity meters, located in the centre or evenly
across the cross-section width. Measurements were always carried out from the
beginning of conductivity values increase (front of tracer wave) until achieving of
the original (background) conductivity values in each cross-section. Each kind of
tracer experiment was repeated minimally two times.

4.

LONGITUDINAL DISPERSION COEFFICIENT

Field measurements were evaluated using various methods for dispersion
coefficients determination: based on analytical solutions of ADE, based on
statistical evaluation and by using numerical models. The last method (numeric
models) is not described in this paper.
The determination of longitudinal dispersion coefficient by analytical solutions
of ADE was based on equation applicable for instantaneous injection of tracer
[Cunge et al. 1985]:

 (x − u p t )2 
c ( x, t ) =
. exp −

4 DL t 
2 A π DL t

G

(3)

where A is a discharge area in a stream cross-section (m2), G is the mass of a
tracer, up is a mean cross-section velocity (m.s-1).
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Equation (3) was used for simulation of tracer experiment (concentration
distribution) for various values of longitudinal dispersion coefficient. The
difference between the measured and simulated values is evaluated. The minimal
difference determines the value of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient for each
one of experiments (see Fig. 2).
The second way for evaluation of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient is
based on direct determination of the statistical parameters (σ - standard deviation,
tmedian – median of time) of the acquired conductivity time courses. Principle of
this method is to find the time, corresponding with the 15.87 and 84.13 percentile
of the cumulative concentration curve [Socolofsky et al. 2005]. Distance of these
two points is equal to 2σ and dispersion coefficient can be determined as

up σ 2
2

DL =
5.

(4)

2t median

TRANSVERSAL DISPERSION COEFFICIENT

The method used for determining the transverse dispersion coefficient was the
application of analytical solution of ADR - Eq. (5) derived for a continuous source
of pollution - tracer [Demetracopoulos et al. 1983]:

 y2 u
c( x, y ) =
exp  −
h 4π DT x u
 4 x DT
q t . ct






(5)

where qt is the tracer discharge (m3.s-1), ct is the concentration of emitted tracer
(kg.m-3), y is the distance from bank (m), DT is the transverse dispersion
coefficient [m2.s-1], h is depth [m], t is time [s], x, y are coordinates in the
longitudinal and transverse direction [m], u is the longitudinal component of the
velocity [m.s-1].
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Fig. 2: Comparison of measured values from field experiments and results
from analytical solution of advection-dispersion equation (Eq. 3) both case
study A
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The principle of the evaluation of the measured data was simulation of tracer
experiments for different values of the transverse dispersion coefficient using
analytical solution ADR (Eq. 5) Results of the simulations were compared with
measured values. Minimum difference of squares between measured and
simulated values determine the value of the measured transverse dispersion
coefficient for each experiment.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of measured values from field experiments and results
from analytical solution of advection-dispersion equation (Eq. 5) both case
study B

6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data obtained from field experiments and measurements were processed by
described methods. Values of the longitudinal and dimensionless dispersion
coefficient are summarised in Tab. 1 and 2. Analytical solutions (for DL only)
can’t be used in case study B, because of high velocity of the flowing water and
high discharge in the river.
It should be noted that despite a careful selection of the investigated river
section in both cases the hydraulic conditions does not meet ideal flow conditions
and that investigated parts are not such prismatic channels as we supposed numerical simulations showed it, too. In case study A the reasons are sediments,
zones with relatively thick silts or other objects deforming velocity field and
retention in so-called “dead zones” which causes deformation of tracer cloud (see
Fig. 2 left).
In the case study B the reason is the irregular distribution of large rocks
(boulders) in the river bed, which forms areas with significantly different flow
velocities. Such area with different flow velocities generates "meandering"
streamline and its deformation. All this results shows that the spread of tracer was
not optimal, preferential flows were established, and thus distortions of tracer
cloud occurred. It can be concluded that the transverse dispersion (and values of
transversal dispersion coefficients) in flows of this nature is significantly affected
by the arrangement of areas with different flow velocities and the resulting
velocity field deformation.
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The values of the transverse dispersion coefficient are summarised in Tab. 2.
Tab. 1: Values of longitudinal (DL) and dimensionless (pL) dispersion
coefficient.
Longitudinal (DL) and dimensionless
longitudinal (pL) dispersion coefficient
Analytical solution
(eq. 3)

Case study
A
(Malá Nitra)

B
(Hron river)

DL (m2.s-1)

0,12 – 0,18

-

PL (-)

4,98-11,18

-

DL (m2.s-1)

0,13 – 0,22

1,047-1,443

PL (-)

4,79-12,04

21,2-53,3

Statistical evaluation

Tab. 2: Values of transversal (DT) and dimensionless (pT) dispersion
coefficient.
Transversal (DT) and dimensionless
transversal (pT) dispersion coefficient
Analytical solution
(eq. 5)

7.

Case study
A
(Malá Nitra)

B
(Hron river)

DT (m2.s-1)

0,011-0,032

0,06-0,017

PT (-)

0,06-0,17

0,2-0,4

CONCLUSION

The paper described the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficient
values, obtained from field tracer experiments performed in two different
locations: Malá Nitra stream (case study A) and Hron river (case study B). The
Malá Nitra stream is a typical lowland stream, with low velocities and turbulence,
whereas the Hron river is a mountain stream with high velocities and turbulence.
Both streams are typical for specific regions in Slovakia.
The range of obtained dispersion coefficient values is shown in Tab. 1 and
Tab. 2. As expected, values of dispersion coefficients were higher in case study B.
The results can be used for next numerical simulation of water quality in the
investigated streams or similar type one, but in spite of that it is necessary to
perform further experiments and analysis to verify, validate or refute existing
results, make clear obscurities and eliminate uncertainties.
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Abstract
The strategic project Networking for Drinking Water Supply in Adriatic Region
(acronym DRINKADRIA) is co-financed by the European Union within the
program IPA Adriatic Cross Border Cooperation 2007 – 2013. It started on
November 1st 2013, and it will last for 29 months. The total value of the Project is
6.600.000 EUR. The Project aim is to develop a base for strategies and procedures
for secure cross-border water supply with specific emphasis on water resources
management in trans-boundary context, climate change and specific socioeconomic aspects of the Adriatic region. Significant financial resources will be
invested in improvement of existing water supply systems in the region, and
possibilities of cross-border connection of existing water supply systems will be
analysed. Seventeen partner institutions from Adriatic region countries are
involved in the Project: Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Serbia, Albania and Greece. This paper provides an overview of the
project activities with emphasis on two work packages (WP): WP4 cross-border
water resources management and WP5 cross-border water supply.

Keywords
cross-border, DRINKADRIA, water resources management, water supply
management

1.

INTRODUCTION

While management of water supply systems (WSS) is a broad domain well
addressed by professionals and researchers the issue of cross-border water supply
systems (CBWSS) is not so recognized. Cross-border water supply systems by the
definition provide the water from a water resource in one county through a WSS
in this country to another WSS and its users in another country. The management
of drinking water supply in a cross-border context is much more complex and
should be investigated [Altran et al., 2014].
Most of countries rely on the national territory based water supply defining it
in some way as a national priority, even if it would be related to excessive costs.
Several WSS turned to be a cross-border water supply system with a development
of new borders, defining new countries. In these cases water supply systems which
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were once conceptualized to operate in one administrative unit, start to operate
within two national administrative systems. In the EU such development could be
observed especially in the countries of former Yugoslavia.
The protection and management of cross-border water resources used for
drinking purpose is also very complex. There are resources that are used for water
supply in one country with a part of aquifer / catchment in another country. The
EU Water Framework Directive (EU 2000/60) defines the need for a common
definition and protection of water resources that are used for supplying population
with drinking water. This is implemented by the water management plans. But the
drinking water protection areas are still defined for each country separately, with
no consensus with the neighbouring country.
In this paper an overview of the Project DRINKADRIA that encompasses the
above explained complex problems regarding cross-border water supply systems
and water resources management is given.

2.

DRINKADRIA PROJECT STRUCTURE

The strategic project Networking for Drinking Water Supply in Adriatic
Region (acronym DRINKADRIA) is co-financed by the European Union within
the program IPA Adriatic Cross Border Cooperation 2007 – 2013. It started on
November 1st 2013, and it will last for 29 months. The total value of the Project is
6.600.000 EUR. The Project aim is to develop a base for strategies and procedures
for secure cross-border water supply with specific emphasis on water resources
management in trans-boundary context, climate change and specific socioeconomic aspects of the Adriatic region. Significant financial resources will be
invested in improvement of existing water supply systems in the region, and
possibilities of cross-border connection of existing water supply systems will be
analysed. Seventeen partner institutions from Adriatic region countries are
involved in the Project: Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Serbia, Albania and Greece [Karleusa et al., 2014a].
DRINKADRIA project is being implemented through six work packages
(WPs).
Work package 1 (WP1) covers project management and coordination. It
includes coordination of activities between the partners during various meetings of
project partners, by on-line communication etc.
Work package 2 (WP2) includes communication with the general public and
dissemination of project results. Communication and dissemination activities
include production of promotional materials and publication of results to all
interested stakeholders through the project website (www.drinkadria.eu) and
media.
Work package 3 (WP3) covers capitalization and sustainability of the project,
which also includes the period after its completion. Within this work package
national workshops are held in all countries that participate in the project. It is
important to include bilateral commissions, local and regional government units,
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utility companies, educational institutions and others in the project, in order to
inform them about the project activities so that they could contribute to project
results.
Work package 4 (WP4) includes cross-border water resources management
while work package 5 (WP5) is dealing with cross-border water supply systems
management. More details about WP4 and WP5 are given in the next two
chapters.
Within the work package 6 (WP6) pilot actions will be carried out, i.e.
investments which should result in more effective water supply and water
resources management. This work package consists of three activities:
development
of
common
analytical
framework,
individual
pilot
actions/investments, and development of rules and documentation of experiences.

3. CROSS-BORDER
MANAGEMENT

WATER

RESOURCES

Within work package 4 which is led by FB8 Faculty of Civil Engineering
University of Rijeka cross-border water resources management issues are
analysed. Regulations of the countries involved in the Project related to water
resources management will be analysed, in order to develop a common basis for
the protection of transboundary water resources which are used in water supply.
Drinking water protection areas are defined for each country separately, with no
consensus with the neighbouring country. For example, Slovenia defined drinking
water protection areas only to the Slovene-Croatian border and vice versa. Unified
approach to protection of transboundary aquifers is crucial for ensuring safe water
supply [Altran et al., 2014].
Partners will also apply common methodologies for analysing the impact of
climate change/variations on water resources availability, different scenarios of
changes in water demand and water resources quality on chosen test areas
[Karleuša et al., 2014b].
In the Project, nine (9) test areas were selected. In Italy three test areas are
analysed. The first is Isonzo Plain, located in the north-eastern side of the Friuli
Venezia Giulia Region (NE Italy) at the border with Slovenia. Although this area
has a significant water quantity in the alluvial deposits, there is also a need for
careful withdrawal planning because of increasing demand. The water quality is
good now. However, the herbicide atrazine degradation products are still present
in the aquifers of the plains and in the groundwater, especially in the wells on the
north of the Isonzo High Plain. Those wells are more vulnerable to the pollutants.
Research on this area is done by project lead partner (LP) Area Council for
Eastern Integrated Water Service of Trieste – CATO. The second is the ATO 3
test area which is located in the central part of Marche Region, stretching from the
Apennines to the Adriatic coast. It has two hydrogeological domains - Calcareous
ridges and Alluvial plains. In this test area there is a growing demand for water
due to the population increase, and in the last decade, the increase in frequency of
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the drought seasons was also observed. Regarding the water quality, an increase of
pollution by nitrates of agricultural origin has been observed in some pumping
wells. Research on this area is done by final beneficiary (FB) 2 Optimal Territorial
Area Authority N.3 Marche Centro – Macerata. The third test area in Italy is
Ostuni in Apulia Region, which includes the territories belonging to the
Municipality of Ostuni and the surrounding 23 municipalities which span from the
Adriatic to the Ionian coast. In this test area the agricultural irrigation has caused a
massive exploitation of groundwater resources, and it resulted with a large
decrease of the groundwater level and sea water intrusion in most of the coastal
areas. An increasing trend in water demand was also observed in the touristic
sector on the coast. Research on this area is done by FB3 Italian National Council
- Water Research Institute, CNR-IRSA.
In Slovenia FB5 University of Ljubljana analyses the test area that covers the
Kobariški stol, Mija and Matajur aquifers, which are cross-border aquifers on
Slovenia-Italy border. In this test area settlements are scattered. Some of the
inhabitants have public water supply, and some have their own water supply, so
there is poor control of the amount of abstracted water and poor water quality
monitoring on own water sources. Contamination may occur locally due to
agriculture and grazing. Although there are several water sources, only for two of
them the water protection areas are determined.
In Croatia two test areas are analysed. First is the test area in Northern Istria,
which includes catchments of karst springs Sv.Ivan, Bulaž and Gradole in Mirna
river basin. In this test area there are problems during extremely dry years (e.g.
2012), when spring capacities significantly decrease. Problems with water quality
occur during high precipitation events after long-term drought periods, what
causes increase of spring abundance, but also turbidity, bacteriological load and
chemical quality parameters. There is also a risk of accidental pollution. The
research on this area is done by FB8 Faculty of civil engineering University of
Rijeka in collaboration with FB6 Region of Istria and FB7 Water Utility of Istria.
The second test area is in Dalmatia, which includes Prud spring catchment and
Blatsko polje on the island of Korčula. Possible pollution of Prud is connected
with poor determination of catchment boundaries, lack of sanitary protection
zones in Bosnia and Herzegovina, settlements within the catchment, roads and
small industry. Most of the catchment area of the spring Prud is in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and there are no regulations for the protection of springs in Croatia
with catchment in Bosnia and Herzegovina and vice versa. Pollutants in Blatsko
polje originate from agricultural production, and there is also a problem with
seawater intrusion which usually occurs when there are several dry years in a row.
Most of the research on this area is done by FB9 Croatian Geological Survey also
in collaboration with FB8 and FB12 Hydro-Engineering Institute of Sarajevo
Faculty of Civil Engineering.
In Albania the test area Drini river basin, which is located in the Western
Balkans is analysed by FB11 Water Supply and Sewerage Association of Albania.
The total area of the basin includes the Black Drin, White Drin and Buna River, as
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well as the Shkodra, Ohrid and Prespa lakes. Phosphate has relatively high values
in river Drini. In river Buna pollution increases during periods of high water levels
in its tributaries, and especially in summer during the tourist season. Regarding
groundwater pollution, there is a high nitrite concentration in the Trush zone and
surrounding areas.
The test area of the city of Nikšić in Montenegro is analysed by FB14 Public
Utility "Vodovod i kanalizacija" Nikšić. Three springs - Gornji Vidrovan, Donji
Vidrovan and Poklonci are included in the water supply system of the city. On the
springs Gornji Vidrovan and Donji Vidrovan, during high intensity rainfalls in
spring and autumn, there is an increased turbidity and mild microbiological
contamination.
In Greece the test area is the island of Corfu located in the Region of Ionian
Islands. The research is done by FB15 the Region of Ionian Islands and FB16
Civil Engineering Department, University of Thessaly – Greece. On this test area,
the natural background (gypsum presence) in the aquifers causes high
concentrations of sulfates. Point and diffuse sources of pollution cause increased
nitrates and ammonium concentrations. High concentrations of chlorides occur
locally in the coastal zones due to sea intrusion caused by excessive pumping and
due to natural causes.
As an example of part of conducted analyses the possible impacts of foreseen
climate changes/variations on water resources within the selected test areas, spring
Gradole in Northern Istria (Croatia) is taken. Gradole is the most significant spring
and groundwater intake in Istria whose catchment is not in the cross-border
impacts domain, but its water balance has a pronounced cross-border impact given
that it also supplies water to a part of Slovenian coast. Considering the already
present negative trends of increase in air temperature and discharge on that spring
from the middle of the last century until today, and the expected continuation and
intensification of negative climate changes/variations, it is clear that the risks of
unfulfilled possibilities of assuring the expected water supply needs from that
spring also grow. The reduction of 1st degree in water supply which was
introduced on the area of Istrian Region during summer in 2012, has further
intensified the beliefs about the risks in the future. Within the DRINKADRIA
project Croatian Meteorological and hydrological service and experts have carried
out the climate conditions assessment (precipitation and air temperatures) until
year 2050 with several climate models (RegCM3, Promes, Aladin), which have
given different estimates of the intensity of those impacts (Güttler et al., 2014). It
was found that more negative scenarios then those observed until now are also
possible in the future. On the level of 30-year averages, it is expected that there
will be no significant differences in precipitation, but their greater variability in
terms of occurrence of extremely dry years is foreseen. Average annual air
temperatures should increase significantly according to all models, whereby model
results are quite different. Average mean 30-year air temperature increase for
model Aladin is 1,6 0C, 1,2 0C for RegCM3 and even 2,2 0C (+19%) for Promes,
also with increased maximum and minimum air temperatures. An overview of air
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temperature and precipitation in period 1951-2050 is given on Fig.1 and 2,
generated by model RegCM3. After generating the impact of those changes on
characteristic parameters of spring Gradole water balance (mean annual discharge
and minimum mean monthly discharge), model RegCM3 has given the lowest
intensity of change.

Fig. 1 Pazin station: mean annual temperature and associated linear trend
in RegCM3 for the period 1951-2050. The numbers at the bottom of the panel
are mean values and standard deviations for the periods P0 (1961-1990) and
P1 (2021-2050). The model time series are for RCMcorr (Güttler et al., 2014)

Fig. 2 Pazin station: annual precipitation amount and associated linear
trend in RegCM3 for the period 1951-2050. The numbers at the bottom of the
panel are mean values and standard deviations for the periods P0 (1961-1990)
and P1 (2021-2050). The model time series are for RCMcorr (Güttler et al.,
2014)
Generating of discharges was conducted on the basis of mentioned mean
annual air temperatures and annual precipitation amounts which were generated
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with climate models, and runoff estimation conducted based on them - effective
infiltration of precipitation from catchments into karst aquifers [Rubinić and
Katalinić, 2014]. Fig. 3 shows the results of modelling of the minimum mean
monthly discharges based on climatological data generated by model RegCM3.
They are selected as representative because of the highest homogeneity of
historical and generated discharge data series.
The results of the assessments show that the average value of minimum mean
monthly discharges in period 2021-2050 in relation to a reference period 19611990 could be reduced for 7,2%, the maximum value of mean monthly discharge
could increase for 12,2%, and the minimum value of mean monthly discharge
could decrease even for 30,7%.

Fig. 3 Historical and generated synthetic series of minimum mean
monthly discharges of spring Gradole (1961-2050) with associated trend by
model REGCM3

4. CROSS-BORDER
MANAGEMENT

WATER

SUPPLY

SYSTEMS

Within the work package 5, which is led by the University of Ljubljana,
following activities are under implementation: historical overview of cross-border
water supply, analysis of existing and potential cross-border cooperation,
development of protocols and procedures for effective cross-border water supply
and the development of economic model. They are necessary for the analysis of
current status of CBWSS and long-term planning of cross-border and regional
water supply systems.
The analysis of currently active CBWSS show that the legal framework differs
from one CBWSS to another in extreme range – from the water supply system
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delivering water to another country based upon very simple two-page contract, to
CBWSS which are based upon the international peace agreement.
More challenging is the analysis of the current pricing mechanisms upon
which the actual water prices are determined. Our aim is to make them more
transparent and standardized within the DRINKADRIA project. Fig. 4 shows the
corresponding prices per m3 of delivered water in existing CBWSS, which could
be compared to the retail prices (standardized per 10 m3/month consumption) in
the observed non-cross-border water delivery (Fig. 5).
EUR

Fig. 4 Prices for standard 10.000 m3 of supplied drinking water – crossborder water delivery (cross-border wholesale prices 2014, 2015).

Fig. 5 Comparison of the retail prices for the delivery of 10 m3/month for
the user category – households not cross-border (retail price 2014).
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One can clearly observe noticeable variation in the prices per m3 (all prices are
without VAT). Research shows that differences in prices could be explained with
following arguments:
1. Resource taxes and levees – differences in the applied resource taxes,
which usually mirror the costs related to the protection and development
of water resources differ extremely from one country to another. Clear
explanation and methodology on which the resource tax is charged is
usually not available, or simply defined by a decree. It could be identified
that the taxes and levees in the case of specific WSS in Croatia are by far
higher than comparable taxes and levees in other countries.
2. Wholesale prices for the cross-border water delivery defined on the basis
of retail prices – in some cases the wholesale prices for cross-border
water delivery is defined to be the same as retail prices. Usually they are
related to relative high prices of cross-border water delivery (CroatiaSlovenia and Band Herzegovina-Croatia).
3. Wholesale prices for the cross-border water delivery defined on the basis
of actual water supply costs and opportunity benefits – some pricing
approaches could be explained with this approach as well.
The described structure on the basis of which current CBWSS are operating is
quite simplified, because one should consider also several other elements, which
affect the price formation, above all:
1. Limitation or abundance of the water resources.
2. Minimum and maximum consumption requirements set by the contract.
3. Seasonal changes in water requirements and emergency water
requirements.
4. Alternative water supply on the consumption side.
Beside these elements which define the pricing mechanism for the crossborder water delivery one can always consider also the negotiation skills and
positions, where sometimes also other impact factors might influence the final
outcome and resulting water price.

5.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper was to present DRINKADRIA project and provide an
overview of the project activities with emphasis on two work packages (WP):
WP4 cross-border water resources management and WP5 cross-border water
supply. In each WP one activity was presented more in more detail.
In WP4: cross-border water resources management, the joint activities of the
partners were shortly presented and test areas in Adriatic region, on which more
detailed research is done, shortly explained. The analyses of climate change on
water resources availability was explained more in detail on just one test area of
Gradole spring in Croatia. The results of the assessments on Gradole spring show
that the average value of minimum mean monthly discharges in period 2021-2050
in relation to a reference period 1961-1990 could be reduced for 7,2%, the
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maximum value of mean monthly discharge could increase for 12,2%, and the
minimum value of mean monthly discharge could decrease even for 30,7%. These
data are very useful for the future water supply management.
In WP5 an overview of planned activities was given and the analysis of the
current pricing mechanisms upon which the actual water prices are determined is
shown. The aim of the DRINKADRIA project is to make them more transparent
and standardized.
Results from implementation of DRINKADRIA project are available on
Project web page www.drinkadria.eu and drinkadria.fgg.uni-lj.si.
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Abstract
Thermoelectric power plants require large amounts of cooling water. The energy
sector is responsible for the largest annual volume of water withdrawals in the
Czech Republic. It is a similar situation as in other countries in the world. Many
reports have identified the water consumption of various energy production
technologies around the world. This study is aimed at determining water
withdrawals and water consumption per 1 MWh of energy produced in
thermoelectric power plants in the Czech Republic. For the study 33 operational
units were selected and considered individually. Real data on electricity and heat
production and on water use were available for these operational units. The study
included plants with a wide range of installed capacity of the order from tens of
MW (MWe + MWt) up to units of GW. Most assessed plants use water recirculation
cooling (closed cycle cooling). The individually assessed plants had flow (oncethrough) system, a combination of flow system with circulation system, and plants
with a combination of flow with dry cooling system.

Keywords
energy production,
withdrawals,
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INTRODUCTION

Water is needed for energy and energy is needed for water. Energy production
is generally water-intensive. Meeting ever-growing demands for energy will
generate increasing stress on freshwater resources with repercussions for other
users, such as agriculture and industry. Since these sectors also require energy,
there is room to create synergies as they develop together [WWAP 2015]. The
largest water users in the energy sector are thermoelectric power plants and
hydropower plants which generally require large quantities of water.
Thermoelectric power generation is a broad category of power plants consisting of
coal, nuclear, oil, natural gas, and the steam portion of gas-fired combined cycles
[Feeley III et al. 2008]. Approximately 90 % of global power generation is water
intensive. Water is used directly for hydropower generation as well as for all
forms of thermal power generation schemes [WWAP 2014]. Water is required not
only in thermoelectric power plants but also to produce nearly all forms of energy.
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For primary fuels, water is used in resource extraction, irrigation of biofuels
feedstock crops, fuel refining and processing, and transport. In power generation,
water provides cooling and other process-related needs at thermoelectric power
plants; hydropower facilities harness its movement for electricity production [IEA
2012].
Globally, a little more than 4 000 km3 of fresh water is withdrawn each year
for human use. Of that, about 70 % is withdrawn for agriculture and around 10%
for the power industry [Williams and Simmons 2013]. There is a completely
different situation in the Czech Republic. As shown in the annual report on water
management in the Czech Republic in the period 2004-2013, the energy sector
withdrew an average of 44.98% of all withdrawals from water resources in the
Czech Republic and 56.07% if observing only surface waters.
The issues related to water demand and its determinants were considered in
several earlier studies of thermoelectric water use. Examples of these studies can
be found for example in [Dziegelewski and Bik [2006]. The group of operational
conditions can include, in particular, technology of boilers, type of cooling
systems and the way of dealing with fly ash and its transport. Because in
conventional power plants half or more of the produced heat gets lost as waste
heat [WWAP 2014], most power plants operate in a combined heat and power
mode in the Czech Republic. And, conversely, most heating plants use power
generation to maintain optimal operating conditions of boilers in periods of
reduced heat demand. For this paper we use the term “power plant” for a classic
power plant and also for a heating plant with power generation.
The design of a cooling system and its operational condition is the most
important factor for water withdrawals and water consumption in thermoelectric
power generation. Generally, higher withdrawals and lower consumptions of
water per produced energy unit are typical for power plants with once-through
(open loop) cooling systems. Conversely, lower withdrawals with higher
consumption per energy unit are typical for recirculating (close loop) cooling
systems [Macknick et al. 2012].
In the group of natural condition we can include water availability,
temperature, air humidity, etc.
Social and economic conditions are very important in a longer perspective
because they are the basis for investment decisions about improvement of
technology of current plants, design of new plants, etc. The influence of indirect
factors cannot be expressed exactly, but we can use econometrics tools to answer
“how much” questions using theory and data from economics, business, statistics,
as well as social and natural sciences [Hill et al. 2012]. Econometrics come into
play either when we have an economic theory to test or when we have a
relationship in mind that has some importance for policy decisions or analyses
[Wooldridge 2009].
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2.
2.1

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Water usage and energy production

In our study we focused on the operational phase of power generation, thus
excluding water usage in other stages of the life cycle [Fthenakis and Kim 2010;
Williams and Simmons 2013].
For the study presented within this paper we collected data from evidence of
water balance under Decree no. 431/2001 Coll. In most cases we examined
permitted withdrawals and discharges in the IPPC licence. For the next solution
we selected plants for which there were data on withdrawals and discharges. Some
power plants must be grouped into the operational units because only data about
withdrawals and discharges for operational units are available. For these power
plants we obtained data on the production of electricity (MWe) and heat energy
(MWt) and additional data from individual operators of these power plants. For
the study 33 operational units were selected (see Table 1) and considered
individually. The study included power plants with a wide range of installed
capacity of the order from tens of MW (MWe + MWt) up to units of GW. The
data availability determined the time period of the study to the decade 2004-2013.
For operational units for which data are only available on net electricity
production, gross electricity generation was calculated by using average ratio
gross and net electricity generation from records with both data.
Records which are not used for direct production of energy were excluded
from the withdrawals and discharges data. Typically they are remediation
pumping, cases of watercourse flowing through ash landfills, water supply to other
users, etc.

2.2

Factors determining water needs for energy production

We assumed that water demand per energy unit is a function of direct and
indirect determinants. As determinants describing natural conditions we selected
average annual temperature and average temperature from June to September
representing of the period with most intensive demand on cooling. As the
determinants describing operational conditions we selected the amount of
produced energy, heat energy to total energy production ratio, capacity factor electricity, capacity factor - heat, and type of cooling equipment. The amount of
produced energy includes both electrical and heat energy. The capacity factor electricity (resp. heat) of an operation is the ratio of its actual electricity (resp.
heat) output over a period of time, to its potential electrical (resp. heat) output if it
were possible for it to operate at full electric (resp. heat) generation capacity (also
known as nameplate capacity) continuously over the same period of time. As
determinants describing socio-economic condition we selected payments for water
withdrawals. For these determinants we collected data from the Czech Statistical
Office and other sources. The type of cooling equipment was the only (purely)
qualitative determinant and we divided the operations into groups accordingly.
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The remaining seven determinants are quantitative and served as explanatory
variables in the regression analysis described below.
As the main target of the study is the connection between thermoelectric sector
as a whole and water withdrawal, we also took into account the relative energy
production of individual operations. That means that each operation received the
weight equal to its share on the sum of energy produced by all operations included
in the relevant model. This approach contributes to reduce the (total) error of
prediction when trying to predict the total amount of water withdrawn in a certain
future year. In practice, a possible expected error of, for example, 0.1 m3/MWh
gets more weight concerning large operations than 0.1 m3/MWh concerning small
operations. However, we also tried to estimate the influence of the determinants
without weighting the individual cases. This approach can be useful for predicting
the withdrawals of smaller operations, either individually or when grouped. The
determinant amount of produced energy, mentioned in the previous paragraph as
an explanatory variable, may be useful for more accurate prediction of individual
withdrawals and serves rather as a feature of an individual operation. Using the
size of an operation as an explanatory variable does not interfere with weighting
the cases by practically the same variable.
The operations listed in Table 1 were divided into three groups. The first group
represents operations with once-through cooling system. The second group
represents operations with recirculating cooling system, and the third represents
hybrid cooling systems. This study focuses only on the first two groups because
there were only two operation units with a hybrid system. So we got a group of 28
records in annual steps for operations with once-through cooling systems and 5
records for recirculating cooling system. These two groups of records were
analysed with SPSS statistical software. For each group we tried to find the best
model using weighted least squares regression and the best model using least
squares regression without weighting. Therefore we searched for four models,
each of them suitable for a different purpose or type of cooling.
Besides (not-) weighting the cases the process of searching for the best model
was the same for all four segments. The dependent variable was water withdrawal
per energy produced and the examined explanatory variables were always the
seven quantitative variables mentioned in the first paragraph of section 2.2. We
used the classical linear regression model in the form:

Y = β 0 + β1 X 1 + β 2 X 2 + ... + β n X n + ε

(1)

Where Y is the dependent variable (water withdrawals), βi are regression
coefficients, Xi are independent variables and ε is a random component (white
noise). The models (i.e. sets of one to n explanatory variables, their regression
parameters and other statistics) were generated with the procedures known as
forward selection, backward selection and stepwise selection. For each model we
estimated the Akaike information criterion (AIC) of the model and in the next step
only examined models with the lowest AIC in the particular segment and with
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appropriate signs of the regression parameters. We require positive dependence
for both temperatures and negative dependence for energy production, heat energy
to total energy and for price of withdrawals. We are not sure about the required
signs of the regression parameters of the variables capacity factor - electricity and
capacity factor - heat. Both signs were therefore acceptable for us. The proposed
models had the lowest AIC of the models which we examined in each segment
and which fulfilled the signs requirement.
Tab 1. Summary of operations -average data for period 2004-2013

Operation

HPs Brno
Sever+Špitálka*
HP České
Budějovice
HP Dvůr Králové
HPs Energetika
Třinec
HP Kolín
HP Liberec
HP Olomouc
HP Ostrov
HP Otrokovice
HP Písek
HP Planá nad
Lužnicí
HP Plzeň
HP Přerov
HP Strakonice
HP Trmice
HP Varnsdorf
HP Zlín
PPs Alpiq Kladno
PP Dětmarovice
PP Hodonín
PP Chvaletice
PP Ledvice
PP Mělník
PP Opatovice
PP Počerady
PP Poříčí

Gross energy
generation per
year
[MWh]

Ratio between
power and
heat
generation

Water
withdrawals
per energy
unit
[m3/MWh]

Water
consumption
per energy
unit
[m3/MWh]

825510

0.168

1.337

0.798

1024075

0.193

1.321

1.175

154163

0.132

21.584

2.399

2166807

0.449

4.983

2.622

415099
280130
832410
123615
780256
155836

0.135
0.101
0.319
0.105
0.36
0.099

18.443
1.181
0.539
3.105
1.207
0.437

0.616
0.992
0.388
2.086
0.914
0.372

337921

0.871

2.873

2.486

1576252
672558
365548
1439117
74440
683066
2188569
2646007
607782
3125041
2338291
7637173
3514978
6699537
1098995

0.634
0.687
0.483
0.407
0.079
0.411
2.675
14.048
1.793
60.779
6.091
1.887
1.529
143.422
1.323

1.658
3.643
13.915
3.626
5.37
1.004
2.163
2.043
114.772
3.082
3.281
53.242
50.719
2.475
2.066

1.402
3.031
0.625
1.411
2.156
0.918
1.011
1.346
0.424
2.104
1.352
1.602
0.503
1.934
0.93
321

Operation

Gross energy
generation per
year
[MWh]

Ratio between
power and
heat
generation

PPs Prunéřov
PP Tisová
PP Tušimice
PP&HP Komořany
PP&HP Vřesová
NP Dukovany
NP Temelín

8803992
1869319
4021132
1520382
7057527
14426350
13295602

20.03
4.533
19.425
1.122
1.043
108.981
86.429

Water
withdrawals
per energy
unit
[m3/MWh]
2.341
2.342
2.032
1.778
1.805
3.376
2.553

Water
consumption
per energy
unit
[m3/MWh]
1.841
0.841
1.674
1.106
0.581
2.079
1.979

*Abbreviation: HP -heat power, NP - nuclear power plant, PP -fossil power
plants
The first group included 10 cases (each case for the particular year of the
period 2004-2013) for each of the 28 operations with recirculating cooling.
Therefore the regression parameters related to the already mentioned determinants
were estimated from 280 cases during the regression analysis. The second group
included 10 cases for each of the 5 operations, making the size of the sample 50
cases.

3.

RESULTS

The results of analyses operational water withdrawals and consumption for
energy generation shown in Table 1 are similar to the published results of other
studies [Macknick et al. 2012].

3.1

Operations with recirculation cooling

The Table 2 shows the estimated regression parameters, standard error of the
estimation, standardized coefficients, t value of the relevant variable and its
statistical significance and collinearity statistics VIF. The bottom part of the table
shows the statistics of the models as a whole. In all tables the models are ordered
according to the values of their AIC.
The first three best models (using the AIC) in the recirculating cooling
category contained the variable price for withdrawal and its parameter’s sign was
positive according to the regression analysis. The model with the lowest AIC in
the category exhibits AIC equal to 1776,8 which is close to the AIC of the models
3re,w,f and 5re,w,b that are the models with fourth and fifth lowest AIC. These
models contained three explanatory variables each and none of their regression
parameters interferes with its expected sign. The values of R2adj indicate that the
models 3re,w,f and 5re,w,b could have slight to moderate predictive power.
The Table 3 shows the best three models and their parameters if the operations
receive equal weight. We can see that the models include the capacity factor of
electricity production and also of heat production again. The signs of the
regression parameters are the same as in the weighted regression case. On the
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other hand the R2adj of the models are low. As a result, the values of R2adj and F
Significance are empirical evidence why (for the whole sector prediction) the
models mentioned in the Tab 3 (i.e. models which take into account the size of
individual operations) should be preferred. This may be confirmed by the lower
values of AIC in weighted regression models however it is a question whether
AIC is the best criterion for comparison of model estimated from equally weighted
cases with model estimated from differently weighted cases.

3.2

Operations with once-through cooling

All of the three models for once-through cooling systems by energy production
of individual operational units with the lowest AIC had the signs of their
regression coefficients in accordance with our expectation (without considering
the capacity factors). Apparently the values of the regression parameters of the
same variables are in the models 3ot,w,b and 6ot,w,f very similar, which suggests
that the explanatory variables, at least in the 3ot,w,b, could be very significant in
once-through cooling segment. The Table 4 indicates that both models exhibit
very high R2adj. According to the values of AIC we recommend the model 3ot,w,b.
The Table 5 shows the first and the third best models and their parameters in case
the operations receive equal weight. The regression parameter of the variable avg.
annual temperature of the second best model exhibited minus sign, however in the
next step this variable was eliminated because of its low significance (0,922). The
elimination of average annual temperature resulted in the model 2ot,b. The model
2ot,b is the model with the lowest AIC in this segment and the signs of its
regression parameters are in accordance with the expectations.

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

For circulation plants it is not possible to recognize from the available water
balance data what was actually used for energy production. If there are no data on
technological or hot water delivery to other water consumers, then the processed
data can be significantly overstated. For example at the heating plant Planá nad
Lužnicí unadjusted sampling of water supplies to third parties causes the increase
in demand for water per 1 MWh by 68.7 % and water consumption by 79.4 % !!!
Collecting information about the hot water supplies to third parties is
unfortunately very complicated.
The results of the regression analysis suggests that the created models seem to
be rather partially successful for the recirculation cooling category of operation
and much more successful for the once-through cooling category. For most
models with optimal or close to optimum values of AIC the expected signs of the
estimated coefficients of explanatory variables were in accordance with the apriori
expected signs.
Possible reasons of the relatively low prediction power of the models for
recirculation cooling category include:
•
more heterogeneous category (while once-through cooling uses the
water just once, the number how many times the water is used in the
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•
•

recirculation system is not the same for all operations with recirculation
system);
not enough complex statistical model;
the data availability only in annual step (while the electricity and heat
production and temperature exhibits more variance during changing
seasons or months rather than years).

Tab 2. Summary of analysis for best two models in category recirculating
cooling – weighted by energy production of individual operational units
Model

Explanatory
var.

3re,w,f (Constant)
capacity
factor–electr.
avg.
temp.:JuneSept.
capacity
factor–heat
5re,w,b (Constant)
capacity
factor–electr.
capacity
factor–heat
total energy
prod.
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Unstandardized
Coeff.
Std.
βi
Error
-0,657
1,00

Stand.
Coeff.

t

Sig.

VIF

-0,66 0,511

1,553

0,28

0,369

5,49

0,000

1,6

0,141

0,06

0,135

2,46

0,015

1,0

-0,786
1,713

0,47
0,22

-0,111

-1,67 0,097
7,71 0,000

1,5

1,990

0,37

0,473

5,42

0,000

2,6

-1,662
-3,7E08

0,55

-0,235

-3,03 0,003

2,1

0,00

-0,245

-2,39 0,018

3,6

Model

no. of
explanat.
variables

R2adj

Std.
Error of
the
Estimate

RSS

F

3re,w,f

3

0,195

0,042

0,483

23,5

5re,w,b

3

0,194

0,042

0,484

23,4

F
Sig.

AIC

0,000 1775,4
0,000 1775,1

Tab 3. Summary of analysis for best two models in category recirculating
cooling – equal weight assigned to each of the operations

Model

Explanatory
var.

Unstandardized
Coeff.
Std.
βi
Error
1,935
0,18

(Constant)
capacity factor–
electr.
(Constant)
capacity factor–
electr.
capacity factor–
heat
(Constant)
capacity factor–
electr.
capacity factor–
heat
price for withdr.

Model

no. of explanat.
variables

R2adj

1re,f
2re,f
3re,f

1
2
3

0,023
0,024
0,025

1re,f

2re,f

3re,f

Stand.
Coeff.

t

Sig.

10,77

0,000

VIF

0,927
2,169

0,33
0,28

0,164

2,78
7,79

0,006
0,000

1,0

0,760

0,37

0,135

2,07

0,039

1,2

-0,881
2,512

0,80
0,43

-0,072

-1,10
5,91

0,271
0,000

1,2

0,695

0,37

0,123

1,87

0,063

1,2

-1,113
-0,082

0,83
0,08

-0,090
-0,065

-1,34
-1,07

0,180
0,287

1,3
1,1

RSS

F

F Sig.

AIC

387,7
386,0
384,4

7,7
4,5
3,4

0,006
0,012
0,019

93,1
93,9
94,8

Std.
Error of
the
Estimate
1,181
1,181
1,180
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Tab 4. Summary of analysis for best two models in category once-through
cooling – weighted by energy production of individual operational units

Model

Explanatory var.

3ot,w,b (Constant)
price for withdr.
avg. temp.:JuneSept.
heat e. to total
energy
capacity factor–
electr.

total energy prod.
6ot,w,f (Constant)
capacity factor–
heat
price for withdr.
heat e. to total
energy

total energy prod.
capacity factor–
electr.
avg. temp.:JuneSept.

Unstandardized
Coeff.
Std.
βi
Error
160,74
42,32
-41,02
7,65

t

Sig.

VIF

-0,253

3,80
-5,36

0,000
0,000

1,9

5,741

1,88

0,142

3,05

0,004

1,9

-216,48

11,07

-1,323

-19,6

0,000

4,0

-87,11
0,0000
12
163,38

21,45

-0,429

-4,06

0,000

9,7

0,00
43,83

-0,614

-6,05
3,73

0,000
0,001

9,0

24,90
-39,73

90,84
9,04

0,028
-0,245

0,27
-4,40

0,785
0,000

9,2
2,7

-221,95
0,0000
12

22,88

-1,356

-9,70

0,000

16,7

0,00

-0,630

-5,34

0,000

11,9

-90,69

25,30

-0,446

-3,59

0,001

13,3

5,618

1,96

0,139

2,87

0,006

2,0

RSS

F

F Sig.

AIC

38,2
38,1

166,0
135,4

0,000
0,000

-3,5
-1,6

Model

no. of explanat.
variables

R2adj

3ot,w,b
6ot,w,f

5
6

0,944
0,943
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Stand.
Coeff.

Std.
Error of
the
Estimate
0,931
0,941

Tab 5. Summary of analysis for best two models in category once-through
cooling – equal weight assigned to each of the operations

Model
2ot,b

3ot,b

Explanatory
var.
(Constant)
price for
withdr.
avg.
temp.:JuneSept.
heat e. to total
energy
capacity
factor–electr.
capacity
factor–heat
total energy
prod.
(Constant)
price for
withdr.
avg.
temp.:JuneSept.
heat e. to total
energy
capacity
factor–electr.
total energy
prod.

Unstandardized
Coeff.
Std.
βi
Error
124,24
47,23

Stand.
Coeff.

t

Sig.

2,63

0,012

VIF

-51,46

7,54

-0,306

-6,82

0,000

2,7

7,492

2,14

0,157

3,50

0,001

2,7

-185,40

18,85

-1,092

-9,83

0,000

16,6

-54,23

23,84

-0,225

-2,27

0,028

13,2

-130,83

59,60

-0,146

-2,20

0,034

5,9

-0,000011
172,64

0,00
43,55

-0,369

-5,99
3,96

0,000
0,000

5,1

-44,59

7,15

-0,265

-6,23

0,000

2,2

5,530

2,03

0,116

2,73

0,009

2,2

-220,76

10,21

-1,300

-21,6

0,000

4,5

-94,61

15,82

-0,392

-5,98

0,000

5,3

-0,000012

0,00

-0,390

-6,15

0,000

5,0

RSS

F

F Sig.

AIC

2385,5
2652,8

217,2
238,9

0,000
0,000

205,3
208,6

Model

no. of
explanat.
variables

R2adj

2ot,b
3ot,b

6
5

0,964
0,960

Std.
Error of
the
Estimat
e
7,448
7,765
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Abstract
The river Odra has been heavily modified as a result of flood protection measures,
its use as a watercourse for a water treatment plant and by an increased riverside
population. Odra as urban source account for significant quantities of important
diffuse pollutants, and is typically badly polluted with toxic metals, hydrocarbons
including PAHs, and suspended matter, faecal pathogens and nutrients. The
Restoration Odra concept (BIO - ODRA) engages 79 120.76 ha of Odra River
Basin and it‘s the first environmental assessment of the river towards the European
and international river restoration principles. Concrete restoration actions will be
taken on upper reach of river Odra, i.e. from its source to the Sava-Odra Channel
including Odra’s tributaries (streams Želin, Siget, Kosnica, Ribnica, Lomnica), but
project engages bigger area because of the referent monitoring stations on lower
reach of river Odra. Hydro-morphological, habitat and physicochemical data
collection and monitoring will be done with permits by private landowners and
“Hrvatske Vode”. Concrete actions which are planned will be on the State
property. The objective is to establish self-sustaining stream functions and return
an ecosystem to a former natural condition. This project also aims to help create a
community that is more connected to the environment, with a real appreciation of
the critical role of water systems and biodiversity in their lives and lifestyles. In
Croatia, we need the community to be completely up to speed and mirroring the
WFD overall directions through imaginative, comprehensive and persistent
education and awareness programs, and through involvement of community at
every step of the way.

Keywords:
River Odra, river restoration, environment, measure, monitoring

1.

INTRODUCTION

BIO – ODRA project area engages 79 120.76 ha of Odra River Basin. The
long term vision for the river Odra is to have fully wild river and to secure their
health and productivity for all time. The aim is to ensure a variety of river
dynamics, natural habitats and species while also producing greater benefits in
natural goods and services for local people. This should be achieved through the
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establishment of ecological management of the riverine area as well as the
restoration of degraded river and floodplain areas.
The objective is to establish self-sustaining stream functions and return an
ecosystem to a former natural condition. The goal is to secure a future for the river
Odra and its wetlands as a healthy, productive and resilient wetland system.
Concrete restoration actions will be taken on upper reach of river Odra, i.e.
from its source to the Sava-Odra Channel including Odra’s tributaries (streams
Želin, Siget, Kosnica, Ribnica, Lomnica), but project engages area bigger area
because of the referent monitoring stations on lower reach of river Odra. They will
improve conditions for flora and fauna, and ensure high water quality in the river
and surroundings system. Proper applying of vegetation for sustainable river
management requires: precise calculation of water movement parameters; an
understanding of channel hydraulics; and knowledge about biomass distribution
and ecology of dominant plant species.
This project involves mapping and assessment ecosystems and theirs services
in vicinity of river Odra. Although, EU guidelines about mapping and assessment
of ecosystem and their services exist, in Croatia is lack applying them. Also, river
restoration is not a novelty in EU and it is at the forefront of applied hydrologic
science, but in Croatia there is no example of restored river and associated
floodplains implementing ecological and biological engineering. While many
projects, supported through EU programmes, have already successfully finished or
are still in progress, in Croatia, river revitalization and restoration is an innovative
approach of river management.
Hydro-morphological, habitat and physicochemical data collection and
monitoring will be done with permits by private landowners and “Hrvatske Vode”.
Concrete actions which are planned will be on the State property.
The hydromorphological monitoring and assessment will be done according to
the “Meander - Guideline for Hydromorphological Monitoring and Assessment of
Rivers in Croatia” which fully meets the EU Water Framework Directive
requirements.
Hrvatske Vode (CV) has ample experience in flood protection, however
mostly by technical (structural) measures that often adversely affect the ecological
status. Experience is lacking in the assessment and mitigation of adverse effects of
hydromorphological modifications and pressures on habitats and biota. To
enhance sustainability, Croatia is therefore keen to develop its capacity to monitor
and assess hydromorphological features in rivers and to design and implement
measures in the River Basin Management Plans (RBMP’s) and Management Plans
to improve the ecological status. Integrated river restoration is also seen as a
promising tool to reduce hydromorphological pressures, in order to meet the
objectives of the WFD, Birds, Habitat and Floods Directives.
So, in fact, dissemination of the project results will be achieved according to
recommendations in „Meander - Guideline for River Restoration Plans in Croatia“
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2.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA TARGETED
BY BIO – ODRA PROJECT

River Odra is flowing through field called „Odransko polje“, parallel to the
river Sava and near town Sisak flows into the river Kupa. River Odra and its
floodplain ranges from 95 to 110 m altitude. The Odra is connected to the River
Sava by the Sava-Odra Relief Channel (built in 1965), which serves to deliver
excessive water from the Sava to prevent it from flooding upstream urban areas
(especially Zagreb) and it provides transportation of burdened waters from river
Sava to retention area of the Odransko polje. Sava-Odra Relief canal artificially
divided the Odra River in two parts; 6 km of strongly anthropogenically affected
upper reach (river source area) and more preserved middle and lower reach. The
catchment area of the Odra covers 604 km2 and total length of the course is about
80 km. Due to the low slope (0.13%) the river meanders significantly. Water level
of Odra is closely related to the water level of the Sava River. The largest part of
its water volume is groundwater of the Sava River. Odra is the left tributary of the
Kupa River and during high flows of the Sava and Kupa rivers, the Odra basin
provides a retention area of about 30,000 ha along 30 km of its course. During dry
periods, the Odra-Sava canal drains the basin to some extent. Thus, since 1965 the
water table has dropped by 60 to 90 cm, with negative consequences for
hydrology of streams in headwater area and for the ash and partly for the oak
forests. Average riverbed width is about 25 - 30 m, and the maximal depth reaches
4 - 5 m.
Odra floodplain is important area for birds, among which corncrake (Crex
crex) and white-tail eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla) are indicators of good condition of
flooded meadows and forests along the Odra River. The vegetation composition
and structure is strongly determined by the flood dynamics and groundwater level
correlating the lowland topography.
For the purpose of this concept, we have divided the river Odra in two main
sections (Fig. 1.): UPPER REACH is river section from its source downstream to
the crossing of river and channel Sava-Odra. At this crossing is one of the main
issues/problems: malfunctioning siphon. This object was intended to lead river
Odra's flow beneath the channel Sava-Odra, but it was never finished.
MIDDLE and LOWER reach is the section of the river Odra from siphon
downstream to the river mouth (into river Kupa).
Main issues addressed within this concept of the project are concentrated in the
upper reach of the River Odra, with lesser negative effects in the middle and lower
reach. Upper reach of the river is situated in the area with significant proportion of
agricultural land. Floodplain along the middle and lower reach is dominated by
lowland floodplain forests, especially along the right bank of the river.
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Fig. 1. River Odra divided in two main sections: Upper and Lower Reach

3.

BASIC IMPACTS

In the last few decades in the Odra catchment, but also in the wider area, there
was a significantly increased urbanization and settlements expansion, which
represents one of the greatest pressures on the environment. At the same time,
there have been significant changes in the groundwater regime in the area of the
Sava alluvium, or their reduction due to increased exploitation of drinking water
and lowering the water level of small and medium-sized water of river Sava. River
Odra has no classical source, but is formed from groundwater, these changes have
led to a reduction of flow in the river and its tributaries (Figure 2.).
It is also a major problem of the river Odra sewage and industrial wastewater,
especially from nearby farms, businesses and households, whose drainage systems
have not yet been adequately solved. It was also determined the deterioration of
water and it is now in a lower category, primarily by the amount of organic
compounds. Odra and channel Sava-Odra are moderately polluted water and
belong to the second degree of solvency.
Potentially large source of pollution of surface and groundwater is nitrate
leaching from manure, settlements and agricultural fields. In the lower reach, there
is also a Waste water treatment plant from Sisak, which also releases the treated
water into the river Odra.
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Fig. 2. Drought in stream Želin during dry period (left) and pollution
from wastewater treatment plant in Velika Gorica by discharge of treated
and untreated wastewater (right)

Fig. 3. Eutrophication and sedimentation caused by the “Syphon” (left)
and Eutrophication impact in Stream Želin (right)
At the start of the flow of Kosnica and Ribnica, the bed is filled just in the
rainy season, and during high groundwater level and water level of the river Sava.
However, due to the continued trend of lowering of groundwater levels, these
streams especially Kosnica, are drying up on the upstream side of its course. Very
small slope and congestion of stream Želin caused water stagnation and
eutrophication (Figure 3.). Due to the drought at the middle of the channel, it is
assumed that the water in the end of channel and in stream Želin is backwater of
river Odra.
One of the most negative impact on biodiversity is located in Poljana Čička,
i.e. River Odra is interrupted by Sava – Odra Relief channel, where, through the
siphon, part of the water of the river Odra engages in channel Sava – Odra (due to
unfinished syphon) and part of the water leads through amelioration channel GA2,
which is parallel with channel Sava – Odra. After approximately 12km from the
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siphon, amelioration channel GA2, again, flows into the Odra River. The siphon
causes slowing the flow which causes sedimentation and eutrophication.

4.

ANALYSIS OF GROUNDWATER REGIME IN VELIKA
GORICA AND ODRANSKO POLJE

The thickness of the aquifer is on average 40 m a. s. l. on the South and
according to existing knowledge, it can range up to a 100 m a. s. l. in the North,
but thickness distribution is spatially poorly known. Location of piezometers and
previous studies are mainly related to the water supply. Water level analyses with
piezometers were made for the time period from 1988 to 2005. Groundwater
quality assessment and classification based on the allowable limit values of certain
groups of indicators that characterize the sources and causes of water pollution is
given in (Tab. 1.) for year 2004.
Tab 1. Classification of groundwater – Velika Gorica area [Glasnik, 2006]
VELIKA GORICA - classification of groundwater
for year 2004.
Unit of
Groups of indicators
Indicator
Measure
pH value
A -physical and
electro
chemical
µS/cm
conductivity
B- oxygen balance
KPK - Mn
mgO2/l
ammonium
mgN/l
C -nutrients
nitrites
mgN/l
Number of kolif.
UK in
bacteria
100mL
Number of
D - Microbiological
in 100mL
faecal bacteria
Aero bacteria
in 1mL
number 37 °C
copper
µg/l
zinc
µg/l
cadmium
µg/l
F- total metals
chrome
µg/l
nickel
µg/l
lead
µg/l
Hydrargyrum
µg/l
(Hg)
mineral oil
µg/l
phenols
mg/l
G - organic
compounds
lindane
µg/l
ppDDT
µg/l
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53016-VG-9
n

Relevant value

type Rating

2

7.225

I

2

675

II

2
2
2

0.35
0
0

I
I
I

2

18

I

1

0

I

2

22

I

2
2
2
2
2
2

1
0.5
0
0.5
0.5
0.5

I
I
I
I
I
II

2

0

I

2
2
2
2

4.45
0
0
0

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

5.

CONSERVATION / BIODIVERSITY PROBLEMS AND
THREATS

The upper reach of Odra River is anthropologically highly impacted river
stretch. It is exposed to water pollution due to combination of the occurrence of
untreated (from 1974 -1988) and poorly treated wastewater from the town of
Velika Gorica, farming, butchery and meat industry (and other point pollution
sources), illegal waste water load from private houses and pollution load from
intensive agriculture. Substrates for benthic communities have been markedly
changed due to deposition of fine mud and sludge. According to recent stady
[Filipović et al, 2013] the sludge from wastewater treatment plant in Velika
Gorica is being considered as a hazardous waste and a subject of discussion
regarding disposal due to high total metal concentration in sludge samples. There
is no metal concentration analysis in riverbed of stream Želin and upper Odra
River reach, but probaly could be real treat due to food web heavy metal
accumulation. In the upper reach aquatic communities are markedly changed, i.e.
limnephilic organisms prevail instead of rheophilic ones. This trend has been
observed in various organisms, e.g. in macrophytes, macroinvertebrates and fish
[Duplić et al., 2011], [Mihaljević et al., 2011], [Mihaljević unpublished data].
Thus, according to available data, the middle reach of the Odra River could be
considered as a reference site.

6.

PROPOSED RESTORATION TECHNIQUES

River restoration techniques involve using only raw natural materials as river
bed stabilization or improving river bed morphology for spawning, covering river
bed with specific and native plant species as water regime stabilization. By smart
applying of the river restoration techniques, we can help to river Odra ecosystem
to regenerate itself and to help the nature to get into a balance again by improving
biological diversity. Proposed restoration techniques on BIO – ODRA are given in
Tab. 2.

7.

CONCLUSION

The best way to restore the river environment of BIO – ODRA is not to
reengineer it, but for the river to restore itself through natural processes: ‘self
healing’ is best done by removing or reducing human interventions. One important
issue is to restore connectivity within the hydrologic system as a base for a
recovery of the biological function. New initiative for managing and restoring BIO
- ODRA is interdisciplinary, integrative, and need to plan for different spatial and
temporal scales and to develop sustainable flood risk management as part of an
integrated and holistic approach to river Odra basin management. For the longterm sustainability of the project’s results, especially with regard to birdlife, it is
essential that the wetland and meadow area are grazed.
This project aims to help create a community that is more connected to the
environment, with a real appreciation of the critical role of water systems and
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biodiversity in their lives and lifestyles. In Croatia, we need the community to be
completely up to speed and mirroring the WFD overall directions through
imaginative, comprehensive and persistent education and awareness programs,
and through involvement of community at every step of the way.
Tab 2. Proposed restoration techniques on BIO – ODRA
Threat/
Problem
Descripti
on/Drive
rs
Location

Impact
on
biodivers
ity

Proposed
measures

Threat/
Problem
Descripti
on/Drive
rs
Location
Impact
on
biodivers
ity
Proposed
measures
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Reduced stream discharge in Odra River
hydrological, drop of the groundwater level in alluvial plain of the Sava
River
Odra River Upper reach
- Considerable changes in aquatic community composition and structure:
- Communities characterised by taxa typical for lentic habitats and stagnant
waterbodies (limnephilic instead of rheophilic); benthic macroinvertebrates,
fish, macrophytes, phytobenthos
- Reduction in overall diversity specific for natural flowing water condition
(flora & fauna)
- Changes in population densities and functional feeding guilds of aquatic
organisms
Revitalization measures recharge Želin stream (which flows into the Odra
River), refers to the Intake structures of water from two lakes that are close
by (Lake Novo Čiče and Omladinsko Lake and flow into Želin.
It is important to establish a monitoring water quality at both locations, in
order to control the entry pollutants in Želin, and thus the Odra River. If
monitoring shows that water quality in lakes is not environmentally
acceptable, then the water diversion should be linked to a measure of water
purification through the Recipient channel established construction selfpurification lagoon, directly behind the discharge from the treatment of
Velika Gorica, ca 1 km upstream.
If, however monitoring showed satisfactory water quality, engaging water
from the lake would then be applied for 1 km downstream of the treatment
plant
Water pollution in Odra River due to
1) malfunctioning and insufficient capacity waste-water treatment plant in
the city of Velika Gorica
2) other sources of pollution (illegal outlets into Odra)
3) agriculture
especially expressed in the Upper reach, but also present downstream in the
Middle and Lower reach
- Development of toxic cyanobacteria due to increased level of phosphates
and nitrates from waste water treatment plant and agriculture
- Development of nitrophilous and toxin resistant plants
- Considerable changes in aquatic community composition and structure
Revitalization measures of removing contaminants from water streams of
developing constructedl wetland (CW). This self-cleaning solution is

Threat/
Problem
Descripti
on/Drive
rs
Location

Impact
on
biodivers
ity

Proposed
measures

8.

predicted for: Urban Waste Water (small settlements, individual homes,
tourist and organic farms, tourist facilities, • non-point source pollution
(urban, agricultural and roadway runoff); Method is based on extensive
research of the application of various plant species, sand substrates and water
flow modes, enabling efficient removal of pollutants from water through
physical and chemical processes, microbial activity and plant uptake
Deposition of fine organic particles
River fragmentation due to
in the riverbed
malfunctioning siphon
Hydrological (river impoundment)
hydrological, uncompleted siphon
and organic pollution (waste-water
treatment plant)
upper reach
point between Upper and Middle
reach
- Anoxia appearance, development
- Population fragmentation and
of anaerobic bacteria in sludge;alteration of migration patterns of
toxic metal accumulation in the
aquatic species (fish, aquatic
riverbad;- Considerable changes in
macroinvertebrates, aquatic
aquatic communities due to changes
mammals, etc.)
in substrate composition
- Lower genetic diversity in local
populations and appearance of
genetic drift
Silt / sludge removal measure a
Revitalization measures
consequence of the discharge of
reconnection of the Upper and
untreated water from treatment
Middle reach of the river Oder,
plants in Velika Gorica
which would flow upstream part of
the River Odra has increased
significantly. Solution reconnection
riverbed implies microtunelling
below flood control channel Sava Odra of ameliorative channel GA2
by the middle reach of the Odra.
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Abstract
Flood damage assessment is an essential part of flood risk management. Risk
assessment is the overall process of risk identification, risk analysis and risk
evaluation. Risk itself is defined as probability that a substance or situation will
produce harm under specified conditions. An accurate estimation of negative flood
effects on environment is important in order to be able to determine the
environmental flood risk level in a system and the effects of risk reducing measures.
The objective of the paper is to show how to environmental flood risk for such
flood-prone areas can be determined and evaluated. This methodology can be
presented to decision makers to support decisions regarding environmental flood
risk reduction measures. We introduce the methodology for environmental flood
risk assessment based on point and diffuse sources of pollution classification, as
main environmental damages during the floods are caused because of pollution in
the flooded area.

Keywords
diffuse sources of pollution, floods, point sources of pollution,

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is important to keep in mind that a flood in a modern economy is expected to
bring about a whole gamut of consequences. The costs of damage caused by
extreme weather events (among which floods are a major category) have shown a
rapid upward trend, both globally and in Europe. The scope and extremity of flood
episodes point to the need to design and build a comprehensive system of flood
protection measures in potential flood areas [Dráb, Říha 2001], [Drbal 2008],
[Meyer, Messner 2005], [Říha et al. 2005], [Satrapa et al. 2011], [Vrijling et al.
1998], [Zeleňáková et al 2012], [Zeleňáková, Gaňová 2014]. The primary aim of
flood risk management is the proposal of flood protection measures. The main
objectives of management as well as the entire management cycle are regulated by
Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council 2007/60/EC on the
assessment and management of flood risks. The aim of the directive is to mitigate
the adverse consequences for human health, the environment, cultural heritage and
economic activity associated with floods. The objective of the paper is to develop
and apply methodology for environmental risk assessment of flash floods in
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Medzev, Bodva River catchment, eastern Slovakia and to select effective flood
protection measures according the objectives of flood risk management.

2.
2.1

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study area

The town of Medzev (Fig. 1) is found in the Košice District and its
surrounding in the Košice Region. The River Bodva flows through the town with
a left-side inflow from the Štósky, Porča, Piverský and Zlatná streams and a rightside inflow from the Grunt and Šugovský streams. The Bodva and the Zlatná
and Piverský streams are assigned among the significant watercourses in watermanagement and at the same time are on the list among the managed watercourses
[ENVIO 2013].

Fig. 1 Location of Medzev within Slovakia
Since Medzev is on the basis of preliminary assessment of flood risk ranked
among areas with an existing flood risk, it is necessary to give priority to
resolution of this area. In this area it is necessary to construct flood-protection
measures which will be effective not only in terms of protection but also from
economic, social and environmental points of view.
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2.2 Damage to the environment
The concept of damage to the environment is understood to be “environmental
damage”, which in connection with floods includes a wide scale of adverse
impacts.
The principle philosophy of assessing damage to the environment comes from
the fact that all three environmental elements evaluated (protected biotopes, water
and soil) can be damaged by the impact of a whole range of floating hazardous
substances from potential sources of contamination. Attention is therefore devoted
to the quality of the water, exactly to the evaluation of sources of pollution
situated in flooded area, which can cause the potential environmental damages in
case of floods.
Damage to the environment or the consequence of floods on the environment
is according to the point method classified into one of four categories – marginal,
minor, intermediate and major (Tab. 1). The starting point for assigning a category
of the consequence is categorization of potential sources of contamination
influencing the quality of the water. At present no complete register of sources of
contamination exists in the Slovak Republic; therefore, for the needs of this paper
one of our own design was created. The individual sources of contamination are
divided into two main categories: point and diffuse sources of contamination. Tab.
1 presents the divisions of the individual sources of contamination, their point
classification and the weight indicating the importance of the component
categories. When assigning points an inverse order is used; thus, the value 5
represents the greatest threat of contamination in the case of flooding. The
individual weights of the component categories, which are standardized such that
their sum is equal to one, are set in this same way. The individual points are set on
the basis of a professional judgement.
The flooding of these objects can lead to leakage and the washing away of
contaminating substances and thus to worsening the quality of surface and
underground water and soils, which can lead to ecological catastrophes, such as
damage to biotopes, the killing of fauna and flora as well as epidemics. Very
serious damage of a long-term character is related to underground aquifers, which
are used as sources of drinking water. The total consequence (Tab. 2) is calculated
as the sum of the assigned points to the individual sources of contamination
located in the flooded area for the given QN (probability of flood occurring)
multiplied by the relevant weight, and this defines the negative impact on the
environment [Gaňová 2014].
The Tab. 1 presents a description of the range of adverse consequences
connected with environmental damage, together with the assigned point value
level of the consequence. The total range is determined on the basis of all possible
combination of the categories presented in Tab. 2. The number of combinations is
2159, which after arrangement are divided using the quartile method [Zeleňáková
et al 2012] into the resultant four point ranges for each level of consequence.
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Tab. 1 Category of consequences modified according to [Zvijáková 2013]
Level of
consequence

Point range

Consequence

1

0–6.85

marginal

2

6.86–12.25

minor

3

12.26–17.65

intermediate

4

17.66– 5.03

major

Description of consequence
Minimal or no environmental
degradation.
Disruption of biological communities
which is reversible and limited in
time and space.
Disruption of biological communities
which is extensive, but reversible or
of limited severity.
Extensive biological and physical
disruption of entire ecosystems,
which are not easily reversible.

The value of the consequence is considered as the determined threat of
contamination of the environment during floods from all sources of contamination
which enter into the calculation of environmental risk.

2.3

Measure of environmental risk caused by floods

The measure of environmental risk in consequence of floods is set on the basis
of the calculated consequence on the environment for floods with different periods
of recurrence, e.g. Q5, Q20, Q50 and Q100.
The numerical expression of the relationship for calculation of the average
annual measure of environmental risk [-] for individual interval periods of
recurrence is subsequently:
b

n  C j + C j +1 
 Pj +1 − Pj 
EnRpi = ∫ D (Q )dP(Q ) ≈ ∑ 

2
j =1
a




(

)

(1)

where:
Cj
sum of consequences set according to Tab. 2 [-]; the consequence is
stated as “Point classification of threat” (column 4 in Tab. 2 based on authors`
judge) x “Weight” (column 4 in Tab. 2) for different periods of recurrence, Q5,
Q10, Q50, Q100, and Q1000.
Pj
the probability of exceeding is given by relationship
P (Q ) = 1 − N (Q )

(2)

and
1

N (Q ) = 1 − e − N
3

Q
flow [m /year],
N, a, b values of the interval of the period of recurrence.
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(3)

We select the individual component intervals of periods of recurrence (a, b)
[Gaňová 2014], [Horský 2008]. The overall measure of environmental risk [-] is
then given by the sum of the risks in individual component intervals EnRpi,
according to the determined consequence (3):
EnR = ∑ EnRp i

(4)

Thus determined measure of environmental risk caused by floods enables to
assess the need for flood protection measures also with respect to damage to the
environment and can be the starting point for assessing the effectiveness of
measures for flood protection from this point of view [Dráb, Říha 2001].

2.4

Measure of acceptability of environmental risk

An expression of economic effectiveness with respect to damage to the
environment is very complex. In this case we consider that the measure of
environmental risk in consequence of floods is a dimensionless variable as it is a
point range. Therefore, flood protection measures (FPM) effectiveness with
respect to protection of the environment is determined as the measure of lowering
environmental risk (MR) calculated in percentages according to formula (5):

MR = 100 −

EnR( postimplementationFPM )
×100
EnR( preimplementationFPM )

(5)

where: EnR total measure of environmental risk [-].
The higher value of this parameter (a higher percentage) means higher FPM
effectiveness with respect to protection of the environment.

3.

RESULTS

In the flooded areas for the individual QN no sludge beds and waste dumps
are found and likewise the sewage treatment plant lies outside the flood territory.
A pumping station for fuel also lies outside of the flood territory. Therefore, a
value of zero is assigned to this potential source of contamination (Tab. 2). An
environmental burden assigned to category C (reclaimed/recultivated location) is
located in the flood territories Q50, Q100 and Q1000. The individual QN is for this
source in the component category C assigned a value of 0.36 (point value in Tab.
2). The Rosenberg industrial firm is also located in flood territories Q50, Q100 and
Q1000. The enterprise is not in the meaning of Act no. 277/2005 Coll. assigned to
any of the categories of A or B; therefore, in the scope of assessing the
consequence it belongs to the component category “not assigned”. To the
individual QN, specifically Q50, Q100 and Q1000, the value 1 is assigned to this line
(not assigned) in Tab. 2. Given that Medzev has a sewerage system in place, it is
assumed that the percentage of residents without sewerage is in a range from 0 to
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40%; therefore, a value of 0.48 (Tab. 2) is assigned to each QN. The percentage
share of flooded agricultural ground from the total flooded are does not exceed
40% with any overflow, and so the value of 0.36 (Tab. 2) is assigned for this
source for each QN.
The total consequence is calculated as the sum of the points assigned to the
individual source of contamination (column 4 in Tab. 2), located in the flooded
area for the given QN (the probability of a flood occurring) multiplied by the
relevant weight (column 5 in Tab. 2). A summary of the assigned points together
with the calculated total value of the consequence (ΣCj) is given in Tab. 2.

Weight

Q5

Q10

Q50

Q100

Q1000

Point
classification of
threat

Component
category of
source of
contamination

Source of
contamination

Labelling

Tab. 2 Calculation of consequences of contamination on the environment

0.2

0

0

1

1

1

0.3

0

0

0

0

0

B

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

to 2000 EO

0.14

0

0

0

0

0

0.21

0

0

0

0

0

0.29

0

0

0

0

0

0.38

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0.12

0

0

0

0

0

0.29

0

0

0

0

0

0.59

0

0

0

0

0

Point sources of contamination

A1

A2

A3

Enterprises
with
hazardous
substances
present

Sewage
treatment
plant

Pumping
station

Not
assigned
A

2000 –
10 000 EO
10 000 –
100 000 EO
over
100 000 EO
-

5

5

3

Diffuse sources of contamination

B1
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Waste
dumps

for inert
waste
for nonhazardous
waste
for
hazardous
waste

5

Weight

Q5

Q10

Q50

Q100

Q1000

Point
classification of
threat

Component
category of
source of
contamination

Source of
contamination

Labelling

1

0

0

0

0

0

0.12

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.29

0

0

0

0

0

60 – 100%

0.59

0

0

0

0

0

0 – 40%

0.12

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.29

0

0

0

0

0

60 – 100%

0,59

0

0

0

0

0

probable (A)

0.29

0

0

0

0

0

0.59

0

0

0

0

0

0.12

0

0

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.84

0.84

2.2

2.2

2.2

Diffuse sources of contamination
B2

Sludge beds

B3

Population
with no
sewerage

B4

B5

Agriculture

Environmental
burden

-

3

0 – 40%
40 – 60%

40 – 60%

confirmed
(B)
reclaimed/re
-cultivated
location (C)

4

3

3

Σ of consequences (Cj)

On the basis of Tab. 1 the calculated consequence for all QN is assigned to the
category “marginal consequence” i.e., that the flooding of individual sources of
contamination cause only minimal, respectively, no degradation to the
environment.
Tab. 3 Resultant measure of lowering of environmental risk
Measure of
protection of
potential FPM

EnR (pre
implementation
FPM)
(according to (1))

EnR (post
implementation
FPM) (according to
(1);
a is increasing)

Measure of
lowering of
environmental risk
(MR) [%]

Q5

0,317

0,228

28

Q10

0,317

0,156

51

Q50

0,317

0,041

87

Q100

0,317

0,020

94

Q1000

0,317

0

100
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In Medzev the effectiveness of the FPM with respect to the protection of the
environment is determined as the measure lowering the environmental risk (MR)
calculated in percentages according to relationship (5). The resulting values are
shown in the following Tab. 3.
From Tab. 3 it follows that construction of FPM, e.g., protection against floods
of Q10, the measure of environmental risk in consequence of flooding is reduced
by up to 51%.

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The proposed methodological approach is applied in a modelled territory.
Assessment of potential flood damage and subsequent determining of the measure
of flood risk is carried out for the town of Medzev, which was in the scope of
preliminary assessment of flood risk in Slovakia evaluated as an area with an
existing potentially significant risk of flood. Given the preliminary results, we can
state that in the studied location Medzev the building of FPM makes sense, mainly
in relation to the protection of property and the environment. Because the actual
proposed FPM, and thus their costs, are not known, it is not possible to assess this
effectiveness. For determining effectiveness it is necessary to obtain documents on
the proposed solutions of flood protection measures and subsequently assess the
economic effectiveness of the individual assessed FPM variants. The obtained
results can then be subsequently applied during the selection of the final FPM
solution in the studied location mainly in decision-making process when the water
managers will choose the degree of flood protection (eg.Q10 or Q100)

5.
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Abstract
The flood risk multicriteria analysis is a topical issue which is engaged in the
professional community in connection with the flood risk management process.
According to the Directive 2007/60/EC of the European Parliament and Council
(on the assessment and management of flood risks) and its transposition into Act
no. 254/2001 Sb. (Water law) it is necessary to seek an appropriate flood protection
measures (FPMs) to mitigate adverse effects of floods on human health, the
environment, cultural heritage and economic activities.
For the complex assessment of FPMs variants, nature preservation, urban and
architectural design, economic efficiency, heritage preservation and other factors
are taken into account. Proposal of an appropriate FPMs necessarily involves the
decision-making process which requires simultaneous consideration of all
mentioned aspects. For this purpose multi-criteria analysis is suitable tool. This
article presents one possible way to applicate multicriteria analysis methods to
establish priorities for the progressive design and realization of FPMs.

Keywords
Břeclav, flood, multicriteria analysis, risk, PROMETHEE

1. INTRODUCTION
Directive 2007/60/EC defines the plans for flood risk management that aim to
find appropriate measures to mitigate the adverse effects of floods on human
health, the environment, cultural heritage and economic activity. Proposal of
appropriate flood protection measures (FPMs) necessarily involves decisionmaking process requiring simultaneous consideration of all mentioned aspects. As
a useful support tool for this purpose are the multi-criteria analysis methods as
evidenced for example outputs of the project FLOODSITE [Meyer et al., 2007] or
these articles [Meyer, Scheuer, Haase, 2009], [Gouldby, Samuels 2005], [Hutter,
2007], [Kienberger, Lang, Zeil, 2009], [Klijn, Samuels, Van Os 2008], [Kubal,
Haase, Meyer, Scheuer 2009], [Brans, Mareschal 2005], [Samuels, Klijn, Dijkman
2006], [Schanze et al. 2008], [Brázdová, Říha 2014].
The following paper is a general description of the possible use of multicriteria analysis in the process of flood risk management. The individual steps are
described, analyzed and demonstrated in some practical examples. The article also
includes brief description of methods of PROMETHEE II enabling multi-criteria
flood risk analysis (MCA).
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2. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND SOLVING
METHOD
Decisions regarding proposed flood protection measures (FPMs) requires a
comprehensive approach in the evaluation of a number of diverse criteria. At
present, the greatest emphasis is on evaluating the economic effectiveness of
FPMs and other aspects (eg. social, environmental, cultural) are considered only
marginally. The aim of this chapter is to describe selected methods that allow
multi-criteria analysis of the different forms of flood risk. MCA process can
generally be divided into the following steps:
• problem definition and delimitation of solutions,
• determination and quantification of evaluation criteria,
• selection and application of methods of multi-criteria analysis,
• sensitivity analysis incl. assessment of uncertainties,
• evaluating the sequence of solutions and final recommendations.

Fig. 1 Břeclav - area of interest in Czech Republic
At the beginning of the solution it is needed to clearly define the objectives,
the assumptions for solutions and related requirements for necessary input data.
Related to the flood risk management, in the following text we will focus on one
of the possible case of using the MCA. It is prioritizing selected areas in the
selected location for the design and subsequent implementation of the FPMs. The
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aim of the multi-criteria analysis is to determine the sequence of the individual
areas within the evaluated group (place) in terms of degree of flood risk.
To solve the problem, it is necessary to establish the appropriate criteria, which
we understand as a benchmark for comparison or factor in assessing the options.
Established assessment criteria should be made in relation to the method used
MCA, since each method requires a specific range of input data and documents.
General economic, social, cultural and environmental criteria need to be fleshed
out in the relevant indicators, for example in the sense of [EC 2007].
The problem of multi-criteria decision-making is based on the assumption that
there is a given set of possible options, the goal is to choose the option that fits the
best into the given set of criteria. If a set of options given to the final roster is
mentioned, then we talk about multi-criteria evaluation of alternatives. In the
following we assume the decision-making under certainty - a condition where all
the criteria values are realized with probability equal to 1. The multi-criteria
evaluation of alternatives is a wide range of procedures, and the choice of
appropriate methods based primarily on the level of knowledge about the
preferences between criteria. To solve our problem we defined from the
assumption that for the evaluation criteria measure of their importance in terms
assigned of their weights is known.
There is a wide range of procedures for multicriterial evaluation and the choice
of appropriate methods is based primarily on the level of knowledge about
preferences among criteria [DRBAL 2011]:
• aspiration level - for those criteria the minimum (maximum) value must be
known, which must variant for the maximization (minimization) reach the
criterion to be acceptable (conjunctive method disjunctive method, PRIAM),
• ordinal information – a criteria for their arrangement of importance is known
(lexicographical method, permutation method and ORESTE),
• cardinal information – a criteria for evaluating their importance assigned of
their weights is known. There are three basic principles of working with the
cardinal information:
principle of utility maximization (e.g. weighted sum method,
AHP),
principle of minimum distance from the ideal options (eg. TOPSIS
method),
principle of evaluating options based on preferential trade (eg.
ELECTRE methods, PROMETHEE).

3. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF METHODS OF MULTICRITERIA FLOOD RISK ANALYSIS IN BŘECLAV
3.1

Problem definition

For application of the method pilot site Břeclav watercourse Thaya (Fig. 1)
was chosen. The aim of the multi-criteria analysis was to determine the sequence
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of the functional areas taken from the urban planning documentation (UPD) in
terms of degree of flood risk. The evaluation was based on quantified criteria
listed in Tab. 1, which was calculated using equation (1). In addressing flood
scenarios appropriate culmination flows Q5, Q20, Q100, Q500 have been considered.
In order to ensure complete order subplots according to UPD were used for
evaluation method of PROMETHEE II.
The results of multi-criteria evaluation method of PROMETHEE II are
displayed in Fig. 3. Which are captured by the existing functional surfaces of UPD
with different shades, depending on the value specified net flux φ. The value of φ
determines the order of the respective functional areas, with the highest net flow φ
correspond to areas with the highest levels of flood risk expressed according to
Tab 1.

3.2

Evaluation criteria

All evaluation criteria are expressed as average annual flood risk, which is
given by:
p2

RI i = ∫ Di ( p) dp

(1)

p1

where p is the probability of achieving or exceeding the corresponding N-year
peak discharge and Di (p) denotes the function of quantifying the potential flood
damage, respectively the extent of affected structures. Method quantification
function Di (p) varies depending on the evaluation criterion as shown in Tab 1.
Tab 1. Evaluation criteria within the meaning of [EC 2007]
i
1

2

3

4

Expressing risk RIi
The average annual
loss per unit of the
flooded area
Average annual
number of population
affected
The average annual
number of affected
cultural and historical
monuments
The average annual
number of interested
potential pollution
sources

Unit

Expression matching
function Di(p)
Property damage per
unit area of the
flooded area

Unit

RI1

[CZK/m2.year]

RI2

[people/year]

The number of
affected population

[people]

RI3

[objects/year]

Number of affected
cultural and historical
monuments

[objects]

[sources/year]

The number of
potential sources of
accidental pollution of
water in case of
flooding during flood

[sources]

RI4

[CZK/m2]

A more detailed description of the criteria is given in the following paragraphs.
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3.2.1

Property damage

The principle of calculating property damage is based on the methodology of
flood hazard maps and flood risk management [DRBAL 2009].
Potential direct material flood damages are determined by a procedure based
on the application of curves damage (CD). Construction of the CD is based on a
detailed analysis of flooding effects on individual categories of objects and
component parts of their structures. Each CD is expressed in a certain range of
values of potential damage. Upper and lower limit of damage is avoided due to the
possibility of applying various failures of components of the structure of the
resulting damage. Actual damage, expressing the costs of bringing the building to
its original operating state moves within this interval.

Fig. 2 Affected population

3.2.2

Affected population

The source for the number of people affected in the area of interest was the
Register of Enumeration Districts and buildings administered by the Czech
Statistical Office (CSO). Part of the register called “Buildings layer” with a house
number [Štěpánková 2012], which contains a spatial localization of buildings with
a house number in the form of definition point range, exists for the whole Czech
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Republic and completeness is about 98.4% of the total registered number. This
layer contains several dozens of attributes (for example the house number, street,
cadastre, method of use and more). For the calculation of the persons that were
affected the most important attribute was SUM_BYT (number of apartments in
the building). Details about this layer are available on the CSO website [ČSÚ
2014].
But the number of apartments in the building is not sufficient because you
need to have the right number of people (Fig. 2). For that you can take the
advantage of the Geoportal CENIA [GEO 2014], a layer CENIA_OBYV_BYT
(number of people per apartment), which contains cartogram showing the average
number of residents per dwelling in the villages of the Czech Republic. For
Breclav 2,477 (for example Prague 2,068 and 2,173 for Brno). Details about this
layer are available on the website of the National Geoportal CENIA. We got total
number of people at one address point by multiplying the number of dwellings in a
given location and population per dwelling.

3.2.3

Cultural and historical monuments

Cultural monuments are among the sensitive objects, which in the framework
of risk analysis requires special attention and define (classify) the risks arising
from their exposure to the floods (eg. for the solved area Chateau Pohansko).
Part of the Heritage Fund of the Czech Republic, protected by law no. 20/1987
about state monument care, are registered in the Central list of cultural monuments
of the Czech Republic (ÚSKP). The list includes:
•
UNESCO,
•
national cultural heritage (NKP),
•
cultural monuments,
•
listed territory,
•
heritage protection zones.

3.2.4

Pollution sources

Pollution sources include industrial pollution and wastewater treatment plants.
Information about potential sources of industrial pollution were drawn from
PRTR Environment (established under Law No. 76/2002) and Register of
industrial pollution sources - part of the dangerous substance (RPZZ). RPZZ is
focused on an inventory of waste and emissions of hazardous substances in the
industrial sphere into the aquatic environment (surface water and sewer systems),
and assessing compliance with the requirements of national laws and regulations,
especially Government Decree no. 61/2003 as amended 23/2011.
The basic source of data on existing wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) potential sources of municipal pollution - the database was created as a part of the
project Identification of anthropogenic pressures on the status of water quality and
aquatic ecosystems in the Morava and Thaya (VaV/SP/2e7/73/08). In this
database there are recorded only sewage treatment plant for more than 2 000
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population equivalent, which represents in the project area only 20 municipalities
out of a total of 73.
Further localization WWTP was performed using the database ZABAGED and
its attribute KC_TYPZASTAVBY (type of targeted buildings). Other information
(eg. The type WWTP) are not recorded in the database.

Fig. 3 Results of PROMETHEE II - net flow to areas of the UPD Břeclav

3.3

Selection and application of method

For evaluating the variant we used a method of PROMETHEE II, which is
based on an approach based on the so-called preferential session. The aim of the
evaluation was to determine the sequence of areas taken from the urban planning
documentation in terms of the degree of flood risk. Outputs were published by
GIS software and these layouts show areas with the highest net flow φ correspond
to areas with the highest levels of flood risk.
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4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
As a contribution there were presented sub-options of using the method of
PROMETHEE II for multi-criteria analysis of flood risk. The procedures
described above are particularly useful for assessing the current situation in the
localities of interest when it is necessary to evaluate the most vulnerable areas in
terms of flood risk, in order to set priorities for the subsequent implementation of
flood control measures. The methods presented certain disadvantage, which is the
fact that the so-called values of net flow resulting from the methods of
PROMETHEE II are dimensionless and only serves as a benchmark for
determining the order within the evaluated group of faces.
The net flow (Fig. 3) in any case do not represent an absolute measure of flood
risk. The method is relatively easy to implement using GIS tools. Likewise, the
evaluation results can be clearly presented in the form of maps, in which the order
of assessed areas is expressed through the colour scale according to the value of
the calculated net flow.
Another line of research in the field of application of methods of multi-criteria
analysis of flood risk authors see especially in the more detailed elaboration of
methods for expressing flood risk posed by the threat of people's cultural heritage,
potential sources of water pollution and sensitive objects. A related issue qualified
the weights of the individual evaluation criteria, which may significantly affect the
results of the analyses.
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Abstract
Human carrying capacity is defined as the maximum human population size which
the environment can sustain indefinitely, given its resources. It is a threshold value
which can be used as a measure of sustainability of a certain ecosystem. Water
resources are a crucial element of any given ecosystem, as their availability
precedes all other activities in the ecosystem. Unsustainable management of
Earth’s water resources has already caused environmental degradation and even
destruction of certain local ecosystems. In order to prevent such events, it is
necessary to define a boundary such as the water resource based human carrying
capacity which will evaluate if the observed system has the ability to sustain human
activities indefinitely. It is a difficult task, as it requires creation of a model which
has to accurately evaluate the quantity, quality and availability of water resources,
human water consumption and level of degradation of available resources caused
by human activities. This paper contains an overview of most recent models created
with the purpose of assessing the water resource based human carrying capacity.

Keywords
water resources, human carrying capacity, sustainability, carrying capacity
assessment model

1.

INTRODUCTION

Carrying capacity can be defined as a number of individuals of a given species
that a given habitat can support without being permanently damaged. The concept
is used to point out there is a limit to the growth of biological populations, and an
analogy can be made for human societies – there is a maximum number of humans
that can be supported indefinitely in a given environment. [Schroll et al., 2012]
If the human population exceeds the carrying capacity of its habitat, then either
the resources required to meet the needs for human activities will be depleted, or
the wastes produced will build to the point of poisoning the population, or both,
and the population will crash. [Zhao et al., 2005]
Although exceedance of human carrying capacity will not result in extinction
of the species, it may have drastic effects and alter our ecosystem in a way which
will be able to sustain less human activities. [Motesharrei et al., 2014]
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For this reason, human carrying capacity is an important tool for sustainability
assessment of populated regions. Carrying capacity depends on the population
size, availability of required resources, and the consumption rate of needed
resources. Additionally, in order to accurately assess the carrying capacity of an
observed system, all sustainability components; environmental, social and
economic need to be taken into consideration.
Human carrying capacity is not a fixed value; technological advances and
institutional measures which reduce the consumption rate of resources and assure
the long term health of the ecosystem from which the resources are extracted will
result in a higher human carrying capacity.
Scarcity of resources may be caused by natural processes or by human
activities. Although we may not be able to affect natural processes, it is possible to
regulate human activities which cause environmental degradation and pollution,
effectively reducing the regional carrying capacity. In order to build evidence to
support such actions, carrying capacity assessments can be very useful as they
should provide a threshold value of sustainability.

2.

WATER RESOURCE BASED CARRYING CAPACITY

Significant amount of human carrying capacity models have been introduced,
from World3 [Meadows, 1973] up to the latest, Carrying capacity dashboard
[Lane et al.,2014] which only take into account land use as the crucial parameter
for determination of maximum sustainable population. Although the models are
very detailed and complex, availability of water resources is usually not covered,
at least not directly.
In order to reduce the complexity of carrying capacity assessment and
implement water availability as an important factor, water resources carrying
capacity (WRCC) is introduced. WRCC represents the human population which
the environment can sustain indefinitely, given its available water resources. In
general, WRCC assessment regards water resources as the key element of
sustainability, as insufficient water resources will hold back all other human
activities. Since one of the essential resources for almost all of human activities is
water, its availability usually precedes all other activities.
Liebig's law of the minimum states that growth is controlled not by the total
amount of resources available, but by the scarcest resource (limiting factor). In the
following figure (Fig.1), a graphical representation of this concept is given, where
the capacity of the barrel is limited by its shortest section.
Liebling’s law can be implemented in WRCC assessment methods, where
water resources can be considered as the limiting factor of growth. This
assumption may not be true for some regions, as food, clean air or raw materials
may be the limiting factor of growth in those cases. However, for all regions water
availability is an important measure of sustainability. Even if water resources are
not the limiting factor they usually represent an integral part of sustainability
assessment.
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Fig. 1 Graphical interpretation of Liebling’s law of minimum

2.1

Water resources carrying capacity definition issues

Unfortunately, WRCC still has no clear definition, and some authors have a
different view of the concept. Two predominant definitions have been used in
order to define this concept. WRCC is expressed as one of the two following
values:
(1) Maximum infinitely sustainable population size of a region given its
available water resources
(2) Largest infinitely sustainable development scale of a region given its
available water resources
First definition is the one which relates to the original (ecological) concept of
carrying capacity, a value which is ultimately expressed in measurement units
such as person, resident etc.
Second definition is more closely linked to the economic aspect of
sustainability and is most often expressed in measurement units of currency, as a
maximum revenue which can be generated by given water resources if they are
sustainably managed. [Liu et al., 2013, Song et al., 2011]

3.

MOST RECENT WATER RESOURCES CARRYING
CAPACITY MODELS

Most research regarding WRCC assessment has been done in China, as its
large population and high economic growth put a lot of strain on the environment.
Increased demand for water caused by population and industry as well as
increased pollution of available water resources threatens the sustainability of
many regions, especially arid ones. [Cheng et al., 2010, Min et al., 2011]
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Multiple assessment attempts have been examined, and three have been
selected as they are representative of most recent trends in regional WRCC
assessment.
These assessment methods have been analyzed in order to evaluate the validity
of achieved results.
(1) Li proposes a simple equation as a method of determining the maximum
sustainable population. Its simplicity makes it a good macroscopic
indicator of regional sustainability, although it may not be applicable to
large heterogeneous areas. [Li, 2012]
(2) Dang et al. proposed a more complex model, where two values of
carrying capacity were calculated. One was designed to assess the
carrying capacity of analyzed region by examining available water
resources and their consumption, while the other took into consideration
the effect of water consumption rate and pollution on environmental
sustainability. Out of these two, the lower value was selected as the
computed WRCC. [Dang et al., 2014]
(3) Dou et al. proposed the most comprehensive method of assessing the
WRCC based on large scale system theory and optimization method.
Unlike the previous two, this method defines the carrying capacity as the
maximum socioeconomic scale, and its results are expressed as an index
defined as the ratio of the current GDP (Gross domestic product) and the
highest sustainable GDP. [Dou et al., 2015]
All of the models attempted to calculate WRCC according to its own definition
of the concept for a period in the future, some have even analyzed the predicted
WRCC trends. Methods used for prediction of population or industry growth were
not analyzed in this paper, only the methods of assessing the WRCC, whether it
applied to current or a future predicted period.

3.1

Available water resources assessment

Crucial component of WRCC assessment is an accurate estimation of volume
of available regional water resources. According to the scope of the task, its
temporal and spatial distribution may be important for the analysis as well. Data
regarding water resources needs to be gathered from credible sources or by
reliable measurements in order to accurately determine the amount of available
water generated from precipitation, groundwater as well as surface water which
inflows into the analyzed area.
All assessment models analyzed in this paper collected the data from
adequately reliable resources, such as deliverables given by ministries, national
statistical institutions and scientific institutions.
Three different approaches have been observed in the assessment of available
volume of water resources:
1. Mean annual value of available surface water and groundwater was used
in the calculation, neglecting its temporal and spatial variation
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2. Mean annual value of available surface water and groundwater was
computed, as well as total volume of available water available in drier
periods, with the probability of occurrence of 5 [%] and 25 [%], in order
to assess the WRCC. Spatial variation in occurrence of water resources
has been taken into account by dividing the analyzed area into smaller
regions.
3. Dynamic temporal and spatial variation of availability of water resources
has been taken into account, in order to determine the worst case scenario
regarding the availability of water resources
Spatial availability of water resources has been considered by Dang et al. and
Dou et al. assessment methods, while Li did not factor this into their model.
Temporal availability of water resources has been properly considered by Dou
et al., while other models only took into account mean yearly values of available
volume of water (Li) or other statistical values (Dang et al.).
Pollution of water resources is considered as a factor which reduces the
amount of available water by Dang et al. and Dou et al., while Li fails to take this
effect into consideration.
Selected methods were analyzed according to three factors: their ability to
accurately assess available water resources, water consumption and restraints
which need to be imposed in order to achieve sustainability.

3.2

Assessment of water consumption caused by human activities

Much like available water resources assessment, amount of water consumed by
human activities is a crucial part of the assessment models, and all observed
models have gathered data from credible sources.
Water consumption was analyzed by all authors by different categories:
industrial, agricultural and municipal (domestic).
Municipal (domestic) water consumption was calculated by all methods with
the use of the water consumption quota (expressed in [unit of
volume/person*day]) which was multiplied with the number of inhabitants of the
analyzed regions. Distinctions have been made between the consumption quota of
the rural and urban population. Duo et al. and Dang et al. took into consideration
the differences in population density of the regions, while this was not the case
with the method proposed by Li.
Parameter called industrial output per unit of water [unit of water / unit of
currency] was used in the estimation of amount of water consumed by industry
and agricultural activities in the method proposed by Li. Although introduction of
this value significantly simplifies the WRCC estimation process, as the amount of
water used by industry and agriculture can be estimated by multiplying the
introduced parameter with the income (gross product) generated by these sectors,
there is a strong possibility this will lead to unreliable results.
Duo et al. and Dang et al. gathered the statistical information on water
consumption of industry and agriculture from credible institutions and calculated
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the total amount of water consumed by these sectors, which should result in very
accurate results.
Temporal variation in the water consumption was not considered by any of the
models, while spatial variation was considered in more complex models (Duo et
al., Dang et al.).

3.3

Assurance of
sustainability

social,

economic

and

environmental

Sustainability can be achieved only if its three key aspects are fulfilled:
economic, social and environmental sustainability. Chosen methods have been
studied for their ability to determine if water resources are used in a way to help
fulfill these three sustainability traits. Sustainability elements were considered by
all authors by imposing restraints.

3.3.1

Environmental sustainability

Li defined the amount of required “ecological water”, a minimal amount of
water needed for supporting the ecological cycle.
Dang et al. also determined the amount of water needed for the indefinite
existence of the ecological system. Additionally, pollution of water resources was
also taken into account in the assessment of sustainability as well as spatial
distribution of these factors. Amount of wastewater generated by human activities,
its COD levels and the self- purification capacity of the river have been used in
order to determine the impact of anthropogenic pollution. An indicator of
ecological sustainability was calculated based on these values.
Duo et al. obtained the value of ecological water demand from the statistical
data of water conservancy departments and implemented it into its dynamic
model. Pollution of available water resources was quantified by its permanaganate
index (CODMn), a value which determines the level of organic pollution. In order
to assess if sufficient protection of the ecosystem is achieved, maximum value of
CODMn concentration has been defined as a threshold value.

3.3.2

Economic sustainability

No indexes of economic stability or sustainability were calculated by any of
the analyzed methods. Industrial and agricultural water demand was calculated
and implemented in all the models, but an assumption has been made that by all
authors that this consumption rate is caused by a sustainable economic system,
which may not be true.

3.3.3

Social Sustainability

Although it is difficult to find a link between aspects of social sustainability
such as social equality, justice etc. and water resources, management of water
resources does have an impact on the quality of life, which is an integral part of
social sustainability.
Social sustainability was not considered or evaluated by Li or Dang et al. Dou
et al., however, did implement two socioeconomic restraints, a minimal value of
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GDP per capita and a minimal amount of grain produced per capita. These
minimal living standards were used to assess if adequate quality of living is
achieved by current water resources management.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Water based resources carrying capacity (WRCC) is a new, still not
sufficiently defined concept. Although, according to the biological and ecological
definition of carrying capacity, it should be defined as a maximum infinitely
sustainable population size of a region given its available water resources,
consensus had not been reached on its definition. Many authors still regard it as a
maximum sustainable economic scale (GDP) achieved by sustainable water
resources management. Regardless of this fact, all methods recognize the concept
as a threshold value of sustainability which can be achieved by management of
water resources.
Proposed methods of WRCC assessment range from simple ones to complex
systems which give a more comprehensive view of water resources management.
Simple methods can be used as macroscopic indexes, as a very crude assessment
of sustainability of water resources management, but should not be used for large
regions with significant differences in spatial water availability and consumption.
More complex models provide a better overview of regional WRCC in these
cases, although they require more time and resources for their completion.
Majority of the proposed models have a very comprehensive analysis of
available regional water resources and the water consumption patterns of all
sectors (industry, agriculture and domestic use).
Additionally, authors of most models also recognize the importance of a
healthy ecosystem as a basis for sustainability. Different methods have been used
in order to assess if the ecosystem’s water resources are able to sufficiently
replenish under different anthropogenic stresses, such as water abstraction and
pollution.
Threshold values of environmental sustainability have been clearly defined by
most authors, but economic and social aspects of sustainability have not been
considered, or only marginally by available models.
Allocation of water resources towards a sustainable economic system was not
considered by any of the methods, and assurances if water resources are being
managed in a way to achieve an acceptable level of quality of life was considered
by only one model. Most improvements need to be made in assessing the
threshold values of these two components of sustainability, social and economic.
Water resources carrying capacity assessment importance is reflected in its
ability to define the maximum level of human activities the ecosystem can sustain
indefinitely, while achieving a predetermined quality of live, especially in regions
where water availability is a limiting factor of growth. It can be used as a valuable
tool in sustainable water management practices, and available methods, although
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incomplete to a certain degree, can give a valuable insight into achieved level of
regional sustainability.
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Abstract
For a hydraulic design of a facility for rainwater infiltration, i.e. a design of the
volume of the infiltration facility, the so-called coefficient of infiltration is
introduced, determined by an infiltration test. The use of the coefficient of
infiltration brings a number of uncertainties into the solution, arising particularly
from different conditions in carrying out the infiltration test and in operating a real
infiltration facility. This paper presents an analysis of factors that influence the
process of infiltration and relating uncertainties that influence the determination of
the storage volume of the infiltration facility. The effect of the individual factors on
the design of the infiltration facility was analysed using numerical simulations by
the software HYDRUS-2D. The uncertainties are expressed using partial reliability
coefficients.

Keywords: stormwater management - infiltration facility - coefficient of
infiltration –limit states

1.

INTRODUCTION

The rainwater management in an urbanised territory is traditionally carried out
using a system of urban drainage. This method leads to overdimensioning and
temporary overloading of sewers. An alternative approach to the integrated control
of rainwater prefers the accumulation and infiltration of rainwater at the place of
its formation [Grischek et al. 1996], [Watkins 1997]. At the present time, this
approach is applied using directives and regulations. In the Czech Republic (CR),
the requirements for rainwater infiltration are enshrined in the building law
[Act No. 183/2006 Coll.] and in the water law [Act No. 254/2001 Coll.]. In the
last decades, guidelines and standards have been developed abroad for the design
of infiltration facilities [ATV-DVWK 2007], [Bloomberg, Strickland 2012],
[DWA 2005] and [SMGM 2014]. In the Czech Republic, these are the Czech
technical standards CSN 75 9010 and TNV 75 9011.
The standard CSN 75 9010 describes geological and hydrogeological surveys,
the result of which is the determination of the coefficient of infiltration. The
standard also gives a procedure for designing the volume of infiltration facilities.
The issue of infiltration and flow of water in the unsaturated zone was
elaborated in a number of studies which were a basis for compiling relevant
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software products. The problems of water flow in the saturated and unsaturated
zones and their modelling were elaborated for example in the studies
[Bear, Verrujit 1992], [Lu, Likos 2004], [Šimůnek et. al 2006] and [Šejna,
Šimůnek 2007]. For the use of numerical models it is necessary to obtain the
required geological and hydrogeological information about the structure of the
groundwater (GW) body, the properties of porous materials in the zone of
infiltration, their deposition and the regime of GW at the site. In case of a design
for smaller or less important facilities, the extent of the geological survey is
usually limited; the use of GW flow models is practically excluded for the reason
of a lack of financial resources.
The design for the volume of infiltrated water and an infiltration facility is
carried out using variables characterizing the infiltration capacity of soil - the
coefficient of infiltration [CSN 75 9010], hydraulic conductivity [DWA 2005] or
infiltration rate [Bloomberg, Strickland 2012]. The parameters of infiltration are
generally determined on the basis of the results of infiltration tests. It is also
considered that such determined parameters sufficiently represent the conditions at
a site, i.e. the permeability of a GW body, the homogeneity and anisotropy of
materials, the moisture content of soil, the state of GW table and the depth to the
impermeable basement.
Practical experience shows that the determined value of the coefficient of
infiltration does not reflect the real state and relating uncertainties and may lead to
the underestimation of the volume of the designed infiltration facility, particularly
during a long-lasting operation of the facility. The recommended coefficient of
safety f ≥ 2 is not specified in detail.
The following text analyses the factors influencing the reliability of design for
the storage volume of an infiltration facility. The effect of the individual factors
was quantified by extensive numerical calculations made by the software product
HYDRUS-2D [Šejna, Šimůnek 2007], as well as by a professional estimate. The
uncertainties of the individual parameters entering into the calculation are
expressed using partial coefficients of reliability.

2.
2.1

THE VOLUME OF THE INFILTRATION FACILITY
Discussion about the procedure according to CSN 75 9010
The storage volume of an infiltration facility VVZ is determined as:
≥
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where VS is the volume of precipitation per the time tc, VVSAK is the infiltrated
volume per the time tc and tmax is the maximum duration time of substitute rain
(e.g. 72 hours according to CSN 75 9010).
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where VVZ is the storage volume of the infiltration facility (m3), hd is the total
design precipitation (mm) with the duration tc (min) and the periodicity, Ared is the
plan view of the drained area (m2), AVZ is the area of the infiltration facility (m2),
AVSAK is the infiltration area (m2), f is the coefficient of safety f ≥ 2 [CSN 75 9010].
In the relation (2), all variables are subject to uncertainties, however the
coefficient of safety is related only to the infiltrated volume. Practical experience
suggests that most designers determine the coefficient f = 2, namely for
economical reasons. The size of the coefficient requires a more detailed
discussion; it is determined on the basis of an infiltration test and is defined as
follows:

"# =

*+,
+,

,

(3)

where QZK is the volume of infiltrated water during the trial infiltration test or the
inflow of water into an trial object and AZK is the infiltration area in a test object,
specified in the standard. For the design of an infiltration facility, the flow rate
QVSAK of infiltrated water is determined according to CSN 75 9010 from the
relation:
-
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!
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The coefficient of infiltration kv is determined by an infiltration test with a
recommended duration of 24 hours. Other requirements for infiltration tests are
specified in [CSN 75 9010]. Practical experience shows that the test duration of 24
hours is seldom achieved; the common duration of infiltration tests is 6 to 8 hours.
The amount of infiltrated water QZK changes during the infiltration test and, at
the same time, the area AZK can also change. The coefficient of infiltration is thus a
time-dependent variable during the infiltration test:
"# ($) =

*+, ( )
+, ( )

.

(5)

Nevertheless CSN 75 9010 does not state how to evaluate the coefficient of
infiltration in such a case. One of the possibilities is to derive the total infiltrated
volume of water by a numerical integration of the time dependent inflow of water
into an trial object during the test. Because both the coefficient of infiltration and
the infiltration area change with time, QZK is also a function of time. Using the
basic relationships of GW hydraulics [Bear, Verrujit 1992], the infiltrated flow
rate can be expressed by means of the equation [Lu, Likos 2004]:
-

($) = /

+, ( )

0(1, 2, 3, $) ⋅ 4 ,

(6)

where q is the vector of the specific flow rate that is defined for the saturated and
unsaturated zones as:
0 = 5(6) ⋅ grad ℎ(6),

(7)
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where K is the tensor of the saturated/unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, h is the
piezometric head and θ is the moisture content of soil. By substituting the
equations (6) and (7) in the relation (4), it yields:
"# =

+,

/

+,

5(6) ⋅ grad ℎ(6) ⋅ 4 .

(8)

All the variables in the equation (8) are time t and the position (x, y, z)
dependent. The hydraulic gradient depends on the shape and properties of the
infiltration area, i.e. it depends on the shape of the infiltration facility, on the
geological composition of the strata, on the boundary and initial conditions, i.e. on
the water level in the infiltration facility, the level of the impermeable base, the
GW level and the initial moisture content of soil. K(θ) and grad h(θ) can be
determined, for example, using numerical modelling of flow in the unsaturated
zone [Lu, Likos 2004], [Šimůnek et. al 2006] and [Šejna, Šimůnek 2007].
Another option that shifts the design of the volume of the infiltration facility to
the safe side is to derive the coefficient of infiltration from the value achieved at
the end of the infiltration test. Fig. 1 shows that the kv(t) decreases with time and is
dependent on the test duration.
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Fig. 1 Example of the time pattern of the coefficient of infiltration

2.2

Design of volumes of the infiltration facility with incorporation
of uncertainties

The performance of a geological survey and field tests is usually not extensive,
mainly in case of smaller installations in which the budget is limited. In practice,
numerical models are used for designing infiltration facilities less often than
simplified procedures applying the coefficient of infiltration kv. The coefficient is
determined using an infiltration test that usually reflects only instantaneous local
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conditions. When using the coefficient of infiltration, it is considered that it
expresses characteristics such as hydraulic conductivity, inhomogeneity and
anisotropy of the GW body. An important factor in determining the coefficient of
infiltration is the duration of an infiltration test. The coefficient of infiltration
according to CSN 75 9010 should be evaluated at the end of the test after 24
hours; in practice, however, the length of the test is usually shorter. Due to this
fact, the over-evaluated coefficient of infiltration is usually obtained.
Uncertainties are brought into the solution by the changing initial moisture
content of soil, the position of the GW level and the position of the impermeable
basement as well. Another factor influencing the course of infiltration is the size
of the infiltration facility, its spatial arrangement and type (an infiltration furrow,
an infiltration well, perforated piping). These factors are usually different for the
designed infiltration facility and for the test at which the coefficient of infiltration
was determined. The text below quantifies the uncertainties in the determination
of the coefficient of infiltration. The objective was to express these mutually
independent uncertainties. The individual uncertainties were expressed using
partial coefficients of reliability for 3 typical soils – sand, loamy sand and sandy
loam.
When undertaking a practical design the standard CSN EN 1990 recommends
that the storage volume of the infiltration facility be determined using the
condition of the limit state. This can be expressed in a more general form as
follows:
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where VVZ is the storage volume of the infiltration facility, VVSAK is the volume of
infiltrated water and VS is the volume of precipitation water. In the condition, in a
broader concept, the left side represents the “resistance” of the object and the right
side “loading”. The maximum of the term in parentheses on the right side of the
relation (9) is determined with a whole range of the duration times tc of the design
rain. The following partial coefficients are introduced into the condition (9):
γVZ for geometric uncertainties of the volume of the flood-control
•
storage,
•
γn of the significance of the facility,
•
γS expresses the reliability of the volume of precipitation water,
•
γVSAK expressing uncertainty in the volume of infiltrated water.

3.
3.1

DETERMINATION OF RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS
Storage volume of the infiltration facility

During the construction and operation of an infiltration facility the storage
volume may decrease. The reasons can be an inaccurate calculation, e.g. in
infiltration contour furrows or ponds, imperfect construction, silting.
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Larger deviations in the storage volume due to an inaccurate calculation
practically do not appear in technical elements such as rectangular reservoirs,
wells or boreholes. A certain error may occur in topographically more complicated
areas such as infiltration belts, contour furrows or reservoirs. In case of subsurface
facilities it is necessary to subtract the volume of fillings such as plastic elements
or a coarse-grained soil fill. The design volume can also be decreased by imperfect
construction, by using another filling material, etc. A significant reduction of the
volume can result from silting. It is necessary to assess the amount of arriving
sediment load, the efficiency of a cleaning device in front of the facility, and the
possibility of the periodical removal of deposit from the device.
The design and choice of the size of the coefficient γVZ ≤ 1 (the reliability
guarantee of the design volume) should take account of the method of construction
and the possibility of technological deficiencies such as bulging of formwork,
partial filling of flood-control storage by the material of the slopes, etc. In welldesigned and periodically maintained objects that were constructed with high
quality, the coefficient γVZ = 0.95 can be considered; the safe value is γVZ = 0.90.

3.2

Expression of the significance of the facility

It is useful to place the infiltration facility into three classes by its size, social
and economic significance. The significance of the object is expressed using the
coefficient of significance γn ; its value is determined on the basis of the analysis
of social and economic significance of the object, by the degree of a threat to the
territory and by the amount of damage incurred in case of overloading the facility.
The values of the coefficient of significance can also be derived on the basis of
probability analysis by evaluating the losses arising from a collapse of the function
of the object. A certain guide can be the values of the coefficient given in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1 Classes of significance of objects
Class of
significance
I
II
III

3.3

Description of significance of facility
Facilities with great economic and social significance; if overloaded
or put out of operation, considerable damage will occur
Objects with medium economic and/or social significance
Objects a failure of which results only in negligible damage

γn
1.05
1.02
1.00

The volume of storm water

The volume of storm water is identified according to [Bareš et al. 2013] or
[TNV 75 9011] using procedures of the hydrology of sewage systems. The
corresponding uncertainties are connected with determining the drained area and
its reduction and determining the runoff coefficients which significantly depend
on the history of precipitation and the saturation of the surface by water at the
beginning of the design episode. Certain inaccuracy is connected with provided
design precipitation totals or rainfall intensities with given duration.
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The coefficient γS, expressing the reliability of the volume of rainfall water,
can differ according to the ruggedness of the drained area and on its permeability.
A certain role is played by the reliability of provided data on precipitation totals.
For practical designs the coefficient should be chosen γS = 1.20 for smaller areas
with precipitation-gauge stations, γS = 1.40 for larger more rugged areas.

3.4

The volume of infiltrated water
The coefficient γVSAK ≤ 1 expressing uncertainty in the volume of infiltrated

water is formal in the condition (9); in practice it is necessary to express
uncertainties for individual factors corresponding to the instantaneous conditions
in the GW body. The following conditions are discussed:
•
the duration time of the infiltration test γt,
•
the position of the impermeable basement and the GW table γh,
•
the instantaneous degree of saturation of soil γsn,
•
the size and shape of the infiltration facility γz,
•
the ageing of the facility (choking, degradation) γc,
•
the characteristics of the GW body (anisotropy, inhomogeneity) γa.
The coefficient γVSAK is then expressed using partial coefficients of reliability:
8

= 8 ⋅ 8 ⋅ 8; ⋅ 8<: ⋅ 8= ⋅ 8% .

(10)

They can be determined using statistical evaluation of a sufficient number of field
measurements, methods of analogy and numerical modelling or expert estimates.
In this study, the partial coefficients in the relation (10) were determined by
numerical simulations in the software HYDRUS-2D [Šimůnek et. al 2006],
[Šejna, Šimůnek 2007], which enables the solution of the flow in the saturated and
unsaturated zones, assuming a two-dimensional approximation of flow. The
formulation and a detailed description of the solution are beyond the scope of this
text, therefore the readers are referred to the literature sources given above.
Numerical simulations were made for 3 typical materials with properties
according to Tab. 2 for the infiltration facility according to CSN 75 9010, Ann. G.
Tab. 2. Properties of materials
Soil
Sand
Loamy sand
Sandy loam

θs

θr

α [1/m]

0.430
0.410
0.410

0.045
0.057
0.065

14.5
12.4
7.5

n
2.68
2.28
1.89

ks [m/s]
8.25 . 10-5
4.05 . 10-5
1.23 . 10-5

In Tab. 2, θS means the moisture content of saturated soil, θr is the residual
moisture content, α is the reciprocal of the input value of air, n is the shape
coefficient of the water retention curve [Van Genuchten 1980], and ks is the
saturated hydraulic conductivity. The following paragraphs describe the derivation
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of the partial reliability coefficients in (10) with the fulfilment of independence of
the conditions in their determination.

3.5

The duration time of the infiltration test

The recommended length of the infiltration test according to CSN 75 9010 is
24 hours. Numerical tests show that after this period the evaluated coefficient of
infiltration does not change anymore (Fig. 1). For this reason the 24-hour length of
duration of the infiltration test is considered to be referential. The coefficient γt
expressing the effect of the length of duration of the test is defined as follows:
8 ($) =

>? ( )
>?@A

;

$ < 24 hours

(11)

where γt(t) is the partial coefficient of reliability relative to the length of duration
of the infiltration test, kv24 is the coefficient of infiltration determined after 24
hours of the test and kv(t) is the coefficient of infiltration determined at the time t.
The coefficient γt(t) was determined under the conditions of infinite depth to the
impermeable basement without the effect of the GW table. The relationship γt(t)
according to (11) for typical soils is depicted in Fig. 2. The graph shows that for
less permeable materials the coefficient of infiltration obtained from a shorter
infiltration test should be reduced; e.g. for sandy materials it is sufficient that the
test duration is about 8 hours when infiltration becomes steady.
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Fig. 2 Relationship γt(t) for typical materials

3.6

Effect of impermeable basement and groundwater table depth

Different depths of the GW table and of the impermeable base beneath the
infiltration facility influence the volume of infiltrated water and the coefficient of
infiltration. For different combinations of depth to the impermeable basement and
depth to the GW table, the coefficient γh_i was determined from the relation:
8
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_G

=

>?@A_H( IJ , KL )
>?@A

(12)

γh_i

where kv24_h(hGW,hIS) is the coefficient of infiltration after 24 hours for the
corresponding depth hGW to the GW table and the depth hIS to the impermeable
basement beneath the infiltration facility. kv24 is the coefficient of infiltration after
24 hours influenced neither by the position of the GW table nor by the level of the
impermeable basement. The relationships of the coefficient of the partial
reliability γh_i for sand according to the equation (12) are depicted in Figs. 3.
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Fig. 3 Relationship γh_i, example for sand
For determining the coefficient γh it is necessary to determine the coefficient
γh_i for the conditions of the infiltration test (γh_ZK) and the conditions of the
infiltration facility (γh_VSAK). The resulting coefficient γh is calculated from the
relation:
8 =

3.7

MH_NLO,
MH_+,

(13)

The effect of the degree of saturation (moisture content) of soil

The instantaneous initial degree of saturation of soil plays a certain role in
carrying out an infiltration test and also in the infiltration of rainwater in the
already-constructed infiltration facility. Uncertainty in the initial degree of soil
saturation is reflected by the coefficient of reliability γsn expressed for typical soils
for the infiltration test duration of 24 hours. It is expressed by the following ratio:
8<: =

>?@A ( P )
>?@A ( JQ )

(14)

where kv24(Sw) is the coefficient of infiltration for the given initial degree of
saturation SW, kv24(SWR) = kv24 is the coefficient of infiltration for the material with
the initial degree of saturation SWR corresponding to the residual moisture content
θR. The relationship between the coefficient γsn for typical materials and the degree
of saturation is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Relationship γsn for typical materials

3.8

The effect of the shape and size of the infiltration facility

The infiltration test should be carried out according to [CSN 75 9010] on an
trial pit or borehole specified in Annex G of the standard. Deviations in the shape
and dimensions of the designed infiltration facility and equipment in the
infiltration test can cause a difference in the velocity and volume of infiltrated
water. With the aim to quantify the effects above, a number of scenarios of
configuration with different geometric parameters of the infiltration facility were
numerically calculated. The evaluation of the calculations indicated differences in
the determined coefficient of infiltration in a range of 3 to 4%. The partial
coefficient of reliability relating to different geometric dimensions of trial and
designed infiltration objects, therefore, can be considered with the value γz = 0.95.

3.9

The effect of ageing of the facility

The ageing of the infiltration facility is governed by clogging of surrounding
soil. Its course was studied e.g. by Kovács [1981]. His measurements show that
clogging takes place especially in the layer about 0.50 m thick beneath the surface
of infiltration; permeability decreases with time towards the surface of the
infiltration facility, in which hydraulic conductivity can drop by up to several
orders of magnitude after about 7 days. The coefficient γc should be chosen with
regard to the efficiency of water pre-treatment in front of the entrance to the
infiltration facility and/or to the possibilities of its regeneration. It is recommended
that γc be chosen at least at 0.8; in case of impossible regeneration and unreliable
pre-treatment, even at γc = 0.1.

3.10

The effect of anisotropy and inhomogeneity

When conducting the infiltration test, it is assumed that the determined
coefficient of infiltration already implies the effect of anisotropy of the permeable
filtration environment. In the event that inhomogeneity could be expected in the
form of alternation of more permeable layers with less permeable ones beneath the
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γa

infiltration facility, a relationship was derived between the coefficient γa and the
ratio of the hydraulic conductivity of the less permeable layer located 0.5, 1, 2 and
3 m beneath the level of infiltration (beneath the bottom of the infiltration facility)
to the material in which the infiltration was conducted (Fig. 5). In case of a
difference in the hydraulic conductivity of approximately horizontal layers (larger
than five-fold), it is necessary to consider the layers as relatively impermeable and
to use the procedure applying the relations (12) and (13).
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Fig. 5 Relationship γa for conditions of hydraulic conductivities of
underlying layers, example for sand

4.

COMPARISON OF TWO DESIGN APPROACHES

For demonstrating the above-given approaches - according to CSN 75 9010
and using the method of limit states, an example of the calculation of the storage
volume of an infiltration facility is presented. The input parameters are based on
the example D3 in the CSN 75 9010. A drained area is located on the Brno
territory, the reduced orthographic projection Ared = 560 m2. The coefficient of
infiltration is kv = 1.10-6 m/s, concerning sandy loam. The coefficient of safety of
infiltration is considered as f = 2 and the rainfall periodicity p = 0.2 year-1. In case
of the procedure according to limit states, different conditions were chosen in
conducting an infiltration test and in the operation of the infiltration facility:
In the infiltration test, the depth hGW = 4.0 m of GW table beneath the bottom
of a trial pit, the depth hIS = 5.0 m of the impermeable basement beneath the pit
bottom, the infiltration test lasted t = 8 hrs. The initial degree of saturation is
Sw = 0.3, which approximately corresponds to the moisture content 0.123.
In the infiltration facility, the GW table is considered to be hGW = 1.5 m
beneath the bottom of the facility, the position of the impermeable basement
hIS = 3.0 m beneath the facility. The initial soil saturation can reach up to Sw = 0.7.
At a depth of 2.0 m beneath the bottom of the facility, a layer was encountered
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with half the hydraulic conductivity than when drilling the trial pit. For the given
conditions, the following values of the partial coefficients were determined using
the above-depicted graphs supplemented with expert estimates:
•
for geometric uncertainties in the flood-control storage γVZ = 0.95,
•
for the significance of the facility γn = 1.02,
•
for the reliability of the volume of precipitation water γS = 1.20,
•
for the duration time of the infiltration test γt = 0.88,
•
for the position of the impermeable base and GW table γh = 0.57,
•
for the instantaneous degree of saturation of soil γsn = 0.95,
•
for the size and shape of the infiltration facility γz = 0.95,
•
for the ageing of the facility (choking, degradation) γc = 0.80,
•
for the characteristics of the GW body γa = 0.80.
The calculation of the storage volume VVZ of the facility was determined for
design precipitation totals with the duration from 5 minutes to 72 hours according
to the eq. 2 in CSN 75 9010 and according to the condition (9) incorporating
partial uncertainties. The relationship expressing the required storage volume as a
function of the rainfall duration is shown in Fig. 6. The maximum volume of the
facility according to CSN 75 9010 is 19.9 m3 and using the procedure proposed is
29.9 m3. It is obvious that the storage volume of the infiltration facility determined
according to CSN comes out under-dimensioned by roughly 10 m3.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of two design approaches

5.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A procedure is recommended in CSN 75 9010 for determining the storage
volume of an infiltration facility, in which the coefficient of infiltration kv is
introduced. According to the standard it “characterises the infiltration capability of
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the soil in a studied site”. In practical calculations CSN 75 9010 recommends to
reduce detemined coefficient of infiltration by the coefficient of safety f ≥ 2. The
analysis carried out in more detail shows that numerous input variables are
involved in the design, loaded by uncertainties arising from not meeting design
parameters of the infiltration facility, from the reliability of hydrological data and
particularly from the limited extent and reliability of the survey.
This paper defines the individual variables involved in the calculation, and
analyses the factors that influence the design of the storage volume of the
infiltration facility. The effect of each factor was quantified using extensive
numerical calculations made by the software product HYDRUS-2D,
[Šimůnek et. al 2006], [Šejna, Šimůnek 2007]. Uncertainties in the determination
of the storage volume are expressed by partial reliability coefficients quantified
for three typical soils.
The proposed procedure taking account of uncertainties in each parameter is
demonstrated on an example of comparison. The results of the calculation show
that the procedure according to [CSN 75 9010] can ultimately lead to the
significant under-dimensioning of the storage area, particularly by over-evaluating
the infiltration capability of the infiltration facility.

6.
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Abstract
This article is dealing with mathematical modelling of flood wave passing in
the Píla town. To ensure the flood protection detention reservoirs have been
designed. The proposal is based on reconstruction of the flood wave on Gidra
stream in June 2011. The model of water courses has been created according to
geodetic and hydrological data in HEC – RAS 4.1.0 simulation package. The
capacity flow in the Gidra stream river bed was evaluated. The designed detention
reservoirs were checked by design flood wave and their effect from flood
protection point of view has been evaluated. Their potential volume was also
computed and compared to each other.

Keywords
flood, mathematical modelling, flood protection measures, design flood wave,
detention reservoir

1.

INTRODUCTION

Flash floods also called storm or sudden floods are a specific type of rain
floods which typical sign is an intensive increase of water level in the river in
a short time period (usually couple of hours). Mostly there are floods on small
streams in upper parts of river basins and their starters are extreme storm rainfalls.
Rainfall intensity and duration limits are not possible to determine exactly because
they are dependent on many factors such as type and shape of landscape, soil
water saturation and nonetheless they depend on anthropogenic activity
(inadequate operation in the landscape).
Due to the extremely short time of flood beginning, it is very difficult to alarm
inhabitants and for carrying out operative flood protection measures like mobile
flood-protection barriers, is too late. That is the reason why it is necessary to
prepare against such floods appropriate flood-protection measures which do not
need any operation and work automatically.

2.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

People start noticing the seriousness of flood protection usually when the flood
appears. No exception is the town Píla which was affected by destructive flood in
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year 2011. After this flood many buildings, roads and pavements had to be
repaired but the flood protection was still non-existent.
Through the town flows stream called Gidra which is a right-sided inflow of
Dolný Dudváh. Its length is 38,5 km and wells in Small Carpathians in height
above sea level of 470 metres. Gidra´s most significant inflow above town Píla is
right-sided Kamenný stream. Before Gidra enters residential area of the Píla town
and close past the inflow with Kamenný stream a stream-gauging station is
situated.

Fig. 2 River basin of Gidra above the Píla village
On 7.6.2011 storm areas were formed above Slovakia and the most intensive
storm activity was in the afternoon in region of Small Carpathians (on its southeast side hills that are part of Trnava and Pezinok district). 51-100 mm rain falls in
this area and in the most exposed places the amount exceeded to 100mm. The
dangerous phenomenon was not the rainfall itself, but the long duration of very
intensive rain.
As a result of this rainfall were catastrophic floods which affected many river
basins in mentioned region. The most critical situation was on streams Gidra,
Parná and Vištucký stream where water levels rose up to much higher limit than
the level equivalent to third stage of flow activity in less than 2 hours. First peak
occurred on 7.6. at 17:00 in Píla on stream Gidra where water level culminated on
226cm. Immediately after reaching culmination the water level started to decline
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rapidly. Water level of Gidra has achieved quite fast the level adequate to first
stage of flow activity but the next wave of rain caused repeated increase of water
level. This was the reason of second flood wave but of a smaller range. After
second culmination the water level on stream Gidra started to decrease until it
dropped under the value of first stage of flow activity in afternoon hours.
Later was the culmination flow determined as a value of Qculm = 44,5 m3.s-1
and according to designed values of N-yearly flows it represented significance of
more than 1000-year flow.

Fig. 2 Flood wave development on Gidra stream in June 2011
Two types of geodetic data were available: survey of Gidra stream bed in Píla
town and two valleys of Gidra and Kamenný stream surveyed by 3D scanning.

Fig. 3 Illustration of the 3D scans in basins of Gidra and Kamenný stream
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Geodetic survey in Píla represented 72 profiles including seven bridges. The
geometry of the model survey was completed by parameters of a possible third
detention reservoir, which could be situated approximately 1000 m upstream on
Gidra above scanned valley. All necessary data were gathered by classical survey
of cross sections in landscape. Accordingly 5,1 km long model of Gidra stream
with 2,1 km long inflow of Kamenný stream was created.
Roughness of river basin was defined in model by Manning coefficient. Values
from previous thesis that concerned reconstruction of flood on Gidra stream in
June 2011 and its impact on levels of the ground water have been used.
Specifically the number n=0,05 for channel and for inundation number n=0,5 was
used. It is necessary to mention that these values are not realistic and do not
correspondent with current condition of the stream. They consider circumstances
such as presence of big rocks in channel during flood or circumfluence of
obstacles (stems or buildings in closeness to flow) by arisen water level.

Fig. 4 Geometry of the Gidra and Kamenný stream in HEC-RAS
programme
One of possible hydrologic basis of my thesis was a recording of position of
water level during the flood on Gidra in June 2011. We decided not to use it for
following reasons:
•
Flood on Gidra in June 2011 was presumably affected by breaking of
blocked fence which caused flood wave, which would not shape in
same situation without the obstacle. These fences were conducted
crosswise various streams and caused a barrier in flow during flood.
•
These records of flood wave were under junction of Gidra and Kamenný
stream and it would be problematic to divide this flood wave into two
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separate streams so that the progress of water level past junction
corresponded the recording.
Designed flood waves were created based on modelling of summer flood
waves in basins without observations as a hydrologic basis. Mentioned flood
waves are caused casual rainfall with set probability of repeating (100 years
rainfall) and meridian flow caused by the rainfall having the same probability of
repeating. For the two identified profiles on Gidra and Kamenny stream were
created sub-basins by GIS based programme where the slope and vegetation cover
were analysed. Runoff was then analysed by adding rainfall to the programme. As
a result, designed flood waves with exact volume for specific profiles were
created, in form of record of flow in time (Fig.5).

Fig. 5 Design flood wave for the profile of detention reservoir on Gidra
stream
In the vicinity of Píla town flow into Gidra and Kamenný stream various
smaller tributary streams which discharge is normally almost trivial (usually few
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litres per second). Even though during flash floods can small stream become
influential inflow and that is the reason for involving it into the hydraulic model.

Fig. 6 Map of streams and their inflows and proposed detention reservoirs
over the Píla town
The limited profile in view of capacity of the channel was one of the seven
bridge profiles in town. It turned out that the most critical section of stream is
footbridge in rkm 32,006 which profile was almost completely clogged with water
by flow of 15,3 m3.s-1. Bridge in rkm 31,127 was also critical and by mentioned
flow had under bridge deck only 25 cm spare space before clogging.
As a basis to boundary conditions for unsteady flow above mentioned flood
waves have been used. Upper boundary conditions were formed as a recording of
flow in time and we used downstream boundary condition on Gidra from steady
flow which is the normal depth assigned as a longitudinal slope. After successful
simulation of flood we obtained data which could be used as a comparison for
effect achieved on modelled detention reservoirs. We adjusted the model so that
the flood waves on Gidra and Kamenný stream met on their junction at the same
time, what indicates the worst possible case of flood on these two streams. The
flood wave on stream Kamenný stream arrived to junction at 6:15 and flood wave
on Gidra arrived at 6:00. By synergy of those waves arose in stationing 2799 m
(the gauging station profile) wave with culmination flow 25,59 m3.s-1 at 6:15.
After calculating the simulation of flood without proposed measures we
proceeded to design of detention reservoirs. We did not try to propose detention
reservoirs to ensure complete flood protection of village. Instead of that, not too
high reservoirs have been proposed in given locations.
I did not propose safety spillways for detention reservoirs. Because of that,
dam crest of detention reservoir in my case means crest of emergency spillway. In
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reality it would mean that detention reservoirs would be taller by emergency
elevation of dam crest above maximum water level in detention reservoir.
Proposed detention reservoirs:
•
detention reservoir on the Kamenný stream (stationing 1840 m, rkm
approx. 1,84):
dam crest altitude – 307,8 m a. s. l.
dam height – 7,8 m
diameter of the outlet structure – 1,1 m
length of the dam in crest – approx. 80 m

Fig. 7 Location of the proposed detention reservoir on the Kamenný
stream
•

Lower detention reservoir on Gidra (stationing 3625 m, rkm approx.
34,126):
dam crest altitude – 289 m a. s. l.
dam height – 6,8 m
diameter of the outlet structure – 0,95 m
length of the dam in crest – approx. 65 m
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Fig. 8 Location of the designed lower detention reservoir on the Gidra
stream
•

Upper detention reservoir on Gidra (stationing 4740 m, rkm approx.
35,241):
dam crest altitude – 307 m a. s. l.
dam height – 8 m
diameter of the outlet structure – 1 m
length of the dam in crest – approx. 140 m

Fig.9 Location of the designed upper detention reservoir on the Gidra
stream
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These proposals are result of many attempts and errors (trial – error method),
because during the flood waves passing the detention reservoirs it was figured out
that they will be overspilled. So the dam crest altitudes have been gradually
increased using geodetic surveying data as well as increasing the diameter of
outlet structures.
The result of the hydraulic modelling of detention reservoirs above the village
Pila is the flattening of the flood waves. The comparison of results of a zero
variant and the proposed variant with several detention reservoirs have been
performed. The comparison has been done in specific profiles below detention
reservoirs.
Upper detention reservoir on the Gidra stream reduced the original meridian
flow in the comparative profile right below the designed detention reservoir from
value 11,83 m3.s-1 to 5,66 m3.s-1. It also caused the delay of meridian flow by 3,75
h. The maximum water level in the detention reservoir was 306,75 m above sea
level, what is 25 cm below the dam crest of the detention reservoir.

Fig. 10 Flattening of the flood wave on the Gidra stream below the
designed detention reservoir
Behind the lower detention reservoir on Gidra was original meridian flow in
comparative profile below the designed detention reservoir reduced from original
value of 13,7 m3.s-1 to 4,76 m3.s-1. Delay of this meridian flow represented 10,5 h.
The maximum water level in the detention reservoir was 288,94 m above sea
level, what is 6 cm below the dam crest of the detention reservoir.
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Fig. 11 Flattening of the flood wave on the Gidra stream below the
designed detention reservoir
The designed detention reservoir on the Kamenný stream reduced the meridian
flow in stationing 1815 m from original value 9,96 m3.s-1 to 6,78 m3.s-1 and
caused its delay by 2,75 h. The maximum water level in the detention reservoir
was 307,53 m above sea level and was 27 cm below the dam crest of the detention
reservoir.

Fig. 12 Flattening of the flood wave on the Kamenny stream below the
designed detention reservoir
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By synergy of the detention reservoirs in the area below the junction of Gidra
and Kamenný stream in stationing 2799 m, the meridian flow has been reduced
from original 25,59 m3.s-1 to value 12,10 m3.s-1 and has been delayed by 1,25
hour.

Fig. 13 Flattening of the flood wave below the junction of Kamenný
stream and Gidra – in the profile of the SHMI gauging station
By this proposal a massive flattening of the flood wave has been achieved and
meridian flow has been reduced by 52%. Proposal has accomplished a great
improvement of the flood situation in the village Píla. In case of realising
proposed flood protection measures the village would be safe from flooding.
Specifically, the maximum flow through the village during a 100 years flood
would be only 12·10 m3.s-1.

3.

CONCLUSION

By processing of the geodetic and hydrological data a creation of a
mathematical model of Gidra stream river basin in the village and area nearly
above the village was performed. The critical capacity flow of the Gidra stream
was determined in a footbridge profile to be the value of 15.3 m3.s-1.
Flood protection measures using detention reservoirs have been proposed in
the area above the village Pila with specific parameters. Afterwards these
reservoirs have been involved in hydraulic model to test the efficiency of such
measures during flood period given by design flood wave with likelihood of
recurrence once per 100 years. After modelling and evaluation of results
a veracious base for future flood protection realisation of the village Píla will be
available.
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Abstract:
Cohesive soils with a large amount of fine particles are usually found in
embankment dams. In order to prevent erosion of base soil and simultaneously to
allow seepage, filters are designed and managed downstream of these structures.
The filters grading is mainly designed using filter criteria [Sherard, Dunnigan
1985], which are based on relationships between the particle size (d85) and the
opening size of the filter (D15). This paper reports experimental results obtained on
the soil-filter system behaviour subjected to different hydraulic and geometrical
conditions. The particles´ transport and filtration of two clay soils through a
granular filter are investigated. The importance of the effect of successive filtration
on the porosity reduction under a constant load is evaluated. A comparison of the
porosity and permeability reduction revealed extend of fine particles detachment
and deposition during erosion process. Moreover, important results are developed
for predicting a capacity of fine particles retention in filter's pores.

Keywords:

1.

erosion, flow, soil, filter, fine particles, porosity.

INTRODUCTION:

The construction of hydraulic structures (dams, levees) often involves the
design of granular or geotextile filters devoted to protect the base soil (the core)
against erosion due to seepage. As water flows through soil, fine particles of the
core can be washed out under hydraulic loading, leading to internal erosion and
likely, the failure of the structure. So, a correctly designed filter must retain loose
soil particles and thus prevent piping, while it will be able to allow seepage water
to flow and avoid the development of high internal pore pressures [Benamar,
2013, Kenney, Lau, 1985]. The detachment of fine particles and their subsequent
transport throughout the porous network of the filter requires that the pore space is
sufficient. This space is conditioned by the granular distribution, which in turn
depends on the size of the grains, their form and their contact conditions. The
main filter design criteria are empirical relationships based essentially on the
representative size d85 (sieve size for which 15% of the weighed filter material is
finer) of the soil to protect and the opening of filter pore D15 (sieve size for which
15% of the weighed filter material is finer). A series of laboratory observations on
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sets of base soil-filter combination has usually led the researchers to recommend
empirical relationships. Terzaghi [1922] was the first to give empirical criteria
describing the importance of the grain size in the design of granular filters. This
criterion was improved by other authors like Vaughan and Soars [1982], Sherard
and Dunnigan [1989], Kenney and Lau [1985] and recently Lee et al. [2002]. In
order to design a filter it is recommended to consider the most critical situation,
the presence of a concentrated flow through the fine soil (dam core). In this case
the particles are eroded when the hydraulic load exceeds the critical value of shear
stress of the internal surface cracks. The filter behavior depends on the geometric
requirements (grain size and pore distribution, fine particles size and
concentration), water (velocity or gradient) and physicochemical processes. This
process of filtration is affected by the deposition of particles on the upper surface
of the filter or their capture in the porous medium. According to previous studies
[Lee et al., 2002, 2005, Benamar, 2013, Lee et al. 2002], higher concentration of
particles in the flowing suspension involves important deposition rate. Large
concentration of particles causes increased capture rate and so rapid clogging. In
this paper we have investigated various parameters affecting filtration behavior
including: permeability, porosity and size of eroded particles, and their influence
on the filter efficiency was evaluated.

2.
2.1

MATERIAL AND METHODS:
Experimental set up and test procedure

The test performed in this study is based on procedures described by Sherard
and Dunnigan [1985] devoted to simulate the filtration in cohesive soils with the
presence of a crack. A similar apparatus is designed and presented in Fig 1. The
so-called NEF test (no Erosion Filter) uses a permeameter (cell made of Plexiglas)
which is 100 mm of diameter (25 mm soil thickness for fine soils, 100 mm
thickness for coarse soils). In the apparatus a sample of fine soil (representing the
core) is compacted above a layer of the granular filter previously selected. A hole
(1 cm of diameter) is formed in the base soil which will induce a concentrated
flow through the soil towards the filtering layer. The filter has a thickness which is
ranging between 13 and 18 cm. The test involves injecting water (with controlled
pressure) to the sample inlet to investigate erosion of base soil through the filter.
The downward flow into the sample was applied with a maximum pressure of 140
kPa (1.4 bars). The pressure was increased by steps of 0.25 bars (25 kPa). The cell
is equipped with a pressure gauge and the outlet is directed to a turbidity meter
and a flowmeter.
After the filter was packed into the cell, the fine soil is compacted above the
filter and then a hole is formed in its center. A flow at a very low pressure is
applied trough the soil-filter system and once saturation is reached, the water
pressure is increased gradually. The water pressure was increased for each test
from 25 kPa to 140 kPa. The eroded particles passing through the filter are
detected by a turbidity meter placed downstream of the cell. A particle
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concentration is derived using a previous correlation between fines concentration
and turbidity (NTU). A flow meter is placed at the outlet of the column allows the
record flow values continuously. The performance of the soil-filter combination is
observed during a processing time of 5 to 10 minutes. The filter is considered
effective if there is no particle transported by the flow through the filter after this
period.

Fig. 1 General view of experimental apparatus [Sherard, Dunnigan, 1985]

2.2

Materials

The parametric study involves samples made of silt for the soil core and sand
for the filter. The particle size distributions of the two materials are shown in Fig.
2. Two core soils were selected for erosion: silt 1 with a maximum particle size of
120µm and silt 2 (quite finer) whose maximal size is close to 106μm. The two silts
involve the same size d85 (45.5μm), which leads to the same ratio (D15 / d85) of 11.
For lower size than d50, silt 2 contains more fines than silt 1.
The intrinsic characteristics of the two tested silts are listed in (Table 1). For
mechanical properties, the plasticity index shows a difference between the two
materials: Silt 1 is plastic (Ip = 20), while Silt 2 is slightly plastic (Ip = 12). From
Fig. 2, the particle size distribution shows that Silt 2 contains less fines and is
coarser than Silt 1.
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Fig. 2 Grain size distributions of used materials
The choice of filters for fine soils prone to suffusion or internal erosion is
essentially based on the granulometric properties of materials. In our case the filter
design was done in a way to meet the criteria proposed by the various authors
(Tab. 2), [Locke 2001]. Terzaghi [1922] has been the first to propose a criterion to
design the filter, followed by other approaches. The analysis of these different
criteria reveals than that suggested by Sherard and Dunnigan [1985] is the most
conservative criterion (Tab. 2). The filter used in the present study is efficient if
fines grading involve a d85 size larger than 62 µm. The diameter d85 (45.5 μm) of
the two silts chosen was strictly smaller than the requested dimension given in
Tab. 2 (right column), showing that filtration may not be efficient.
Tab. 1 Intrinsic characteristics of fine materials.

Silt 2 Silt 1

plasticity
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WL
(%)

Wp
(%)

37

17

33

21

size (µm)

Ip (%)
(%)

20

(plastic)

12

(Slightly
Plastic)

Grain

Retrait

Zêta

γS

(kN/m3)

Wsl
(%)

(mV)

Dmax

D60

D10

<2
µm

120

30

4

6%

27.4

15

23.5

106

28

3

5%

27.0

/

22.5

Tab. 2 Granulometric criteria applied to the designed filter
Author
Terzaghi [1922]
Karpoff [1955] adopted by
USBR
USACE [1971]
Kenney and Lau [1985]
Sherard and
Dunnigan[1985]
Honjo and Veneziano
[1989]

3.

Filter Criteria
(D15F/d85B )≤4
5<(D50F/d50B)
≤10(sable fin)
(D15F/d85B)≤5
(D15F/d85B )≤5

Filter parameters
0.25D15F
Max=0.2D50F
Min=0.1 D50F
0.20D15F
0.20D15F
0.25D5F

Fines
size (µm)
140
300
150
112
112
110

(D15F/d85B )≤9

0.11D15F

62

(D15F/d85B) ≤5.5

0.18D15F
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The filtration mechanism occuring in granular porous media is very complex,
involving many processes and depending on several factors. One of them is the
influence of silt type in filter efficiency. This parameter has enabled us to evaluate
different parameters including: permeability, porosity and size of eroded particles.

3.1

Evaluation of the permeability change

After saturation of the filter in the cell, the measurement of the initial
permeability is performed by a flow meter placed at the outlet of the column. This
device enables us to save flow values throughout the test. The hydraulic
conductivity is determined using Darcy's law presented in Eq. (1).
Q = −k

A∆h
L

(1)

∆P
∆h = Z +
ρg ²

•
Z=0 (reference level),
•
Q = volume of flow,
ρ = fluid density,
•
•
k= permeability of the medium,
•
A = apparent area of the materiál,
∆P = pressure difference.
•
To compare very easily the different parameters with several loads, curves of
results are presented in dimensionless form (k / k0). Figure 3 shows the evolution
of the permeability of the filter according to the type of silt and the pressure
applied to the inlet cell. Comparing two silts indicates that for a plastic soil (silt 1)
erodibility is less than that of a slightly plastic soil (silt 2) which clogs the pores
and leads to a drastic reduction of permeability. The permeability reduction (40%)
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observed in the filter when used with silt 2 at a water pressure of 25 kPa is almost
the same as that measured at 50 kPa when the filtration is processed for silt 1.

Fig. 3 Evolution of permeability ratio in the filter for two silts
The hydraulic load impacts heavily on the internal stability of fine soils. Figure
3 show that under a water pressure of 50 kPa permeability varies significantly
compared to the permeability reduction obtained with previous pressure of 25 kPa.
The reduction reaches 40% with silt 1 and then becomes 60% with silt 2 under a
water pressure of 50 kPa. Such results suggest that silt 2 is more filtered than silt 1
under similar hydraulic conditions. The erodibility of silt 1 can be assumed to be
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lower, inducing less particles flowing through the filter. The effect of water
pressure on permeability reduction is due to previous deposition of particles
within the filter and which not detached by the occurring higher pressure. This
latter leads also to more particles removed from the core hole owing to increased
shear stress on the hole surface. The curves from Fig. 3 illustrate that once
permeability falls down in the beginning of filtration; its value remains constant,
leading to a steady-state flow through the filter. So, no clogging risk occurs.

3.2

Porosity in the filter

Porosity is one of the most important parameters of concern in filtration
process which includes the transport and deposition of particles in a porous
medium. So, it is therefore important to investigate its evolution. Based on the
experimental evaluation of the permeability of the filter for different silts tested,
we were able to approximate the porosity n reduction according to the Eq. (2) of
Kozeny, Carman, in [Nguyen, 2011]:
k = k0

•
•
•
•

n 3 (1 − n0 )
n03 (1 − n )2

2

(2)

k0 = the initial permeability of the filter;
k = the measured permeability;
n0 = the initial porosity;
n = porosity corresponding to the permeability k;

Fig. 4 Variation of the porosity in the filter under different loads.
The evolution of porosity was computed for different pressure ranges from 25
kPa to 140 kPa. Fig. 4 shows that the porosity decreases considerably when using
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silt 2 than silt 1. These results can be rlated to clogging process in many pores by
the flowing suspension containing a large amount of silt 2 particles, which reduces
the hydraulic conductivity. If comparing the two silts, we conclude that during the
first pressure steps the filter porosity in the presence of silt 2 is affected by a
reduction ten times greater than that calculated with silt 1.
The erosion tests of the two kinds of silt show that the porosity decreases
during loading (Fig. 4) and the effect of applied pressure decreases slightly when
its amplitude increases. The porosity decrease in the filter is attributed to clogging
process which occurs when detached particles are trapped within the filter.

3.3

Assessment of filter criteria

During the filtration tests we have separately collected samples of eroded
particles through the filter for various water pressures for subsequent particle size
analysis. The results can bring some knowledge about the maximal particle size
which can flow through the filter without trapping.
Silt 2

Fig. 5 d85 particle size of eroded fines versus applied pressure (silt 2)
In order to understand the filtration mechanism the distribution of sizes d85 for
eroded (and not filtered) particles were plotted with respect to the grading curve of
silt (Fig. 5). The results indicate that the fine fraction of silt particles are infiltrated
since the size of particles collected (<35 µm) is widely smaller than that of silt (45
µm). According to initial size distribution of the two silts, this result suggests that
only 40% of the eroded particles are filtered. The increase of the applied pressure
generates increased size of eroded particles owing to higher shear stress applied on
the internal surface of the hole. The d85 size (ranging between 28 µm and 38 µm)
of the infiltrated portion of fine particles (Fig. 5) is widely less than the filter
opening (550 µm). These results confirm the criteria based on the filter size D15
but it remains that particles whose size is greater than d85 core soil (Fig. 6)
requires larger opening filter.
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Plotting the size distribution of recovered particles at the outlet of the filter
column under different pressures (Fig. 6), it is shown that the detachment
phenomenon of the fine particles in the base soil has the same shape with different
rates, and d90 size is the same in the different cases of water pressure. Moreover,
the lower portion becomes larger when increasing the hydraulic load, which
generates strong extraction forces and even leads the particles previously retained.
The recovered samples are finer than the initial particle size distribution in (silt 2).
The effect of applied pressure is evident on the size distribution of recovered
particles, since increasing pressure leads to recover larger sizes of particles. The
analysis of the size distribution of retained particles within the filter at the end of
the test shows that large size particles (coarse fraction) are retained by the filter.
The grain size distribution of the filter material advocates the blocking of large silt
particles in the voids formed by the grains.
.

Fig. 6 Particle size distribution of the recovered samples (silt 2)

4.

CONCLUSION

Two materials representing the base soil have been selected and tested with the
aim of filtration mechanism investigation. The soil-filter system was subjected to
increasing water pressure, geometric and hydraulic parameters were measured
during and after filtration. The results of this experimental study lead to following
main results:
Although the ratio (D15 / D85) provided by the two silts is similar the filtration
mechanism generates different results with the two samples.
Comparison of filter design criteria reveals that the relation proposed by
Sherard and Dunnigan [1985] is the most conservative.
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The plasticity of base soil influences greatly the filtration since slightly plastic
soils (silt 2) are more erodible than plastic soils.
The hydraulic conductivity in the filter is of a great concern and leads to
understand the filtration process but it remains a global parameter and knowing its
spatial evolution along the filter becomes a necessity.
The permeability fall involves systematically a reduction in filter porosity.
The comparison of existing criteria in relation with d85 size of the recovered
particles indicates that the large particles were filtered while the fines were
infiltrated. Even if tested materials do no meet checked criteria, the filtration
operates.

5.
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Abstract
In recent years the German federal states of Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt were hit be
several extreme floods (2002, 2006, 2010, 2013) leading to enormous damages in the
range of billions of Euros. While the flood 2002 generated highest ever observed
water levels mainly in Saxony, the flood 2013 generated maximum values at many
gauges in Saxony-Anhalt. As a consequence many of the technical flood protection
facilities were damaged and about 150 levee failures occurred during these floods.
Against this background most of the levee failures were investigated by our institute
and all available data was administered in a “levee failure database”. Besides the
possibility of conducting a general descriptive analysis regarding the failures, this
database also enables us to estimate the local failure probability of levees in future
floods by using the method of logistic regression (“levee failure logit model”). Within
this article, some results of the failure analysis of levees in Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt
are presented. and the application of the levee failure logit model is demonstrated.

Keywords
Levee failure, Logistic regression, Reliability, Risk management, River floods

1.

INTRODUCTION

In May 2013, exceptional precipitation caused extreme floods in the German
federal States of Bavaria, Thuringia, Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt. At several river
gauges of the Elbe catchment water levels were highest since records began or
reached maximum alarm levels (Fig. 1). In consequence, flood protection structures
were damaged resulting in heavy losses in economic terms and even human lives.
With regard to levee failures, about 40 cases were reported on the territory of
Saxony and 12 cases in Saxony-Anhalt. Two of these, the levee failures at
Breitenhagen (Saale River) and at Fischbeck (Elbe River) led to tremendous
damages in the hinterland and thousands of people had to leave their homes (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1 River gauges in northeast Germany that reached highest, ever
observed water levels (red) or maximum alarm levels (yellow) during the
flood 2013 (source: FGG 2013)

Fig. 2 Levee breaches at Breitenhagen (Saale River) and Fischbeck (Elbe
River)
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Similar to a project that was conducted after the Elbe flood in 2002
(HORLACHER, HEYER & BIELAGK, 2005), in which a levee failure database
was set up, our institute was asked to analyse all levee failures of the flood 2013 in
northeast Germany, starting with the cases in Saxony-Anhalt.
Initially all relevant data and information had to be investigated, inspected and
added to the levee failure database. Considering the parameters that could trigger or
influence a levee failure, a large number of attributes are defined within each levee
failure record, such as geographic location, cubature, degree of damage, inner
structure, subsoil structure, vegetation, infestation by burrowing animals, breach
geometry, to name but a few.
Based on this data the specific aims of the project were
•
to characterise the conditions at the failed levee sections,
•
to estimate the cause(s) of the initial failure,
•
to test the so-called Levee Failure-Logit-Modell (LFLM) proposed by
HEYER, HORLACHER & STAMM (2009) regarding its ability to
predict levee failures

2.

SIMPLE ANALYSIS

As the data availability for one of the twelve failures was poor, only eleven cases
could be analysed in more detail. Some results of a simple analysis of the failures
are presented in the following.
All failures occurred at rather old, homogeneous levees. In this regard, this type
of levee should be rather referred to as “quasi-homogeneous” as many of them have
been raised successively using the material available at this time. As a consequence,
many of the existing, quasi-homogeneous levees (“old levees”) do not meet current
safety standards. This holds particularly true for old levees protecting areas with
low damage potential, where levee maintenance is usually reduced to an absolute
minimum for financial reasons (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Typical breach appearance (left) at quasi-homogeneous levees
(“old” levees) with distinctive stratification of the levee body (right)
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From overlaying the assumed (in rare cases even exactly known) times of failure
with the stage hydrographs of adjacent gauges it could be seen that all levees failed
approximately during the passage of the corresponding flood peaks (Fig. 4). In
reverse, all levees fulfilled their purpose until the exceedance of design load
conditions. However, in some cases this was only be achieved by operational levee
defence actions.

Fig. 4 Stage hydrographs of gauges adjacent to the levee failure at
Breitenhagen (Saale River) and time of failure (red dashed line)
Referring to the degree of levee damage, in seven cases significant scours
occurred with depths up to 3 m whereas in four cases only the levee body was
eroded. In conclusion, in these four cases a subsoil participation could be excluded
as trigger for the initial failure. On the contrary, the existence of scours does not
imply that failure occurred due to initial subsoil processes, as scouring can also be
the result of the flow process through the breach.
The widths (on crest level) of the investigated breaches varied from 10-140 m,
showing a modal value in the class 10-20 m. This confirmed the result of the breach
width evaluation presented in HORLACHER, HEYER & BIELAGK (2005) with
the highest frequency of breach widths in the same class.
Although an analysis regarding the main failure modes and its triggers is always
an estimate that, in the best case, is based on direct observations or measurements,
we started an attempt in this project as well and came to the following conclusions:
• 1x Settlement on soft soil foundation,
• 3x Overtopping (erosion of inner slope)
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•
•
•
•

3.

1x Stability failure of inner slope
3x Piping in subsoil
2x Inner erosion in levee body
1x Hydraulic heave

LOGISTIC REGRESSION

Having established a comprehensive database about failed and non-failed levee
sections as one of the results of the investigations after the flood 2002, the method
of logistic regression offers best opportunities to use this valuable information from
past experience for predictions of a levee's behaviour in future flood events.
Logistic regression is a statistical modelling approach used in multivariate data
analysis. Although it has been widely used in other sciences, it is less common in
civil engineering (Tab. 1).
Tab 1. Sample applications of logistic regression
Field
Medicine
Sociology
Transportation

Variables, X
age, smoker (y/n), blood
pressure, ...
age, social background,
gender, ...
age, season, distance, ...

Response, Y
coronary heart disease (diseased/not
diseased)
drug addiction (addicted/not addicted)
means of transport (car/bike/public
transport/...)

The application of logistic regression is preferable, whenever dependencies
between several factors and observed events are undoubted, but the processes
leading to the observation are uncertain. Regression models generally aim for the
prediction of the outcome of a dependent variable (response variable), Y, given a
set of influencing factors, Xi (Equation 1). Although not compulsory, logistic
regression is often used, when the response variable has binary realisations
(dichotomous variable), e.g. "failure" or "non-failure".

X 1 , X 1 ,K, X k ⇒Y(0;1)

(1)

A specific characteristic of logistic regression models is the ability to combine
variables of different scale levels. Metric-scaled (cardinal) parameters are
commonly used in engineering. Non-metric (categorical) parameters can be
subdivided in nominal and ordinal variables (Tab. 2).
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Tab 2. Scale levels
Scale

Properties

Example

non-metric scales (categorical)
nominal

qualitative classification without ranking

ordinal

qualitative classification with ranking

gender
(female/male)
quality
(good/satisfactory/poor)

metric scales (cardinal)
interval
ratio

with regular numeric distances; without fixed origin
with regular numeric distances; with fixed origin

temperature
(celsius-scale)
kinematic parameters
(velocity, weight, ...)

Whenever regression parameters are linked linearly, we refer to generalised
linear regression models. The link between the combined regression parameters and
the response variable is defined by a link function. In the case of logistic regression,
the logistic function is used (Eq. 2).

P(z ) =

1
1 + e−z

(2)

The logistic function given in Equation (2) belongs to the group of sigmoid
functions. Since the functional values can be interpreted as probabilities in the range
of 0 < P(z) < 1 its usage is popular in probability theory. Therefore neither certain,
P(z) = 1, nor impossible, P(z) = 0, events will be predicted.
Using this approach a logistic regression model computes the occurrence
probability of an event, depending on the value of the parameter z, which is often
called ”logit”. The logit z is an index that combines all regression parameters Xi by
means of a linear sum. The logit of the n-th data sample with i influencing factors
is calculated by using Eq. 3.
k

z n = β 0 + ∑ (β i ⋅ xni )

(3)

i =1

where
zn

Logit for the n-th observation

β 0 Constant
βi

Regression coefficient of parameter Xi

xni Value of parameter Xi in the n-th observation
While the values of the matrix X are the results of a levee (or levee breach)
survey, the values of β will be determined within the model calibration. It is obvious
that the applicability of a logistic regression model for a particular problem depends
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strongly on the data availability and the selection of the characteristic regression
parameters.

4.

LEVEE FAILURE LOGIT MODEL

Based on the collected data of failed and non-failed levee sections, a so-called
Levee Failure Logit Model (LFLM) was proposed by HEYER, HORLACHER &
STAMM (2009) and developed further (HEYER, 2011) in order to predict the
failure probability of individual levee sections in future floods depending on loads
and local properties. As the data sample completely derives from surveys at old
levees in Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt, the applicability of this model is limited to
levees with similar characteristics. As this holds true for the levees that failed during
the flood 2013 in Saxony-Anhalt, the goal was to test the LFLM for these locations
by conducting an “ex-ante” (pre-flood) and an “ex-post” (post-flood) analysis
(Tab. 3).
Tab 3. Applied levee failure logit models (status and purpose)
ID

Model status

I

LFLM 2012

II

LFLM 2014

Purpose
Computation of failure probabilities for extended data
sample with original model (ex-ante-analysis)
Computation of failure probabilities for extended data
sample with recalibrated model (ex-post-analysis)

In the original LFLM (HEYER, 2011), 24 parameters (11 metric, 7 nominal, 6
ordinal) were used for the failure probability predictions. Since not all of the
information was available for the failed levee sections during the flood 2013, only
16 parameters could be included in the computations. The parameters used and the
corresponding regression coefficients are summarised in Tab. 4.
Tab 4. Regression parameters and corresponding coefficients
i

Regression parameters X

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Constant (β0)
inner levee height
outer levee height
inclination of inner slope
inclination of outer slope
crest width
base width
cross section area of levee body
discharge ratio (Qflood/Qbankful)

Regression coefficient β
LFLM 2012
LFLM 2014
-10.636
-6.193
0.613
-1.704
0.443
-0.079
-0.167
-0.040
0.162
3.455

0.808
-1.545
0.387
-0.357
-0.049
0.160
0.069
1.158
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i
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Regression parameters X
width of foreland
bridge connection
levee crossing
neighbouring water body
transverse structure
oxbow crossing
tree growth on/near levee
alluvial clay (thickness < 1 m)

Regression coefficient β
LFLM 2012
LFLM 2014
-0.002
0.000
-8.079
-8.017
0.767
0.701
0.075
0.816
2.921
2.540
2.335
1.547
2.652
2.291
1.990
1.724

It can be seen from Tab. 4 that the values of the regression coefficients change
depending on the parameter values in the data sample, but also depending on the
specified set of included parameters. By combining the regression parameters with
the specific values of each record in the data sample according to Eq. 2 and 3, failure
probabilities are computed in the range 0 < Pf <1. Using the definition that levee
failure is predicted if Pf > 0.5 (otherwise “non-failure”) the results of the LFLM’s
predictions can be summarised in contingency tables (Tab. 5 and 6).
Tab 5. Contingency table of model predictions vs. observations,
LFLM 2012

prediction

failure
non-failure

yP=1
yP=0
total

observation
failure
non-failure
yO=1
yO=0
5
16
29
608
45
613

total
21
637
658

Tab 6. Contingency table of model predictions vs. observations,
LFLM 2014

prediction

failure
non-failure

yP=1
yP=0
total

observation
failure
non-failure
yO=1
yO=0
7
20
25
606
45
613

total
27
631
658

It shows that with LFLM 2012 for 16 cases of the 45 observed failures (35.5 %)
the prediction is correct and in total 16 + 608= 624 cases match the observed
response of the levees, which leads to a hit ratio of 94.8 % (Tab. 5). After
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recalibration (LFLM 2014) the hit ratio increased to 95.1 % and 20 of the observed
failures were predicted correctly (Tab. 6).
Focussing on the predictions for nine of the twelve levee failures during the
flood 2013 (three cases could not be included due to insufficient data), it can be
seen form Tab. 7 that the original model (I, LFLM 2012) did not predict failure at
these locations. However, the recalibrated model (II, LFLM 2014), which now
contains the additional information of these locations, predicted failure in five of
the nine cases. This demonstrates the possibility of updating the LFLM
successively, being another advantage of this model type.
Tab 7. Computed failure probabilities at breached levees in flood 2013
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Name

SDL1

WB1

SLK1

ABI1

ABI2

BLK1

EE1

WB3

WB4

I

0.045

0.001

0.189

0.009

0.014

0.007

0.285

0.001

0.090

II

0.814

0.190

0.975

0.129

0.588

0.152

0.804

0.080

0.739

5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the large number of levee failures that occurred during the recent
extreme floods (2002, 2013) in northeast Germany, a levee failure database was
established, initially for the purpose of simple descriptive statistical analysis only.
Since extensive levee failure data is administered in this data base, the idea was to
use this information further, in order to assess the reliability of levees in future flood
events. For this purpose, the statistical method of logistic regression was used and
the levee failure logit model (LFLM) proposed by HEYER (2011) was presented.
The application of the LFLM was demonstrated using the example of the levee
failures during the 2013 flood in Saxony-Anhalt. While the LFLM was not able to
predict failures in the pre-flood 2013 state (LFLM 2012), predictions improved after
recalibration (post-flood 2013) of the model. It proved that the LFLM provides a
good opportunity to incorporate past event observations for levee failure predictions
in future flood events. Perspectively, a constant updating of records regarding failed
and non-failed levee sections is desirable in order to increase predictive capability
and the confidence in the results of such models.
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Abstract
The analysis of stress-strain conditions is based on a large number of influential
parameters of a rock mass that are very difficult to determine.
This paper includes analysis of a large amount of data derived from static and
dynamic methods for ground investigation, drill holes and on site measurements.
The methods used for investigation are particularly important since we tried to
exceed the deterministic approach to analysis, because it does not always allow
reliable information for adequate determination of input parameters; thus, the
paper advocates the probabilistic approach to analysis.
The subject and methodology used in the paper are also mainly related to practical
aspects, because final conclusions of investigations are obtained from analysis of a
large amount of field and laboratory data, with experiences gained during the
design process of hydrotechnical tunnels.

Keywords
rock mass, ground investigation, probabilistic approach, practical aspects,
hydrotechnical tunnels.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Geotechnical investigations present a very important part in the design of
hydrotechnical tunnels. They are being performed from preliminary design phase,
trough basic design and even in the phase of finalized constructions (Barton n.,
Lien , Lunde 1974). Some of the most important tests performed for rock mass
characterisation include in situ tests as permeability (packer tests) and seismic
wave velocity, laboratory tests as compressive strength, shear strength along
joints, tensile strength, point load testing etc. (Hoek, E., Brown E.T. 1997). Since
rock mass in most cases is anisotropic and discontinuous, it is usually very hard to
adopt representative values for all geotechnical parameters and perform precise
categorisation (Marinos, P; Hoek, E. & Marinos, V. 2006). Therefore we present
statistical approach for adaptation of reliable parameters (Hoek, E. 2000). All
results are from investigations performed for hydrotechnical tunnels in
R.Macedonia in recent times.
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2.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

Results are statistically analyzed using computer program Statistica. For each
analysis appropriate histogram is prepared, from where classes of parameter
values can be deduced and their distribution. For example, presented are statistical
analyses from compressive strength, point load index for rock masses from dam
Sveta Petka, for phases before and during construction.
Histogram (MATKA1.STA 10v*28c)
y = 23 * 5 * normal (x, 44.719566, 13.865474)
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Fig. 1 Histogram of compressive strength values, results from investigation
phase (Jovanovski et al. 2010)
Histogram (Sveta Petka-Izvedbena_Faza)
jakost-spetka = 44*5*normal(x; 59,7907; 10,3147)
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Fig. 2 Histogram of compressive strength values, results from construction
phase (Jovanovski et al. 2010)
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Histogram (Zlatkotuneliskrilci.sta 8v*155c)
Js_sveta-petka) = 36*0,5*normal(x; 3,1588; 0,715)
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Fig. 3 Histogram of point load index values, results from investigation phase
(Jovanovski et al. 2010)
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Fig. 4 Correlation between point load index and compressive strength, results
from construction phase (Jovanovski et al. 2010)

Following figures show statistical analysis of results related to degree of
fracturing and rock quality designation (RQD parameter).
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Histogram (Zlatko.sta 5v*100c)
LS = 95*4,805*normal(x; 29,5069; 20,6574)
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Fig. 5 Histogram of distribution of fracture density from drill hole data for
dam Sveta Petka (Zafirovski et al. 2014)
Histogram (Zlatko.sta 5v*100c)
RQD = 95*4*normal(x; 90,3053; 14,5303)
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Fig. 6 Histogram of distribution of RQD parameter from drill hole data for
dam Sveta Petka (Zafirovski et al. 2014)
From these histograms we can make better adaptation of most frequent values
of parameters and interval of variation. Then decision can be made with which
parameters we enter into the advanced designing which relies on these data.
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It is obvious that the assessment of the class of rock mass for areas where we
do not offer direct observations, it is necessary to establish a correlation
relationship between the values obtained for the quality of the rock mass (eg
RMR), with speeds of longitudinal elastic waves Vp (m/s). Some examples are
shown on these pictures.
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Fig. 7 Correlation between RMR and speed of elastic waves Vp→
RMR=f(Vp) (Zafirovski et al. 2014)
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Fig. 8 Indirect correlation between the speed of elastic waves and modulus
of deformation estimated by quality rocks D→ D=f(Vp) (Zafirovski et al.
2014)
When there are direct measurements, they should also be used in appropriate
analyzes, shown in figure 9.
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Fig. 9 Typical diagram of dilatometric tests (Zafirovski et al. 2012)

3.

CONCLUSION

Statistical analysis of geotechnical data and correlations between analysed
parameters are very important steps in any tunnel engineering project. Results
from preliminary investigations can be considered as starting point, but their
number should be increased in more advanced stages of design, and even checked
in the phase of construction. With such approach we can calibrate correlations
between geotechnical parameters and improve design.
The presented empirical–static–dynamic method for data extrapolation can be
very useful tool in preparation of geotechnical models for further analyses in
tunneling. Because of its verification, the suggested methodology must be
critically re-examined meanwhile in terms of possibilities to apply it on other
locations and other facilities in different geological media.
However, it will open doors and possibilities for further researches,
considering that it is practically impossible to exhaust this scientific theme with
only one paper. Analytical models for prognosis of possible intervals of
deformation modulus D are useful as input data in numerical analysis for
relatively shallow tunnels.
Also, the process of modelling must be harmonized with research and design
phases. It is common to use simpler approaches in initial phases, which meet
current quality and quantity of available data. Results of such kind of initial
models for complex facilities can indicate the need for new data and they enable
re-interpretation of existing data, what, in the other hand, influences the
improvement of models or leads to new ideas for new model types.
Based on the aforementioned, we can conclude that there are many unlimited
possibilities for further researches in this area. The purpose is to improve and
confirm the methodologies suggested in this article, yet not only when it comes to
tunnelling but also for other types of structures.
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Abstract
Polder Borša is situated in the East Slovakia Lowland, in the district Trebišov, near
village Borša at confluence of Borša creek with river Bodrog. In recent years the
polder has become a capacitive insufficient. Negative events were recorded during
flood discharges on the circumferential dykes of polder, on the dykes of Borša
brook as well as on the appurtenant structures. Therefore it was proposed
reconstruction of the polder Borša including its circumferential dike.
The goal of this article is to assess the effect of the material pits excavation in the
space of the existing polder on the changes in the filtration flow in the adjacent
area during extreme hydrodynamic loading. The solution was carried out by finite
element method.

Keywords
Reconstruction, Material pits, Stability, Dikes, Extreme hydrodynamic loading,
Subsoil, Filtration velocity, Uplift, Finite Element Method

1.

INTRODUCTION

Floods threaten humans for centuries. Their devastating effects are especially
at risk of losses on human life. But they also sign under many situations
threatening the quality of life and the environment. One way to accumulate flood
discharges is the construction of polders [Rabatin, 2006]. For this purpose has
been built in the past polder Borša. Polder Borša is situated in the East Slovakia
Lowland, in the district Trebišov.
Due to changing hydrological conditions in recent years the polder has become
a capacitive insufficient. Negative events (uneven settlement, overtopping of the
dyke, seepages, failure of the spillway, breaching of the Borša brook dyke etc.)
were recorded during flood discharges on the circumferential dykes of polder, on
the dykes of Borša brook as well as on the appurtenant structures. Therefore was
in 2007 proposed reconstruction of the polder Borša including reconstruction of its
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circumferential dyke (Fig. 1). To the proposed reconstruction was in the space of
the existing polder identified material pit for excavating materials. Material pit
location is apparent from the scheme in Fig. 1. The goal of this article is to present
lessons learned from the risk assessment of threats to the safety of the polder dikes
and adjacent area due to mining of soils from the proposed material pits. The
solution was carried out by finite element method [Thomas, Yuan, 1966] using
programme Seftrans [Seftrans, 1996]. A detailed analysis is given in [Bednarova,
Gramblickova 2007].

Fig. 1 Layout of the site

2.

DYKES OF POLDER, ASSUMPTION OF CALCULATION

On Fig. 2 is presented cross section of the polder together with arrangement of
objects. Circumferential dyke of polder is 578 m long; its 3 m wide crest reach
elevation 100 m above sea level, inclination of slopes is 1:2. Distance of material
pit from the right flood dyke of river Bodrog is 160 m, from circumferential dyke
of polder 25 m and from left dyke of Borša creek about 65 m. Expected depth of
material pit is 1.8 m (96 m above sea level), with a slope inclination of 1:2.
The surface layers of studied area (subsoil of Bodrog dyke, circumferential
dyke of polder, and bottom of polder) are generally composed of silts and clays
with class MS, CL, CS [Spisak, Varga, 2006]. Their thickness is variable and
filtration coefficient around 5.10-8 m.s-1. Below them are situated loamy sand
(SM), sometimes passing into fine-grained sands (SF) with filtration coefficient in
the borders of 1.6 .10-5 m.s-1 to 5.10-6 m.s-1. Analyses of available grain curves
demonstrate their susceptibility to suffosion. The water table is in direct hydraulic
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connection with the water level in the river Bodrog. According to the results of
hydrogeological investigation in the studied area steadied groundwater level is in a
depth of about 2 m below the surface, on average about 96 m a. s. l. Considered
backwater is 4 m above the average water level with duration of flood 40 days.
As a result of excavation of the soil from the bottom of the dry polder to the
level of about 96 m a. s. l. existing seepage conditions of environment will change.
min. 160 m–is changing

H (m a.s.l.)

Flood dyke of river Bodrog

1

35 - 90 m-is changing

cca 25 m–is changing

Designed material pit
Circumferential dyke
of polder
Original terrain

2

96.00

3

4

Risk of suffosion ??

Risk of overburden breaking ??

Risk of overburden breaking ??

Fig. 2 Characteristic cross section, assumptions of calculation and risk factors
Impervious overburden layers with a relatively low coefficient of filtration
(about 10-8 m.s-1) will be at the material pit to a depth of about 1.8 meters
excavated; thereby seepage paths in the subsoil of polder will locally shorten.
Thus, to assess the safety of a flood protection dyke and the adjacent territory was
necessary to verify the impact of designed material pits on filtration stability for
two load cases:
•
Under extreme flood conditions in the Bodrog River during floods
(towards the dry polder) analyse seepage conditions of the right flood
protection dyke and its subsoil. Stability of the dry reservoir bottom
with the inlet of seepage water to the material pits was also observed.
The solution was made in profiles "I" marked in Fig. 1 with dashed line.
•
Under extreme hydrodynamic load (full reservoir of polder) analyse
seepage conditions in circumferential dyke of polder, its subsoil and
material pits. The solution was made in profiles "II" marked in Fig. 1
with dotted line.
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3.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Geological composition of subsoil (contact of nearly impermeable overburden
layer with the semi-permeable layer) indicates following potential risk factors
(Fig.2):
•
Risk of breaking of the overburden caused by uplift. The matter
touched on both extreme hydrodynamic loading of the bottom of polder
with flood discharges in Bodrog (sections "I") as well as loading of
overburden layers near circumferential dykes of polder during its filling
from the Borša Brook (sections "II"). On Fig. 2 are illustrated the most
exposed areas of uplift for the first load state with numbers 1, 2, 3, for
the second load cases it is a location labelled by 4.
•
Risk of suffosion (Fig. 2) given the confirmed presence of sandy soils
in the subsoil susceptible to suffosion. Analysis of the intensity of
filtration flow was focussed to areas of Bodrog dyke subsoil, bottom of
material pits (profiles "I") and subsoil of circumferential dyke of polder
- towards the background - where as a result of excavation of soil in the
immediate vicinity of the dyke implies the existence of shortened
seepage path.
Uplifts were observed with regard to the height of backwater and duration of
flood discharges. In this context, the dominant period is termination of the flood
discharges. Filtration velocities are due to the maximum intensity of the
hydrodynamic loading especially crucial in the early stages of flood discharges,
therefore the analysis of their development was focused on this period.

3.1

Load state - extreme flood discharges in Bodrog riverbed
profile „I“

Considered engineering-geological and morphological conditions of the
adjacent area are shown on Fig. 2. Crest of the Bodrog flood protection dyke is at
elevation of 101.80 m a. s. l., predicted flood level in Bodrog is at 101.30 meters
a. s. l. Its height above the surrounding terrain is about 3.3 m; inclination of
upstream and downstream slope of the dyke is 1:2. The bottom of the material pit
is at an elevation of about 96 m a. s. l. Development of underground and seepage
water flow was analysed assuming the coefficient of permeability of aquifers in
the border kf = 1.6 .10-5 m.s-1 to 5. 10-6 m.s-1. Fig. 3 shows the time development
(10 days, 40 days) of uplifts acting on overburden which permeability coefficient
is kf = 1.6 .10-5 m.s-1, what is the most unfavourable situation. Results of the
development of the uplift pressure line as compared to the critical pressure horizon
(red dashed line) indicate that even under these conditions does not originate
conditions threatening the stability of the overburden against its breaking. This
risk does not arise near downstream slope of the right-hand dyke of Bodrog (in
Fig. area marked as "1"), as well as in the region of material pits (in Fig. area
marked as "2" and "3"), where the original thickness of the overburden due to
excavation of soils to a depth of about 1.8 m significantly decrease.
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Development of seepage water levels indicate that during extreme discharges
in Bodrog can be after the tenth day expected a slight increase of the water level
above the bottom of the material pit. This was confirmed by providing filtration
coefficient of sandy soils kf = 5. 10-6 m.s-1.
H (m a.s.l.)

Flood dyke of river Bodrog
Material pit

Critical pressure horizon

101.3

Circumferential dyke of
polder

1
2
10 days

3

40 days

Uplift on overburden

Fig. 3 Loading of overburden with uplift (profile „I“, kf =1.6 .10-5 m.s-1)
Analysis of filtration flow at the initial stage of extreme hydrodynamic loading
of soils was focused on risky sub-regions - under a flood protective dyke of
Bodrog and in the vicinity of material pits. Numerical results indicate that in
assumed geological composition of the subsoil with the coefficient of sandy soil kf
= 1.6. 10-5 m.s-1 in the subsoil of a flood protection dyke of Bodrog occurred
mainly gradients less than 0.2, which are less than the specified critical value
icrit = 0.4. Short-term local risk has been registered under the upstream toe of the
dyke. The reason for this local phenomenon is not the existence of material pits,
but the geological, hydrological and morphological conditions in the study area. In
the area of material pits were not confirmed presumptions of origin of internal
suffosion. Calculated hydraulic gradients here reached values less than 0.008.

3.2

Load state – full reservoir of polder - profile „II“

In the profile "II" are analysed parameters of filtration flow in the subsoil of
polder and its circumferential dykes provided the full reservoir, with water at an
elevation of about 99.60 meters a. s. l. As a result of the excavation of soil from
the polder area to a depth of about 1.8 below the current ground level, i.e. to about
96 m a. s. l., seepage conditions will change. Shortening of seepage paths from the
polder into adjacent surrounding areas includes consideration of the risk of
breaking the overburden near downstream toe of the circumferential polder dykes
(area "4" in Fig. 2) and risk assessment of internal suffosion.
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It should be mentioned that the results of engineering - geological survey in
this area confirmed the local presence of impervious overburden of lesser
thickness. This weakness has a negative impact on the filtration mode in the
subsoil. Moreover, during the excavation of soil for reconstruction of the polder,
breaking of impermeable overburden layer in area of the bottom of material pits
can be real. For the reasons outlined, we give this issue more attention in such
negative, but realistic assumptions.
Fig. 4 shows the time development of uplifts acting on overburden, if there is a
presence of sandy soils in the subsoil with filtration coefficient kf = 1.6 .10-5 m.s-1,
assuming the water level in polder at an elevation of 99.60 m a. s. l. When
considering the composition of the subsoil and the position of the proposed
material pits, the risk of exceeding the critical pressure horizon during 40 - day
flood is on the limit of acceptability. In case of subsoil without material pits
calculated pressure horizon is well below the critical values. The increase of uplifts
in the subsoil to the acceptance limit is therefore evident influence of the material
pits construction.
Similar results were also achieved from monitoring of the groundwater and
seepage water levels. By excavation of material pits arise conditions for its partial
wetting if the duration of flood discharges is 40 days.
H (m a.s.l.)
Circumferential dyke of polder

Critical pressure horizon

99.60 m n.m

4
Material pit

Risk of internal
suffosion

10 days
kf = 5.10-8 m.s-1

20 days

40 days

Uplift on overburden
kf = 1,6.10-5 m.s-1

L (m)

Fig. 4 Loading of overburden with uplift (profile „II“, kf =1.6 .10-5 m.s-1)
In the inlet parts of designed material pits were also confirmed locations with
possible risk of internal suffosion. Hydraulic gradient here exceeds permissible
value for about 2 days.
Calculated hydraulic gradients did not exceed critical values in the subsoil of
circumferential dyke of polder and in the region of downstream toe of dyke.
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4.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE POLDER BORŠA

Reconstruction of the polder Borša was implemented in the years 2008 - 2011
It was concentrated on increasing the stability of circumferential dyke of polder,
where were during flood recorded seepages, outflows, breaching of dyke and
flooding of surrounding agricultural land (grassland, arable land). The material for
the reconstruction of dyke was excavated from the proposed material pits in the
interior space polder. Fig. 5a illustrate material pit with partly excavated material.
Water in material pit does not leak from the subsoil; it is the rest after flood on
river Bodrog. Fig. 5b provides an overview of filled polder and Borša stream in
2010. Pumping of water from the Borša creek to Bodrog was part of the
preparation for treatment work in 2010.

a) excavation of material from pit
b) filled polder and stream in 2010
Fig. 5 Reconstruction of the circumferential dyke, Photo: Tibor Karnay, 2010
Fig. 5b provides an overview of filled polder and Borša stream in 2010.
Pumping of water from the Borša creek to Bodrog was part of the preparation for
treatment work in 2010.
The original intention of the reconstruction was also an increase in volume of
polder Borša by increasing the circumferential dyke. Due to the unsettled
ownership relations to the adjacent properties it was not possible to implement this
intention. Therefore, it was found a technical solution - construction of spillway
on dike of the polder at km 0.210 to 0.510 with the length of 300 m, near the
terrain depression. It is used to relieve the polder when is filled. The protection of
the overflow area, chute and a part of the upstream side of the dam is strengthened
with geosynthetic MacMat RA, which is covered with soil to a thickness of 100
mm and grassed.
Part of the investment project was also the reconstruction of riverbed of Borša
creek. Its capacity was insufficient. Under excessive hydraulic loading here were
also recorded seepages, outflows with symptom of suffusion, indicating risk of
failure in stability of the riverbed. In km 0.0051 - 0.355 of the Borša creek on the
left bank of the dyke was constructed crest spillway (Fig. 6). It serves to fill the
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polder during the closure of the sluice at the confluence of the Borša creek and
Bodrog.
In the flood conditions, when the sluice is closed and polder Borša is filled,
water is pumped from Borša creek to Bodrog. This minimizes the risk of flooding
of surrounding land through the spillway.

Fig. 6 Adjustment of the left-hand bank of the Borša creek dyke and the
spillway, Photo: Tibor Karnay, 2011

5.

CONCLUSIONS

Flood protection and safety of dikes is nowadays actual issue. Reliable
function of flood protection measures may have a positive impact on mitigating
the effects of floods. Indispensable part of ensuring reliable operation of technical
measures (flood protection dikes, dikes of polders, dams etc.) is their continual
monitoring. In case of presence of risk factors it is necessary to apply methods for
verifying their safety and subsequent treatment.
In this paper is presented the application of finite element method in the safety
assessment of the dikes of polder Borša, where due to the observation of multiple
risk factors during floods was necessary its reconstruction.
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Changes in groundwater level regime along channel
due to surface water level fluctuations
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Abstract
Surface water fluctuations in streams can significantly affect the groundwater level
regime in the surrounding aquifer. This effect is especially prominent in lowland areas
without significant heterogeneity in the geological profile. The area of interest is
located in the Rye Island, where a channel network was built to manage drainage and
irrigation in the area, due to its very low slope. The regional geology consists mainly of
gravel and sandy gravel fluvial sediments with high thickness, ranging from 350 to 400
meters. The selected channel Gabčíkovo – Topoľníky is one of the three main and most
influential channels that affect the groundwater regime. The study was done using 1D
and 2D surface water modelling with output data used in calibrated 3D numerical
solution for simulating the groundwater regime. Several scenarios were assumed,
including drought (zero or near-zero water level), high surface water level, and
homogenous and heterogeneous geology.

Keywords
groundwater, stream, aquifer, interactions, models, simulation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Žitný ostrov is an important agricultural site and is also an important source of
drinking water. At the same time, thanks to the flat nature of the territory and the
presence of a channel network is an ideal location for exploring the interaction of
surface water and groundwater. The aim of this work is to assess the impact of
fluctuations in the level surface flow of the irrigation and drainage channel
Gabčíkovo – Topoľníky on the flow regime and groundwater levels in the
surrounding aquifer using numerical simulations.

2.
2.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Geography of Žitný ostrov

Rye Island is located in the south-western part of Slovakia, on the border with
Hungary. Its boundaries are formed to the south by the Danube, to the north by
Little Danube and the short section of the east it is bordered by the river Váh. The
territory belongs geographically to the Danube basin. The island has an elliptical
shape, its length is 84 km, the width is in the range of 15-30 km and total area of
1885 km2 [Pásztorová et. al. 2013]. The island is the largest river island in Europe.
The territory of the island is flat in nature. The slope of the territory is only 0.25
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‰ [Velísková, Dulovičová 2008], with terrain height tend to fall in a southeasterly direction. The highest point of Rye Island is located near Šamorín (134 m
a.s.l.) and the lowest is lying near Komárno (105 m a.s.l.).

2.2

Definition of the area of interest

The channel network of Žitný ostrov (Fig. 1) consists of seven main partially
connected channels – Gabčíkovo – Topoľníky channel, Chotárny channel, Čalovo
– Holiare – Kosihy channel, Aszód – Čergov channel, Čergov – Komárno
channel, Dudváh channel and Komárňanský channel [Dulovičová et. al. 2013].
The total area of the irrigation and drainage channel network is 1469 km2. The
total length of the channel network is 1000 km. The density is approximately 1km
of channels for 1.25 km2. The most important and the most influential channels
are Komárňanský, Chotárny and Gabčíkovo – Topoľníky channel.

Fig. 1 Scheme of the channel network of Žitný ostrov (1–Danube; 2–Little
Danube; 3–Gabčíkovo–Topoľníky channel; 4–Chotárny channel; 5–Čalovo–
Holiare–Kosihy channel; 6–Aszód–Čergov channel; 7–Čergov–Komárno
channel; 8–Dudváh channel; 9–Komárňanský channel) [Velísková,
Dulovičová 2008]
Channel Gabčíkovo - Topoľníky is located in the central part of the Žitný
ostrov (Fig. 2). It is donated with water seepage from the left-hand derivation
channel of waterworks Gabčíkovo between the villages of Baka and Gabčíkovo.
Diversion structure in the channel Gabčíkovo - Topoľníky is located in the lefthand bank of the derivation channel. Water is used in small hydropower plant
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Small Gabčíkovo - S VII. Channel flows into Klátovský arm of Little Danube
between the villages Topoľníky and Trhová Hradská. Its length is 28.7 km. On the
channel there are two hydrometric stations, Gabčíkovo at river kilometre 25.7 with
10.7 km2 catchment area and station Topoľníky at the 0.30 river kilometre with
catchment area of 349.27 km2, both within the competence of the Slovak
Hydrometeorological Institute (SHMI). Directly in the area of interest there are 7
observation probes of SHMI for quantitative monitoring of groundwater from
whom data were used to calibrate the model.

Fig. 2 The area of interest
Topography of the model area is of lowland nature, elevation ranges between
111.5 to 115.5 m a.s.l. The terrain lowers in northeast direction from river Danube
to the Little Danube. At the same time the terrain lowers from northwest to
southeast, parallel to the river Danube. The length of the model area is 18.16 km
and the width is 6.07 km. The longitudinal slope is 0.2 ‰ and the lateral slope is
0.4 ‰ (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Terrain topography of the model area
The area of interest can be from geological point of view classified as a part of
Holocene alluvium of the Great Žitný ostrov. The geological structure is
characterized mostly by quaternary fluvial sediments with thickness ranging from
200 to 500 meters [Káčer, et al. 2005] (Fig. 4). The groundwater level regime is
influenced by the surface water levels in the channels and by the river Danube.
Žitný ostrov is, due to the prominent occurrence of gravel in the geological
profile, a significant collector of high quality groundwater, which is used as a
drinking water. The saturated hydraulic conductivity in the area ranges from 7.10-4
do 8.10-5 m.s-1 (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 The thickness of quaternary sediments in the model area
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Fig. 5 Horizontal saturated hydraulic conductivity (m.d-1)
From the climatic point of view the area of interest belongs to the climatic
zone A1 (according to the classification of M. Konček), which is characterized as
warm, dry, with mild winters and longer sunshine [Faško, Štastný 2002]. The
territory belongs to the warmest areas in Slovakia and is classified as an area of
lowland climate. The average January temperatures are in the range of -4 to -1 ° C,
the average July temperatures are between 19.5 to 20.5 ° C [Malík et al. 2011]. In
the immediate surroundings of the channel Gabčíkovo - Topoľníky are two rain
gauge stations, station 17600 - Gabčíkovo at an altitude of 113 m above sea level
and station 17560 - Jurová at an altitude of 116 m above sea level. In 2013, the
annual rainfall in the station Gabčíkovo was 640.8 mm and 670.2 mm in the
Jurová station (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Daily and monthly time series of precipitation in year 2013 for
stations 17600 and 17560 [SHMI 2014]
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2.3

Simulation of surface water flow

Simulation of surface water flow in the channel Gabčíkovo - Topoľníky was
carried out according to known levels of the surface water at monitoring stations,
and the topography of the channel cross-section profiles by the model GSSHA
[Downer, Ogden 2006] GSSHA (Gridded Surface Subsurface Hydrologic
Analysis) is a two-dimensional model using discretization of catchment area of
interest by quadrangular elements. Part of the model is a one dimensional model
of the surface water flow. The basic simulation outputs include depth level,
velocity of the flow and the flow rate (discharge) at specified points. The output of
the numerical model was used as an input parameter for subsequent numerical
simulation of groundwater flow.

2.4

Simulation of groundwater flow for different surface water
level scenarios

The flow of surface water and groundwater was simulated for three water
levels in the channel during 2013, reflecting the maximum and minimum flow
rates in a given year. On 1st May 2013 the flow in station 9914 Gabčíkovo was
1.37 m3.s-1 with the water at elevation 113 m a.s.l. and in station 9924 Topoľníky
the flow was 1.92 m3.s-1 with water level at elevation of 109.59 meters a.sl. On
12th of June 2013 the flow in station 9914 Gabčíkovo was 2.7 m3.s-1 with water
level at elevation of 113.75 meters a.s.l. and in station 9924 Topoľníky the flow
rate was 3.86 m3.s-1 with the water elevation at 111.17 m a.s.l. On 23th October
2013 the flow at station 9914 Gabčíkovo was 1.08 m3.s-1 with an elevation of
112.81 meters a.s.l. and in the station 9924 Topoľníky 0.73 m3.s-1 with an
elevation of 109.39 m a.s.l. The simulation was created in a software package
Aquaveo GMS 9.1 [Aquaveo 2013], which serves as a graphical frontend for
several numerical models of groundwater flow, from which we used package
MODFLOW - 2000 [Harbaugh et al. 2000]. It is a three dimensional model of
groundwater flow. Groundwater levels in the day were defined by interpolation as
the initial level of the model (starting heads), which also serves as a boundary
condition as a specified constant level (specified head - CHD) [Aquaveo 2013],
because the area has no natural filtration boundary. Channel Gabčíkovo Topoľníky is specified as river body (river - RIV) [Aquaveo 2013]. River
formations are represented by three figures - level, the height of the river bed and
the parameter specified as conductance [Aquaveo 2013], which specifies the
seepage of the bed sediments. The value of this parameter depends on the
saturated hydraulic conductivity of bottom sediments (k), thickness (t) and the
width of the bottom of the channel (w) (1).
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =

𝑘
𝑙𝑙
𝑡

𝐿

𝑘

= 𝑤
𝑡

(1)

Conductance parameter values were calculated from values of saturated
hydraulic conductivity of bottom sediments in the channel Gabčíkovo - Topoľníky
obtained by size distribution analysis of samples of bottom sediments. After
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defining all the required parameters (boundary conditions for the field of filtration,
topography, depth of the bottom of the aquifer, saturated hydraulic conductivity of
the geology in aquifer, initial groundwater level, water level of surface flow,
conductance of the river bed sediments, the inflow from rainfall) we approached
the calibration of the model manually by editing the selected parameters, to
achieve the best fit with the position of water level in observation wells in that
day.

Fig. 7 The observed vs. computed head values – 1st scenario

Fig. 8 The observed vs. computed head values – 2nd scenario

Fig. 9 The observed vs. computed head values – 3rd scenario
Deviation of the calculated values of groundwater level from the measured
values determined the accuracy of the model. In the first scenario the deviations
(errors) were calculated as values in the range of -0.17 to +0.11 m (Fig. 7). In the
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second scenario, the dispersion of errors was in the range of -0.29 to -0.16 m m
(Fig. 8). In the third scenario there was a variance of deviations between -0.11 m
to 0,19 m (Fig. 9). Deviations from the observation values determined the
accuracy of the calibrated model.

3.

RESULTS

1st model scenario is characterized by the surface water level in the range from
113 m a.s.l. on the west end of the model to 109.59 m a.s.l. on the east end. The
starting heads of the simulation range from 114.3 m a.s.l. on the west to 109.8 m
a.s.l. to east. The computed groundwater heads range from 114 m a.s.l. to 109.5 m
a.s.l., and there is a visible connection of the aquifer to the stream (Fig. 10).
2nd model scenario is characterized by the surface water level in the range
from 113.75 m a.s.l. on the west end of the model to 111.17 m a.s.l. on the east
end. The starting heads of the simulation range from 115 m a.s.l. on the west to
110 m a.s.l. to east. The computed groundwater heads range from 114.6 m a.s.l. to
110.3 m a.s.l.
The damming of the channel due to the higher surface water level on the east
side of the model caused a significant change of the groundwater level regime
(Fig. 11).

Fig. 10 The groundwater level regime – 1st scenario
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Fig. 11 The groundwater level regime – 2nd scenario
3rd model scenario is characterized by the surface water level in the range
from 112.81 m a.s.l. on the west end of the model to 109.39 m a.s.l. on the east
end. The starting heads of the simulation range from 114 m a.s.l. on the west to
109.3 m a.s.l. to east. The computed groundwater heads range from 113.8 m a.s.l.
to 109.3 m a.s.l. The groundwater level regime is similar to the first scenario with
the groundwater level change of 0.2 to 0.3 meters corresponds to the change in
surface water level (Fig. 12).
The total water balance simulation models reflects the inflow and outflow of
groundwater model. The inflow may consists of precipitation (Recharge), of
inflow from constant level of head (boundary condition) on the boundary of the
model (Constant Head), resp. if the channel is gaining or losing water from/to the
aquifer (River leakage) (Tab. 1). For the first and the third scenario, the impact of
depression of the surface water level (water level in the channel is lower than the
level of the surrounding ground water) results in a gaining stream, so the aquifer is
donating water to the channel. In the model MODFLOW the volume of flow from
the aquifer to the stream (aquifer losing water volume) is expressed in negative
values. In the 2nd scenario the channel partially infiltrates water into the aquifer,
thus the inflow is expressed as a positive value.
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Fig. 12 The groundwater level regime – 3rd scenario
Tab 1. The total water balance of the numerical simulation (Flow Budget)
FLOW
BUDGET
CONSTANT
HEAD
RIVER
LEAKAGE
RECHARGE
Total
Source/Sink

4.

01/05/2013
FLOW
FLOW
IN
OUT

12/06/2013
FLOW
FLOW
IN
OUT

23/10/2013
FLOW
FLOW
IN
OUT

92793

-33060

16419

-140610

69872

-45510

0

-1939412

3607

-13616

0

-158561

134200

0

134201

0

134200

0

226994

-227002

154227

-154227

204073

-204071

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The simulation results showed the impact of water level in the channel on the
groundwater flow regime in the area, mostly in the riparian zone, where in the
case of lower surface water level the channel creates a depression curve of the
groundwater table and the channel is gaining water from the aquifer. In the case of
higher surface water level in the channel (e.g. in the case of artificial damming of
the flow due to irrigation, flood control or because of regulation of the flow in
surrounding channels and rivers, etc.) there is a partial occurrence of the opposite
effect, i.e. the stream is losing water to the aquifer. The channel, mostly in riparian
zone, has a significant impact on the regime of the groundwater level.
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Abstract
Recent studies show an increase in the population of beavers, nutria and other
rodents in vast regions of central Europe over the last 15 years. Unfortunately this
caused in many instances considerable damages on large rivers along dykes and
earthworks in the floodplain areas, leading to an increased risk of bank failures.
However, most of these mammals belong to protected species. This work is aimed at
showing positive experiences in cooperation with universities, research institutes
and environmental agencies regarding measures to permanently safeguard the
banks using composite erosion control systems with polymer coated steel wire net
(as flexible reinforcement component) and a geosynthetic mat (to promote
vegetation growth). The steel mesh component works as effective long term barrier
against the intrusion of mammals, discouraging them from digging inside the core
of the dyke. An analysis of the sensitive areas to be protected led also to define the
characteristics of these interventions (length, shape, escape ways, population areas,
etc). In summary, the study will also present several additional benefits when using
polymer steel nets along dykes, such as:
high and durable erosion protection in overflow areas,
promote fast and effective vegetation growth (increasing stability),
surface protection against ice impacts (in northern regions).
ease of installation, maintenance,
ability to conform to irregular shapes of the slope.
This work will also present the positive outcome of research studies along the dykes
in Germany, Austria and in Italy.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Beavers, Nutria and other rodents cause sometime fairly large damage on bank
slopes, along dykes or in earthfilled embankments. In isolated cases such damages
caused by these mammals could lead to an increased risk of global slope failures
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with serious consequences of overflooding for the communities living in the area.
However, one shall keep in mind that these species of rodents belong to protected
species. Cavities created by beavers can be of high risk for the stability of the
dyke. The highest risk is beavers digging through the impermeable layers. This
leads to increased flow through the dyke, leading to erosion and water seeping
through reaching the dry side.
According to a study published in 2011 [Kumutat 2011], [Schwab 2011] by the
Bavarian State Office in charge of environmental protection, the beaver
population across Germany was estimated in around 25,000 units, with increasing
trend. An estimate across Europe in the same year was of approx 800.000 beavers.
(Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1 Beaver population in Europe

Fig. 2 The Netherlands' beaver population is expected to
grow from 700 to 7,000 by 2032
Measures to be undertaken to permanently prevent such effects depend on the
sensitiveness of local authorities for potential hazards caused to people and to
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infrastructures, as well as on costs required for the interventions and on the
sensitiveness for the endangered species.
The correct approach consists in identifying critical areas of the dyke (Fig.3).

Fig. 3 Effects of beavers in floodway encroachment zones
The prevention against the intrusion of beavers, nutria, rodents and other
protected species on dykes has been for over 15 years discussed and documented
in studies carried out by academic Institutes and in works developed by the work
of technical expert groups.

2.

CONCEPT AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

Safe and durable protection against intrusion in dykes consists in identifying a
suitable environmentally friendly barrier system. Steel meshes have been used to
this purpose for decades. In recent times steel meshes combine the strength of the
steel with the ability to promote vegetation provided by a three-dimensional
geomat extruded during manufacture. The wire used for the steel mesh is
protected a Zinc-Aluminum alloy and additionally by a polymer coating. The
strength of the steel mesh will act as the impenetrable barrier for the rodents who
will not be able to dig a hole through the steel net. The geomat will combine the
antierosion function during flooding events, and by holding moisture will promote
vegetation during the low flow season. These erosion mats may be delivered in
rolled form and require very simple installation steps (Fig. 4).
In order to gain confidence about the effectiveness of steel meshes as beaver
protection, several experiences were made in channels and dykes, some of which
under the monitoring of technical Universities. To date there is wide experience
that steel mesh systems perform satisfactorily to this purpose.
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Fig. 4 Installation of beaver netting

2.1

Italy: guidelines from Ministry of Environment and long
term studies after 10 years of observation

Italy had over the last decades a flourishing industry of fur. In the 1920’s the
population of beavers and nutria actually grew, to feed this sector of the industry.
As modes changed in the 70’s, and awareness for protecting endangered species
grew, factories shut down and the animals released. This caused an increase of this
population, which consequently led to more damages to embankments.
Observations on slopes previously protected by stone-filled mattresses, showed no
damages due to rodents, as opposed to other sections nearby where damages were
visible. This was deemed as a proof that mammals were actually living in the area,
but they could not damage slope sections protected with an armoured lining.
Based on these observations, the Ministry of the Environment, in coordination
with the “National Institute for the Wild Fauna” and the “Institute for the
Protection and Environmental Research (ISPRA)” [Cocchi, Riga 2005] promoted
a long term study aimed at monitoring remediation measures against the intrusion
of rodents into the canal banks. A testing canal (Zabarelle) in the Rovigo Province
was chosen as representative of the large damages across the floodplain of the
river Po (Fig. 5).
Steel meshes, with and without an extruded geomat, were installed in test
sections in 2003. The initial survey allowed to capture and mark a number of
nutria, and to apply a GPS-sender, in order to trace their paths. Results soon
indicated that marked animals had moved to other sections.
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In 2013 a second survey was arranged by ISPRA, to inspect these sections.
Observations showed that, where steel meshes with the extruded geomat had
been applied, neither loss of fine materials in the water change zones nor damages
to the steel net due to grass cutting were detected.
Where steel nets had been applied without the extruded geomat, losses of fine
materials were noted. This was presumably due to the lack of the geomat at some
locations where the eroded soil bank lost contact with the steel net, resulting in
some damage during the grass cutting. The erosion function was not sufficiently
provided by the open structure of the steel mesh alone. However, no intrusion of
mammals was detected.

Fig. 5 Installation of beaver netting along Canale Zabarelle

2.2

Austria: Tests on effectiveness and implementation of
300,000 sqm of protection

For decades Austria experienced damages in waterways due to the intrusion of
beavers. In 2008 the design of the protection measures along the river March
(tributary of the Danube) took into consideration for the first time the effect of the
beaver population with special reference to prevent potential damages. The
analysis considered the variability of the species and types of mammals and
rodents (quite large), hence the required strength characteristics of the protection
netting, to resist to the bite and discourage even the strongest species from
attempting to penetrate the protection.
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Following these early studies, a first trial project was build using double
twisted steel netting (300.000 m²) in a river bank application. The scientific study
was part of a Diploma Thesis done for the Institute for Applied Geotechnics at the
Technical University in Vienna under the guidance and coordination of the Prof.
Dipl.-Ing. Dr. H. Brandl [Brandl, Szabo 2012]. Along with the observations and
the experiences of the previous cases, the study encompassed an actual test done at
the Research Center for Ethology at the Institute Konrad-Lorenz in Vienna.
The measures adopted were divided in two sections, where different protection
systems (with and without steel nets) were used. The non metallic systems showed
that after a short time a fairly large area of damages due to the bite of the rodents.
Based on these findings, the technical university in Vienna concluded that the
steel net types with the extruded geomat are the most recommended types of
protection measures against beaver intrusion. The execution of the works was
made in the years 2008-2013. They confirmed the expectations of a permanent
protection against beavers.
In the recent years the beaver population further increased in Austria,
extending in Upper Austria (Linz region).
Over the last years in the southern region as well (Carinthia) the beaver
population has more than doubled.

2.3

Germany: protective measures against beavers along the
Odra Dyke, District Sophienthal, Brandenburg 2013

Between October and December 2013, in cooperation with the State Agency
for Environment, Health and Consumer Protection Frankfurt/Oder and the Water
and Dike Association Oderbruch, Seelow beaver protection nettings were installed
in a trial section approximately 175 m long, near the community Sophienthal
(Fig.6).

Fig. 6 Odra Dyke, Sophienthal – Cross section
Three different protection systems were installed:
1) Hexagonal steel wire mesh with integrated three-dimensional polymer
matrix (MacMat R), covered by 5 cm top soil layer (Fig. 6, left bank). 2)
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Hexagonal steel wire mesh, covered by 20 cm top soil layer. 3) Hexagonal steel
wire mesh, covered by 20 cm top soil layer, connected to a stone mattress layer
below in the water section.
The erosion net starts from the top of the dyke and ends on the water side, in
the last case connected to the stone mattress below. Since further tunnels dug by
beavers were detected in other sections nearby, the interventions were extended to
these sections as well.
The execution of the works was under the supervision of the Institute of
Hydraulic Engineering and Applied Hydromechanics (IWD) of the TU Dresden.
IWD has been working for years on the task and supervised a Master Study on this
topic in 2013.

3.

NORMATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR LONG LIFE

The use of steel nets in geotechnical and hydraulic applications pose questions
of performance to corrosion. Galvanization (using Zinc-Aluminum alloys) provide
an extended life, as the protection acts as retardant to corrosion by sacrificial
nature. Additional polymer coatings applied on the galvanized wire provide a
further extended protection. A newer generation of polyamide (PA6) in recent
times introduced a further step in the life expectancy, allowing tests in severe
saline conditions (ISO 9277) to exceed 6000 hrs of exposure without traces of red
rust on the steel core inside.
An important reference in Europe is the EN 10223-3 [EN 10223-3] for double
twisted steel wire meshes in civil engineering applications. The norm provides
guidance concerning the life expectancy for steel mesh, defining for polymer
coated steel wire mesh a minimum life of 120 years. In addition, guidelines in
Germany [DVWK Merkblatt 247/1997] and Austria since 10 year already provide
guidance concerning the use of steel nets as protection systems against beavers in
dams and dykes.
However, DVWK 247/1997 has limited requirements for beaver nets with
regard to corrosion protection and to their use (vertical barriers) making the
systems effective only for limited time. Experience shows that in numerous
sections of the dykes where vertical galvanized steel nets were used, the following
effects were observed:
• Tunnels still present between the embankment and the vertical barrier, with
evidence of flooding and partial collapse. Progressive erosion into the bank
required vertical barriers to work as supporting elements. This caused deformation
in the nets, and accelerated corrosion with loss of functionality.
• Tunnels ended at the vertical barrier. However this did not prevent beavers
from digging new tunnels beyond the barrier into the berm, reaching in some
instances even the toe of the main dyke.
• At high water flows, beavers could not reach the previously escavated
tunnels, and made new ones directly into the body of the main dyke making their
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stability critical as the upper portion has a smaller thickness. This triggered in
some cases initial failures.

4.
4.1

OTHER FEATURES OF BEAVER NETTINGS
Increased water conveyance

In accordance with the State Authority for Waterways (BAW) in Germany
erosion protection systems consist mainly of a layer of loose stones laid on a sand
mat (a thin layer of sand between two layers of geotextiles) acting as intermediate
filter to prevent under piping through the voids of the larger rocks. Specifications
for the stone size and for the layer thickness (0.50-1.0m) are of course determined
by BAW according to their design recommendations [BAW]. As alternative to
loose stones, steel meshes with the integrated geomat could in many cases be a
sound alternative. Tests performed on these reinforced erosion blankets have
shown the ability to resist to even high flows for a given period of time [Di Pietro,
Urroz 1999], [Nemeth, Zanzinger 2009-2011]. The advantage of using a thin layer
is also in the increased water conveyance, allowing a larger discharge in the river
section.

4.2

Ease of maintenance

In case of accidental damage to the beaver erosion protection blanket, repair
works would simply consist in the replacement of the damaged parts by attaching
a panel of steel mesh on the surface. Connections are done with conventional steel
rings, used for connecting rolls alongside.

4.3

Vegetation enhancement

In hydraulic works and the ability to develop a self-sustained vegetative layer
with a solid rooting system to blend with the surrounding ecosystem has a special
importance. Particularly susceptible to erosion are newly built sections when
vegetation has not developed to a sustainable degree yet. The use of beaver
protection with the integrated geomat allow a rapid establishment of vegetation
[Di Pietro, Scotto, Guastini 2002], [Di Pietro, 2000].

Fig. 7 Growth of vegetation in beaver nettings
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4.4

Protection against ice impacts

Embankment dykes in northern regions may often experience floods during the
cold season, and be frequently exposed to the effect of ice blocks floating with the
stream and impact against the banks (Fig.8). This results in damages to the bank
slope and sometimes to partial failures. Steel nets with the geomat as beaver
protection allow an armouring effect on the surface, further strengthened by the
vegetative layer, which will grow through the mesh openings (Fig.7). This
armouring effect will be particularly effective against the impact of ice blocks.

Fig. 8 Ice impacts along dykes

5.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Beaver protection nettings find in Germany an increasing interest in current
dyke restoration projects. Projects in Brandeburg, Sachsen and Bavarian regions
have been implemented successfully.
Extensive observations in areas protected by beaver nettings show that they
protect against the several other types of animals, like rabbits, and wild pigs, who
are frequently endangering the stability of the embankment as well. Beavers are
discouraged from digging into the embankment and migrate to other areas.
However, these results raise questions concerning how beavers can populate in
floodway areas without compromising structures designed to protect human lives.
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The answer could be to build “ad-hoc” supporting structures in safe floodway
encroachment zones where beavers could dig their tunnels without altering the
embankment’s stability.
Trial projects have already started, and some authorities and research institutes
have positively responded to this initiative. This is just a first step towards the
development of a correct and more balanced approach to preserve our natural ecosystems to develop in harmony with the human needs.
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Abstract
The source of water for Bratislava urban area, satisfactory in terms of quality and
quantity, is mainly groundwater from aquifer of Danube River sediments. They are
water sources built on the left bank Danube islands Sihoť and Sedláčkov ostrov as
well as water source on the right bank of the Danube River in Pečniansky les. The
goal of the paper is a quantitative analysis of the groundwater regime in the
mentioned areas, assessment of potential threats to water resources due to
construction of the proposed hydraulic structure on the Danube River in the area of
Bratislava (“Hydraulic structure Bratislava – Pečniansky les”) and at last but not
least design of the measures to reduce the negative impact caused by the
construction of the hydraulic structure. The location of the mentioned hydraulic
structure is in Bratislava between the highway bridge Lafranconi and the border to
Austria at rkm 1872.21.

Keywords
groundwater flow, impact of the hydraulic structure, groundwater modelling,
TRIWACO, water sources in Bratislava

1. INTRODUCTION
Water sources built on the Danube islands (Sihoť and Sedláčkov ostrov) and
water sources, located on the right bank of the Danube in Pečniansky les have in
terms of supplying the population in Bratislava with drinking water irreplaceable
function. In order to keep the actual functions of water resources it is therefore
necessary to assess the impact of the proposed construction of the multi-purposed
structure “Hydraulic structure Bratislava – Pečniansky les” (HS) to these water
sources. The issue of the impact of the construction on groundwater level regime
is dealt with numerical model of groundwater flow TRIWACO – Flairs (Royal
Haskoning, 2004), based on the finite element method.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1

Source materials:
•
morphological parameters;
•
geological parameters – top and base of the aquifer;
•
hydrogeological parameters – hydraulic conductivity;
•
hydrological parameters – level regime of the Danube and Morava,
daily rainfall and effective rainfall [Švasta, Malík 2006], measurement
of groundwater levels, water abstraction from water resources.

Defining the model boundary

As a background for the model boundary the map of groundwater bodies in
quaternary sediments [Kullman et al. 2003], the tourist map of the Small
Carpathians and Bratislava and the map of the river network in Slovakia were
used.
The model boundary is formed in the north of the River Morava and interfaces
of the layers of groundwater bodies in quaternary sediments, in the east or River
Danube and measuring objects of groundwater level in Petržalka, in the south (in
Austria) passes in quaternary alluvial deposits of the Danube and in the north-west
is formed by the Danube to the confluence with Morava.

Fig. 1 Model boundary
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2.2

Parametrization of the area

For parameterization of input values, such as terrain, base and top of the
aquifer and hydraulic conductivity the triangular interpolation method (TinInt)
was used.

2.3

Calibration of the groundwater flow model

Calibration of the model consisted in setting the hydraulic parameters of the
river bed. Those parameters are the values of the hydraulic conductivity [Rosas et
al. 2014] and drainage and infiltration resistance of rivers [Zaadnoordijk 2009],
(Šlezingr, 2007). The result of calibration of steady-state flow was groundwater
level regime (resp. piezometric head) in the area of interest corresponding to
medium hydrological values. The simulation results – contour map of
groundwater levels – are drawn in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Groundwater level contour map (m a. s. l.) – present time
From the groundwater level contour map is clear that the groundwater level
and the direction of groundwater flow are directly dependent on water levels in the
Danube River. In the vicinity of wells, however, the level and direction of
groundwater flow is more influenced by pumping of water, especially on Sihoť
and Pečniansky les where pumping is substantially greater than on Sedláčkov
ostrov.
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2.4

Simulation of groundwater level after the construction of the
proposed HS

The simulation result, assuming steady-state flow after construction of the
planned HS [Slovák 2010, Čomaj 2012] is the groundwater level (or piezometric
water level) after the construction. Isolines of groundwater level are drawn in Fig.
3. The result of the simulation is also the determination of the depth of
groundwater below the surface shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 Groundwater level contour map (m a. s. l.) prognosis after
construction of the HS
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Fig. 4 Depth of groundwater below the surface after construction of the
HS (red: flooded areas, pink: waterlogged area)

3. RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION
From the simulation it is clear that in terms of maintaining the functions of
water resources the construction of the HS signify compromised functionality of
some wells. Due to the construction of HS itself some wells in Pečniansky les
would be destroyed. The simulation also shows that a part of the Sihoť could be
flooded, and another part could be waterlogged. Due to the fact, that some parts
could be flooded [Dráb, Říha 2010], significant portion of the wells on Sihoť
(mostly wells near the Danube) would not be able to be used. On Sedláčkov ostrov
all wells could be flooded.
For that reason, it is necessary to propose appropriate measures to mitigate or
eliminate the negative consequences of construction of the HS, such as proposals
for underground sealing wall.
Underground sealing wall has been positioned along the whole length of the
Sihoť Island (from beginning of Karloveské rameno to its inflow into the
Danube), further above the HD towards Petržalka and in Austria, in which took
place along the Danube (Fig. 5). Its end would be around in rkm 1877.
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Fig. 5 Situation of the location of the HS and underground sealing wall
The simulation result is the groundwater level (or piezometric water level)
after construction of the HS and after realization of the underground sealing wall.
Isolines of groundwater level are drawn in Fig. 6. The result of the simulation is
also the determination of the depth of groundwater below the surface shown in
Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 Groundwater level contour map (m a. s. l.) after construction of the
HS and realization of the underground sealing wall
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Fig. 7 Depth of groundwater below the surface after construction of the
HS and realization of the underground sealing wall (red: flooded areas, pink:
waterlogged area)

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the paper was the simulation of the groundwater flow before and
after the construction of the proposed “Hydraulic structure Bratislava - Pečniansky
les” followed by determining the effect of the HS on the groundwater level
regime. Since it was found that the water sources on Sihoť and Sedláčkov ostrov
[Michalko et al. 2011] are in the state of compromised functionality, the next step
was the proposal of the underground sealing wall to protect the areas from the
negative effects of the proposed HS and the subsequent verification of the effects
of this measure.
Due to construction of the underground sealing wall, five wells on Sihoť
would be destroyed (three of them are already not used). With such solutions there
is some reduction in groundwater level (compared to zero variant) on Sihoť and
even a slight increase of the groundwater level in Pečniansky les.
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Abstract
The assessment of dam’s safety is complex task that has to be considered from
numerous aspects by including of various factors. The following safety
requirements are to be fulfilled in order to ensure the dam stability: (i) functional
(considering the degree of satisfaction of the users’ objectives), (ii) economic
(considering the relation between costs and gains), (iii) hydrological (considering
the acceptable risks for evacuation of the flood waters), (iv) hydraulic (considering
the capacity of the conduits), (v) seepage (considering the intensity of the
hydrodynamic parameters) and (vi) structural (considering the effects of static and
dynamic loads). The application of the finite element method has lead to significant
changes in the treatment of the arch dam stability, enabling non-linear spatial
analysis, analysis of the arch dam for different loading states (gravity and water
load, temperature effect), including the dam foundation within the analysis. Also,
application of contact elements for simulation of the behaviour on the interface
concrete-rock in the dam abutments and foundation as well as the behaviour on the
interface concrete-grouting material in the joints in the dam body is enabled. The
process of calibration of the results obtained by numerical analysis and monitoring
data is continuous in the same time improving the numerical model and monitoring
instrumentation. In this paper a comparison of part of the output results from the
numerical model with monitoring data is illustrated on the case of St. Petka dam, a
64 m high arch dam on River Treska in Macedonia, commissioned in 2012.

Keywords:
arch dam, numerical model, monitoring data.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The dams, having in consideration their importance, dimensions, complexity
of the problems that should be solved during the process of designing and
construction along with the environmental impact are lined up in the most
complex engineering structures [Novak et al., 2007; Tančev, 2013]. The number
of constructed large dams in the world in specific periods is presented in Fig. 1.
The ICOLD Register of dams lists around 45,000 dams higher than 15 m.
According to the rapid population increase, foreseen to reach 10 billion inhabitants
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by the end of the century, more dams will have to be built in order various water
demands to be satisfied.

Fig. 1. Total number of constructed dam in the world [Jiazheng & Jing,
2000]. (1) Total number of dams in the world; (2) Number of large dams in
the world except China; (3) Number of large dams in China.
Republic of Macedonia is located in the central part of the Balkan Peninsula,
covering area of 25,713 km2 with a population of about 2 million inhabitants. Its
mountain relief, vast valleys and numerous long and narrow ravines distinguish
the topography of the Republic of Macedonia. The rivers in Republic of
Macedonia belong to three main river basins: (a) The Aegean basin, in which they
flow out through the rivers Vardar and Strumica; (b) The Adriatic basin, to which
they are taken away through the river Crn Drim (Black Drim); and, (c) The Black
Sea basin, through the river Binachka Morava, which extends over a quite
insignificant part. The biggest is the catchments basin of the River Vardar, which
extends to some 20,525 km2 or 80% of the territory of the Republic of Macedonia.
Total available surface water resources in the Republic of Macedonia are assessed
as about 3,300 m3 per capita annually.
The dam construction in Macedonia dates from 1938 when the Matka arch
dam was constructed, located on the River Treska, in the vicinity of Skopje, still in
service, since 2008 with double capacity, after the construction of a new power
plant. To present are constructed 27 large dams [Tančev et al., 2013]. Different
types of dams are represented, having in consideration the various geological,
topographical and hydrological conditions, among which 18 are embankment
dams, 8 concrete arch dams and 1 concrete multiple arch dam. The stored water is
used for meeting the demands for water supply of population and industry,
irrigation, production of electricity, flood and erosion control, provision of
minimum accepted flows, recreation and tourism. The total stored water volume is
about 2.4×109 m3. The potential of the rivers in Republic of Macedonia is utilized
to hardly 30%, and yet there is a permanent shortage of water for various
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purposes. Due to this fact, as well as due to strongly expressed uneven distribution
of water, it is indispensably necessary to construct new dams with reservoirs.
The assessment of the stability and the behaviour of dams during construction
at full reservoir and during service period is of vital meaning. In August 2012 was
commissioned Saint Petka arch dam, in nearby the city of Skopje, as final part of
the cascade system on river Treska, along with dams St. Andrea and Kozyak (Fig.
2). The paper deals with static analysis of St. Petka dam, performed with
application of the program package SOFiSTiK.

Fig. 2. Map of Republic of Macedonia and display of water resources
system on Treska River, with 3 dams and HPP: Kozyak - St.Petka – Matka.

2.

ST. PETKA DAM

St. Petka dam is double curved thin arch dam, with height of 64.0 m (Fig. 3).
The crest elevation is at 364.0 masl, with crest thickness of 2 m and length of
115 m, while the lowest elevation is at 300.0 masl, thickness of 10.0 m. On the
right bank the low quality zone of the rock foundation is replaced by concrete
block, thus avoiding the weak foundation zones. The dam site is characterized by
symmetric shape with steep slopes, apropos the left abutment is with inclination of
60°, while the right abutment has an inclination of 50°. The normal water level is
at 357.30 masl, while the reservoir volume is 12.4×106 m3. The main purpose of
the dam is electric power production.

3.

DAM MODELLING

The static analysis of St. Petka dam is conveyed with application of the
program package SOFiSTiK, based on the finite element method. The program
offers possibilities for complex presentation of the structures and simulation of
their behaviour as well and including in the analysis of certain specific phenomena
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(automatic mesh generation based on given geometry, application of various
constitutional laws, simulation of dam construction and reservoir filling in
increments, simulation of contact behaviour, etc.).

Fig. 3. St. Petka dam. a) Dam layout, b) Central cross-section.
In order to perform the numerical analysis following steps must be undertaken,
conventional for this type of analysis: (1) choice of material parameters –
constitutional laws (one of the most complex tasks during the analysis), (2)
adoption of dam geometry and (3) simulation of the dam construction and
reservoir filling.

3.1

Input parameters

The program SOFiSTiK offers rich library of constitutional models for the
materials, such as standard (concrete, steel, timber, soil and rock), but also and
non-standard with option of self input of specific parameters.
The terrain is composed of mainly of marble. The carbon schist appears as plates
with mica sub-layers between them. At the upper zones of the dam site are detected
diluvia and alluvial sediments, later excavated during the construction stage.
The geotechnical input data for the modelled three different zones of the rock
foundation (Tab. 1) are adopted on base on overall data from the geotechnical
investigations and control testing before and during construction process
[Synthesis Elaborate, 2004]. An engineering-geological model of the terrain per
parameter of deformability and shear strength is used, prepared on basis of the
models per parameter of elastic waves velocity, obtained by geophysical methods
before construction stage, as well and the model and section per parameter of
weathering. Linear constitutional law is applied for the materials in dam foundation.
The three main fault zones are also included in the rock foundation model.
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Table 1. Zoning per parameter of velocity of elastic waves of the massive
deformability.
Zone

vp
[m/s]

Deformation modulus at
pressure D [MPa]

Poison’s coefficient
µ

Fault zones

2500 – 3000

2500

0.30

Left bank

4000 - 4500

7000-8000

0.24

Right bank

3800 – 4000

5000-6000

0.26

The constitutional law for the concrete is adopted according to EC 2, CG 30
[ICOLD, 2009; Eurocode 2, 1992], based on performed probe and control testing
of the concrete before and during construction stage.
The interface elements (springs) are applied in order to enable differential
displacements in the dam joints and at the contact dam-foundation. The behaviour
of the spring elements is described by two stiffness parameters: axial constant Cp
and lateral constant Ct. The values for the lateral constant was adopted on base of
laboratory and „in situ“ testing on the shear strength parameters by Hoek
apparatus at the contact concrete-rock foundation and concrete-grout mixture in
the dam joints (Fig. 4), as well on performed “in situ” testing of the rock mass
deformability by applied vertical load. The adopted values are: Ct=1×106 KN/m3
for contact dam-foundation and Ct=5×106 KN/m3 for contact concrete-grout
mixture, while same value is adopted for the axial constant Cp=16×106 KN/m3.

Fig. 4. Output results for testing sample 378 I/А, contact concrete-grout
mixture at constant normal load of 6, 12 and 18 MPa. a) Dependence shear
load-displacement l=f(τ), b) Dependence shear/normal load τ=f(σ).

3.2

Model geometry

The spatial analysis of St. Petka dam is performed in stages. The numerical
model is composed of the dam body and the rock foundation. The rock foundation
boundaries (in the same time boundary conditions for the model) are adopted
according to literature [ICOLD, 1987]. More precisely, the numerical model is
composed of dam body, limited by the dam site shape, and rock foundation, with
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length upstream and downstream of the dam central cantilever in interval (1÷2) H,
where H denotes dam height apropos a length of 100 m is adopted, while the rock
foundation under the dam is adopted at depth of 65.0 m (Fig. 5a). By such
parameters is defined the non-deformable boundary condition (displacements in X,
Y and Z direction are fixed at the lowest section). The discretization is conducted
by capturing of zones with different materials – concrete and rock foundation. Per
crest length the dam is divided in vertical segments with length of 6-12 m. The
segments are divided horizontally in 16 groups. The height of one segment is 4 m.
By activation of different horizontal group it is possible to simulate the
construction phases of the dam. The dam’s thickness is divided in 6 layers
(groups). In this way, the different distribution of the temperature along the
thickness, measured from installed thermometers, are taken in the analyses
adequately. The layers are created by specified number of volume bodies,
constructed of one type of material. The concrete block, constructed to replace
some weak rock zones in the right abutment of the dam site, is also included in the
model (Fig. 5b). At the contact of the dam and the foundation as well and at the
contact between two vertical blocks – in the dam joints are applied interface
elements (Fig. 5c) in order to simulate the interaction at contact of materials with
different deformable parameters.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. St. Petka dam model. a) Spatial view from upstream side, b)
Discretization of the dam body and the concrete block, c) Interface elements
at contact dam-foundation and at contact concrete-grout mix in dam joints.

3.3

Dam loading

The analyzed loading states of the dam include state after dam construction
and at first reservoir filling. The state after dam construction considers dead
weight, temperature and grouting load, while the state at first reservoir filling
considers dead weight, temperature, grouting load and hydrostatic pressure
(applied on the upstream face of the dam and on the reservoir area). The dam joint
grouting was performed in period March-April, 2012. The dam filling commenced
in June 2012 and reached normal water elevation of 357.30 masl at end of July
2012. The temperature load is adopted in accordance with the monitoring data of
the temperature in the dam body for the specified loading states apropos
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previously specified time periods (Fig. 6). The grouting load, applied on the joint
surfaces between two concrete blocks, was included in the analysis. The grouting
was done in five stages in height of 12 m per stage, with grouting pressure of 7 bar
at bottom and 5 bar at top of one grouting section of 12 m.

Fig. 6. Temperature load applied for various loading states.

4.

OUTPUT RESULTS

The dam stability is assessed by analysis of the values and distribution of the
principal stresses and displacements in the dam body. In Fig. 7a are displayed
principal stress after dam joints grouting, while in Fig. 7b principal stresses at full
reservoir. The stresses after dam grouting are mainly compressive, in the region of
expected values and distribution, with maximal value of 8.5 MPa, located in the
upstream contact of the dam and the foundation, typical for this type of dam and
loading state. The stresses at full reservoir are also mainly compressive, with
maximal value of 7.3 MPa, located also at the upstream toe of the dam.
The contour lines of the horizontal displacements (Y direction, „-“denotes
displacement in upstream direction) after dam grouting are displayed in Fig. 8a,
while in case of full reservoir in Fig. 8b. The dam in both cases deforms in
upstream direction. For the case after dam grouting, the maximal displacement
occurs at the upstream face of the dam, approximately at 60% of the dam height,
value around 9 mm. At full reservoir the maximal displacement occurs at dam
crest, value of 12 mm.
In Fig. 9a and 9b are displayed partial vertical displacements (temperature and
water load effect) after dam grouting and at full reservoir („-“denotes settlement).
The displacements due to the dominant temperature effect mainly are
characterized with rising, with maximal values of order 11 and 15 mm
appropriately. In the lower dam zone, approximately at 30% of the dam height
occurs settlements, values of order 2 mm.
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Fig. 7. a) Contour lines of principal stress σ3 after dam grouting;
b) Contour lines of principal stress σ3 at full reservoir.

Fig. 8. a) Contour lines of summary horizontal displacements in Y –
direction after dam grouting; b) Contour lines of summary horizontal
displacements in Y – direction at full reservoir.

Fig. 9. a) Contour lines of partial vertical displacements in longitudinal
section of the dam after grouting, b) Contour lines of partial vertical
displacements in longitudinal section of the dam at full reservoir.
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5.

MONITORING DATA COMPARISON

The technical monitoring of the dams should fulfil two objectives: (1) to verify
the conducted numerical analyses of the dam and to follow the dam behaviour in
the service period, in order to detect eventual non-regular occurrences in the dam
and the foundation, that could endanger the dam safety and (2) taking of timely
and appropriate restoration measures. The concept of the technical monitoring
system regarding the number of instruments, location, reading frequency etc. is
primarily determined in dependence of the dam type and importance. St. Petka
dam is equipped with monitoring equipment that enables measurement of data
significant for dam behaviour interpretation and safety. In this case are analyzed
measured data from the geodetic survey benchmarks, compared with calculated
values in case of horizontal and vertical displacements. In Fig. 10 are presented
curves of partial calculated and measured horizontal displacements for the period
after dam grouting - reservoir filling. The measured values are from survey
benchmarks placed on the downstream face of the central cantilever. The obtained
displacements curves show good matching regarding the direction of dam
deformation, as well and for the location of the occurred maximal displacements.

Fig. 10. Partial calcuated and measurd values in Y – direction at full
reservoir for central cantilever section.
Fig. 11 presents the comparison curves for the partial calculated and measured
vertical displacements of the dam crest for the specified period. The survey
benchmarks are located along the dam crest. From the chart it can be concluded
that calculated and measured values have similar pattern apropos the maximal
displacement occurs in the middle part of the dam crest, while in direction of both
banks the displacements values are decreasing.
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Fig. 11. Partial calculated and measured displacements along dam crest at
full reservoir (“+” denotes rising).

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The prediction of the behaviour of the concrete arch dams during construction
and at full reservoir is essential for ensuring and providing interval data for the
dam engineers – designers of these structures. The dam stability is assessed in case
of principal stresses. Maximum allowable stresses for usual loading state of the
dam (self weight, temperature and hydrostatic pressure) should be less than 1/3 of
specified compression strength and according to the maximal calculated value of
the principal stresses of 8.2 MPa, such criteria is met.
The comparison of the increment of the calculated and measured horizontal and
vertical displacements was undertaken. Namely, the deformation pattern and
displacements values for both calculated and measured values shows good matching,
analyzed for the period after dam grouting till reservoir filling. The comparison
analysis gives valuable findings for the dam behaviour, and it serves as base for
calibration process of the numerical model and installed monitoring instruments.

7.
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Abstract
Current paper represents process of methodology and software development for
flood zone modeling and simplified damage evaluations in case of passing rare
occurrence flood or hydraulic structure failure.
A software product called Hancock was developed for purposes of flood modeling.
Approach allowing usage of this software together with geographic information
systems is described in the paper.
Damage evaluation is carrying out based on simplified methodology, which doesn’t
include on-site researches and mostly relies on digital maps data and statistical data.
GIS-based application was created for representing calculation results, visualizing
and analyzing of flood zone and object identification on the map. Displaying damage
caused by flooding depends on chosen flood scenario.
Future improvements of methodology described in the paper are associated with
flood risk estimations and flood risk mapping.

Keywords
Flood losses, Flood modeling, Geographic information systems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Authors studied ways of using hydraulic modelling toolsets Hancock2D,
Hancock25 (nonprofit hydraulic toolset, certified in Russia, developed at JSC
VNIIG) and also widely used MIKE by DHI together with geographical information
systems (GIS) ESRI ArcGIS for forecasting flood zones during flood passing and
for estimation of flood losses. Having in mind flooding of European territories that
happen so often, recent floods in Australia and Asia caused by heavy rains, and the
Amur Region floodings in Russia in 2013, one may say that the study is fulfilled at
the right time. The need of the study in Russia is also triggered by the requirements
of the Ministry of the Russian Federation for Civil Defence, Emergencies and
Elimination of Consequences of Natural Disasters [Recommendation 2010]. In
[Recommendation 2010] it is claimed that for all HPPs there should be designed 3D
models of the HPP, surrounding territory including all the forecasted flood zones
for the most probable disaster scenarios, having all the objects affected by the
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possible flooding indicated in the 3D model. The study of combining a certified
hydraulic toolset with GIS software is the key to these tasks.
During flood passing some settlements located downstream of a set of HPPs in
Russia were flooded by the discharges rarely used by HPP operators. Such
territories should have been unsettled, but were settled in fact due to the approval
from the administration, which was mistakenly given because the territories were
not flooded for 20-30 years. So a need of a system that would allow an HPP
operator, administration, emergency services to have the information about the
objects that would be flooded in case of passing a 10 year, 50 year, 100 year flood
in the upstream and downstream areas of HPP was considered by JSC VNIIG. The
idea of creating a system that would allow a user to estimate the risk of flooding an
object was also envisioned.
The approach presented in the paper is based on a one layer and a multi-layer
model of hydrodynamics (layers quantity is set by researchers and is limited by the
computer performance only) adapted to flow spreading along dry riverbed.
For input of topographic information and further visualization of results the
model has been combined with the geographic information system ArcGIS 10.1 that
minimizes manual input of the initial data and increases abruptly their accuracy,
allowing to use a great number of sources for elevation data (SRTM data, raster and
digital maps and etc.) The article also deals with development of sophisticated GIS
based software for flood zone analysis, flood losses estimation, reports generation.

2.
2.1

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Hancock2D, Hancock25D Tools For Flood Modelling

There is a number of different approaches to solve the task of flood modelling
with the majority of which are based on one-dimensional or plane (2D) setting.
2D and 3D algorithms used in this work are made up on the method of the finite
volume that allows to create numerical diagrams conservative by mass and pulse.

2.2

Plane (2D) Model of Hydro-Dynamics and Heat Transmission
(Hancock2D Toolset)

The divergent form of the 2-D system of the shallow water equations for viscous
liquid and for heat transmission in Cartesian coordinate system (x,y) is the following
[Ivanov et.al. 2012], [Fracarollo et.al. 1996], [Nujic’ 1995]:

∂Q ∂E ∂G
+
+
=S
∂t ∂x ∂y
Where the vector of variables, fluxes and sources is written as:
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In equation (2) and (3) is g free fall acceleration, h is water depth, u and v are
components of the vector U averaged by the velocity depth in Cartesian coordinate
system; S 0 x , S 0 y are components of the bottom slope, f = 1,458 ×10 −4 sin(ϕ ) is
Coriolis parameter, ϕ is geographical latitude, τ x , τ y are components of the wind
tangential stress on the free surface, ρ is water density, c is specific heat, ∇ 2 is
Laplace operator, Φ is mass source, T - water temperature average by depth, γ T is
coefficient of temperature conductivity in the horizontal direction including
turbulent and disperse components. The components of the friction force vector on
the bottom can be determined by Manning formula:
S fx = C f (h )hu U ; S fy = C f (h )hv U ;
U = u 2 + v2 ;

C f (h ) =

(4)

gn 2
h4 3

The numerical algorithm implemented in the Hancock2D toolset is described in
[Prokofiev 2002] and is based on solving the equations system (1). The algorithm
is implemented for the regular curvilinear quadrangular grid of finite volumes.
Multilayer analogue of the shallow water equations is described in
[Prokofiev 2012]. Multi-layered system of shallow water equations takes into
account the exchange of mass and impulse between the layers, the proportion of
levels of the layers remains the same (see Figure 1).

2.3

Advantages Of Multilayer
(Hancock25D toolset)

Hydrodynamic

Modelling

The Hancock25D toolset algorithm is described in [Prokofiev 2012]. In this
article we only describe advantages of the new toolset:
1. Elapsed time of calculation for a multilayer model approximately equals the
elapsed time of calculation for a one layer model multiplied by the number of
rows.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Hancock25D uses multithreading and the algorithm design is optimized for
running the program with more than one processor, allowing to achieve an up
to 95% load for each processor.
The algorithm is conservative by mass and pulse which is important for heat
transfer modeling and for wave tasks, specifically for modelling of breach
waves.
The option of nonrectangular grids is available together with the “cut”
technology that allows to avoid grid effects for the edges (grid roughness
effects).
Algorithm uses RAM effectively, allowing to run the toolset on a computer
with 4 GB RAM for the grids having for example dimensions of 5000×2000
elements in plane and having up to 5 layers (50 million of nodes).
The “vertical” grid is adaptive for the bottom and for the free surface. Even a
2-3 layer model allows to get useful results and one layer model automatically
switches to a classical shallow water model.

Fig. 1 Schematization of the flow to split vertically into 4 layers
[Badenko 2000].

2.4

Method of integrating Hancock2D, Hancock25D Tools with GIS
(ArcGIS 10.1)

In the given study the algorithm and methods of integration of hydraulic models
in GIS were developed, allowing a researcher to get advantages at all stages of a
study.
Usage of GIS allows to involve a wide range of sources at a stage of processing
the terrain data [Badenko 2000]:
Traditional topographic maps;
data received by remote sensing;
data received by results of aerial photography;
Terrain laser scanning data;
Pilot charts;
Other data.
In the given section the integration of hydrological and hydraulic models into
GIS is described. Hancock2D, and Hancock25D toolsets were used for the task. The
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algorithm for using MIKE, HEC-RAS or analogical to Hancock2D tool River would
be almost identical [Dráb et.al. 2010], [FEMA 2012]. MIKE tools (MIKE 11, MIKE
21, MIKE FLOOD) were also tested by the authors. Calculation in Hancock was
carried out on the basis of the multilayer model (3-5 layers) and on a classical
shallow water model.
The proposed methodology of fulfilling flood zone modelling and flood losses
estimation includes of the following steps for each study area:
1. Creation of digital elevation models (DEM) using a set of initial data.
2. Import of DEM to numerical hydraulic modelling software, creation of
numerical hydraulic model (Hancock/MIKE).
3. Fulfilling of modelling (Hancock/ MIKE).
4. Model verification.
5. Export of results from Hancock/MIKE to ArcGIS and creation of flood zone
layers.
6. Flood losses estimation (scripts for ArcGIS).
7. Flood zone modelling results interpretation.

Fig. 2 Initial data for DEM creation

2.5

Creation of digital elevation models (DEM) using a set of initial
data

For creation of digital elevation model and visualization of the results of
modelling the authors are using ArcGIS 10.1. This allows to minimize manual input
(digitization) of the terrain data and increase accuracy, allowing to use a great
number of sources for terrain data (Raster and digital maps, remote sensing data,
bathymetry, additional technical drawings of embankment dams and etc.) (Figure
2).
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2.6

Import of DEM, numeric hydraulic modelling, export of results

The integration algorithm uses special procedures for the import/export of data.
The algorithm is presented on Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Algorithm of integrating Hancock2D, Hancock25D tools with GIS
systems (ESRI ArcGIS 9.3.1.)
After performing of calculations on numerical hydraulic and hydrological
models, the data may be imported in GIS. This allows to make a flood zone layer in
GIS and manage a spatial analysis of it with the usage of electronic maps, satellite
imagery and etc.
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This GIS based approach, allows fulfilling of modelling not in the schematic
areas constructed on the map basis, but on the maps basis itself. This approach leads
to accuracy of model and an exact coordinate binding of sources, to hydraulic
engineering constructions and the objects in the flooded zone.

2.7

Numerical hydraulic modelling (Hancock2D, MIKE)

Hancock2D/MIKE21 allow a researcher to simulate flows in case of flooding
and predict water level and velocity at each point of the study area. Both toolset
provide a wide range of options for setting the scenarios of modelling.
The numerical algorithm implemented in the Hancock2D can be used not only
for the regular curvilinear quadrangular grid of finite volumes, but also for irregular,
triangular, flexible grids. MIKE 21 FLOW MODEL HD FM module also allows a
user to fulfil a study with a flexible mesh.

Fig. 4 Modelled hydrograph and a real hydrograph
According to authors experience, when a study area is relatively small (less than
10 milion nodes of the grid), the river is not mountainous, and the shores are not
steep, the regular mesh is the easiest for modelling and yet is effective. Using the
flexible mesh takes more time for each study and should be used mostly for
mountainous regions with meandering rivers.
Both Hancock2D and MIKE toolsets allow setting regions of the study area
where the computation is not needed to save computation time and make
computation faster. The simulation allows to predict flows and levels of water for
every node of grid, the morphometry of river bed and viscousity are taken into
account.
Time step is also set in Hancock2D/MIKE. The researcher has to specify the
period for saving the result of modelling into a file.
The hydrograph for setting the discharge both for Hancock2D and MIKE is set
via the time series and discharge rate for each interval as specified bellow (Figure
4).
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2.8

Model verification

The verification of a model is usually done by comparing the modelled levels
with the observed ones for a set of discharges. This is possible only for the points
of the model and for the respective places on the river where the gauge stations are
situated (Table 1).
Tab 1. Comparison of observed levels and the modelled levels for a gauge
station on Zeya river.
Water level, Zeya
river, m
227.7
229.6
230.5
231.6
232.5

Discharge, Q
m3/s
3500
5500
6500
9500
11500

Gauge station, Zeyskaya sloboda
at Zeya river, m
228.0
229.1
229.7
231.0
231.8

Analysis of table 1 shows that the model was well calibrated. For higher
accuracy of the results there is a need of more accurate DEM and other initial data.
The following figure (Fig. 5) illustrates possibilities of comparing results of
modelling with the satellite imagery captured at the time of flood passing. This
procedure allows to verify the results and to find zones in the model where the DEM,
discharges of the tributary rivers or some other initial data is not set correctly.
а)

b)

Fig. 5 Comparing the results. а) – Results of flood modelling, b) – Satellite
imagery captured during the period of flood passing (Amur river).

2.9

Creation of flood zone layers and the aggregation layer

After the computation is finished the results from Hancock2D/MIKE can be
exported to GIS. The authors have developed Python scripts for fulfilling this
operation. The procedure is a simple export of X, Y coordinates and additional
parameters such as water level, velocity and etc. For some study areas affine
transformation are needed to avoid accuracy problems with the floating point
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calculation and/or problems with coordinates that exceed the boundary of long
integer data type.
The flood zones are created for a set of time intervals that were specified in the
beginning of simulation. The water level and velocity vary for cells of the grid from
one time stamp to another, but the most interesting for the researcher is the
maximum speed and the maximum height of the flow during the full period of time.
So authors have built a special aggregated layer where maximum level and velocity
is stored for each cell (see figure 6). This allows to build a layer of flood zones by
type of damage, as the damage for the buildings, roads, and other objects depending
on the combination of level and velocity.

Fig. 6 Aggregated layer and charts of the velocity and depth changes
during the simulated period.

3.
3.1

RESULTS
Estimation of flood losses

Material [Recommendations 2007] was used for estimation of losses.
The authors approach is based on the automated identification of objects that
would be flooded according to the results of modelling. As soon as the objects are
identified the recommendations [Recommendations 2007] are used to estimate the
total losses caused by the floodings. Figure 7 shows the principle of identification
of objects of different types, the procedure is automated using GIS.
The flood zones are classified by zones of catastrophic, high, medium and low
impact according to the water levels and velocity.
Usage of modelled flood zones together with the digital map’s layers allows to
build the flood zone maps, and to estimate flood losses for each scenario of a disaster
as well.
Depending on quality of initial data associated with the study area and the size
of grid cells the researcher can either make a more or less detailed estimation of
flood losses.
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The scripts developed for ArcGIS allow to specify the layers that would be used
for estimation of flood zones. The technology can be used with recommendations
other than Russian recommendations.

Fig. 7 Identification of objects that would be flooded according to the
results of simulation.

3.2

Flood zone analysis in a sophisticated GIS based application

To make the analysis of flood zones easier for specialists, who are new to GIS,
the authors have developed WEB-based application and also a Desktop application
that works with the flood zone modelling results and provide basic features for
navigation, identification, search and report generation for specialists in
hydropower safety, administration, and other parties.
The above mentioned application FloodArea is module based. Architecture of
this application FloodArea is presented on figure 8.
Except for the basic features the application includes the following instruments:
1. Selection of the study area and of scenario of modelling, creation of thematic
maps for analysis of water levels, velocities or impact value;
2. obtaining characteristics of flooding at any point of study area;
3. object’s measurement (length, area);
4. creation of lists of flooded objects grouped by type;
5. creation of screen shots with additional legends, notes and etc.;
6. creation of reports presenting information about the flooding;
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The GIS developed by the authors may become a platform for storing the
modelling data for MIKE, Hancock, storing and presenting the results of modelling,
for creating the reports.

Fig. 8 Architecture of the GIS application
The interface of the application is presented on figure 9.
1
3
4

2

Fig. 9 1) Ribbon interface of the application with the basic panels, 2)
contents of the map, 3) interactive map, 4) flooded objects list.

4.
1.
2.

3.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Methodology for multiuser system for modelling of flood zones and flood
losses estimation is presented.
This advanced system allowed to fulfill a study for a big set of objects with a
concurrent model creation and computing (over 37 HPP with a set scenarios
for each HPP).
A sophisticated GIS based tool for interactive analysis of flood zone modelling
results was created. Software is using Microsoft Silverlight, WCF and ArcGIS
API for Silverlight.
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4.
5.
6.

5.

The GIS based tool developed by the authors can be used by specialist in
hydraulic constructions, who are new to GIS.
Module based software is multilingual and can be used for other projects close
to the study field.
GIS based application “FloodArea” was certified in Russia.
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Abstract
Hydro junction Brodarci on the river Kupa is part of flood protection system
Srednje Posavlje focusing to protect the city of Karlovac. Final design of flood
protection system includes utilisation of hydropower in form of small hydropower
plant Brodarci (SHPP Brodarci). In this paper an analysis of the impact of the
SHPP Brodarci backwater on the production of existing hydropower plant Ozalj
(HPP Ozalj) is given. Within the analysed river reach is located confluence of
tributary river Dobra. HPP Lešće operation on river Dobra affects the regime of
the river Kupa between the SHPP Brodarci and HPP Ozalj. Available hydrologic
data includes information from gauging stations on river Kupa upstream and
downstream of analysed river reach and on river Dobra downstream of HPP Lešće.
Assessment of HPP Ozalj’s tailwater in the design state is based on the results of a
detailed hydraulic flow model setup on hourly data and operating conditions on
both HPP. Also are available hourly data for the year 2012 on production, the
tailwater and the headwater at HPP Ozalj. For better description of the real
conditions of production and thus a more accurate assessment of the impact
efficiency curve for HPP Ozalj is analysed in detail. The main idea was to
determine efficiency coefficient depending on available flow and head. Conducted
analyses resulted in comparison of HPP Ozalj’s production in the current and
design state based on the defined hydrological regime and efficiency curve. Results
show that the raising tailwater during low flow has no negative effect on the
production of HPP Ozalj due to improved working conditions and increased
efficiency coefficient.

Keywords
small hydropower plant, efficiency curve, backwater impact

1.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this paper is to determine the impact of future small hydropower
plant (SHPP) Brodarci on Kupa, near the entrance to 21,9 km long flood relief
channel Kupa-Kupa, on production of hydropower plant (HPP) Ozalj placed
upstream. Primary design of SHPP Brodarci defines it as a run of the river HPP
with installed discharge of 120 m3/s and generating capacity 2.8 MW at gross head
of 4m (headwater at level +112,00 m asl (above sea level)). This location in flood
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protection system of city of Karlovac is named hydro junction Brodarci and it
redirects high waters of River Kupa to channel Kupa – Kupa. Around 700 m
upstream from the channel Kupa – Kupa, river mouth of r. Dobra can be found.
HPP Lešće on r. Dobra is also included in the analysis. It is placed 30 km
upstream of SHPP Brodarci with installed discharge of 120 m3/s).

2.

INPUT DATA ANALYSIS

The most interesting part of the analysis is defying the efficiency coefficient
depending on head and discharge based on inputs. The SHPP Brodarci impacts the
tailwater of HPP Ozalj. As shown in Table 1 there is only data on efficiency
coefficient for one turbine depending on discharge. Efficiency coefficient, used in
analysis, is defined based on data on heads, production of turbines and hourly
discharges.
Tab 1. Review of database used in the analysis
Survey
Croatian
Base Map
1:5000
Topographic
map of
Croatia
1:25000
Channel
bathymetry
data

Hydrologic data
HPP Ozalj: water
levels (headwater, tailwater –
hourly data)

Data from HPP Ozalj
Data on production of HPP Ozalj
for 2012 in form of daily reports
with hourly data

Gauging station Kamanje:
water levels (daily data);
discharge-water level curve

efficiency coefficient of turbine
depending on discharge for 1
turbine

Gauging station Brodarci (r.
Kupa): hourly data
discharges and water levels
Gauging station Stative
donje (r. Dobra): hourly data
discharges and water levels

Figure 2 shows „input data“ used in the analysis based on data from turbine
producer (marked with green) and efficiency coefficient according to calculations
made based on data from HPP Ozalj (marked with blue). The Figure 2 also shows
a clear need for detailed analysis, which would estimate the effect of head
decrease on production at small discharge. The problem that appears when
analysing efficiency coefficient is that a wide range of efficiency coefficient
appears in similar conditions.
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Fig. 1 General layout of analysed river section
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The mathematical method of approximation and averaging oscillations is used
to create efficiency coefficient used in further analysis (figure 3). The data was
fitted using polynomial regression, resulting in 3d curve which fits the efficiency
coefficient in the dependency of two input variables – discharge and gross head. In
the manner of showing clear representation, the efficiency coefficient curve is
represented using equipotential lines, in figure 3. It should be noted that further in
paper term efficiency coefficient involves efficiency values of the power plant
including the loss of the water turbine, generator and transformers of all turbines
in operation at any discharge.

Fig. 2 Efficiency coefficient HPP Ozalj depending on head and discharge

Fig. 3 Efficiency coefficient HPP Ozalj depending on head and discharge
used in this paper
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Hydraulic flow model is made as the basis for determine impacts of SHPP
Brodarci on hydraulic regime of River Kupa in order to estimate the impacts of
SHPP Brodarci on production of HPP Ozalj more precisely. Hydraulic flow model
for current and future state was made with HEC-RAS. The model included r.
Kupa from river station 144+900 (SHPP Brodarci) to river station 161+772 (HPP
Ozalj tailwater) and r. Dobra from river mouth into Kupa (river station 145+700
Kupa) to river station 11+210 (gauging station Stative donje). The accuracy of
calculations made by numerical model depends on the accuracy of used river
geometry and hydrological boundary conditions. Calibration of the numerical
model is reduced to the determination of the roughness coefficient and weir
overtopping coefficients which affect the hydrological regime of the river Kupa
and Dobra. Calibration is carried out on the basis of available data of the
hydrological boundary conditions on the boundaries of the model - the water level
and flow at Brodarci, Ozalj and Stative donje.
Based on the calibrated model, the calculation of the flow of the rivers Kupa
and Dobra was made for current state with discharges from yr. 2012. Discharge
range for r. Kupa was from 5 m3/s to 834 m3/s according HPP Ozalj input data,
and from 9,5 m3/s to 1006 m3/s at gauging station Brodarci. Discharge range for r.
Dobra at gauging station Stative donje was from 3,1 m3/s to 240 m3/s.
The input data analysis are divided into two input data subsets according to the
dependence on the work of HPP Lešće: the data with the impact of the HPP Lešće
and the data when HPP Lešće was not in operation.

Fig. 4 Hourly flow and water levels from the input data (black) and the
results of the numerical model (blue) at HPP Ozalj tailwater: HPP Lešće in
operation (left) - HPP Lešće not in operation (right).
It is evident that the results of numerical models at location of the HPP Ozalj
tailwater correspond well with the measurements. As shown in figure 4, the results
of the model are in the middle of a cloud of oscillating water levels from
measurement.
Results of numerical model for future state with headwater on SHPP Brodarci
on level +112,00 m asl are shown in figure 5. These results are used to analyze
changes in the hydrological regime of the river Kupa and Dobra in the case of
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construction of SHPP Brodarci. The results are presented for the current and
future state for two cases – HPP Lešće in operation and HPP Lešće not in
operation. Figure 5 shows discharges in the zone of interest for the production of
HPP Ozalj. The impact of the HPP Lešće is clearly visible with increase of the
water level up to 30 cm.

Fig. 5 HPP Ozalj tailwater in current and future state at lower discharges
(below installed discharge)
Finally, Figure 6 shows the impact of the SHPP Brodarci backwater on HPP
Ozalj depending on the discharge rate which is in the range of 2 m at an extremely
small discharge (5 m3/s), approximately 1.5 m at a discharge of 10 m3/s, 1.0 m at
a discharge of 20 m3/s, 60 cm at 30 m3/s, 40 cm at 40 m3/s, 10 cm at the discharge
of 70 m3/s. At a discharge of around 150 m3/s impact is completely lost in case
when HPP Lešće is not in operation. But in the case when HPP Lešće is operating
impact still exists, but due to the short duration through the year, doesn’t have
significant impact on production.
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Fig. 6 SHPP Brodarci backwater impact on HPP Ozalj

3.

IMPACT ON HPP OZALJ ENERGY PRODUCTION

Based on the results of the numerical model for the current state, an analysis of
future production by the same criteria was made. Namely, before the use of
numerical model results for the future state it is necessary to prove its applicability
to the current state. For this reason the results of the numerical model for the
current state were verified by comparing the actual production from 2012 and
production on the base of numerical model water levels and efficiency coefficient
shown in figure 3.
Calculation of production was carried out for two cases. As the first, to check
the results of hydraulic models and in the paper defined efficiency coefficient,
production in the current state was calculated. After that, production in the future
state on the basis of numerical model was calculated. Calculation of energy
production was carried according to the equation:

W = 9,81 ⋅ Qr ⋅ H b ⋅ t r ⋅η ,

(1)
3

where: W (kWh) is energy production, Qr (m /s) is discharge, Hb (m) is gross
head, tr (h) is discharge and associated gross head duration, η (1) is efficiency
coefficient (turbine, generator, transformer, hydraulic loss in penstock).
The maximum used discharge is 85 m3/s, although according to the data from
HPP Ozalj can be concluded that HPP Ozalj occasionally worked with a larger
discharge.
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The results obtained by the procedure described above are shown in Table 2.
Tab 2. HPP Ozalj production
2012. yr
Input data from
HPP Ozalj
Production
[GWh]

22,356

2012. yr
numerical
model for
current state
22,309

2012. yr
numerical
model for future
state
22,248

According to the presented results it can be seen that the deviation in the HPP
Ozalj production in the current state (from numerical model) compared to
measured data is less than 1 %. That shows that numerical model and efficiency
coefficient were determined correctly. Furthermore, production in future state
doesn’t change much because, as expected, increasing HPP Ozalj tailwater also
increases the efficiency coefficient. In that case with smaller gross head at small
discharges production stays almost the same.

4.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, an analysis of the impact of future small hydropower plant
Brodarci on the production of HPP Ozalj was made. For a better description of the
real conditions of production and thus a more accurate assessment of the impact,
hourly data obtained from HPP Ozalj on production, headwater and tailwater and
average daily discharges were used.
SHPP Brodarci, designed as run of the river SHPP with headwater at +112 m
asl, obviously has impact on upstream located HPP Ozalj tailwater. Based on the
collected data the HPP Ozalj efficiency coefficient depending on discharge and
gross head is determined.
Finally, a comparative calculation of production in the current and future state
(according to numerical flow model) were obtained. Analysis shown in the paper
confirmed that the development of hydro junction Brodarci with SHPP Brodarci
will not have a significant negative impact on the production of HPP Ozalj.

5.
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Abstract
Seepage regime measurement is one of the fundamental instruments for water
structures safety surveillance and supervision. Modern temperature measurement
methods were carried out on various water structures. Fibre optic temperature
sensing was performed on the Moravská Třebová dam, ground temperature sensing
by means of the hollow tubing and temperature sensor was done on the Spytihněv
weir and thermo camera recording was tested on different types of water structure.
Modern temperature sensing methods can be a used as an important supplement
instrument for water structures safety surveillance and supervision. A methodology
for different methods is main output of this CREA Hydro&Energy IIa research
project undertaken thanks to PROGRAM SPOLUPRÁCE-Klastry.

Keywords:
water structures safety, seepage, temperature measurement

1.

INTRODUCTION

Seepage regime is one of the basic indicators monitored for assessing the
safety and technical reliability of water structures. In the Czech Republic seepages
are systematically monitored within the water structures safety surveillance and
supervision from the 70‘s of the 20th century.
Seeping water has a significant effect on the static and seepage stability of the
water retaining structures, on its deformation as well as deformation of the subsoil.
Changes in seepage regime caused by internal erosion in most cases occur after a
longer period of time, often with no visible expression on the surface of the dam.
The internal erosion of the embankment dam is one of the frequent causes that can
lead to the destruction of the dam. Identification of the potential problem zones at
an early stage of the seepage development may help to implement appropriate
measures in time.
Seepages of the dams and their subsoil are monitored mainly by measuring
their quantity or temperature, a turbidity and material outlet is observed and when
necessary a chemical analysis is performed. The measurement of the amount of
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seeping water is carried out at the outlet of the drainage system or in the drainage
manholes. Other devices for monitoring of the water head and seepage regime are
observation boreholes located within the dam or underneath.
On the dams following methods based on temperature measurements are used:
•
temperature monitoring of the water outlet from the drainage systems,
•
temperature measurement of the water (or material of the dam) in
observation wells,
•
the use of fiber optic cables in monitoring of the seepage regime,
•
ground temperature measurement by means of hammered probes.
This article discusses the use of fiber optic cables, ground temperature
measurement and also possible use of the infrared thermography (IRT) in dams
monitoring.

1.1

Ground water temperature in soil and embankments

Surface water temperatures and ground temperatures show seasonal variation
caused by the climate. The maximum and the minimum of the temperature at the
ground and surface water are occurring approximately at the same time. Due to the
low thermal conductivity of the soil a phase shift between the fluid temperature
and the temperature of the ground material develop with increasing depth. Also
the amplitude of the seasonal temperature decreases with the depth. Therefore,
ground temperatures show different seasonal variations than surface water
temperatures (Fig. 1). If surface water is seeping through the ground, ground
temperatures are changing due to the heat transport and thus ground temperatures
assimilate to the temperature of the seepage water.

Fig 1: Example of the phase shift a amplitude decrease of the surface
water a and undisturbed ground temperatures at 2 m, 6 m and 16 m depth

2.

FIBRE OPTICAL SEEPAGE DETECTION SYSTEM

Optical fibre is a transmission medium composed of glass (quartz) or a plastic
fibre (POF), which transmits signals via the light in the direction of its
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longitudinal axis. There are many fibre optic sensors. One is a DTS (distributed
temperature sensing). The optical fibre is in this case a temperature sensor which
allows by a single measurement to obtain several thousand temperature values.
DTS method offers the possibility to measure the ambient temperature along
fibre optical cables of a few kilometre length continuously with high accuracy.
Compared to the conventional measuring method DTS gives a much higher
information density and improves the evaluation of the temperature distribution in
big constructions.

2.1

Seepage detection with the use of DTS

DTS can be used for the detection of the inner erosion paths as well as for the
determination of the temperature distribution in concrete structures. For the
deployment in water retaining structures and concrete temperature monitoring
cables of usually 10 mm diameter are used. These cables possess a great
mechanical strength and are fit for construction site conditions. For the
implementation of the temperature measurements the fibres in the cable are
connected to the laser. The measurements can be performed quasi continuously as
well as in optional time intervals.
There are two measurement methods, namely:
Temperature gradient method
Absolute temperature distribution is determined along an optical fibre. This
method can be used where is a temperature difference between the reservoir water
and the dam material. To guarantee this a sufficient distance between the fibre
optic cable and the reservoir water must be kept to ensure a corresponding
temperature difference over an extended amount of time. The leakage is detected
by a significant drop of the temperature gradient between the water and the ground
temperature. The ideal position of such a measuring system is naturally on the
downstream side of the sealing system, since normally anomalies are there well
developed.
Heat-pulse method
In this method a hybrid cable is used which enables the heating by sending an
electric current. The temperature increase is directly dependent on the heat
capacity and conductivity around the cable. Flowing water, which has a higher
thermal conductivity than the soil prevents higher temperature increase around the
cable compared to locations without increased seepage. Therefore, clearly visible
temperature anomalies arise in these areas during the process of heating.
This method leads to a considerable extension of DTS applications for seepage
localisation. Through the described procedure nearly any sealing system can be
verified regardless of seasonal temperature variations. The requirement of a spatial
– respectively a heat transport delaying – distance between the fibre optical cable
and the water body is no longer necessary.
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2.2

Seepage detection with DTS on Moravská Třebová dam

On Moravská Třebová dam was during its reconstruction installed surveillance
DTS system using hybrid fiber optic cable to carry out a test measurement of heat
pulse method. Fiber optic cable was laid along the newly constructed toe drain
(Fig. 2) and new construction of the spillway. It was important to coordinate the
fiber optic cable installation with the progress of reconstruction works.

Fig. 2 – Fibre optic cable installation along a new toe drain
Measurement
Initial measurement took place on 25th of November 2014. During the
measurement reservoir was empty which is appropriate for the reference
measurement. The main task of measurement, in addition to testing the system
itself, was to perform a reference measurement for "dry" unaffected conditions
against which subsequent measurements can be compared to for the most accurate
data interpretation and determination of the seepage zones.
During the measurements absolute temperature, temperature differences before
and after the cable heating and the effective thermal conductivity were monitored.
Different temperature along the cable in its individual parts was detected. The
reason was different thickness and composition of the backfill material and
different water saturation along the cable.
Large temperature dispersion reflects unaffected dry conditions along the toe
drain and saturated environment with different material and thus thermally more
conductive environment along the spillway.
No significant anomalies were observed during the reference measurement.

2.3

DTS usability in the Czech Republic

Consideration using both methods of seepage regime monitoring at water
retaining structures by optical cables is necessary already in the phase of the
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project preparation of structure construction or reconstruction or its repair. It is not
a method for investigation, but the placement of fibre optic cable is possible at the
new construction or during interventions in the structure of existing dams. In some
cases, e.g. cable installation along the toe drain, it is possible to install cable
without major interventions into the construction of dam. For the deployment in
water retaining structures and concrete temperature monitoring cables of usually
10 mm diameter are used. These cables possess a great mechanical strength and
are fit for construction site conditions.
Installation of fibre optic cable is not too complicated. The most important is
the choice of the location of the cable itself, which must be based on general
knowledge of the water behaviour in geotechnical and building structures and
their cooperation (e.g. the potential flow paths on the contact of different
structures and soils, etc.).
Generally, the heat pulse method has a significantly higher spectrum of usage
compared to the temperature gradient method.
Temperature gradient method
This method is applicable where there are different temperatures of seeping
water and the environment in which an optical cable is installed. Optical cable
must be installed in sufficient distance from the water reservoir, river, etc., to
ensure adequate temperature reduction of the material (e.g. soil) compared to the
retaining water for a longer period. Locations with an increased seepage will show
a temperature anomaly compared to areas with steady flow seepage regime.
This method is applicable for long-term seepage monitoring. For a trustworthy
evaluation a regular measurements would be essential. From their comparison a
possible changes in seepage regime can be assessed. The advantage is that
standard optical cables can be used and measurement only requires a standard
electric current 230V.
Heat pulse method
It is not possible to list complete possible situations where cable optic
monitoring, especially the heat pulse method, can be applied. It is always
necessary to take into account the specific conditions of individual water
structures. Examples of possible uses of installation optic cable are following:
•
behind the sealing components;
•
along the toe drains of earthfill dam;
•
at the contact of the construction facility and earthfill materials of the
dam body.
For the fundamental design apart from the cable placement it is necessary to
take into account:
•
overall required length of cable plus reserve 10 to 20% of the cable for
connection to the splice boxes (at the ends of the cable or for cable
connection) in which are located all the electrical and optical interfaces
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required for laser temperature measurement and heat pulse method
application - heating cable;
•
choice of the measuring point which would be easily accessible and
considering the need of sufficient power supply;
•
cable installation with respect to the progress of construction works;
•
cable must be protected from damage by machinery; backfill with
permeable material rather than using a plastic sleeve is suitable;
•
security measuring point against its damage;
•
if possible reference measurement after cable installation is appropriate
with undisturbed conditions prior to reservoir filling. The following
measurements are compared to the reference one for most accurate data
interpretation and determination of the seepage regime or anomalies.
However, the disadvantage remains the high cost of measurement. Currently it
could be recommended for reconstruction of waterworks. If already implemented
interventions into the construction of water structures, fibre optic cables installing
does not represent extra high investment. Optical cables can then be used for
regular monitoring or to have it ready for use in the future. In situations where
there will be observed phenomena indicating seepage regime change it would be
possible to measure the optical cables. This may provide useful information for a
correct assessment of the situation and help choose most effective measure.

3.

GROUND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
MEANS OF HAMMERED PROBES

BY

It is a method which in our country, according to the known documents, has
not yet been tested. The first test application took place in the framework of our
temperature research project on Spytihnev weir.
This method is applicable only to the earth-fill dams, dikes, etc. In a series of
hammered probes (low profile boreholes) temperature profile is measured by
means of temperature sensors. Fig. 3 schematically shows an example of the dam
with the placement of temperature probes.

Fig. 3 – Schematic principle of the grand temperature measurement
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The output is then temperature recordings, graphical progressions along the
depth of boreholes and temperature map of the study area, which can identify
areas with temperature anomalies representing increased seepage.

Fig. 4 – Temperature profile – example of the output from temperature
probes measurement

3.1

Spytihněv weir right abutment investigation

Pilot measurements in the Czech Republic on the Spytihněv weir was
performed in cooperation with GTC Kappelmeyer research organization which is
involved in research and development of measurement techniques which allows
temperature measurement in fine-grained soils and embankments up to a depth of
30 m.
Installation of the temperature measuring probes in the right abutement of the
Spytihněv weir on the Morava River took place on 26th of November 2014. It
included 10 temperature probes to a depth of between 10 m to 13 m. The aim of
the survey was to clarify the origin of seeping water which is observed in the right
abutment concrete pillar. It was expected that seeping water could come from the
river or canal lock located along the weir.
Temperature measurement in probes was done with a cable with sensors in 1 m
distance. No significant temperature anomalies in the embankment showing
possible seepage from the canal lock or river was identified.
However, ground temperatures were particularly disturbed between 8 and 10 m
below ground level. The measurement used indicated that this anomaly is likely to
be caused by a possible flow of slightly thermal groundwater. This assumption is
supported by the fact that the temperature of seeping water from concrete pillar at
the time of measurement was 13,1 °C with a slight sulphur odour. For more
accurate results to already obtained information it was advised to make a chemical
analysis of surface water in the river and seepage water.
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3.2

Probes investigation usability in the Czech Republic

Usage is limited to earthfill dams with fine-grained materials. It is an
investigation method that can be used for localization of the dam body with
increased seepage in cases where traditional measurements and observations show
a change in seepage regime or long-term unsatisfactory seepage regime is
monitored.
Despite to the fact that it is an “invasive” method with mechanical impact to
the dam body, since a very small diameter probes are used it doesn´t have a
negative impact.

4.

WATER
STRUCTURES
MONITORING

THERMOGRAPHY

Thermography, measurement of surfaces temperatures using thermo cameras,
is not yet used in water structures monitoring. This method was first tested in this
research project focused on different methods of temperature measurements on
water structures. Its use was verified on various types of dams.
Water structures especially those retaining water have compared with the
structures of housing specific function, technical design, used materials atc.
Contrary to the heated buildings water structures usually don´t separate spaces
with different temperature, respectively their function is not heat insulating.
Thermal characteristics of waterworks structures should be stable during longterm monitoring with natural changes caused by different climatic conditions,
particularly changes of seasons.
For heated buildings the best time for thermographic measurement is winter
with biggest difference between the temperature inside and outside the building.
Due to thermal stratification of water in reservoirs in winter seepage on
downstream face is reflected as temperature increase compared to undisturbed
surrounding frozen surface and contrary seeping water is cooling the surface in the
summer. On the water structures were specifics of thermography tested under
different climatic and operating conditions in different season but also on the
different types of dam structures.
Most detailed survey was carried out on the Upper reservoir of Dlouhé Stráně
Power Station where it was possible to perform measurements in different
operating conditions as well as with fully empty reservoir. It is a reservoir with an
asphalt upstream surface sealing. Thermography survey was also conducted on
concrete gravity Mohelno dam and reservoirs which belong under Povodí Moravy,
s.p. management, concrete dam Vranov, stone masonry dam Jevišovice, earthfill
dam Karolinka and others. At Fig. 5. an example of thermography snapshot of
Dlouhé Stráně upper reservoir is shown.
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Fig. 5 – Dlouhé Stráně water structure - test surface paintng on the
western reservoir slope

4.1

Thermography usability in the Czech Republic

Thermography is in terms of technical demands and usability a simple method
that can be in the geographic and climatic conditions of the Czech Republic used
for dams monitoring. It may be recommended for measurement within the
technical and safety surveillance and supervision because it can bring additional
information to the overall knowledge of water works objects and construction
behaviour. It can also be applied under suitable conditions as the first step in
seepage detection as it is a very simple inexpensive method without mechanical
intervention in the construction.
For the most accurate evaluation of thermal imaging it is necessary in addition
to thermo recording itself also record data which can output or more precisely its
diagnostic influence. In particular, the following information are important:
•
air temperature at the time of thermo scanning and even before if the
structure surface could had been influenced by the temperature
development;
•
cloudiness during thermo scanning and before it if the structure surface
could had been affected by previous sun exposure;
•
wind force near the structures during thermo scanning;
•
water level in the reservoir during the thermo scanning or its movement
before prior to it;
•
water temperature development in the reservoir and outlet form
drainage system for several days or weeks prior to thermo scannig;
•
humidity (too high humidity condensed into mist or fog significantly
affect the measurement);
•
when scanning the upstream face of the dam it is important to know the
evolution of the water level in the reservoir for several hours prior to
scanning.
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Earthfill dams
Thermal scanning should be performed in the summer and winter months
when there is highest difference between the temperature of the water in the
reservoir and the temperature earthfill dam material.
Dams and dikes overgrown with trees, bushes, self-seeding trees or in built-up
area can´t be thermo scanned properly. The surface of the dam itself is not
possible to capture by scanning.
Also in cases where the grass surface of the dam is too high uncut or with
grown weed thermo scanning shows temperatures of the grass cover rather than
the surface of the dam. It is ideal if the dam surface has grass cover high 5 to 10
cm.
Earthfill dams with upstream asphaltic concrete sealing
At these water structures thermo scanning can focus on upstream slope/face of
retaining structure for leaks detection. Furthermore, it is suitable for temperature
measurement of surfaces (asphaltic concrete) of both downstream and upstream.
Temperature regime has a significant influence on the deformational behavior of
the structure therefore it is suitable for long-term monitoring at different operating
and climatic conditions.
Deformation of the top layer of asphaltic concrete shell (cracks, blisters),
which can retain water shows relatively large temperature differences compared to
the surrounding dry by sun heated undistorted surface. There are also significant
temperature differences of asphaltic concrete shell surface on more and less sunlit
sides of the reservoir.
Significant changes in surface temperatures can appear during a single day.
The highest temperatures are always under a clear sky and sunlight perpendicular
to the surface. The influence of sunlight is essential. With the cloudy or semi
cloudy sky when sunshine quickly changes with overcast skies and in combination
with cold wind flow quick and relatively significant surface temperature
fluctuations are observed.
Thermography is sufficiently accurate method for water structures surfaces
absolute temperatures monitoring. This was proved by comparing the results from
thermo scanning to results obtained with surface contact thermometer. However it
is always necessary to comply with principles of thermography and observed outer
conditions which can influence obtained data interpretation.
Temperature measurement accuracy of "detailed" thermo scanning on short
distances can be considered proved. While scanning of the larger areas from
distance can be slightly affected by external influences such as particularly the
warm ray light of the sun and/or the cold ray light of the sky and their reflection
from water surface. Nevertheless affect on the results is in units of degrees. Other
factors affecting results accuracy can be the state of the surface such as grain
structure, purity, vegetation mosses, plants etc.
For most accurate data interpretation and to avoid unsubstantiated conclusions
in some cases it is appropriate to perform repeated scanning and scanning under
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different angles. Also a regular scanning of some structures could contribute to
better knowledge of their behavior and influences that affect the behavior of these
structures.
Concrete and masonry dam
For thermal scanning of concrete and masonry dams similarly applies
principles and possibilities of use as for dams with asphaltic concrete shell sealing
mentioned above. It is a similar building materials in terms of properties such as
emissivity and the ability to reflect and absorb heat.
It is always necessary to take into account the specifics of the individual water
structure in terms of both their construction and technical design and specific
operating and environmental conditions.
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Abstract
High precision terrestrial geodetic measurement is one of fundamental instruments
for water structures safety surveillance and supervision. This work is devoted to
research the usability of high precision Leica TM30 total station, operating in ATR
(automatic target recognition) mode for determining the displacements and
deformations of waterworks. Data sets of geodetic measurements on dams Josefův
Důl, Římov, Nechranice and Vrchlice was survey for observed points and reference
net points on each of waterwork in one or more stages. Measured data was offset as
a spatial or planar geodetic network using computer program EasyNet. This
program has a sophisticated analysis of measurement data and for least squares
adjustment of geodetic networks use robust methods of analysis for the exclusion of
outliers and gross errors of measurement. The result is a new methodology for
measuring especially horizontal displacements, which uses a new measurement
technologies and computational processing. This process is more efficient and
achieves more accurate and stable results than conservative displacement
measurement methods, for example, the line of sight or forward intersection. A
methodology for correct measurements was developed. This work is the output of
CREA Hydro&Energy IIa research project undertaken thanks to PROGRAM
SPOLUPRÁCE-Klastry.

Keywords
ATR, dam monitoring, Leica TM30, robust analysis, spatial network
adjustment, stage displacements, waterwork

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with deformation measurements exact total station using the
technology ATR (automatic target recognition) for the purposes of monitoring
dams. Water works are regularly geodetic measurements in the performance of
technical and safety supervision. We have tried to develop a new method for
determining the horizontal (or spatial) deformations that would be automated as
much as possible, correspond to the current state of modern measuring and
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computing and in practice replacing previously used methods of conservative
geodetic deformation measurements.

2.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT DISPLACEMENTS
WITH TOTAL STATION

Deformation measurements are historically divided for terms of the methods
and instruments for determining the separate horizontal and vertical
displacements. In practice, for measuring vertical displacements due to the high
achievable accuracy uses a high-precision levelling.
Measurement of horizontal displacements on the waterworks is currently
carried out with precise theodolites and total stations. Measured are slope
distances, zenith angles and horizontal angular directions. Based on the
configuration of waterwork are chosen adequate methods for measuring the
observed points of the waterwork and its components and checking the stability of
the reference points. These measurements have a stage character and between
stages differences measured values are calculated corresponding displacements.

2.1

Network reference points

The reference network consists of stabilized points outside the zone anticipated
deformations which serves as an opinion to the measurement object being tracked.
These points are usually with heavy stabilization (reinforced concrete pillar,
casing pipe), the station head with mounted equipment for forced centring.
In networks of small-scale is stability checked by measuring the opinions of
orientation and locking points, larger networks are the opinions of measurement
points observed supplemented by other reference points that serve to improve the
shape of the network in terms of increased accuracy and stability calculation.
These networks are measured length and directions in suitable combinations of
visible and measured data are aligned by least squares method (LSM) in the form
of free or fixed geodetic network.
Monitor the stability of the reference points of the network is needed to
evaluate their own shifts observed points and the evaluation of the deformations of
individual parts of the waterworks.
The basic methods for measurement of reference networks are as follows:
•
Planar geodetic network (2D).
•
Spatial geodetic network (3D).

2.2

Observed points

Observed points are fitted in the monitored area and represent the measured
object. Stage measurements can be determined with displacements of individual
points and follow up the deformation of the object being tracked.
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In practice, most of the deformation measurements carried out by conservative
methods, which correspond to the level of measurement and computer equipment
during the construction of various water works (Wild T3, Kern Mekometer):
•
Line of Sight.
•
Direct distance measurements.
•
Intersection of angles.
The result of these measurements is one dimensional shifts determined in a
direction perpendicular to the direction (line of sight), or oriented in the direction
(measured length). They are only a part of true displacement vector and limits
further interpretation of this data.

2.3

The proposed upgrade of the existing methods for measuring
displacement

Our proposed and tested method replaces the existing procedures deformation
measurements on waterworks polar geodetic network focused by precise total
station with ATR. Replaces measurement methods (mostly horizontal
displacements) have carried theodolites and total stations. For this technology, it is
necessary to change the instrumentation measurement points so that they can be
fitted in the measurement of reflective prisms. For observation points are
measured horizontal directions, zenith angles and slope distances and allow the
calculation of 2D vector in the horizontal plane or spatial 3D vector displacement,
also including point height. The achieved accuracy is higher than in the previous
methods, excess quantities are used for alignment. This measurement method is
commonly used for measuring the reference networks as part of our research has
been newly established to measure their own displacements and deformations of
monitored objects.
From the principle of measuring ATR is also possible to determine the
vertical component of the displacement (simultaneous determination of position
and height of the displacement vector components from homogeneous data), in
some cases can replace measurements of vertical displacements by accurate
levelling. The limiting factor for the accuracy and reliability of the results is the
effect of vertical refraction.
Assuming the observed polar focus points can be converted to a conservative
method of alignment using ATR data in the form of a plane or space geodetic
network. It seems most appropriate method of robust alignment when the
calculation can search for and eliminated remote measurements with robust
analyses. For own calculations was chosen by EasyNet, which compared with
conventional programs for adjustment of geodetic networks has the support
measurements in rows and groups, analysing measured data and the possibility of
a robust compensation.
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3.

TOTAL STATION WITH ATR TECHNOLOGY

For the measurement, it is necessary to have a motorized total station with
ATR system. Available precision total stations have very similar characteristics of
precision measuring horizontal directions, zenith angles and lengths. Machines for
the highest standard of accuracy angular accuracy of 0.15 [mgon] and length
accuracy better than 1 + 1 ppm [mm]. Larger differences are in the performances
of ATR (range of lengths measurable plan, support polar measurement data in
rows and groups).
For testing the proposed methodology was used machine Leica TM30, which
has a usable range of ATR 2-3000 m. A sufficient capacity to discern a disturbing
reflection from the other prisms to target (minimum lateral distance of prisms is
0.3 m for 200 m, the ability to narrow the field of ATR view for 0,52 gon with
TargetView to increase the detection rate of correct prism without risk of
interference reflections from surrounding prisms).

Fig. 1 Leica TM30, Stanovice dam

3.1

ATR Technology principle

ATR system allows automatic focus centered prism. Rough searches prism
describes the optical axis of the telescope spiral and ATR system emits a laser
beam until the optical sensor (CCD or CMOS) receives a sufficiently strong
reflected signal. After analysing the reflected laser beam is calculated intensity
and spot size of light emitted relative to the centre of the sensor is determined
deviations offset targets in vertical and horizontal direction by means of actuators,
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the device is rotated in the right direction. To optimize measuring time machine
shooting at a target with a certain tolerance, and the remaining difference is
corrected numerically.
To use the function of ATR is necessary that the prism found in the visual field
of the telescope. If the view of the telescope contents more prisms, there is a
problem for older devices with detection targets.

3.2

Reflecting prisms

For measurement with ATR, it is necessary to fit the measured points with
reflective prisms. Points of reference networks are mounted tribrachs (adapted to
the system used forced centring) with a pin and a reflecting prism. It is necessary
to ensure the quality and accuracy of the equipment used (hysteresis of tribrachs,
prism parameters). Observed points are signalled by miniprisms adapted for
temporary or permanent signalling points. ATR targeting accuracy depends on
other parameters (constants of prisms, anti-glare coating, rotating beams at the
target, etc.). For the measurement of deformations is not suitable to use a 360°
prisms and reflecting labels targeting accuracy and reliability is insufficient.

4.

PROCESSING OF POLAR GEODETIC NETWORKS

A large amount of measured data requires appropriate tools for their analysis
and computational processing and automated as much as possible the process of
elaboration of the measurement to final interpretation of computed displacements.
The processing results of measurement of stage shifts are observed points that
represent the behaviour and eventual deformation of monitored objects. If the
variables in the network greater than the necessary number, may be used in the
alignment network of redundant measurement used to control and achieve a higher
precision of search displacements. For your own calculation is used geodetic
network least squares method (LSM), resulting in a balanced values of the
measured data and the resulting coordinates. The net is placed in the output
coordinate system by using the conditions as fixed or free network.

4.1

Robust adjustment of geodetic networks LSM

When testing the proposed method was alignment measured data in various
programs for computer data processing as the most proven application EasyNet
(version 3.2.1.).
It is an application that is used for the processing and evaluation of highprecision measurement engineering geodesy, the classic terrestrial surveying
values (oblique lengths of horizontal directions and zenith angles), arranged in
rows and groups and subsequent evaluation in the form of spatial geodetic
network. A significant advantage of the application is to implement methods for
automatic detection and exclusion of remote measurement, which is based on a
robust analysis of geodetic measurements and statistical testing of residues.
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Robust analysis is used for further calculation work (Helmert transformation) and
allows direct and exact search demonstrable shifts e.g. when testing the stability of
the reference points of the network.
Another unique tool is a sophisticated apriori analysis of measured quantities,
which allows a detailed analysis of the input data before the actual alignment. To
facilitate the work program supports the work with the projects outputs in the form
of reports, graphical output, extensive options of calculation and export
parameters.
By default, the program serves to compensate for spatial geodetic networks. In
some cases, the height is not needed and exact measurement of the 3D network is
uneconomical for logistical reasons. Measured data can be converted into the
calculation plane, a disadvantage of this process is higher laboriousness data
preparation and absence of analysis of measured zenith angles.

4.2

Stage processing - statistical evaluation of displacements

The outputs of the alignment of each stage are always the coordinates of points
and covariance matrix describing the standard deviation of individual coordinates
and their interdependencies (weights matrix and apriori or aposteriori unit
standard deviation).
Standard deviation of displacements is determined by applying the law
hoarding standard deviations, determined shift should always be assessed in terms
of statistical detection threshold. Compared with a marginal shift for the chosen
significance level used probability distribution is dependent on the choice of the
unit when calculating the standard deviation covariance matrix (Normal or
Student's distribution). More complex statistical evaluation in 2D and 3D is
complicated (Helmert curve and surface), simplified solutions using confidence
ellipses and ellipsoids is only an approximation, which is valid only under certain
conditions. Development of statistical evaluation will be the subject of further
work in this area. Now it is tested by Easynet Analyser, which is used for practical
and user-friendly evaluation of stage displacements. When measuring and
evaluating changes in points (deformation) is required to work with the covariance
matrix characterizing completely precision of coordinates. Without this
information cannot be properly assessed verifiability shift.

5.

RESULTS

The method deformation measurements waterworks with ATR total station and
the subsequent alignment of robust data in the form of a planar or spatial geodetic
network was verified by testing as a suitable alternative to the existing methods.
For each application, it is necessary to create a specific project of measurement
that takes into account the configuration of measurement points, a range of
location and used instruments.
We have tried to develop a comprehensive practical measurement procedure,
which is to a large automatic, as well as computer processing in EasyNet. The
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calculation is itself in danger of the incorrect choice of parameters that can
devalue the quality of measurement. The combination of high levels of reliability,
robust analysis and too height accuracy of measured quantities can cause the
exclusion of a large number of measurements, which will be identified as outliers.
Then for alignment can be exploited only a fraction of the measured data and
accuracy after alignment may not correspond to the actual state of the network and
the accuracy achieved will greatly overstated. The program addresses the robust
alignment based on user-specified parameters and therefore it is necessary to take
all steps to control the calculation and use of the available analysis and control
mechanisms. Due to the complexity of an objective evaluation of geodetic
measurements, it is necessary to draw attention to the need to evaluate the
resultant displacements experienced expert in the field of alignment of geodetic
networks, whose knowledge will assess everything in a broader context and
determine the relevance of the outcome in relation to specific cases of geodetic
measurements.

5.1

Measuring with ATR total station

For testing was used Leica TM30. ATR achieved accuracy is comparable with
manually targeted, except for the very close targets, which can be manually focus
more accurately (in relation to other residual measurement errors can be neglected,
this fact). Speed measurements given used ATR and motorization with piezo
servos, is very fast and reliable targeting under standard conditions perfect.
ATR targeting may complicate obstacles intentions, mostly vegetation. It is
necessary intentions cleaned before measuring and inspected for sharpening the
entire length of intentions. If this preparation ignored, may result from reduced
angular accuracy, which is evident when comparing the selection of standard
deviations and apriori accuracy of the machine.
Other options to reduce ATR accuracy is measured reflecting prisms pollution
problems may be even drops of water or snow. In practice, this factor was
apparent during measurements underground 100% humidity and a large
temperature gradient when there is condensation on the face of prisms.
The last factor is the improper placement of reflective prisms. If there are
multiple prisms close together, ATR cannot filter out interfering signals from
surrounding prisms and targeting does not. This can be avoided by selecting the
appropriate configuration points. By using the existing instrumentation, this
situation occurs occasionally. A possible solution is to split the file into more
contentious warps of directions so as to increase the required transverse distance
between the prisms.

5.2

Alignment of geodetic network

Calculations were performed in Easynet 3.2.1 and 3.3.3. Much effort was spent
selecting parameters for robust alignment. Calculations were performed for most
locations in multiple variants in order to find the best solution in terms of accuracy
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reached, use of the measured data and achieve fair precision aligned coordinates,
which would correspond to the configuration of the network and equipment used.
Robust levelling regularly provide overvalued precision aligned coordinates,
which is due to robust job analysis (excluding remote measurements with
increasing precision alignment) and a large number of redundant measurement
(due to processing individual values of all measured groups). If the main source of
error in measuring the random deviations (normal distribution), the method of
calculation in order. According to our experience, but measurements in multiple
groups does not affect the systematic component of actual errors and therefore it is
necessary in the qualitative evaluation of caution. In an effort to obtain relevant
accuracy we are adjusted to compensate for the input data by averaging the
measured groups or intentionally offended a priori accuracy of measured
quantities. This adjusted compensation had already made adequate precision, the
drawback is laborious data preparation, and their complications affecting the
function of a robust analysis in case of intentionally degraded accuracy.
Tab 1. Results of alignment EasyNet – Kamenička dam

Y [m]

1. stage 2014, Leica TM30
σx
σy
σz
Z [m]
apriori
[mm]

σx

σy
σz
aposteriori
[mm]

Point

X [m]

L

183,1253

0,0000

102,6349 0,18

0,11

0,09

0,15

0,09

0,07

P

0,0008

0,0000

99,9996 0,14

0,16

0,06

0,11

0,13

0,05

O1

11,8572

15,2909

96,8084 0,28

0,29

0,10

0,22

0,24

0,08

O2

8,0292

19,2350

100,5063 0,20

0,33

0,07

0,16

0,27

0,06

1

138,6683

4,9465

93,5753 0,44

0,08

0,14

0,35

0,07

0,11

2

112,1465

1,1136

93,5893 0,30

0,11

0,11

0,24

0,09

0,09

3

92,1274

-0,0351

93,5911 0,30

0,13

0,11

0,24

0,10

0,09

4

72,3605

1,4683

93,6033 0,30

0,13

0,10

0,24

0,11

0,08

55,2671
3,8398
5
sample standard deviation

93,5776 0,43
0,30
σx,y,z

0,13
0,18

0,12
0,10

0,34
0,24

0,11
0,15

0,09
0,08

The final option is robust alignment with all data, real apriori estimation
accuracy (based on the accuracy of the machine, measurement the extent of the
locality and the analysis of measured variables) and subsequent treatment of
aposteriori accuracy of alignment correction coefficient which corresponds to our
hypothesis about the actual accumulation of errors during polar measurements in
rows and groups. Like a numerically correct version is the use of more stringent
levels of significance in statistical evaluation of stage between displacements.
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The advantage of a robust alignment will take effect if a file is infected coarse
measurement data or systematic errors. In practice, it is often the influence of
refraction, which is otherwise hardly recognizable. If sufficient homogeneity and
accuracy of measured values is influence of robust analysis in alignment for the
resulting coordinates and their accuracy small.
Tab 2. Parameters alignment EasyNet – Kamenička dam
option robust analysis:

Huber 1%

accuracy

used

internal

external

remote measurements

5/108

σj

[mgon]

0,20

0,16

-

horizontal angle

0/36

σz

[mgon]

0,20

0,17

0,74

zenith angle

5/36

σs*

[mm]

0,80

0,07

0,06

slope distance

0/36

unit aposteriori error

0,805

coordinate accuracy after network alignment:
σxy [mm]
apriori
0,25

redundant measurement:
empirical unit error
used unit error

5.3

78

σxy

[mm]

0,20

0,503

σxy

[mm]

0,35

0,577

σz

[mm]

0,14

Calculation and statistical
interpretation of results

evaluation

aposteriori
final accuracy

displacements,

For the monitoring displacements and deformations are the most important
carrier of information being sought between the vectors of stage displacements ie.
the change of position (in the plane or space) between the assessed stage and the
previous or basic stage, which represents the initial state of the observed object.
The proposed method of calculation, it is assumed for each shift of weighted
calculation of standard deviation shift and evaluate its detection threshold using
tolerances. The procedure uses a balanced and coordinate appropriate covariance
sub-matrix of individual points and can be applied in the plane and space. The
statistical evaluation is possible to add a graphical representation of the network,
including summaries of measurement error or confidence ellipses for documenting
the accuracy of individual network points and balanced depiction of displacement
vectors. Any verifiability of individual displacement vectors can be expressed eg.
different color. This procedure is the subject of further work, practical applications
being developed will allow extension application EasyNet (EasyNet Analyser),
which in addition to the above-described steps in the processing of stage
measurements will allow further statistical testing of balanced outcomes (eg. the
stage length changes in the spatial geodetic network).
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LEGEND:
Scale confidence ellipses:
Scale vectors:
Significance level of ellipses:

1:5000
1:5000
1%

alignment EasyNet, stage 2013
alignment EasyNet, stage 2014
displacement vectors, EasyNet
Scale of confidence ellipses and vectors
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Fig. 2 Displacements with confidence ellipses, Kamenička dam
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6.

CONCLUSION

Scope of this paper does not permit a comprehensive evaluation of the solved
problems. This is stated in a research report of the project CREA Hydro & Energy,
and created a methodology for application of a test method in practice, mentioning
concrete solutions to specific problems. The proposed method has proven itself
and the process used ie. The machine Leica TM30 for data acquisition using the
ATR and the settlement program Easynet can be recommended.
Potential for further development is mainly achieved evaluation accuracy of
points and "mezietapová" balanced analysis of the achieved displacements and
their detection threshold. The proposed methodology can be modified for other
jobs engineering geodesy, which foresee the precise measurement of total station
with ATR-targeted (deformation measurements of buildings, crane rails, etc.).
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Abstract
The article deals with analysis of the impact in operation mode of some water
structures on the navigation. At the multipurpose water structures, some dynamic
functions of a hydroelectric powerplant can endanger the safety of navigation.
Therefore, it is important to know how to qualify and quantify the individual effects
of the operation mode in the other functions of the water structure and then
optimize the operation mode. A suitable tool for research and verification of the
nautical conditions is particularly a simulation of a mathematical model or a
physical model of an appropriate scale in the laboratory.

Keywords
Mathematical modelling the flow parameters, waterways, vector field of flow
mode, movement of vessels, Hydraulic Structure Gabčíkovo.

1. INTRODUCTION
Water structures on navigable waterways improve the parameters of fairway at
a higher level than the intervention to river by adjusting the regulatory type. By
heaving a water level, it can increase the navigation depths, which are the key
parameters of the fairway and in most cases even the width of the fairway and the
radius of curvature. The result of better parameters of the fairway represents the
transport capacity increase of the waterways. At the multipurpose water structures
involving more objects than just a lock, hydroelectric power plant or weir, there
appears the flow influence caused by the operation of these objects and the
influence of routing of vessels by the forces of the flowing water. Optimal a safety
movement of the vessels on the flowing water, as well as the navigation and
controllability relates with the size of flow amount change at the operations of
weir or hydroelectric power plant, the time course of this operation mode, slope
level of water surface and direction of a moving vessel in the channel. The result
of the adverse impact of the flow mode on vessels can be the collision with
another vessel, the impact on the functional object of the water structure or the
impact on the banks of waterway.
Currently, the research and verification of nautical conditions on navigable
watercourse uses mainly mathematical modelling. For financial and time demands
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of the laboratory hydraulic model research there are often chosen the methods of
mathematical modelling. Mathematical model represents the idealization of actual
physical system in a form of mathematical expressions which is mostly expressed
in a form of partial differential equations in the engineering practice. By using the
simulations, we can examine the response of the mathematical model to changes
in input data and correct the operating parameters of the real water structures.

2. COMPLEXITY OF MOVEMENT OF VESSELS IN THE
AFFECTED SECTION
Mainly at the derivation channels it is running short of a significant
influencing of the navigation operation by the energy operation. The regulatory
hydroelectric power plants which are being used to cover the electric system load
influence at the most of the navigation. In these cases, it is needed by a research to
determine the limit of the possible manipulation operation of hydroelectric power
plant or propose some measures to allow align the interests of navigation
operation and energy operation.
In terms of potential threats of safety navigation and transport capacity
restrictions, the most critical area of is the stretch of transition from free tracks
into the lock. The navigation width in this section is significantly limited. At the
short section of the fairway, there narrows from the navigation width of open track
to width of the lock. The vessel has to reduce its speed, which is the speed of
floating vessel on the vacant track so that it would be able to slow down its
movement to arrive into the lock or possibly would stop moving safety and
completely at the area of lock cut when it is not possible to enter into the lock. At
the same time the vessel cannot move with smaller speed than the value of
minimum manoeuvring speed of this area. When a vessel reduces its speed and
becomes less controllable, the force effect of water flow velocity field is most
apparent on the vessel. Decisive is the influence of a mainly flow transverse
components that act transversely to the direction of the vessel movement. The
water flow pushes vessel away from the ideal route, giving rise the danger of
already mentioned collisions (Fig.1).

Fig. 1 The scheme of navigation level with the possible vessel path
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A lock cuts have minimalize the described complications of the vessels
movement between the open track and the lock and negative impacts on the safety
of navigation. Their primary function is to create conditions for a smooth and safe
passage of vessels from open track water way to a confined space of the lock and
in the opposite direction. Another important task of lock cut is to create a
protected area for waiting vessels when the lock is occupied or the lock cut serves
as protective or emergency dock.

3. MODELLING THE FLOW PARAMETERS AT THE
HPPG
For the current situation at the international Danube waterway, it is important
that the short stretch of a river passing throughout Slovakia ensures a sufficient
maritime safety and transport capacity. The field of Hydroelectric Power plant
Gabčíkovo (HPPG) operation impact on the navigation safety at the relevant
section of River of Danube should be examined (Fig.2). The operation of the
HPPG (without existing lower degree Nagymaros) works in continuous operation
with level regulation. Continuous operation of the HPPG represents a uniform
processing flow, which determines Hydroenergetic Dispatch Trenčín during 24
hours according to flow forecasts. Regulate operation is carried out under the
"Conditions of the Regulatory Operation" and represents the using of Hrušov
reservoir storage and upstream of derivation channel during the changes in the
flow mode of the Danube. Mathematical modelling provides a useful tool to
simulate the current operating conditions the HPPG.

Fig. 2 Hydraulic Structure Gabčíkovo
As a mathematical model, I chose freeware software 2D River which was
developed at the University of Alberta. It is two-dimensional, depth averaged
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hydrodynamic and fish habitat model developed specifically for use in natural
streams and rivers. It is a Finite Element model, based on a conservative PetrovGalerkin up-winding formulation. It features subcritical-supercritical and wet-dry
area solution capabilities. Ice covers with variable thickness and discontinuous ice
covers can be modelled. It has been verified through a number of comparisons
with theoretical, experimental and field results (Ghanem et al, 1995a; Waddle et
al, 1996, Christison et al). River 2D is a modelling system for modelling the water
flow mode with free surface and allows to solute exactly the steady and unsteady
two-dimensional turbulent flow of water in areas with a complex geometry. The
theoretical basis provide three equations based on physical laws - the law of
conservation of mass and momentum conservation law and the equations are
expressed in the form of partial differential equations:
Conservation of mass:
(1)
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Conservation of y-direction momentum:
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where H is the depth of flow, U and V are the depth averaged velocities in the x
a y coordinate direction respectively, qx and qy are the respective discharge
intensities, g is the acceleration due to gravity, ρ is the density of water, S0x and
S0y are the bed slopes in the x and y directions, Sfx and Sfy are the corresponding
friction slopes and τxx, τxy, τyx and τyy are the components of the horizontal
turbulent stress tensor.

3.1

Method of mathematical modelling

The River 2D software consists of four modules: R2D_Bed - initial
topography, R2D_Mesh - generate computing grid, R2D_Ice - ice cover model
and River2D - simulation according to specified boundary and initial conditions.
The areas examined by this software represent approximately three kilometres
section of the upstream channel just above the VEG and approx. two km stretch of
downstream channel just below VEG. The basis for the formation of
the mathematical model was the geometry of the channel (Fig.3) in the transverse
and longitudinal directions and measurement of flow and level for the flow, which
formed the model boundary conditions.
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Fig. 3 The geometry of the channel above HPPG with the external border
of the solving area
The most important output of the mathematical model simulating of spatial
flow close the water structures with navigation mode is the flow velocity field.
When water is flowing in the study area the complex current circumstances
appears, that are being measured with a lot of difficulties on the physical moths the direction of the velocity vector can be only estimated. The results of
simulations of a mathematical model can be viewed by contours, colour range, or
as vectors. More accurate results can be achieved by thickening the local grid, but
this significantly extends the computation time (Fig.4).
Figure 5 shows the flow rate of the model area above the HPPG at a flow rate
3400 m3.s-1 with detail the inlet to the upper lock cut. Figure 6 shows the direction
of the vectors which twister directly to separating wall. Downstream movement of
vessels while the velocity is reducing could be influenced towards the separating
wall. The flow simulation is carried out under the conditions of non-perforated
separating wall at the upstream lock cut. Figure 7 shows the final vector field of
flow mode at the area below the HPPG for a discharge 3400 m3.s-1. It is visible
that there is a twisting stream of flow before the entrance to the lower lock cut and
thus vessels would be affected by a force action of this stream of flowing water.
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Fig. 4 Grid in the channel above the HPPG with local thickening of grid

Fig. 5 Flow velocities visualised by colour scale
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Fig. 6 Vector field of the flow, inflow to the upper lock cut

Fig. 7 Vector field of the flow, inflow to the down lock out
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4. CONCLUSION
The operation of hydraulic objects of the water structures leads to affecting the
navigation conditions. Safe movement of vessels on the waterway - their ability to
manoeuver is related to the direction, orientation and size of the velocity vector
flow, water level slope and the time course of these parameters. The experiences
of navigation point to the fact that the influence of flow mode to the trajectory of
vessel movement is expressed in the immediate vicinity of the lock and lock cuts.
Especially downstream vessels are at greater risk of the loss of manoeuver ability
when they are slowing down their speed and the threat of risk collision is there. By
constructing the mathematical model and simulations themselves at different flow
regimes hydroelectric power plants the parameters of flow velocity field near the
lock cuts are identified. On the basis of assessing the operation of hydraulic
structures for navigation safety, it is possible to form the measures to minimize
negative impacts or even eliminate them. And thus find the optimal parameters of
operation of hydroelectric power plant so dynamic functions of this power plant in
the energy system would not be disrupted while the safety of the navigability is
not limited by the regulatory of the power plant operation.
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Abstract
Department of Hydraulic Engineering, Faculty of the Slovak Technical University
in Bratislava held since 2013 an extensive model research, which was part of the
preparation of the implementation of Water Structure Kolárovo (WSKo) on the
River Váh. The article presents selected results of research on the optimization of
the WSKo design with regard to navigation safety and transport capacity of WSKo
objects. The article is based on the issues and content of an article [Možiešik,
Šulek, Orfánus, 2012].

Keywords
Navigation, hydraulic research, mathematical modelling, physical modelling.

1. INTRODUCTION
River Váh is the largest national Slovak river (the whole river is located at the
territory of the SR), which has at the network of waterways of European
importance label E81. WSko is a precondition of navigability of the lower section
of Vah in Komárno (junction with the Danube River) - Sereď (rkm about 80). The
situation with the development of water projects is in Fig. 1- red marked, which
are in the stage of preparation for construction, and black marked as existing water
structures in full operation. Information about the wider context concerning the
navigability of the lower Váh are given in [Možiešik, Šulek, Orfánus, 2012], in the
following text will be information on the research.
.

Fig. 1 Situation of the lower Váh River, section Piešťany – Komárno
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2. AIM AND CONTENT OF THE RESEARCH
Research must propose the water structure project, which
1. Ensure adequate parameters of the navigation corridor between water
structure Selice (VSSe) and WSKo in accordance with the relevant
international regulations for class VIa waterways.
2. Till realization of the lower degree of the Gabčíkovo - Nagymaros Water
Structure (SVD GN) will support the assurance the Danube navigable
depth at the min. 2,8 meters with a minimum navigable discharge, after
the realization of the lower degree of of the Gabčíkovo - Nagymaros
Water Structure of the depth min. 3,8 m.
3. WSKo will satisfy the requirements for safe and sufficient capacity for
the navigation operations for all large vessels up to a size of convoy type
consisting of two vessels type DE IIa and tug. VSKO will ensure safe
crossings of the small vessels, self-propelled boats.
4. VSKO will be designed so as to fulfill the engineering, environmental
and energy requirements.
5. Weir will be designed to be able to regulate the level and discharge in the
range of navigation limits. At discharges higher than max. navigable the
waterway will be disrupted and the weir will adjust its operation of water
flow needs. With a view to minimizing the costs of constructing the
WSKo will be at flood flows overflowed without decreasing the capacity
of the profile.
On the basis of these objectives has been identified methodology of research a means to achieve the objectives were simulations of water flow on physical
model and mathematical models of flow.
The research consisted mainly of the following components:
1. Proposal of WSKo location.
2. Measurement and surveying for calibration purposes in situ.
3. Construction of digital terrain models of Váh river bed in the current and
planned state, modeling of water flow in the segment of Váh at section
VDSe - Komarno on 1D mathematical model of flow (HEC-RAS) to
identify the level regime.
4. Construction of the physical model of the input proposal in hydraulic
laboratory and creating a mathematical model geometry of the input
proposal for two-dimensional and three-dimensional modeling.
5. Measurement and evaluation of flow parameters (velocity and direction)
in area of the WSKo in the range of navigation discharges and water
levels in conditions of proposed design at the physical model.
6. Calibration of 2D and 3D mathematical models of water flow based on
the measurements provided at the physical model according the 3.
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7.

Measurement and evaluation of flow parameters (velocity and direction)
in area of the WSKo in the range of navigation discharges and water
levels in conditions of proposed design at the mathematical model.
8. Evaluation of the impact of flow on nautical conditions and the
navigation security of the proposed design of the WSKo at the physical
model.
9. Evaluation of the impact of flow on nautical conditions and the
navigation security of the proposed design of the WSKo at the
mathematical model.
10. Correction of the proposed design geometry parameters and layout of the
structure and its objects based on the results of the evaluation according
to points 8 and 9.
11. Cyclic repetition of "mathematical simulation and evaluation of flow
parameters - assess the impact on the flow of nautical terms - correction
of prior design parameters and layout of the structure" to identify the
optimal solution.
Verify the final design completed under the point 11 on the physical model.
VSKO will forms the objects for water management, navigation and power
operation - the weir, shiplocks, hydroelectric power, fish passage and the object
for small and sport boats.

3. PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Physical model parameters were adjusted to the size of objects (eg. A ship lock
has interior dimensions 120x24 m), discharge range of navigation (10 – 460 m3/s)
and the parameters of the waterway (corridor width of min. 80 m). Given the
nature of research and the proposal itself of WSKo is the physical model designed
within the Froude criterion of model similarity, the model is built in geometry
scale 1:50. The project is in Fig. 2 and the construction of the model is shown in
Fig. 3. Ground plan dimensions of the model are 45x15 meters.
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Fig. 2 3D visualisation of the physical model geometry

Fig. 3 Physical model construction
In mathematical modeling were applied software packages such as HEC-RAS
(1D), River2D, mike21 (2D) and FLOW3D (3D). During calibration, the model
followed by the first 1D has been calibrated on the present state of the field-work.
Thus established roughness parameters were used for 1D model of the planned
state trough following modifications of the river bed. 1D simulation and
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measurement of the input physical model were then used to define the boundary
and initial conditions for 2D and 3D simulations.

4. MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
The criterion for assessing the safety of the vessels, the parameters of flow
velocity field in the entrance area to the ship lock approach of the ship lock (the
PLK). Especially important are the parameters of velocity vectors at the entrance
to the upper approach - there is the influence of transverse components of velocity
as the most dangerous for floating vessels, it can cause deflection of the vessel
from the safe corridor followed by collision. Therefore, the optimization goal was
the minimization of the components of velocity vectors, especially cross.
Measurements and simulations were carried out especially for the most
unfavorable conditions for navigation vessels - at max. navigable discharge
velocity measuring device was used by an American company FlowTracker®
SONTEK / YSI, Inc. After measuring the velocity field of the flow parameters and
their evaluation for physical models the corrections of layout design were carried
out. The impact of these corrections was examined by simulations on 2D and 3D
models of flow and subsequently verified by physical model. On mathematical
models were tested dozens of variants and recommended modifications were
verified on a physical model.

5. CORRECTIONS AND MODIFICATION OF THE INPUT
PROPOSAL OF WSKO
After measuring of the input proposal of WSKo, it was stated that the lower
approach is for shipping safe enough even at max. navigable discharge as
transverse components of the flow are less than 0,3 m/s (spot max. 0,21 m/s),
longitudinally max. 2,2 m/s. Therefore, in the lower approach no other
modifications were needed.
At the upstream side of WSko were modifications necessary because the flow
parameters exceeding recommended limits.
During the optimization process of the WSKo proposed layout were step by
step modified following features:
1. modification of left river bank of the Váh River in upper approach
(2 modifications),
2. shape of the dividing island between the weir and ship lock,
3. shape of the island at the tributary of the shifting of the Nitra River.
Modifications and corrections are shown on Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Modifications and corrections of the input proposal of the WSKo
On physical model the parameters were measured for the input design, for
design modification to the first line of the left bank of the Váh River and definitive
adaptation of the model through the further correction line of the left bank,
modified gridiron shape of the dividing island between the weir and ship lock and
shape of the island at the tributary of the shifting of the Nitra River.
On mathematical models were seeking optimal line of the left bank, the shape
of the dividing island between the weir and ship lock (tens of shape) and the shape
of the island at the tributary of the shifting of the Nitra River (about 10 shapes).
Optimization criterion was minimization of the operating parameters of the
flow vectors. The following figures documented results of measurements and
simulations.
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Fig. 5 The results of measurements on the physical model input, modified
and final proposals layout
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Fig. 6 The transverse component of the velocity and overall velocity model
visualization of the shorter shape of the dividing island between the weir and
ship lock at a depth of half of the maximum draft (3D model) - an example of
simulation in finding optima
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Fig. 7 Simulation to find the shape of the island at the tributary of the
shifting of the Nitra River
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Fig. 8 Examples of simulations of the vessel trajectory (Flow 3D)

6. CONCLUSION
This article describes the implementation of hydraulic modeling research
performance and some results of the research concerning in particular the
navigation aspects of the Water Structure Kolárovo operation.
Research has optimized layout of WSKo particularly with regard to navigation
safety and transport capacity. Gradually it managed to eliminate the effect of
channel parameters of the waterway and its other components, so that flowing
water with its parameters are safe and the navigation is not compromised in its
entirety navigational flow limits.
The resulting design of WSKo is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 The situation of resulting design of WSKo
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Abstract
This paper summarizes the monitoring of embankment dam near the village
Jevíčko, which was built as a new structure. At the time of construction, there were
problems with locally increased soil moisture and a different level of compaction.
Based on the tests and inspections, it was decided to continuously monitor the
embankment dam. On the dam, which is shaped like the letter "L", were designed
four monitoring profiles. To monitor the changes occurring in the soil as a result of
water loading of dam indirect method of measuring electrical impedance
spectrometry was chosen. Measurements were performed using special measuring
apparatus developed and implemented in the Laboratory of Water Management
Research Department of Water Structures FCE, BUT as result of solution applied
research projects of the international program EUREKA. After remediation of
detected trouble sites was determined her efficiency.

Keywords
embankment dam, fault, monitoring, electrical impedance spectrometry

1.

INTRODUCTION

For the needs of the Czech Anglers’ Union seated in the municipality of
Jevíčko, (the owner of the structure), a pond has been constructed at a selected site
near the above-mentioned municipality (Fig. 1). The fishpond is located at the exit
towards the municipality of Krenov. The site is part of the hydrogeological zone
“Boskovice Furrow”, which is a narrow, asymmetrical, tectonically predisposed
depression between the Bohemian-Moravian Highland and the Brno Massif. It is
filled by Permo-Carboniferous sediments of large thickness, which are locally
covered by sediments of Cretaceous, Neogene and Quaternary age [Slavik, 2005].
Soils of the Quaternary cover are represented predominantly by clayey loams of
deluviofluvial origin. Not far from the newly constructed fishpond, there is the
spring area “Pod Zadnim Arnostovem”, which is used for supplying drinking
water to the town of Jevicko. According to the opinion of the hydrogeologist
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RNDr. Josef Slavik, dated 14 March 2005, the operation of the structure, i.e. fish
farming, with all accompanying processes (fishpond fertilisation, fish feeding)
will have no adverse, qualitative or quantitative effect on the given water resource.

Fig. 1 Layout of the municipality of Jevicko and marking the fishpond
(public base maps)

1.1

Description of the embankment dam

The embankment dam of the fishpond is constructed homogeneous earthfill of
the shape of the letter “L” with upstream slope being 1:3 and downstream slope
being 1:2. The planned width of the dam crest was 2,5 m, but due to the
modifications made it differs locally. The length of the dam crest is 150 m. The
elevation of the dam crest is 380,50 m a. s. l. (above sea level) and the maximum
height of the dam above the valley bottom is 2 m. The upstream slope is lined with
2,5 m coarse riprap where the water surslope touches the slope along the length of
the slope. After lining, the downstream slope of the dam, the crest and the
upstream slope are spread with topsoil and planted with grass. Topsoil and subsoil
30 cm thick were removed from the area of the basement of the earth-fill dam
[Project documentation, 2005].
The water area of the fishpond is 0,56 ha and the volume of water is 7,800 m3,
the bottom lies chiefly at the level of the original terrain. The water level
determined by the upper edge of the plank wall in the gullet (monk) is determined
at an elevation of 380,00 m a. s. l. [Project documentation, 2005]. The fishpond
has other usual facilities such as emergency spillway etc.
The dam was built of soil excavated from the bottom of the constructed
fishpond. During the construction of the earth-fill dam, which took place at two
stages, there were problems with compaction and moisture of the soil. Check tests
of the compaction of the dam body were carried out at the end of each stage. The
results were given in [Pařílková and Pavlík, 2010]. Because of the concerns about
the impact of technological indiscipline (primarily the dam reach between profiles
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2 and 3), it was decided to start monitoring of the dam body in four profiles
(Fig. 2). Using electrical impedance spectrometry (EIS) was measured electrical
impedance, especially electrical conductance which corresponds with water
content in the soil and from geotechnical parameters it was especially
granulometry, plasticity and compaction of the soil.

Fig. 2 Location of the monitoring profiles (public base maps)
The first profile lies in the centre of the front part of the dam. Here, the dam is
formed by sandy loam of Class F4 CS. This soil is very suitable for homogeneous
dams by ČSN 75 2410 – “Small Water Reservoirs”. With regard to the satisfactory
results of tests of compaction of the dam body, we did not expect dam leaks here,
which should also be proved by measurement on probes in this area.
The second profile has been determined in the place where the dam is formed
from sandy loam of Class F3 MS – F4 CS. This soil is also very suitable for
homogeneous dams. However, here, check tests have identified insufficient
compaction of the dam body. Because of that the monitoring system EIS was
installed here.
The third profile is located to the middle of longer line "L" letter. Here, the
surface layer of the dam is formed by clayey loam with high plasticity of Class F7
MH, which is little suitable for a homogeneous dam. Here, the check tests of
compaction were satisfactory. The measurement of moisture verified what effect
the little suitable clayey loam has on the dam permeability.
The last, fourth profile is located at the end part of the dam. Here, in its upper
part the dam is formed by very suitable sandy loam of Class F4 CS. In the first
stage of the dam construction, insufficient compaction of the dam body was
detected here. The monitoring of this profile verified whether the remedial
measures (re-compaction of the soil, change of the dam body height) were
properly made and if there are leaks of water in the lower levels of the dam.
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2.

MONITORING METHODS AND PROBES

When studying soil-fluid systems, electrical impedance spectrometry (EIS) can
give accurate, error-free kinetic and mechanistic information using a variety of
techniques and output formats. For this reason, EIS is becoming a powerful tool in
the study of soil environment with different degree of water saturation. In
principle electrical impedance is measured which is the basic property
characterizing electrical alternating-current circuits. Electrical impedance is
always higher than or equal to the real electrical resistance R in the circuit.
Apparent resistances, i.e. inductance – the reactance XL of an inductor and
capacitance – the reactance XC of a capacitor, form the variable and thus
frequency-dependent part of electrical impedance. Electrical impedance, therefore,
is composed of the real and imaginary parts. The real part is formed by the
resistance R, which is frequency-independent. The imaginary part is formed by the
reactance X, which is frequency-dependent. Electrical impedance Z can be
expressed using the Ohm relation for alternating-current circuits, i.e. the relation
between the phasor of electrical voltage U and the phasor of electrical current I

U.
(1)
I
The frequency characteristic of electrical impedance Z can be expressed as a
function of a complex variable in the algebraic (component) form
Z=

Z = R+ j X .

(2)

Other electrical parameters, which can be calculated from both measured parts,
is possible to find in [Callegaro, 2012, Kanoun, 2011]. In this paper some results
through electrical conductivity G (the inverse parameter to the resistance R) are
shown, this parameter corresponds with water content of the soil, and through
susceptance B, which can characterize consolidation of the soil, granulometry and
other [Novák, 2012, Gardavská, 2014]. Both parameters are included in electrical
admittance (inverse parameter to electrical impedance)
Y =G+ jB.

(3)

Because EIS is indirect monitoring method, always must be done calibration of
the electrical parameter to the parameter which describes studied environment or
process. This way is sometimes very long and data interpretation can do only
people with qualification. Therefore is possible also other view – in context of the
problems to see the relative changes of measured parameters.
EIS techniques developed through the project within the EUREKA program is
very modular [Radkovský, 2014, Pařílková and Radkovský, 2011, Pařílková and
Stoklásek, 2008]. It is possible to change monitoring frequency (detection of
environment characteristics), excitation amplitude of the signal (sensitivity,
reduction errors caused by the measurement technique), but also number of
sensors (geometry of monitoring).
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2.1

Probes

From the physical point of view, the probes of the EIS method can be
characterised as passive sensors that change their characteristic property under the
action of the measured variable. Change in the property is thus a degree of the
value of the measured non-electrical variable. In terms of connection, a twoterminal connection was used in measurement, while adhering to the principle of
the close contact of the probe sensor with the surrounding medium. Two-terminal
connection does not eliminate the effect of voltage loss on the resistance of the
supply cables and on the contact resistance between the sensors and the measured
medium. It is, however, sufficiently sensitive and accurate for changes in observed
electrical impedance.
The probes are mounted on the upstream and downstream slopes of the
embankment dam of the fishpond, currently about 0,5 m below the edge of its
crest. The measuring probe is formed by two tubes fitted with 7 passive sensors.
Conductive material (a measuring electrode) alternates with non-conductive
material (an insulant) in lengths d = 0,15 m regularly. The measuring electrodes
are made of stainless tubes with walls 0,002 m thick and with an outer diameter of
0,025 m; a polyamide tube of the same parameters was used as an insulant. The
total length of the probes is h = 2,0 m. The spacing between the electrode tubes is
L = 2,0 m.
Conductors ensuring the transmission of the exciting signal (electric current)
and the measuring signal (electric voltage) are conveyed through the centre of the
tubes to the individual measuring electrodes. To avoid the penetration of moisture
to the area of conductors (parasitic electrical resistance), the individual parts of the
probe are connected with a silicone non-conductive sealing material which also
seals the probes in their surface layer. The conductors are fitted with labels and
terminated with a connector.

2.2

Evaluation of measurement

At each monitoring profile on the dam of the fishpond at Jevicko, two probes
are always installed (Fig. 3). One probe, with rods labelled 1 and 2, is on the
downstream slope of the dam, and the other probe, with rods labelled 3 and 4, is
located at the opposite level on the downstream slope of the dam.

Fig. 3 Position of the probes in profile, monitoring scheme and situation
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3.

RESULTS

The installation of probes and, at the same time, the first measurement took
place on 25 September 2008; the last one was done in December 2012. Monitoring
was performed with frequency once per month. Already in the first measurement,
changes caused by different soil composition and compaction were shown at the
individual profiles (Fig. 4). Because the dam was constructed before the EIS
apparatus installation, the monitoring started without the possibility of device
calibration to the moisture. Therefore, the results are shown as conductance maps
which correlate with soil moisture changes.

Fig. 4 Electrical conductance G (blue colour means higher water content
of the soil, brown colour means lower water content) at cross-section profiles
measured after probes´ installation (the numbering of the profiles from 1 to 4
is the same in the figure 4, 5, 6 and 7)
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The depth of water in the fishpond ranged approximately at a level of 2 m. The
fishpond was not fully filled until June 2009. The possible problems with seepage
in profiles 2 and 3 were observed from the beginning of the measurement. In July
2010, prolonged rainfall totals have caused increase of water level in the pond and
subsecutive flooding of probes installed on the upstream side of the embankment
dam. It was a short-term event, therefore, in assessing the electrical conductance
there were not significant changes, but the problem in profile 2 and 3 was obvious
(Fig. 5). Based on the results of monitoring, the dam was raised in a section
between profiles 1, 2 and 3 in October 2010 and compacted by travel, thus
interrupting the process of suffosion. The disturbed place, however, was not
sufficiently remediated because imperfect compaction was revealed by a small
inrush of water on the downstream slope of the dam in April 2011. After further
dam remediation between profiles 2 and 3 already seepages did not appeared
[Novák, 2012; Gardavská, 2014].

Fig. 5 Electrical conductance at cross profiles 1 to 4 after short-term flood
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In October 2011, the fishpond began to be emptied for fish harvesting. The
electrical conductance after emptying is depicted in Fig. 6. Again, the highest
content of water is evident in the soil close to the upstream slope at profile 2. At
cross profiles and on the downstream slope of the dam, the value of electrical
conductance stabilised probably to that corresponding to the naturally moist soil.
At profile 1, which is exposed to the prevailing winds, a trend of drying of the
upstream slope of the dam can be observed.

Fig. 6 Electrical conductance at cross-section profiles 1 to 4 of the
fishpond after emptying
Together with electrical conductance susceptance of the soil was measured.
This parameter describes soil inhomogeneities and signalizes problem in profile 2
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7 Susceptance of the soil in cross-section profiles 1 to 4

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Monitoring of the earthen dam of the fishpond near the municipality of Jevicko
has shown the suitability of the EIS method and the constructed measuring
apparatus for monitoring the water content in the body of embankment dam and
hence its stability and the safety of its operation. In the given case, insufficient soil
compaction was detected in some parts of the dam, remedial measures were
implemented and their efficiency was also reflected in the results of monitoring.
The operation of the fishpond has shown that compaction was sufficient only in
the upper parts of the dam; at greater depths, higher values of electrical
conductance can be observed, i.e. a higher water content in soil. Because the soil
was analysed at the individual profiles, it is possible to compare well the values of
electrical conductance. For example, at the first profiles, sandy clay of Class F4
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CS was used; it was compacted well since the first stage of construction. This has
led to the assumption that no privileged pathways should be formed in the given
part of the dam. Monitoring has confirmed this assumption, although an increased
activity of aquatic animals, probably water voles, was visually observed on the
upstream slope of the dam. The monitoring apparatus and the detected results have
helped to identify local anomalies in the body of the dam and thus timely to draw
attention to the necessity of their remediation, which has been accepted by the
owners of the fishpond and accomplished.
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Abstract
The formalized method for the safety analysis of dams following the particular limit
states is not described in any available literature yet. Adopting uniform method
involves classification of possible failures of dams. This article describes the
approach for classification of possible failures of hydraulic structures, namely
dams. First the databases of both theoretically possible and real cases of failures
was created for both gravity and embankment dams. Then the formalized list of
failures was assembled based on potential failures with focus on case studies. This
list of failures will assist for the further safety analysis of hydraulic structures using
the limit states method.

Keywords
Limit states, dam failure, hydraulic structures.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The formalized method of the safety analysis for complex assessment of
hydraulic structure using the limit states hasn’t been published in any available
references yet. To create such a method it’s necessary to identify possible failures
and divide them according to the failure mechanism. This article reports the
process of listing of all possible failures based on both case studies and
theoretically possible failures for selected types of hydraulic structure.
The aim of this article is to unify case studies and theoretically possible
failures to complete formalized list which will be significant for safety assessment
of hydraulic structures namely dams.
The process contains these parts: first the types of dams which are suitable to
deal with according to region (middle Europe) were selected. Second the articles,
lectures and other references about failures of dams were studied (Chap. 2). That
conclude to a list of failures (Chap. 3) based on own database of failures with
respect of 3 groups of different importance (global, local and serviceability
failures). A list of failure divided by selected types of dam shows that some
failures are repeating (same principal) for different type of structures, this
concludes to sorting by types of failure giving us the final list of formalized
failures (Chap. 4).
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The detailed analysis was performed for structures as follows, concrete dams,
masonry dams, embankment dams with body sealing, homogeneous dams and
embankment dams with slope sealing. In this article the analyses of both concrete
and embankment dams with central sealing are presented. The formalized list of
failures can also be used for other hydraulic structures such as polders, weirs,
flood protection structures, tailing dams, hydro tunnels, lock chambers and
structures for energy and sailing purposes.

2.

PRESENT STATE REVIEW

In the 1947 the International Commission on Large Dams published the first
list (database) of the dam failures, which has contained about 202 cases [Fry,
Vogel, Royet, Courivaud 2012], [Foster, Fell, Spannagle 2000]. The database was
focused on dams with the body height above 15 m, or the body height of 10 to 15
m under the condition of the dam crest length greater than 500 m or the dam
reservoir volume above 106 m3 or the outlet discharge greater than 2000 m3/s or
dams of unconventional design [Foster, Fell, Spannagle 2000]. In the 1995 the
ICOLD has published the Bulletin 99, which presents the statisticst of failure
according to the type of dam. ICOLD currently offers the largest database of dam
failures [Fry, Vogel, Blais, Courivaud 2004]. This database has some
disadvantages for our purpose, because it doesn’t content failures of smaller dams.
ICOLD databases often serves as a base for another authors for an example
[Zhang, Xu, Jia 2007] and [Jandora, Riha 2008]. Very precise study of the both
concrete and mansonery dam failures presents [Douglas, Spannagle, Fell 1998],
the study also refers the statistical assessment of failures according to various
factors. Similar study but focused on embankment dams presents [Foster, Fell,
Spannagle 1998]. Both overview and analysis of the world's major failures of
dams shows [Saxena, Sharma 2005], [Bosela 2013]. Different aproach of failures
assessment according to failure risk and failure starter shows [Almog, Kelham,
King 2011]. The most significant failures of dams are described in [Broža,
Kratochvíl, Peter, Votruba 1987], [Říha 2004] and [Říha, Švancara 2006].
The assessment against the structural failure is described in the Eurocodes
noted as 2 and 7. In the Czech Republic the same standards are noted as [ČSN EN
1992] and [ČSN EN 1997-1]. The Eurocode defines the limit states, which are
states when the structure has no longer the required parameters. These states can
be marked as failures. According to the Eurocodes there are 2 types of limit states,
the ultimate limit state (ULS) and the serviceability limit state (SLS).

3.

TYPES OF DAM FAILURES

Failure of the installation is defined as the termination of its ability to perform
required functions. For our purpose the failures were classified as follows:
•
group G – global failures leading to complete dam collapse,
•
group L – local failures leading to local defects,
•
group P – failures leading to loss of serviceability.
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Global failures represents the worst case scenario. Both local failures and loss
of serviceability mainly involves operational restrictions. Failure from both groups
L and P may lead to global failure if they are not dealt with.

3.1

Concrete dam failures

The list of failures of concrete dams were assembled including the historical
documented cases. Basic types of failure corresponds with both ultimate limit
states and serviceability limit states according to [ČSN EN 1992]. The assessment
of the dam body against the uplift can be handled by [ČSN EN 1997] (UPL ULS).
General assessment of concrete hydraulic structures is described in [ČSN 73
1208].
The failures for concrete dams are as follows.
3.1.1
Collapse of dam blocks
Collapse of dam blocks belongs into group of global failures and is caused by
block sliding, block uplifting or block overturning. These failures can be described
as sudden and entire failure of structure. They have usually fatal consequences and
they are often signalized by local failure. Examples of these failures are shown in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Bayless Dam (Austin
dam) (1911), block sliding [Vogel,
2014]

Fig. 2 Gleno dam(1923),
collapse of dam block [Herzog,
1999]

3.1.2
Foundation failure
The foundation failure belongs into group of global failure. The progress of
foundation failure depends on both strength and resistance of foundation material
and also on hydraulic gradient. Piping occurrence is necessarily precedent by local
exceeding of bearing capacity of foundation.
The progress of the piping is indicated by both pressure and seepage regime
changes.
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Fig. 3 Malpasset Dam(1959),
foundation failure [Duffaut, 2013]

Fig. 4 Ashley Brook Dam
(1909), foundation failure [Vogel,
2013]

3.1.3
Exceeding of concrete strength
Exceeding of concrete strength (tensile, pressure, shear) is local failure and it
usually don’t lead straight to global failure, it leads to redistribution of forces in
material and to local failures, i.e. cracks. Although local failure can lead to global
failure without the proper failure treatment.
Concentrated local leakage can occurre along the working joints, when the
concrete is processed and placed poorly. This type of failure mainly occurs on the
roller compacted concrete dams see Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Rialb Dam (2006), leakage
Fig. 6 Folsom dam (1995), gate
through the crack [photo: Říha]
failure [Vogel, 2014]
3.1.4
Exceeding of foundation strength capacity
Exceeding of strength (compressive, tensile and shear) of foundation material
is local failure and depends on type of material of foundation. The principle of
failure for solid mass rocks is analogous with failure of concrete material. Both
stress and strain in foundation are directly connected to stress and strain in dam
body (foundation must be considered like part of dam construction).
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Failure by local internal erosion in foundation is caused by washing out of
small particles of foundation material or grout curtain. This could lead to
degradation of the foundation material and also cause a good condition for
seepage pass occurrence.
3.1.5
Loss of serviceability
Examples of loss of serviceability are as follows. Mutual displacement of
dam blocks are caused by variable static loads of dam blocks and also by variable
properties of foundation material. Mutual displacement can cause the loss of
serviceability of various parts of dam structure such as facing of dam crest,
devices that comes through more then one dam block, sealing of the expansion
joints, etc.
Mutual displacement of dam body and foundation are between the dam
body and relatively fixed foundation. These displacement can be indicated by
occur of slip surface.
Deformation, damage or loss of operability of the appurtenant works can
cause uncontrolled discharge through the work or else loss of capacity of
reservoir, see Fig. 6.
Degradation of the grout curtain can decrease the safety of dam. The
purpose of grout curtain is to elongate filtration path and lower both hydraulic
gradient and pressure in the foundation. Due to degradation of the grout curtain,
hydraulic conductivity of it is increasing and causes increase of pressure in
foundation on downstream face.
Drainage system reduces the water pressure in the sub-base. Its damaging or
degradation can cause an increase of water pressure in the sub-base and lower the
safety of the dam.

3.2

Embankment dams with central core sealing

Second example of a list of failures was concluded for embankment dams with
central core and it content example of case studies of failure. Some failures form
list could be compared with ultimate limit state (ULS) or serviceability limit state
(SLS) in Eurocode 7 [ČSN EN 1997-1].
Global failures (G) of embankment dams with central core contain: failures of
stability and accidental cracks; failure caused by accidental seepage; failure due to
hydraulics extremes; and failures caused by accidental seepage. Failures belong to
group of local failures (L) contain local hydraulic failures and local structural
failures: local exceeding of concrete and soil stress; local failure due to accidental
seepage; and local failure caused by external factor. Serviceability failures (P) of
embankment dams with central core are divided to failures of measurement
equipment and appurtenant works; failure of sealing and settlement.
3.2.1
Failure of stability
A failure of stability means slopes stability of embankment dams or create slip
surface which indicate global instability of dam and sub-base. Shape of slip
surface is a general and takes position through dam body, sub-base or both of
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them. A position slip surface could be affected by the interface of two materials (e.
g. if they have different parameters). Accidental cracks belong to global failure of
stability. Appearing of cracks relates to settlement, displacement or slides and
could be on dam core, body or sub-base.
3.2.2
Failure caused by accidental seepage
Global failure caused by accidental seepage (e. g. erosion, suffosion) is often
caused by more than one aspect: critical hydraulic load (critical hydraulic gradient,
critical pore pressure forces), soil resistant parameters and stresses. Example of
failures is suffosion on the interface of fine grade core and dam body or on
interface of cohesive and noncohesive (soil) structures, e. g. seepage along bottom
outlet. This failure is mentioned in Eurocode 7 [ČSN EN 1997-1].
This type of failure isn’t unpredictable often, but the process of developing
cloud be very rapid (Teton 1976). In case of long term the development of failure
cloud progress a years (Mostiště, Fig, 9). Obvious local deformation due to
accidental seepage has been appeared before global failure.
3.2.3
Failure due to exreme hydraulics events
Hydraulic failure (mostly overtopping) could cause global instability of dam
body or some local failure. Global failure due to overtopping has been described
as a state when surface erosion starts and the breach reach the upstream edge of
dam crest and decrease level of a crest in whole cross section.
For example periodical wind waves, exceeding of spillway capacity or
improper emergency operation during hydraulics extremes could cause failure due
to overtopping.

Fig. 7 Metelský rybník (2002),
failure by overtopping [photo:
Říha]

Fig. 8 Pocheň (1997),
overtopping and surface erosion
[photo: Žatecký 1997]

3.2.4
Failures due to pore pressure forces
This type of failure could be caused by two driving forces, uplift forces on low
permeable layer and volume forces by leakage through permeable volume of soil.
The examples of failures by uplift forces are uplifting impermeable soil layers or
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construction made of cohesive material (varved clay, dam galleries, conduits, lock
chambers, slab of stilling basin, etc.). Effect of volume forces is heave, for
example heave of embankment toe or heave of unsealed excavation bottom.
Difference between failures by these driving forces is in permeability, heave
occurs in noncohesive and more permeable soil.
3.2.5
Local structural failures
First part of local failures (L) is structural. Like other local failures structural
failures don’t evoke immediate risk but could leads to global failures of dam. This
failure contains local failure of appurtenant works (made from concrete), and local
stability failure of slope embankment or sub-base (e.g. local slips, cracks or local
deformation due to seepage).
Important part of local failure is deformation of embankment dam by
vegetation, animals and caused by human. This situation often helps to global
failures based on accidental seepage.

Fig. 9 Mostiště (2004), piping through dam core [photo VD - TBD a.s.]
3.2.6
Local hydraulic failure
Local hydraulic failures relate to short term hydraulic extreme like wind waves
on reservoir water surface, flooded downstream slope or toe and obviously heavy
precipitation. Local failure due to periodical overtopping also belongs to this type
of failure.
3.2.7
Serviceability failures
Failures of serviceability contain three main parts: failure of measurement
equipment and appurtenant works, failures of sealing and settlement. For example
inclination of water supply tower affects the operation of valve or gate. Also gated
emergency spillways could be affected by serviceability failure. Second type of
serviceability failure is degradation of sealing system of a dam or sub-base, e. g.
grouting curtain or dam core. And settlement during and after construction or
significant displacement also belongs to serviceability failures. For example the
vertical displacement could cause local lowering of dam crest, or the horizontal
structures which are passing through the dam body (bottom outlet, grouting
gallery) could be affected by significant displacement.
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4.

SUMMARY OF FORMALIZED FAILURES OF DAMS
Tab. 1: Formalized list of failures

Failure/group *)

Sliding

Detail of the failure

G

Overturning

G

Uplift

G
L

Heave

L

Internal erosion

Slip surface through
dam body
along foundation joint
sub-base
slopes of reservoir.
Overturning of dam body or its
major part.
Uplifting of the structure or
impermeable soil layer.
Breaching of permeable soil layer
due to pore water pressure.

G Piping.

L Suffosion/fluidization, erosion
Surface erosion G Long term overtopping, exceeds of
scouring strength.
(overtopping,
precipitation,
L Short term overtopping.
scouring)
Exceeding of
material
strength

L

Deformation of
P
structure
Leakage/
seepage
Failure of
appurtenant
works
Degradation of
material of
structure
Degradation of
sub-base
material

P

P

Exceeding of strength of subbase/structure material.
Mutual displacement of parts of
structure, structure and sub-base or
significant displacement (soil).
Higher leakage through the dam
body, around the structure of
appurtenant works.
Blockage or malfunction of bottom
outlet, emergency spillway (ice,
sediments).

Consequence
Occur of slip surface,
breaching, loss of overall
stability
Landslide.
Loss of stability.
Uplift or overturning of a
part of structure.
Internal erosion (boiling),
sliding of structure.
Deformations, structural
collapse.
Local instability of particles.
Breaching, scouring of slope,
crest or foundation.
Local scouring of slope, crest
or foundation.
Cracks.
Failure of sealing of joint,
higher leakage.
Water losses and filling
difficulties.
Breach, spate, manipulation
restrictions.

P

Degradation of concrete, masonry,
rockfill, leakage into dam body.

Degradation of
reinforcement, changes of
material properties.

P

Clogging, degradation of grout
curtain.

Increasing of pressure in
foundation, internal erosion.

Degradation of
P
instrumentation

Ageing of boreholes/instrumentation,
Measured values out of
siltation of pipes, malfunction of
prognosis.
devices.

*) G – global failure, L – local failure, P – loss of serviceability
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The list of formalized failures of dams mentioned in chapter 3 is shown in Tab.
1. Every group of failures is possible to specify according to the type of dam, but
the principal of failure is similar.

5.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The list of possible failures is not uniform in any available literature. Several
authors describe the possible failures but some failures are not properly discussed.
In this article the process of formulation of uniform list of possible failures for
selected types of dam is presented. The list includes both the historical failures,
and potentially possible failures. The formalized list is a synthesis of failures
defined separately for every selected type of dam. The synthesis were performed
because of the repeating of failures of same principle for different types of dam.
For example the failure by sliding is the same for concrete and masonry dams or
weirs. The structure of the formalized list also respects the division of limit states
types according to the Eurocode, thus the list is prepared for further application of
assessment of the dam safety using the limit states.
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Abstract
The Drtijščica dam and the reservoir represent the most important part of the flood
protection system in the motorway section to the northeast of the city of Ljubljana.
The reservoir is designed as a relief system for retention of peak discharges of flood
waves, enabling higher flood safety for the entire area along the motorway. The
dam is an earth dam with a central clay core, having a height of 18 m and a crest
length of 256 m. The evacuation of water through the dam cross-section is through
a shaft overspill and the bottom outlet into the channel of the Drtijščica stream. In
September, 2010 a flood event occurred, when the high waters were in the range of
the designed maximum flow. During the evacuation of flood water extensive
erosion-induced damage to the stilling basin of the bottom outlet and the right part
of the toe of the dam occurred. After the conditions steadied, the damaged
structures were rehabilitated in the matter of priorities, together with the proposal
of minor improvements of the original design, where this proved justified. After the
event, an analysis of the conditions during the flood event was performed, where it
was found that the damages were the result of several factors: firstly, there were
exceptional operational conditions that exceeded the normal operational
conditions, secondly, the end-part of the bottom outlet was inadequately designed,
and, thirdly, the hydraulic conditions downstream of the dam were inadequate. For
determination of the final solution a comprehensive redesign of the evacuation
structures on the dam will be needed, taking into account the conclusions of the
analysis of the 2010 event.

Keywords
Bottom outlet, damage, earth fill dam, erosion, flood, scour protection, stilling
basin

1. INTRODUCTION
The Drtijščica system was built in 2002 in order to ensure flood safety in the
area of the new motorway section. The building of the motorway caused a
considerable loss of floodplains in Radomlja valley area, and as a result the flood
threat to urban areas and road connections in the impact area increased. During the
design stage of the protection measures the construction of the dam with a
reservoir and diversion through the relief tunnel seemed to be the most appropriate
and effective. Due to the lack of space and relatively dense settlement, the
building of a reservoir in the Radomlja valley was not an option; therefore both
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the dam and the reservoir were built on the Drtijščica River, the left tributary of
the Radomlja River.
The reservoir with a total capacity of 6,7 hm3, the dam, the intake sill with
gates on the Radomlja River and the water tunnel are connected into a system,
which during high flows of the Radomlja River partly diverts water through the
diversion tunnel to the Drtijščica valley, while after the Radomlja River levels are
lowered it controls the discharge into the Drtijščica River and onwards into the
Radomlja River (Fig.1).

Fig. 1 Drtijščica system for improvement of flood situation and protection (1dam, 2- reservoir, 3- motorway, 4- diversion tunnel, 5- intake works)

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DRTIJŠČICA DAM
The main structures in the system are the dam of Drtijščica and the Gradišče
reservoir. The dam is situated approx. 2.3km upstream the Drtijščica and
Radomlja Rivers confluence. The dam is a zoned earth dam consisting of a central
impervious core of greasy grey clay, reaching to the semi-pervious alluvial layers
and shale bedrock. The maximum height of the dam is 18,2 m. The air side of the
dam is in a slope of 1:4, lined with four berms of a width of 2,5 m and covered
with turf. The slope of the upstream side of the dam is 1:3, lined with three berms.
The length of the crest along the dam axis is 256 m. In the bottom, the width of the
dam is 150 m. The dam is founded in the less pervious alluvium (at the right
abutment), which on the left side of the right abutment passes into shale bedrock.
The sealing of the dam cross-section in the more pervious alluvial subsoil is
performed with a two-line grout curtain, in a length of 66 m and a depth of 20 m
(Fig. 2).
The role of the semi-dry reservoir is multifunctional. The primary function of
the reservoir is the flattening of the flood wave, while the permanent accumulation
should also provide a site for fishing and other water and water-side activities. The
level of permanent accumulation is at 344,80 m a. s. l., its capacity is 0,9 hm3 and
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it offers fishing and other aquatic and water-side opportunities. Maximum water
level is at 354,80m a. s. l. At this elevation the reservoir flood control capacity is
5,6 hm3 which should be enough to ensure flood safety of the motorway section
and improve the flood safety of the settlements downstream of the dam which
were, prior to the building of the reservoir, flooded during heavy rains. The
reservoir capacity, whose water intake should at this elevation fit the 10 000-year
flood, was based on the 100-year return period of the Drtijščica River flow,
estimated at 43 m3/s and 45 per cent of the Radomlja River flow with a 100-year
return period, being 30 m3/s, which is diverted through a tunnel into the Drtijščica
River and further into reservoir.

Fig. 2 The Drtijščica dam ground plan and characteristic cross-section
(1-crest of dam, 2- stilling basin, 3- bottom outlet, 4- gate chamber, 5- shaft
spillway, 6- spillway chute, 7- scour hole, A- core, B- clayey gravels, C- soil,
D- riprap, E- foundation of dam, F- grout curtain)
During normal operation conditions the control of the water level in the
reservoir and the outflow through the bottom outlet further into the Drtijščica
River is performed via a drawoff tower with a shaft spillway. At the right
abutment of the dam cross-section axis there is a shaft with a sluice gate, which
helps to adjust the flow downstream of the dam, when in the control cross-section
on the Radomlja River the elevation exceeds 325,8m a. s. l. (and the need for
storage emerges) and until the total of the Drtijščica River flow and the flow of the
Radomlja River into reservoir does not exceed 73 m3/s.
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Below the dam the bottom outlet of a rectangular cross-section of dimensions
4x3,5 m ends in a flared outflow of a length of 14 m, which is lined with
reinforced concrete floor and side wing walls. In the final part of this section the
stilling basin changes from the rectangular into trapezoidal cross-section, which
has a bottom width of 10 m, a height of 2,46 m, with the banks lined with dry-laid
masonry in a slope of 1:1. The total length of the stilling basin and the transition
into the lower river bed ending with the rock/concrete 0,8 m long sill is 28,31 m.
Further on, the river bed cross-section is of a simple trapezoidal shape with a
cross-section width of 6 m and a height of 1,46 m.
In exceptional cases, when the natural inflow into the reservoir exceeds the
capacity of the bottom outlet to such an extent that the possibility of overspill
becomes real, as an extreme measure the activation of an emergency spillway in a
width of 40 m is planned, located in the central part of the dam, whose spillway
elevation is at 352,45 m a. s. l [Humar and Kryžanowski, 2012]

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE 2010 EVENT
The Drtijščica system is designed in a way that, despite the considerable
torrential character of the Drtijščica and Radomlja Rivers, a safe operation and
sufficient storage is ensured for retention of flood surcharge. During the time of its
operation, from the construction to the onset of the extreme event in September
2010, the reservoir performed its function without any particularities. The largest
fluctuations in the reservoir did not exceed 1,5 m, despite the increased water
levels of the Drtijščica and Radomlja Rivers. The September 2010 event, however,
was characterized by previous heavy and prolonged rain in the wider catchment
area of the Radomlja River, when the peak flood flows of the Drtijščica and
Radomlja Rivers coincided, and the flows came very close to the estimated values
of 100-year return period flows. The level in the reservoir, filled between 17 and
19 September, reached the planned maximum level on 19 September.
According to the weather forecasts, the conditions in the following days were
not about to improve, and the fear of dam overtopping existed. Because of the bad
forecast and consistent with the contingency protocol for extreme operational
conditions, a decision was made to activate the bottom outlet and start the
precautionary drawdown of the reservoir. The overtopping over the emergency
spillway, as an extreme protection measure, was out of the question, so the first
priority was to ensure the safety of the dam.
Since the inflow into the reservoir did not cease, the bottom outlet was opened,
and on 19 September it started to work with full capacity. With the full capacity of
the bottom outlet, the water level in the stilling basin increased, it started to flood
the banks, and an indentation appeared at the toe of the dam. In a mere six hours a
large scour hole emerged, spreading approximately to a third of the toe of the dam
(Fig. 3). When the flows decreased, the conditions started to settle down, and the
outflow from the bottom outlet could once again be controlled; after the outlet was
reduced, and the retention water level was restored, the size of the scour hole did
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not change significantly. An inspection of the dam, bottom outlet and the stilling
basin lead to the following conclusions:
•
The most critical part of the stilling basin is the left bank on the stretch
between the concrete outlet and the transition into the lower river bed.
In this stretch, a complete failure of the protection of the left bank in
dry laid riprap and its consolidation with wooden piles occurred,
including the retrograde scour hole, which extended over approximately
1/3 of the dam (on the dry side).
•
On the right bank of the same stretch of the stilling basin there were no
significant damages reported.
•
To see if there were any structural displacements when the storage
reservoir was full, extensive surveying was performed after the
conditions went back to normal. On the dam itself no deviations
compared to previous observations were found, and it was established
that during the extreme event the dam stability was at no point under
threat.

Fig. 3 The scour hole on the left side
of the stilling basin prior to
refurbishment works

Fig. 4 Outflow from the bottom
outlet during the floods in
September 2010

Based on the surveying of the scour hole and the study of archive materials,
however, a hydraulic jump was established, which was contrary to expectations.
There was a sudden shift of the outflowing water level in the stilling basin
upwards towards the left bank, while along the right bank depression with return
flow occurred (Fig. 4). At the time of the event the phenomenon was explained as
a result of the impoundment caused by tailwater, since it was evident that the
Drtijščica natural river bed, which narrows down considerably downstream of the
dam, was not able to convey such high flows. Only later it was found that the
phenomenon was the result of several factors that could not be influenced at the
onset of the event [Humar and Kryžanowski, 2012].
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4. IDENTIFYING THE CAUSE OF DAMAGE
Until the September 2010 event, the operation of the bottom outlet and the
stilling basin was within expectations. Because of the reservoir capacity, the flows
and the outflow via the bottom outlet could be adjusted within the planned values.
The progression of the September 2010 events and the damage done to the stilling
basin gave us an insight into the dynamics of the processes that occur during large
outflows from the bottom outlet. When analyzing the phenomena on the outflow,
the poorly chosen combination of design plan and the choice of the bottom outlet
and the plunge pool material became evident, while at the same time it was
confirmed that the erosion processes are encouraged by the design itself. The
analysis of the September 2010 events also included the inspection of project
documentation, and a re-evaluation of the assumptions underlying the hydraulic
calculations of the evacuation structures. We identified the following
inconsistencies in preparation of project designs, which contributed, among other
things, to the damage on the dam:
• The hydraulic calculations of the bottom outlet consider only free-surface
flow. This applies to operating conditions where the reservoir water level
is within the retention water level range, while the intake shaft is not
submerged and acts as an overfall spillway. In this case, the bottom
outlet’s maximum discharge capacity is 52 m3/s. By raising the reservoir
water level and, as a result, activating the volume intended for flattening
the flood wave, the intake shaft is submerged and the bottom outlet
discharge is fully pressurized. In line with the design specifications, the
maximum permitted flow rate is 73 m3/s. Outlet discharge is regulated by
a gate installed in the vertical shaft, approximately in the central part of
the bottom outlet. The gate operates automatically, depending on the water
downstream the dam (the gauging site is approx. 2 km downstream the
dam profile) and the reservoir water level. There are no gate operating
rules, and also no discharge-head curve is available for the individual gate
operating maneuvers. Gate operation is based on the known inflow from
the Radomlja River and the monitoring of reservoir water level dynamics,
while the operator has no data on the Drtijščica inflow.
• In order to ensure a better foundation of the bottom outlet construction,
the path of the bottom outlet under the dam was designed in a fine “S”
curve, while the outflow was directed towards the left bank. The design
characteristics of the bottom outlet accelerate the swirl of the current field
entering the bottom outlet through the shaft overspill. Furthermore, the
orientation of the outflow, lying on the crown of the bend, additionally
potentiates the direction of the current field towards the left bank of the
stilling basin, bordering the toe of the dam, which could conditionally
explain the larger damage of the left bank of the stilling basin and the river
bed downstream of the dam.
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The outflow from the bottom outlet is designed as a concrete channel that
symmetrically expands into the fortified stilling basin. The concrete wing
walls form an angle of 15° with the bottom outlet axis. The stilling basin
bottom is deepened by 1m. The pool is trapezoidal and lined with quarry
stone, as requested by nature conservation services during the
environmental permit application process. The circumferential channel
walls at the transition are 3,05 m high, which coincides with the height of
the bottom outlet, and then they wedge out to the level of the plunge pool
at 2,5 m. In view of functionality, the stilling basin design is hydraulically
extremely unfavorable. The angle of the channel flaring exceeds the
recommended angle of 7° [Agroskin et al, 1973], failing to result in the
formation of a steady hydraulic jump across the channel cross-section;
instead, a sinuous water current is generated, which is directed into the
walls of the channel. The situation at Drtijščica continues to deteriorate
also due to the installation of the evacuation structures, since the course of
the bottom outlet is in a slight arch, directed towards the left side of the
channel. Due to the special natural conservation requirements, the plunge
pool, too, has a trapezoidal design, and due to design requirements, the
concrete channel passing into the stilling basin is also trapezoidal.
Because of the changing concrete channel cross-section at the bottom, the
functionality of the stilling basin designed in this way is questionable.
With the exception of the direct outlet works, the rest of the plunge pool
and the outgoing channel are shaped as a reinforced trapezoidal channel.
At the outflow from the plunge pool, the channel cross-section gradually
changes from the rectangular to trapezoidal shape of the natural channel.
No major regulatory actions on the downstream channel were taken, even
though the nominal flows during flood water evacuation significantly
exceed the flow characteristics of the Drtijščica extreme flows, as
estimated in the project documentation. When analyzing the in-bank
capacity below the dam we found that the channel could only convey
flows up to 8 m3/s. Overtopping occurs during higher flows, and extensive
floodplains are formed below the dam. The overtopping also decreases the
water level at the sill at the outflow from the stilling basin, which affects
the functionality of the stilling basin.
Approximately 120 m below the dam the river bed enters a narrow canyon
cross section, which additionally hinders the stream conveyance and
directly influences the conditions in the stilling basin, because upon the
entry into the canyon, an impoundment is formed, spreading up to the
stilling basin. In this way the water that should flow down the river bed
becomes a constriction to the incoming water rushing down from the
bottom outlet with great force and velocity. Asymmetric flow emerges,
which is on the left side oriented in flow direction, while along the right
bank upstream flow and swirling against the main flow of the outflowing
water occur.

The asymmetric hydraulic jump and the sinuous current in stilling basins were
discussed by [Bribiesca and Sánchez, 1999]. In the case of the sinuous current in
the stilling basin, the current field rotates into one or another direction, and along
one of the banks return flow occurs. With the return flow along one of the banks a
return mechanism is set off (circling of water in horizontal direction), when the
flow along one of the banks moves against the stream, while along the other bank
it flows downstream. A new stable situation is established, where the water level
in the stilling basin up to the contact between the return and normal flows is
higher at the bank where there is no return flow. In the case of asymmetric flow
the deviation in the y-direction does not exceed 20 per cent of the total depth of
water in the pool, which is why an approx. 20 per cent heightening should suffice
on the side with the level increase. The analysis revealed that because the
submergence was too low, an asymmetric repelled hydraulic jump was generated,
which was, due to the course of the bottom outlet, directed at the left bank. By
taking into account the discharge and hydraulic characteristics of the stilling basin
during the event, the hydraulic jump height was estimated at 5 m; under given
conditions, by considering the asymmetry of the hydraulic jump, this meant an
overtopping of the channel wall by about 2 m. The estimated overtopping
coincided with the overtopping during the event, and the size of the later damage
at the toe of the dam (Fig. 5). The recommendations on the needed heightening
were taken into account when designing the measures for restoration of the scour
hole and evaluation of the needed heightening of the left side of the plunge pool.

5. REHABILITATION MEASURES
The rehabilitation measures were divided into two stages: In the first stage,
during 2010–2011 the emergency rehabilitation measures were performed, in
order to restore the normal operation of evacuation structures, and simultaneously
the restoration of all erosion-induced damages on the dam. During the
rehabilitation, field observations and literature recommendations were taken into
account. In the second stage a model will have to be made, based on the data
obtained by additional observations of the phenomena in the stilling basin and the
measurements done in the river bed downstream of the dam.
In the first stage, the heightening of the bank and the toe of the dam bordering
the bank was performed. The slope protection was heightened on the left side of
the stilling basin. Next to the heightened slope protection, where the
recommendations from the literature were considered, the rock riprap was laid in
concrete. Considering the progression of processes in the stilling basin, an
additional reinforcement of the right bank was not necessary. Since in the
literature more or less isolated cases are discussed, in the case of Drtijščica dam a
hydraulic (physical) model should be made, which would address the direction of
the outflow and the shape of the river bed downstream of the dam, as well as the
shape of the bottom outlet, the flaring on the outflow from the outlet and, last but
not least, the phenomenon of asymmetric flow.
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Fig. 5 The estimated overtopping (above) basin caused by the asymmetric
hydraulic jump (below) in the stilling basin
It should be emphasized that the solution put in place at the stage of
rehabilitation of the scour hole was a temporary one, while for a final solution the
phenomenon will have to be analyzed with a physical model, which is planned for
the second stage of the rehabilitation measures. In the latter stage the stilling basin
works will have to be optimized, as well as the stretch of the river bed
downstream, considering the obvious fact that under extreme circumstances the
existing river bed fails to ensure sufficient conductivity. Only a detailed analysis
will help to confirm the calculations and suitability of the solution decided upon,
and contribute to the final solution of the design problem and improvement of the
dam itself.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In relation to the evacuation structures on the Drtijščica dam, at the planning
stage the functionality of the technical design was subordinate to the requirements
of the environmentalists for sustainable planning, which is a frequent occurrence
in the design of water works in Slovenia. When planning the evacuation
structures, some design elements were adopted that are typically used in planning
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of small or medium regulation structures, which have turned out to be completely
inappropriate in the case of large dams. Here, one should further identify those
design elements of the Drtijščica dam that should be exposed as a case of
engineering practice to be avoided in the future:
• The design of the stilling basin in the trapezoidal cross-section represents
in the sense of sustainable planning an added value to the space, while in
the hydrotechnical sense it represents a weak point and a latent danger in
ensuring the stability and safe operation of the stilling basin and the
resulting safety of the entire construction.
• The design of the path of evacuation objects on the Drtijščica dam was
subordinate to finding a soft transition between the bottom outlet and the
river bed downstream, which is why the outflow part of the outlet and the
stilling basin are location-wise in a most unfavorable part of the curve,
which additionally contributes to the increase of intensity of erosive action
in the stilling basin with additionally induced effects in the river bed
downstream. When designing the path of the evacuation structures in the
hydraulic calculations one should optimize the entire section, including
the river bed downstream the outlet, since only in this way could one
properly design the structures and security and take into account the
natural characteristics of the river bed and the flow downstream of the
dam.
• In cases similar to the one discussed in this paper, where the shape of the
river bed downstream of the dam cannot be changed significantly, and the
impact of the narrowing cannot be reduced completely, the impact of the
characteristics of the water regime downstream of the dam must be
considered in the model and later in the design of additional measures for
the optimization of dam operation in the case of large events, thereby
ensuring a higher safety of this and similar structures.
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Abstract
In the light of ongoing climate changes and the related increased incidence of
floods of different nature confirms the need to invest in flood prevention systems
and the need for the application of new, flexible technical resources available
within the safety works during the floods. One of the structures, materials and
technologies which in the long term prove its suitability for the whole spectrum of
possible measures of flood protection are gabion structures.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

On the topic of floods are applicable generally known experiences and
predictions expressed in the sentence: "Floods have been, they are and will be."
Adverse effects of climate change only confirm these truths. (Fig.1)
In the Slovak Republic for the years 1996 - 2005 appeared floods which killed
more than 50 people and damages caused by the floods reached the property of
citizens, municipalities and state the amount of more than 560 mil. €.
In the year 2010, which can be characterized as a year of extraordinary
occurrence of flood damages reached to municipal property about 160 mil. €. 150
mil. € was damage to agricultural and forestry assets, 50 mil. € to property of
citizens. The estimated damage could be round up to 500 mil. €. Eur.
Endangering the lives and health of the population followed by potentially
huge material damages caused by flooding have led the Ministry of Environment
to the preparation of strategic documents for planning of the use of EU funds for
the programming period 2014 - 2020, major part of this funds will be used also for
flood protection. The Operational Program Environmental quality is set as a
Priority 2 - Adaptation to the adverse effects of climate change with a focus on
flood protection and within investment priority 1 "Promoting investment in
climate change adaptation, including the ecosystem approach."
Construction technologies will need to focus on high quality level, in the wider
sense of the term, which means ensuring their smooth and reliable operation, high
resistance to extreme loads and high requirements to integrate structures into the
natural environment, speed of construction and a reasonable prices.
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Fig. 1 Floods in Banská Bystrica (SK), 1974 [photo: registry of Central
Slovakia Museum Banska Bystrica]

2.

FLOOD MITIGATION

Preventing the negative impact of floods or mitigate them is the most
significant possible measure for flood protection. These are measures of a
technical and biotechnical character that slow river basin runoff into watercourses,
increase retention capacity of river basins, create artificial retention areas - thus
flatten the course of the flood wave, increase the flow capacity of the river beds of
watercourses. The preventive measures include the engineering, planning and
administrative provisions relating to flood services, which are not subject of this
article.
Concreteness of the technical and biotechnical methods, structures,
construction elements, building materials used in emergency and preventive flood
protection measures are the result of long-term development and to professional
public are generally known. Many of flood mitigation works consist of
modification of water flows, streams, technical and biotechnical measures in river
basins aimed to increase water retention capabilities and prevent erosion
phenomena in the basin and in watercourses, construction of polders, dikes.
All the above measures for flood protection implemented preventive,
emergency or are made from different types of structures, materials and different
technologies, on which are placed certain specific conditions resulting from the
location of installation in watercourses, including environmental requirements.
One of the materials and technologies, which in the long term prove their
feasibility for the whole spectrum of possible measures for flood protection are
gabion structures.
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3.

GABION STRUCTURES IN RIVER SECTOR

140 years of experience the Officine Maccaferri company, linked to the
scientific research of use of gabion structures on hydraulic works has reached a
state that these structures are often used, demonstrating their reliability, stability,
durability and ability to fit in the natural environment (Fig. 2).
Gabion is a wire-stone element in the shape of a cube or cuboid, made of
hexagonal double twisted wire mesh, filled with natural or quarry stone or suitable
recyclate. Gabion is formed by bottom and side elements, lid and diaphragms
premanufactured in one element. According to the dimensions they can be divided
into gabion baskets, mattresses and sack gabions.
Gravity gabion structures are built in a simple modular way, filled directly on
the site with suitable aggregates is a way to ensure minimal porosity. Each of the
elements must be self-supporting and dimensioned to be stable block.
Objects generally act like gravity structures. Due to this fact one of the main
requirements is to reach average density of the finished structure. From gabion
baskets it is possible to create almost any shape structure. If keeping in accordance
with the design principles it is very durable system, where one of the best features
is the ability to blend in with the surrounding natural environment.

Fig. 2 Historical longitudinal gabion wall at river, year 1906 [photo
Maccaferri Central Europe]
Major advantage of these structures compared to conventional concrete or
reinforced concrete structures is its drainage function, which significantly reduces
the water pressures on the structure. Another advantage is that the gabion wall is
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able to absorb large deformations without breaking. If deformations are few
centimeters, but even tens, the structure still retains its functionality compared to
concrete structures, which would no longer withstands the deformation. The use
gabion structures of hexagonal double twisted wire mesh had been from the
beginning always historically connected with the function of gravity retaining wall
with an emphasis on flexibility and its ability to withstand major deformation
thanks to double twisted joints. It is this ability of gabion structures made from
double twisted mesh, which has incomparable advantage compared to structures
made from welded steel panels, which are vulnerable exactly in the weld points,
where mechanical fault appears and is afterwards spreading to the rest of the
structure.

3.1

Classic Gabion

It is used to build retaining walls, vertical structures, dams on rivers (Fig. 3, 4).
Classic gabion is made of double twisted steel wire mesh with standard wire
diameters 2.7 and 3.0 mm with an mesh type 8x10. Originally it was protected
only with a simple coating of zinc deposition, today it is considered as the
simplest treatment, as minimal standard nowadays is Galmac coating (Zn + 5%
Al), which has roughly double durability. A suitable coating for hydraulic
application is Galmac + organic PVC coating. The top level is a PA6 coating. An
important reference is the [EN 10223-3; 2013] for double twisted steel wire
meshes used in civil engineering applications. The norm provides guidance
concerning the life expectancy for steel mesh, defining for polymer coated steel
wire mesh a minimum assumed life of 120 years.

Fig. 3 Example of gabion river wall [photo Maccaferri Central Europe]
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Fig. 4 Gabion river wall at Oravský Podzámok, Slovakia

3.2

Sack Gabion

Sack gabions are cylindrical baskets made of hexagonal double twisted wire
mesh with a mesh type 8x10, wire diameter 3,0 mm. They are filled of stones
directly on the site. They form flexible and permeable structures used for
hydraulic applications like protection of toe of the river embankment, groins
(Fig. 5) and various emergency works. Sack gabions are supplied with reinforcing
steel wires embedded during the manufacturing process to enable ease of its
closure during installation.

Fig. 5 Example of use of sack gabions with gabion wall [photo Maccaferri
Central Europe]
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3.3

Gabion SF (Strong Face)

Baskets made of hexagonal double twisted wire mesh, the gabion is divided
into cells by diaphragms which are inserted approximately every 1 m. Due to the
need for increased abrasion resistance and ensuring higher rigidity of the front
face of gabion, the front face is supplied from a mesh type 8x10, wire diameter of
3,9 mm. The coating is Galmac. Gabion SF (strong face) is a patented product of
MACCAFERRI, finds its application as retaining walls, in high velocity rivers,
dams and other structures in hydraulic sector.

3.4

Gabion mattresses

Baskets whose height is significantly lower than their width and length are
called mattress. Their width is typically 2.0 m, length of 3.0 to 6.0 meters, height
of the baskets is 17, 23 and 30 cm. RENO mattresses are made from wire diameter
of 2.2 mm and a mesh type 6x8. Depending on the required service life and the
environment in which they are located, appropriate surface finish has to be
selected. Heavy zinc coating, Galmac, Galmac + PVC or the best performance
Galmac + PA6. RENO matrasses are manufactured with integrated double
diaphragms in order reach better handling, speed of installation and stiffness of
mattress. RENO mattresses are used primarily for reinforcing slopes and
protecting against erosion (Fig.6). They are suitable and economical substitute for
stone rip-rap (Fig.7). Mattresses are filled with stones directly on the site, where
they form flexible and permeable structures.

Fig. 6 Example of use of RENO mattresses [photo Maccaferri Central
Europe]
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Fig. 7 Gabion lining vs Rip-Rap lining for v = 5 m/s flow

3.5

Gabion structures in emergency works

The wire-stone gabion structures in emergency works in time of danger during
floods have been used only partially. This is mainly due to the lack of information
among the professionals in hydraulic sector in Slovakia, whereas abroad are those
structures in such situations commonly used.
Both already described gabions and mattresses are used, but above all newly
developed precast and prefilled wire gabions CUBIROCK and high speed
assembly multicellular unit FLEXMAC are more often used.
3.5.1 CUBIROCK - prefilled gabion
By modification of the classical gabion for special constructions like
emergency works during floods and for situation where quick installation is
required, gabion CUBIROCK was created. This gabion is supplied to the affected
area already filled with stone, what gives a huge time advantage during emergency
works. It is manufactured from robust wire 3,9 mm, which ensures a very good
stability and rigidity of unit.
CUBIROCK can be filled in a quarry, or even directly at the installation
location on a special vibrating table. In the unit there are mounted certified
synthetic lifting straps which make the unit easy to manipulate. Installation of
prepared units is very fast, with one group of only three people, one crane and
relevant transport capacity (Fig. 8).
The advantage is the high stability of these elements in extreme situations with
significantly lower amount of required material and therefore also the cost. For
eight hours, it is possible to build more than 200 m3 wall. Further possible
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applications of prefabricated gabion is also building provisional bridges, walls or
smaller bridge abutments.

Fig. 8 Installation of CUBIROCK gabion [photo Maccaferri Central
Europe]
3.5.2
FLEXMAC
FLEXMAC® DT multicellular structure suitable for rapid building of antiflood barriers and serves as ideal replacement for bagging (Fig. 9, 10). The units
are made of double twisted hexagonal mesh type 8x10. The mesh is reinforced by
vertical steel rods, lined from inside face with non-woven geotextile with a
minimum weight of 250 g/m2. The geotextile lining enables FlexMac to be filled
with locally available materials such as sand, general fill or other materials. These
can be easily placed within the structure using mechanical means or by workers.
Units are supplied in bundles and wrapped in plastic for protection during freight
and storage.
After temporary use, FlexMac can be folded up and efficiently stored for
another emergency. It can be a temporary or permanent solution. When used as a
permanent solution after the emergency has passed, it would be covered and revegetated in harmony with the environment. The versatility, simplicity and rapid
deployment make it ideal for emergency situation.
The great advantage of FlexMac™ DT is clear when compared with traditional
sand bags. In 3 hours, 30 people can construct a 10 m embankment using sand
bags, compared with 5 people constructing a 60 m embankment using FlexMac
units. To deploy and assemble a single unit requires only 2-3 people and 20-30
seconds.
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Fig. 9 Filling of FLEXMAC unit [photo Maccaferri Central Europe]

Fig. 10 Application of FLEXMAC system [photo Maccaferri Central
Europe]

4.

RESUME

Aim of this article was to describe solutions made of hexagonal double twist
steel wire mesh and their use in hydraulic sector. Considering the fact that
majority of these solution have been on the market for over 100 years, with
thousands reference structures, enormous research and development, Maccaferri
decided in order to collect all old and new information to create a new book called
“Use of gabion in hydraulic sector”.
Manual is aimed to describe basic applications of different solution, determine
material characteristics, new forms of coatings and also main design principles.
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The manual is a unique tool for designers, clients and all professionals in this
sector.

5.
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Abstract
At present, Genetic algorithms (GAs) belong to one of the most popular heuristic
optimization methods. GAs are used for the solution of many optimization problems
in fields of economy and chemistry, as well as many other fields, e.g. energetics,
especially when dealing with complex problems of hydrothermal coordination of
thermal and hydro plants. Despite the fact that GAs are suitable for the solution of
complex large scale optimization problems, the quality of achieved results depends
on the so-called GA parameters. The paper describes the influence of GA
parameters on the results of the optimization of hydrothermal coordination problem
in hydrothermal system consisting of one thermal and one hydro plant.

Keywords
sensitivity analysis,
optimization, hydro plant
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INTRODUCTION

A hydro plant (above 10 MW of installed power) hardly ever operates for
individual consumer. It submits the produced energy to single energetic system.
In such a system in most cases, hydro plants (HP) function together with thermal
plants (TP), the so-called hydro-thermal system. Thus, the operation planning of
individual elements of hydro-thermal system must respect the common target
defined by the common whole system optimization criterion, the so-called
hydrothermal coordination (HTC). HTC is a complex optimization problem, to the
solution of which methods of optimal control of systems are used. Except the
numerical optimization methods (e.g. linear, or more precisely, nonlinear
programming) modern heuristic optimization methods (e.g. genetic algorithms,
simulated annealing) are also used. The application of both approaches is often
connected with difficulties resulting from the fact that the function expressing
HTC problem is characterized by complicated course of surface and several local
extremes. In case of large-scale problems, numerical optimizing methods can
demonstrate many difficulties (e.g. the so-called „curse of dimensionality“), even
though they show high efficiency with less complex problems. Therefore, to solve
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the large-scale problems, heuristic methods are more appropriate. Genetic
algorithms (GAs) are significant representatives of these methods. GAs are
algorithmic models inspired by principles of natural selection which can be
observed in the nature. Organisms have mechanisms influencing their ability to
survive and reproduce, with the result of more perfect organisms. By similar
mechanisms, GA searches for the best solution of a problem, i.e. by means of
selection, crossover and mutation operators it searches for the most perfect
individual, or more precisely, a chromosome (optimal solution) from a population.
The evaluation consists of the definition of the so-called fitness of given
chromosome, which means the value of objective function defining its quality
in relation to the optimal solution. GA allows the population created on the basis
of aforesaid operators to develop during many generations, gradually excluding
individuals with low fitness from the evolution. Combining individuals with
higher fitness, chromosome with the highest fitness is obtained. Genes of this final
solution represent the searched elements of the vector of the solution, or more
precisely, the elements of the matrix of the optimization problem solution. A more
detailed description of the method can be found e.g. in [Goldberg 1989]. The
possibilities of GA application and solution of HTC problem were published
in [Gil et al. 2003], [Šulek and Cipovová 2010], [Troncoso et al. 2008], [Zoumas
et al. 2004].
Despite many advantages (the possibility of complexity of the target function
form, bigger number of searched variables), GAs also have several disadvantages.
The disadvantage of its application is relatively high risk of getting trapped in
local extremes and rather complicated definition of penalty functions. Unlike
some representatives of common optimizing methods (e.g. simplex method,
characterized by certain linearity of solution), results of solutions done by GA
often depend on the setting of many parameters. Among some of the basic GA
parameters, the following ones can be included:

NP – population size, i.e. number of individuals (chromosomes) in
a generation, given that the first generation of population is generated
randomly and represents the initial state of the solution,

NG – maximum number of generations, i.e. number of generations in
which the population evolves, given that the number of individuals in
each generation is the same,

Pcross – crossover probability of individuals defines the probability of
genetic information interchange between two selected individuals
(parents) from the population. The result of the crossover of two parents
are two offspring. In accessible literature the value of crossover
probability Pcross = 0.75 is recommended.

Pmut – mutation probability of an individual defines the probability of
mutation of a small part of genotype of a new offspring).
The recommended value of the parameter is set in the range 0.05~0.1.
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In the next section, the influence of GA parameters setting on achieved results
of HTC problem by means of GA in the hydrothermal system comprising of 1
hydro and 1 thermal plant, more precisely from HP Žilina and TP Nováky, is
calculated.

2.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1

Formulation of HTC problem

The simplest and most general criterion for optimal operation of hydrothermal
system (i.e. HTC problem) is to optimize the system payoff (e.g., the total
operational cost) while subjected to constraints accompanying this criterion in
given time period. It is the so-called economic dispatch (ED), where optimal
division of load in the system on individual plants is ensured. HTC problem in
hydrothermal system composed of 1 VE and 1 TE can be, for 24 hour time period
(within so-called peak shaving method (PS method)), described with linear
objective function
24

F

 Dem Q
i

i 1

HP , i

 max

(1)

where i is time interval (hour) index, Demi the total load demand of hydrothermal
system in i-th hour [MW], QHP,i the discharge through VE Žilina in i-th hour
[m3/s] (variables). Values Demi can be interpreted also as price evaluation (socalled pricing) of produced electric power.
Note: Linear form of the function describing HTC problem is chosen due to the
possibility to compare the results of the solution using GA with the results of
solutions obtained by the application of simplex method (SM) which, when given
the input parameters, always finds the global extreme of the optimization function.
PS method [Wu et al. 1989], [Wu et al. 1991], [Simopoulos et al. 2007] is
based on the condition that the production of electric energy by VE should be
allocated in peak parts of system’s load curve. The solution of HTC problem using
PS method gives satisfactory results particularly with the condition that during the
whole planning time period, the same configurations of thermal units with stable
convex cost characteristics are available.

2.2

Model of hydrothermal system HP Žilina – TP Nováky

The task of the model (optimization model) was to define economic dispatch
for TP Nováky and HP Žilina. Input parameters of the model of hydrothermal
system are taken from handling and operating rules of HP and TP and from the
real operation of HP Žilina.
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Tab 1. Hourly Load Demand Demi [MW]
Hour
1
2
3
4
5
6




Load
114
114
114
113
114
113

Hour
7
8
9
10
11
12

Load
113
119
125
130
136
138

Hour
13
14
15
16
17
18

Load
136
134
131
132
138
140

Hour
19
20
21
22
23
24

Load
138
133
130
124
120
114

Parameters of thermo system (TP Nováky - ENO B):
Maximum power output : 440 MW.
Minimum power output : 50 MW.

Parameters of hydro system (HP Žilina):
Number of units : 2 type Kaplan (symmetrical installation).
Maximum power output : 72 MW.
Minimum power output : 12 MW.

Maximum water discharge : 300 m3/s .
 Maximum reservoir storage volume : 3.918 mil.m3.
 Reservoir’s initial storage volume: Vin=2.766 mil.m3.

Reservoir’s final (target) storage volume: Vfin=2.766 mil.m3.




Tab 2. Inflow to the reservoir forecast [m3/s]
Hour
1
2
3
4
5
6

Inflow
65
65
65
70
75
75

Hour
7
8
9
10
11
12

Inflow
70
70
70
70
70
70

Hour
13
14
15
16
17
18

Inflow
70
70
65
75
90
90

Hour
19
20
21
22
23
24

Inflow
80
70
65
65
60
60

Flow to the biocoridor counts with the value 2.5 m3/s.
The solution of HTC problem (1) is represented by the vector
s=(QHP,1…QHP,24). Values of the elements of the vector s (i.e. operation plan of VE
Žilina in one hour range) are the result of the function maximization (1) which
must be modified by constraining conditions (2)~(4) based on constraints defined
in handling regulation of HP Žilina.

0  QHP , i  300

(2)
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(3)

0  V i  3,918
V0  Vin  2.766, V24  V fin  2.766

(4)

The water balance for reservoir during hour i is given by:
(5)

V i  V i 1  3600QHP , i  I i

where Vi is reservoir storage volume at the end of an hour i [m3], Ii is inflow rate
including the evaporation losses, leakage and other non-energy withdrawals [m3].
GA application
In general, GAs solve non-constrained optimizing problems. In case of their
application for HTC problem solution, the target function (1), the so-called fitness
function must be adjusted to constrained form. One of the most common ways of
its transformation is the penalty function when fitness function and its limits are
transformed into the pseudo fitness function. When solving the maximization of
the function (1), the pseudo fitness function can be written as follows
24



pen1()
pen2 () 
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max  pen1()
max  pen2 () 
1
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2

Vi  0
Vi  0

 N2
V  2.766

pen2 V 24 , 2.766   i 1 24
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(6)

 



2

V i  2.766
V i  2.766

(7)

(8)

where pen are penalty functions expressing limits (3) and (4), Wpen is penalty
weighting factor and s are stringency factor for the violation of the constraints.
By means of mutual proportion of individual factors, it is possible to “tighten” or
“loosen” individual limits of the task. Constraint (2), i.e. limits of variable QHPi are
defined as lower and upper boundary of the interval from which GA can select
individual genes (elements of the vector of the solution s).
If the strictness of observing the boundaries in the equation (6) is the same for
all constraints (e.g. ss1), the value of penalty weighting factor Wpen
significantly influences the process of selection of the most fit individual (optimal
solution). It is a complex problem to set the value Wpen and sometimes
multicriteria approach is used. The value Wpen should be set in such way that the
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pseudo fitness function never reaches the value greater than the global
maximum Fmax. That means that each solution which does not observe the
constraints shall be penalized in such way that it should be worse than the solution
which observes the constraints. This can be ensured by sufficiently high value of
Wpen. However, penalty which is too high can cause early convergence of the
solution. In Fig. 3, typical course of maximization of pseudo fitness function (6)
by means of GA for three values Wpen=109, 1010 and 1011 is calculated. Individual
(optimal solution) was let to develop in a population of 5000 individuals in 1000
generations. Values Pcross=0,75 and Pmut=0,02 are values recommended in the
literature. From the results of the simulation it is evident that with the lowest value
of Wpen, the solution converges to the “false” optimum. The achieved value Fmax is
higher than the value of real global maximum, i.e. Fmax=233 052 (value solved by
simplex method), what is caused by not observing the condition VZ24. With
the highest value Wpen all constraints are observed. However, the solution too early
converges to the value lower than the real maximum. The best result for the given
set of inputs is achieved for Wpen=1010, by which all constraints are observed and
at the same time, the value of the solution is the closest to the real maximum. For
this reason, in next calculations, the value of penalty weight is Wpen=1010.

Fig. 3 Influence of penalty weighting factor Wpen on the results of pseudo function
maximization

Based on the aforesaid relations according to the flow chart in Fig. 4,
optimizing model of hydrothermal system HP Žilina – TP Nováky integrating dll
file with GA, which forms part of the product Genetic Server by NeuroDimension
Systems, Inc., was formed, using the programming language Visual Basic. The
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result of the solution of HTC problem (1) is then represented by the vector
FIN
s=(QHPi)24, i.e. the best individual from the final population.
By means of the optimization model, sensitivity analysis of the influence of
population size NP, crossover probability Pcross and mutation probability Pmut on
the results of HTC problem solution in hydrothermal system HP Žilina –
TP Nováky was performed.

Fig. 4 Flow chart of the GA simulation

3.

RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

3.1

Population size

The results of sensitivity analysis of the influence of GA population size NP on
the results of pseudo fitness function maximization (6) are displayed in Fig. 5.
Achieved values of maxima of pseudo fitness functions represent the average of
50 GA simulations for each value NP. Simulations in which not all requested
constraints were observed were excluded from the evaluation. From the evaluation
it is evident that satisfactory results can be achieved by values NP=2000 and
higher approximately in 1000th generation. In the following generations, no
significant improvement of solution arises; only the simulation time is longer.
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3.2

Crossover and mutation probability

In Fig. 6, the influence of crossover probability Pcross and mutation
probability Pmut on achieved values of maxims of pseudo fitness function 
calculated by the average of 50 GA simulations for all combinations Pcross and Pmut
is calculated. Simulations in which not all requested constraints were observed
were excluded from the evaluation. The results clearly demonstrate that the value
Pmut has more significant influence on the final solution than the value Pcross.
Optimal results are reached approximately with the value Pmut=0,05. The influence
of the value of crossover probability on the results was not proven. According to
many authors, the crossover operator is often subject of opposing opinions, as well
as the subject of the question if it should be used at all, since for some members of
Academia it bears a certain undertone of sex. The opponents of crossover consider
it as the “breaker” of promising individuals and use the crossover operator in the
same way as mutation with very little probability.

Fig. 5 Influence of population size on results of pseudo fitness function
maximization
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Fig. 6 Influence of Pcross and Pmut on results of pseudo fitness function maximization

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The paper contains results of the research of the influence of GA parameters on
the optimization of HTC problem in hydrothermal system with on hydro plant and
one thermal plant. The target function describing HTC problem was adjusted and
solved in linear form (1) in order to compare the results of the solution using GA
with the results of solutions obtained by the application of simplex method which,
when given input parameters, always finds global extreme of the optimization
function. For the given set of inputs, the influence of individual GA parameters on
50 simulations was evaluated as follows:
 with the parameter population size NP , satisfactory results were achieved
with the values NP=2000 and higher approximately in 1000th generation, while
in the following generations no significant improvement of solution arises;
only the simulation time is longer,
 with the parameter crossover probability Pcross and mutation probability
Pmut from the results of sensitivity analysis clearly demonstrate that the value
Pmut has significantly greater impact on the resulting solution as the value
Pcross, while the results approaching the global maximum of the solution the
most were reached approximately with the value Pmut=0.05. The influence of
values of crossover probability was practically not demonstrated. Results
attained by sensitivity analysis proved that for given set of inputs, GA
demonstrates the highest efficiency with the parameters close to parameters
recommended in literature (i.e. Pcross=0.75 and Pmut=0.05~0.1).
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Abstract
Aim of the article was to create essential elements of an expert system (ES) that
provides effective support for a dispatching control of Water work Gabčíkovo –
Nagymaros (SVD-GN). Solution of this problem was focused on reaching maximal
operation safety of SVD-GN during flood discharges. The thesis resulted in parts of
an expert system that consists of an inference engine, database and knowledge base
during flood discharges for supporting the dispatching control of the Water work
Gabčíkovo – Nagymaros (SVD-GN). The operation parameters of SVD-GN are a
part of the external database including structure operation and prepared
manipulation of discharge through SVD-GN. From steering matrix which was
generated before, it is possible to provide the dispatcher with aggregate information
from database and knowledge base. Dispatcher is also provided with information
about expected impact of intended manipulation on operation parameters of SVDGN along with information about possibilities and its real feasibility on structures of
SVD-GN.

Keywords
Expert system, Water work Gabčíkovo – Nagymaros, dispatching control
support

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing complexity of water structures (WS) and with the growing
volume of input data there is increasing demand on the management of these water
structures. Therefore, the question is, whether some of the dispatching decisions
could be move to the automated management systems or provide increased support
of the dispatching decisions.
The use of tools and procedures of the Artificial intelligence (AI) is nowadays
increasingly applied while addressing not only theoretical, but mainly practical
technical problems. Typical areas in hydrotechnics are the tasks associated with the
optimization of the operation of WS in normal operation and with the increase of
the operational safety of WS in special cases. Considerable attention is therefore
address to the problems of acquisition, representation and to the use of special,
expert knowledge. Based on this, expert systems (ES), whose strength lies
precisely in the quality and scope of knowledge were created.
Expert systems consist of (Fig. 1):
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 Knowledge Base – contains the knowledge and experience of experts,
contained for example in an operational regulation in water works.
 Data Base – all data to the given case, not only historical but also hypothetical,
which are obtained for example by means of modelling research or
mathematical modelling (MM).
 Inference Engine – its role is to effectively manage a process of information
usage and data databases in order to resolve particular task in optimal and
especially safe way.

Fig. 1 Diagram of a standard expert system (http://www.igcseict.info)
The module, which links variable external interfaces, is missing in the system
defined like this. The Diagram of the extended expert system with the integrated
contact with the external interfaces is shown on the figure below (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Diagram of an extended expert system (expertsystem101.weebly.com)
External interfaces may provide:
 Results of external measurements from water works.
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 Derived data, such as water flow or slope of water.
 Information on an operating status of WS on the water works.
 The prognosis of the development of the major hydraulic characteristics
of the water flow, such as potential increase in flood flows (forecasting
service of the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute).
Expert system can provide through the external interfaces information for the
autonomous control systems installed on the water facilities, information on
implemented and upcoming changes in the water flow below WS for the central
management authorities established by the state – Flood Commissions.

2.

THE AIM OF THE PAPER AND ADDRESSED TASKS

The aim of the article is to establish essential elements of an expert system ensuring
the efficient support of the dispatching management of the water work Gabčíkovo
– Nagymaros (SVD-GN) reaching the maximum operation safety during flood
flows. To achieve this goal a set of tasks was addressed and solved:
 The hydraulic analysis of the flood wave in 2013 (2002).
 Modeled section of the Danube, Devín – Medveďov was divided into two
separate modeled areas – area above the WS and WS itself.
 Creation of the models, their calibration and application on selected areas.
Analysis of the WS of SVD-GN operated during the flood flows,
digitalization of the operational parameters from operation manual and
creation of the tools for providing of the operational data derived from the
WS.
 Generation of the various operational scenarios to the knowledge base for
the flood flows from Q = 6 100 to 11 100 (more than Q100) m3.s-1.
 Development of tools for a multivariate search and interpolation in various
scenarios.

3.

THE AREA OF INTEREST

The area of interest in the application of AI methods for the needs of navigation
of the flood flows through the SVD-GN can generally be divided into 2 parts (Fig.
3):
 Area A – above the SVD-GN, from the profile where the measurements of
the water level takes place to the profile above the SVD-GN. In this section
the transformation of the flood wave is assumed. It also serves as an entry
flow to the B area.
 Area B – the SVD-GN itself, which consists of the WS and their
interconnection, which define their interaction.
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Fig. 3 The area of interest for the application of AI methods (source
www.google.sk/maps/)
For the calculation purposes the area was divided into two models (Fig. 4):
 Model of the area A, implemented in HEC-RAS environment.
 Model of the area B, HDM 2012, model developed to address the hydraulic
tasks of the operation of channel hydroelectric power stations. Version
2002 of the model was successfully implemented to address the challenges
of the channel hydroelectric power stations on the river Váh as well as in
the addressing the subtasks for the SVD-GN. The great advantage of the
HDM compared to the modelling environment of HEC-RAS is that it has
directly integrated WS (such as hydropower plant), which are not available
in HEC-RAS.
The dominant facility is the Gabčíkovo hydroelectric power plant (VEG). During
the standard water flows, its main task is to effectively use the flow in the Danube
to generate electricity and to ensure the navigation on the Danube through two
navigation chambers. During the flood situations its task is to navigate the water
flows through the eight turbines in power mode until the head on VEG is at least
13m. Then the turbines are shut down and decrease of the flow is replaced with the
flow through the navigation chambers.
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Fig. 4 Hydraulic diagram of the area of interest A and application of
mathematical models

4.

ANALYSIS OF THE WATER STRUCTURES

For the purpose of an obtaining the relevant data to the database and knowledge
base of ES, the analysis of the WS of SVD-GN was conducted in order to digitize
operating parameters of the objects involved in the navigation of the water flows
through the SVD-GN and to create tools for the inference engine of ES.
The main operating parameters of VEG are shown in the table (Tab. 1Tab. ).
Figure 5 shows data digitization process and the setting of a specific possible
minimum and maximum flow through the VEG allowing the insertion of these data
into the database of ES and for inference engine of ES to gain the flow capacity for
a particular head at VEG. The inference engine of ES had an access to the data of
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the minimum and maximum flow through a single turbine, as well as the maximum
and minimum available flow through all turbines for particular head.
Tab. 1 VEG main operating parameters
VEG
number of TG
Type
Installed capacity
Absorption capacity
max. upper water stage
min. upper water stage
min. upper water stage during state
of emergency
min. usable head
min. possible head (in case of
emergency)

number of TG

VEG
units

IX. DMP

X. DMP
8
kaplan 4-K-15G
90 x 8 = 720
90 x 8 = 720
413 to 636
413 to 636
131.1
131.1
128.5
128.5

units
[pcs]
[MW]
[m3.s-1]
[m a.s.]
[m a.s.]

128.2

128.2

[m a.s.]

13

13

[m]

12.5

12.88 (12,70)

[m]

H

1 turbine

QVEG

Inst.

operating

head

min Qtur

max Qtur

min QVEG

max QVEG

[pc]

[pc]

[m]

[m .s ]

[m .s ]

[m .s ]

[m3.s-1]

8

4

13.25

413

536

1652

2144

3

-1

3 -1

3

-1

Fig. 5 The digitization of the data from the VEG turbines power diagram and
the determining of the specific flow

5.

GENERATION OF THE STEERING MATRIX

Filling out the ES databases with the steering matrix data ensures efficient
support for dispatching control of the SVD-GN. Data for the various scenarios were
based on the operation manual and supported with the practical experience from the
flood in the year 2013. The result is steering matrix with 11 x 5 vectors of hydraulic
parameters in the decisive sections of the SVD-GN. The demonstration of the
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steering matrix for the flows QC = 6100 m3.s-1 and QC =11100 m3.s-1 are shown in
tables Tab. 2 and Tab. 3
Tab. 2Cross section of the steering matrix for QC = 6100 m3.s-1

Tab. 3Cross section of the steering matrix for QC = 11 100 m3.s-1

Tab. 4 Interpolation of the steering matrix for particular rate QC =
9 250 m3.s-1

Exceed of the critical rates of the operational parameters in individual scenarios is
color-coded. For example in table 4, the decrease of the head on the VEG below the
12,88 m (the defined level for the short-term decrease of the minimal rate of the
head) is marked with the color red. With the orange the decrease of head on the
interval of 12.88-13 m is marked.

5.1

Multivariate data interpolation in a steering matrix

ES inference engine allows us in the first interpolation to generate the section of
steering matrix for the particular inflow QC = 9 250 m3.s-1 (Tab. 4). In the second
step the calculation for the particular basic parameters QC = 9 250 m3.s-1 and QVEG
= 2 800 m3.s-1 (Tab 5) was made.
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Tab. 5 Interpolation of the steering matrix for particular flow QVEG = 2 800
m3.s-1

Interconnection between the data from the steering matrix with
the ES databases

5.2

Cross connection of the results from steering matrix with the knowledge base
gives an user the data on the main operating parameters on the WS SVD-GN. It also
provides the data on the possibility of implementation of the required flow on the
individual facilities SVD-GN.
In the Tab. 6, the data from the steering matrix QC = 9 400 m3.s-1 and QVEG =
2 100 m3.s-1 are shown. These data are further used for the dispatching decisions.
Tab. 6 Data obtained from the steering matrix for QC = 9 400 m3.s-1 and QVEG
=2 100 m3.s-1
QDevín -Qstr [m3/s]

9400

Staré koryto

QVEG

3

-1

[m .s ]
5400,00
5900,00
6400,00
6900,00
7400,00
7300

Stupeň Čunovo

Stupeň Gabčíkovo

Hl. Horná Hl. Dolná
spád [m]
3 -1
[m .s ] [m n.m.] [m n.m.]
4000,00 131,10
128,41
2,69
3500,00 131,10
128,77
2,33
3000,00 131,10
129,12
1,98
2500,00 131,10
129,44
1,66
2000,00 131,10
129,74
1,36
2100

131,10

129,68

1,42

SAP

Medveďov

Hl. Horná Hl. Dolná
Hladina Hladina
spád [m]
[m n.m.] [m n.m.]
[m n.m.] [m n.m.]

3

-1

Q [m .s ]

130,62
130,74
130,84
130,93
130,99

117,97
117,97
117,97
117,97
117,97

12,65
12,78
12,88
12,96
13,02

117,75
117,75
117,75
117,75
117,75

116,77
116,77
116,77
116,77
116,77

9400,00
9400,00
9400,00
9400,00
9400,00

130,98

117,97

13,01

117,75

116,77

9400

The submatrix in table 6 gives us the instructions, on which interval of the flow
through VEG should we look for the solution of the problem for the redistribution
of the flow through the SVD-GN (between 2000 and 2500 m3.s-1) with the preferred
energy use using existing hydro potential on VEG.
Required flow QVEG = 2 100 m3.s-1 may only be transferred through the turbine
flow with 4 or 5 TG (Table 7 marked with green).
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Tab. 7 The feasibility of the flow through the facilities of the VEG
Number of
Turbines
[pc]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

[m]
13,01
13,01
13,01
13,01
13,01
13,01
13,01
13,01

installed

operating

H

[pcs]
2

1

installed

operating
[pcs]

2

1

Qmin

Qmax

Q

413
826
1239
VEG
2065
2478
2891
3304

[m3.s-1]
526,40
1052,80
1579,20
2105,60
2632,00
3158,40
3684,80
4211,20

2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2100

implementability
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

Chambers
Upper stage
Q1PLK
ΣQ
[m a.s.]
[m3.s-1]
130,98
1288,9
1288,9

implementability

Bypasses of the chambers
H
Q1obt
ΣQ
[m]
[m3.s-1]
13,01
612,1
612,1

implementability

1

1

Tab. 8 The feasibility of the flow through the facilities on the Čunovo level
Central weir
Weir
sections

operating
[pcs]

3

3

Upper stage

ΣQ

[m a.s.]
131,10

[m3.s-1]
3960

implementability
1

Weir in by-pass
Weir
sections

operating
[pcs]

4

Weir
20

turbines
4

4

Upper stage

ΣQ

[m a.s.]
131,10

[m3.s-1]
1418,2

1

operating
[pcs]
20

Weir in inundation
Upper stage
Q 1pole
ΣQ
[m a.s.]
[m3.s-1]
131,10
244,2
4883,7

implementability

operating
[pcs]
4

Water power station Čunovo
H
Q 1tur
ΣQ
[m]
[m3.s-1]
1,42
100
400

implementability

ΣQC
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implementability

10261,9

1

0
[m3.s-1]

Alternative solution is to navigate the flow through the navigation chambers and
bypasses of the navigation chambers, however they only have maximum capacity
of 1 901 m3.s-1 (one navigation chamber is out of service). For this reason, it is not
possible to completely replace the outage of the turbine flow with the flow through
the navigation chambers and bypasses of the navigation chambers while the
decrease of the head on VEG is below the 13 m. The desired flow QSK = 7 300 m3.s1
may be transferred through Central weir and Weir in inundation (Table 8). Weir
in by-pass does not need to be open yet. On the Čunovo hydropower plant minimum
head of 3,5m was not reached and for this reason it was not possible to implement
the turbine flow through the hydroelectric power plant. Mentioned solution of
making decision based on the steering matrix and the knowledge base together with
the data from ES was developed and tested in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

This work outlines the proposal and the creation of the essential elements of the
expert system to support the dispatching management of the SVD-GN during flood
flows through the water structures with the concrete application on the SVD-GN.
Implemented procedures can be applied on any other water structures. However
when applying procedures mentioned above on another water structures, the
complex questions addressed in this paper also need to be answered. The steering
matrix system is completely universal and does not depend on any mathematical
model of the water structures.
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Abstract
On Drava River’s rkm 14+110 closure dam was constructed across the upstream
end of the old bendway that is being preserved for Osijek port basin. During high
water conditions when water level rises part of flow is diverted from main channel
over closure dam. Overtopping of dam consequently disrupts water and sediment
regime in port Osijek basin. Aim of this paper is to determine long-term sediment
yield that enters the port carried by the flow over dam and conditions under which
it deposits, changing port’s morphology during the process. This process is
analyzed thought 8-year period, from 2005 until 2013. Paper presents modelling
method for calculation of layer thickness for suspended sediment deposited in port
basin. Bed forming sediment is extracted from total sediment inflow in port basin
using Reynolds number as common parameter in sediment rating curves for port
basin and gauging profile. For each sediment fraction conditions of its deposition
are determined based on particle fall velocity, transport velocity and water column
depth. Hydraulic flow conditions are calculated from measured hydrograph using
1D computations. Since sediment rating curve doesn't depict reliable relationship
corresponding to flow sediment regime is analyzed for three characteristic
scenarios (mean, minimum and maximum) according to data. Results are given as
longitudinal profile of volume for deposited suspended sediment and compared to
measured change in bathymetry for set time period.

Keywords
Closure dam, bedload sediment, sediment transport, settling velocity

1.

INTRODUCTION

On Drava River’s rkm 14+110 closure dam “G” was constructed across the
upstream end of the old bendway, spanning the full width of watercourse. Role of
closure dam is to deflect Drava River’s flow towards meander cut-off, thereby
increasing efficiency of its evolution process. Closure dam is constructed as
rockfill dam with crest elevation set on 82 m a. s. l., and it shields old bendway
from flow for discharges under 650 m3/s.
Diversion of primary flow through constructed cut-off enabled use of old
bendway as basin of port Osijek. New port Osijek is situated on right hand
riverbank, from Drava River station 12+600 to 14+450, and has entrance on
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downstream end of towhead. Length of port basin from entrance to closure dam is
circa 1700 m, with average width of 160 m and area 20.4 ha.
Sediment is carried by flow into port basin when water elevation upstream is
higher than dam crest and Drava Rive flow is divided: it partially flows through
cut-off and partially inflows into port basin overtopping closure dam. Taking into
account fact that crest of closure dam as constructed doesn’t absolutely shield port
Osijek from flow, water and sediment regime downstream of closure dam can be
considered disturbed when referenced to natural conditions.
This paper presents results of flow and sediment regime analysis for port of
Osijek. Analyses are based on long-term field survey data and data from adjacent
gauging stations. Aim of this paper is to quantify changes in riverbed morphology
induced by construction of closure dam and meander cut-off by analyzing
conditions under which suspended sediment is deposited. Two approaches are
used: (1) distribution of settling velocity over suspended sediment fractions and
(2) application of 1-D numerical sediment transport model. Timespan used for this
paper covers 8-year period, from construction of closure dam in October 2005
until June 2014.

2.

METHODOLOGY

Entrainment and deposition of suspended sediment that causes morphological
changes in port of Osijek is quantified using two aforementioned methods whose
precision is evaluated by comparing results after 8-year period with in-situ
measured bathymetry. Hydraulic geometry of Osijek port river reach is compared
to natural conditions which are presumably in equilibrium at beginning and at the
end of simulation. Trend of developing hydraulic geometry is used for prediction
of further morphological changes in port basin.

2.1

Available data

Input for analysis is flow regime data, coupled with suspended sediment
concentration and known bathymetry at the beginning and end of simulated time
period. Available data consist of:

river bathymetry of defined river reach – collected on the beginning and
the end of simulated period;

water elevation measurements on two gauging stations that are
positioned on boundaries of numerical model;

hydrological – hydraulic regime of defined river reach described
through collected flow velocity profile on several occasions throughout
simulated time period;

suspended sediment concentration measurement;

granulometric curves for both suspended and bedload sediment.
In order to describe hydrological regime of Drava River water elevation data
from GS Belišće was converted in mean daily discharges using discharge curve.
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GS Belišće is located on river station 53+800, and since there are no tributaries
between there and defined reach, calculated discharges are suitable for flow
description. Flow hydrograph data for modeled time period covered great span of
discharges, from low to high flow, which almost covers full span of discharges
collected from gauging station’s start of operation. In following table summary of
flow data for analyzed time period is given and compared to historic data (Tab. 1):
Tab 1. Summary of discharge data for GS Belišće
Characteristic
discharge
QMIN
QAVG
QMAX

Historic data
from year 1962.
Q [m3/s]
160
556
2232

Modeled period
from 2005. to 2014.
Q [m3/s]
224
547
2017

Hydrological – hydraulic regime of defined river reach is described through
collected flow velocity profiles on 13 occasions throughout simulated time period,
from August 2009 until October 2014. Data collected during this period also
included flow distribution between cut-off and port basin. Flow distribution curve
for port basin flow is calculated as:
Q PORT  5.35  10 4  Q 2  1.7188  Q  870.88 [m3/s],

(1)

where: QPORT is flow over closure dam [m /s], Q is Drava River discharge [m /s].
For description of sediment transport regime measured data on gauging station
GS Donji Miholjac, located on river station 80+500, was used. On this gauging
station suspended sediment data is periodically sampled several times per year,
resulting with 80 measurements since year 2000. Suspended sediment data
correlates well with discharge, so suspended sediment curve is developed from
paired data in following form: P kg / s   f Q  .
3

3

Correlation between discharge Q and suspended sediment yield P is not strong,
therefore collected data have no distinctive trend and are characterized with large
data scatter. Since data scatter is too large to be represented accurately with one
curve, three characteristic scenarios for suspended sediment curve were
developed: (1) minimum suspended sediment load QS(MIN); (2) average suspended
sediment load QS(AVG) and (3) maximum suspended sediment load QS(MAX).
Equations defined for each of three scenarios are:
P  9  10 6  Q 2.1851 [kg/s] for QS(MIN),

(2)

P  1.3 10 4  Q1.8541 [kg/s] for QS(AVG),

(3)

P  5.18  10 3  Q1.3757 [kg/s] for QS(MAX),

(4)

where: P = suspended sediment load [kg/s], Q = Drava river discharge [m3/s].
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Collected data and defined equations are given on the following figure (Fig. 1).
Granulometric curve of suspended sediment reveals that it consists mainly of silt
and sand, with mean particle diameter d50 = 0.15 mm.

Fig. 1 Characteristic curves for scenarios of suspended sediment load

2.2

Sediment regime in port basin

Sediment yield that enters port basin carried by flow overtopping closure dam
is calculated as fraction of total suspended sediment yield corresponding to ratio
of overtopping flow to total flow. Suspended sediment consists of two
components: bedforming, which is deposited in port basin and wash, which is
transported downstream. In order to define amount of sediment deposited in port
basin sediment outflow must be subtracted from sediment inflow.
Since flow conditions at gauging station Donji Miholjac and port basin differ
significantly sediment entrained by flow cannot be calculated using suspended
sediment curve defined at GS Donji Miholjac (Fig. 1). Therefore, suspended
sediment load must be correlated with flow variables that are independent of river
profile. Suspended sediment transport generally depends on the Reynolds number
because pattern of flow around settling particles is controlled by the viscosity of
the fluid and flow around them [Cheng 2004, Liu 2014]. Available data doesn’t
cover temperature of water, therefore Reynolds number is calculated without
viscosity as it is presumed to be constant. Suspended sediment curves equations
are as follows:
P  9 106  Q 2.1851 [kg/s] for QS(MIN),

(5)

P  1.3 104  Q1.8541 [kg/s] for QS(AVG),

(6)
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P  5.18 103  Q1.3757 [kg/s] for QS(MAX),

(7)

where: U is profile velocity [m/s], R is hydraulic radius [m].
These relationships are used for estimation of sediment transport capacity of
port basin, i.e. suspended sediment outflow and subsequently amount of sediment
deposited in port basin. Since suspended sediment inflow cannot be unanimously
determined from available data, analyses of its deposition are conducted for three
scenarios: minimum, average and maximum. Results from settling velocity
method and numerical model will be compared to measured data in order to
determine most appropriate method.

2.3

Settling velocity

Conditions under which suspended sediment is deposited is defined for each
fraction separately, based on known settling velocity, horizontal speed of particle
which is set equal to mean profile velocity and flow depth. Sediment particle
settling velocity is one of the important parameters used in most sediment
transport functions or formulas [Yang 2006]. In this paper van Rijn’s equation was
used. Van Rijn approximated the US Interagency Committee on Water Resources’
curves for settling velocity using three equations, depending on particle size [van
Rijn 1984]. Suspended sediment is divided into five fractions with regards to their
different diameter which influences settling velocity. Fractions are divided in such
a way that every fraction contains same amount of sediment, i.e. 20 %. For every
fraction settling velocity is calculated using appropriate equation od mean particle
diameter for that fraction, which is in turn used to describe settling of sediment in
that fraction. Following table (Tab. 2) contains calculated settling velocities for
each fraction.
Tab 2. Calculated settling velocities for each sediment fraction
sediment fraction
d < 20 %
20 % < d < 40 %
40 % < d < 60 %
60 % < d < 80 %
80 % < d < 100 %

mean particle diameter
d [mm]
0.045
0.09
0.15
0.17
0.21

settling velocity
W [cm/s]
0.18
0.74
1.65
2.03
2.80

Time required for particle to vertically pass through water column is calculated
by dividing flow depth with settling velocity for each hydrological event. Then
this time is multiplied with flow velocity in order to calculate horizontal distance
traveled by particle before depositing (settling length). For each fraction total
sediment mass is calculated entering the port basin and then is calculated length it
travels before depositing. This results in longitudinal profile of deposited sediment
mass. Settling length curves depending on flow are given for each sediment
fraction in following figure (Fig. 2):
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Fig. 2 Settling length for deposition of sediment fractions under variable
flow conditions

2.4

Numerical model

In order to describe flow regime on defined river reach for defined time period
1-D numerical model was used. Model was set up using measured bathymetry
data on river cross-sections, water levels on downstream model boundary and
discharge on the upstream. Calibration of Manning’s roughness coefficient was
done for 13 aforementioned measurements of flow velocity profile during which
water surface elevation was collected on each cross-section. Model was run for a
range of discharges, resulting in longitudinal velocity and water depth profile used
in sediment deposition calculations. Results of calibrated numerical model are
used for description of flow regime in form of averaged variables on each crosssection: profile velocity U, hydraulic radius R, flow area A and mean depth h.
Global Drava River model is set-up from mouth of Drava River to gauging
station GS Osijek, located on river station 20+000 km. For all hydrological events
in modeled period, daily discretized, model is run in order to obtain longitudinal
water surface profile.
Based on hydraulic regime calculated using hydrodynamic model, sediment
transport can be calculated for defined river reach, as well as its influence on
channel morphology through erosion and deposition processes. For this type of
calculation model with smaller domain was set-up describing port basin. This
model is set up on 18 cross-sections, spanning from closure dam to port entrance,
with downstream boundary condition set on Drava River’s natural profile, as
shown on following figure (Fig. 3).
Downstream boundary condition for sediment transport model, water surface
elevation, was extracted from results of global model. Sediment inflow was
calculated through relation with Reynolds number as described in previous
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chapters for flow situations that overflow the closure dam. For sediment transport
calculation Toffaleti's formula for large sand-bed rivers was used [Toffaleti 1969].
Toffaleti’s formula is based on the concepts of Einstein’s total load function with
several modifications, defined as total river sand discharge for range of bed size
material from 0.062 to 16 mm. The function is not heavily dependent on shear
velocity or bed shear. Instead, it was formulated from regressions on temperature
and an empirical exponent that describes the relationship between sediment and
hydraulic characteristics. A distinctive approach of the Toffaleti function is that it
breaks the water column down into vertical zones and computes the concentration
of each zone with a simple approximation of a Rouse concentration profile.
Transport for each zone is computed separately. This approach is, obviously, most
appropriate for transport with significant suspended load such that a vertical
Rouse distribution includes significant concentrations in the water column. The
function has been used successfully on large systems like the Mississippi,
Arkansas, and the Atchafalaya Rivers [Brunner 2010].

Fig. 3 Port basin profiles used for analyses plotted on ortophoto image

2.5

Hydraulic geometry

The term “hydraulic geometry” connotes the relationships between the mean
stream channel form and discharge both at-a-station and downstream along a
stream network in a hydrologically homogeneous basin. Leopold and Maddock
(1953) expressed the hydraulic geometry relationships for a channel in the form of
power functions of discharge as:
B  a  Qb ; h  c  Q f ; U  k  Q m ,

(8)

where: B is channel width [m]; a, b, c, f, k, m are parameters.
The at-a-site hydraulic geometry entails mean values over a certain period,
such as a season, or a year. According to Langbein (1964), Langbein and Leopold
(1964), and Yang, et al. (1981) among others, the mean values of the hydraulic
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variables of equations (8) are known to follow necessary hydraulic laws and the
principle of the minimum energy dissipation rate. As a consequence, these mean
values are functionally related and correspond to the equilibrium state of the
channel. This state is regarded as the one corresponding to the maximum sediment
transporting capacity. The implication is that an alluvial channel adjusts its width,
depth, slope, velocity, and friction to achieve a stable condition in which it is
capable of transporting a certain amount of water and sediment. Marked changes
in the channel form and associated hydraulic geometry can occur over a short
period of time in the absence of exceptionally high flows and in a channel with
high boundary resistance. This suggests that the approach to quasi-equilibrium or
establishment of a new equilibrium position is relatively rapid.
In order to determine current state of riverbed and potential for future
development hydraulic geometry of river profiles in equilibrium is calculated, as
well as hydraulic geometry of port basin profiles for beginning and end of
modeled period. Hydraulic geometry of Drava River was investigated over five
year period, with calculation for each year and average discharge for that year.
River cross-sections used for calculation were selected from reach upstream and
downstream from defined reach, and in meander cut-off. These values are
compared to results of hydraulic geometry of port basin profiles in order to
evaluate future development of port basin.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of conducted analyses were used to determine portion of suspended
sediment load that is most likely to enter in port basin, to evaluate which method
gives more accurate prediction of morphologic changes in port basin and to
estimate trend of future morphological port basin development. Results of
modeling show that two applied methods produce significantly different output.
Both methods estimate most intensive deposition in first 200 m downstream of
closure dam, although settling method produces far greater values of deposited
sediment. Measured bathymetry doesn’t reflect this trend, as sediment mass is
distributed more evenly over the length of port basin. Further downstream HEC
method estimates continuous trend of reducing deposition with increasing
distance. Settling method shows different trend: in first 200 m fractions 40 % < d
< 100 % are deposited and later downstream rest of particles deposit, with
increasing trend as more distance is needed for smaller fractions to settle. This
trend is also visible from measured data. For both measured geometry and settling
method deposition ends after 1000 m. One of the measured profiles shows
significant erosion which could be result of possible sand dredging, but this
anomaly is not explained. HEC model for minimum and average scenario in this
area shows erosion as consequence of disbalance caused by previously deposited
sediment and later deposition on port entrance. Maximum scenario model is
oversaturated with sediment and it predicts deposition on full length of port basin.
Following figure (Fig. 4) shows longitudinal profile of port basin for which
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sediment mass balance was depicted as a change in flow area and hydraulic depth
on each profile.

Fig. 4 Longitudinal profile of bed change representing sediment mass
balance: profile area (left) and hydraulic depth (right)
Most applicable method for overall sediment mass balance is HCE method for
minimum inflow scenario, which predicts 55 % greater deposition compared to
measured data (49234 m3). If profiles with anomalies in measurement are
disregarded this scenario shows even better results: it overestimates deposited
sediment on first 1000 m by only 13 %. For this part of reach measured amount of
deposited sediment is 74798 m3. Other two HEC models on this reach
overestimate deposition by 65 % for average scenario and 142 % for maximum
scenario. For all three scenarios used with settling methods overestimations of
deposited sediment are greater, ranging from 147 % for minimum to 348 % for
maximum scenario.
Both used methods do not represent turbulence, which is present in field
conditions, and therefore influences sediment transport. Turbulence is most
intense in area downstream of closure dam, and it prevents sediment deposition
which both applied methods cannot take into account. Therefore in this area
methods overestimate amount of deposited sediment, which is 53953 m3. Most
applicable method for first 300 m is also HEC method for minimum inflow
scenario, overestimating deposition for 28 %.
When difference between presumed scenarios separately for each method is
analyzed, settling method is less sensitive to inflow mass of sediment, as it
deposits total amount of sediment in basin. HEC method is more sensitive to
inflow scenarios because it predicts extensive deposition in port basin entrance.
Results of analyses are shown to be under expected confidence interval for
sediment transport methods [van Rijn 1984], and correlate with previous analyses
conducted on Drava River [Gilja et al. 2009]. Since for all parts of port basin best
representation of sediment regime is minimum sediment inflow scenario, it is safe
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to assume that sediment is not uniformly mixed throughout water profile and
column. This must be taken into consideration when relationships for sediment
inflow are calculated.
After it has been shown that sediment regime under varying flow regime can
be reliably represented using 1-D models, temporal development of riverbed has
been analyzed using principles of hydraulic geometry. Hydraulic geometry was
determined for port basin profiles on the beginning of modeled period, in 2005,
and at the end in 2014. Geometry of equilibrium profiles is collected in period
from 2009 to 2014 for profiles located on natural reach of Drava River enclosing
analyzed reach. For comparison of Drava River development cut-off profiles were
used, collected in 2005 when cut-off was built and also in period from 2009 to
2014. Results for mean flow velocity and hydraulic depth are given in following
figure (Fig. 5). On each figure expected relationship is plotted as dashed line
through equilibrium profile points.

Fig. 5 Hydraulic geometry for hydraulic depth (left) and velocity (right)
When hydraulic geometry for hydraulic depth is compared to theoretical
relationship it seems that cut-off profiles are distancing from equilibrium with
passing time and that port basin profiles are streaming towards equilibrium but at
slow pace. This trend is not consistent with hydraulic geometry for mean flow
velocity, where both cut-off and port basin profiles in year 2014 are much closer
to equilibrium line than in 2005.
This discrepancy in trend regarding reaching equilibrium is consequence of
high boundary resistance, i.e. on river banks there exist trees whose roots stabilize
banks and prevent erosion. Therefore, flow energy is dissipated mostly on
riverbed, causing it to deepen faster than it can widen. Therefore, hydraulic
geometry approach must be coupled for all three relationships (depth, width and
velocity), rather than focusing on single one. This is especially important if
available data covers period after high flows which rapidly modify riverbed
morphology.
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Based on defined hydraulic geometry we can assume that adaption of riverbed
geometry to flow and sediment regime is still active process. Since flow is
constrained in port area and limited as only part of flow passes through it,
riverbank erosion cannot be expected, rather occurrence of bars along left bank
which will impose on normal port operation.

4.

CONCLUSION

Results of presented analyses show that two selected methods are applicable
for calculating sediment mass balance in reaches with tranquil flow, such as ports.
HEC method estimated amount of deposited sediment better than settling method,
although only minimum sediment inflow scenario gave reliable results. On the
other hand, settling method approximated spatial distribution of deposited
sediment better. As expected, both methods underperformed in area where intense
turbulence occurs and sediment deposition was overestimated by majority of
methods.
Both methods are severely dependent of sediment load that enters the port, i.e.
boundary condition. This is especially true for settling method because it deposits
almost total amount of sediment that enters the model domain. In order to achieve
reliable results of sediment distribution that inflows into the port would have to be
verified with field data. Based on results, it can be concluded that both methods
are moderately applicable for estimation of sediment regime in port basin. Results
are well within confidence interval for sediment transport formulas, and total
amount of deposited sediment from mass balance can be used in further analyses.
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